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Ruth Dip:where M.S.W., program coordinator, United Mental Health,

's Inc., Committee for a Multiservice Center for Pregnant Schoolage Girls,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Janet B. Hardy, M.D., professor of pediatrics, Johns
Hopkins University ; and' Robert L. Johnson, M.D., stant professor
and pediatrics director, adolescent medicine division, Hartland Medical

. Center, 'Newark, N.J.; a panel_ s 139
Wattleton, Faye, president, Planned Parenthood Federation of America ;

and Ms. Leslie Tarr Laurie, member, board of directors, National Family.
Planning Forum and executive director, the Family Planning Council
of Western Massachusetts, Inc.;'a panel 192

, Baldwin, Wendy Ii., Ph. D., social demographer, National Institute of
Child Health and Huinan I5evelopment, Natfonal Institutes. of Nealtil;
Kristin A. Moore, Ph. D., research associate, Urban Institute, .Washing-
ion, D.C.; and Japet Bell Forbush, executive irector, National Alliance
Concerned With -School-Age Parents, a ,panel I. 203 ,

3 WEDNESDAY, JULY 12, 1978.

Blued; Barbara B., Connillisioner, New York state Department of Social
Services, accomPanied,by Mary Lou Blanchard, director, Family Services
Division, Michigan State Department of Social Services; Abram Narr
kunski, director of social services, Atlantic County Department of Social-
Sevvices,Atlantic City, N.J. ; andQuentin R. Lawson, human resources
cooniinerlorf city of .Baltimore, Md., a panel 834

Mecklftburg, Marjory, president, Americhn Citizeas Concerned for Life,
Inc., MinneapoliaC Minn., accompanied by Meg Rini; director of Marie
Hendry. and Magdalena Houses Offering. residential care for pregant
women, Cherry Hill, N.J.; and Jessma Blockwick, director, Department
of Population, United Methodist Board of Church and Society,, Wash-
ington,. D.C., a panel 428

galtner Emily, executive director, Lbla Belle Stewart Center, Child Wel-
fareLeague of America, Detroit, Mich., accompanied by Clyde E. Shorey,
Jr.) vibe president for public affairs, National Foundation of the March
9t Dimes ;-py. Adele D. Hofmann, board of directors; American Academy,
of Pediatrics, Washington, D.C.-; Ilene Wolcott, project director, Women
and Health Round frable,,Washington, D.C.; and M. Wurf, Girls Club of
America, Washington,.D.O., a panel 461
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126
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Scales, Peter, Ph a, for himself and Dr; Sol Gordon of the Institute for Page

Family Research and Education, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y.,

and Dr. George H. Thorns, principal, George Mason High School, Falls
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341

Califanb Hon. Joseph A. Jr., Secretary, Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare
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Child Welfare League of America, Inc.; Emily Palmer, executive director

Lual Belle Stewart center, prepared statement, . 435

Cohen, Hon. William S., a Representative in Congress from the State of

Maine, prepared statement
392

Committee for a Multi-Service Center for 'Pregnant. School-Age Girls in

Allegheny County, Ruth Drescher. M.S.W., program coordinator, United
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Family Planning Council ,of. Western Pennsylvania, /tic., LuGene Gray, Jr.,
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Gaston,' Caroline, director, New Fntures School,. Albuquerque, N. Mex.;
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694
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"ADOLESCENT HEALTH, SERVICES, AND PREGNANCY
PREVENTION AND CARE 'ACT OF 1975

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14,4978

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

,
..

.. Washington,D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, a/t:9 :33 a.m., in room 4232,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr.
(chairman), presiding.

Present: senators Williams, Kennedy, Cranston, Riegle, Schweiker,
Chafee, 'Hatch, Hathaway, and Hayakawa.

. OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR WILLIAMS

The CHAnnuAN. We will come to order. The Committee on Human
Resources meets today to begin formal consideration of S. 2910 the
Adolescent Health, Services and Pregnancy .Prevention and Care Act
of 1978. This legislation represents a determined effort by its sponsors
and the Carter administration to focus national attention on. the com-
plex problems of teenage pregnancy. It is a problem of many dimen-
sions, cutting across social and economic boundaries and occurring in
every communityurban, suburban, and ruralacross the country.
It is a growing problem. Studies have indicated that more than 1 mil- '
Jima young women, ages 15 to 19, become pregnant Cach year; approxi-
mately 600,000 of them give birth. Teenagers under the age of, 15 ac-
count for an additional 30,000 *births each year.

The social, moral, and economic implications of teenage pregnancy
are great. But, more important, it inflicts serious consequences on the
young mother and her child not only in their immediate future% but
their entire lives. The young mother faces grave risks to her health
in blearing and giving birth to a child, and the newborn faces.greater
probability , of developmental disability, neurological impairment,
epilepsy, mental retardation, and other serious health problems.
Educational opportunities for the young expectant mother are
constricted by societal attitudes and by the lack of adequate child care,
services. As a result, she faces a bleak future---limited employmetlt,

plreang.prospects, poor chances of developi inng a gful career, and life-
long difficulties in providing financial pport for herself and her
child. .

The complexity of the problem demands a comprehensive approach
based on a national commitment to integrate health, educational, and 4
social services in a coordinated manner. Primary.pregnanc,, prevent ,t)
tion, efforts must beiexpanded -to' enable the'se young women to .post-

(1) . _
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pone childbearing until they are prepared to establish a stable homelife

for their child. Education on sexuality, reproduction, contraception,

the effects of early childbearing, and a range of available services are

critically needed. For the pregnant teenager, compensatory assistance

must be upgraded and expanded. to help her give her child every op-

portunity for health, happiness, and a bright future.

Our hearing today will provide the committee with detailed and

expert testimony on the scope of the problem, the immensity of the

social and personal implications, and the extent of the unmet needs.

My colleagues, Senator Kennedy and Senator Cranston, and their, as-

sociates on the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Research and

the Subcomthittee on Child and Huinan Development, have been eze-

ploring for a long time the legislative alternatives for addressing this

problem. With their help, and that of the distinguished witnesses' who

are with us today, I believe the committee will develop the impetus for

revising and strengthening this bill, S. 2910; and obtaining its passage

by the Congress
Of 10 follows :]

m 4.
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95TH CONGRESS ,
2o Sispoil S. 2910

IN;THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Any. 13 (legislatiday, FERIWARY 6), 1978

Mr. KENNEDY (fur hiniself, Mr. WtwArds, Mr. JAviTs, and Mr.' HAILMAY)
Introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the
Cdnimittee on Human Resources

A BILL
To establish a program for developing networks of eommutlity-

s--
based services to prevent initial' and repeat pregnancies
'among adolescents, to provide care to regnant.adolescents,

and to help adolyeents become productive indepilndent con-
e

ribnfors to family and community life.

Be it eAted by die Senate and House of 4resenta,.

2 tives of the United Stato of America iu Congress imsenibled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Adolescent IIe,ilth, Serv-

4 ices, awl Preznaney Prevention and Care Act of 1978".

5 FINDINGS AND PURPOSES

6 Sic. 2. (a) The Congress finds that-

7 ( I ) idolescents are at a high risk of unwanted preg-

8 nancy.3
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1 "(2) in 1975, almost one million adolescents be-

_
2 came pregnet and nearly six hundred thousand carried

3 their babies to t9-in;

4 (3) pregnancy and childbirth among adolescents,

5 particularly young -adolescents, often results in severe

adverse health, social, and economic consequences,

including: a higher percentage of pregnancy and child-
.

8 birth complications; a 'higher incidence of low birth

9 weight, babies; a' higher frequency of developmental

10 disabilities.; higher infant Vortality and morbidity; ti

11 decreased likelihood of completing schooling; a greater'

12 likelihood that adolescent marriage will end in divorce;

13 and Ligher risks of -unemployment and welfare

14 depCndency;

15 j4) an adolescent who becomes pregnant once is

16 likely to experience rapid repeat pregnancies and child-

17 bearing, with increased risks;

18 (5) the problems of adolescent pregnancy and

19 parenthood are multiple and complex and are best

20 approached through a variety of integrated and esscn-

21 tial services;

22 (6)- such services, including a wide array of edit-

23 eational and supportive services, often are not available

24 to the adolescents who need them, or are available but

7 4?
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g.

fragmented and thus of limited effecti\'eness in prevent-

.inepregnancies and future welfare dependency; and

3 (I) Ii:ederal policy therefoyeshoidd encourage the

4 development of appropriate health, educational, and

5 social services where till, are now lacking or inade-
i

6 qnute, and the better coordination of existing services

7 - where they are available, in order to prevent unwanted

early and repeat pregnancie's and' to help adolescents-
,

9 become productive independent contributors to family

10 and community life.

11 (b) It is, therefok, the purpose of this Act

12 (1) to establish better linkages amons, .0isting

13 programs in order to expand and improve the avail-

14 ability of and accessi to, needed comprehensiVe coin-

15 nitinity services which assist in preventing unwanted

16 initial and repeat pregnancies among adolesants,:enable

.17 pregnant adolescents to obtain proper care and assist

18 pregnant adolescents and adolescent parents to become

19 productive independent contributors to family and coin.

20 munity life;

21 (2) to expand the availability of eommunity

22 ices that are essential to that o)jective; and

23 (3) to promote innovative, comprehensive,' and

24' integrated approaches to the delivery of such services.
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4

TITLE IOtANT PROGRAM

2 . AUTHORITY 'fro MAKE GRANTS

3 SEC: .101The Secretary of Health, Education, and

4 'Welfaiv (hereinafter in this Act referred to as ."the Secrc-

5 hay") may make grants to !Odic and nonprofit private

8 aglencies and organizations to support
projects whicl lie

7 determines will help commtmities ..coordinate, and estate -.

8 Iish linkages among, serviecs that will further the purposes

9 of this Aet a id, where appropriate, will proVide, supple-

:10 pieta, or improve the quality of such services.

it USES OR GRANTS

SEC. 102. (a) Funds provided under this Act may be

13 used by grantees to-

14
(1) link services to ('

15

. 16

17

19

20

« 21

22

23

24

.25

,(A) prevent unwanted initial and repeat preg-

nancies among adolescents: and

(11) assist adolescents \Om are pregnant or

itfiV'e aktfill had their babies to obtain proper

care, prevent int\Y:Alted repent preg:ttaticics, niitl dm

come prodnelive :Ind imhpctulettt contributors to

t and community ;

(2) identify and provide ace(,ss to other services for

adolescents to help prevent nnwonied pregnancy and

assist adolescents itt becoming productive and independ-

ent cmitriblitors to family and cointiumity



1

4.

5

6

7

8

5

(3) supplement serviles and cure. not atleguatte

in the eelmminity-which are essential to the pre%emion .

of athileseen't inegttaimy and to assist adolescents in be-

comVug Efroductice and independent contrilattoj.s ,to fain-

ily and.ammuntity life:

(4) plan for tin:administration and cooperation of

pregnancy prevention- and pregnam-relate services

for adolcscenls hid' will finth,,,. the objectives
-.:

Fitt,;

of Ihe

10 provide technical assistance lo enable other

11 communities to develop -8iceesshil irregiutioxy. ,pre\

12 tion and pregnancy-related program,: for adolescents;

13 and

1 t # (fi provide training (hut not intluding.

tional training-or training and assistance provided Lv

la; pr,o,ider.: of services. including skill. in

17 multidisciplinary approaches In pregmanc,. prevention

18 and pregnancy-related services for adoleseeitts and in the

19 provision of services.

2() (h) For purposes of this Aet, projects which link ,44.1V-
A

21' ices means projects which enable the provision of It country.-

lensive set of services in a 4iiirle stliog or establish a well-

,23 coordinated network of ,:ervices in a community, including.

2t ontreadi to adolescentt:,,the available of services in

a convenient planner aml..in easily accessible loc8tions. 8tia25.
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followup to assure that the adolescent is receiving appro-

2 prink assistance. The services which niay be included in
ti

3 such projects include, but are not limited to family planning

4 services, education at the community level concerning sex-

uality and the responsibilities of parenthood, health, mental

health, nutrition, education, vocational, and employmctot

7 comiselino. prenatal and postpartum health care, resident\al.

s. care for pregnant adolescents, and services to enable pre-g-

9 nant adrilescents to remain in school or to conthute their

10 education.

11. (c) Grantees may not establish income eligibility re-,

12 quirements for services paid for with funds tinder this Act,,
. .

13 but grantees shall insure that priority is given to the Ace-

14 tive of'making such services available to adolescents at isk

'15 initial or repeat preg,nanciesAilio are not able to obtain

1G needed- assistance through other means.

17 (d) Grantees may charge fees for services paid for with.

funds Under this Act, but only pursuant to a fee schedule,

19 approVed by the Secretary as a part of the application:

20 described in set,.tiou 104, which bases fees charged by tlid

21 grantee on the in me of the service recipients or parenti

22 and takes account of the difficulty adoheents face in obtain:

23 hug resources to pay for services:

24 (e) Except as provided in this subsection, in no case

25 may a grantee under this Act use in excess of 50 per cent=
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1 of its grant under this Act in any year to cover any part of

.2 the cost of services. The Secretary may grant a [641' of

3 the limitation specified in the preceding sentence in accord-

4 ante with criteria to be specified in regulations.

5 PRIORITIES, AiIOUNTS, AND DURATION OF GRANTS

6. SEC. 103: (a) In approving applications for grants

7 under this Act, the Secretary shall give priority to applicants

8 who-- N- 1--\\
79 (1) serve an area where there is a high inciivice

of adolescent pregnancy;

11 (2) serve anT'area where the incidence of low-in-

12 come families is high and where the availability of,reg-
-.

7.13 nancy-related services is low ;

:14 . (3) show 'evidence of having the ability to bring

159 together a wide range of needed services in coniprchen-

16 sive. single-site projects; or to establish a well-integrated

17 .network of outreach to, and services for, adolescents at

IS . risk of initial or repeat pregnancies;

19 (4) will utilize, as a base, existing programs and

20 facilities, such as neighborhood and primary health

21 care -centers, children and youth centers, maternal and

22 infant health centers, school. educational programs,

23 mental health programs, nutrition programs, recreation

2t programs, and °the', ongoing pregnancy prevention and

pregnancy-Mktg! services;

1'N

357454 0 - 7D - 2
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2 other Federal, State, and local funds, programs, eon-

3 and other third-party reinthurements;

(6) can demonstrate a community comblitinent to

the program by making available to time protect non-

-10

(5) Wake use, to the maximum extent feasible, of
.

Federal funds, personnel, and facilities.; and

-7
(7) have involved, the community to be seryed,i

s including public and private agencies, adolesecitts;.and
.

families, in the planning and implementatiou of the

10 project.

11 (b) The amount of a grant under this 'Act shall be

12 deterniked.by the Secretary, based on factors/such as the

incidence of adolescent pregnancy ity/the geographic area
. '

14 to be s 'ed, and the adtaptaey of pregnancy/prevention and

1Ti pregnane -related services in" the arira to he served.

16 (e) (1) A grantee may not r(eeive funds under this

17. Act for a period in exeess.of five years.

(2) The gt'ant may cover not to exceed 70 pelt contain
.

19' of the costs of a project assiled tinder this Act for the first

20 and second years of the project. Subject to paragraph (3) ,

in each year .succeeding the second ,year of the'. project the

22 amount of the Federal gant untler this Act shall decrease

by noless than 10 perCentunt of the amount oldie Federal
o.

It grant under this Act in the in-eceding year.

li (:;) The ,Sceretary.Otay waive in limitation spetglieil
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in the preceding pawl:zip!' in any year hi i,c,torilaiice with

2 criteria to specified in regulations.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRANT API'ROVAL3

4 SE0. 104. (a} An application for a grant-under this -

5 AI 11qt shall be in Such form and contain such iniorMatioin as

6 the Aeors etary m y require, bill must include-

7 (1) a identi9cation of the incidence of adolescent

8 pregnancy nd related problems;

9 ' (2) a description of the economic ,conditions and .1

10 incozie lev Is in the geographic area to be served; ,

11 (3) a description of existing pregnancy prevention

12 and pregn ncy-related services, including where, how,

13 by whom ard to whom they are provided, and the

14 extent to Inch they are coordinated in the geographic

15 area to be 'served;

16 (4) description of the major unmet needs for

17 services fir r adolescents at risk of initial or repeat preg-
,

18' , nancies, ;the number of adolescents currently served

in the area, and the number of adolescents not being

20 served in the area;

21
a (5) a description of certain core services to pe

22

23

24

95

included in the project or provided by the grantee, to
4.

wIniin they will be provided, how they will be linked,

and their source of funding, to include some, but not

necessarily all, of the following:
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

9 (E) primary and 2preventive health services-

(
10 including pre- &el post-natal care; and

11

12

13

14 ices other than those provided directly by the grantee

15 will identified and how access and appropriate refer:

12

fp .

(A) filthily planning services;

(B) health and mental counseli

(C) vocational counseling;

ducational services; pihich ,supplement

regular school. programs, to 41ppfevent adorescent

'pregnancy and to assist plegnant adolescents and

adolescent parents'to remain in school or to continue

their education..

IF) nutritional services, and nutritional infor-

mation and counseling;
4, (61 a description of how adolescents needing serv-

16

17

18

19

20

21

6'423
24

ral to those services (such as medicaid; public assistance;

employment services ; infant, day, and drop-in care serv-

ices for adolescent parents; and other city, county,.and

State programs related to adolescent pregnancy) will -

be provided;

(7) a description of any fee schedule to be used

for any services provided directly by the grantee and the

method brtvhicli it was derived!

(8) a description of the gm/Ace's en city to sus-
.

25 tain funding as Federal funds are phased down and out;
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1 (9) a des&iption .of all the'sertice and activities

2 to be linked, the results expected from the provision of

3 such services and activities, and a description of the peon?:,
4 ceduros to be used for e aluating those results; ,

;Mk

5 (10) .a summary of he views of public 1,enuies,

providers of services, ti,nd the general public in the geo-

7 graphic aria to be served, of thOmproposi.'d use Of the

I 8 1) 1mcided under 44 Act and a description of proce-
f

9 . dyes used to obtain those views, and, in the ease of ap-.

JO plicants who propose to coordinate sertjces adminis-

. 11 tered by a State, the written comments of the appro-

12 priate State officials responsible for such services;

13 (11) a description of how the services and activities

14 funded with a grant under thiiPAct would be coordinated

15 with existing nytted programs in the geographic area

16 to be served by the grantee;

17 -(12) Assurances that the applicant will make every

18 reasonable effort to collect appropriate reimbuflement

19 for its costs in providing services to persons who are

20 entitled to have payment made on their behalf for such

21 services undei any. Federal or other Government pro-

22 gram or private insurance program; and

23 ( f.3) assurances that the acceptance by any indiVid:

24 nal of family planning services or family planning or

25. population groWth information (including educational

0
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. 12

1 materials) provided through linanci assistance under.

2 this titlo shall be voluntary,und shall not be a prerequi-.
43, 4'te to eligibility for or 'reeci'pt of tiny other. erviee flu.-

nished by, thApplit;ant'::' ';;Vk
. .

7 4 0 4.
(b) ,Each tiihte6Mneltl"ft ni4:,s in the progrant

KEt. 5,5

6. established by thii.titie shall n 'such reports Aweruing
--

7 its use of .Federal funds- as Olt! Secretary. may require. Re-
s.

'8 ppits shall tclude the ,impack the project has had on re-

: t dueing the,,rnte of IirSt and repeat pregnancies among adoles,- ,

10 vents, and the effect on factors usually associated evillt welfare

11. dependency. .

e
i

12 AUTIIORIZATIOii OF APPROPRIATIONS

13 .
SEC. 105. For the purpose of carrying out thiS title, there

ft are authorized to he appropriated $60,000,000 for the fiscal

17, year -1(371), and still, sums as may he accessary for the fiscal-

1t; year j9K0 and theli.,tcal year I98 I.

17 Tau: IfIMPROVING COORDIN.ATION OF 'FED-

,,/
18/ .

ERAL AND STATE HMG RAMS
,

./
19 SEr. 201, (a) The Secretary shall coordinate Federal

20 policies and programs providing services related to proven-

21 tion of initial and rePeat adolescent ifregnanies. Anong

22 other things, the Secretary shall-

231$' (1) require, that grantees tinder title I report
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periodically on 'Federal programs ,or policies that inter-

2 .fern with the delivery ant coadination of.pregnaney;

3 prevention and pregnancy- elated services tai adolOs-

4 cents;

5 (2) provide technical assistance to assure that co=

ordination.by grantees of Fediral programs at the local
a .

7, level will be facilitated;

8 (4,modify program administration, or reeommend

9 legislative modifications- prograps of the Department

tci . of Health, Education, and Welfare that provide preg-

11 nancy,related services in order to facilitate their use as a

12, base for delivery of more comprehensive pregnancy pre-

: 13 vention and pregnancy-related serviceg. to adolescents;

11.. (4) give funding priority, where appropriate,., to

grantees using single or coordinated gfant applicatiobs

for multiple programs; and

17 (5) give- priority, where appropriate, to providing

18 funding under existing Federal programs to projects

19 providing comprehensive pregnancy prevention an71

20 pregnancy-lated services:

21 (la) A State using funds provided under title I to itn-

22 prove the delivery of pregnancy prevention and pregaancy-

related service's throughout the State shall coordinate its
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1 activities with programs of local grantees, if any, dig are

2 funded under title I.

3 (c) The Secretarymay set; aside, in each fiscal year,.
. 4ft

4 not to exceed I per eentum.of the funds appropriated under
?

s
5 this Aet for e"-tluation of activities under titles ) and IL'

'4
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The CHAIRMAN. It is most appropriate that the Secretary of HEW,
Secretary Joseph Califano, will :begin us on this journey, which we
hope will not be a long one, to congressional action in this area of mat
concert.

Before we turn to Secretary Califano, Senator, Cranston, who has
begin part of the development of this important legislation would like
to recognized.

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much. I would like to say just a
.

. fertV words at the outset, and I welcome you here, Joe, to this very sig-'i ..
mricant hearing.

Teenage pregnancy -is lire major social and health problem affecting
i

adolescents. I An pleased the.dministration is taking the initiative
in trying to address this issue. There are two important objectives of ''.
any program which seeks to help these young people meet the chal-
lenges of grovffing up in todiy's society. These objectives are :.First, c.

' ' helping these young people avojd unwanted pregnancies by improving
thee accessibility lif voluntary 'family planning services in the, com-

Anunity and., second, giving, every assistance possible to the teenager
:74who does become pregnant, to insure that she and her chil& will have

the greatestOpportunity for self-realization and happy, healthy? lives.
I look forward, to working with Senator Williams, Senator Ken- ..

nedy, and other members of the committee in insuring that the legist
lation reported. from the committee will address both of these
objectives. \

.I was) pleased the legislation I Offered, S. 2522, passed the Senate
last week. That bill authorizes sizable increws in the level of funds
available for voluntary family planning services Aupported under
title X of the Public Health Service Act, and targets muck of thatsin-
4rease to reach the adolescent population. In addition, that bill
authorizes increases in the appropriations for the information and
education' programs supported i4nder title X authorities, and pltizes
special emphasis on the dSvelopment by, and dissemination through,
appropriate community organizations of infoi-mation and materials
for adolescents. 'This'legislation rejects the administration's proposal,
however, to increase family planning services for adolescents by cut-

'.- ting ii ,on services for adults. 2ht.c
Nu erous witnesses testified at our hearings on S. 2522 that adoles-

'. cents choose% organized:family planning clinics rather than private
physicians or coYnmun0 'health clinics when they wish preventive
family: planning services. Tp some extent, the organized family plan-
ning clinic be,comes.theinaior souree of health care for these adoles-
tents;.,and PrOvides critical, early preatal care to those who become
pregnant I. hayez'also been .impress d with the variety of programs
that haye been developed in the co unities directed, toward insuring

, that the pregnant adolescent is giv the full range of social, educa-
ional, and health'seryices. that will help ber through pregnancy and
motherhood to achieve her own personitl gat ls.

During these herfings, wti will learn.b. great deal more about the
extent of exiSting resources in communities and ways in which they

A can begt, be utilized irk serving adolescent needs.- I believe it is impor-
tant that the aegislation -we develop be sufficiently flexible to enable
each immunity to utilize the support that it provides in the most
effective manner.
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I have quite a: few questions, but I will wait for those until later.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. The ranking member of the Subcommittee on

'Health, Senator Schweiker.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want

to commend the ohairman for these hearings today. I think they focus

on a very important problein, and I am particularly appreciative of
the Secretary of HEW's approach and his interest and commitment to

this problem, a problem which has been neglected for many years.

I also want to particularly commend the Kennedy Foundation for
their leadership aver the years in this vital area, and I am glad to see

the Government and the private sector coming together with this com-

mittee to tryto solve the problem, and I hope to play a very construc-

tive and positive role in it. , I

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I am confident that you will.
SenatOritiegle.
Senator RIEOLB. Thank you, Mr. ChairmantI am pleased to join

(you, Senator Cranston, and senator Kenned in cosponsoring 2910.

We need to respond tote young women w o become pregnant and

face these, pio' found life ions very early in the game. I think we

need an initiative f this kind, a comprehensive proposal of counseling

andessistance. so, I am pleased to cosponsor this legislation. I will

be very interested I,,ear what the Secretary and other witnesses have

to say.
The CHAIRMAN. Without further opening. remarks from here, wp

are very happy to urn to you. Mr. Secretary, to make the initial and

the opening sta ent en this major matter before us.

STATEMENT OF HON: JOSEPH A CAilMANO, SECRETARY,

DEPART OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. CALIFANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to request,

Mr. Chairman, that my entire statement be made a part of the record,

although I intend to read portions a it.
The-CnAmmAp. It certainly will be. You may proceed in any man-

ner that you wish.
Mr. CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before this

committee to testify in support of the Adolescent Health, Services

and Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act of 1978. I deeply appreciate,

as does President Cater, the high priority that this committee is

giving to this legislation and that you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Cran-

ston, Senator Schweiker, Senator Riegle, Senator Kennedy, and others,

have given to this legislation.
Teenage pregnancythe entry into parenthood of individuals who

barely are beyond childhood themselvesis one of the most serious

and complex social problems facing our Nation today. For most of us,.

the birth of a child is an occasion of great joy and hope, an investment

in the future, a consecration of life. But for hundreds of thousands

of teenagers, particularly the majority who are unmarried, the birth

of a child can usher in, a dismal future of unemplOyment, poverty,

family breakdown, emotional stress, dependency on public agencies,

and health problems for mother and for child.

2C
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Consider what is likely to befall the teenage mother : Eight of ten
women who havetsbecome mothers by age 17 nOver _complete high
school. The annual .earnings, of a woman who hAs her. first child at
age 15 or below are roughly 30 percent less than the earninfts of a
woman who' has her first child at 19 or 20. The younger a girl is when
she first marries, the higher her bability of separation or divorce.
A girl who, marries at age 14 to 1 is two to three times more likely to
experience divorce or separation an one who marries in her early
twenties.

In 1975, about half of all.mothers in ADFC families were women
who had their first child during adolescence, and of all children born
out of 'Wedlock, almost 60 percent end up on welfare.

Teenage pregnancy poses serious health risks for a child and its
mother, particularly younger mothers. Half of, pregnant teenagers
age 15 to 17 receive no prenatal care until the second trimester; 6 per-
cent of pregnant teenagers under 15 receive no prenatal care at all. A
baby born to a teenage mother is more than twice al Wifely to die dur-
ing the first year of life than a baby born to ancold'er woman. The
likelihood of low-birth weight babies ise30- to 50-perCent greater for
teenagers, and low birth weight is associated with a number of con-
ditions that can cause lifelong health and disability problemscon-
ditions like mental retardation.

These are sobering statistics, Mr. Chairman. Behind.them lie per-
sonal tragedies and heavy social costs. Clearly, these human costs to
mother and to child require national attention and national concern..

Consider the dimensions of the teenage pregnant problem in Amer-
ica: The age at which puberty occurs has declined steadily. The aver-
age age of puberty in the United States today is 12.8 years for girls,
but about 13 percent puberty at age 11 or younger. This means
that some children reach puberty by the fifth grade.

In 1976, 11 million teenagers aged 15 to 19 had ejperienced pre-
marital sexual intercourse at least once. For girls, the number was
4.2 million-40 percent of all girls age 15 to 19, up from 30,diercent
in 1971. Two out of three boys in that age category had experienced
premarital sexual 'intercourse, and approximately 375,000 under age
15 had that exp.erience.

Although the use of dontraceptives among teenagers is increasing
and often effective, 25 percent never use contraception. They may be
ignorant about the risk of pregnancy, or may lack access to contracep-
tives. They may be motivated by personal or religious considerations.
They may simply be careless. They may wish to become piregnant.
Whatever the reasons, these adolescents who never use contraception
'are responsible for almost 60 percent of the premarital pregnancies
to teenagers.

We estimate that about 1 million adolescent girls become pregnant
each year, 1 in 10 aged 15 to 19, the great majority out of wedlock.
Of these 1 million girls, 400,000 are 17 or under;. 30,000 are 14 or

/ younger. While some teenagers are married and wish to become preg-
nant, a substantial number of teenage pregnancies are unwanted ; well
over '300,000 teenage abortions were reported in 1976 to the Center for
Disease Control.
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Of these 1 million girls, 600,000 give birth. Even though 40 percent

of these babies are born out of wedlock, 9 out of 10 unmarried mothers

decide to keep theirout-of-wedlock babies.
Finally, many teenagers who give birth get pregnant again quickly. .

Of all teenagers who give birth, fully 25 percent become pregnant

again within 1 year, in spite of widely available contraceptives; a far.

higher percentage become pregnant again within 2 years of their first

child's birth.
'

Mr. Chairman, scarcely
anyone----libegal or conservative, permissive

-or restrictive--can read these figures about teenage pregnancy without

a sense of shock and Melancholy. Whatever our opinions about adult

sexuality and morality, it is sad to contemplate the specter of children

being suddenly and prematurely faced with the responsibilities of

adultsof children becoming pareifts while they are still children.

What some in our society choose to call sexual liberation has brought

with it some unhappy and tragic consequences for millions of teenagers':

The presqure to experiment with adult behavior befoie they are ready

emotionally, morally, oreconomically; to shoulder adult responsibility;

the wrenching disruption of life and education caused by the unwanted ,

pregnancy and its consequences. This is not liberation; it is a form of

tondageibondage for the child-mother and bondage for the mother's

. child,
I ajn acutely aware, Mr. Chairman, that Government cannot work

miracles. We are confronting pervasive social forceschanging moral

standards, the deterioration of traditional family life, the declining

authority of institutions like the church and the schooland we live in

a mass culture which treats sex not as a serious personal responsibility,

-----oftenaioLeyen as an act of love, but as a glittering ,consumer item to be'

exploited. Our society today is one in which personal self-discipline

is more necessary than ever, and less popular than ever.

And we must recognize also 'that teenage pregnancies are often

linked with other pernicious social problems: Poverty, unemployment,

poor edtcation, family breakdown.
All this means that there are limits to what Government can ac-

complish. Nevertheless, we llilieve that a concerned and compassionate

Government should do ,what it can to reduce the social costs and the

toll," human, suffering caused by premature sexual activity and un-

wanted pregnancy among teenagers.
This legislation constitutes an acceptance of that responsibility. the

bill reflects what we believe is a consensus among people who know the

problems associated with teenage pregnancy. Our bill also draws upon

legislative proposals and. work that has been done by, this committee

and its subcommittees chaired by Senators Cranston and Kennedy.

It is important tostress at the outset that the administration's total

initiative on teenage pregnancy is much broader than this legislation.

We have proposed aspart of the 1979 budget an expansion, and target-

ing of teenagers of a number of existing programs, such as family

'planning, medicaid, maternal and child health, community health

centers, educaticiii and HEW-funded research. In fiscal 1979, we have

requested a total of $344 million for programs tq addregs the pressing

problems of tee'nage'pregnancy, an increase of $148 million over cur-

rent efforts.
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The basic elements of S. 2910, this legislation, can be briefly sum-
marized. It authorizes HEW to make project grants for up to 5 years
to geoups committed to two purposes: Preventing unwanted teenage
,pregnancies, and helping those teenagers who become pregnant.
Grantees may be State and local agencies, community health centers,
family planning clinics, schools, churches, teenage centers, residential
care facilities, and other similar groups.

:To qualify for a grant, I projects will have to document the
magnitude of the teenage pregnancy problem in their community,
describe the resources available to address it, discuss the way in which
they will link -and improve these services, and provide a plan for
evaluating the effectiveness of their efforts.

The program is based upon four core principles.' It pursues two
closely related ,goals : The prevention of unwanted pregnancies, and
the care of pregnant teenagers and teenage parents and their babies. It
encourages expanded and comprehensive services for adolescents at
risk of initial and repeat pregnancies and in need of pregnancy-related
care. It encourages local experimentation with a variety of innovative
approaches to desieing, delivering, and coordinating pregnancy pre-
vention and care in ways best suited to individual community needs.
It builds, to the maximum feasible'extent, upon existing resources and
institutions at the Federal, State, and local levels.

Let me return to the four central purposes of the legislation and
discuss them in greater detail. First, prevention : Prevention is our first
and most basic line of defense against unwanted.adole,scent pregnancy.
The'Depa'rtment's preventive strategy takes several forms, including
education °tithe responsibilities of sexualitpand parenting, and family
planning services. .

.

We anticipate that a significant, portion of the $60 million budgeted
for our proposed program will go to projects providing such family
planning and educational services. In addition, we have budgeted for
substantial increases in fiscal 1979 in family planning for teenagers
in the Title X community, health centers and maternal and child health
programs, as well as expanding medicaid coverage for approximately
280,000 teenage girls.

But even with expandedfathily planning and education, many
teenagers will continue to become pregnant. Young people,, for
example, who use contraception only sometimesmost or all of whom,
obviously, have access to contraceptivesare resposible for more than
one-third of adolescent pregnancies. Of those who never use contra-
ception, only 30 percent cite unavailability as a reason foi- their nonuse.

When despite our efforts at prevention, these young people do be-
come pregnant, our con rns must shift. First, wemnst insure that both
mother and child' are Ithy, and that the new family can strive
toward a self-sucient d productive future. Second, we must attempt
to prevent the .unwanted second and third pregnancies which often
quickly follow the first.

Achieving those two objectives will require a variety of services,
such as prenatal care, parenting and other education, and job counsel-
ing, as well as primary prevention services.

Second', comprehensive services : Almost all people' with'. experience
in dealing with the problem agree that for many adolescents, only
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comprehensive services will succeed in meeting the objectives I have

just discussed. There are several reasons why comprehensive services

are important :
Many adolescents will not seek family planning h p on their own,

but can be attracted by other services, such as health care, counseling,

or legal services. In a comprehensive setting, the agency providing
'services can then assure that they, receive family planning help as
well. Those familiar with teenage problems tend to agree that many
teenagers who need and receive contraceptive information and counsel-
ing originally come to thefr programs seeking other services, such as
vocational or legal counseling, social services, or recreation. In _par-

ticular, such comprehensive services can begiq to attract teenage boys

into prevention and care programs.
Adolescents in danger of initial and repeat pregnancy have various

and interrelated needs. The Center for School Age Mothers and Their
Infanta, associated with the Johns Hopkins Medical Center in Balti-

more, provides pre- and post-natal care, primary health care, voca-

tional counseling, family planning, parenting education, and other
,services. This program has demonstrated considerable success in reduc-

ing the incidence of low-birth weight babies, school dropouts, and

repeat pregnancies. A similar program, the New Futures School in
Albuquerque, has reduced' the 1-year repeat pregnancy rate to only

8 percent, as compared with the 25 percent for this population at large,

and incirg, than-70 percent,of the mothers in the Albuquerque program

return to school after the birth of the child.
The wbrk done by other programs, such as the Brookside Fainily

LifeTenter in. Boston, Mass., and the. four centers of the Delaware
adolescent program, suggest that a comprehensive approachinclud-
ing education, day care, medical care, and vocational and social serv-

ices can yield the most successful results.
The bill itself lists several examples, and I quote:

family planning services, education at the community level concerning

sexuality and the responsibilities of pairenthoodi health, mental health, nutrition,

education, vocational, and employment counseling, prenatal and postpartum

health care, residential care for yiggnant adolescents, and services to enfible
pregnant adolescents to remain in Mit, ool or to continue their education.

Third,, encouraging innovative service systems: Clearly, there is no

single answer to the complex adolescent pregnancy problem. We are

convinced that successful approaches will be devised in local Commu-

nities not in Washington. For this reason, the bill provides flexibility

to fund different types of grantees with different approaches, different
emphases and different mixes of services. This diversity will insure

that the program is not locked into a single type of service delivery
system, and that it can 'be tailored to the needs of particular

communities.
Fourth, building on existing institutions and resources : The $60

million authorized by this' legislation will not go very far unless it is

used to call forth additional funds from other programs and sources,

Federal, State, and local. The bill specifically requires this. Where
pregnancy.pLevention and care programs already exist in a community,

the bill will primarily encourage links among them and strengthen

those links where necessary. When a community lacks essential serv-

ices, however, program funds may be used to provide them. The bill

3C
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speCifidally .provides for a gradual decline in Fedetal support for liar-ticular. propels. the purpose; of this ,provision is to stimulate local"support alone which can assure success. We will, however, be fiftflale
about this requirement &ad permit adjustments in appropriate e.41,AesMr. Chairman, adol.nt pregnancy is one of the most complex,
persistent, and poignant problems facing our society today. The woes.which Government possesses to deal with it, I must emphasize, 0limited. Nonetheless, we believe that this administration legislation_-
the Adolescent Health, Services and Pregnancy Prevention and OreAct of 1978together with the Department's expansion and retatctt-ing of existing programs, represents an important start toward fk,a1
solutions. The cost of the program, we think, must be measured agairis
the far greater and harsher social costs of going nothing beyond ourcurrent efforts.

The role of Government must necessarily be limited when we Ap-proach a problem that deals with private lives and private behavita..
But when the social costs and consequences of a problem are so great,we must not fail to take what steps we can. This legislation repreaerkts
our effort to take thoSe steps. We are gratified by the support that this
initiative has already attracted among the Members of the Congew,
and particularly many members of this committee, and we intend towork closely with the Congress and with'this committee in the coillikig
weeks to insure passage of the legislation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary,
[The prepared statement of Secretary Califano follows:]
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Mr, Chairman,. I am pleased to appear before this, Committee

'to testify in support ofAthe Adolescent Health, Services,

and'Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act of 1978.

On behalf of President Carter and the Administration,

lei me express appreciatilfor the high priority the Committee

has accorded this bill despite your demanding schedule.

. .

Teenage pregnancy --4.the entry into parenthood of

individuals who are often barely beyond childhood themselves

is one of the moat serious and complex social problems

facing our nation today.

For most of us, the birth of a child is an occasion of

great joy and hope, an investment in the future, a consecration

of life. But for hundreds of thousands of teenagers --

particularly the majority who are unmarried -- the birth of

a child can usher in a dismal future of unemployment, poverty,

family breakdown, emotional stress, dependency on public

ikencies, and health problems for mother and child.

Consider what-is likely to befall the teenage mother;

38-434 0 - 79 - 3
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Eight-of-ten womenwho have become mothers by age

17 never complete high-school. Such women are

more likelyto encounter serious difficulties --

the first of:which' is unemployment. .

The youngeva woman is when her first child is

borm, the less money she is likely to earn compared

to her classmates who become mothers later in life.

The annual earnings of a woman who has her first

child at age 15 or below, for example, are roughly.

30 percent lees than
the earnings of a woman

who has her first Child at 19 or 20.

The younger a girl iwhen she first marries, the

higher her probability of separation'or divorce.

A girl Who marries at age 14 to 17, for example,

AA two to three times more likely to experience

divorce ors separation than one
who marries in her 0

earl4 20's.

In 1975, about half Of all mothers in AFDC families

were women who had their first child during

adolescence. Of all children born out -of-wedlock,

almost'60 percent end upon welfare.

2'
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Teehage pregnancy poses serious health risks for a

child and its mother --Auirticularly younger adolescent

mothers.

Half of pregnant teenagers age 15-17 receive no

prenatal health care until the second 'trimester: 6

percent of pregnant teenagers under age 15 receive
a

no prenital care at all.

. A baby born to a .teenage mother is more than twice

as likely to die during the first year of life

than a baby born to an older woman.

'The likelihood of low-birth=weight babies is 30 to

50 percent greater for teenagers. And low birth-

weight is associated with a number of conditions

which can cause lifelong health and disability

problems, ,euch as severe,mental retardation.

These are, sobering statistics. Behind them lie many

personal tragedies and heavy social Costs. Clearly these

human costs require national attention and national concern.

Consider the dimensions of the teenage pregnancy problem in

. America:

.8
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The population aged 10 to 19 has swelled over the

last 25 years. and now exceeds 40 million young

people. Over the next 15 years, the number of

adolescents will decrease slightly. But it will

increase thereafter,
wban'the babies born in the

mid-1970's and early 1980's reach their teens.

The age at Which puberty occurs has declined

steadily, largely reflecting improvements io4,

nuition: The average age of puberty in the

'Witted States today is 12.8 years for girls, but

about 13 percent reach
puberty at age 11 or earlier.

This means that some
'children reach puberty by

.fifth grade.

In 1976, eleven million teenagers aged 15-19 had

experienced premarital sexual
intercourse at least

once. For teenage girls aged 15-19, the number

was 4.2 million: 40 percent of all girls 15-19 --

up from 30 percent in 1971. Two out of three boys

in that age qategory had experienced premarital .

0

sexual intercourse -- and approximately 375,000

girls under Age 15.

4



The use of contraceptives &hong teenagers is

widespread, incroAsing, and often effective.

Nevertheless, for a variety of reasons, 25 percent

of teenigers never use contraceptir. They may be

ignorant abqut the risk off Pregnancy, or may lack

access to ceptraceptives. They may be motivated

by personal or religious considerations. They may

simply be careless. They may wish to become

pregnant. Whatever the reasons, these adolescents

who never use contraception are responsible for

almost 60 percent of the pre-marital pregnancies

to teenagers. In addition, 42 percent do not use

contraception regularly; and of those teenagers

who do use,contraceptives, many use methods that

have relatively high failure rates.

We estimate that about 6; million adolescent

girls -- one in ten aged 15-19 -- beCome pregnant

each year, the majority out of wedlock. Of these

one million 400,000 are 17 or-under; 30,000

are 14 or under. While some teenagers are married

and wish to become pregnant, a substantial numbr

of teenage pregnancies are.unwanted; well over

300,000 teenage abortions were reported in 1976 to

the Center for Disease Control.

.5
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Of these one million girls, 600,000 give birth.

Evan though 40 percent of these babies are out of

wedlock, nine. out of ten .unmarried Mothers decide

to keep their out -of- wedlock babies. ,

Finally,.many teenagers who give birth get pregnant

again quickly.' Of all teenagers who give birth,

fully 25 percent become pregnant again within a

year -- in spite of widely available contraOeptives,

a far'. higher percentage become pregnant again
Y'

within two yearsof6their first child's birth.

.

Although annual births to teenagers, like those to

*omen in general, are declining, the number,of pregnancies

experienped by teens is continuing to increase.,

Scarcely anyone -- liberal or conservative, permissive

or restrictive -- can read these figures about teenage

`pregnancy without a sense of shock and melancholy. Whatever

our opinions about adult morality and sexual standards, it

is sad to contemplate the specter of children being suddenly

and prematurely faced with the responsibilities of adults

Of'children becoming pai.ents while they are still children.

6
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inlet some in our society choose to call sexual liberation

has brought with it some unhappy consequences fot millions

of teenagets: the pressure-to experiment with adult behavior

before they are ready emotionally, morally, or economically

to shoulder adult responsibility; the wrApthing disruption -

of life and education caused by- anatif410 Aptegnancy and

its consequences. This is not piiiitationVis a form of

bondage for the child-mother and th Hheechild:

I am acutely aware, lit: Chairman, that government

cannot work miracles. We are confronting large social forces:

changing moral standards, theideclining authority of institutions

like the church and the school, and a mass culture that .

treats se* not as a serious personal responsibility and

often not even as an act of love -- but as a glittering

consumer item to be exploited., Our society today is one in

which personal self-discipline is more nece5fiery than ever --

and less popular than ever.

4
And we must recognize also that teenage pregnancies are

often linked with Other, pervasive social problems: poverty,

unemployment, poor education, family breakdown.

All this means that there are limits to what government

can accomplish. Nevertheless, I believe that a concerned

7,
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Sind compassionate government shoulddo what it can to reduce

the social costs and the toll of human suffering caused

by premature sexual activity andwunwanted pregnancy among

teenagers,

This. legislation constitutes.an
acceptance of that

responsibility. The bill reflects what we believe is it

consensus among knowledgeable people who know ble problems

associated with teenage pregnancy. Our bill also draws upon
S

legislative 'proposals 'let have been previously advanced.

It is important,tO stress at the outset that the

Administration's total initiative on teenage pregnancy is

much broader than this bill. We have proposed as part of

the 1979 budget-an expansion and targeting on teenagers of a

number of existing programs, such as family planning,-

Medicaid, maternal and child healthj'Icommunity health centers,

education, and HEW-funded research.
La,.fislal 1979., we have

requested a total'of $344 million for programs,to address

the pressing problems of teenage pregnancy: an increase of

$148 million over current efforti.

.The basic elements of S. 2910 can''be briefly summarized;

8
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It, authorizes HEW to make,project grants for up to

fiva.yeare to groups committed to two purposes:

preventing unwanted pregnancies, and

helping those teenagers who become pregnant.

.Grantees may be State and local agencies, community

health centerafamily planning clinics.j schools,

Churches, teenage centers, residential care

facilities, and other such groups.
;..

In order to qualify for a grant, local projects

. Will hive to document the magnitude of he teenage

pregnancy problem intheir communit - a,.describe

the resources already available to a rase it,

discuss the way in which they will link and

Improve these resources, and provide a plan for

evaluating the effectiveness of their efforts.

The legislation requires Federal and state

programs relating to adolescent pregnancy to be

bet5er coordina d at both levels and requires HEW

to evaluate,a tivitiesurider the Act.

The programli based upon four core principles:

9
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First, Prevention: Prevention is our first and most

basic line of defense against unwanted adolescent pregnancies.

The Department's preventive strategy takes several forms,

including education on the responsibilities of sexuality and

parenting., and family planning services.

We anticipate that a significant portion of the

860.million budgeted for our proposed program will AO to

projects providing such family planning and educationaf.

'services. In addition, we haVe budgeted for substantial

increasesAi fiscal 1979 in family planning for teenagers, in

-;,thesTitle R, Community. Health Centers, and Maternal and

Child. Health programs,as well as expanding Medicaid coverage

(including family planning) for approximately 280,000 teenage

women.

But even withfexpanded family planning and education,

many teenagers will continue to becomeyregnant. Young

people, for example, who"use contraception only "sometimes" --

most or all of whom, obviously,
have access to contraceptives --

-are responsible for more than one third of adolescent pregnancies...,

Of those who "never" use contraception, only 30 percent cite .

unavailabilitfas a reason for their non-use.

11
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-Men, despite our efforts at prevention, these young'

people do'become'pregnant and decide to give birth., our

concerns most shift.

First, we must ensure that both mother and child

are healthy, and that the new family can strive

toward a self- sufficient and productive future.

Second, we must attempt to prevent th% unwanted

second and third pregnancies which often quickly

follow the first.

Achieving those two objectives will ,require a variety

of services, such.as pre-natal care, parenting and other

'education,. and job counseling, as well as primary prevention

tervicet, By combining both approaches, this legislation.

believe, gives us a more effective strategy.

Second, Comprehensive Services: Almost all people with

experience.in dealing with the problem agree that For many

adolescents, only comprehensive services will succeed in the

prevention and meeting the objectives I have just discussed.

There are several reasons why comprehensive services are

important:

12
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Many adoleacents will not seek family planning

help on their own but can be attracted by other

services, such as health care, counseling, or

,legal services. In a comprehensive setting, the

.
agency providing services can then assure that

they receive family planning help as'well. Those

families with teenage programs tend to agree that

many teenagers who need and receive contraceptive

information and counseling originally come to

their programs seeking other Services, such as

vocational or legal counseling,.social services,

or recMeation.!
In,particular, such comprehensive

services can begin to attract teenage boys. into

0
prevention and care programs.

Adolescents in danger of initial and repeat pregnancy

have various and interrelated needs. The Center

for School Age Mothers and Their Infants, associated

with the Johns Hopkins Medical Center in Baltimore,

provides pre- and post-natal care,'primarY health

care, vocational counseling, family planning,

parenting education, and other services. This

program has demonstrated
considerable success in,

reducing the incidence of lowtirth weight babies,

18
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school drop-outs, and repeat pregnancies. A

similar program; The Nes, Futures School in Albuquequg,

has reduced the one-year repeat pregnancy rate to

only eight percent. And more than 70 percept of

kart/kers in the progral return to school after the

birth oetheir child.

The work done by other - programs, such se'the Brookside

Family Life Canter in Boston and ikifoUr centers of the

Delaware Adolescent Program, suggest that a comprehensive

approach -- including education, day care, medical care and

social services. -- can yield thq stoat successful results.

This legislation requires each, .roject to describe in

detail. how it will make multi e dervices available, either

at a single site or through a netVerk of linked provideri it

the community. Although no single project will be required

to offer all types of services, there are many that may be

offered.

The bill lists several examples;

U
. . . family planning services, education at the

Ilkcommunity level.concerning'sOcuality and the responsib 1.es

of parenthood, health, mental health, nutrition, educsti,en,

14



vocational, and employment
counseling,. prenatal and

postpartum health c=4, residential care for pregnant

adolescents, and services t9 enable pregnant adolescents

to remain in school or to continue their education."

Third', Encouraging
Innovative Service, Systems.: Clearly,

there is no single answer to the adolescent pregnancy problem;'
. _ .

we are convinced that successful
approaches will be devised

in local: communities, not in Washington. For this. reason,

thebili.provided flexibility to
fUn&different type. of

granteip with different approaches,
different emphases, and

different maxis of services.. This diversity will ensure

that the program is not locked into a single type of service

delivery lyatem'and'it
can be tailored to the needs of

r.

Tarticular communities.

This flexibility,
however, must be accompanied by .a

clearly defined set of priorities and by requirements that

grantees document their need for support and their capacity

to reduce the
incidence of unwanted adolescent pregnancy.

The bill lists seven
criteria which will be considered in

.reeking and selecting
grantees; it also prescribes the

requirements for grant applications.'
FUnding decisions will

be made by the Public Health Service in
conjunction with the

Office of Education and the Office for Human Development .

Services.
Communities which meet these funding critetia

16
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will be provided appropriate training dud technical assistance.

We intend that currently successful projects will be heavily

. utilized in training workers for other other projects.

After its launching, each project will_be carefully evaluated

to ensure that effective program designs are identified and

that what we learn can be put to work in other communities.

Fourth, Building on Existing Institutions and Resources:

The $60 million authorized by this legislation will not go

very far unlesi it is used to call forth additiOnal funds

from other programs and sources, Federal, state, and local.

The bill specifically requires this. Where pregnancy prevention

and.care.programs already.exist in a community, the bill

4tWill primarily encourage links between them and strengthen

thoselinks where needed. When a community lacks essential

services, howeVer, program funds may be used to provide

them. The bill specifically provides for a gradual decline

in Federal support for particular projects; the purpose of

this provision i; tcl stimulate the local support which alone
ez,1

can ensure success. Wecwill, however, be flexible about

raquirementand-permit adjustments in appropriate

cases.

V 16



Mr. Chairman,
adolescent pregnancy is one of the most

complex, persistent, and poignant problems
facing our society

today. The pioneer which
government possesses to deal with

it, Van= emphasise, is limited.
Nonetheless, we believe

that thil
Administration legislation 4r- the Adolescent

the Healih,'Beryices,
and Pregnancy

Prevention and Care Act of

1978, together with the Department's expansion
and retargeting

of existing programs --
represents an important start toward

real solutions,
The cost of the program, we think, must be /

measured against the far greater and harsher social costa of

doing nothing beyond our current efforts.

The role of government must necessarily be limited when

we approach a problem that deals with private lives and

behavior. But when the social costs and consequences of a

problem are so great, we Must not fail to take what steps we

can. This legislation
represents our effort -- a carefully

constructed and long -considered, effort -- to
take tgose

steps.

4We'are gratified by the support that this initiative

has already attracted
among members of Congress and we

intend to work closely with the Congress in the coming

months to ensure passage of this legislation.

17
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Mr. CHAIRMAN. Will Dr. Lulu Mae Nix, from your Department, be
speaking to us?

.3.1r. CAI, TANO. No.
The CHAIRMAN Will she ts3 here for some of the details of the appli-

cation'of the progiumand how it will work T
Mr, CALITANo. She is here, as is Peter Schuck, who is the Deputy

Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. Dr. Nix is not
fyll time with HEW yet. ' .

/1°The CrtArinfAN. Senator Kennedy was not.here to make an intro-
ductory statement. Senator Kennedy, as chairman of our Subcommittee

. on Health, would you care to give your remarks? .

Senator KENNEDY.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sure the com-
mittee wants to get into questio ihg the Secretary. I wanted to just
express my appreciation for the orrunencing of these hearings.(ISimilar legislation was intr uced some 3 years ago, and we were

tunable to get the focus or the attention that we have been able to get
1. on this particular legislation ; we did not have a Secretary o? HEW

who was strongly committeed to it, or a President who was strongly
concerned about the problem. And I think what we have seen over
the period of years is that where we have had the support for the
prevention of pregnancies, we have still seen the explosion of the
numbers of these teenage girls who, although aware of the prevention
opportunities and still desire to have(a child.

And it seam's to me that what we are attempting to fashion here
is the kind of coordination of various services and facilities to make
sure that that young person, that young girl who is going to bring the
pregnancy to term, is going to be given the kinds of support services
that she needs. And we must see that the child, that the baby is going.
to have the reduced health hazards both during the period of the,
pregnancy and at the time of birth. And we know from the various
programs that have taken 'placeI think the Johns Hopkins illustra-
tion and the examples in Delaware, or the other illustrations in my
own State, of Massachusettsthat there can be an enormously positive
impact in terms of the health and the well-being of the baby, in terms
of reducing the second pregnancies, and in terms of keeping these
young people away from the dependency on the community in terms of
welfare or other social services ; it permits them to gain employment
or to continue employment.

So, perhaps from the point of view which seems to be most on the
minds of at least some Americans today, from a dollar-and-cents point
of view, it makes sense. But I think, most importantly, from a humane
and from a health point of view, it makes a good deal of sense. This is
not to question that we do not have some very complex and difficult
issues.that we are going to have to resolve. But this has been an issue
which I have been interested in fot a long time. Senator Ba.yh was
a cosponsor of that initial legislation some 3 years ago. I am glad we are
having these hearings today, and I look forward to developing some
of the points with the Secretary of HEW, and I welcome the opportun-

. ity that this full committee is giving to this particular issue.
Thank you, Mr.. Chairman. .

JS -4S4 0 - 79 - 4



OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

Senator KENNEDY. This.morning we are going to discuss an increas-
ingly important issue which faces. our society-the epidemic of teen-
age pregnancy. We will hear why even when family planning services
are available to teenagers, some utilize these services and others do
not. We will hear why so many young girls, who are still children
,themselves, become pregnant a second, third, or fourth time, and we
will hear how comprehensive adolescent pregnancy care centers have
been successful at preventing these tragic repeat pregnancies.

Many have failed to recognize the serious dimensions of the present
situation ihi,1976, 11,million teenagers were sexually active 1 million_
females 19 and under become pregnant each year; and 600,000 of these
women haveJive birthS.

I have recently seen two studies dealing with teenage births in North
Carolina and the District of Columbia which I believe illustrate the
Magnitude of the problem.

In North Carolina in 1975,1,734 women 15 and under had babies. For
83 of theseyoung girls this birth vas their second child and for 2 this
birth was their third. It is hard 'to imagine a 15-year-old with three
children.. By the age of 16, 322 girls had their second baby ; 20 had
their third, and 4 had their fourth child.

This situation is not much better in the District of Columbia. In
1976, more than 25 percent of the liVe births were to girls under the age
of 20. Of these young mothers, 90 were 14 years old or younger and 486
of these teenagers in 1976 had their second, third, or fourth child.

I have long been interested in legislation such as the, bill. we are dis-
cussing today. In 1975, introduced the National School-Age Mother
and Child Health Act. At that time we recognized that the problem was
much broader tinkn a health problem. The birth of a child to a school-
age mother has tr6mendous consequences to the mother, the father, and
the child. Pregnancy among teenagers is the leadinc, cause of high
school dropouts among girls. It imposes a terrible burden on the girl,
as well as a social burden on society. And for over half these girls, the
birth of a child begins a cycle of dependency upon public welfare.

The health problems are. also severe. The younger the mother the
more likely the child is to be born premature, to be underweight, and
to suffer a wide variety of other health and social disadvantages.

The Adolescent Health, Services, and Pregnancy Prevention and
Care Act of 1978 complements and builds upon a number of existing
programs within the Department. of Health, Education, and Welfare.
During the course of today's testimony we will hear about many of
these programsfamily planning, material and child health, corn-
munity health centers, education, and research. Many of these pro-
grails are excellent. And yet, when we hear from teenageys themselves
and from the panels providing services to teenagers, we. will see the
existing programs are not enough, and they, are poorly coordinated.

S. 2910, which rwas pleased to introduce on behalf of the ltdminis-
tration, will aid in the expansion of programs dealing with both serv-
ices to pregnant teenagers as well as primary family planning services.
This bill encourages experimentation at the local level with a variety
of innovative approaches to designing, delivering, and coordinating
services.
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I want to commend Secretary Califano on the selection of Lulu Altie
Nix as coordinator of the Department's, new adolescent pregnancy
initiative. Dr. Nix testified before the Health Subcommittee in 1975.
I have long been impressed with the work she has done with the Del-
aware Adolescent Prograin, Inc. [DAPI]. Under her leadership, it has
become the Nation's only statewide program serving pregnant teen-
agers. DAPI is a comprehensive program and has had remarkable
success since it began in 1969 with a grant of $22,500 from the Junior
League of Wihnington. DAPI's success was summarized in a recent
5-year-ater-birth study comparing girls in,the program and others
of the same age 'and background :

.- Over 70 percent of the DAPI teenagers completed high school while
Only 27 percent of those not in the program graduated from high
school.

Only 30 percent of the DAPI group had a repeat pregnancy within
5 years while over 50 percent in the other group had a second
pregnancy.

'In regards to sick baby careDAPI mothers used private physicians
in 77 percent of the cases and relied odihospital emergency rooms in
only 10 percent of the cases. By contrast, the non-D:CPI group used
hospital emergendy rooms in 62 Percent of the cases.

If Dr. Nix can do all this starting with $22,500, we are looking
forward to seeing what she can do with $60 million.

In addition to DAPI there are other model programs including the
Johns Hopkins Center for School-Aged Mothers and Their Infants in
Baltimore, the Brookside, Family Life Center in Jamica Plain, and
the Nev Futures School in AlbuqUerque. We will hear today testimony
of their success. And we will learn that with more venters like these
we can help, in a most direct way, young mothers who in many cases
are still children themselves.

Today, we will also hear froM a panel of teenagers. Their back-
grounds are varied, and the stories they will relate are all different.
But all tia me one thing in commonat a very young age they have had
to make serious decisions regarding thi it own sexuality and th' re-
sponsibility of becomin,, a parent.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senat Or KCIMIV.
Mr. Secretary, you have indicated that your budget for this area of

social concern is much broader and comprehensive than this bill. This
bill calls for an authorization figure of $60 million. '

111,r, CALIFANO. In the first year, Senator.
The CuAnimAN. This is a national figure, and would be directed to

the States and the communities?
Mr. Omxpitso. That is correct, sir:
The CHAiRmAx. Now, I notice that this legislation places an ems

phasis on the linkage of existing services. Do you envision the applica-
tion of these resources of $60 million to generate new services and new
activity to address this social situation and the problems that arise
out of it?

Mr. CALI F ANO. We provide in the bill for a 30-percent match-70
percent Federal funds, 30 percent matching by the local community.
So; $15 million will be generated. Now, whether that will be a new $15
million or people will tae existing programs and use those funds to
match, I cannot answt, But if you takethe $81 1 lion applied to this
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problem, we estimate that it will reach, roughly, an additional 113,000
to 115,000 adolescents, who will be able to get comprehensive cervices.
That is based on an estimate, Senator, that it will cost about $750 per
year per adolescent to provide these services. But beyond that, our be-
lief, from looking at the programs I mentioned and some other pro-
grams, is that when you link programs together, we will have some-
thing more t an the sum of the parts and we will have a much more
effective way f dealing with the problem.

The CHAT AN. As you know this committee is in the process of
developing a d expanding youth employment programs.. It would
seem to line, t at part of the teenage dilemma of today is the inactivity,
the unempld ent, the laCk of opportunity to be doing something of
value and im rtance, coinciding with a period of dynamic desire to
be active amon young people.

It would se to me if these other efforts are in lace and are reach-
ing our young people, it should be. part of the you response to a pro-
ductive and wholesome life, withorit the problems of idleness. In youf
opinion Mr. Secretary, is there a relationship ?

- Mr. CALIFANO. Yes, I think there is, Mr. Chairman. And we think
what you have been doing and what this committee is doing in the
youth unemployment area is of enormous importance and significance
to the general problem that faces young people' in this country and will
be helpful insany,.adoleseent pregnancy prograth of this kind. Indeed,
one of the comprehensive services we would want to provide would be
vocational counseling. And one of the thin"gs you are providing in the
Youth Unemployment Act, is funding so that we can experiment with
different educational-job relationships with high school students in
a way that we are not able to now. So, it will be helpful.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I have to be impressed With your understand-
ing of the dimension of the situation here. The statistical knowledge
that you have is impressive ; that is, the quantitative measure of teen-
age pregnancy. In those terms, we know the magnitude of the prob-
lem; but to understand some of the other approaches of meeting the
problem is very important.

Let me turn to my colleagues here. Senator Cranston?
Senator CRANSTON. I yield to Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. To pose the question, Mr. Secretary, I think what

has to be on the minds of an awful lot of Americans, is how can we,
in the wake of proposition 13, think about a new program that is tar-
geted on people who are generally the poorest people in our society,
and in the lower socioeconomic range of our system. This; of course,
does happen to others in the higher incomes, but generally what we are
talking about are children of welfare mothers. The attitude that is
abroad, at least in sortie parts of the country, is that this particular
group of young teenagersperhaps some people in middle America
question their moral values or standards.

Why is the administration coming up 'with a new program to try
and deal with this issue, with this problem, with this ptestion ? Parts
Of this country are really turning their backs, so to speak, on the '
neediest people in our society. And why is this program really basically
needed or justified, and' how cfrn you, managing the biggest group of
social programs in the country, think that it is justified?

5 "
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I have my own views about itthe need for itbut I think that we
ought to hear from you,-as the principal spokesperson from the admin-
istration, about the need from a humane point of view, from an eco-
nomic point of view, from a health paint of view. I think that you are
going to have to make this case, because those of us who are supporting
the legislationz like myself; are also going to have to make the case.
I think'that you had better be the one'to get started off, with the op-
portunity to do it, in the best way that you can..

Mr. CALIFANO. Senator, I think particularly in a time when the re-
sources to apply to difficult and troublesome social problems are
ited, this moves, very high on the ,agenda of this Nation's social prob-
lems. I believe from the human point of view, from the economic point
of, view, from the health point of view, this legislation iNhiperative,
and the attention and devotion, of resources to this problem will save'
this country not simply untold human suffering, but tremendous
amounts of money over time.

For example, I indicated that we believe we can provide comprehen-
sive servicesithat have been demonstrated to be effective in a variety
of settings for about $750 per year for an adolescent and her baby; or
the adolescent alone ; that is roughly the average amount. I would
compare that with the several thousand dollars per year that this coun-
try pays for every mother and child on welfare.

Second children who are born to young girls tend to have mugh
higher health risks, and those health risks affect the child, in many
cases, for the rest of its lifemental retardation, serious mental re-
tardation being one of the most notable; that is Often caused by low
birth weight. It also tremendously scars the individual girl. It scars
her in human terms, obviously, but in economic terms, she becomes less
productive for our society ; she his nni li more difficulty getting em-
ployment; there is a much higher unemployment rate among girls who
have babies, and they earn much less over the course of their lives. So,
I think this investmenta relatively modest additional and initial in-
vestmentthat we are suggesting of $60 million in a new program
will pay enormous dividends for the American people.

. Senator KENNEDY You are going to supply for us a breakdown in
terms of what have been the results of these vaious pilot programs,
projects. The ones I am familiar withparticularly with Johns Hop-
kinsbear out the people that have been kept off welfare, as compared
to those that have brought their babies to term and had virtually no
,kind of supporting facilities.

But I think we ought to get a rather hard kind of economic analysis
about these comparative cost factors. You have some in your testimony,
but I think we ought to-develop that We have a number of people who
want to ask questions on it, but I Want to get more information from
you on the justification of it.

I think also we ought to do the analysis in terms of toxemia and
anemia, in terms of what it costs for these newborn .children that are
born without these kind of support services and what, basically end's
up being the cost to the communities, because I do not know any place
in the country that is just going to not treat these children. We need

. more..information in terms of the various kinds of costs, evaluations
in those areas. And, of course, it is extremely difficult to put a cost fa,c-
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. about as fast as Nye can go. We will be starting a new program..In later
years, the legislation provides for such funds as the Congress may au-
thorize; the lid is lifted, and we will be back as we see how it works.

. That is why we came in with that figure.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, we are on a short time frame, I understand.

I would like td come back to you.
But I do think; in conclusion of my time in this first round, that the

' real challenged in terms of the hearing now on this program and on
other programs in your Department is going to be the real leadefship
that you and others are going to provide to deal with the real frustra-
tional'of .people who are out in the countryside and feel that.this is
just going to be one more program, and that it is not justified or war-
ranted or even cost effectivap And I think it is going to be essential

'both for yoji and the President and the rest of us who support it to be
able to provide some degree of leadership to show in human terms, as
well as in cost terms, what the weaning is going to be on young teenage
women in this society.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . ,, .,,,

The CHAnnittArr,, Senator SChweiker. o

Senator ScHwgritEni Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

Mr. Secretary, the bill does not specifically spell out th6 relation -'
ship .between this program andi the present Title X, Public Health
Service Act, family planning program. And my question is : How do
you plan to coordinate the two, rather similar programs and insure
that there will not be duplication, overlap, and competition 1 4

Mr. CALLFANO. Well, both those programs are under my jurisdic-
tion. The bill also, even more broadly than the title X, family planning
program, gives the Secretary of HEW authority to coordinate pro-
grams iris this area generally. We have already begun to do that. And
second, we are creating an office to deal with the teenage p

which Dr. Nix will head; and which will coordinate 11 those
egnancy

problem,
activities throughout the Department. So, I think we will b careful
to coordinate all these programs.

Senator SCHWEIHER. Well, as I understand then, you are setting
up two-Lthere is already one office, obviously, under you, and you are

isetting up another office under you in this area.
Mr. CALIFANO. For the time being, Senator Schweiker, as IN e begin,

it-is my belief that we should have a separate office that should report
directly to the Surgeon General and the Assistant Secretary for
Health, ami that as we begin this problem, I do not believe it should
be part of the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Population Affairs'
Office. So, yes, I am.

46
ti

tor on the human terms--on what it means psychologically for the
,mother in being given these kin& of support and not given the sup-

Port..
If it has all tbeipeneficial factors that you mention here and if we

are talking about $750 per person of support, and given the magni-
tude of theProblena, then why are you not requesting 'more, if it is so
cost efficient? Why are we 'int going to do better, then, if it is this good
of a deal?

Mr. Catrzerro. Well, Senator, as I noted in my opening statement,
we are devoting $344 million to this problem. That is an increase of $148
Million we are requesting in fiscal 1979 over fiscal 1978. I think that is
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Senator SonwnnEns. Are there any general policy separations that
Ton envision to spell out in terms of any implementation regulations

'm this area ? You.do have the authority in the bill, but it does not state
specifically how that might be achieved. And I just concerned
it is not an easy thing to do, I would think.

Mr. C untxo. Well, I think it is relatively easy to do within our
own De rtment, where all the jurisdiction is under one person. It is
inure di ult to dothroughout the Government, even with a legislative
mandate. ut I think the legislative mandate will help there.

Senator SCHWEIRER. And you are saying that it is your very specific
and clear intent to do exactly that, because both are under you.

0 Mr. CALIFANO That is correct, Senator.
Senator SCHWEIKER., 01C. The bill is vague with respect to the tar-

get population concerned. How do you plan to focus the program so
that maximum effectiveness is achieved? Senator Kennedy just asked,
if you should not have more than $60 millionand I guess if you
envision the program the way I read itcyou should probably hive
substantially more than $60 million to accomplish what the &era'
concepts are.

My question to you is How do we spend the $60 million wisely
without some kind of focus? Ohpiously, we cannot meet with $60
million all of the needs of teenagernn the country. And assuming that
that is true, how do we focus o,that we use the .;60 million wisely ?

Mr, CALIFA/40. Senator, the bill has a specific settion which sets
hp seven guidelines under whip we are to determine priorities mss
a high adolescent pregnancy, areas of high incidence of poverty, areas
where the community is involvedand it giies us seven general guide-
lines for us to focus on in terms of deciding what population to target
on.

It will not, as you have noted, provide enougk funds to reach all
of that population, but r would submit, Senator, that while one could
say, just expand the $60 million and reach 1 million of the population,
or whatever population you ultimately wanted to reach, instead of
1$5,000, or 113,000, you can only start, these programs so fast; there
is a limit to the institutional and organizational capability of begin-
ning a program. and we are asking for. this $60 million in the first, year.
That is why, in later years, we have. left the authorization open ended.

Senator SCHWEIKER.I The bill -does,establish an evaluation program,
but, as I read it, doeS not require an evaluation component for each
program. I wonder if some oversight evaluation really is not desirable

that respect. Lack of evaluation seems to be one of our problems in.
Washington generally. And since you dozyou have an evaluation pro-
gram per se, could we not require an evaluation component for each
program and to see, is it doing the job, is reaching the teens, is redly
responding to the needs?

Mr. CALIFANo. We will have an evaluation component with every
program. Indeed, at the same time tthat we put this office fully' into
operation, we will start an evaluation of the office itself in Washington.
So, I agree 100 percent with that.. I think the bill does, in effect, provide
for that. If the languitge is not tough enough or strict enough, vve-have
no objection to making it clear, beeiose that is what I ,intend to do.

Senator SCHWE1KER. witIrtegard to the $60 million figure,
know we are going to hear testimony later on that this is not enough,

ti
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but I dm sure, - serving on the Appropriations Committee, there will be

opposition tq
So, my, question to yob how was .$60'inillion arrived at, and is"`

,there any kind of a gltneral breakdown ,of,,what wilf be fundedf what

goals bellehitved:.
"Mr. CALIYAFO. Well, tho $60 million was, achieved in the process"'

*of arguing the budget out. both vrithin. HEW and with the Office of
,INfasagdnent andipridget. As for as what it would be spent on, the bill

provides that ;to more than 00 ilfreent of thqofunds appropriated under

the bill can be used, to 'fund new vi.vices.. That is designed to pUt

* emphasis, on ezpouraging linkages between existing services and
maizing their effectiveness, although the bill, I should note, also

gives theSiketary HEW-Aut.hocatyTto waive that provision in

particular cases where he thinksit% appropriate. But as a benchmark,

about half cilia would, golo new services; about ahalf of it would go
to-linkages. But it will be hard tgtelliirntil ire get fhegrant applica-
tions in ankinove out with theme

Senator ''ScuwarsEit I 'might say on the OMB,. response that you

Rve, me that !get $60 milli% out 1of 'OMB is a significant break-
soi have to commend yon on that. That certainly is a positive

sign the administration is interested in the bill.
Thankyoii, Mr.Phairman.
The CHAIRMAN, Senator Cranston. At
Senator CsArrwrox. Thank you, Mr. chairman. I have just a few

yestions on'hOw.the administration will insure the flexibility that I

discussed in'my opening remarks, and how then Department plans to

administer some of the discretidnary authorities included in the legis-

lation as it was introduced.
First, I am pleased your testmvny indicates that family planning

clinics are among the types of entities that can be used as a base for

coordinating community services, even though, despite the suggelkons

that...we made,. S. 2910, as introduced,idid not specifically list family

platting clinics ,as eligible under section 104(a) (5). I hope we
-correct this as we work on the bill.

I am also pleased that your testimony indicates that the Depart-
ment'S intention is to encourage innovative .service systems by fund-

ing different types of grantees. with diverse approaches. I think this,

perhaps, should be spelled out more clearly in the legislation. --

The legislation requires that a priority will be given to an applicant

that can show evidence that it can bring the needed services together

in a compihen'sive, single-site project, or that can establish a well-

integrated network of outreach to and services--for adolescents. What

do,you envisage as meeting your criteria of a welt- integrated network H

,Mr. CA iTFA.NO. Well, Senator, I think it will vary from location to

location. I think it wi be different, for example, kn he rural areas

than it Will be in the ties. A well-integrated network would be a.

situation in which there -erefervices either available in one place or

in a neighborhood or in 4. to deal with the ,whole persona""

One of the major cokep 3,7 after is to treat these girls as entire

',people, not just treat e pilttiof them, in effect; not just treat the

pregnancy problem as urely a mechanical problem, treat them

as human beings, so t at they get counseling, they fi erstand how

ii
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important education is; if there are human needs that they have which
ften lead to teenage pregnancy; to try and deal with the underlying
human problems. So, that is what we are after.

,Senator CserrsTort. I am "certainly .glad you are taking 'that broad
approach.

Since the bill -limits funding projects to no more than 5 years, do
you envision the 'single-site.projects becoming self-supporting during
that time or by the end of it? .

Mr. CALIFANO. We would like to encourage that. Hopefully, as the
community saw that the program was working and if the community
felt it was working, that -ia' one way for us to measure the extent to
which the community itselfState, local, and volunteerbelieves .

that the program is working and worth the valuable. effort. The bill
does piovide the authority for the Secretary to Waive that 5-year

41imitation in certain circumstances.
Senator Camorrox: How would the networks that you envision be

supported after the 5 years had been run through ?
.,Mr. CALTIrAN0.011, they would be supported locally. It is not an

ukiusual provision, Senator. We have the provision in the bilingual
. education programs; ye have it in other HEW programs. It works

with mixed effectiveness. Congress is not unknown to extend the 5-
year period, or whatever the period is, as we get close to it.

Senator CRANSTON. Your statement indicates that where pregnancy
prevention and 'care programs already exist in a community, the ad-
ministration's bill would encourage links between them and strengthen
those links where that is needed.

Do you have an estimate of the number of communities where suffi-
nt services already exist, so that linking those services would be

rthe.e most effective use of support under the proposed bill?
Mr. CALIFANO. We do not have a really good estimate, Senator. I

can answer you and say that we estimate there are several hundred,
but the fact is that we have not actually gone out; we have not actually
done the kind of examination, except in a few cases, to give you a good
answer.

Senator CRANSTON. Do you have an estimate of the number of com-
munities 'where essential services are lacking and authorities under
the .proposed legislation would have to be used to establish 'those

-services f
Mr. CALIFANO. I cannot answer the question the way you put it,

but I could give you this sense: We estimate that presently, today,
-there are about.120;000 adolescents who are receiving something ap-

- proaching the kind of comprehensive services we are talking about,
and that means there are literally hundreds itnd hundreds of thou-
sand,spho are not

If you took an average ofwhich is a very rough estimatoan
average of 200 adolescents per facility', you would be at I guess, 600
places in this country where there is something similar to these
seryices.

Senator Canwsrox. What percent of the funds would go for net-
works and what percent for the establishment of services?

Mr. CAL1FANO.. Well, as the bill is written, it provides that no more
. than 50 percent of the funds can go for provision of 'services, and
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that. was designed to encout'age the use of existing services and put
a focus on networks. But the bill also does provide that theeecretary
of HEW can waive that in appropriate gases.

Senator CsArrarox. How much do you estimate it would cost to
establish a program in a typical ctinununity where essential services
are pretty much totally lacking?

Mr. Cmar4.wo. I cannot give you a good number on startup expenses.
Once a program has started up, we e,sti%ate a cost of about $750 per
year per adolescent, and that is an aye/ do of adolescents with and
without children.

Senator CRANSTON. Can you give us startup costs for the record?
Mr. CALIFANO. I will, yes, sir.
[The inforMation referred to follows :]

a
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SOW many adolescents Could be served under the new legislation?

The cost range for both prevention and support programs is so great that
any estimate as to the nOmber of potential clients contains a high degree
of error. The number of adolescents served will depend not only on the
amount of project grant funds available but also on:

o the specific program model,.

o the mix of prevention and support services,,

o 'mobilization of other funding sources and linkages to already
existing programs, and

or- the needs'of the specific target populations.

However, based on cost figure from currently operating programs we can
provide the potential range of clients to be served

Irevention Programs
4

Cost Per
Client
. ,

Federal Share Potential Federal and Potential No.
t70% of project) No. of Clients Non Federal of Clients

$ 50 $60 M 1,200,000 $85.5 M 1,710,000

$ 80 $60 M 750,000 $85.5 M 1,068.750

$ 110 $60 M - 545,000 $85.5 M 777,300

Support Programs

Cost Per Federal Share Potential Federal and Potential No.
Clients (70% of project) No. of Clients Non Federal of Clients

$ 750 $60 M 80,000 $85.5 M 114,000

$1600 $60 M 37,500 $85.3 M 53,400

$3000 $60 M 20,000 $85.5 M 28,500

We anticipate that the actual number of clients served will reflect a combina-
,ticn of Prevention and Support programs. If 508 of the funding went to preven-
tion programs and 50% to support programs at a per client costs of $80 and $750,
respectively, then 415,000 adolesecents could be served for $60 M, and
591,375 adolescents for $85.5 M.

* See Attachment for explanation of what these costs figures provide. It is
anticipated that for most programs the per client cost will be closer to the
$750 COST figure than the $3000 cost figure. Reason for Chis assumption is that
usually the two most expensive costs--medical services and academic or vocatio-al
education bill not be paid for out of the project grant funds but through other

sources:

.1! This is a family unit count and includes service to the adolescent mother,
her child, boyfriend'or husband, and her family.
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pER imana wars

Q. What do yod anticipate your per client cost will be for the program?

You said $750 at'your testironyhow can
you do this so cheaply?

A. The cost of services depends
critically on the mix of services

afforded-to an adolescent client.
Currently, the range is very

great--from less than $100 for certain family planning services

to more than $3,000 for a broad Array of pre-natal, delivery,

post-partum and other services for pregnant teenagers.

1. For Primary Prevention Services, a project which would minimally

include information about and access to.contraception, counseling,

and sex education outreach to schools or community, the cost

range would be between $50 and $L10 per client (this is,based

on existing program. costs). Naturally, costs would be the

lower end of the range when primary
prevention is an add-on to

an existing multiple services
programcosts would be at the

higher end of tie range when communities would have to develop

or expand a variety of services.

2. 06r Support Services to pregnant adolescents

We'knoir.that for five centers wfi,ich offer same of a variety

.-;
Of services' that should ,be provided in projects funded

under the pew legislation, the average cost is approximately

1950 peg. client.
471eSe.ser4ices7include: special instruction

fbr teenage7paren$s; educational and vocational counseling;

:;',,chethal.counseling,;.wel17hAby care; counseling to adolescent

Mailers, fathers, anditpe parentsiof the adolescents; social

(,,-fsrvice's for pregnant girlg and tollowup
services for adoles-

tent mothers; Infant day cars; f'fily planning to avoid

repeat pregnancies; and
pteghancx,prevention outreach to

those not in the program. .

.

The $750 average OtA,doenpt,cOVer p isiOnof.all

these services, ho- 'ever. it;a:single p ram pffered ell'

these services (listed above) plus ps.yOrxplogca0. testing,

meals to pregnant adolescents and
mdthrs,-SoMy ppe -natal

care, health, counseling, well-baby care, and

tation for mothers and children,' the total annual cost

would be approximately $1,600.

Assures all mothers receive all services except transportation,

501 use transportation, 40% of fathers use counseling and infant,

\day, is limited to 15% of the mothers served.

f
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o If hospital, additional pre-natal, delivery, and
post-partum services are included; an additional
$1,100 to $1,300 would be required.

o Thus a full range of sevices, includincvdelivery wpOld')
cost up to $3,000 per client.

o Of course, some of these costs would be covered bV.otherf..,
ams, such as (a) Medicaid for pre-natal, delivery

an post-partum care for adolescents from law-Moore t
families, and (b) title:MX for day care and other:social:,
services.

3. We are convinced that these Casts are considerably lowe..thanjhe
costs of not intervening. (See supporting documents,
for a listing of sane of these costs.)

* Estimated costs to Medicaid for 10 months of pregnanckt*,:includin§,
two post-partum visits is $1,550, ofwhich $350-$400',is:9r-dOCtor,,;
fees and the remainder for hospital chares. Mowever,490 of!this,'
amount is subsumed in the $1,600 mentioned previously;,,. >

' ' r 7
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Table 1

Program Cost Data for Viva

comprehensive Service Programs

for Pregnant Adolescents

Program

S C D 5

Total budget (5 77-78) 265,000 503,000 340,000

....

195,451 290,000

Regular Public School
Education .

125,000 205,337 - 6,000 72,900

CompreAnsive Program Costs

(Total beget less 1.4catiosi
140,000 297,663 340,000 189,451 217,100

Number of Mothers Enrolled
4

' 250 400 425 230 260

Average Cost Per .Mother 560.00 . !'..,744,16.411.0.00 823.70 835.00

S
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Table 2

Services Provided by Five
Comprehensive Service Programs

foliPregnant Adolescents

Program

Service Ziovided A is C D t
A. Zdoestienel Services

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

.

.

Yes
Yes

No
Yes'

Yes
Yes

.(in audition to public school education)

1. Special insttmetion4fori '

teenage parents
24 rducationel and Vocational -counseling

3. Medical Services

No
Yes
No
No
No

:,

- ..':.

So
Tea
No
No
No

Yes;
Yes
Yes
les
Yes

No
Yes
No
No
No

No
Yes
No
NO

. No

,

(In addition to routine hospi.tal care)

1. Prenatal cars .

2. Health counseling .

3. Lebo; and delivery
.4. Pcist perm care
3. Well-baby cars

.

C. Social Services

Yee
Yes

No
Yes
Yee:

Yes
Yes

Tee
Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yee
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yei
Yes
No

es
aes

4

Yes'
Yes
No

1. Services to pregnant girls t

2. Follow-up services for
adolescent motbers 4

3. Counseling services to fathers'
4. Counseling to parents of adolescent.
3. Paycbological Testing

.

D.

Z.

7.

Infant Day Care
.

Meals to Pregnant Adolescents and Mothers

Transportation for Mntbera andCbildren

Yes

.,No,

NO

Yee

Yes A

Yei

No

No

No

No

. No

No

Yes

Yes'

No

kt

63
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Table

atimated

.

Costs Tor Services in a Cosprehensive Program

for Pregnant Adolescents.
Adolescent Motherland Fathers. and Babies

Service Provided
Cost Per Adolescent
Mettler

A. Taucatioisal Services

. 4

.

(Special instruction for teenage parents, educational

and vocational counseling*
not including public

t

-school education)

16 Medical tartlet's
.. - ...

- (Prenatal care., bealtb counseling,
labor and delivery,

post -Tartan care, yell baby carol notir_1.)Clonig

,J4snitine hospital ears associated vitb labor and

).

C. Social ServIcee

*122.00

$200.00

$1451$40

a

(Services to pregnant gimlet follow-up services for

L. adolesdent mothers, counseling to fathers, oounseling

to parmta of adolescent, psychological testing)

.14 Infant Dar Cars
2213.00

_ (Assumes 15% of notbers use - service).

. .
.

Z. Mesls to Pregnant Adolescents and adolescent Mothers 67.00

F. Transportation for Mothers/Children
S101.00

(Assumes 50% of notbers'use service)

:S. Costs Act Charreable Directly to Client Services
442.00

/. .(Plamicai facilities, adsdnistrative stes:t.s,epregnancy
, 1

.--.._gmevention.outreacb to community, staff training,

program evaluation)

Total Cost Pei Client
$1,614.00
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milidp'm NEED NEW LEGISLATION

Q.
.

Nhy do la need new legiilation to provide tlieseprimary prevention
and care services? ! .

A. First, existing SEW programs have a narrow legislatively defined
focus. Naterpal.and Child Health services under title V of the
Social Security Act are lidited to health serviced -for prospective
mothers, children, and infants, and family plan services;

Ccominity Sealth.Centers are restricted to providing' health services
in medically underserved areasl.and title X projects concentrate
on providing family, planning services.

o The recent HEW assessment of Family Plana* services to:teenagers
. has given Us an indidation of how difficult it is for single

purpose providers to establish a multiple services network.
Even though many family planning providers expressed a need
for both medical and non - medical referrals, under 201 of the
providers had systematic referral networks. Mostreferrals

-.7- .were informal and noarsystithatic and were for preghancy related
- health services.

Second, while we could modify existing authorities and program
.management, such as title X, each program would still have its
own specially defined focus and the probability of multiple services
and flnkages would be enhanced only slightly.

, , .
Rinds would-'still go to those providers who have major target
groups torserve, of which adolescent pregnantly is only one.

_21/ley would still see themselves first as providers of a part
titular type of service, rather than of multiple services.

:

Third, new legislation will give -local oernunities the freedom
to choose the type of agency (or- agencies) they want to have lead

...respinsibility in deVeloping an adolescent pregnancy Prevention
or care program.

r-- .

o Sane copmunities may decidethat the school systeM should head
upthe program, other communities might use a YMCA, while some
may ask a planned parenthood or family planning-'plinic to take

- the lead. The new legislation would provide local communities
with the flexibility necessary to address the pr',Eblem of adoles-
cent pregnancy in'a manner-consistent with their priorities

oT.and

Finally,Ifor a number of reasons not fully understood, many sexually
active adolescents will not go to providers of certain types of
services.

_ .

C. Many do not go to family planning clinics or to health clinics.
These adolescents, many of whom probably never use contraception,
and who- contribute a disproportionate share of pregnancies,- need

to have alternathe facilities.

16
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WHY A PRIMARY PR66)007'ION PROGRAM IS NOT SUFFICIENT

Q. Why are Wt'n4t.focusimg
eXISIOsively on a primary ptevention program

for teenage& since primary prevention would make a support progrea,

for pregnant adolescents Unnecessary?

A. Primal), prevention Prbgrams are effective for those who use them.

'A recent national survey indipetes that girls who do not use contra-

ceptives are six times more likely to get pregnant than girls who

use contraceptives regularly.
And we know (from that dame survey)

that among ormarried %%ens there haXIDeen an increase 4n the regu-

larity of cout'raceptive use and the use of more effective methods).

lidoever,' there are many teenagers who never useor only sometiMea

usit--contraceptiod, Ninety percent of premarital teenage pregnancies

result from these non and sometimes users.*

9.

To date, research has not provided us with a single answer as tp

teinagers,do hot contracept. HowevIr, laa of access was cited by

only 30% of non -users as a major reason for net using contraception.**

Other reasons cited were: didn t think they could become pregnant,

moral or medical objections. .

J

'AcCess and availability of primary prevention
does not ensure contra-

ceptive usage. The Service Delivery Assessment of Family Planning

'Services for Teenagers indicates that about 50% of teens who come

to family planning clinics
drop out (i.e.-.do not come hack for checkups

. or prescription refill's).
Another study* showed that 30% of adoles-

.cents who initially tide contraception
do not continue to do so on

Al regular basis. __ _. _ .
.

Since no primary prevention program
will eliminate all unintended

pregnancies, we wiatantinue to need support programs for those .

adolescents who do beccome pregnant and choose to carry-their preg,-

nancies to.term. .
_

*Kantner and Zelnik, Family Planning
Pergpectryes May-June, 1978

**Kantner and Zelnik, Family Planning Perspective's, 1975

17
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Adolescents in Need of Services

Men:WICK

EstiMated 8.Of female adolescents at risk.!

EMtimatedi receiving services. from private
physicians

Estimated 4 receiving services from organized
: famlly.planning providers (FY 78) '

4 .

Estimated:8 Who'will receive services through
organized framily Planning providers due to
FY 79 funding increases.

.

Estimated 4 of newly eligible due to CHAP
legislation.";

Ttrhel8 eligible or receiving services

NOmberof adolescents in need of Services

All sexually s
who :may -be plahn

* We are unable
alreedy.be using
,use.thibediCaid

4.6 P4

IN

1.5 M

.3 Pi

.3 14

ive adolescents (married or unmarried) including those .
for a pregnancy.

to Project how many of these eligible' adolescent may
contraception, how many may need services, or how many will
services for which they are newly eligible.



6uproier sEkencEs

Number of pregnant adolescents'

Numb Er' who opt. for an induced abortion

Umber of earlysicrasneoug abortions
(print to 20 wk$, therefore requiring

. minimal medical assistance)

Nbmber requiring prenatal care, care due to

.spontaneous abortion subsequent to 20 wks,

delivery,'and-post-partum services

Services. Available
7.

Maternal and InfantCare
(63,200 delivery only, 6,rign:ltivery

and prenatal)

Medicaid!
' Currently eligible'
Newly eligible (CHAP)

' Private Insurance!!

t

'Amber with supp;Ort services available

Number without support services available

315,000 4

90,000

a

131,200

145,000
10,000

4
167,000

.453,200

595,000,

-. 142;800:

Number estibated
eligible for all public and private third party payment is

in the process of being verified on a special HEW computer run. Current

Medicaid and Chaalumbers assre
adolescent pregnancies are equally distributed

throughout the.rttlation. 5 7:

-4". Private insurance number4from
Hot& Select Con'infttee,on elpulation'Affairs.

2 ,

al ,.
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PROJECTS UNDER THE NEW LEGISLATION

Q. What kini of projects will be funded by the *Adolesceat Health,
Serylceo and PregnancylPrevention anti Care Act of ISM?

4L:

A. We expect -to iund proje6t3 which,pArtogether a variety of services
in either single ,-sitip settings or which are linked through a well

integrated network.WProjects maybe oriented to primary prevention
or comprehensive supOortservices,for pregnant adolescents or tptPe

.,..

Types of services which collipe.provided i4lude the follOWing
examples: .

,,,. -

G.

. .

.. . t,
o education foncOrning sexuality and the responsibility of

.

parenting; 1.,
,

4:

o special education and social servi4s to help keep e
adolescents in school;

o primary health services, to include pre- and post-natal ..

health care;
V-

o counseling, to include vocationg4and employment, health,
mental health, nutrition, family planning;

o .family planning services; and

l'

o residential services to pregnant adolescents.

tT

Attached are descriptions of primary prevention and Ctre projects
which have been identified* as the types of projects appropriate
for funding under the project grant program. 'a

4N,
4 . .

Although not all these projects aretfu'lly comprehensive, they do
exemplify the kind of diversity and innovation whisp we are
encouraging communities to undertake.

* *Identified by Dr. Nix, the HEW Service Delivery Assessment team
(Family planning Services for Teenagers) and HEW staff site visits.

G.'

51,
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1111filtatitVENr1CN

?filcher Agency: iSan Bernadino Coggty Beal h Care Services Agent' (San'

Bernadine, Californ0)
%.

Services Provide
Familytlihning, counselfng, sex education, health

.
care, referral gik malice]. and non-medical needs...-t

Linkage Mechanisms:
Tri4ed social workers pre one on one voluntary

counseling sessions within the schools on vapid suc family planning,

sexuality, drug abilSeand social and pegponal probl Health and

contraggpriwe servicelPare movided t dihp health de tuent. Wnrkshops

on adol'Escent sexualitY,are.lield f ndary school teachgrs and the

pagrem staff is *rental& working h the schools to update and revise ,II. 4:
the school system's setTlecat riculum. .

Anchor Agency: -Noifplk PuOlic EMalth Cepar

Project (Norfolk, Iniginia) : .

*

Services 140videll: 'Familyplarloing., counseling

referralinetwork for both medical and non-medic

et
Norfolk Family Planning *

x and health education,
needs.

. A
0 .

tirlkael6 Mmchanisms:xtensive outreach program in the Community. Media

oriented health and sex education megram (utiliifng locally produced

slide-tape presentatiena, films tnarpostermi is presepted in siirrom-ding

colleges, junior ane.senior high
sehools, neighborhood centers, boys,

clubs, hospitals and,to studentS:At a. medical school. Materials are

.also used by the TV and radio seitions.

.Anchor Agency- Nt.Siniti Hospital

(ghicago,

"mixes Provided: tkmily penning, counselding, mid sex educatiOh.
I

Linkage Mechanisitilm ff work within 'neighborhood schools to pcovide ei20

aq, hour six wegt
tion courselipap 'Sessions ore health and sexyglity

and a separlte tee olinic,are proOrded at the local YmCk. An eiger week

sex educatuicin'trairang progfag
is held for professionals and parapcofes-

,

sionals who work in youch'related
programsgarents are invited to attend.

1

Family Planning and Teen Services Program

7
Anchor Agenmyt, Planned Pare1 nthdod of Miami vaa 4(Dayton, Quo)

*

Services Provided: planning and cOunseling athpan extensive'

outreach/Community edbcation progrIn..

Lin e Mechanisms:
Cuireac progreincludes 4-cfaily 3 minute public

. service radio program on
sexualitfandjamil)41anning, parent work-

V' ..shop on teaching your,phildren about se,e at home present( at ($e- school,

care and head staiot centers, speakfng engagement to 'civic groups

allirparticularily men's service c(foganization4 and 1460m-hops for parents

ar4 their pre - adolescent
lehren.sponsored by VCA.

3

Al4
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PRTMRY pRevENricti
AND SUPPORT

Anchor Agency: AtISOtic City Medical Cater, under the Department of
Social Services (Atlantic City, New Jersey)

Services Provided Family Planning, male and female comprehensive health
clinic with peer counseling by training Explorer Scolits, VD counseling

an care, health services for pregnant adolescents (pregnarit teen,
agers ace assigned a single counselor who remains their contact at
the hospital regardless of the nature of the problem), sex education

trogrims.

LinkSge Mechanisms: Have male outreach worker on the staff, provides
sex education when requested by the schools, has worked with parent
groups to develop school based sex education curriculum. Primary funding

sources are titles V, X, and XX.

Anchor Agency: Onondaga County Health Department (Syracuse, New York)

Services Provided: Family planning, counseling which includes group
sessions with trained social worker aid one oh one counseling, ttln
health clinic, extensive referral'network for health and school problems,

health and education program for pregnant'adolescents.

Linkage Mechanisms: Primarily linked to other health department- programs

- school system. School' Board provides pert of the funding fOr the

pregnant teen program.

ib

4

'1

4
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SUPPORT Fatimazamr
,ADOLESCENTS

Delaware Adolescent Program. Inc.
State of Delaware

.ncbor Agency, Private
Corporation with a 15- member

.Board of Directors

The DAPI program is the only statewide comprehensive program

for pregnant adolescentli,
young fathers, babies and families.

Services are provided under one roof with at least one center

in each county. The prevamooffers four basic 'services

education. sociolserW,Cfs
parcel cake Bed infan't day care.

The Board of Directors'is adviied by an interdisciplinay

Statewide.Coordinating'Ommittee Which was.'establishAp by

the GovernOr of tho Stata of Delaware.' A"State.plan we"

.prepared eetting,foith an
operatiOnal program for serving

adblescentS.thrdugh6Utth(sOte'WItiCh has, been used as a

- guide ih,esqplishing%programsTandtdeveloping services; .1°

.

Snedifiervicesi

"Education . -

Continuation of public school, education

VoCational education program, including

-Business and Office occupations, ,'

Consumer and Promemaking EduCatkon

Special educational programs such as
,

Child Care and Development.
Drug Use and Abuse, Legal'Problems
affecting the yoling mother

Medical Care.

Prenatal and postpartum care by:program obstetrician's

in New Castle County center; monitoring of medical

care in other three centers.

- Classes in Preparation for Childbirth and Delivery

Family Planning Program,

NUtrition Classes and Food Program

Social Services

.Intensive individual and group counseling

Counseling of families and fathers of babies

One year follow up program for mothers, fathers and babies

I 4,



Day Cara,

Infant day mare center for babies 1 week to 3-11 years"
of age
Development assessment of babies
Planned infant curriculum for staff and mothers
Training of mothers in child care and development

Transportation
c.

Girls and babies in rural centers are transported to
this center on butes operated by Dapi

prevention of Pregnancy' Program

A

_ -

grant recently received.from the City of Wilmington
will enable Dapi to establish a city-wide pregnancy
prevention program for non-pregnant adolescents, male
and .ferdale, and their families.

Services will include outreach programs. development of liason
prevention programs with community agencies throughout the
city, schools, churches, family planning clinics,etc.

linkages -*

Dapi utilizes a,$150,000 grant_from the Delaware General
*Assembly to secure over a half million dollars in funding and
services from approximately ten local, state and federal
agencies. Other services are linked to Dapi through both
formal' add informal arrangements. Among the agencies are

New Castle County Council
Sussex Couhly Council

- Cities of Wilmington and Newark
State Dept. of Public Instruction
State Dept. of Health and Social. Services

-

Local School Districts
_..:Private Foundations
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SOPPORT,FORPREGOZ4
ADOLESCFNIS

_California Programs
for School-Age Parents

State of California

-
Anchor Agency: -SplAcial Education

Departments of California.

..5 to Department of Education , .

Pregnant girls. in California who remain in school are

assigned to self-codtined,classrooms.
The educational progtal

includes subjects
which lead to graduation. Special ceurses

are also taught
in order to meet family Planning health and

medical needs.
.

.

.

.

California passed SS
1860 in 1974 which

provides,, state funds

for school.districts
to'set up infant toddler day care programs_

near the regular high schoOl campus.
Appropriations from the

state have grown from $600,000 to $1.2 lillion'since 1974.

Services Provided

Day care for babies of, young mothers

regular high school

Mothers are required
to take a class

a Lab in the infant center.

attending, the

in Perenting and

Non-parents are
required to enroll in the Parenting

-....classes and lab

Linkages

Family Planning,Programs

Medical Community
Public'Health Department

.
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SUPPORT FOR P
. ADOLESCEIOS

ew rnturei tchool - Albuquerque, New Mexico

:Anehar Aoencv: Albuquerque Public Schools

New Futures School is a comprehensive' program for school--:age

.'parents offering educational, health and soaial services

to young women and their families. tpcated-16-a former .public

school building, the pro9ram also offers aay care for young

mothers needing the ser4lce.

Services

...Continuation of, education -r grades 8 through 12

tpecial..instruOtiOn in health care, nutrition,

family living
,

Counseling oLstudents, families and fathers
Child peVelopMent instruction and laboratory experience

homemaking',.
.teelth services which include monitoring of

=' dolacen'0,s mediae' program, hospital- visit
4011owinglpirth,,-:instruction in family planning

,SoCiel.serviaes to, adolescent and her family
POIIoMi,up'soc`ial'se vices

pregramutiliring students as aides

terVices and finanaial support are obtained from various

local, state,' and%lederal,Agencies and organizations

tx_pli_am s !,..

- ..,, . -'-
. ., .,

ternaIillo.tohnty,.. N
Maternity Alia:Infant-Cate Project ,&.4

Nei,: ,mexikcc Health tnd Social se,z-V4O4Obepartment,`

sib
VOcatiOnal Eatcellipn 0.1sioci,r- State Department.

of tduca n ' ,

Yllta'4nd .,-.

. . .

. .

.:A,-- ..1.4..k...

..i .- 1:::. i. L;k1

T V-1 -
;,.

!..

1!.i"P,'5'.

, . --
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SUPPORT FOR PREOANT

ADOLESCENTS

Johns Hopkins Center for ,

School Age Mothers and Their infants

Anchor Agency: Johns Hopkins Hospital
Baltimore, Md.

The program provides
services to pregnant girls and young

Mothers in the city of Baltimore. Pregnant adolescent's

entering the program receive continued comprehensive care

froa the prenatal period
through three years after bitth,

with descreaeing.frequency
and tptensity during the third

year. The program has strong heilth and social service

orientations and dependi upon
cooperation of community agencigs .

Services provided:

Pregnancy diagnosis
Prenatal care (medical, nutritional, Psycho-Social)

Labor and,Delivery Care
Newborn Infant Care
Postpartum Care
Follow-Up services to mother and child (and father)

InclUding well baby care, developmental screening,.

family planning examinations, educational/vocational

counseling

Linkages

Some of the services
described above are provided by:

Maternal Infant Car enter of the Baltimore City

Health Department
Kennedy Foundation
Johns Hopkins Univer
DHEW, Social Rehab' itaton Agency

Laurence Pacquin Jr. Sr. Hi School

,Students attending-the school receive regiflar

instruction in an-educational program along with

supportive services such as social services
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Mt Sinai Hospital Family Plana:van:I Wen Services Program

There are three, major comments of the Mt Sinai Hospital Program.

The Sex Education and Qiidance Program provides for a 20 hour six

week sex education course which is offered in neighborhood high schools.
a

This past year About 6100 students in 10 high schools were enrolled in

this course. An addition 1000 junior high sChool students (in 12 grainier

schools) were enrolled in a similar four week course. This aspect of

the programhasrreceived support through foundation funding.

,,.,

caThe second component - Tli Sex Education Training Program provides an

eight week sex education training course for professionals and para-

.,

professionals who work in youth related programs. Over 100 staff persons

and parents participated in this program last year. Funding is provided

through title I FSFA.

The Youth Education Services Program (Y66) is the third component of the

Mt Sinai program. A special teen clinic is open one night a week at a

local YMCA. This clinic provides family planning services, education,

counseling, and referrals for both medical and nonmedical problems.

A special Rap Session for both male and female teenagers is held in

conjunction with the clinic. The rap session are used to convey concrete

information about reproduction, contraception, and health'ab well as to

discuss teen feelings about sexuality, responsibility, parent-child

conflicts, drug use and any otperissues which are of concern to the

'teenagers., Additionally YES works closely with the total range of YMCA

programs and provides, special sex education sessions for GED classes, the

central Y college programs and is now working with parent groups of the

Y sposored'preschool program.- YES is funded through title X.

.5



The New Futures' Schools
is Linked to The

Community in the following ways.

'roe school is
aprojectpf the Albuquerque

School system and.hcused
. 6
in a schcol

system facility.-Bcwever,
there is .a, also a private.

.--pon-profit agency which fundi some of the services and serves in an
-advisory capacity to the sthool-district.

While the school
itself provides health

education, health monitoring,
and nutrituionset;ices it is alsOlinked

to a federally funded
Maternity

and Infant Care Project. A special
MsI clinic is held in the NeW

Future School Building
once a week and p majority

of the girls use
'this medical facility.

Individual and group
counseling is provided

for each girl, her boyfriend
or husbmd, and family.

'when apprcp.riate
referrals are made to other 0

social agencies and community services.
A counselor often accaTanies, .

the girl in making the initial contact for aid.

New Future staff reach
cut into the community

by serving as workshop
leaders and speakers for staff training,

school classes, and young
people groUps
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THE .1 HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
IIICIMOOS. OP MOIIIMINI

NI NNW, AVOWS
116118014M IWIROMIO MOM

May 31, 1978

Lulu ?die Nix. Ed. D.
Coordinator
Adolescent Pregnancy Initiative -
Department of Health, Education

and Welfare
Public Health Servjes
Washington, D.C: 20201

Dear Lulu,

41100.11 00.4.1.
011010110

I IUD sorry that I citifcinOt corns to your meeting in Washington
last week, or the end of the weak before. As Denese Shipp May have

° told you, the roof quite literally fell in.

With the /2441 of various administrative" people we have done our
best to account for our adolescent program costs. They cannot be
meaningfully Interpreted without at least a brief description of program
objeitives and approaches to reducing the medical as well as the social
risks which Often get adolescents off to a bad start.

, 1 am just completing some clh tactile child development
study and there is no doubt that pregnancy complications, prematurity,
illness and malnutrition during early life have a positive affect on later
outcome and, as Drillien has shown, when combined with a bad social
environment, the Tong-rangt effects can be disastrous.

If yen haveNuestions please telephone me at (301) 955-5928.

With best personal regards,

Sincerely,

Janet.13. Hardy, M.D.
Professor of Pediatrics
Co-Director, Adolescent

, Pregnancy Prdgram
JBH:cmk

Attachments

tit
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COW stratums FOR caensuarts SERVICES

TO TO M68 MONTT

PART T - BASIC POTONI; AND ENROITIONT sat

- 1. Total dollars throw 1977-70 fiscal pier budget $ 340,000

2. Number otgregasitedoleaments eacollekimflar .

prcgra Anring the 1977-7411ses1 year
425.

.

*others in your follow-up4rogrem)

200 mother/Child pairs in each of 3 years of follow-up -

75 fathers, 675 imulividtWas per year D
3. Melo atitsOltivadPi of 1977-73 flicalyear

budget showing sources imam.

PLEUME'SElt ATMACLICEL),

1ml:ructions for Parts II sod III

Par esdh of the 'emulous listei impart II, estimate the annual

costs for 1977 -78 tatter*
direotlrchaigeable to these mervicts.

estimate the auebei of clients who received'these services imi.1577-78.

4

i If yousgmwserdos. not provide a. service listed in Part III-enter a

zero (0) for. both the number of ciisute served.end the cost.-

Coate that, are-not directly chargeable to cliint services (such as

buildilenaintenance end custodial services) are listed in Part TIT of

this form and should be reportedthers.-

Sc
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Pamir - COST asmares rat sum= P*OTIMED so TETTAGB PARENTS

1821/11 CBILDICITI

Serlice Prvided

A. EdUoationel Services'

1. Regular,p4Slic school education offered

sithLnethe omograltanatire center (include

both academie and vocational. programa) 0 1 6

Special instruction fat teenage parents
le.g.,maternal health and nutrition,

child care,,familT Planning: "°0 , 900 $ 32.276

Educational end vocational counseling 700 i 5.24k

"4. Other educptimial-coati 425 1 3.297

'2.

lUaber of Cost of,

Clients ppatt
Costs par Car- '4

(specify) nutrition -,prenatal materials. films, etc.

Total costs for educational services

B. Medical Sets-ices - in addition to routine hospital care

$ 47 123

1. Prenatal cars
425 1 26.421

2., Beath counseling (counseling from $

nurses regarding preparation for

delivery (included in 1 above)

3. Labor and delivery - postpartum &
neonatal services

425 i 17.944,

4. Post -parts s oars - i.e. , 4 week visit 400

5. Well baby care (medical care of newborn, 500 $ 17,149
immunisation, *to.) - 3 yeir follow-up

6. Other medioal servioes
$

(speolfy) acute pediatric care for minor
illness and telephone consultation included - 5 above)

Total costa for medioal Barrio.%
$ 65,400

For: (1) Reimbursable hospital costs for routine pregnancy care;
(2) Family Planning Services contributed by Baltimore City

Health Department.

(Please see attached document for Johns Hopkins Prografrif.:.,
. ,

95-454 O - 71 - 6



1. esevioos is isegslat Sias
coaololisli, hatk.vialtst .

'medical polasnal, *to.)

-' 2. Pollogi.op cordons tor adoleannt 400
't mothers (o.g., oanisoling, bass

Solloog.o. p an' isbasstissal propos, .z
tsaL1T pliossiss: child care dovelasitent,
Its.) -3 41' 4 below ire Included 1Z

1 & 2 above.
3. Consoling aerators to tattier* i 75' $

A

4-1 y.flatigiN alle to pinata at the, adoleaosit nf,t availably 1'

S. 24shologiala tastios ° 425 'S 15. 300

6. Other soatal adttipfe Pletlwe aPacif7)

ie 6.,go

community Riftreach-

Total. civets for aobtal aerriope - Includes
italt travel and ifupplies;

D. Dar 0911 for 931.1.4.191da - motheri'counaelled
..k.nd referred ivhere'nedded to existing 'Community resources. .

6 Roils provided to present adolseeenta and'
mothors 'snacks only

II 63.097°

400 3

t ,

4

P. Trenaportation for notheretchilaren- S 3.200
, (bus tokens, c*fWeional taxi fares)

G. Residential as for pothers $
6 . (foster homes, - Plorence Crittenioa)
11. Inbar posts for matrices not lidteatgbove '

D

5'
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a

1. ,cal facilities
(tailAinirrestal, saintenanae, custodial 'orrice.,

eta.) Impossible to estimate

2. Adziniiittatli=earetarial coats
(calories at tiativeand secretarial
staff, office euppliesvete.) ::Ipiovided by
4 below & by admlttic asiba and.ftlends to all
educational s

3. Pregnancy ca.outreauft to those not in

program

Oonsaltation provided to other agencies

5. SUSI' training - included in 4 above 44;

6. Program evaluation - personnel, supplies
and facilities

A

7. Other costs cot tly chargeable to client
*amides (please )

Total costs not directly chargeable to client
services

.4

07,

44,

s 55,009/'

2i11,905

2

$ 46,695



3. Sourcei of Inaome,- Johns Hopkins Program

Johns Hopkins Hospital - reimbursable costs for prenatal care.
labor and delivery. 1200p:rim:I and neonatal services.

Johns Hopkins University - supervision, administritive services
and space - Acme costs recovered from indirect cost
element on grants.

' John F. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation - $10q,h00.

#31.1EVI,Soclal Kehabilitition Agency, EPSDT Program ;match
funds), $240,000.

Baltimore City Health Department - Family Planning Services
"sand supplies.

4.
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THE JOHNS HOPKINS CENTER FOR SCHOOL-AGED

MOTHERS AND THEIR INEANTS

OBJECTIVES

The objectives. of The Johns Hopkins Center for School-Aged
Mothers and Their Infants are basically preventive. Seven.diffe
approaches are made to reducing the medital, psycho-social and
educatiOnall),risks faced by adolescent mothers and their infants.

,
.(1)' The primary objective of the entire prograarn is a healthy

mother With' a healthy baby and this essential foundation, to-pro-
vide the services cluired t;o enable both to become productive

(Z). The reven o early repeated pregntncy (a major'risk
in adolescents who- al4eady hat! one pregnancy) and of initial
pregnancies inIltiiertadqlisCents are major objectives.

(3) Re-entry oTcgmtinuation of the mother in school for com-
pletion of her education "tr workstudy program is an'essential objective.

(4) Staff training -lid consultation are provided to enhance the
effectiveness of work witiadolescenti both at Johns Hopkins and in
other communities, ere are over ZOO visitors - program people,
students, nurses, etc. ger year who spend one or more days observing
and learning about the rogram.

'
.,. . .

(5) Development of curricula and-educational materials suitable
for adolescents, with r ference to pregnancy, labor and delivery,
family planning, heals re, nutrition, toxic substances jdrugs,
alcohol and cigarettes), V:D., child care, child development and
parenting coping and interaction with community-Sgencie ese
materials are for our own use and fon export to other mmun ty
programs. A

e
(6) Through research and evaluation, an attem is made to

improve the efficiency, cost effectiveness and quality care 1n terms..
of overall program effectiveness (redugtion in. rates of pregnancy
complications, 'lQw bcithweight, infant death,, repeat pregnancy,
school drop-out and improvement in maternal and child health,
child care, and developmental status as compared with similar
mothera and babies served elsewhere). The results of these investi-
gations are shared with local agencies concerned with adolescents

members of socie

V



and vith hiterecited others around the country ansl.by means of
scientific publication.

(7) To assist adolescents obtainaccess to existing community
resources for appropriate education, Welfare services, day care,
and other needed services.

PROGRAM COMPONENTS

The program is designed to meet the objectives outlined above.
It is a continued care program, providing comprehensive services
from the prenatal period through tiree years after birth,with decreasing
frequency and intensity during the third year. The components are
designed to meet the needs of adolescents in a way which is acceptable
to this age group. ,The same key staffnciembers. provide continuity
and linkage of services between the various components of the Hopkins

program. Because of the recognized medical and social risks, the
Hopkins program has strong health and social service orientations,
depending upon excellent cooperation with existing special programs
In the Baltimore schools for the education of the mothers.

4..

A major role of the Hopkins program is the linkage of medical
services within the Hospital and the Special Adolescent services with
those already available in Baltimore, and them accessible to
the Young mothers. These community services are provided by the

City Departments of Education, Recreation, Socialliltervice and
Protective Services, the Baltimore City Health Department and other
community ageneibs such as the Flprence Crittenton HOme; Catholic .

Family and Chiliirgn Services, various church groups, etc.

A stepwise description of the Johns Hopkins Program and some. tJ

of its linkages, follows.

PREGNANCir DIAGNOSIS 5
This service is provided by the Maternal Infant Care Center of

the Baltimore City Health Department whihh,ser,1%s about 1100 aciEtles-

cents per' year. Of these, abotlt 425 (of the youngest and.most higI risk)
are referred to the Johns Hopkins Program. The pregnant)! diagnpstic

service includes complete obstettical history, physical ellarnination,
'\ routine laboratory tests and counselling fed refeiSral for needed services.'t
"Adolescents are served separately from older women. The cost is/1

borne by the Baltimore City Health DepaArrienti...'

2- '10 4
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PRENATAL CARE ,:
\ .

Because adolesCents have special health needs and are poor '
users of health care-when h3cluded in a general setting with adult
patients, a separate clinic !s maintained for them at Johns Hopkins,
staffed by persons competent in handling adolescents. fit

The adolescents# make an average of almost le:prenatal visits.
The services rendered to them can be classified as listed below:

(1) Medical - ihese.are reimbursable costs not charges onthe program.

(a) routine prenatal medical care with periodic screening to
' detect maternal and/'or fetal abnormalities;

(b) high risk pregnancy diagnosis and care where indicated. .

(2) Nutritional

I

(a) service is provided by the Hospital nutritionist; .
(b) nutritional supplementsJare arranged by the program.

,.,.tiff and supplied by WIC.

Psycho-Social - these are piovided by the program. ,

(a) soc ials etrvice screening on a r routine basis, involving
young mother, father, 'parents, etc. for Purposes of
planning for mother andtbaby. Service is provided as ,

,indicated and necessary referlald are made 4Lhere
problems exist (a high proportibn of cases). Repeated
checks are made as pregnancy proceeds.

(b) psychological screening to deTermine individual strengths
and weaknesses, with more inieneive investigation to
diagnose problems (educational and/or emotional).
Referrals are made for need4 services. ' rdr

(c) educational/vocational screening, counselling and referral
for appropriat; placement supplements for (b) above. Many,y,
of the girls are not attending school$t the time of prenatal, °

registration.. .4"

(d) educational services - there are 20 educational group
sessions provnecf, on the average, for motho.6(ancrsjie
she cares to brine, such as the father, her rzher,-a10/1113P
friends). The curriculum is designed to cover materhil ,
and fetal development, nutrition, sex education, fan..Afire "
planning, drugs, alcohol and cigarettes, labor and dalivtelryi,

40.4 ;
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.pepatation, early cliild. dev ettrand parenting.
SpeCiikettention -is giUen'to iftts: irltptoFes. to
elitnitinte fear and tO:enlvinopolTaitton to achieve
an,optb rnal outcome for. child,. ,,-

,...

.LABOR.'AND t)EilVERY CARLE. ,

The objeCtiVe is to reduce injury to mothet and child, thus
...containing thi high medical costs required for complicated deliveriei'

'and the-prOloaigiedinediCal care required thereafter.
..

- (a) rautine. obstetrical iervices - cost reimbursed.

(p) high rig* obstetrical care as required (for about 12%)

ti cfbit reimbursed.

"',(c) support services r paid by program. Psychological
putt Coaching by on-call nurse team known to

trusted by'tlie young mother to reduce require-
.. . inentetfor anesthesia and medical intervention.

.k

-Si

''NElitORIT INFANT

(nt .eeryiceel reirnbareed- .

1 1(b). intensive neonatal oaie-: as indicated -.reimbursed (about 12%).

(of supposetiveiervices'- Oh' ctive to promote mother/infant

gt o; ,f- bondbig..attitto crth,arteeq ity of mothering and care given

1,'.. iu 4-1, to baby by.nuither`during t e: early weeks and to provide

I , rc a ed infOrination 'abOierchild care. These services are
lied hy, the on-call ntertrelourrediately after delivery

...!': iiind during die haideital stay and by the pediatric nurse

( -...; praCtitioner (PNP), whip does the discharge exaMination

_4 4! 4 of the neonate,: atthe neother's beigicle.

1** yOSI/PARTU1v1

1, ' EducatieilSeivices. peletpart-uul care, child care: firrelly
.13tanning, etc, are:ProVided by PNP and on-call nurse during hospital

'_4-



t,t-Ybdtatyi4,14ttiiiry..4aatIAMMI ervice'-':- mothers are provided

,

tolifeidiOnfintitzthettiAnd call ours and are encouraged to seek
;advice sibo4.rOblerriOnce the aye the hospital. There are many,
trinsAy hcjiLlth;pri;13. temik ring the early weeks, many costly

iplettot .rCsonc'visEs; ape prevented by telephone advice.

d261, 9.14WfVterli4 7`BelltSilafter birth)

'.41';48.,...4.(4, 40; and,Iniily=p/nning eery 'es are-reimbursed.

,(b) ion and counselling ,b PNP.

(c) ,elltidattion8Vservices - for family planninichild care, etc.
'''P4:;:icitd".11Y the 40,-..40.11 nurses and PNP',S.

(d) iink..444.4or otatinued health care and family planning are
a#rangi4." The mother is assisted to plan for needed

a. iteefivi Aheut pie-half of the mothers are referred
to exist g .cornrnOity agencies. The remainder electbillprogram.rilow-Up Component of the program.,t

toe the youngest and most high, risk mother/
&a4

al/vocational counselling and referral. 1

4,
social yf.ce check and referrals as needed for support
,servic and medical assistance 'certification for mother'

!?,

T objectives of the Follow-Up Program are a healthy and socially
cgintrib *Other and a healthy infant, with optimal development for

l:(1.ate objectives are prevention of early repeat pregnancy,
4ghli0i,,droFout, child neglect and abuse:

'2'q' facilitate use of needed services, the Follow-Up Program
eives both mother and child (and father) at the same visit.

g.031. ow-- up visits are routinely made at 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, ",
:441 3,1;iit'itt 36 months.

, I
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Components of Follow -Up Program

For Infant

(S) Well baby care, preventive innoculations, routine pediatric
screening. Individual counselling about health care, nutrition,
mothering, child development and family planning is provided
by the PNP or pediatrician.

(1)

Care of minor Illness is provided by the PNP under super-,
.vision of the pediatrician.

Major diagnostic problems or acute illness are referred for
more definitive pediatric care.

The Baltimore City.Health Department provides 2 nurses'
aides to weigh and measure babies, test urines, hematocrits,
draw lead tests, etc. at no cost to the program.

Referral for nutritional supplements - WIC program.

(c) Developmental screening at 12, 24 and 36 months is carried
out by a psychologist who provides individuAl counselling on
child development, stimulation and parenting.

For Mother

(a) health supervision every 6 months.

(b) family planning examination every 6 months.

(C) family planning check and supplies every visit.

These service! aresupplied by the Baltimore City Health Department at
no direct coat to the program:

(d) psycho - social evaluation and services are supplied by a,
trained mental health counselor; there are many emotional
problems, the few psychiatric problems are referred to
other community resources. Social service referrals are
frequently needed and linkages have been established with
community agencies.

44) educational/vocational counselling is carried out. The young
mothers are helped to re-eriter'school or find approprilite
placement in workstudy programs-and to make the necessary
day care arrangements for their baby.

'
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(f) educational sesiiions - a major component of the program is
educdition, carried out in small group sessions and on an

' individual basis. Topics covered are: adolescent and child,
development; health care; nutrition; family planning; safety;
parenting;' child stiniulation; discipline; community resources
and how to gain access to them; problem scihring and values
clarification. A major emphasis 'is placed orrIarnily planning
and personal responsibility.

For Both Mother and Infant
,..,,

Outreachworkemlie vailable on a part-time basis to make
home.vislts where needed t nap resolve.problerns pertaining to child
negleCt, school problems an the like - to help young mothers with .

inadequate mothering, skills. .

Community Volunteers-

schoolSenior citizens, high school students and other volunteers to MO
with various aspects of the program at no cost to the program. Local
merchants ar'egeneroas in donating food for snacks and,material for
crafts, eta,

Community Liaison

The pediatric co-director and the administratciri of both Prenatal
Ode Follow7up,components sit on various community agency boards and
,commitreeis, helping to.focus on adolescent needs and problems, working
toward development of needed resources while avoiding reduplication of

x existing services whet, they are adequate. Baltimore is fortunate in
already having'many resources. Liaison between them has improved
overall efficiency.

.5
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PROGRAM C9MPONENT8

V

onirrrr 11.1111.7."11/471r11.ak
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%It
TYPt Oil RVICI

k

.r,

WHERE PERFORMED Cost per Patient Cost per Visit

1, PiriaLanc Ultimo. City Health Dept.

iJoi 'Routine kledlciliero

pastel care postpartum visit,

(b) Iseat and delivery*

routine

,bigh,risk Cr section

(c) inpatient taatparturn care*

mother) routine'

mother! Co sictkla (9%)

Want ratline'

Wish bilk (11% high rtlk, incl.

10% premstaie),

3, Simportive Medial Services (cost to API!)

(a) medical . prenatal

(b) labor and delivery, medical supeivision

and 'on.caly mines .

(c) postpartum on-call naiad sad PNP

(d) postperturn Visit .
(e) medical Callow -up (400 babies

'Ylilt/yr) ANN and pediaiciaa',

(f). (say pluming supervision (400 mothes

1600 vlsit/yr).

4. Mated Family Pliaininj Service h Supplies

4

A

,Johns Hopitins.Hospital » Stall

1

Johns Hopkins Hospital
11

1

Child Development Center

I I

.

Child Development Center

$ 84.00

hasp, reimburse,

.209. 00

326.00

524,00

67;, 00

1,176.00

242.00

, 11094,00

Program

53:40

36,00

35.00,

7,76

BCHD

$19.00,

4.42'

!..

9.12

'1.48,

58.00/yr.
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TYPX of IllitYICE

5, .Educationillervicei

Obstetric Phase (4if averles/yr).

(a) health, education prenatal h postnatal

(b) nutrition counselling

(c) vocational/educational coo:111114

74IlowUp Phial (400 mothirichild pairs .

71 fathers per year),

la) addcation health, nutrition, parenting,

child cm,' family pianning, etc,. (mother

some fathers for 3 years).

(b) education/vocational counselling (mother

. It some father. for 3'years).

6; Social SerVices

' Obstetric P411.

,Follow -Up Phase
0

7.. Psychological Testing

(a) ,screening

(b) aseassmento (150/yr)

S. Community Outreach

dbitetr,ic Phase..

Foliar/1p Phase

-9. Program Administration overall obstetric

and follow-up (425 prenatal patients and 400

mother/child pairs/yr1n follow-up).

.WHERE PERTO

, V.

lohni Hopkins Hospital

(Child Detelopment Center
f1

- ,

(

Johns Hopkins Hospital

Child Development Center

Child Deviloi!ment Center

Johns Hopkins Hospital

Cost per Patient.

Program

$51.12

7.68

12.23

31.99,

13.11

30.07

17.43

4

14.27

66.23

23.0Z

)
23,00

63.08

Cost per M it

.65

A

00 '
if

4



riPz or aims

10, end Ccelteltatibn

for same patient population u above)

4
.1

11. Maintenance and Overhead

(a) facilities colts in the Hospital are '

included in reimbursable costs; in the

university space is pi4 from Emit

overhead and University hinds,

(b) mile', educationil =deride, etc.
(c) travel, client, home visitor, professions:I

Vol 825 mothers/yr)
ti

Evaluation measurement of overall program

effectiveness and cost effectiveness of various

components (825 mothers, 400 inflate)

4

Child Development Center

4
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Senatc.r CRAVEiTON. With-respect to the waiver zatithorities that are
given to the Se6-etary in 'the bill as introduced, subsection 102(e)
would permit the Secretary to waive the proVision limiting grantees
to using no more than 50 percent' of the grant to cover the -cost of
services, as you know, in accordance with criteria to be established in
regulations. .

What criteria do you intend to specify in regard o using thiS waiver
authority.? ,.

Mr. CALIFANO. Well, I think we will have to look at it as we talk to
But we wanted flexibility. You might Nive, a situation,

for example, in a rural area, where you would not have the entire set
of 'services, or you Might. have a very, limited number of services in a
severe section of ghetto povert, in which we would not. want to
inhibit getting services in therethe community could not possibly
afford to give them: we wanted the flexibility to put them in.

Senator CRANSTON'. Would you,expect to be pretty sparing in using
thOse waivers?

Mr, CALIFANO. Well, let me put it' this.way : I expect' to be fair and
to try and keep my eye on the fact' that the objective is to serve these
adolescents in trou'ble.

Senator CRANSTON. And would yon reserve that authority to your-
self ,to use the waiver, or would titat be delegated ?

Mr. CALIFANO. I think in the early phases.of, the program, I would
be likely to reserve the authority to myself, and see how it worked as
time went on.

Senator Ca,1,14sror. t want to stress one point. I see the linking of
pregnancy -prevention programg and prenatal and' postnatal care.
programs .for adolescents as very closely related tothe functions of

. the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Population Affair, as set forth lin
Public Law 91-572 and reasserted in S. 2522,The legislation that just
passed the Senate.'

It seems to me that all departmental policies respecting reproductive
'health, which would include the health of women While pregnant17..
should. be very carefully coordinated: I would expect the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Population Affairs to have a major role in the
adolescent pregnancy preventlen and, health. care pro

Could you Spell out the role that official would platy in the- admin-
istration of S. 2910?

Mr. CAnirArro. Well, that official would have a significant role. kfy
belief? Senator, ie that aswe start this program, I believe we should
set this up as a separate Office reporting directly to the Assistant Sec-
retary for Health. The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Population
Affairs reports to the Asistant Se,cretary,for Health, and all of them

, report to me. And I would expect we would all work very closely on it.
As 7;,ou and some other Senators realize, no organizational structure is
set in cement. And'.I think one of the things I argue very strenuously
before the ;Congress for is flexibility to moves organizations around:
And as we get ,this program started, we will see how it oughtt,o be
set, up. But in the beginning, I think we ought to start it Ceperitely.

a-SenatorCRANSTON. When do yo ri plan to.li ve an appointee for that
. office?

4Wr. CALIFANO. For the Deputy Assistant Seer aryclor Population
Affairs?..
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Senator igivrox Y '"es. t. :

^

Mr. Caw:4401J am. in the process of intervielrg people for that
posertglikno*Ahis week.

Senator Cia*srox.Beg your pardon / -
' Mr. CALrFANO; I itininterviewing people right now for it; I am down
to about three or foixrandidates-
: Senator. Camistortipo you expeCt td have one soon?

'Mr. Cararai.TO. Oh, yes,I think we are very close. .

Senator 'Caixerotr..I want to exPlore further, but I will do it in
written questiOns-thisreproductive health matter, and the very broad

..: IMPlications and importance of tkfat. ,
-.. There is 'another -waiver authority, as you know, in section 103(c):
(2), permitting the Secretary to waive the-requirement for a decreas-
ing. amount Of Federal support to a particular ,program, depending.
upon 'criteria to be specified in the regs.. And, again, I would like to
ask; whateriteria will yolispeoify in the regs to permit such a waiver i

4 Mr. CALiTiNo. We 4, again,1 think we would look at the objective
of having the local C6kmueity 'pick up the tab entirely, or the State .

or. the city, as to giVe us'a measure of the sense of confidence that they
, ."have that this program is worthwhile and valuable. Where it was clear
t,,,. that theyIddthat,.and for reasons they did not have enough resources

' to begin ta, pick up that tab, I' would not waVe. the program to die
.*- singly ly -because of that. So,. we would try tcfmeasure those kinds of

ons. 4.::.;,.
,

tie r CRANSTON. .D.OIOu. have an estimate of how often you
'wohlid:expect to use that waiver authorit

-

Mr. CAFTAN°. No at this point, Senator.
Senator CuANsrox. Thank you very' much. I do have more.ques-

tions, bAin'y time has expired. ,

The CHAIRMAN. We ..re going' to stay .:inalifornia. Senator
). Heyakiiwa ? , -, ,

.

. SenatbrIlAraxn*A. thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.

..

Mr: Chairman, I would like to make a 'number of:general observa-
tions ,abOut this-very, very difficult problem of teenage pregnancy. A
number of reasons 'have been citedlincluding some by you; Mr. Secre-

- tary, about p6VertY and idleness; and. so.on, but the relationship be-
iiveen "teenage gnancies and idleness 'and poVerty, and so on; is,
Coinplei, and- Woltld like to comment on-some of these things.

For exanipl idleness seems to me, int). art. , the result of the relaxa-
..4 ..tion of itandardS in academic life; that is,gpinglo school, even in the

`,elementiLry .fades and certainly through high school, used to be.a real f
: job Of' work, inVolving homework, study, and anxiety about passing
' . exaininations, and anxiety about doing well so that you, can get 4youe

P 'diplom Wa, ild so on. And *others usedsto say to their children, -"Father
works for a living,.and..yourvork is going tb school, and you lave goy
to do !TOW- and the teachers expected this of you, too. °.

Bud with the result of changes in education, school has. become more 4
and more a form Of-play, rather than ,-,& serious effort. Nowadays, in --

-many, many'schoo o hornework is,required, and .there is this inf
., teresting .phenome knolivn- as socials, promoiion, which means that
you pass from the fi t e sixth, or the sixth to the seventh' grade,
whether yotf have m jhe work or not, with the result that all
too many high school r duate,s With diplomas are not yet able to

0
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read and write; they have been the victiniS of social promotion all
along. So, they have had years and years and years of idleness to enjoy.
and, of course, one of the important things about idleness is that it
gives tinag for flirtation, and flirtation leads to you know what.

And then, there is the other additional matter of unemployment.
Now, unemployment used to mean- hardship. In sonic societies, of
course, poverty means, having as many children as possibleusually
within wedlock, of couroo to be certain to have children to support
you in kfailikowid age, because in those primitive societies, the infant
mortality rate is very, very high, But even in a more advanced form of
society, poverty, in most of. the world's history, has meant a struggle
for survival and working hard oven at Odd jobs at low wages, and this
kept you out of trouble.

Many of us, when wo went through high school, worked after schoOl
at odd jobs as delivery boys and all kinds of chores, and that reduced
the time available for flirtation and the consequences of flirtation. But,
today, poverty simply means welfare and food stamps and idleness,
and therefore sex, and we have created the conditions of ample idleness
in which these things can happen. So, the very, very beneficence and
affluence of our society have created some of the conditions we speak of.

I understand, of course; the declining age level at which sexual ma-
turity, menarche., comes .on in young women. As a niatter of fact, I
have often argued that from the point of view of sexual maturity, the
16-year-old of 1910 was equivalent to the 14-year-old girl of 1975. The
14-year-old girl of 1975, in other words, is sexually far more mature
than the 14-year-old girl of 60 years ago.

Because we are an affluent society with a great deal of social con-
science, measures to help unmarried pregnant girls counseling, pre-
natal care, nutritional guidance, postnatal care, day care operations
within high schools to take care of the babies of the studenlsthese
are fairly advanced programs which wo find in some California school
systems, so that the mothers of these fatherless children can continue
high school with minimum damage to their careers. Now, these girls,
these pregnant girls, and these girls with little babies, get so much
attention from the authorities- they get so much expensive counseling
and, as I say, nutritional guidance and medical care and everything
else, that they are the envy of all the nonpregnant girls.

Pregnant girls, in other words, are in an extraordinarily enviable
position in some school systems in California where they are so very,
very well taken care of. And if we increase the rewards, the attractive-
ness of teenage pregnancy, well, we simply increase teenage pregnancy.

Now, this leads me to these following further considerations : I
would like to see statistical'comparisons, if they can be made, or they
have been made, of birth rates among'teenagers goffig to schools with
high academic requirements, as opposed to teenagers going to schools.
where easy grades and social promotion are the rule. I would also like
to see statistical comparisons between birth rates among teenagers with
jobs, or after-school and part-time jobs, as compared with birth rates
among girls not so employed. But do not forget the minimum wage
laws an child labor laws are keeping children unemployed by law ;
we compel this idleness in many cases, and therefore, we compel them
to have time to fill with you know what.

Now, I did not have those opportunitieSmaybe I am envious.
[Laughter.]
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I know about-r
The CHAIRMAN. By the way, Sam, will there be a question at the

end of this?
Senator HAYAKAWA. I am _bringing up a question, yes, indeed 'yes,

indeed, there shall be.
I know about earlier sexual maturity, as'I say, but parenthood in

our increasingly complex societyrequiring more and more education
to get and, hold *job, with the result that a high school diploma is ex-
pected of most people, and a college diploma is expected of an awful

-. lot of people to get a job at allrequires social mUurity for the re-
sponsibilities of parenthood at the same time as the biological possi-
bility of parenthood comes at an earlier age, as I say, because of the
changing biological status of men and women. So, to a degree un-
precedented in world history, we-need social maturity for the respon-
sibilities of parenthood, but we are getting parenthood at an earlier,
earlier age,long before sociarmaturity sets in.

I am very 'much concerned with these problems, and they have
bothered me for a long time, because I have been an educator; I have
had to deal with children. Now, the one thing that I miss in all of this

,-legislation, all thelconcern, I miss concern with the fathers of these
children. They do not seem to have any responsibility in any of this,
and what is to prevent, therefore, these young men or,these boys from
going on to produce, one after the other, out-of-wedlock babies, while,
cheerfully continuing' with their studies, finishing high school, finish-
ing college, leaving behind a whole trail of unmarried mothers and

_fatherless children to be taken care of by 1-IEW and local agencies.
Is there within this program, or all the people who are think-

ing about it, any concern with making the young men involved face
some Of the responsibilities that they are placing upon society? I see
none. I see evidence, on the other hand, of a male-dominated society

that wants to let the boys off free, wherever possible, while we cluck,
cluckjiluck, ev.er,the girls. And, Mr. Chairman, I want to protest this
absence of concern with the male parties to this social problem.

[Whereupon, Senator Kennedy assumed the Chair.)
MT. CAUFANO. Senator, if I may comment on that, I noted in my

opening statementand, indeed, one of the elements we look toward in
the innovative wects of this legislation is to involve the teenage boy
in these prograrit. Second, there is a prograin called the child support
enforcement program which Congress added to the Social Security
Act a few years ago. In the years since I have been Secretary of HEW,
I have doubled--doubledthe number of fathers that we have identi-
fied under that program, that are making payments under that pro-
geam and fulfilling their responsibility to do that where they have
parented these children. I think we have collected almost $1 billion,
since I have been Secretary, under that program, which hatEcollected
only a couple of hundred million before then. So, I am after that
problem; I am very sensitive to that problem, and I think the adinin-

istration is. f

Stnator HAYAKAWA. I, realize that that concerns married fathers
who deserted their children and refused to pay support payments. You

are not talking about that program ?
;Mr. CALIFANO. Yes; I am talkingabout that program.

Senator HAYAKAWA. That is not the same program.
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Mr. CALWANO. It Th not the same program, but you asked if we were
doing anything, and I pointed to the one program in which the Con-
gress had passed a law directed at the issue of responsibility for
parenthood.

Senatbr HAYAKAWA. Yes, but when fathers are ordered to make
child support payments, usually they are fathers wilt) have been mar-
ried and have run away and, of course, refuse to meet their responsi-,
bilities. That is one kind of problem.

I am talking about the fathers of these unn.v Pried girls, the teenage
fathers. Is there any program that goes after them ?

Mr. CALIFANO. This program contains, as I said, and I indicated in
my opening statement--we intended to direct some of our innovative
programs at that. The actual liability of a her fora child is a func-
tion of State law, and I would think you wo ld want, to leave it there
and not have the Federal Government becom the arbitor of family
life. In those States wikere an individual is responsible for that child,
whether married oi not, we would provide assistance under the child
support enforcement program to go after that individual.

enator HAYAKAWA. Well, I have seen no concern whatsoever with
this problem of the teenage father. It is one thing to trackdA, fie.. 4'.
father who' promised, under court order, to make child su

o

ments and did not make them. *tut this is a different proble
am trying to call attention to. kz...

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. y

Senator KENNEDY. Of course, I suppose you could use that saint
argument in terms of the family planning program, as well, or-abor-
tions, whether the father should not be paying into that. I have
listened with interest, and I do not think there is any insensitivity,
either by the Sectiary or by those that support it.

The Federal Government, in terms of family planning and sup-
porting those, irrespective of where we end up on abortion, has not
made it a requirement; as the Secretary has mentioned, weleft those
up to the States. Maybe there ought to be some other kind of a mech-
anism, but the family planning extension went through, on the cons
sent calendar of the U.S. Senate last week.

I would have been interested in my good friend and colleague from
California raising those same issues on that issue, rather than target-
ing out this issue here, trying to deal with a particular problem.

I think the point of responsibility upon the male is an important one,
and I do not gather from what the SecrOary has said hate this morn-
ing that you are not recognizing the importance of that.

As I understand a very significant part of the parenting aspects of
this bill that are included in there, it would also try and bring that
special responsibility to young men, as well. Am I not correct ?

Mr. CALIFANO. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator HathaWay ?
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you, Mr.. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I

would like to .put an opening statement in the record. I-am not going
to read it; I dust want to put it in the record at this time, if may.

Senator KENNEDY, Well, if you would like to, summarize
Senator HATHAWAY. No; it is a little bit too long,"and I have some

queeitions.
The Adolescent Health, Services, and Pregnancy Prevention and

Care Act of 1978, is directed toward meeting a deity and growing need
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in our society. I was pleased to join mydistinguished colleagues in in-
troducing this measure on. April 13, and look forward to participating
in further improvements and refinements as it progresse h the
le slatiVe Process.

i ! Al,,c:11;41

early 13 million of the 60 million women in the iv, me

mothers in 1,975 became parents before they becanie aen-

age childbearing rates in the United States are t hest
among industrialized nations, and indeed, higher t de-

veloped nations. AdOlescent childbearing is becom
Problem, often involving serious health and socioecoty
tions in thelives of these 'young mothers, fathers, and th

This bill addresses the need of adolescents for inform,atio
cation to prevent initiara.nd subsequent pregnancies, strives
those who are already pregnant with both prenatal andr,pe
health care and support services, to help thein remain in school;. d

become productive and contributing members of society. Finally, it
provides for education of those who choose, to keep their children td
assist them in becoming responsible parents.

The bill intends to fulfill'these goals by authorizing grants to Public
and nonprofit private agencies to help Communities supportiarid co-
ordinate services and programs relating to pregnancy.

The statistics which underscore the need for increased services are
'truly alarming.

Of the 21 million teenagers in the United States between the ages of
15 and 19, 11 milliona little, more than halfare sexually active.
Further, one -fifth of the 8 million 13- and 14-year-old youths in this
country are estimated to have had sexual relations.

One million young ,women aged 15 to 19 and 30,000 girlsginder 15
become pregnant each year, resulting in over 600,000 births. The out-
of-wedlock birth rate has declined among women aged 20 to 24, but
has increased among women aged 14 to 197 with the result that for the
first time since 1961, the birth rate among single "18- to 19-year-olds is
higher than that of 20- to 24 -year - olds.

For those teenage parents who marry, studies have shown that di-
vorce or separation are two to three times higher than in marriages of
people in their early twenties. The combination of the strains of ado=

lescence itself, family responsibility, and economic instability are
often too much for a young marriage to bear.

Teenage mothers do not often have the skills necessary to support
'themselves, or to compete in the working world. It was found in New
York in 1973 that 85 percent of those who became mothers when they
were 15- to 17-years-old had not completed high school. Nine out of
ten of those Vlio have a child at fifie 15 or younger never complete high
school either, and more than 4 in 10 neverget beyond the eighth grade.
Female teenage dropputs most often give pregnancy- as the reason for
leaving school. And although legislation and regulations have con-
firmed the right of teenage mothers to an education, teachers and coml-

.
selors often encourage pregnant students to leave school. -

Therefore, due primarily to a hick of skills and secondarily to a
lack of infant day care centers, teenage mothers arc less likely to work
and more likely to be on welfare. The younger the mother, the higher
the. risk of poverty for her family, so just in terms of economics alone:
it makei sense to prevent teenage pregnanies.

b
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Beyond these overall educational, social, and economic considera-
tions, we must realize that because very young women are biologically
too immature for effective childbearing, there are serious hazards di-
rectly related to the health of the mother and to her child. The risk of
death in the first.year of life is twice as high for babies born to teenage
mothers as it'is for babies born to mothers in their early twenties. Also

%Cwice as high among babies born to teens is the incidence of low birth
weight. This is a major cause of infant mortality ana birth injuries
such as neurological defect§ which may involve mental retardation.

I gni particularly concerned that this legislation be fully responsive
to the unique needs and problems of rural, sparsely populated areas in
the delivery of comprehensive services. For example, in the State of
Maine over 60,000 low-income women of childbearing age are at risk
of unintended pregnancies. There are over 18,000 teenaged women
estimated to be sexually Wive and at risk of pregnancy. One of every
five births is to a teenaged mother, and nearly one-tenth of all births in
Maine are out of wefllock. half of these to teenaged mothers. Many of
these individuals regcle in outlying areas where there are no available
programs or services directed toward meeting their needs.. The ad-
verse health. social, and economic consequences mentioned in section 2
of the bill are fiirther Aggravated in these areas. These include A
higher percentage of pregnancy and childbirth complications, a higher
incidence of low birth weight, higher frequency of developmental dis-
abilities, infant mortality, a decreased likelihood- that the mother will
complete school, and an increased likelihood that, an adolescent mar-
riage will end in divorce.

Along with the tragic human costs. the resulting unemployment
and increased welfare burden pose a particularly severe burden on
these areas already overwhelms with these problems.

I was therefore pleased to note that section 103 of the bill gives
priority toputreach and the need to serve areas where the incidence of
low-income families is high and where the availability of pregnancy-
related services is low.

At the same time, however. I am concerned about priorities ac-
corded to comprehensive "single site 'programs" and to those which
"will utilize existing programs and facilities such as neighborhood
and primary health care centers. * * *" (sec. 103(a) (3) and (4)).

I am concerned that these latter priorities may operate to the detri-
ment of proposals forthcoming from rural areas which are directed
toward establishing comprehensive programs where they do not cur-
rently exist and which require, multiple servic,e delivery sites to assist
a widely dispersed population, while taking advantage of a centralized
administrative structure.

It is my intention to propose specific amendments directed toward
alleviating this concern and assuring that the. needs of citizens resid-
ing in rural areas are explicitly recognized and given priority.

Not only does the child of a teenage mother have a higher,rrsk of
defect or death than a child born to an older mother, but the teenage
mother herself is more likely to suffer complications.of pregnancy, or
death, due to the depletion of nutritional reserves needed for her own
growth.

The evidence supporting the need for legislation to prevent un
wanted teenage pregnancies is overwhelming. r cannot emphasize
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enough our responsibility to recognize this problem, and to provide
the help and support which our teenagers need as alternatives to abor-
tion. We must be reafistiO, and as the "parents" of this Nation, do
what must be done to insure the mental, physical, educational, and

economic health and well-hking of the generations who are now strug-
gling toward adulthoOd,.and toward the ultimate responsibility of our

future society.
Mr. Secretary, it is a pleasure to see you. As von know, I am a little

bit concerned about the rural impacts of the bill. Section 103 refers to
single-site programs, and states that. approved programs will utilize
ending programs and facilities, such as neighborhood and primary
ealth care centers.

It seems to me that in rural areas where single-site programs are
totally unfeasible and where neighborhood health centers are practi-
cally unheard of, I am afraid that this phraseology may act to the det-

riment of getting some money into the rural areas. What is your opin-

ion on that?
Mr. CALIFANO. Senator, as a result of your discussions with mend

your letters to-Inc onthis subject, we put the waiver in, in large meas-

ure, to respond to your concern, that would permit the Secretary to
waive those kinds of requirements in rural area situations, as well as

other situations. One of the main points of it was to respond to your

concern aboutroral health and the need in rural areas.
Senator HATHAWAY'. I take it that the criteria that are listed-103

(a), subsections (1) through (7) seem to be. in the conjunctive, as if

all those criteria have to be met. But I take it that that is not. the in-

tent, is t t correct, Mr. Secretary ?

Mr. C,U,IFANO. That is correct.. They are simply some suggested

guidelines to set up priorities for those programs that we would fund

first. But to the extent that.you feel it, is necesary to make this abso-

lutely clear, I have no objection to working out. some specific language

in the provision to make that clear in rural areas.
.

From many months of experience in working with you, Se ator, I
'know about your concern in rural areas with programs like th's, and

I would be happy to work with you. .

Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much. Now, in your state ent

you made about the bill last April, you mentioned various factors that

are applicable to the teenage mothers we are talking about. They drop

out of school; they are more prone to divorce; they neglect their chil-, 4

dren; suffer from chronic unemployment; go On welfare; and may be-

come alcohOlics or drug abusers. .

As you knOw, as chairman of the Subcommittee on Alcoholism rind

Drug Abuse, I am especially concerned about this last. problem. I am

lust wondering what initiatives or plans are directed at those prob-

ems, and I do not mean within the scope of this bill, but outside of this

bill. 0 _

Mr. CALIFANO. Senator, we lia,Ye, in our budget. substantial sums for

both alcohol and drug abuse. As I recall, I think we have about $175

million for our alcohol programs, and about $275 million forur drug
programs. We are also working to prepare a major new initiative in

the area of alcoholism, directed at teenagers and at women. I remem-

ber well, when'I paid my courtesy call on you, when you raised this
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issue with me at that tuna. We will be havin-g some suggestions for you
to look at and help us with in the next several months.

Senator HATHAWAY. That is why I voted for your confirmation, be-
cause you- told me you would do something about that problem.
[Laughter.]

Seriously, I am glad that you have, taken an interest in it, and I look'
forward to whatever the administration is going to recommend with
respect to that particular age group, because it is a tough age group
p deal with, where the problem is probably more severe than it is in
ahriost any other age group: and is on the increase,-actually.

CALIFANO. Later this month in June, we will be working with
the institute of medicine, which is having a conference on teenagers
and all the problems related to teenage health and related problems, in-
chiding this one:

Senator HATHAWAY. Fine. Just one final question : Senator. Wil-
liams mentioned the problem of unemployment among the teenage ad-
olescent group. Are you going to be working with Secretary Marshall
with regard to unemployment programs and training programs for
this particular age group?

Mr. CALIFANO. Yes, Senator, we are and we have. We have actually
reached an agreement via a.memorandum of understanding about how
to pursue programs under the youth unemployment legislation, and
particularly that portion of it that wants to relate to employment in
education for high school students. We have signed an agreement, and
the Commissioner of Education and the appropriate Assistant Secre,
tary of Labor have been in touch with high school systems around the
country.

Senator HATHAWAY. Fine. Thank, you very much, Mr. Chairman
and Mr. Secretary.

Senator KENNEDY. Senator Riegle?
Senator Rrsotz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I have been listening with great interest this morn-

ing, first to your opening comments and then to tli.earious colloquies
that have taken place since. I think you have an excellent program
here; I think it is cost-effective in dollar terms.

I think, in human terms, what can be acomplished here in terms of
a humane response can prevent lifetimes of suffering and heartache.

I strongly support it ;-I want to see it done. I think it is something
that we ought to have undertaken,' really, years ago. Having said all
that, it seems to me that, at the same time, we are at a rather uniqiie
moment in time where there is enormous pressure by taxpayers who,,
feel that government just cannot continue to grow and, in fact, has to
start to recede in size.

We had 'both Senators from California here this morning: Cali-
fornia is the 'scene where there is the greatest activity at the moment
with respectto this kind of feeling. I think we all understand it, prob-
ably especially so on this committee.

The Human Resources Committee, I think, tends to attract and
collect Senators who, by and large, have some of the strongest feelings
and interests about imman problems. That is why we choose to serve
here.
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It seems to me that we are endeavoring to launch a program that we
feel very strongly, about, at the worst possible time. We are trying to
launch it in the face of a desirealmost a blind desireto shrink
Government services and cut down on Government spending, whatever
the cost and whate*k the consequences.

am wondering if the administration, at the Cabinet level, has
yet had the time to start to take account, in a strategic serious way,
the collision of these two pressuresa new administration with some
humane impulses trying to respond to problems that have been ignored
for a long time, versus this desire on the part of a lot of citizens in

the country to find a way to pay less for governinent and to shrink the

size of government,
It seems to me-1119,t many of the things that the administratical has

been advocating 4x* affirmative responses that reconcile these two
forces. FcT example, I know the President has proposed a series of
changes in the tax laws that are designed to produce more revenue and
eliminate some waste.

know he has brought forth proposals with respect to civil service
reform which are designed- to make the Federal Government work
more efficiently. I know you have been very hard at work in HEW
to try to elimmate abuses, in terms of the fraud and waste. that are
found in any enormous organization, public or-private. I know you are
making progress in that area. I know it is a tough problem, and I know
you inherited a lot of things that need to be changed.

with all of that going on, I am still wondering if you are ready to
really sit down and do sotne soul-searching about spending priorities,
and decide that maybe we are not going to be able to afford another $60

million, even if it is for something' as important as this, unless we can
find some other part of government activity which is also going on
that we can take that $60 million from.

Now, I think there are other areas that are prime candidates for
where we might look for savings that we could use to finance new
initiatives of this sort.

Because of these realities that are upon uswhich I think are not
just "California" in nature, but encompass initiatives underway in
Michigan and in a number of other Statesthose who have the most
humane impulses, and the people in the Cabinet who arc directed to
the effort of human problems in this country are probably going to
lead the debate within the Cabinet structure t'o figure out how we can
start to make some very hard judgments about where we can shrink
part of the budget in order to let another part get larger where we
are responding to probleMs of the kind that we are talking about today.

I realize that is not an easy task Within a Cabinet structure, even
with a sympathetic President, and particularly if you happen to be
the Cabinet officer with an enormous range of activities.

Nevertheless, I am wondering if you can advise us if there is any-
thing yet, underway, to give us some reason to believe that the admin-
istration can break out of the established pattern of dealing with
spending issues one at a time, and recognize and respond to the fact
that the ball game has changed radically.

Unless we can get in front of that and work it out in an intelligent
fashion so that we can explain to people, chances are that once we get
outside thiS committee and get to the Senate as. a whole and the Con-
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gross as a whole wq may find that the blind impulse to want to shrink
government will kill off the potential for programs like this before we
can evei get them started.

I do not think the public, as a whole, wants that. I do not think that
serves the public's interest. But it seems to me that unless we can take
that new situation and respond to it with a rationale for reconciling
these competing feelings, we are likely to gee something as important
as this bill fail for reasons that really do-not bear in any way at all on
its basic merits.

I would, appreciate it if 'you could just talk with us about that
problem. .

Mr. CALIFANO. Senator, I think I might comment on it from a
couple of aspects. I think the American people are saying that they
want government to be much more efficient than it has been, and they
alSo, I think, are willing to have a case made for a program that is
needed. I do not think that the American people are blindly smashing
out at programs. I do not think that the American people want a
situation in which Johnny cannot read because the school door is
closed and there is no school for him to go to. I do not think they want
a situation in which people cannot get health care because the hospital
is closed, and I do not think they want a situation irk which they will
not take care of these children.

As Senator Kennedy noted, somehow or other these children that are
born of teenagers, legitimately or illegitimately; in or out of wedlock,
with whatevqr diseases or lifelong scars they bear, will be taken care of.
I do think that the American people want a school where Johnny is -
taught to read. I think they want a hospital that prdvides health care
without an incredible amount of waste that would be appalling in any
social terms.

I think they want programs, when We say we think we have a way of
dealing with the teenage pregnancy problem and helping with it, where
we can demonstrate that the programs have a very good chance of
working. I think we can make that case, and I will be submitting addi-
tional information to do that.

I think, also, since it has come up again, I would just personally com-
ment that I think Proposition 13 has to be put in some focus vis-a-vis a
State that had a $4 to $5 billion surplus, vis-a-vis'a State that had re-
jected -a similar proposal in terms of its incojne tax just a couple of
years ago, but voted on this proposal because it is property tax, which
is a much more regressive tax than an income tax; and vis-a-vis a situa-
tion in which the Governor of the State had preached for years about
a no-growth world, and the need for no-growth.

Now, I think the most fundamental thing that we have got to di) as
an administration is get a handle on inflation and get real growth going
again. We tend to forget that in the 1960's when most of these social
programs that you and Senators Kennedy, Schweiker, Hathaway, and
others, fought for came into being, the economy was growing so much
in real terms that even the average taxpayer in this country was taking
home more real income and taking care of the poor.

If-for one, think that this country is so affluent and ,so wealthy, in
comparison with any other society today or in the history of the world,
that we can certainly afford to take care of these teenage girls-ind boys
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and these social problems that HEW is supposed to be directed at deal-
ing with.

I think it is fair for the taxpayers to say to us, "You be more effici-
ent; you squeeze out the waste, the fraud, and the leakage in those
programs,' and we are, trying to do that. But I think that if ye cikri
demonstrate that, I believe and hope and pray that this count's:), thid ifs
peopleI know its people, in their hearts, have enough compassion to
take care of those who cannot take care of themselves.,

Senator RIEGLE. Fappreciate your comments becauseyoti and I are on
the same side of this issue. I want this to be a constructive search for
how we take the next step.

Yesterday, the Housii of Representatives, as you well knoW, voted a
substantial reduction in the budget for HEW. They did so not by
targeting specific line items, but by making a percentage cut, forcing
the Department to decide how that is to be apCed, within certain
limitations

I think that is an immediate early warning that- I' think heralds
something that is substantially bigger.

I think we are seeing here that many people in the country, because

of inflation and because of other problems, havesoperienced some ero-
sion in their own living standard, or have stand still in the last 2 or 3
years. They have had to make very tough budgeting decisions in their

own family budgets. They have had to cut things out or they have had

to forego things. Energy is more expensive, and so they have had to,
spend more money for utility bills, and so forth.

The long and the short of it is that thejare, in turn, now saying to

government that we have got to shrink the size of what is going on in

government. I think that is only half way to the real point, that we may.
well have to do with less, at least for a time. The question is, What tire

the most importantthings that ought to get the emphasis? -

Now, we are trying to launch a program that we ought to have been
doing for many years and have not been doing. It seems to me we take

On the added burden now of trying to do that at a time when there is

this desire to shrink the size of government.
I think the only way we are going to accomplish it is to shrink some

other part of government., and I think the debate about national spend-
ing priorities must be led by the President and the Cabinet, frankly. In
otherYwords, I think if we only resort to old arguments that say that
this pr.ojeet or that project is warranted on its mepits, we are going to

lose that argument hi today's climat. /
I think we have to be smarter thanThat. We have got to move ahead

of the events and be ableto say :
Look, we are,going to ha've to scale certain things down ; now let us figure out

,what 4.4,Ings arcethat we can actually afford to scale down, and that we ought

to scale down in order to finance certain other things.

I think yon are probably the Cabinet, officer who is in the best posi-

tion 'wit* this administration to lead that kind of initiative. I am

talking about getting started with it almost immediately.
I know there are a lot of things competing for attention; what is

going on in Africa, energy problems, and what have you. But I think

we must immediately decide the manner in which we accommodate for

this new mode and this new reality so that the important things' are
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maintained and responded to and the less important things are put to
the back burner.

I would hope that you and the President could find a way to turn
this discussion into that kind of an affirmative debate and set a posi-
tion, so that the.country can take and exercise its feeling about want-
ing to reduce some of these expenses, but to do it in a way that is not
going to do great damage to other people.

I do not think the humane and charitable responses of the people
of this country are any different than they have ever been. So, I do
not think they want the economies forced ,in those 'areas in a blind
nonthinking fashion.

But, unless we understand what is happening and get ahead of it
and help .thilor thatiresponse, I think that is exactly what could hap-
pen. I do not kndiv a clearer case at the moment that this relates to
than this program, because here we are trying to launch a program
ilito a tidal wave of feeling that, seems to be against any expansion
in government.

I think we have the basis fot: snaking a rational argument, be-
cause in the end it is going to save money. This is an investment that
will pay off and will save us vastly more money in social and wel-
fare programs of various kinds. It helps people, and that is what
government is for. ,

So, I would hope that the Cabinet, perhaps with your leadership,
could understand that we do not bare any time to lose. We 'have to
face preposition 13 in a working context that people can understand
so -that our best implulses`can find a way to reconcile this need to tiialce
some economies in gdvernment in the areas where it ought to be
done.

Mr. CALIFAIsTO. Senator, I agree with what you are saying, and I
believe we can, and we will, provide additional information to make
the case for the fact that in cold, economic terms, this is a program
that will pay off enormous dividends and will, in the long run, save

this country lots of money, just the way immunizing children saves
this country lots of money, and just the way a whole host of pro-

' grams in that area do.
As far Cis the action of the House yesterday, I guess I would note

two things. I think it is unfortunate for the House of Representa-
tive.s to hide behind a blanket. 2-percent across-the-board cut in pro-
grams, with limitations on the_amount to which any individual pro-
gram can go.
) The Appropriations Subcommittee of the House looked at our

ibudget, program by program, and we looked at it program by program.
We madethe be,k judgments we could. I think4hat if they are, in-
deed, interested in intelligently dealing with Hit budget_ an issue
related to the budget, then they ought to take enough time to look
at it program by program the way their committee did.

I also note, in terms of the administration making-.hard decisions
and deciding what should go and what should not go, that even with
that cut, the budget passed by the House of Representatives yester-
day afternoon is higher than the HIW budget that the President and
the administration recommended.

1
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' It is a difficult problem, as you say, of picking priorities. The use

of zh -based budgeting that President Carter has introduced into the

ernment is designed to deal with exactly this problem.

The recommendation for civil service reform, which can save mil-

lions and millions and millions of dollars. in personnel costs and in

getting-better program managers and better analysts in the Govern-

ment, is another way that we can respond to the feeling of the Ameri-

can people that Government is too fat and lazy and sloppy and care-
less. There are ample opportunities to do that.

We are, and will be, of course, looking at every one of our programs,

now as we are prephring the budget for fiscal 1980. And we will have

to look harder than we looted last year; I agree with that. But there

is no doubt in my.mind, without getting into specific programs, that I
would be willing to find the ways to save money in HEW programs
in order to put this'program in place, because it is hard to think of a
more seering or lastinghuman tragedy, as well as a better economic,

payoff, than dealing effectively with this teenage pregnancy problem.

Senator RIEOLE. Well, my time is up, and T will conclude only by

saying this: I think it is essential in the Cabinet that there be an ef-

fort made to develop a strategy for responding to'this situation ra-
tionally and intelligently. I do not think it can just be left tch whoever

the faceless people are in OMB who are juggling requests from differ-

ent Cabinet agencies.
I think the top people in this administration NVho care aboutivhat

happens to people are going to have to make some. very tough and, I

think, hear-term judgments about the spending-priorities with re-
spect to national strategic priorities in the country. And I think that
every day or week that islost in focusing on the need to do that and,

in an affirmative way, get ahead of these feelings thatre loose in the

country, I think are days that we cannot afford to lose.
Senator KENNEDY. I thank Senator Riegle.
Just one additional comment on this point, Mr. Secretary : The

focus of the attention that has been given on the California proposi-

tion has been directed to your department and to the programs which,

basically, this committee has been most involved in, in terms of edu-

cation, in terms of health. and in terms of the elderly.
Therefore, this sense, I think, in a rather unique way probably falls

upon your shoulders, and obviously the others that have positions
of responsibility within the administration and within the Congress.

The focus is not. on the Armed Services Committee and on the ,Toint

Chiefs of Staff or on the Secretary of Defense, at least in terms of the

way it has been focused and framed. It has been here, whether we like

it or we do not like it.
-I think the focus is on how we are going to be able to convince, the

American people that in providing for the infantsthe most vulner-

able people in our society, which this bill is directed toward, and
toward someof the most tragic human experiences that come upon

young teenage girls, with all of the impact that, it has on their future
livesfalls within the parameter that it. is justified. J think that is
all we are saying on that issue.

You might like' to give a response, and then I have two brief
questions.

,
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Mr. CAutrAivo. Senator, I agree with what you are saying. May I
just make one general comment, because I think it is important to
what senator Riegle has raised and what you have raised?

Senator KENNEDY. Sure.
',Mr. CALIFANO. I understand- that the focus is on HEW and is on -

these programs. I would like to note that we have baken some,mery
significant steps. One is in the student loan programs. There were
never bills sent to students in this country until we looked .a,t those
programs and began billing tbim. They are paying their loans back
now at a phenomenal rate; we are beginning to get that money back.

We have reduced the error rates in the supplemental security in-
come for the blind and the disabled, and also in the AFDC programs,
as well.

We have combined Medicare and Medicaid under one person in one
office, in a clesire,to-try and wring out the leakage in those programs.
We have begun these projects to eliminate overpayments and im-
proper payments; project integrity with medicaid, which we are
spreading to other programs. We have the first convictions of doctors
and pharmacists under the medicaid program for, fraud and criminal
activities. We have matched welfare roles against payrolls of the Fed-
eral Government. We are doing it in the States, and ,we will do it in
the social security role over time. So, we are rooting out those people
who are not receiving the benefits they are entitled to receive. It is
not poSsible to do this overnight., as you well know. But we are putting
in place systems that will wring, out, in my judgment, at least $1 bil-
lion of waste, leakage and fraud from the HEW -budget in fiscal 11)71
I mention that only because I want you to realize and the people here
to realize that actions are being taken.

Senator KENNEDY. Do I understand that Dr. Nix is in charge of
the prograin?,

Mr. CALIFANO. She is not yet here full time, but she is here with me
today, Senator.

Senator KENNEDY. -What kind of staff support will she have, and
dyer what Period of time?

Mr. CALIFANO. Senator, she and I are now in the process of putting
',,t9gether a staff plan. I will make sure that she. has 'adequate staff to
.do this job. We will be putting together a staff plan and a budget for
the office, and we will put it together very promptly.

Senator KENNEDY. Can you give us some general idea about what
the time flow is on that ?

r. Mr. CALIFANO. Well, I would think that within the next 30 days,
we will have a plan for the organization of the office, and a proposal,
and I would be happy to send it up here if you would like to see it.

Senator KENNEDY. Senator Hathaway.
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just. wanted to

ask the Secretary whether, it would it. be possible to come up with
some specific figures. I realize that they would have to be estimates,
but at least they would be specific figures to show that the $60 million
invested in this bill is going to save us a certain sum, whatever it
comes out to be. We know that so many of these young people go on
welfare, or the babies will become recipients, and so forth.
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I think that is the only way we are going. to sell this program not

only to the Congress, but to the'American people. They are justifiably
upset because they see the guy drive away in the Cadillac With the
food stamps and they say : "Well, we are going to cut back on all the
Federal spending with respect to welfare programs.'

The only way to be able to convince them that this is not a good

public policy is to slow them that the program is a good investment.
I recall somebody from the Veterans Administration testifying sei-
eralsears ago that for the $12 billion we invested in the GI bill after
World War II, we got back $100, billion by the year 1968, in just the
increased saxes that these veterans were able to pay as a result of
getting a better education.

I remember Sarge.Shriver, who is at the back of the room, testify-
ing on the Job Corps and saying that for every dropout in high schgal,

it costs us $100,000 over the lifetime of that dropout. This was back
in thesixties; it is probably $200,000 today. This was justifying the
cost of. $8,000 per student, or whatever it was, for these Job Corps

centers.
The Job Corps program did not make out very well, but that, was

not the fault of the fig-tmes. I think we. need those specifics, rather
than just say : "Well, it is going to save us money later on," to show
the people of the Congress and of the country, so that they will get
behind some of these programs, which they should really be behind.

I think Proposition 13 was just a reaction to what. I just mentioned
about the welfare recipients; some of them are getting ,away with a
lot of benefits that they should not get.. Of course, there are other

_factors involved in that, but I am afraid that wave is going to sweep
the country. And unless we are in a position now to tell the people
concrete figures and say : "Look, thiS is a good investment,1: we are
going .to be washed. under by that wave, just as I am afraid is going
to happen out in California.

Mr. CALIFANO. Senator, we will provide a whole hpst of figures Which
will demonstrate that beyond reasonable. doubt. I note just one numb'er.
We estimate it would cost about $750 per year per adolescent or airole-
cent and child to provide the comprehensive services in this program.
You have 60 percent of those people, otherwise on welfare, and to the
extent that we take one off welfare, we are saving probably an aver-
of $4,000 to $5,000 per year in welfare and food stamp funds. So,
just in 1 year, it is a payoff of 6 or 7 to 1.

Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much. '
Senator KENNEDY. What you are also talking about, as I under-

.stand it, is the coordinating function of a lot 'of voluntary agencies.
We are talking about coordinating the existing schobls and the
churches, community services, local business groups, and others, to
gether. It is very significant.

We are not talking about establishing a new 'institution on this,
but we are talking about using these resources to bring together exist-
ing institutions and coordinating in a way that. is going to make the
difference. So, we are maximizing the effect of voluntarism in this
program, and we are maximizing the resources which exist within the
community in that, and that has been stressed, and perhaps has not
been stressed enough, either in the questions or in the course of this
hearing.
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You may have just a final comment on that.
Mr. CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, that is so right on the mark. Indeed,

the legislation, as written, would assure that at least one-half the funds
under this bill went to precisely that purpose. And the funds that go
for services are really designed to go in those area's of the kind that
Senator Hathaway is talking about, where there just are not those
services. One of the major things we hope to get out of the legislation
is the fact that we will pull together all those voluntary and commu-
nity resources and make them much more effective in treating the
whole person. ,

Senator KENNEDY. If there are no further questions, thank you
very much, Mr. Secretary. And I think there will be members who
will be submitting questions to you.

[The following material was supplied for the hearing record ;]

e.
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-Sin for. -So-11c
COMMIT,[[ C r, HUMAN NCSOUNCCS

WASHINGTON. DC. 2010

July 18, 1978:

.

Honorable Joseph A. Califano, Jr.
Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare
Washington, D. C. 20201

Dear Joe,
4

.

As I indicated during
your_Wppearanct before,the Human Resources

Committee's .J ne 14 hearing on S. 2910, the proposed "Adolescent

for Population Affairs
r154N/"..

Health, Servi and Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act of 1978",

I believe the Dep Assistant Secretary f
(DASPA) must have a major role in the administration and imple-

mentation of HEW's adolescent pregnancy initiative.

Incidentally, I'd like to express my enthusiasm for your appoint-

ment of Iry Cushner to this position. He is an outstanding indi-

vidual in the field who, I am confident, will carry out t;ie duties

of that office in an exceptional manner.

The press release announcing his appointment states-he "would also

advise the Assistant Secretary for Health in the development and

implementation of programs under the proposed Adolescent Health

Services and Pregnancy Prevention Act". I believe, that is a

promising step towards my view of the role the DASPA should play.

However, I am convinced his role s.hould be far more than an ad-

visory one. I can't think of a policy area more directly within

the concern of the DASPA than teenage pregnancy. As you indi-

cated in your testimony, the health consequences of pregnancy in '

the teenage years whenla young woman'is st411 physically maturing

' can have a long-lasting impact on the reproductive health of the

woman. S. 2910 proposes to alleviate these consequences through

the prenatal and posSnatal care programs it would support.

Leaders in the field of obstetrics and gynecology now recognize

. that care of a woman's reproductive health
cannot be limited to

health care'alone, but that the physician and his or her staff

must alsO address the woman's social and psychological needs.

Thus, the organ" ational structure I suggest would folio./ the

pattern reco nded in the medical community.

In my view, he DASPA is the logical individual to develop guide-

lines that ould ensure that these programs will be appropriate

for adole cents and will safeguard their reproductive health.

0
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The DASPA is also the logical individual to ensure that existing
H.E.W. authorities related to reproductive health, such as
maternal and child health, Medicaid,' and title X family planning
prograMs, are utilizied to the maximum extent by programs dev1rloped
under. S. 291.4.

His responsibility for general supervision and overall pol
formulation with respect to population research and family p n-

ning researchpi'veS him the opportunity to ensure that those
research programs place appropriate emphasis on reproductive
research pertinent to adolescents, as well as on social and be-
havioral research that will lead'to greater understanding of
adolescent pregnancy and its consequences for the mother and

s the child. Indeed, S. 2522, the "Voluntary Family Planning
Services, Population Research, and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
Amendments .of 1978", as passed by the Senate, and the accompany-
ing Committee report place a special emphasis on the development
of contraceptives suitable for adolescents as well as social and
behavioral research related to adolescent pregnancy.

Since the entry of the adolescent into the programs supported by
S. 2910 would likely be on a pregnancy-related issue and for the
most part will be through a reproductive health center such as ..a---\
family planning clinic,,a teenage pregnancy center, or a prenatal
clinic, it seems most appropriate that th responsibility for .

administering the, program should be based n the office of the
Assistant Secretary for Health, and speci tally in the office
of the DASPA.

N

The many facets of the adolescent pregnancy issue call for a
coordination of H.E.W. education, child care, and' welfare as
well as reproductive health programs.

I recognize that Dr. Nix is an outstanding individual with a
great deal of experience in dealing -with the problems associated
with teenage pregAancy. The health, social, and educational ser-
vices'that are essential to the pregnant adolescent and which
must be provided for, in programs established under the authorities
of S. 2910 can be linked to the administration of the program
through Dr. Nix, as'part of Dr. Cushner'So office, by working with
other H.EN..agencies in establishing coordinating mechanisms,
just as the reproductive, health programs in the communities will
establish linkages with social and educational services.

rt would seem to me to be a most efficient use of Department'
resources if Dr.. Nix were to coordinate these programs in close

35-454 0 - 79 -8
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consultation with an advisory group composed of representativ'es
of the Ceimmissioner of Education, tho Assistant Secretary for
Human Development, and the Assistant Secretary for Health, and
report to the Deputy Assistant Stcretary for Population Affairs.

',I wanted to bring these thoughtsto your attention, Joe, since
I believe thedirect involvement of the DASPA in the direction
of the adolescent pregnancy initiative will be crucial to its,
success.

I would apreciate your reaction to this suggestion so that we
can have the Department's views during discussion of S. 2910 in
Committee.

In addition, there are questions I did not ask.you during yoUr,
appearance before the Committee to which I would appreciate your
written'-esponse. Your response will, of course, be included,
in the hearing record. These questions are:,

1: What criteria does the Department intend to use to
distribute the $60 million authorized to be appropriated
in S. 2910?

2. Although,the incidence of venereal disease among .,

adolescents is extraordinarily high, S. 2910, as intro-'5
duced, does not'specify screening or counseling with
respect'to venereal disease amongthe services to be
provided or the priorities to be considered. Would the
Department favor amending section 103, Priorities, Amounts,

. and Duration Of'Grants, and section 104, Requirements for
Grant Approval, to specify screening, counseling, and
treatment for venereal diseases as among the services to
be made available to pregnant teenagers?

With every good wish,

cc: Dr. Cushner

Cordiall

Alan r ston
Chairma
Subtommittee on Child

and'Human Development
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THE sccrivrAuvor HEALim.[OUCATION.AND w[LeARD!
WASHINGTON.O.C.X0101 4

AUG z 1978

'The Honorable Alan Cranston
Chairman, Subcommittee on Child

and Human Development
Committee on Human.Rebources
United States Senate
-Washington, D.C. 2051:0

Dear Alan:

ve
,:-.. Thank you for, your , letter and your enthusiasm about the

appointment of Dr. Iry Cushner as Deputi'Aesistant Secretary
for Population Affairs (DASPA). I, too, am delighted that
Dr. Cushner accepted the appointment. He brings to the
Office a breadth of experience and interest in the area of

T
.reproductive health which is both needed in this' Department '

and, ',can assure you, will be fully employed.

I completely agree with To0 that the DASPA must play a
strong and integral rolelln our adolescent pregnancy
initiative. Dr.. Cushner also agrees and accepted the
position with the understanding that he would be closely
Involved with that initiative.

I'd like to eXplaln that a number of options were considered
in our.decision as to where administratively we-should
locate the adolescent pregnancy program. Placing it under
the DASPA was certainly one of the logical choices.
However, w4th the advice of a number, of people both within
andoutside the Department, I elected at least at the outset
tolplace it as'4 freestanding initiative reporting directly
to the Assistant Secretary' for Health (ASH). Making that
decision was quite. difficult because I think it is important
that the Department administratively signal that the
location .of the Office in ASH does not indicate at exclusive
Or.eVen primary health emphasis. My major concern was in
ensuring Departmentwide coordination in the administration

.

of this program. Development of program policies, the grant
review process, and program and projecttevaluation must
involve the substantive participation of the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services and the

a Education Division of the Department. I believe chat this
can be best accomplished, at least initially, by an
indivAdual coordinator reporting directly to the Assistant
Secretary for Health.



Page 2 - The Honorable Alan Cranston ,

' .21 think it is important to maintain the flexibility to

alter the decision,over
the longer run, and I,appreciate

your counsel in this area,

.
Your letter also

111,

raises two.specific q, fstions about the

legislation.
With regard to the criteria the Department

intends to use to distrfarte the $6Q milliOnibuthorized

to be apprwrieted in S. '2919,,,Section,195(a of the legis-

- lotion sets forth these priorities:

,:.

'

- High inciAlence oilil'adolescerit pregnancy; ' 1

- High level of poverty with low level of pregnahcy , o

related services (including prevention);
.s...

= AbPlity to develop a soimprehensive service delivery
o

.. system; ,

- Utilizatien of
exisYing programs as an operations '-

base;
....

- Maximum use of ,,othel- funding sources;

- Degree of wideeloread community commitment tolthe .

proleceas indi5ated through non-federal share and

involrent in planning and implementation.

Projects Will.be ranked according to how well they meet

ti(Vse priorities.
\

..
.

'-
The Department favors

adding venereal disease screening,

counseling and treatment as °lie of the possible'services

to be provided to teenagers.
The legislation as written

does not directly exclude these services and we assume that,

tie wording of the legislation
in Section 102(b) would allow t ..

such services. We are concerned that there not be confusion

since, as you know, we view appropriate venereal disease'

screening, counseling and treatment referral as an essential

component of family planning and primary and preventive

'health services! If you believe it is necessary to be more

explicit in the bill, we would favor permissiiie language.

Since we have not suggested mandatipg any set of services,

we would not favor a strict requirement that all grantees

must provide VD-related services.

I appreciate your taking the time to bring these concerns

and questions to my attention. I would begrateful for your

support in assuring enactment of this Jegislation.

a

seph A. CalifartT)r.
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ECONOMIC COAS OF COMMON COMPLICATIONS OF ADOLESCENT CHILDBEARING

The chances are disproportionately great that'a baby born

teenage mother will be low-weight at birth.

are frequently 14

thoSe born to adolesca

to a
.

Toicamia and'anentia

ted with low birth weight infants, especially

More than one-third of the 57,000 low
,J14,

require intensivebirth Weigh; babies bornrto teenagers each year,

care. This care costs rough} $600 per day for an average stty oe

abput 13 days. FAhe 21,000 babies requiring this ih 1976,

the total cogt exceeded $163 million.

*Y.)
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1
PREMATURE RABIES' CARE

FOUND TO COST' $90,000

EVANSTON, 111., June (AP)The
aver* Ccpa of wng. the lives, of ex-

-% otrem ft MI5% t !ire babies was
* found to- ; ill a study of 75
;.:-.101. the. info Los Angeles medical

rAt' cote.
. In one the cost was $125,000.

A .tern h ed by Dr. Jeffre Poriter-
-"inesstuelled the hospital- cost, not includ-

ing.doctois' fees, of caring for 75 infants
weighing less than 2.2 pounds who were
torn. frcm January 1973 to .June 1975
at Cedars-sMotjt Sinai Medical Center In
Los Angeles. g

The results of the study appear in the
June issue of Pediatrics, which is Pdb-
lished by the 4kroerican Acadethy of Pedi-
atTics. -

'Forty percent of the 75 infants lived,'
and $0 percent of the survivors tested
at 1 to 3 years of age appeared to have
developed normally.

Dr. Pomerance and his colleagues said
that in evaluating the success or failure
of medical care, the cost kf care would
have to be evaluated eventually.

"We no longer have the luxury of sup-
porting the attitude that no cost is too
mat," they said. "The day is not Jar
off when we must choose how to spend
our limited dollars, and we must maks
an enlightened choice."

-2;Y
e c..;e
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Cost of Living for Infants Weighing 1,000 Grams or
Less M Birds

Jeffrey J.
N. itemismo.

M.D.. MAN.. Christi.* T. UkrainAL MAX. Tara Ultra, Mem
Arena 11. Nash. M.D. and Janet L. Mimic RN R.N., B.S.

km Ile Dipsorma aJ hafibias. GreenSerei 'Mired Cow dad thelassity of Ceeforme es lor
APh

ABSTRACT. This 'Nide upon the inicepitai met qi
mem far 75 Mims weighing 1J100 pa or len et Wit who
went hem daring the 21eyeei period between hoary 1973
and June 1975. Thirty Wants (40%)earvived: Nineteen ei 17
Warm tested (70%) appear m be netwologically and demi-

op=Norma* at 1 m 3 yam of ago.
ChE11$ Wire Wised to forember 117113 rites

w ed corrected ror ong collactles rale. Pl*Melem.
reprenonel len then 5% of the total bill and were not
included. The avenge adpsted daily and total GM ice the
45 Mum who died .0111 MO and 914335. respectively.
The avenge adMted dolly and total now ice the 30
. Moms wen 9450 and $40.157. reirectIvely. Tbe average
e dpined total met per "oceeser imivor was 11191.15 IL It le
oar belief that the outcome pastilles this amen. Society.
Weever. most be the Minute fudge Periterecr61:9011.910.
1975, preamierim. eAmpliel men.

Less than 15 years ago, infants weighing 1.000
gm or less at birth had only a 10% survival rate,'
survivors only rarely escaping the sequelae of
physical anti/or mental handicap!' Since that
time. advances in perinatal diagnosis and therapy
have allowed, even the very smallest of infants to
partake in the generally rising trend in neonatal
survivaL Even more important. Mesa tiny infants
have an improved prognosis for normal func-
tion.'

In evaluating the success or failure of any
approach to medical care, it is important to
evaluate not only the outcome of a given regimen
but the cost of that care as welL We no longer
have the luxury of supporting the attitude that
"no cost is too great." The day is not far off when
we must choose how to spend our limited dollars,
and we must make an enlightened ,choice. This
article reports the hehospital "Fiat of living" at
our institution for infants weighing 1.000 gm or
lees It birth.

908 PEDIATRICS Vol. 61 No. 6 June 1978

0

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Between January 1, 1973, and June 30, 1975, a.
total pf 75 infants weighing 1.000 gm or lent at
birth were admitted to the Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los
Angeles. Thirty-four (45%) were born at the
center and 41 (55%) were transported from
outlying hospitals. Birth weights ranged from 520
o 1,000 gm. Gestational ages ranged from 24 to
32 completed .weeks.

Twenty,four of the 30 surviving infants had
complete neurological and Gesell' developmental
evaluations. One infant left before the entire
Gesell evaluation was completed. Sufficient infor-
mation was obtained, however, to approximate
the developmental quotient accurately. Two
infants were evaluated by qualified profionals
otbpr thin the' authors. The patents three
infants refused to have their influ4 examined.
Infants were evaluated at 12 motiths'to 3 years of
postnatal age. Developmental assessments on
infants who were 2 years of age or less were
corrected for prematurity. Neither the neurol-
ogist (A.N.) nor the .,developmentologist (Da)
who evaluated these infants was involved in the
infant's neonatal care.

Records of hospital' charges were available for
59 of 75 infants. These were adjusted to
September 1976 rates by applying correction
factors to each of theskillowing categories: daily
room rates, ventilato? and oxygen, blood gas
analysis, pharmacy (which Included intravenous
solutions, hyperalimentation, and medications),

Received September 27: revision accepted for publIcatke
Decembei21, 1977.
ADDRESS FOR REPRINTS: (J.J.P.) CedanSinal Medical

'Center, In Angeles, CA 90048.
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laboratory (excluding blood gas analysis), central
supply, radiology, and miscellaneous. Physicians'
fees represented less than 5% of the total bill and
were not included. 'Ninety-four percent of
hospital charges was collected. Therefore, 94% of
hospital charge* was used as the actual cost of
care. Charges on the 18 patients whose records of
hospital billings were not available were approxi-
mated by applying the average daily cost (using
the appropriate figure for surviving and nonsur-
vfvfng infants) and multiplying it by the length bf
hospitallikion measured in dayt..,

RESULTS
Survival

84 of 28 infants (23%) weighing 750 gm or less
at birth and 24 of 49 infants (49%) weighing 751 to
1,000 gm at NO survived. Overall, 30 of 73
Infants (4096)5'4141*J, their birth weights ranging
between 620 and 1,000 gm nod their gestational
ages between 25 and 32 completed week".

Oevelepmental-Neurological Outcome

Croup 1. Four infants (15%) had developmental
quotients of 40 or less. One had grade V retro-
lental fitiroplasia Old was entirely blind. All were
classified as moderately to severely abnormal
according to neurological examinations.

Croup 2. Four infants.(15%) had developmental
quotients between,41 and 79. MI had moderately
to severely abnormal results on neurological

examination.
Group 3. Nineteen infalits (70%) had develop-

mental quotients between 80 and 114. Fourteen
bad entirely normairesults on neurological exam-
ination. Five demonstrated very mild unilateral
weakness as their only neurological abnormality.
The prognosis for normal Function in these infants
was believed to be nearly as good as that of the
infants who had entirely normal results on neuro-
logical examination.

Five infants in groups 2 and 3 had stage I to 11
retrolental fibroplasia which subsequently re-
solved coriwietely.

'COST OF LIVING
tionsurvivors

The average length of survival for the 45
infants who died was 17 days, with a range of 1 to
165 'days. The average adjusted daily cost was
$825. The average adjusted total cost was $14.236
per nonsurvivor. The charges ranged from $72 to

3124,627.

Survivors '

The average length of hospitalization for the 39.

1 A

')

surviving infants was 89 days, with a range of 51

to 194 days. The average adjusted daily,cost was
$450. As the condition of these infants improved,
they were transferred first to the intermediate
care unit and later to the continuing care unit.
whereas infants who died remained in the inten-
sive care unit throughout their lives. Conse-
quently, the average daily cost for survivors was
less than that for nonsurvivors. The average
adjusted total cost was $40,287 per survivor. The
charges ranged from 310,744 to 3108.050.

Overall Cost

The total adjusted cost for the 45 nonsurviving
infants was 3840,634. The total adjusted cost for

the 30 surviving sfants was $1,208,582. The
overall total adjusted cost for both groups was
31,849,216.

The percentage breakdown of the totalcharges
For the 75 infants is as follows; room charges, 43%;
ventilator and oxygen support, 19%; blood gases,
11%; pharmacy, 9%; laboratory, 8%; central,
supply, 5%; radiology, 4%; miscellaneous, 1%.
Fully 30% of the total charges was for support and
Knatnent of ventilation and oxygenation.

are adjusted to September 1976 rates.)
If tre: total adjusted cost for the 30 survivors

alone is used to calculate the cost per survivor,
the result is 340,287. This figure greatly underes-
timates the true cost, because care provided to
infants who die must surely be included in any
calculations of cost per survivor. When the total
adjusted cost for all 75 infants is used to calculate
cost per survivor, then the figure becomes
361.641 per survivor. Survival, however, should
not be taken as the sole measure of success. A

much more meaningful definition would include
evaluations of the infant's potential to become a
normal, productive member of society. In our
developmental/neurological follow-up evalua-

tions, 19 of 27 infants (70%) were apparently
functioning normally. live assume that the three
infants whose parents did not permit them to be
examined had approximately the same develop-

, mental quotient distribution as the other 27
infants who were examined, then the figure of 21

infants (19 of 27 infants examined plus 2 of 3 not
examined) may be used as the most realistic
denominator to equate cost per "normal" survi-
vor. This figure is $88,058.

DISCUSSION

Currently. follow-up evaluation of the surviv-
ing infants has been of short duration. It is

possible that in the years tocotne, more or less

than 70% of the infants may function normally.

.
ARTICLES 909



Also Mdg le ahnonnalitielt tnay become apparent
with time. Shunt -tens followup don provide.
however, a general evaluation of recent care
provided and as such provIdts important feed-
back to providers of this owe.

It is impartible to quantify accurately the
enormous emotional rests and benefits engen-
demi by efforts spent in these infants' behalf.
Nonetheless, it is part of the human condition that
we do include these cods and benefits in any final
balance sheet. It is our belief that the cost of
living for infants weighing 1,000 gm or less at
birth is justifiable. Society, however, must be the
ultimate judge, for society must pay the bill and
reap the and the hearts as well.

ADOEKOUll

/ As of November 1977, charges for neonatal
services at Cedars-Sinai Medipal Center have

113

risen a weighted total (us described in text) of 31%
since September 1976.
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Senator KENNEDY. The next witness is Mrs. Eunice Shriven. We are
glad.to have you back, Mrs. Shriven Mrs. Shriver testified on this
legislation some 3 years ago. She-has been, I think I can say without
fear of contradiction, the 'spearhead in this whole concept. She has
given a great deal of thought and attention to this issue and has fol-
lowed the issue very closely.

'We are glad to have your views here. I will say all of that with
a straight face, too. [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF EUNICE 'KENNEDY SHRIVER, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, JOSEPH P. KENNEDY, JR., FOUNDATION

Mrs. SmuvErt.Thank you, Senator Kennedy. I .am very grateful
for this chance to appear before fou and to testify in support of the
Adolescent Health, Services, and Pregnancy Prevention and Care
Act of 1978.

First, I would like to thank le members of this committee for
focusing the attention of the N.

,
ion on this compelling problem of

teenage pregRancy. Until dour intere.st became a matter of public
' record, this was an issue with very little prestige. There was no or-

ganized lobby, no funding. and only a handful of small organizations
n htins on behalf of teenage mothers and fathers and their babies.
_Now gon'have given an entire new dimension to this age-old problem
'which has been faced by every society since the beginning of human
histo .

oulc( also like to thank the aides of every Senator on this com-
te for The time and effort they have spent on this legislation. I

6 ve found'them open to new ideas. eager to learn, and committed to
ursuing the facts of the issues. free of prejudice and in good faith.

committee. your responsibility is the protection of the coun-
try's human resources. This legislation is aimed at the preservation
of our most vital human resource, the family. The birth of a chili
still the most important, moving. far-reaching event that we all sha e.
The creation of a secure family in which the child is raised to matt r-
ay is still the most enobling human experience.

For more than 25 years, I have worked with teenage girls and I
haVe been concerned with the complex causes, and often tragic ou
comes, of teenage pregnancy. This personal experience has been r!-
inforced by the work of the Kennedy Foundation, which has sui

, ported several major programs to help teenage girls to have norma ,
healthy babies and to resolve their deep problems.

I have some additional remarks_here, but because time is runnin
out, I would like to 'have theni passed out to the members of the con
mittee. I would like to have. them inserted in the record.

I would just like to make two or three short remarks, and then turd
it over.to some of the specialist's who can answer, I think, the very
rect concerns that many of you have.

First of all, I think what we are trying to do here in this program
proposed in the billS. 2910is to cause a whole revolutionary change
in the outlook on family life in this country. 'We are trying to inter-
est young people in a new kind of concept of themselvesto respect
themselves, to respect their parents and grandparents, to respect the
Child that they will bear, and to respect their community obligations.

e, ,
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I think the program accomplishes this purpose. For instance, a
program such as the one at Mins Hopkins provides all of the services
a teenage mother needs. When a girl goes to the Johns Hopkins teen-
age pregnancy program and gets advice on nutrition and is told that
when she does not smoke and when she does not take drugs, she will
have a healthy baby, she obeys those kinds of advice and instruction
and she develops a very profound sense of responsibility to another
life, that of her baby.

I think, therefore, that we are starting a trend of greater responsi-
bility at a very early age. The young people in the program are begin-
ning to know and understand what it means to have a family, and to.
delay pregnancy so that they can give the best to their family. This'
concept of responsibility is very important.

I was glad, Senator, that you asked the question about girls who do
not have pregnanciesA think we should give .a great deal more recog-
nition to these girls; you are quite right abut that. But I also think,
like in medicine, that when you have the most severely alienated group
in society or when you have the sickest person in a hospital, you should
give the most money and the most care to them.

Among the teenage girls who are pregnant you have really the most
alienated young people that there area in society. They are alienated e

from their schools; they are mostly dropouts. They are alienated from
hospitals; they have never gotten good medical care. They are alienated
from their families. They have no job skills.

So, these teenage girls are in a very difficult predicament. Unless
we make a decision that these conditions have to be turned around, I
think we Are gOing to have the continuation of all the problems that
you have heardthis morningin terms of welfare, in terms of child
abuse, and in terms of injured babies born.

As was pointed out; these young girls hive a higher rate of prema-
ture babies. That is one of the-reasons for teenage pregnancy pro-
grams, because we know that millions of dollars can be saved if we
can cut down on prematurity; and we all knOw that. And if we cut
down on mental retardatiori and birth defects in babies born to teenage
mothers, thep, of course, we will have babies that can grow up and
make a contribution to society.

So, I think the important thing for us to understand is that these
young girls have to be approached with a. whole new, different ap-

. proach, and it has to be comprehensive. They do not feel that people
care about them. We have to make them feel that *e do care.

But let us understand what we are basically trying to do here. We
are not just going to cut down and save a lot of money, and we will. We
are not lust trying to get them back to school. and we will. We are not
just trying-to-gettirem into jobs, and we will. We are trying to encour-
age them to respect themselves and to understand their obligations to
society.

In the program, for instance over at Johns Hopkins, where the girls
receive a whole lot of different services which Dr. Hardy will tell you
about, one of the things that I think is most important to understand
is that the girls have a program to get into when they first arrive at
the hospital and stay in until they leave 21/2 years later.

In courses, which are part of the programs, they discuss many differ-
ent issues, for instance, equality of treatment. Instructors talk about
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equality of treatment and other ethical concepts with these girls and
say.: "If you have a second baby, who pays for thatthe community
is that fair?" Some girls may reply : "It is my business; I can have as
many babies as I want"

The instructor may point out: "Yes, but who takes care of them
How many thousands of dollars of taxes are paid? Is that equal; is

that fair; is that just?" Those kinds of concepts are part of the
discussions that the girls are involved in' at the Johns Hopkins
program.

So, I think those are the kind of larger conceptsthat we are trying to
get across. It is more than-just saying: "Yong° out into the world and
do as you like, and maybe this pill -will prevent you from getting preg-
nant, or maybe it will not." You will hear more about why the one-
shot approach does not work from some of the experts here today.

We are trying in teenage pregnancy programs a much broader ap-
proach. I think in the final analysis, although these teenage preoancy
programs :are very successful in terms of secondary prevention7inany
of you are interested in pritary prevention,. Oenator Cranston raised
a number of questions on that.

I think because so niany of the young people are alienated, we have
to develop a real community approachas Senator. Kennedy was say-
ingin which families very vitally participate in any kind of ap-
proach that is made to these girls in terms of trying to have. them
delay pregnancy.

In the community approach you have to have doctors; you have to
have nurses; and, as I Say, you have to have parents. The community
will supply nutrition assistance; it will supply education ; it will
supply discussions of values which, as I mentioned at the beginning,
walleye found these teenagers have, universally. They may not be
ydur vilueS and they may not be my values, but they liave very strong
values of their own:

If you say to a teenager: "What do you want most?" They say ex-
actly what I silic--and which politicians seem to forget all across the
worldthat AIR they want is a healthy baby. Politicians all over
the world seem to forget this. Teenagers want a baby that can do well
in school, and they even want a baby, interestingly enough, that is
athletic.

If you talk to women all over the world, that is what they will tell
you. 'They will not talk about great security; they will talk about
wanting a healthy, well baby. So, I think that is'what this teenager
pregnancy program is all about.

I do not really think there is very much more to add. I think one
of the models, Senator, so that it does not sound too vague, for these
teenagepregnancy programs is Head Start. For Head Startparents are
required to be on the governing boards. Parents are invited, also, to be
teachers in Head. Start. Parents take the children out in' the commu-
nity and they have all sorts of actual relationships with the children.

I think the most effective instructor in the program at Johns Hop-
kins is 'a young lady who had a baby, and' you will hear her testify
later, without any intervention, without any help. You will hear what

'she went through. Now as an,instructor she can reach these young girls
far more easily than almost anybody can.
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So, we can reach out to the young girLs in their area, in their com-
munity, and on their level, and not be imposing rules from the top.

Senator KENNEDY. I have one question, and I know you have got
others here who can get into the particular details. I am,particularly
interested in the concept of parenting, and what yOu include in that
concept and why it is so important in terms of the well-being and
health of the tenage girl and the infant, and in terms of avoiding the
pregnancy in the future.

runderstand, that that is sort of a central, common theme which has
'run - through these centers, whether it has been in the Delawdre center
or in Baltimore, or others. That is a very important kind of concept,
besides all the other supportive facilities.

I am, just wondering if you might be able to elaborate on what you
include in that concept of parenting and why you believe that that
has made such a difference in terms of their lives, and why that con-
cept may be diflerent from other types of informational types of
activities.

Mrs. -SintrvEa. I think that is a good point that you-bring out. The
environment in which these young girls are getting this kind of assist-
ance is important, because it is a back and forth kind of a relationship,
rather than a straight, dictatorial one that you might find in a school.

But let me just say very briefly that the parenting curriculum for
the pregnant girl is'different from one in a high school. The pregnant
girl gets, obviOusly, all the information that is needed on prenatal
care; why it is important to have proper nutrition ; why it is impor-
tant not to do certain kinds of things that would injure the baby.

The pregnant girl gets a good deal of education about the actual
delivery of the baby, and then gets.a good deal of help in the 2- or 3-
ear followup period. The followup period is very important to fund

because, previously, the young girls have been left alone with their
babies 6 weeks after the birth, and that is obviously a disaster.

The pregnant girl gets to hear about drugs and about the importance
of bonding between a mother and a baby, which is extremely impor-
tant in terms of the growth of the child in later years.

The pregnant girl gets19_.learn about how an infant develops. It
seems to me that "How an infant develops" should be an essential
course in high school today. It would probably be the most interesting.

Pediatricians, after all, spend 3 or 4 years learning how an infant
develops. At the Johns Hopkins Center, the girls receive a very prac-
tical courseweek-by-week discussions on' how their baby within them
develops and how their baby develops afterwards, so that they are
much bet t ble to take care of it. Then; of course, they hear about
immuniza , the health of the baby, et cetera.

We are orking, Senator Kennedy, on such a. course, along with
Dr. Coles. Dr. Coles, I might add, made the point to me that the many
books on education for parenting that he has ldoked at, he has found
practically nothing on how to involve young men.

I will send you an outline of the course, Senator Kennedy. The
outline is clear. _

Senator KENNEDY. Are there any other questions?
[No response.]
Mrs. SHRIVER. I think lt is rather interesting to look at the headline

this morning, which I saw coming down. It says, "House votes slash

1
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of $800 million for Labor and HEW." And then, on the bottom of the

page, it says, "$170 million GPO ,buildSig proposed for District wins

Carter support."
And then, it says, "The proposed GPO building is expected to be

the most expensive Government building ever constructed." Thank

you.
Senator KENNEDY. You are going to leave on that note. [Laughter.]
Thank you very much, Eunice.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Shriver follows d
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.1 am grateful for this chance to appear before you andto

testify in su ort of The Adolescent Health, Services, and

Pregnancy ventinn and CaretAct of 1978 (S. 2910).

But first I. would ake to thank the' members of this committee

for focusing copcern on the issues of,teenage pregnancy and for

bringing,these issues to the attention ofthe`nation.

As a Committee, your responsibility is the protection of our

.coUntry't human resources.
This legislation is aimed at the

preservation of our most vital human resource--the family.

,
For the birth of a child is still the most important, moving

far-reachin event that we share.- And the creation of a secure

I

.

family in which this child is raised to maturity is still ,our

most ennobling human experience.

I was happy to accept your invitation to appear'as a witness

for several reasons:

First, the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Fouridation has been working

on teenage pregnancy and related matters for mzny years. For

example, the Foundation has: A

-- Sponsored and supported work by Professor

Lawrence Kohlberg at Harvard' University op

...value systems of young people and how to

develop in these young people a better

understanding of moral values such'as

responsibility; fairness, justice, etc.

1 U
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in St. Louis and its Director, Monsignor

Elmer Behrtan, develop a "Life Living

. Curriculum" for mentally retarded teenagers.

-- Established four years ago at the Johns

Hopkins University School of Medicine a

model Center for Teenage Mothers and Their

Infants. The Foundation's grants have enabled

the.center to assist annually up to 400 teenage

Mothers, their babies and fathers as well. -

Through its support, of an evaluafron component,

the Foundation has madeavailable to everyone

some of the best outcome data which exist on

the effects of intervetion through comprehen-

sive services.

' Second, the Kennedy Foundation has for over 20 years been

involved, in the imPortant area of early childhood intervention.

Its work with Dr. Susan Gray, at The John F. Kennedy Center for

Research on Education and Human Development at Peabody College in

Nnshville. Tennessee, and others provided the basis for the

successful "Headstart" program.

Third, I personally. worked with teenage mothers at the House

of the Good Shepard in Chicago and at the Alderson Federal Peniten-

tiary for Women in West Virginia. I learned through these experiences

a great deal about the problems teenage mothers face and their

inability to cope with them without caring assistance.

Fourth, the Kennedy Foundation and I are working now to develop

a "Family Life Curriculum" which would be valuable in teenage

35-454 0 - 79 - 9
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pregnancy programs to help the ,young men and women involved to

understand basic moral values and
clarify their own thinking

regarding those values which form the basis for our society.

The group developing the
curriculum is headed by Pressor Peter

Bertocci, an eminent philosopher,
who, incidentally, is an

Episcopalian.

r am delighted
ihat.this legislation is before your Committee,

for out'of this legislation will come significant long-range

benefits td the-American family:
,healthier babies; more secure,

bettei prepared parents. This legislation will
support the pro-

.

grams tbrobgh which valuds are taught, health is protected,

is given and better choices are encouraged.

These programs help
adolescents to be better parents without

encouraging more to become paints. They are more than simply a

health delivery system. They are truly a life support effort on

behalf of young parents and their children.

Others will speak from their personal experience about specific

t'enagepreznancy programs, including
the model program at Johns

Hopkins. I do not want to:take
your time to describe how

and why comprehentive teenage pregnancy programs
work. I do wish

to tell 'you briefly what we have learned about
approaChes thatdo

'noSwork.

1. One-shot .prevention programs
do not work. The young people

.

Involved in them are usually
alienated from society and unable to

cope without
caring assistance over a long period of time.

f 2. Programs designed for
older women do not work for teenagers.

A'specialized approach
is needed since Oe young women involved often

-16
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have confused goal's, .are doing poorly in school, have few marketable

skills, and have other problems not connected with their pregnancy.

3. Programs which deal with pregnancy as a %communicable

disease--like whooping cough, typhoid fever, or malaria--do not

work. Pregnancy among these young peopOet'Is an emotional, social

and spiritual crisis for the mother, the father, and the parents.

Consequently, it requires a community effort to deal effectively with it.

I know that the Committee is concerned with preventing too-early

pregnancies. So am I. As Americans, we are always searching for

° "one-stop solutions to our problems." In this case, a magic bullet

which will put an end to teenage pregnancies before they begin.

The emphasis on prevention in every health field from drug abuse
.

to obesity is both practical and admirable. But in the case of

teenage pregnancies--to shift all our emphasis to prevention-- is

todignore the realities of human experience.

Two Johns Hopkins scientists (Professor Melvin Zelnik and

John F. Kantner) have recently completed a study o.f the relation-

ship between sexual behavior, contraception and pregnancy in

Amer can adolescents. They compared two groups of girls, one

interviewed in 1971 and the other within the'past two years., They

concluded that even if'contraceptives were used consistently by

all teenage girls, there would still be about 500,000 pregnancies

each year in this most vulnerable, immature and ill-pppared

group. And from these pregnancies we know from past experience

Itatat least 300,000 babies would be born. It is upon these

babies and these adolescent parents that part of our attelkon

4
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iplt,Ithielt we can go further. You will recall

that before "NdadstErt"was enacted, few, if any, communities

focused their attention or resources on early childhood development.

Yet the preschodl years' are absolutely Crucial to our: physical,

emotional and intellectual growth. Through Headstarthe total

Community made a commitment to the needs of very small children.

Not just schools. Not just churches. Not. just doctors or even

parents. Everyone.had a part to play in ."..Weadstart."And because

of thisinvolvement, preschool.
programs are now high on our national

agenda.

Through the programs provided in this legislation

the same kind of community
commitment can be generated. Call'ng

.upon itS parents, health
professionals, ministere ucator

social worker's and ethicists, each community can create a supportive

environment in which the pressures
and tensions which so often

lead to too-early pregnancies are greatly minimized. With your

help the consciousness
and conscience of America can be raised

concerning the moral, emotional and psychological needs 'of

teenagers. Only when this happens will teenagers themselves

be able to
understand'and practice those values of respect,

responsibility and concern for
consequences which are the only

truly effective answer to too.,early pregnancies.

5
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During these hearings many dedicated4men and women will tell you

of their work with pregnant_toonagers. You will be given facts and

statistics to support the need for a comprehensive approach to the

problems of teenage pregnancies. .40

I ask only that you think of this legislation as an essential

part,of our national commitment to family-building and family renewal;

to the creation of a physical, emotional, and spiritual environment

in which the birth of a child and the creation of a family are

treated'with the respect and reverence they deserve.

"The family," as a philosopher once said "must be the foundation

Of our national life. It is there..that our character is formed."

This troubled, fragile, yet most indispensable of all our human

resources is yours to protect. I ask for your wisdom and your

compassion. $

Thank you.

6
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Senator KENNEDY. Next will be our panel of teenagers: Joanne
Saffer, Valerie Kee, Tajuana Roberts, and GloriaBaylor.

Dr. HARDY. Senator_K9nnedy, may I suggest that you ask Joanne
Saffer's husband, who is here, to join the panel ? He 'was an adolescent
father and should be very helpful.

Senator KENNEDY. That is an excellent suggestion. Mr. Saffer can
come up, too.

Joanne, I think we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF JOANNE SAFFER, EDUCATIONAL-VOCATIONL COUN-

SELOR, JOHNS. HOPKINS CENTER FOR TEENAGE MOTHERS AND

THEIR INFANTS; VAT ERTR KEE, A PATIENT FROM JOHNS HOP-
,

SIAS COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER; GLORIA.BAYLOR, HIGH

SCHOOL STUDENT, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA; TAMARA ROBERTS,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. TASK FORCE, ADOLESCENT SEXUALITY

AND PARENTING, ACCOMPANIED' BY DANIEL SAFFER, A PANEL

Mrs. SAMR. Senator, I am now 25 years old. I am married and the
mother of an 8-year-old son. I have been working in the Johns Hopkins
program for about 3 years and I am completing my graduate studies
in clinical psychology.

At the age of 16, I was a junior in a..private high school. I was the
president of our student council. I had been dating Danny for about
a year. We knew very little altout human reproduction, and much less
about contraception. We never discussed contraception, as we never
planned to become sexually active. So, we were totally unprepared
when we did become sexually active.

Pregnancy was never discussed, mainly because we naively thought
that pregnancy would never happen to us. However, a month later, I
thought I was pregnant. We denied the pregnancy for a very long
time, and combined with the emotional stress, we did not tell our
families until I was 5 months pregnant.

Senator KENNEDY. What were you fearful of ?
Mrs.. SAFFER. Mainly. family reaction' and the fact that I would

to leave school. So, we denied it for about 5 months. T erent
options that we had available were discussed with y our parents.

Senator KENNEDY. So, then after 5 months, you did tell your
parents?

Mrs. SAPPER. We told our parents, and they discussed the options
that were available and Danny and I decided to marry at that point.
I had to leave school and I was not permitted into the public school .

system as a day student, sal ad to complete my education at theadult
night school.

I went to a private obstetric n who told me at each visit that.I was
doing fine and he would see-me in a month. So, I was totally unpre-
pared for labor. and delivery, and it proved to be a very traumatic
experience.

Parenting a new infant and being a wife and mother were also
extremely difficult. Our peers were enjoying regular teenage activities.
Our neighbors were in their twenties and thirties. Dan and I really
did not fit in anywhere, so we were totally out of place.

Senator KENNEDY. Can you describe a little bit to us this sense of
loneliness that you felt from the time you left school when you were
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really kind of isolated, unable to continue in school, and you did not -
have job skills? Most of your lines, I suppose, into your community
and family had been'pretty well severed: What is the sense of feeling
onnhas in those conditions.

Mrs.. SAFFER. Our friends were extremely supportive to begin with,
but the novelty' of a. pregnancy and all thesurrounding excitement
quicklyy died down. While t y .weie dating, Dan and I really could
not ,afford to partidipatein: heir activities.

All of our neighbo dre .Because I was in night school, my
contact with peers Jv I 1 fed. Dan was still, in his school, so

. he may be able to tay. )et t more about hoW he fella
It is ust that we.couT Ate at that time. Our lives were different.

We di of have the funds vailable for any type of outside activities.
Sena r KENNEDY. SO 'you did not seem to feel that you could fit in

either place, either with the teenage friends or with the older people?
Mrs. SABER. That is correct.
.Senator RIEOI4. Is it correct that the school that you had been gding

to prevented you from going back?'
Mrs. SAFFER. Yes, that is true.
Senator RreoLe. So you were basically denied the chance to stay

with students your own age because the 'rules of the school work
against young women in your situation? ,

Mrs. SAFFER. Right. At that time, I was asked to leave the private
school I was in. Dan made an effort enroll me in iris public school,
and the counselor there advised lainst it.

Senator KENNEDY. The counsildr advised against it?
Mrs. SAFFER. Yes. She thought that it would be more suitable- for

me to attend the night school, which was comprised mainly of adults in
. their thirties and fourties who were coming back to get their high

school diploinas.
Without the support that I had from Danny and 'from parents,

doubt if we really would have made it. I cannot imagine a teenager,
without some sort of support, getting to the place. that Dan and I are
today. .

I have been working in the JohnS Hopkins program now for 3
years, and it is only through teaching sex education, .

Senator KENNEDY. Then you had your' child, is that correct ?
Mrs. SAFFER. Yes. That is correct. I had Danny and. finished up my

education that year in night school. I decided that I really wanted-
to go to college, so I took him along with me and finished there.

He also is very aware of theltlifferences now between myself and
Dan and othei'parents. He has noticed that we are younA-er. He iaalso
aware of how many Months it takes to have a baby, and he knows our
Wedding date. I think there are definite effects on young, children as
a result of adolesc,ept pregnancy. '

We are now expecting our second child. ,It has taken me 8 years to
overcome the trauma of labor. and delivery: I think it is only through,
working in the Johns Hopkins program that I have been able to
overcome it. I find it extremely difficult to understand how teenagers
without program supports can make it thrOfigh,pregnancy, birth, and
parenthood.

Mv husband and my son are the most important parts of my life,
but I do not recommend adolescent pregnancy for anyone. The sta-
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tistics of adolescent pregnancy are a fact. I would like to ask you to
help. '.--7 . r.

.

. 1,

This bill, v, i its provision for teenage centers and the integration
of all those le ices, is,, something that would give these teenagers a '

good Start. ,
A

Senator KEN DY. You are working at the center at Johns Hopkins ?
Mrs. SAPPER. es, I sin.
Senator KaN DY. Y2u are counseling other teenage mothers, is that

correct f . ,i,
.

-Mrs. SAFFER. Yes,.sir;
Senator ICENNiEDY. And you are 'trying to provide some counsel,

guidance, or helgito those young people, is that correct? .

Mit. SAFFFAL 1 forimarily work as an educational-vocational coun-
selor and encourage the girls to continue their education and find jobs
or job trainingotograinsin which they Can take part.

Senator KNNEny. Could we ask your husband a few questions?
Could you try and give us your reaction to the whole experience

here? i
,

..

Mr. SAFFER. Wellj imagine my original reaction was one of fear
I was scared, alOng with Joanne. We both had tremendous fears. of
what-the future ywould bring for us. We knew that our lives would be
changed dramatically within the next couple months, the rest of our
lives. .

I was weedy worried about our making it iis a family; would we be
able to possibly ake a 0 of it. At the time, I was working on a part-
tinie basis and knew, there was to way I could finance a family of
three. So, lucki y, we got a lot of Support, from our pareiits and we
were able to m ve in with thehi until I could graduate from school.
At that time, I of a job as an apprentiee and from thcre, I completed
the apprenticeS ip program. .

Also emotion lly, it is very ,difficult. to adjust.. As Joanne was saying,
you are comple ly isolated. Lhad no activities of my own. I went to
school and iinnt diatelly.- after classes, I went to work. I worked until
late at night., an 1 then I would come home and it was time for home-
work. Conseque ly, you just have no other time for anything else. It.
is very difficult.

Senator KENNDY. You mean there were not many support systems
to try and help you during this period of time, either?

Mn.,SAA'Eu.-The one thing I did was te) go'down and 'try and get
somesome 'counseling and try to get Joanne in school, because I knew how
much it meant to her to finish. As she saidc she was president of the
student council and I knew how much it affected her. .

So, I tried to get her into my school, and the counselor recommended
against it. As, a matter otiact, I had, to get a statement myself so that .
I could stay in school as I was married.

Senator KENNEDY. You wanted to stay in schOol, and yet you still . s

felt pressured to leave school ?
*41-r. SAPPER. Not really pressured; the only pressure that I felt was :

that I should have been out supporting Joanne. However, I was in my

senior year and I only had several. months more to go. Luckily, Jo-
anne'sparents let she and I stay at their house, o we did not have that
problem, and I finished school.

P
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Senator KENNEDY. You are aware that only 10 percent of the fathers
stay with the mothers. Do you think this kind ofa program that would
provide counseling, help, and assistance to the expectant mother would
have a positive rection in terms of the father, as well ?

Mr. SAPPER. I 'believe that is so, because their program now has a
male psychologist who talks with the expectant fathers, and the fathers
are encouraged to attend all these classes with their girlfriends or
wives..

When we had our baby, I was completely eliminated from the whole
process. 'I fathered the baby,that was it. I knew nothing of the proc-
esses of pregnancyor labor and delivery or parenting.

Senator lt"trarMy. You have a job now I
Mr. Ste. Yes, I do.
Senator KENNEDY. And' you have finished college, is that correct?
Mr. SAPPER. No. I finished apprentic,eship school.
Senator KENNEDY. Joanne has finished college?
Mr. SAFFER. Joanne is in graduate ,correct.
[The prepared statements of Mr. d Mrs. Saffer follow :]

I
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my name's Joanne Safer. I am 25 years old, married and the mother of an

8 year old son. I am a part -time graduate student in Clinical PsigholOgy and for

the past 3 yeirs.I've worked as
Educational/Vocational Counselor at The John. Hopkins

Center For Teen-Age Mothers and Their Infants.
At age sixteen, Ives living with

my. family and attending &private
schoo1Whins I Was a junior and active in my' school's

activities. I had been dating Danny exclusively for year. I knew very little about

reproduCtion.and lees about contraception. We did
not discus, contraception as we had

been dating for a year end did not plea to
bl5Onslessually,antive),....eo we were unprepar-

ed when we did.
.

We resolved thit it would not happen 480.n, and relied

on our own peradnal controls.
Pregnancy was never discussed as That could, never

possibly happen to us.. But the'srlet month I thought. that I was pregnant. I total-

ly denied the pregnancy for a very Imes time and that combined with Danny's disbe-

lief meant thatve waited five months before we even told our parents. Our kenic°1111

so groat that we wereetotally unable to makamy plans. Hy parents offered es various

options, and even though we had not planned or
diicussed marflige, we decided that Vs

woul4 get married.. I had to leave school
because of my pregnancy, and We moved in

with my parents. I was totally unprepared for labor and delivery. I wont to a private

physician, but he would just examine me and tell ma I was fine. It vase traumatic

experience in which I vas left totally alone. I had a hard time parenting a new in-

,, /ant and in being a via.. When my
husband and I were able to move into an apartment

.
of our earn I felt isolated. My peers were enjoying regular

teenage activities while

my neighbors in their twenties and thirties ware active in the PTA, Brassies and Girl

Scouts. I didn't fit in either place.'
Without the constant support and encouragement

from Danny and out parents I doubt
whether we could have taken the steps that have

enabled us to come to the point Where we are today. I am prqsently working in the

Adolescent Pregnancy Program and have been for the past ttmerifears. It has only been

through the experience that I have had in the dolescent Pre ancy Program that I have

been able. to eliminate many of
the fears that I 'ad retained; about labor and delivery

.and early motherhood.. I am now pregnant with our econd c Id and Danny and I are

really looking forward to it. I find it extremely
cu t,even today, to understand

how adolescents. without supports, can eve;
make it. Today, having been a mother for .

eight years, I em also extremely'concerned
about the affect of Ea./nage pregnancy and .

parentinion the child. When Danny was foui years old I took him to a park where

other mothers were playing with their children. He asked me why the other mothers

were ladies and I was just a girl. He now is old enough to understand that it takes

nine months for a fetus to grow and
develop, and he questions tPe time

between our

marriage and his birth,
I also think of my early efforts of parenting and know

that Tem much more prepared to be a
mother now than I was at seventeen.

Today, my

husband and my son are the moat. important parts
of my life, but I would never recommend

adole ant pregnant,.
.Thestetistics of adolescent pregnancy are

fact and I would

like t ask you to hell/ those thousands of
adolescents and their children. This Bill

with is provision for Teen-Age Centers can give them good start.
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Hy, name is Daniel gaffer, I me 26 year old, married with one child. I am a
partner with my father in a plumbing company and I teach adult vocationtl education
for the Baltimore County Board of Education. I would like to add to mintife's
statement and discuss adolescent pregnancy from the adolescent male standpoint. As
an adolescent, I had very little accurate Information on sex and contraception.
What I knew, Ilemind from my male peers at school. The possibility of pregnancy was
not a reality. When Joanne first told se of her suspicions, I didn't believe her.
It was not until she Ms three months pregnant that the possibility became real. I
hoped that the. insurmountable problems the pregnancy presented would disappear. I
didn't know what to do,' where to turn to, or who to talk to. And no one appromiwg 1

ma, Joanne sea I wiere unable, to ca up with options on our own because of our
intense denial, our fears and our immaturity. T thought about marriage, but I was
in school and working part-time earning twenty dollars a weak. I knew that there
would be no way that r could support three people on that mount. I never mentioned
,marriage to Joanne until ve talked to her father. Ee was supportive and asked se
what we planned toil*. At that point, some of,sty fears were calmed and t proposed

'marriage.' After we married, I tried to get Joanne into my school, so she could
continue her education, but permission was denied and ,I had to get permission b
stay in school, as I was serried. We lived with her fmaily for the first six months
before we were able to get our own apartment. Hy constant fears were that we'would
totally go under financially, and that we would never make it as family. I wonder
how young men make it without support: particularly without Job or financial aid
and without semen* to discuss the situation and to help make plans. I can well
understand how some young adolescent men would Just run away from the problem when
with support and encouragement they might Just stay. Once theafinencil worries are
eased some of 'the f an early marriage are much ealier to handle. I know
about the Adolesdent Pregnancy Program from Joanne and other staff members there.
I understand that they have a male psychologist who has young fathers group=. I
glib know they encourage the young men to come 'With the girls to the clinic and to

,participate in the classes. had I beanable to attend el I might have been
a g help to Joanne and I certainly would have been helped myself. I'm going
to make sure that my young son and maybe potential daughter know. all about Inman
sexuality, contraception and its availability, and I'm particularly going to make
sure that the lines ot family ernmounietion remain open. Today I'm very glad I
have Joanne and Danny. I recommend marriage and parenthood, but not adolescent
marriage and parenthood. I hope our son waits for., parenthood until ha is older,
but should it happen to him I hope that society will provide some supports to him

so that be will 'have a chance to succeed against all odds. The hurdles to me seem-
ed insurmountable and I had some support. This bill could give other young !amities
that chance to succeed.
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Senator KENNEDY. May we go to Tajuana Roberts? Will you tell

us a little bit about yourself?
Miss ROBERTS. I am a graduate of Roosevelt High School and I am

on the D.C. Task Porce on Adolescent Sexuality and Parenting.
When I was 16, I became pregnant, and my mother did not find out

about it.
Senator KENNEDY. You are 17 now ?
Miss Ronsirrs. I am 19 now. My mother did not find out about it

until I was about 8 months along. I did not tell her because I was

scared.
Senator KENNEDY. You did not tell your mother until you were 8

months pregnant?
MissROBERTS. She asked me and that is how she found out.

Senator KENNEDY. Why did .you not tell your mom ?

Miss ROBERTS. I was scared' that she would not love me anymore.

Senator KENNEDY. Thatushe would not love you anymore.
Miss Roberts. So, I.went to a home and I had it.
Senator KENNEDY. Were you in school all of this time?
Miss Rosati's. Yes the school did not know. And then I went to a

home for unwed mothers. Then I had it and I gave it away, because I

was not may to accept the responsibility of having t child.

Senator KENNEDY. During this period of time, did you get any kind

of medical attention at all ?

Miss ROBERTS. No.
Senator KENNEDY. You did not get any medical attention or nutti-

tion advice, and then after you had the baby, did you put it up for

adoption?
Miss Rossirn3. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. And why was that? Did you want to do that?

Miss ROBERTS. Yes, I wanted to give it away because I was not ready

for that kind of responsibility.
Senator KENNEDY. What happens to some of your friends? Do they

have them and keep the babies that you know about ?

Miss ROBERTS. Yes, most of them keep their babies.

Senator KENNEDY. Are more of them keeping their babies than be-

fore that you know about ?
Miss ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you find that more of your friends that are

having babies at a younger age arekeeping their babies now than were

a few vars ago?
Miss ROBERTS. Yes. My mother did not know anything about sex

education and she did not teach me anything. That is why I think there

should be a class for parents, so they can know about sex education so

that they can teach their kids how and when to have sex, and about the

different methods of 'birth control and how they are used. I also think

they should teach sex education in preschool through ninth grades;

You know, the simple things, like the parts of the body.

Senator KENNEDY. OK. Maybe we will move on.

' 'Senator RIEGLE. Mr. Chairman, I have. a question.

Senator KENNEDY. Sure.
Senator RIEGLE. After you became pregnantand you were 'preg-

nant for 8 monthsyou said that you were afraid that if you told your
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mother, maybe she would not love you anymore, so you have to keep
it a secret. Is that correct?

Miss Roman. I was not really afraid that she would not love me
. anymore. But it seined like everybody was always saying how good I

was and I would never do anything *rong. I just thought it was wrong.
Senator Bream. So you were really afraid to tell an ; it was

the kind of seeret that you just did not think you could share with
.'anyb:sdyi

RosEirrs. Right.
Senger RIEGLE. You did that for 8 months, and so all that time, I

that you did. not really know what was happening. Your own
y was changing,. but not having had any classes about what was

going on or informati about it, I assume that, you were probably
pretty soared during thatime yourself, were you not?

Miss ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator Bream. And there was not any place for you to go, I gather;

in other words, there was not clinic or any other place that you were
aware of that you could Is to tell somebody the secret, to get some
advice from somebody who CO tell you what was happening to you
There was not anything lik that

Miss ROBERTS. No.
Senator Itmori. I then, finally, when you told your mother, qt,

was not long after that that the baby then came and you went to this
home to have the baby ?

Miss Roimwrs. Yes.
Senator Bream. How long ago was that? When did this happen?
Miss Romurrs. About 3 years ago.
Senator RIEGLE. Since that time, has your life been different? I

suppose that maybe this is the most important thing that has happened
in your -whole life so far.

Miss ROBERTS. yes.
Senator RIEGLE. That is all.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Hayakawa?
Senator HAYAKAWA. Miss Roberts, have you since married
Miss ROBERTS. No.
Senator HAYAKAWA. Are you still in school or are you working?
Miss ROBERTS. I graduated.
Senator HAYAKAWA. You did graduate. Are you viing now ?
Miss ROBERT'S. Yes.
Senatoi HAYAKAWA. Would you tell me where' you are working?
Miss ROBERTS. I work at HEW and I am training to be a computer

operator.
Senator HAYAKAWA. Good. Congratulaticins. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Miss Roberts follows :]
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My name is Tajuana Roberts.. I am 19 years old and a graduate of Roosevelt

Senior High School. I would just like to say that when I was sixteen
years old I got pregnant. I didn't know anything about sex education,
I didn't know anything about taking care of a baby. I wasn't taught.

My mother didn't know. I,didn't tell anyone I was pregnant until the

eighth month. 1 was scared. I had the baby and I sat down and I thought.

How can I take care of this kid? I don't have money.' I don't have a job.

I never experienced anything and the father' didn't even know about it, so

what could I do? I couldn't take, care of the baby. I would have to drop

out of school, and I know I.would regret it. So I gave the baby away.

That's why I think there should be a class in pre-parenting and parenting
education for parents. Such a course would contain information on the
ethics, morals and values of sexual activities and how to tell your
children about sex'and when to tell your children about sex and how to
tell your children about birth control what types exist, their depen-
dability, their sideeffects, and where they can be obtained. Sex

education should be taught in grades pre - "school through ninth. Early

appropriate topics, such as parts of the body, human sexuality, and
getting rid of the myths about sexuality.

Teachers should learn how to talk plainly to students, should learn about
sex themselves, should learn about communication'and,the necessities to

answer questions open and honestly. Pre-parenting and parenting education

should also be taught in -high schools. Separate and mandatory courses
like birth control for males and females, the responsibility of parent-
hood, the birth process, and pre-natal care and education and special and
appropriate courses for pregnant students and partners and married students.

.'There also should be sex education in the streets. Now I'll bet you're

wondering how we can get this message across. Well, last year I was on a

pep mobile organized by the D.C. Task Force on Adolescent Sexuality and

Parenting. It a mobile research library manned by peer counselors with
a doctor and a planned parenthood specialist on it. We went around to

different recreation sites and gave out pamphlets on birth control, V.D.,

and nutrition. We also showed films. We held rap sessions on the van

with the kids.

There should also be peer counselors at different community centers where
youths can come in and ask questions and get the right answers., There
should also be peer counseling in the schools. I am a peer counselor at

Roosevelt High School. We have a rap roan where students can come in and
talk about anything they want to talk about --V.D., birth control, how to

buy your works. I was in training for thi;ofz twelve weeks, and I think

it really paid off.

4
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Senator KENNEDY. Valerie Kee.
Ms. KEE. I am 19 years old, and I am a graduate of Northern Senior

High. School..I have an 18 -month -old son, whom I planned to have,
but I did not think it was going to be so hard.

I was introduced to the Johns Hopkins Centtrwhen I got pregnant.
My boyfriend and, I wet there;there ; we went tedifferent classeslire-
natal, postnatal ; nutrition. classes; drug abuse classes. And it really-

-prepared me to be a good mother and to recognize myself as a person,
and it really made my boyfriend feel as though lie had a great respon-
sibility.

.
I continue to go to Johns Hopkins, and my son still goes, and I find

it really rewarding to be there. I really do not want to leave, but
know 'my time will be up soon. I always wish that all my friends could
go there and learn like I learned, becausb I really was not prepared,
either. I was not dumb, and I knew that there was somebody out there
that had some backbone that was going to help me. Johns Hopkins
just happened to be it.'

I hope that every other teenager that gets pregnant and feels like
they are.lost will go to Johns Hopkins, because-that is where you will
find the center. It is really rewarding to be there..

Senator KENNEDY. Do all your friends go there?
Ms. KEE. Most of them do.
Senator KENNEDY. What would you say among your friends; do

they want to ha,v, the baby?
Ms. KEE. Most of them do;-most. of my friends do have their babies.

It seems like most-of them are lost and that seems like the only thing-1
they feel needed, and I figure that that is why they get, pregnant, be -'-

cause they want to be needed. They want somebody to love and some-

body to need them.
Senator KENgEDY. Do they know that they have information avail-

able to them on contraception.
Ms. KEE. They know this, and they knew it long before they got,

pregnant; it is just something they want to do. It. is like a need ; it is
like they hopeI do not know what, it is, but that, is the way they feel.

Senator KENNEDY. And without, this kind of a resource, this kind

of a center,,what- is the reaction in the community and what is the
reaction in the school ?

Ms. KEE. Well, they get it, but they do not go as deeply into it as the

Johns Hopkins' Center does. They just tell you NVIIIIt to expect ; they

do not take you on tours to the delivery room.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, would they let, you stay in school ?
Ms. KEE. Yes, I went to Edgar Allan Poe School for Pregnant Girls.
Senator KENNEDY. Could you stay in the school you were in?
Ms. KEE. Yes, I could have, but I decided to leave.
Senator KENNEDY. I see. And you had your baby and it was well

pd healthy, is that right?
S. KEE. Very well and very healthy.

glkatOr KENNEDY. And what do you do now ?
KEE I plan to go to Towson University in the fall, and I have

-*enthused by this clinic that my major is child psychology and

development.
tor KENNEDY. What do you think would have happened if

4ki?,had not been a center -like Hopkins?
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Ms. K. I really do not know. I probably would have been lost.
I probably would not be where I am at today ; I am really on my feet
and I am really willing to go out and take Care of myself and help my
boyfriend to take care of the three of us. Right now, he is my backbone.

Senator KENNEDY. OK. Miss Gloria Baylor?
Misst,BAmoR. 'My name is Gloria Baylor, and I am finishing the

11th grade at Cardozo High School here m Washington, D.C. I played
center on the girls basketball team last year, and I was on the track
team this spring.

I first went to.the birth control clinic at Howard University Hos-
pital 1 year a after my mother made an appointment for me. I
went to the wa g area, signed the roll and the clinic card. When it
was my turn, I ad a urine test and they took a blood sample.

We talked about what kind of birth control I wanted and they
showed me how to take the pill. I have been taking the pill since then
and I have been back to the clinic several times, but I have not had
any problems.

I know that there are a lot of people my age who need to know that
there is some place to go before you get pregnant. Instead of not
thinking about it or hoping it will not happen, it would be better if

t, they knew that therafwas something they could do.
' A lot of .girls go by what they hear other people say, and they worry
about haying to pay, or they hear that birth control will give you
cancer or messes up your tubes. Sometimes, they are scared the exami-
nation is going to hurt a lot, so they need to find out from somebody
who knows what will happen.

Senator. KENNEDY. I am just wondering on this point, now, that
Gloria has mentioned, and I think it is importantand Valerie has
mentioned itthat at least in some instancesI do not think we can
probably quantify it to the exact percentagebut at least in some in-
stances, and important instances, young adolescent girls have the in-
forntation about contraception, but still want to have their baby. I
think Valerie has mentioned that..

I want to know, from your own experience as a peer counselor,
whether you find that to be true, as well.

Miss Rotizirrs. Yes, sometimes.
Senator KENNEDY. Gloria, do you have any comments on that? Have

you found that to be true, too, or not?
Miss BAYLOR. Would you repeat the question ?
Senator KENNEDY. Whether there are some times that young, girls

know that they can either get contraceptive information or that it is
available to them, that they still make a decision to go ahead.

Miss BAYLOR. I think they know that it is available, but they think
you have got to take your mother with you to fill out records. Then, if
you take your mother and she knows you are going to a birth-con-
trol clinic, she is going to be trying to check up on you and see what
you are doing all the time.

Sometimes, you just do not want your mother to know what you are
doing all the time and getting involved in your personal business. It
seems that when you want to go to those clinics, you are afraid you
might need your parents to give some income information, and stuff
like that.

Mrs. SAFFER. Senator, may I answer that, also ?

95-454 0 - 79 - 10
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Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Mrs. SArrss. I think there is' another reason why contraceptives are

not usedI am speaking from my own professional experience7and
that is that teenagers link sex and love together, and. to plan to have
sex somehow takes away,fiom that.

To go, to plan and to get contraceptives somehow seems worse than
having sex accidentally. That may not make sense. It may not be logi-
cal, but I do believe that is how they feel.

Senator ICANNEDy. Valerie, would you agree with that?
Ms. KEE. Yes, that is the way it is. They feel like, "I_glo not want

to do this, because I do not want to make my boyfriend feel bad, mak-
-ing him think I do not want his baby." So, they go ahead and do it,

thinking, "I am not going to get pregnant ; that does not happen to
me. If

Then when it happens, it is his fault ; they do not want to see him
anymore. When. you go to the blinic and they ask you, "Did you know
about .contraceptives," they will tell you, "Yes, but I was afraid to
hurt my boyfriend," 4something like that.

.
Senator HAynxitwii. May I ask Valerie a question ?
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Hayakawa ?
Senator HAYAKAWA. You said that your boyfriend was most re-

sponsible, is that correct?
Ms. Km. Yes.
Senator HAYAKAWA. He did act with full responsibility. Is he in

school or is he graduated?
Ms. KEE. He is working and in school.
Senator HAYAKAWA. He is working and in school ? ,

M. KEE. Yes.
Senator HAYAKAWA. Are you married to him now, or are you plagf

ning to?
Ms. K. No, not yet. I plan to, but not yet.
Senator HAYAKAWA. Does he know you have got these plans?

[Laughter.]
Anyway, I am glad you are closing in on him. [Laughter.]
Anyway, this matter of the response to the sense of reSponsibilify.,

of the yming man involved ; that is what I am very interested in as
you may have heard from my earlier remarks. Very, very often, the
young man feels no responsibility whatsoever, and I am very, very
glad that your young man did have this sense of responsibility.

Therefore, when you went to Johns Hopkins Clinic, he went with
you?

Ms. KEE. Yes, he did.
Senator HAYAKAWA. I see. Well, that is very, very admirable on hiss

part, as well as your own. Thank you very, very much.
Ms,KEE. OK. You are welcome.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.
M. KEE. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. I think while we have both heard the testimony

on the legislation and ,about the teenagers in the centers, it probably
makes the most sense to have the representatives of the care centers. So,
we will have Caroline Gaston, Ruth Drescher, Dr. Janet Hardy, and
Dr. Bob Johnson.

Why do we.not start with Mrs. Gaston.

1 I
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STATEMENT OF CAROLINE GASTON, DIRECTOR, NEW FUTURES
'SCH6OL, ALBUQUERQUE, N: MEX.; RUTH DRESCHER, M.S.W., PRO-
GRAM .COORDINATOR, UNITED MENTAL HEALTH, INC., COMMIT-
TEE FOR A MULTISERVICE CENTER FOR PREGNANT SCHOOLAGE
GIRLS, PITTSBURGH, PA.; JANET B. HARDY, M.D., PROFESSOR
OF PEDIATRICS, JOHNS HOPKINS 'UNIVERSITY ; AND ROBERT L.
JOHNSON, M.D., ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND PEDIATRICS MEC-
TOR, ADOLESCENT MEDICINE DIVISION, MARTLAND MEDICAL
CENTER, NEWARK, NJ:, A PANEL

Mrs. GASTON. Thank you. It is a pleasure to be here today, talking
to you about teenage pregnancy. My testimony is in support of the.
Adolescent Health, Services, and Pregnancy Prevention and Care
Act. I have submitted written testimony, which I assume gill be placed
into the record.

Senator KENNEDY. All of-the written testimony will be made a part
of the record.

Mrs. GASTON. I would just like to take a few minutes to talk about
the thing that I know besthow it teenage pregnancy program wgrks.
I will refer to my particular program, which is in Albuquergus, New
Mexico.

We have the three basic components that you will see described in
the bill, which are health services, education services, and counseling,
services. There are other important services which you will also find
described in the bill.

In the health services component, we have the services of two nurses
on our staff. One of the nurses teaches a class called "family living."
This is a class that the girls take daily for a full semster with us. In this
class, they learn about preparation for labor and delivery. so that they
do not have the kind of trliunl:tic experiences thatgthe }Dung
described earlier.

They learn about, the importance of prenatal health and the im-
portance of prenatal nutrition. If you think about what the diets of
typical teenagers are like, I think you will understand why it is very
important that these girls have nutrition education and, beyond that,
actually have nutrition services.

We are able to provide a, free breakfast, a free lunch, and an after-
noon snack for these girls. which we think, to a,greatx,xtent, cut down
the number of girls who are eating potato chips, cokrs, hot dogs, and
that sort of thing.

The nurses make a home visit to 'each. girl, following' the delivery
of her baby, and they talk with her then about her health status, the
health status of-her baby, and about her plans for returning to school.
Most of our girls miss just weeks of school in the program, and then
they are back with us and complete the scNol semester in which they
are enrolled.

During the time of the home visit, the nurse also talks with the girl
about her plans for birth control. Family planning is a very important
part, of our liealth services and, indeed. a part of the total program of
the school. I do not think we can regard family planning as being just.
a health service, because it does deal with the total individual.

1 .1
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It relates to her goals for herself, her goals for her baby, her under-
standing_ of what it means to be a parent, and certainly to her voca-
tional goals, and her vocational capabilities, and skills. I was very
glad to hear earlier today the discussions of the importance of eco-
nomics and the vocational emphasis of this bill.

In our program, we are connected with one of the youth programs,
called the youth incentive entitlement pilot project. The girls are able
to receive actual jcrbs and work on our program site, which helps them
feel much better about themselves and gives them some goals for the
future, and also gives them some money which they so desperately need.

Another part of the comprehensive program services should be edu-
cation. Inour program, the girls may continue with their regular edu-
cation. It is true that in most schools now, according to Title IX of
the Federal regulations, the girls are 01.lowed to remain in their home
school.. However, it happens very often, as the young girl described
earlier, that the regular~ school counselors counsel them that it would
be better if they do not. So, many of these girls do end up dropping
out of school if there is not an alternative place where they can go.

In our program they can continue with their regular education
and, in addition, they get some of the special classes that we have been
talking about. They get the special class in family living and they get
another special class called child development, which is parenting
education.

We believe that parenting begins with the girl during the prenatal
time. She has to have a good attitude about this baby during the time
that she is pregnant if she is going to have a good attitude and be a
good parent after the baby is born.

So, we think that this is when parenting starts, and it continues,
then, after the birth of, her baby. Wejtre fortunate that our parenting
education can take place with the child development center right there.
The girls bring their babies back to our nursery in our building after
the birth of their baby, and then this, in num, becomes a learning lab-
oratory, so that the girls actually get hands-on, practical experience
in caring for a baby and in learning what the responsibilities of caring
for a baby are before their own baby comes.

This also gives us an opportunity to observe the girl in her relation-
ship to her baby, and we think that this helps us to be able to note if
there are any problems and to help her become a better and respon-
sible parent..

The third component of a comprehensive program, in addition. to
health services and education services, is counseling services. Coun-
seling services have several goals. They should be aimed toward help-
ing the girl, first of all, to accept the situation. that she -finds herself
in, and to realize that she can go forward, that she can have a future,
and that she will be able to be a contributing member of our society.

Counseling has to help her learn how to cue. A good many of the
problems of child abuse and neglect may con just from fears, anger,
and frustration that parents do not know how to handle. So, coping
is a major pail. of Ole social service or counseling component of our
program.

Vocational counseling and educational counseling are also ,a major
counseling component. All of our girls are involved in a group-

4 un
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counselmgsession once a Week, and individual_ counselors ate avail-
able to themwhenever.they choose to use that counselor.

I am sorry that Senator Hayakawa has left. We do involve the young
fathers in our. program. There are counseling opportunities in the
evenings when the young couples or the young-fathers, alone, may
come for counseling. We talk 'with them about the responsibilities of
being a parehts about family planning, and about their vocational
goals and possibilities.

I think it is ls itant that we consider carefully the kind pf co-
ordination and that are indicated in this_bill. I believe very
strongly in the coo mation component. In-a community which does
not support this kind of a program, the program would not be pos-
sible. The community mustsupport the program.

However, I do not feel that the 000rdmation and linkages' aspect
of the program is as expensive as is indicated in this bill, and I would
recommend that the limit, instead, of being 50 percent on services, be
raised to 75 percent on services.

I have indicated in my written testimony the diffetent kinds of pro-
grams that are included; the different voluntary agencies, public agen-
cies, and private agencies that are included in the support of New
Futures School. I think that this can be an example of the kind of
functional, service-level linkages in Which we are interested. Yet, it
is not as expensive as is indicated, and I would like to suggest a change,: -
in that area of die legislation:

Ours is a school -based program. You will find that other commu-
nities will have holipital-based programs, and we will talk- about that
later on. We. will talk about some places where it will be a social
agency-based kind of a program, and I think it is the strength of this
legislation that it kliows the community to develop a service program
according to the needs and the interests and the capabilities of that
particular community. I. think this is a real strength that should be
included in the final legislation.

I want to talk a little bit aboutto follow up on some of the things
that you heard from the young girls who expressed them so eloquently
just nowfamily planning and primary prevention. Family planning
involves much more than making birth control or contraceptives

44available to teenagers.
There-,is a big missing link between making them available and

getting the teenagers to use them. Right now, I do not think we have
the capability or the knowledge of bridging that gap entirely. We
must develop some family planning programs that talk with the
girls about their. total personalities, about their goals in life, and about
their relationships. to themselves and their respect for others.

The young girls talked very clearly about how many teenagers
believe it is wrong if you plan sex ahead ; it is less romantic, and it
makes you not as good a person. The girls explained that very clearly,
and I would just like to emphasize that that happens in many, many
cases. This is where many of the problems occur now and will con-
tinue *to occur, whatever the availability of birth control and contra-
ceptive centers may be.

So, until , we are able to bridge that gap and until. we are able to
improve and broaden the kind of education and counseling services
that are available to young women in their regular schools or in-their
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youth centers, or wherever they may bewe need support services
for teenage parents. I want to emphasize that one-third of. the girls
that we serve were school dropouts before they ever became piegnant.
So; we are talking about girls that the schools have not reached in
some way.

They actually re-enter the educational process as a result of the
pregnancy, realizing that they need to make something of themselves
and improvd their education; they want the services of our program,
so they come back in.

So, until we find a way to reach these young people, I think we have
obt to have the kinds of support services for teenage parents that we
are describing here today.

I wdurd.just like to close with reading one thing, and this is a state-
ment that came from our own students. We have a graduation' cere-
mony each year, be, cause we are a school-related program. A lot of the
girls graduate frdm high school, during the time that they are with us.

We have a graduation ceremony because they _feel so imuch closer
to our program than they do to the home school from which they arc
actually receiving the diploma. So, we have a ceremony, a very tradi-
tional' and a very emotional kind of a ceremony. I wouldtlike to 'close
with just a few words from that.

It says :
We the senior class of 1978 would like to express our gratitude to all of the

staff of New Futures othool. By providing a school for young mothers, you have
. given us the opportunity to complete our education. You have given us hope for

the future. Throtith the year, we have all gained an understanding of what it
means to be a respcingible parent.

The staff at New Futures did not tell us that we might be good parents if we
try. Instead, they taught us that we Must be good parents, regardless of our own
personal trkals and temptations to be otherwise.

That; alone, says it'all, and I thank you fdr the opportunity to talk
with you today.

Senator, KENNEDY. In your testimony, you list the various agencies
where you draw your money from ; I guess there are 10 or 12 different
agencies.

Mrs. GAsToN. Yes..
Senator KENNEDY. What percent of the time do you 'spend on

grantsmanship? ,
Mrs.. GAsToN. That is a very important point, because this is the

kind of thing that you have to--7-
Senator KENNEDY. You,s6em to be a person that understands the

concepf and is strongly committed to it. And it would appear to me
that you have to spend an awful lot of your time just weaving your
way through these various kinds of programs.

Mrs. GAgroN. That right; not only in preparing the grants and
contacting the sources, but then preparing all thevariety of reports
that each bf these grants require. A third to a half of my time probably
goes for

Senator KENNEDY. How much ?
Mrs. GAiirroicA third to a'half of my time.
[The material follows :]
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iiiter-agedcy Itwoik. Serving 8chool-Age Parents

tj "' New Fetursi School.- Albuquerque, New Mexico
)..v

"

"The puyliese of the following-Taper is to describe the inter-agency
1 relationships of Now 111000 84hool, a comprehensive program for school-

age parents in Alljugmargue, New Aexico. The paper describes this pattern

afAit exists dmilMO the 1977-78 schqQ1 year. The pattern is, and should

be, allot, ova; aivelopiqg an ing to changing needs and capabilities

within4 tbi.commanity.

1. AlblOperque Public Schools

.

ANAPS involyemdnt witJWNFS hem grown each year since the program

began inw1970. Nor, t, prime sponsoring agency, APS provides the facility,
icademio teambers and support costs, anadministrator and two secretaries,

4.iand is, 400 !Acta agent foLthe majority...of Ve federal funds.
N118 staff makdpriWentations regarding teenage pregnancy and human

sexuality. to 1500-20students in.regularAPS classes eadh year.
. ,

2.'0` New'FUtures,.80c.4

0'
OP ,

r
.

New Futures, Inc. s a private,,non-profit agency formed when the

MA ceased its sponsoring relationship with New Futures School in 1975.

It providal a mschanis for communitt input and community support, and pro-'

vides,funds for several NFS services.

3. New Mexico Family Pning Council

NMFPC entered into a relationship with NFS in 1976. Title X and

Title XX funds for NFS are contracted by NMFPC. The NFS Director serves

on the Board of NMFPC. NA. staff have, served as resources for statewide

training workshops-Sponsored by NpFPC.

4. State Department of Education

a. Vdcational Education Unit

Vocational Education has funded NFS activit since 1976,

through ConsUmer and Mpme Economics funds contracte to New Futures,

Inc. Vocational Education funded development of a tort,pook; Teenage

Pregnancy. A New Beginning written specifically for the age of teen-

age parents. This book stresses pre-natal health and attitudes to- 4

Vard4arenting beginning in thspre-natal months.

b. School Food Service Division

Since'1973, funds contracted by this agency have enettled NFS

, to serve free .a breakfast, lunch, and afternoon snack to NFS'etudents.

The program began on a small.acale Pith afternoon snacks and has grown

to be an integral put of the PPS health program. Meals are specially

,_planned and prepared to meet the needs of expectant teen mothers.

.^

.4
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5. Bernalillo.00u:ty

BernalilIo County has provided funding for New Fdtures School
Services since August', 1973.

6. Birthright of Albuquerque, Inc.

Birthright has titer-related with NFS since it was organized in
Albuquerque in 1972.. Birthright refers many students to NFt. NFS students
receive services from Birthright such as help with housing, transportation,
and olothing for'themselves and their babies.

7. Chaparial Home and Adoption Services

This agency and NFS have worked closely together since 1974.
Girls who reside at the Chaparral home attend the NFS program during the dAV.
NFS is the largest referral source to Chaparral. The Chaparral counselor
often uses the NFS facility while counseling with students. The Chaparral
counselOr and NFS counselors keep closely in touch.

8.. Civic Organizations

)0100a. The Pilot Club of Albuquerque finances and participates in'thd
NFS'graduation Bach year. ClUb members assist in planning and hosting
the reception following graduation.

b. Opti-Mrs. Club donates to New Futures, Inc. annually.

c. The Rotary Club of Albuquerque donates to New Futures, Inc.
annually.

d. The Mile -High. Optimist Club donates silver to the dentist who
provides free dental care to NFS students.

e. General Electric's Good Neighbor Fund donates money to New
Futures, Inc.

,f. The University of New Mexico's Combined Fund donates money to
New Futures, Inc.

9. Maternity & Infant Care Project - University of New Mexico

New Futures School and M 6 I have worked closely together since

1970. NFS provides a facility in its building for a weekly M & I pre-natal
clinic for NFS students. All pre-natal care is free to students using this
clinic (70-75% choose this care). NFS relies on M & I for medical back-up

and information. Educational materials and speakers are shared between the

two agencies. The M 6 I social worker assigned to the NFS clinic and NFS
counselors meet weekly. M 6 I also does a monthly High Risk Infant Clinic
at NM NFS students may be referred to Other M 6 I High Risk Infant Clinics
after leaving NFS:

t
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10. HaW'Wexico DePartisSet of Human Services (formerly Health and
social services Dpgartment).

a. Social Seririce Agency

The Social Service Agency of this Department has related to

NUB in various ways sines 1971. Title XX funds have been contracted

by WM in support of NFS annually since 1971.
NFS staff. refer students in need of financial assistance or

adoption i,nformation to Soi)al 'Service Agency staff.

b. Public Hqalth Department

Public Health Department nurses are guest speakers in NFS

Maly Living classes. The Public Health Department has assisted NFS

with immunization of NFS students. NPS nurses may refer current and

formeir NFS students to the Public Health Department's Well Baby Clinics. A'

11. Planned Parenthood of Bernalillo,Codnty

This agency and NFS have worked together since'1970. Many NFS

students receive pregnancy confirmation at Planned Parenthood clinics.

Many ire referred there for birth control following delivery. Two NFS staff

'serve on the Planned Parenthood Education Committee, and the NFS Director is

on the planned Parenthood Board of Directors. Educational materials and

speakers are shared.

12. Sandoval County 's

Sandoval County provides funa,for New Futures, Inc.. ' services to

teenage parents. .

C.

13. Tierra Encantada Chapter - March of Dimes

The March,of Dimes and NFS have inter-related since 1976 and, to

a lesser degree, before that. NFS makes extensive use of March of Dimes

educarionarmaterials. NFS staff frequently speak at March of Dimes-sponsored

functions. March of Dimes has given NFS two consecutive grants to support
evening activities with putative fathers and paronts.of NFS students. NFS

students participated. in the Mothers March this year. Two NFS staff and one

~New Futures, Inc. Board member serve on the March of Dimes Board.

14. University of New Mexico

NFS inter-relates with several departments of UNM. The Counseling

and Guidance Department places graduate student counselors for field experi-

ench at NFS. Home Economics senior students may also have short field place-,

manta at NFS.. NFS staff regularly speak in UNM Human Sexuality classes.,

15. Valencia County

Valencia County provides funds for New Futures, Inc. services to

teenaga4parents.

.

Through a number of these agencies, New Futures School reaches into

communities outside of Albuquerque. Anothez paper describes that outreach

iervice.

There are other agencies with whom NFS has a goOd working relationship

on a smaller scale. These include the Y.M.C.A., Youth Development, Inc.,,,

LULAC, Albuquerque Community Council, and others.

.1;p
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REPEAT PREGNANCY STATISTICS - NEW FUTURES SCHOOL

In-December, 1976, the office of Child Health Affairs,'DHEW issued a report on
Teenage Pregnancy. It states that, when contraceptive programs are unavailable,
rhi frequency. of repeat pregnancies for teenage parents is as follows:

6 months 1 ear 7 T1LEE

18% 44%. 70%

New Futures School,a comprehensive program for teenage parents in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, maintains follow-up contact with former clients for at least two years
after the birth of their baby. Particular attention is paid.to the pregnant or

non-pregnant status of the former client. The repeat pregnancy rate of New Futures

School clients is as follows: .

s

6 months

2%

No. contacted ,...378

1yecti-

gs

-266

7 years

19%

- 113

These tlguyes include documented cases of contraceptive failures. They also include

planned pregnancies by married couples who are high school gviduqes and economically
ae126sufficient.

19
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A Ctiguihansivk hope for Twigs Parents

lel. x (Public Health Service-lamily Planning

itle XX - Social Security'Aci Planning

A
4

ugh the

New Mexico Folk

Planning Council

MOTO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
r .

State Operationil &Notion Finds

(Youth In-School Implopent Progilas

and Youth IncentiVe Entitlement Pilot. Project

both provide payed work stations,at N.F.S. for

4%
some New Futures School students.

Child Care'Food Program

Vocational Education-

Consumer Homemaking Educ.

Hernalillo County

Sandoval County

Valencia County

March of Dimes

IBM Corporation

I

OTHER COOPERATING AGINCIESs

Birthright

Indian Health Service'

Planned' Parenthood

Chaparral. Home & Adoiti Services

State.itepartient of SerVic

" 1.0

Civic Organixiiogs;'

"

NB RUES SCHOOL

A .00

0°

mblmir

SERVICES; :

I. Continuing regular education

2. Specialized education in pre-natal health, nutrition,

preparation for labor i delivery, child development

and parenting.

3. Health counseling and health services, nutrition send

vices.

4. Group and individual Ounseling personal, family,

vocational; modal services and referrals. .

S. Infant Day Care

.6. Educational and counseling services to family members.'

7. Outreach services to community,

8. Follow-up services - heelthvoinseling, personal and

group counseling, social services and referrals.

Pre-natal health care, delivery,

post partum check-up, high -risk

infant clinic.

ty and Infant

ject

r
0.1.1 d f

;. -

rem 1,1.
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REM FUTURES SCHOOL.,

FUNDING SUMMARY - 197778':

Total Cost

Title A-- Public Health Service Act
Fiscal Year =Jun! I to,Mau 30

Title XX.- Social Security Act
Fiscal Year -.Oct 1 to Sept. 30

Consumer Homemaking Education-
Vocational ZVI:Cation Act
Fiscal Year - July 1 to June 30

Child Care Food Program -
Department of Agriculture
Fiscal year - Oct 1 to Sept. 30

St5.4Uo ."

,

The above aid all federal dollars, administerd.thrOdqh4eate, igencAmil: A nronosdl

must be written for each, every year. Diiirerwht,Mo4thliirbportW ere:'reqUired by each.

Fiscal reporting, including cost- accounts, are( diaUremt Ybr.yecti. , Funding is unstable

from year to year.

Albuquerque Public Schools .5

Operational Funds

Private Contributions

. a



UN FUTONS SCHOOL

'STATISTICAL SUMMARY -- 1976-77

TUtel MUMber of Clients Served:
In clime*: 244

Babies in nursery: 68
individual and Group Services to Non-enrolled Students: 623

Number of Ssid.ices to Family Members' 317

Number of Services to Young Fathers' 83

Average daily enrollment - 20-day reporting:

September 22 87 February 2 107

October 20" 91 March 3 116

November 22 100 March 31 113

January 5 . 97 May 5 117

June 3 105

Number of Clients Served since Program Inception (January,

Demographic Data on Regularly Enrolled Clients:

Ethnic Background: Anglo 80 (33%)

Black 14 (6%)

Chicano 136 (55%)

Indian 14 (6%)

. Residence./4
Northeast 70 (29%)

Northwest 53 (22%)

SouthezTt 27 (11%)

Southwek...2 37 (15%)

y

Other '.. ' 57 (23%)

' Webb reIciZo,

1970): 1.103

Alamogordo 2 Sandia Park :1

Bolen 2 Sandia Pueblo 1

Bernalillo 3 Socorro 1

Espanola 2 Tijeras 1

Farmington 3 Tuctitcari 1

Gallup 2 'Zuni. Pueblo 1

Hobbs 1

Ieleta Pueblo 3 Other States

James Pueblo 1 California 2

Lagune-Acoma 1 Colorado 4

,Las Cruces 1 Idaho 1

.. was "Vegas 1 Kentucky 1

Loe Alambs 1 Maryland ' 41i!

, Loe'Lumas... 4 Missouki

,Mora ..: 1 Oklahoma 1

kountainair 1 Texas "2

Pen'esOg 1 Wyoming 2

Raton ' tr

Ruidoso . ''' 1

Ros.101,1 2

15
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Statistical Summary

J494 13 years 2 (.50
14 yeark 8 (34)

15 years 41 (l1%)

16 years 75 (31%)

17 years 75 (31%).

18 years 34 (14%)

19 years 4 (24)

20 years 3 (1.5%)

Marital Status: Married 65 (270;
Single 176 (7241

Divorced 3 (It)

Educational fkformation Regarding Regularlf.Ehrolled Clients:
Grade in Schools 7th 3 (le)

8th 2 2 (10
9th 17 (7%)

".10th 61 (250
11th 90 (37%)

12th 71 (29%)

Clasies Offered;

1

Family Living I
Child Development I'and II ;: 3

Child Care
English Reading Improvement (grades, 7-12)

Physical Education
O. S. History
YoUr Community
Biology
Typing I and II and III
Shorthand I and I/
Bookkeeping and Record keeping
Mathematics (7th grade math through

.Algebra and Trigonometry)
Spanish / and II (tutoring)
English - Communications (grades 9-12)
Childien's Literature
Cooking. for Fun
Creative Homemaking
Home Arts
Office Aide

15 r.
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Statietieal gunman,

-Previous school attended, AlbuquergRe Academy 1

Albuquerque High 32

Albuquerque High Hite 1

tlboli High 7

Deljtorte High
El Dbrado High 13

Freedom'High 4

Highland High 9

Kansan High 12

Rio Grande High 26

Sandia High 10

Sandia View Academg 1

School-on-Wheels
Valley High 19.

West Mesa High 19'

Cleveland Jr. High
Garfield Jr. .High 2

Harrison'had ": 2

Hayes Jr. High 3

Jefferson Mid ".y 2

Kennedy Mid 2

McKinley Jr. High 2

Taft Jr. High
Taylor Mid 1

Van Buren Mid :
Washington Mid 2

Out-of,kowm schools 51

..,(Almost all established residency and
APSwere placed on ti, roll of an school.).,

Education Summarys
48 students had been schOol.drop-outs prior to pregnandy (20%1'

Future Education Plane of N.F.S. students,
Return to school for graduated) 65%

Plan to return to school after
staying out a seMester 4%

Work or stay home (not attend school) 16%

Those who had been drop- outa.prior to
pregnancy continuing with education
after attending N.F.S. 384

Take'GED test for high school equiva-
lency diploma 5%

Undecided or unknown 10%

Number moving out-of-town prier to delivery 15

Number dropping out of N.F.S. prior to delivery 36 (154).

1 6 p

4
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Statistical Summary

Reasons for dropping out prior to delivezyi
Going to work 1

.SealthrprOblems. 1 (transferred to
program)

Didn't want to attend 19
-Husband wented'her.to

stay home: 2
Parent wanted her
stay home

Transportation problems
No sitter for older

.

child
. 1

Mk:own 4

. Health Statistics Regarding Regularly Enrolled Clients:
' Number od Deliveries 140 (one set of twins)

Complications:

Caesarian sections 11,(one with toxemia)
Toxemia .7 (two'with very long labor)
-Bloodclots
Breech delivery 1

.

jtispWl

4

ia 3

Home/B6spital

(under 2500 gm) 14 (two with_resOiratory problemsj one
...

with heart murmur; 1 in ICU; one atth
birth defects)

Infant mortality 0 0,

Stiph infectiOn of. Cord 0 .

Respiratory distress 1
Possible heart:eurmur. 1

"m0er of babies released toir adoption..,
. ,

33 (24% of total deliveries)

Number of Home Vislts by Health Staff ';. 132
Humber df HOspitaki%Doctor Visits HeAlth Staff 26

nuilbsir of Some' Visits by Counselors 43
HUmbek of Hospital 6 Doctor Visits by cbunselors 23

-SoUrcee of Referrals:
NW-of-south

:: Birthright
.1

Chaparral Home
Public media
DCMC,

'''' Private doctors

Probation officers
LDS Social ServOes
Minister
Indian Counselor

101
a

29
9.

6

2

3

1

1

1

Maternity i Infant Care
APS School personnel .6.

Planned Parenthood
Catholic Charities
Farmington Family Plng.Clinic
,Isleta MCH Wbrker
Juvenile Detention Home

..;Youth Development, Inc.
Health & Social Services

',Los Lunas School Counselor

33

' 1

1

1

1

3

10

1

39-464 0-79-'11
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Staff:
Program Coordinator
Seoritarx/Bookkeeper
feceptialast
counselors

Para - professional InstrUctor

Custodian
Health Director
Health.Assistant
Professional Teachers
Youth In- School EMPlOYMent Aides

Coo*
Assistant Cook

1 -

Family Planning Secretary % 1 -

School- on- Wheels Aide

154

1-- full,time
1 - full-time

1 - full-time
.

4'-44ell-timet 1 3/4-time:
servei'a. Administrative counsellat

2 --fulltine .

1 - full-tine
1 - 3/5 -tine .

1 - half-time' I.

9 - 6% full-iinerequivalenciew

part-time
half-time

The Health Director and Counselors are involved in team-teaching some

Classes, and one teacher also serves as individual nutritionist to

the students.
a

Community Information Efforts
Community presentations

to,laulti
to adolescents

No.

l6

. 44

Attendance

785

2,147

ITHuilding Visits:
Pediatric Nurse Practitioner from Espanola
Mrs. Eunice Shriver, and Kennedy Foundation staff member Herb Kramer

3a wapanese educators on a world tour of educational facilities

CHEW Health Services Administration,
Dallas, official

2 youth workers, 3 nurses, 1
counselor, 2 students from Laguna Pueblo

Principal and assistant superintendent
from Flagstaff. Arizona

Dr. Charlotte Yeschelman - San
Diego State U. School of Education

Ernie Peterson, Associate Bureau
Director for Family Planning, Health

' Services Administration, DREW, Washington D.C.

Nurses and students from, Cuba School District

lathy Heusel, National
Education Representative for Penney., Inc.

Audrey Moore, staff consultant io DREW Secretary Califano's

Advisory Committee on Rights and
Responsibilities of Women

Teacher from a Chicago school for pregnant teens

IBM Corporation ComMunity
Assistance Director

State Advisory Committee on Home Economics

Dr. Philip Goldstein, Immediate
Past President, National Alliance

Concerned with School -Age Parents

Roger Lobodda, State Department of Education, Vocational Division

Director of Development and Research

C)

There were also numerous visits from UNM students,'APS staff, and

Albuggergue human service agency staff.

a,
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Pulic fraktrinktian Waias
Public

. .

imprvias announcements at beginning of school on Radio
. 42203, 04 boa

..106 -1V program 'TA Es tlogge - Gaston o

Newspaper and television congress regarding selection of N.P.S.
as outstanding progrse in United States

1010 Saffi0 - *Youth Speak. Out - Signoras and 3 former students
Featurtarticarr in Albuquerque Jdurnal
Chnenel 5..;. *APS at Work -Gaston, Barr, Farrell, Johnson
KOAT,IV Vocius" - Barr and 3 students
Article in Albuquerque Tribune.on Maternity Fair

. Public Service announcements on radio for Maternity Fair

03aferiates leaderships
State Training. Workshop - VoCational Homemaking Teachers - Sinner°.

General session speaker
National. Conference, National Alliance Concerned with School-Age
. Paints - Exhibit andresource leaders - Gaston, Barr, Monserrat,

Protceastro, Sisneros
Stets P.T.A. Convention - ProtoMastro - General session panel member
Southweat Regional Conference, Child Welfare League of America -

Workahop panel member -.Gaston,
Albuquerque "lo Mbjer Chiaana"'conference - J. Sisneros, Griego,

V. Sisneros, Madrid, 2 students and 2 resents of N.F.S. students -
WorkihOp.panel members,

New Merico'International Womens Year Conference - Gaston
Workshop panel memberyJ it

Fundingotoubeis
Title Xlt SoCial Security ct
Title I - Public.Health Service Act
Vocational Education
Albuquerque..ftblie Schools ' ,

.mild Care /Mod. Progrim.
fiew-MexiCo CbSpter - National Foundation/March of Dienes
Indisidnal and.Gron0 contributions

..1n November, 1976,.New Futures School was selected as the outstanding
program for teen -age parents in:the United States by the National Alliance
Concerned with School-Age Parents
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Senator KENNEDY. Dr;Hardy 1
Dr. HAiwor. Senator Kennedy I would like to thank the committee

for the oppthturiity to ap Imre. Iidid submit-written testimony
which, in some respects, is er similar to the very excellentpresentar.

tiOn Mr. Ca lifano made, so will not repeat that part of it. 1".'

I think that .perhaps Leancan -be most useful in two ways; one, in

giving you some idea what a compri3hensive program such as the

Hopkins rogram may be able to accomplish; second, in just listing
the Components of the program.. .

At Hopkins,we are very fortunate in that we had a child develop!, '

ment stbdY going fel. many 'years in the same popUlation of people

from which we draw the adolescent mothers who enter our program

Currently. V theachild development study we have followed ap about

4,800 pregnancies over '8 years, and almost 500 Over 12 years, from

the pointaf the birth of the child.
. In the'Nld development, study there were almost 700 pregnancies

in adolescents, and during that period, no intervention was provided.

. instance,
fate of complications was very high. The rate of

etoxemia, for was almost 30 percent.Whe rate'of prematurity -

was also very high; it was 22 percent.
'hie rate of mental retardation was about 6 or 7, percent,in the.

children, as they were followed. The rate of repeat pregnancies in the

. group followed 12 years is really rather shocking to me. Within 1 ye

of the birth of 'their child, 47 percent. of the young mothers haf a
repeat pregnancy. Within 3 years, over 70 percent of them had had a 1

reneat pregnancy, compared with older mothers where`perhaps 2(f
,

percent of them had.a repeat pregnancy within 1 year.
There was a Much higher rate otschpol failure'among the children

of the young mothers as they got to school age. And when one c-otne,s

to examine the sources Of firlaucial support, available to the

young. mothers, one finds that lore than. 50 percent of them were

receiving "welfare support when their children were Z years old, and,
more than 50 percent when their children were 12 yars 41:"In fact,
only 44 percent were completely self-supporting.

1 his compares with about 11 or 12 percent of the olden mothers
when their children! were 12 years old. When one loo at the. amount,

. of time the young mothers worked during that 12-year period, as

compared with older mothers, there is 'very striking difference-and
of course, it relates to the need for welfare. , .

The young mothers worked only, on the average, 28 frionths to 29

months ni the 12 years. The older mothers worked an average of 8

years. There was a great deal of marital disruption among the young
mothers; 85 percent of them vere single at the time their baby was
born. And during the 12-year period, 45 percent of the young mothers '

I had more than three changes in partners with whom they lived,
whereas only one of the older mothers had three changes or more.

I think that this gives one some idea 'of the problemsthat the adoles-

cent mother and, her family face.-When we compare theSe antcornes.

with what is happening in the preSeht program, where supriTt serv-
,:ices are offered, 'we do not have as.long.a followup. But we have Made

a significant: reductiorKiii the premature rate. We have made a very

' significant. reduction in the rate .of complications at pregnancy. The
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frequency tif repeat, pregnancies has been reduced to 5 percent within
1 irr, 11 percent in months.

e have been .f owing babies in the followup program for up to g.

just over 2 years now, and there would appear to be a significant
reductieot in the number* children who arettroing to be seriously
re

When we started the foliOwlir program, 90 percent of the youngsters
were either ifbt in schoolbor dropped out of school when their baby was. .

born. We now hate 87 percent back in school. ?alit of the sc ling
problems leading tg dropout related to inappropriate school p 'I e-
ment for many ofnese kids. They had undiagnosed, unrecognized
learning disabilities, and when placed in appropriate educational
situations, schoolitog is not so painful'and they go on to do much better.

I *multi like to' make two further comments. One relates to cost '
effectiveness. Pr. Cornlez Off the Joins liopkins Schoo14,''of Public
Health and I calculated one time that if one could cut ihe premature
rate foi'ldolescents on a national basis by 2 percent, one could save '49P

$4.5 million a year.
. The other point I would gice to make has tondo with family planning
services for adolescents. I think people have made many good points.,
thiamorning about the fact that adolescents, for various reasons, are4P-*
not good users of contraceptives.

I would like to add that there, really is no ideal contraceptive agent,
available for adolescents. One would worry about a young, woman
being on the pill for 20 years, and this might happen to some adoles-
cents. The IUD is an alternative, bet there are some serious infections
,which result. frok continved use of the IUD and it reqes careful
supervision.

It seems to me that not only is the availability of contraception
needed, but much more than that, contraception needs to be put in a
frame of reference of personal responsibility and alternative choices.
I would be glad to answer any questions.

Senator KENNEDY. Ms. Drescher ?*
Ms. DRESCHER. Thank you.
I am here as a representative of the Committee for a Multi-Service

Center for' Pregnant School-Age ,Girls in Allegheny County, Pa., 1,4,

and I am employed by United Mental Health, Inc. We have prepared
written testimony, which you have in front of you, but it occurred to
me as I was listening to testimony that ithnight be more interesting
for you to hear about the situation in Allegheny County, which is
somewhat different from what Mrs. Gaston and Dr. Hardy have de-
scribed, in that we have a long way to go to provide the kind of service
for pregnant school-age girls which we feel are necessary.

The committee which I representyis a coalition of some 20 organi-
zations, which was convened by United Mental Healthond the Urban
League of Pittsburgh, in order to address the needs of pregnant girls
in the county. We have some serviceswe have a school that iA!cur-.
rently under the direction of the school district of the city of Pitts-
burgh, which is called the educational medical school. We. have a
number of homes for pregnant girls that are primarily church related,
and there are probably some 14 agencies,.which in one gay or another
serve the pregnant adolescents of Allegheny County.
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The history, of this particular committee demonstrates what the

needs 4n Allegheny liountrare. This group 4t'as oiiginallylcalled to.-
gether in Order to support the existing, educational medical schbol

which bsiun by t'hg city of Pittsburgh.
I willAliotgo into a long history of: that, excefit that it was begun in

1966, and it wys under the auswes of 0E0 and the Urban League;
In 1971 it wasaken over by the city o ittsburgh public schools, pri-
marily uzideRiTitle I funds. 4
$ The services wifich tilis school was providing to pregnant girls, t

between 1.71.4c1 1975, Are becominglass aid less, rather than better

and better. SO-"this c
agencies, was called 'to
school Coard to make t
needed, a 4' e

After about a yegr of that ki appeal, it became very clear that
i ,

this effortwas notigoing to solve :problem. The commitment of the
school board waalicking..

The statistics 'that we had'shtiwIti that, while there was; some 400 -,

girls in the city of Pittsburgh who Were pregnant, there were another

400 in the county. The eommiftee then, began to look at ways of pro-

moting a multiservice center that would serve the entire county. We

were extremely pleagill to learn of this piece of legislation, and we

ire very muclynesupport of it. We desperaitly 'iced it. .

We envision a multiservice. center which would do the, kinds of
things which!"have been described :by; ether panelists, which would
provide,Aucationalt social, and medical senfices, infant care, and
services to4athelis and familieasalso vocational and career counseling.

In 4, to pz-6viding these services, N V'e envison a twaining

e the needs pregnant girls.

om-

Zf
ponent- would IW p suppott personnel in the school districts
andieco

ea

Prior to fhe,,,pogition which I hold now, I consulted with a number

greeted by ',a school administrator with the question, isave a pregnantof, ,districts,istricts, and it \va0fibn more than one oasin that I was

gr1 in my schotil, how do I get rid her ?"
A chargato,a,Multi-sery ice center or pregnanawzirls Tust be to train

personnel *Min the school districrsoxvithin the' con$nunity, and to
,.;

recognize the needs of these girls. `"

We also feel that az), evaluatiN component would .be extremely itn- ,

portant, so that one irouldiOrnovehow mush by been achieved.

4. lation whioh we had addressed tn the
If I could4ust very quiekly,,refer to so14 of the points in the legis-

ritten testimony.
7. First of all, ttielike were a numb of areas which fie would 'like to

Senator IENNEDY. We will accept, th 9.14. in your testimony. I want.4. ,
4

R a

to get to Dr. Johnson,ikid then IF are gg to run out of time. I will

give you an opportunity asurrunvize. .,,-. ,,

Ms. DRESCAER. - Let me suammarize by sayingt. that 've'e'are very' mach

in sup.pOwt of t b is piece of l'egislation, not only because it serves preg- '

iiiantrgii but' ecauseit will also serve the needs ,ozi, their lAabies:'

One particular thing that I eioi)uld like to say is that thetirofile, of

the immature parent is very likely to coincide with the profile of an
abusive parent, and we think that is tinet4her profound need for legft-

ittee, composed of a uriety of concerned
er to suppor e schollto appeal to'the
ids of thing happen that we felt were
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lation of this kind; to provide programs which would minimize child
abuse and neglect.

That you very much.
Senates If..zziNEDY. WA, that certainly is of interest, because we

have legislation on child abuse. We are interested in that, as well.
Yo w timing is, I Oink, critical.
Dr. Johnson.'
Dr. JOHNSON. Senator, thank you very much for this opportunity

to testify.
Mu& of what I have said in my written testimony has already been

mentioned by others, so I Wilrnbt dwell on that. But I will make several
comments that I feel are important.

I found myself in a unique situation 2 years ago, in that I was hired .

by the'New. Jersey Medical School to tlevelop an adoleScent program,
without any'additional funds. Such a situation requires that one scout
around in the community to find out .what funds are theiv, and then
to stimulate the people to create lin adolescent program. So it was a
2-year lessonin linkages:

We have succeeded in that 2-year period, creating three inpatient.
adolescent services, with a total of 53 beds, and 3 adolescent clinics.

'Part of our service is program for the sexually active adolescents, .41/7
taking care of the pregnancy that results, and preventing pregnancies
in theuture.

Our essential services for adolescent-centers are similar to other
services that have been mentioned already, and I will not go into those.,

'The only additional thing I would like to mention is that one of the
things we stress is the attitude of the staff. The staff attitude has been,
we feel, the most important factor in making our services more accept-
able to our adolescents. The preventive area is where I would like to
make some very brief comments.
- Pragmatically, our well meaning intentions are downed to failure
as long as we continue to put greater emphasis on the care of the
pregneneteenager than the preventiion of pregnancy. When we become
aware of the escalating rate oLsexual activity among teenagers and
the deci:easing age of sexual maturation,,it quickly becomes clear that
any legislature efforts whichwould not emphasiie pregnancy preven-
tion would be missappropriation,of resources.

Our experience in New Jersey has highlighted three area of
concern

The greatest obstacle we face in adolescent pregnancy prevention is
education. The mind of the 12-or fl -year -old that-we. attempt to coun-
sel is often so replete with sexual myths and misconceptions that our
task is sometimes insurmountable: 4he inculcation of accurate informa-
tion at any earlpagIV would, facilitate acceptance and utilization of
preventive- methods during adolescence.'

Neit telhe home, school provides the best. sourge for this typ of
education.3Unfortunately, the progiams that have: bgn devised ttus
far, start too late, are "taught by. persons who are poorly equipped

and focus on reproduction and venereal diseaseoften
ciehriletely igifbring.birtlr control.

We hive advocated that courses in family living,, be designed to
include a broad range of interpefsonal rclatiOnships.''This curriculum

' should be taught by teachers who are. specially trained, and begin in
the earliest grades, perhaps the first grade, br. even kindergarten.

1 y
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Second, experience again and again points out the greater success
of services which are designed specifically for adolescents. Along these
lines, family planning programs which have an adolescent focus at
tracts more teenagers, and experience better compliance rates. The
adult model which briefly explains the contraceptive method, and then

. requires that the patient return infrequently for followup visits does.
not work with a teenager who often requires repeated explanation
and frequent reassessment of the appropriateness and ultilization of
a birth control method.

Finally, pregnancy and its consequences represents the greatest
hazard to the physicalocial, and psychological health of adolescents
in the United $tatle,s today. It mast,' therefore, be given .teprominent,
position in'the cOmprehensive health care of every teenageriregardless
of their degree-Of sexual activity.

I mould lite to expand On that point. That is that every teenager
_ who entere health.-eam tenter must be asked about their sexual

attiVity, and the litirrzation.of birth control. It cannot.be putaside into
a family planning clinic, it must be part ,of the total health care of.the
t ger.

[ he prepared statements of Mrs. Gaston, Dr. hardy.; Ms. Dl'escher,
and Dr. Johnson follow d

MN,
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Testimony of
Mrs. Caroline Gaston

Director, Mew Futures School
'Albuquerque, New Mexico

before the United States Senate
Human Resources Committee

June 144 1978

'Itois a pleasure to be here today to talk with you about the

problems associated with teenage pregnancy. My testimony is in support

of the Adolescent Health, Services, and Pregnancy Prevention and Care.

Act of 1918.

You will hear others during these hearings present to you statistics

on teenage pregnancy and teenage parenthood. You will hear that 8 out

id 10 schodl-age mother?' do not graduate from high school. We must

think about the implications of this inadequate'education for the-young

mother and her child as well as for society. You will hear of the

health risks to both the school-age mother and her baby, which are
a

great, and you will hear that they are greater with second and third teen

pregnancies. You will hear that it is very likely that there will be

repeat pregnancies aSp.ftg teen mothers. You will hear about the

relationship between adolescent parenthood and welfare dependency.All of

these statistics point to the necessity of pr6Viding special services to

adolescent parents. A

I would like in my testimony today to translate these statistics

into human terms. What do these statistics mean in terms of the lives

of young mothers, their children, and their families? And, to the point

of the legislation, how 4encomprehensive programs for adolescent parents

lesartsir mitigate the negatike consequences of too -early pregnancies?

f

oo,
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I speak from a.background of seven years as director of New .

Futures School, a comprehensive program
for school-age parents in

AlhoqUerque, New Mexico. I am also an officer of the Board of the

n.
st

New'Wegico FaMily.PlanniAg
CoUncil, which administers' all Iitle-X and

Title:70C Family Planning dollars in our state a member of, the

TacniA1 Advisory Committee to 02e New Mexico Bealth.SysteNs Agency,

and the editor of a new book for
teenage.parents entitled Teenage

Pregnancji A New Beginning. In 1976 New Futures School was chosen'as.

the outstanding program for
school-age parents in the United States by

the National Alliance Concerned with School Age.Parents Through these

.experiences I believe that I speak _from 1. broad, WI-armed perspective.

Who participates in a comprehensive program for adolescent parents?

At New Futures School, 47% of the girls are Spanish surnamed,. 35% are

Anglo (White), 8% are Black, and 811,4mie Native Ameridan Indians. The

average age is 16.' Our youngest girls.hav4 been 12 yeers.old, in the

sixth grade. Some programs see even yoghger girls. Most (75%) are

single. A sizeable number have had previouriiregnancies; many

terminated by abortions. Nearly a third were school dropouts prior to

the. pregnancy. Half of them read at or below sixth grade reading level.

. ,

' The pregnant teen will very
likely have waited as long as possible

before telling her parents about the pregnancy. She, does notjwant to

face the reality of it-just as many adults do toli'faCe the reality,Oi

cancer or heart conditions, or of their daughter's pregnancy. This

means that the young mother is postponing prenatal care4hereby
,

unknowingly increasing the health risks for-43oth haeselfand. her infant.

!TM, toplace yourself in the position of this li-7or 16-year-old.

girl. At this pOint in her life she'"foriimas very little fulpre.for herself.
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Her, family, with whom she may or may not have had poor relations before,

'ievangry.and hurt because of herb The young Wan upon whom she relied

,,may well have left her or offered less support than she had hoped for.

She does not understand what is happening within her body. She is

beginning to dimly understand the financial premieres she will face,

:* although she'will probably not come to gripe with the reality of this

until after the baby is born. Minyof'her peers --so important to a

teenager haw turned away from her. This adolescent, who has previously

-been snored to make very few decisions for herself, is suddenly faced

.

:with Major,decisiOns affecting her entire life, as well as the life of
f -

,:,ter

. -

This young pother needs help if she is to have a healthy pregnanoy

and ahealthy baby, if she is to make responsible decisions for herself
,

her child, and if she is to begin a stable, viable family. She needs

`.helpMoll) inj,;coorditiaisq mannei, impadts upon the various problem.

areas of her'ife. Sheneeds this.help from caring individuals who are

_

Attuned tq bai'c reeds aid her maturity level.

SOW dityia4he receive,, this belp..When she pariicipates'in Mew Future!

School'or4'sitilar comprehensive program?

Thi three baiic componenistflOWiorehensive4rogram for adolescent

parents are WalthtiprOliced,.0dUcation services, and social services.'
Mr!

Jpare arii)milier*PrviAs; wh4.mh are'meted in S. 2910:'Which are very

41 t,411 ,
.1 ip23tant aieeNvi -

;wOuld 44to:fellow a 16- yearold girl named Teresa as she
x.

rideild Wervibess*om Newcfdturea'School. . Teresa was four months

" pr,gnani Phan ihe entered the :program in 1s October, after staying home..
1: :, , ? "'.

rke' : le!

-4;4,the'firstliWO-Ponths of school. Teresa was told by her counselor, .on_her
',, L

.7
.

M.
G\ ,.; ,1"., ,i

Ali;
'A 6'I ; 40,
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first contact with New Futures, about the educational classes from

which the might choose. All the basic required subjects such as English,

history, math, science, and physical education are offered. Family Living

class is required. In this class she will learn about the changes, both

physical and emotional, which she is experiencing.' She will come to

understand the reality of the new life within her. She will'learn how,

and why, she can nurture Ter child during the prenatal monthathrough.good

'nutrition, good health habits, and regular prenatal medical care. At

New-Futures Schlol we believe that good parenting begins with prenatal

attitudes and habits.

rEacause Teresa's baby was not due until April, she could wait until

the second semester to take Child Develdpment, the other required course

at New Futures. In this class expectant mothers have actual experience

caring for infants in the program nursery under the expert direction of

the nursery care-givers. They also receive instruction from a child

development specialist about the physical and emotional needs of the

infant and growing child. They 14hrn about child safety, and what to

expect of the baby he or she matures. (Many problems of child abuse

are caused by young ears' unrealistic expectations of their children

One of the Fut s nurses interviewed Teresa during her first

visit to obtain her heal history. Teresa had not yet seen a doctor - -had

not even had a pregnancy test--but was
sure that she was pregnant because

she knew the symptoms from an earlier pregnancy which ciao terminated by
6?

'44)ortion. The nurse made an appointment for Teresa for' a pregnancy test

with the Maternity and Infant Care Clinic which meets in the New Futures

School building each Wednesday afternoon. Teresa's test revealed that she

as piOgnant. The accompanying VD test revealed no problems.

4

4
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Throughout her pregnancy' Teresa received her medical care from the

Maternity and intent Care' program. The doctors and nurses in the Maternity

and Infant Care clinic .at New Futures School take a special interest in

each girl. They are trained to be alert to the special needs of the

pregnant adolescent and how to communicate with her. Their Medical

staff and the NFS nurses keep in close touch regarding the health status

of each girl. This relationship exemplifies the kind of functional
? "

'coordination which essential in providing services to pregnant adolescents.
J

During the time was staying home, Teresa had become very

depreesed. Her depression affected both her health and her attitude

.AOwarde her baby. The NFS counselors and teachers worked together to

help her begin to feel better about herself and more positive about her

future. Weekly group counseling sessions led by a New Futures School

Counselor facilitated this access. Teresa also saw her counselor regularly

on an individual basis.

Soon after she entered the program the NFS nutrition counselor talked

with Teresa about her diet. For three days Teresa wrote down everything

sheeti;. An a typical teenager her list was filled with french fries,

soft drinks, hamburgers, tacos, and chili. Together they worked out
e "

improvements to her diet which she could understand and afford. Teresa

began to eat more cf the free lunch served at New Futures which is

specially planned to meet the needs of pregnant adolescents. She'drank

several glasses of milk each day at school, since it was not available at

home. She ate fewer "junk foods" outside of school. She believed this

was something she could do to help her baby..

The staff noticed that Teresa was beginning to smile more. Her

akttendance became more regular. She continued to see the New'Futures School
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nurse often because of `numerous aches and*ins.
She feared'that her

o

d. baby was not
isealthY because she did not feel well. .The nursers

reassurances were very important. When the nurse felt that there might'

.

be a real health prOblem, she immediately took
Teresa to a Maternity and

Infant Care clinic where she could receive:immediate
medical attention.

. ,

In January, Teresa enrolled in Child Developtent class. She

learned that a baby is happier when its diaper is changed as soon as

needed, even if the changing is not a pleasant experience at first for

the baby*S care-giver.
She learned how to hold a baby properly and how

r

to soothe a crying baby.
She learned whenvto start a baby on solid food,

and how to keep bottles
Sanitary/pe learned that a baby was a human'

being dependent upon her
for havidg'its needs met, not a doll to, be

played with. The change was significant.
ffi

Teresa.** mother''took part
in the counseling group for parents of NtiI4

NTS students.
Through the group she learned better

ways of communicating

with her children. She also learned many things about prenatal care

which she had not known during her own seven pregnancie's. She changed

some of her cooking habits - -those she could
afford to change. Moat of

Teresals good nutritional intake,
however, continued to come from the

free brea3cEast, linch, and
afternoon snack she received at WFS.

Ter
boyfriend, who had told her during the time they were

dating that hetwould
stand by her "if anything should

happen," had

stopped seeing her soon after
he learned of her pregnancy. This happens

with1 of the girls, but there are some young fathers,
both married

and ied, who participate in evening couples' counseling groups.

These grou:discuss such
things as,,the male role in parenting, the

'wall\
emotional changes the girl is experiencing during. pregnancy,

and family"

planning.

a

6
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One of the goals of New Futures is to reduce'repeat pregnancies.

Teresa learned in Family Living class how the male and female bodies

function. Many of the myths which she shared with other teenagers about .

bow pregnancy may be prevented were explored, and compared with factual

knowledge., Various misuse of birth control were explained to the girls so

that they.could make the choice which beet suited 'them. This was only a

pert of the family planning program, however. The knowledge of how to

Dian families is of.11(ttle use without the motivation `to use that'

knowledge and the belief oneself which allows one to follow through

with one's Plans. ;hese things Teresa developed as she learned about the

responsibilities of parenthood; as she worked through her fears and feelings

of inadequacy with her counselor; as she began to have personal and

vocationalgoals for herself.

As the time for the birth of her baby neared, Teresa became more

concerned about her financial tesponsibilities. she was learning about

the Costs of having'a family. She began to realize that she was now

financially responsible not only for herself, but for another person,

her baby. ''She was especially worried because she knew her family was

unable to provide her with financial help. She talked with her counselor

about these new fears; With the counselor's help, Teresa applied for a

job through the Youth, Incentive EntitleMent Pilot Project. She was able

to get pne of the. jobs funded by this project, with NFS becoming her

work site. She worked before and after clatses as a telephone reception-
:1

ist. This experience, in .addition to giying her much-needed money;' helped

her develop self-confidence and vocational skills.

Teresa's baby was a healthy, 01- rl. Soon after Teresa went

7

- I
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home from the hospital, one of the NPS nurses visited her in her home to

assess the health of both Teresa and her baby, and to observe Teresa's

parenting skills. Teresa returned to NPS two weeks after delivery of

her baby, bringing.the baby with her to the nursery. She stayed in

'NPS for the remainder of the spring semester, and determined to

returnto regular school to complete her high school education while

continuing to work through the Youth Incentive Program.

After she left daily enrolimint in New Futura, Teresa participated

In a mrs follow-up group. Like many young mothers, she needed continuing

supportive services, Primarily counseling and parenting education, to

enable her to cope With her responsibilities.

Teresa graduated frolehigh school on May 26, 1978. She is dating a

new boyfriend and is using.a birp control method. She has started a

full-time job and is now able to afford to place her child in dai care.

Teresa's problems have not,all been solved, but we believe she is well on

her way tobecoming a contributing member of our community.

X do not want to paint too bright a picture. Not all young mothers

who receive the services of comprehensive prograds have-healthy babies,

..'. or complete.high school, or stay off welfare, or avoid rapid repeat

pregnancies. It is true; however, that the rates of success are much

higher. for those young mothers and
their hebies who do participate in

comprehensive programs for adolescent parents than for'those who do not.

The differences are signifiCant enough to make such programs beneficial

to society both in terms of
cost-effectiveness and improved quality of life.

Few cit4.as have programs as comprehensive as New Futures'School. Even.

for those who do, funding is always tenuous. It would mean a great deal

et 1 7t

8
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,

if the .federal government, though the Adolescent Services, and

Pregnancy'Preventionand Care Act of 1978, made a,statement that support

sertices fOr'teenage parents are important analhdee6.essential.

Not all communities will wish to structure their/Programs ae SPS is

structured, norSbouldthey. Some communities will elect to hayM

hospital-besod programs, some school-based programi, some locial agency-

based pauglsms, end some may find other-organizational structures.' It is

a Strengthoirthie legislation tha ;Leh flexibility is permitted.

A program such as MPS cannot exist.withoutcommunity support.

therefore support. the coordination component of this legislation. As'an

example, tommunit and public agencies which provide sate kind of funding

Or services w Futures School include: 'Albuquerque Public Schools,

New Future inc.; Mexico Family Planning Council;. New Mexico Dept: of

HUM= es; New State Dept. of Education, Vocational Education.-

6
Shit; New co State Dept. of Education, School Food Services Division;

Sernalillo ty; I County; Valencia County; Tierra Encantadja-
*.,

Chapter-March of Dimes; Hernalillo County Planned Parenthood; university

"of,New Mexico; Maternity and Infant Care Project; Dairy Council of thesttio

Grande; Youth In- School Employment Project; Youth Incentive Entitlement

Pilot Project; Birthright; Chaparral Home and Adoptioh Services; Public

Health Department; YMCA of Albuquerque; Pilot Club of Albuquerque,

Opti-Mrs. club; Mile-High Optimist Club; G. E. Good Neighbor FUnd; Rotary

Club of Albuquerque; and the Student Council of New Futures School'. To .

achieve such coordination, there must be a lead agency which provides as

many services ie possible or practical under one roof,d,Whithrough,

its contacts with other.invoIved agencies, enanieSwp,,M3, er to

get services she needs from their resources. 'If dep lyre not

. /
9 .

4,

32r454 .79 12
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. .,

toso;th...... the Client will it'Aild will be adversely a4ected.

The coordination coiPonent is not as expensive as is indicated in this '

't

legisLatiion,%60wever:
The.501 lid Oniseritices should, in my opinion, be

:

#. raised to 750 to ensure the.zsost .os;r-elfective impactupoli the client.

.

..In addition* we Must belsure that
coordination and linkages are on a-

41 .
' ,, ''ya

.functignal service leveX rather than merely an information and referral

' 1 , ,.° .

"on paper" leiel. .: N., - . ..9 '

,!.

I wdskihat,therarse..aot a
need'fpr sachiservices.:' I wish that rt.

4

could prevent Allteehage pregnahciesd
Unfortunately, we do not knoW how ,..

.

o

as ise.,*

4.

,The proVision of birth control services is%only a small part of

the answer to the problem of.teenage pregnanCy. The teena&er must,

...

r.

understand end accept tits why, as well as .1.1e' how, of family planning.'

-This education must inclUde the postponUg of sexual activity As a'

viable alternative. We must learn how to.Work.-with:00se;"Whedo not

consider themselves to be sexually active (but wli&c.atIstonilly are) ;

with those who want a baby tq lover
with thosewhIcleiirri!t know how to

say: ,1110"1with Ehosewho,think it's, wrong to plan tobe sexually active,

which using birth contyol iMplies. We,must develop a family'Plannin;

,-rOph
program which deals 4th'the total individual, which involves the

development of a beater Understading of, the
responsibility of being a

paXeni, anerwhigh dWINOps",on the part of teens a respect for self and

others. We neidopo developlairth
cantrolmethods which are more

211:960priaq'for teens than those that are now

Until tbehe tlings happen, we will need to provide support

services for teenage parents, so that they can cope with the untimely

Pregnancy and dlvelop healthy, suable familie ..

10

0'
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44,4*.1

I would liketp quote .fron.the Senili,

graduating class:

1978 NFS

We, the senior class of12978% would like to express our

gratitude to all of the staff of New Futures School,...By
providing a school for young mothers, you have giver' us the

.opportunity to complete our education...You have giVen us

,Zif,:hope for the future. Through the yeart.,we have all pined_.:t
of what it means to be

.a

re*.onsible

pailiAt;..,The.staff at New Futures did ft tell ui thit we '

might be good 44ents if we try. instead, they taught us

theti*lauat be good parents, regardless of our own personal
,triali.end-tiosptations to be otherwise. That alone says

it all.,
'With this legislation, you can make possible this kind of help

for teenage parents. I urge your support for the Adolescent Health,

Services, and Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act. of 1978.

a
.e

ys
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Tlstimony on Senate Bill 291:0

Presentation to :the Committee on Human Resources

Gentlemen:

May I thank you for permitting me to ;testify in support of the

'Administration's Initiative in Adolescent Prggnancylk This is a

matter of great concern to me and one with which I have had con-.

siderable experieu 14113ce. stirnony will touch briefly on, three

areas: 4.

(1) the National scope of the

(2) tlieresearch findings of the J s Hokkins group

(3) proposed solutions to the problem.

First, let me qualify myself. am,,Professor of Pedilpics
A

inthe Johns HopkimkSchool of Medicine and Professor of Health

Serveices Administration In the Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene

and Pi ric Health. For many years, 1 have been Director of the

Johns Hopkins Child Development ,Study and for the past several
"

years debply involved in the Johns Hopkins Canter for School-Ared

Mothers and Their Children. As co-director -g, the Center, I have

had responsibility for overall program development' with direct
.

responsibility for the development of tthe follow-up component.
. ; e
(1) National Scope of Problem - as the Administration has

pointed out, the problem is extensive in terms of numbers involved

6
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Data from the National Collaborative Perinatal Study (NINCDS) has

shown that 38 and 19 year olcl:m4thers have the lowest risk of

perinatal tnortVity of any age'group. However, the birth rate for

adolescents, i.e., 17 years of age and below, has continued to rise.

In my experience, the problems sterrunin from adolescent

pregnancy result from interaction between biological and social

factors related, iii large part, to the immaturity f the mother.

The important contribution of the biological factors tends to bb

4;
i

overldolpse;.+ tThe mother is physically immature, and ofttn in

her.,,ak30/14nt growth spurt. She is at high risk of 'complications

of,pregotark4ci labor and' delivery, particularly ania, toxemia-4'
'+'.,"', .. '

of pregna*y and difficult delivery, all of which compromise the

fetus, leading to risks of perinatal death and/or later neurological

deficits, risks 2 to 3 times greater than those for the children of

older w en. The high rates of obstetrical complications and of

prematuIt delivery among adolescents result in large costs for

ye neonatal care and

in high risks of sub-optimal development in surviving Children.

special medical care for the mdthers,

Where special programs are not ava able 90% cif adoletscenta

drop olie.of school, do.not complete their education and thus,
..

.

limit their, employment opportunities. -She is more likely'to have

more children and greater welfare dependency.
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and enormously costly to society in 'terms of money spent for medical

care, special education, welfare support and lost productivity'. Today,
A

approximately one of every five babiefi born in the 'U.S. is born to a ,f

teenaged mother. Of the nearly one million teenagers who JpeCome ;

pregnant each year, 400,000 are adolescents (i.e., the mother Is 6,
. W

A17 years.or iinder) and 30,000 are less than 15 years when they give %,,
. ,

.
1 4. .

birth. *In our experience, a high proportion of these children are A '147f
. . . , .

unplanned and unwanted. Almost 300,000 elective abortions among

teenagers were reported in 1975..

It ,ks toward the problems of adolescent mothers (i. e., 17 years

and below) and their children that I wish to direct your attention.

They constitute a particularly high risk gialip and, in my 'isw, should 47)

be the target of the Administration's initiative. As this is a'Considerably

smaller group, concentration of new resources and effort shouid be

more productive. t4 4

On a national level, the birth rate in all age gr"C4)4ps, with the4.....

exception of the teenagers, haf shown a signIffcant decline over the 4ct:
49 '4;

past decade and, according to leent*reports from tifi National

Center for Vital Statistics, the rate fc 18 an. 19 ye A. olds' Its also
A

.1
4

turned down slightly. As sexual activity has increaseg, this must

TefleCi the availability and use of family planntg and elective abortion:6
. $

fri

s4
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(2) The Solna Hopkins Child Development Study is a longitudinal

research etua yi for investigation of factors affecting child cavelopment

in a large urban population of black and white chigdren and their

families. It has been ongoing since 195t) Of the 4800 pregnancies

followed from the time of the first prenatal-visit until surviving-
.

children reached .8 years, 688'were in adolescence, 17 years and

below at thelime of delivery. ExaminatiorOof the data shows high
t

risks of complicationslef pregnancy, low birth weight and perinatal

and infant death for these pregnaneles. in addition, the surviving' .

children have, on the avapage, lower IQs and higher rate school

p failure than the children of older women. ,These prphierls

,-.;

been 4ocumented.by others and it is toward new information

pertaining to the outcome for the adolescent mother, 12 years -it,
-.

after the birth of her chfidl, that I would call. your attention. .N
, a 1

The long-range ou'tc'ome of a group of 77 adolescents 12.i
.'
.5%

..". ii.

';'''''' .'4'

after the birth of their first study child has been compared, along!) t
,td

a number of parameters a social well being, with the oil:Ai-10.4e f'cL4,:c:-.' **."''' .,
.,,,,...

. A

a group of primiiiarous women,(20-24 years of age) thpught to be . $,'.

4,-
in a more optimal age group for successful childbearing. ! .; "

O. .' /11

There is no question that the adoliffcent`rnilthars 'in this study ''.

7r ,

1 ' , t x . .wereflat a serious disadvantage as compared 3.vi .3.y cnren ithe.,older
.it

411'.4

;,,fie -2g 1%

.014;



.incon;feand greater -welfaxe.deppridency. At both the sey.en and twelve

year:follow7up levelConly 44% of the young Mothers and their familie;'

ti.agfrbir OUP with real zuvVer of timportant variables stiongiyo
-.' :;.

influencing the qn$ one's ability to successfully nurtureei

oners .children..

The young Mothers experienced a high degree of family

instability, in terms, of changes in marital status, as 45% experien
t

-three or more changes during the 12 year period while only one of the",

..older women wtperiented mOre than 2 changes and 43%-had no chainge'
t 4

at ail:. A

While Maternal educational attainment -improved considerably
40 41'

.- '

6Fer the.12 years-, with the younger mothers, in general, achieving

1,

. 4:
consIderabirrnore'educathin after the birth of their study, child, than

is the 61der rnothers, at the' end'of the12 year period the'adolescenfii

tutere still'far behind; %VIM-Only 3:5% having graduated from high
v. ..,

41 't!cho;41 atit-2OrziPaied.'-411:77% of the older mothers. 'Lower educational "o

o a 'irupent,w,as paralleled by r',lowar occupational achievement, lowe : '.

. , .

Aver:0441y self-aupppiting-,as.eontrasted with 67%'of,the older mothers e

o

-

and'their families,fat the .7 year level and 71% at the 12 year level.

The average annual level. of social service. support in money for these

young motheriand their children was $2,147 the 7 year follow-up
. ,

f



sirsd,at ig ye o ow-up it had increased to $2,919, a meager

esfaryfrOirywhiclote provide the resources for a family with an
t.
'25,5hildren.':The em oyment history showed that,

ther,e1 young-wopien rked slightly less than 20%

ring the 12 year period, or an average of about 29

Inorlasedfertility (47% repeat pregnancies within 1 year and

'3 years), in terms of both live births and fetal deaths

omplicated the picture for the young mothers, resulting

;further laxing..:if already seriously, limited resources, even though
. Ic funds through medical assistance provided coverage for medical4.

ii .,It seems likely that having responsibility for rearing a child,

''111 tve§uently without the help of a husband or father, particularly when
4c , ..4!"-' 4';' 1.9

rd in education and material resources, posed a serious burden

Ayhich put severe limitations on the educational and employment
'
attainments of these 4.tng women. These problems were compounded

t, A by the birth of additional children soon after the first, further taxing

their resources and ability to cope. An investigation carried out when

their study children were 8 years old showed that 70% of these women

knew contraception was possible but lacked the basic information needed

to t ontrol their fertility and to instruct their children about human

reproduction.

0
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It is important to inwhasize that these differences between the

adolescent mothers and those, in an Oldeeand more favorable age t Yt

range are based on grouped data and that considerable diverdity in
. .

outcome actually exists within both the adolescent and control gro$.
-

s..

Some adolescent mothers were able<rto complete their education,pp

develop stable family environments and raise successful children.

(3) Current experience in The Johns Hopkins Center, with a

large number of pregnant adolescents and their children strongly

suggests that intervention designedto prevent or minimize the mix

of biological and environmental problems which relate to adverse

outcomes can be highly effective.

(a) Good prenatal care can reduce risks of perinatal death,

low birth weight 4,nd central nervous system injury;

(b) Supportive psycho - social and educational services during

pregnancy, and the hospital stay, can help the young mother delivery

a healthy baby and prepare for parenthood;

(c) An ongoing follow-up program can help the young family

establish astable environment for child rearing. Ongoing birth control

services, education and supplies can effectively reduce early repeat

pregnancy .(in our progra,m to 5% within 12 months, 11% within,1
41`

months after the birth of the. first child). Individual psycho-social.

S tj
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screening and where needed diagnosis can help.young mothers re-enter

school or obtain placement In work study programs (87% are back in
es

school after delivery) leading to regular einployrnento Information

about parenting, child development, nutrition, drugs, alcohol, etc.

can result in improved adolescent and child health reduce the

risk of child tibuse and neglect.

Furtherm -re, present ongoing research, sponsored by the

Office of Child Devel Opment, indicates that urban adblescents have,

in general, little accurate information about reproduction, contraception,
t

ct}il d development and parenting. "While difficult to measure, the

intedgention to supply needed information are not only effective
-et r

withthe adolescent mother, but have a ripple effect extending beyond

theadolescent :served, providing primaky 'prevention for her siblings

and friends', who like herself are vulnerable to adolescent pregnancy

and its consequences.

The Johns Hopkins program has several unusual features:

(a) fathers are inclucietl,in the educational program both prenatally

and in the Follow-Vp'ivhere special group discussions on family

planning, drugs, child care and other topics are discussed; (b) there

are unusually clpse working relationships with other community agencies

including the Baltimore City Departments of Social Services, Education,

Health, Recreation, Manpower, Job Corps and pYivate agencies such
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au FlorencevCrittenton. Members of the Center staff serve on --

advisory committees or boards of these 'organizations and provide

consultant services helping to develop pcilicy in the area of adolescent.

needs; (c) the young mothers in the group educational sessions are

encouraged to help each other; (d) the follow-up period has been

extended to 3 Years so that support may be available where needed

until the child can be entered in Head Start or 'some other community

program for three year olds.

In Surrilmar

The problems stemming from pregnancy in adolescent women

are a serious problem. They stem from the physical and.psycho-
- r.

social immaturity which, in many instances, lead to complications

of pregnancy and fetal damage on The one hand and to a less than

adequatr family' environment in which in nurture children on the

other. Our program strongly suggests that intervention is effective:

(1) in preventing or mitiga4ng many of the problems; (2) in helpings
r

the adolescent mother to delay future pregnancies, complete her

education and to become a contributing member of society..
Finally, why not put all the emphasis on preventing that tfir

adolescent pregnancy? Obviously that is the ideal solution. 'However,
I

in my experience, it will be many years before we can attain that goal.
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Family planning programs, where available, have had can.siderable

success with the 18 and 19 year olds. They have, in general, failed
d.the adolescents. Furthermore,`"theris, is no ideal contraceptive for

these young people. Effective educational programs stressing family

living, values clarification and personal responsibility, child develop-

ment, parenting and health are desperately nieded for all adolescents,

boys and girls, innovative after school programs utilizing the abundant

energies of ioa 4 escents are needed as alternative activities. To deal

with the urgent current problems of unwanted pregnancy, leadership

in mobilizing community resources is a must. This is where the

Administration's Initiative can be vitally important in focusing

4 attention and leading the way.

A

I

sp

fic

Janet B. Hardy. M.D.
Professor of Pediatrics
Co-Director, Center for

Teenage Mothers and
Their Children

J
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on S. 2910

(The Adolescent Health, Services, and

4egnency Prevention ,and Care Act' of 1978)

-° June 14, 108'
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United Mental Hedlth, Inc..
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Mr..Chainssq, And members of the Senate Health and Scientific Research

Subcommittee.

Armies is Ruth Drescher, and le here today as representative of the .

Committee for s'Multi -Service Cantdr for Pregnant School -Age Girls in Allegheny

County, Pennsylvania and I as eeploped by United Mental Health, Inc. The Urban

Loftus of Pittsburgh and United Mental Health (both Allegheny County UnitedWay

agencies) created this committee somstwo years ago in an attempt to address

the needs of pregnant girls with the primary fora" on -preventing the disruption,

of ;heir schooling And to insure that.services be provided for girls who are

uentally'or physically handicapphd. I would like to preface mitranariN by thank-
, e

ing yot for the opportunity to testify today.

As coalition of some twenty organizations, we would like at Abe outset, ,

to offer our suppoit for S. 2910', The Adolescent Health, Services, and

Pregnancy Preirention and Cars Act of 1978," in that it !ells foi a national

comdtment to provide care not only for girls who become pregnant before thext

are ready to assume the responsibilities of parenthood, but to their babies,

who, without the help end support of soAelAtegislatioa,will become ;high risk

umbers of-the next generation.' We'vill not reiterate the neidNor this bill

since Sepator Kennedy so ably Substantiated its necessity at the time he intro-
.:.

duced this legislation.

' To keep our teitimeny brief, we will:

'1.' Highlight, the portions ofthe bill whioh we think: are especially sound;'
2. Ibint'qut "ream where we find weaknesses, and offer recommendation'

for change: ' -

3. Call to your latenpion a basic concern.

V
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-7.-We npOlamd year recognition
of the'need for pleglaieg proem's. Many

commumitise.reubtedlyoffer 1 variety of
scatteredervices, which* young

s

.,

Pregnant girl he unaware of,or -lack
the anew on resources to seek out... .

. .

The eniabliebment'of
sine's-seta centers and outreach

networke will bring these

ti

U

asivicts within the reach of those who so'desparately need them.

:
4

-:-:$1,4.4(trongly emvott Sec.. 102 (c)
in which the bill states that there shall

. . .

i44ne thecae eligibility requireesees.
While we tind M link pregnancy with.

.

low=iecoma girls, vs find that pregnancy among
middle-clese acbool-age girls

fulaboan
c"the !peruse as vallYand wabelieve that all pregnant little must

biro semis, .the programs
whiub vill grow out of this legislation.

ImIkl
'A

. 4

'

;'
-- Sec.. 104, which outlines the requirmbents for grant epprovel,,appears"mi

incorporate all. the 'necessary
Samna fon,a4kogram for

pregnant girls. May

re suggest,
that the wording of (3) (8) be changed from

"mental

counteling"',-te0Mentel health Manualing"7 We strongly support the inclusion

of (8)'.(P) which
sAtrs for educational

bet-vices, in light of our knowledge that

. Many preeiani.girle become school dropouts. ":

-7,44.4 are pleased to eel ttatxthe Dili.provides
for the possibility of die-

trationary.velver la'section
102 (e)libich deals with the

stipulation that poly

Stifsttaut.of grants 'may be used for cost of services,
end Sectidh 103 (c) (3) f.

0
.whers the SeCretery,mey

valve the limitation's that tbe
grant'IsaY not cover more

70-percent of the cost of a Oroject in itefirst and second years.

.We woultflifis to offer thee. specific suggestions
for change, and additional
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In Sec. 2 (Findings and Purposes) (a) (3) may we suggest that among the

risks which you 'point to, you include the higher risk of Child abuse and negfect.

since the young Immature parent (mother or.father) Is likely to match the profile

of a potentially abusive parent?

A

Sec. 102 (a) (6) provides for training, but excludes the possibility of

using training institutions and consultants.. While we agree that the grantee

should be encouraged to develop training programs to serve professionals in

the community, we feel that the expertise of institutions and consultants should

not be absolutely preiluded. This provision in the bill might conceivably lead

to the "re-invention of the wheel " syndrome.

--- Among the requirements for grant approval (Sec. 104); item (13).elefor

.7a description of the grantee's capacity to sustain funding as federal funds

are phased down and out." We recognize the rationale for this reqpirement, but

we ask that you reconsider this stipulation on the grounds that the amount of ,

energy and effort needed to satisfy that requirement will necessarily detract

from the development of the initial program. We would ask that this kind of

evidence be required in the second or third year of the grant,'vather than in

the first,

--- Sec. 102 (e) specifies that only,50 percent of the grant may be used for

services. We are pleased that the possibility of the waiver exists,' but would

respectfully ask that the drafters of the bill specify what the other 50 percent

may be used for. If the answer is. as one might assume, that the other 50 per-

cent is to be used for coordination and linkage, we would suggest that there

might be many cases in which that might be an appropriate proportion of the

grant, but in any other cases, where many new services need to be developed,

I (4

35-454 0 - 75 - 13
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far lees tgan belt of the grant mould
be.retluiredor Coordination, and perhaps

a more realistic
requirement would be tHet at least 25 percent belimed for

purposes of linkage, end 75 percent for services.

186
O

Sec. 103 (c) (2)
estoblisheitAk 70/30 formula for the

initial gel, of the

'4

grant. We would call your attention tp the difficultly which.many agencies

might imam:Inter in securing the
remaining 30 percent of the budget, In light

of the face that interstate highway
construction is reimbursed on 90/10

formula, and Pennsylvania, for
example, has a hard time coming up with the

necessary 10 percent, ve-can
imagine how tough it will be to come up with

30 percent to fund program for pregnant girls. We trust'you will Agree that

the moil -being of the next
generation is at least as important as interstate

highwers. Di recommend, therefore, that this
bill carry a 90/10 formula for

-the first year of the grant. If there are no spelled-out
specifications in the

bill as to where the matching
funds are to come from, we fear

that those who

sailnister the allocation of grants may
be more restrictive than you, the

legislators, -may have'intended.
Therefore, we would urge you to include in

this section the proviso that other
federal funds may be used for the match.

Our lest reeommendotfoo,but one of great
concern to us, for changes in

and addition, to the bill is that section be introducled wHich will give

priority to programs that specifically
address the needs of pregnant girls vhp

are mentally or physically handicapped.

a
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. Finally, gentlemen let is turn to the basic concern to which we
?-

Alluded at thebeginniMg of this testimony, which Is that of program and

service needs for the girl who is already pregnant. These needs are so

' massive and complex that as are convinced that the entire $60 million which

hie been identtfred in this bill should be available for this population so

obviously In the greatest Wad.

-On behalf of the Cmmaittee for a Multi-Service Center for PregnanR.Dchool-

Age Cirls in Allegheny aplenty, I would like to thank you again for the opportunity

of offering oar testimony today in regard to this critically important piece

of legislation. I will be happy.to answer any questions you may have.

RD/dh
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Committee for a Multi- Service Center

for Pregnant School-Age Girls

in Allegheny County

-
FACT SHRIT

Agencies represented on COMM/CUM:

Unitedliental Health,
ArbeaLLeague of Pittsburgh, Inc.
PennailveniaSssociation fot Retirded

Citizens - Allegheny

Allegbiny Children and Youth Services Council

Allegheny County. Health.TYperiment

Women in the Urban Crisis
Natersal and Infant Cars Project

"Craduete School of Public
Health, University of Pittsburgh

":Yomigilmsen's Christian Association
Allegheny Conference on Conmunity Development

Catholic Social Services
PTA (State Health Committee)
Plagbiid Parenthood Center
Senator Richard Schweiker's Office

Congressman Douglas Wehlgran's Office

Pennsylvania House.SPeaker E. LeRoy Irvis' Office

PittaburgWFree Clinic
AlletpummTeXermediate Unit
Reproductive CoUnseling Tnatitutc.s

Hationallfouodation - March of Dimes

Live Births to
School-Age-Girls Age 17 and Younger in Allegheny County, 1976

Total County m,810,

Within Pittsburgh
City Limits - 420

Remainder of County
(46-school.districts) - 390

Hothers under 15 years of age - 39:

Approximately 290 girls are enrolled in Pittsburgh's
existing facility for

pregnant school -ago girls

Social Implicationa
(According to testimony given by Eunice Kennedy Shriver):

Approximately 14 peicent of pregnant teenagers attempt suicide

Approximately 60 percent of pregnant teenagers
receive public assistance

Approximately 75 percent of pregnant teenagers
drop but of school if

no spdcial program hi provided.

,'According"to the Delayers Adolescent
Program, ". . .

the cost to the public

gor supporting the average
teenage girl who

became' pregnant before age

20 and drops out of school is $100,000 during her lifetime."

e

June 1978

dh
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Testimony before the Senate Committee on Human Resources - 6/14/78

Mr. 'Chairman, for the purposes of this presentation, I have assumed

that,the listener possesses a level of expertise which makes him

ob4bizant of the scope of the physical, psychological and social

consequences of'teenage pregnancy and supportive of efforts to modify them.

I shall address myself to a delineation of thdse modifiers and their

implementation.

In its simplest form, the problem of the pregnant teenager is

biphasic:

a) Care of the pregnant adolescent female and her sexual partner,

and methods to make,that care more accessible and responsive

to, their needs. This osition obviously necessitates an

understanding of adolescent psychosocial development and an

empathic attitude,

b) Prevention of future unwanted pregnancies..

At the New Jersey Medical School, we provide obstetrical services
ti

to adolescents in separate-facilities which are staffed with personnel

who have developed an approach to the teenager which is based on an

awareness of her psychosocial and developmental stage; thus, encouraging

utilization of services 4nd compliance witNitherapeutIc regimens. A

major effort is made to counteract the deleterious social consequences

by engaging both the prospective teenage mother and father in .

counseling programs which focus on parenting skills and the diAtomy

between the romance of pregnancy and the reOities of child rearing.

We recognize. however, that no matter how diligent our efforts,

we are often prevented froM a totally satisfactory outcome by our inability

to impact upon the continued education of the pregnant adolescent. Too
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often school systems
actively or passively encourage

the pregnant

adolescent to leave school by failing
tiflprovide a curriculum which will

comply with' the physical and'psychosocial demands
of pregnancy.

wn
Additionally, after

childbirth,'day tare services
need to be provided to

allow school attendance.
The teenage father who

often drops out of

schoolato support his child must also be educated.
Now that we have

developed methods of physical'-and
social care for the teenage

mother and

father, we must focus on a method which
allow them to complete their

education and. provide a
means of future

support forthemselves and their

child.

Pragmatically, our well meaning intentions are
doomed to failure as

long as we continue to put
greater emphasis on the care of the pregnant

teenager than
the'prevehtion of the pregnancy.

When we become aware of

the escalating rate
of sexual activity among

teenagers and the decreasing

age of sexual
maturation, it quickly

becomes clear that any legislature

efforts which would not
emphasize,pregnancy.prevention would

be

misappropriation of resources.

Our experience in New Jersey has highlighted
three areas of concern:

a) The greatest obstacle we
face in adolescent

pregnancy prevention

is education.
The mind of the 12 or

14 year old that we

attempt to counsel is
often so replete with

sexual myths and

misconceptions that our task is sometimes insurmountable.
The

inculcation of accurate
information at an early age would

facilitate acceptance and
utilization of preventive methods

during adolescence.

Next to the home, school
provides the best source for this type

of education.
Unfortunately, the programs

that have been devised

a

J

f
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thus far, start too late, are taught by persons who are poorly

equipped attitudinally. and focus on reproduction and venereal

disease - often completely ignoring birth control.

We have advocated that courses in Family Living be designed to

include a broad range f interpersonal relationships. This

curriculum should be tafight by teachers who are specially trained

..,and begin in th grades.

b) pcperience again and again points out the greater success of

services which are designed specifically for adolescents. Along

these lines, family planning programs whieh have an adolescent

focus attract more teenagers and experience better compliance'

rates. The adult model which briefly explains the contraceptive

method and then requires that the patient return infrequently

for follow-up visits does not work with a teenager who often

requires repeated explanation and frequent reassessment of the

appropriateness and utilization df a birth control method.

c) Finally, pregnancy and its consequences represents the greatest

hazard to the physical, sochl and psychological health of

adolescents in the United'States today. It must, therefore, be

given a prominent position in the comprehensive health care of

.every teenager regardless of their degree of sexual activity.

Robert L. Johnson, M.D.
Assist. Professor of Pediatrics
Director, Adolescent Medicine
New Jersey Medial School
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Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much for your appearance, and

we will recess until 1 o'clock, and then Senator Riegle will chair the

hearing.
S[Short recess.]

enator RIEGLE [presiding]. The .committee will come to order,

please, and let me invite those that are standing to find seats, if they

can. Let us begin with panel No. IV. I would like to invite them to

come forward.
Faye Wattleton, president, Planned Parenthood Federation of

; America and Ms. Les'ie Tarr Laurie,member, board of-directors, Na-

tional Family Planning Fprum; and executive director, The Family

Planning Council of West'el-Massachusetts, Inc.
I am delighted to haveq*h of you here, and we appreciate your

patience today.
As you know, the various members of the committee are having to

travel back and forth between various other committee meetings and

assignments, and so I appreciate your patience in wailing for us.

Have you detided who is to go first?

STATEMENT OF FAYE WATTLETON, PRESIDENT, PLANNED PAR-

ENTHOOD FEDERATION OF AMERICA; AND MS. LESLIE TARN

LAURIE, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, NATIONAL . FAMILY

PLANNING FORUM AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE FAMILY

PLANNING ,'COUNCIL OF WESTERN
MASSACHUSETTS, INC., A

PANEL

Ms. WATTLETON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am

Faye Wattleton, president of the Planned Parenthood Federation of

America. Planned Parenthood, established more than 60 years ago, is

the Nation's oldest and largest voluntary family planning advocacy

t, and service organization, which in 1977 provided educational and

medical services to more than 1 million people at some 766 clinic

facilities.
11'. I appreciate your invitation to be with you today to express Planned'

Parenthood's views on S. 2910, the administration's- proposed "Adoles-

cent Health, Services, and NWeg,nancy Prevention and Care Act of

1978."
At the outset, Mr. Chairman, I want to express Planned Parent-

hood's strong support for a nationwide, targeted initiative designed to

confront and deal, on a comprehensive basis, with the serious and grow-.

ing problem of adolescent pregnancy and childbearing in the United

States.
I will not go into all of the statistics, because you have certainly

heard them in terms of the parameters of the problem. However, the
failure thus far of our society to deal with these problems in a meaning-

ful waythe failure, indeed, even to recognize and to acknowledge the

existence of these problems until very recently--is part of our failure

as a Tociety to deal, on a realistic public pdlicy basis, with the mpst

elemental realities of human sexuality.
For too long we have preferred to ignore what is happening, or to

long for a returnto the old days whensome saysuch things did

C I
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not happen. And, for too lohg we have continued to pretend that such
things do not happen to:tood" girls from "good" families.

Evenhow, I fear, such a delusion exists among much of our citizenry'
and its elected leadership, but the data clearly should disabuse .us of
such notions. Adolescent sexual activity, unwanted adolescent preg-
nancy, adolescent abortion, and adolescent childbearing are phenom-
ena which occur without discrimination on the basis of -race, religion,
economic status, or geographical location. These are nationwide prob-
lems, which have the potential to affpct all of our children, and our
public solutions must reflect that fact. -

While it is legitimate that programs of Government aid be geared
primarily to.the needs of the poor, becaffse it is they who can cope least
well with the impact of these phenomena, we must recognize that some
components of a comprehensive prograth in the area of teenage preg-
nancy, such as sex education and other preventive-services, must be
available to all our young people.

But we must never, in any way, imply, through rhetoric or policy
decisions, that it is only the poor who are affected by early sexual
activity and its consequences. To do so is only to deny the truth.

Planned Parenthood believe that a truly comprehensive *gram
of 'reproductive health and social services ior teenagers must 'encom-
pass the following three elements:

Preventive services, including support for the role of parents in the
education of-their own children, but emphasizing the provision to all
young people of basic education, honestly presented, on sexuality, preg-
nancy, and reproduction, fertility control and the responsibilities of
parenthood and family life, as well as the provisions of preventive
fertility control services io sexually active teenagers who wish to. avoid
pregnancy ;

P.arly pregnancy d. etection services and education related thereto,
accompanied by sensitive and balanced coti'nseling designed to insure
the exercise of free and informed choice by pregnant teenagers with
respect to the outcome of their pregnancies; and

The provision of comprehensive health, education, and social serv-
ices to those pregnant teenagers who wish to carry their pregnancies to
term, and to young parents and their babies.

In addition, the development, of safer, more effective and more ac-
ceptable means of contraception, which would be of betiefit to all our
citizens, must be, viewed as having particular importance in meeting
the. needs of the adolescent population.

In this regard, we commend the administration for recognizing the
necessity for expanding these research efforts,in thig year's budget re-
quest, and urge that it be seen as only the first step toward a genuine
and long-term national commitment to the creation of a new generation
of safer and more acceptable means of birth control.

Planned Parenthood reaffirms its belief that prevention is the most
effective, the most humane, and, in fact, the most desirable way to deal
with the epidemic levels of unwanted teem e pregnancy in the.United
States, as indeed it is with all unwanted pre ancies.

We pledge 'cur cooperation to all persons and institutions which Share
our concern with the'current incidence of such pregnancies, with the
number and consequences of unwantedobirths, or alternatively, with
the number of abortions.
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In thii context, we commend the administration for attempting to
heighten the awareness of this Nation in regard to these problems. At.

the same time, we regret that in its budget request earlier this year, it,

paid only scant attention to the preventive components of a compre-

hensive approach to respond to them adequately. In sharp and wel-

come contrast has been the leadership of Congress, especially the

House Committee. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and the Senato,t.'s'

Committee on Human Resources.
We must call attention to "the fact that this administatiOn has

failed, as past administrations have also failed, to develop. and plopose

a truly comprehensive program to meet the urgent need of youzig peo-

ple for information and education related to sexuality, reproduction; .

parenthood, and family life.
Under the impetus of Congress, education in these subjects has been

routinely conducted in Title X programs for some time. 13{ .we.

this committee for acting this year to expand tilde efforts
through the authorization of community-based education programs

as part of the Title X renewal legislation. We hope that the Senate

will work diligently in conference to refain this important provision.

We believe such programswhich will have the lot:al ifiktyport and

input necessary to gain acceptance in their communitle4will be an

effective beginning to the implementation of truly comprehensive and

meaningful sex education programs for all our young people.
We hope that, in time, the administration and Congress will finally

recognize that continued ignorance is the cause of,..not the answer to,

so-called irresponsible behavior on the..part of 'feenagers, and will

put its full weight behind such a program.
Despite the best preventive programs, unwanted pregnancies will

continue., as they will among adults, to occur among our young people.

In most cases, they occur either because adolescents have not. had access

to contraceptive education and services, or because there is no method

of.contraception well suited to the needs of young people, and they con-

sequently either fait to use any method' at all, make mistakes in the

method they use.
Whether a pregnancy is planned or accidental, however, and what-

ever its intended outcome, early detection and considered deeision-

making are essential for reducing health and soda! risks. Theefne,

we believe organized- and adequately financed efforts tire necessary,

first, to inform young people,abour the early symptoms of pre.gnancy;

second, to mak.reliable pregnancy testing s4viks readily lurcessible;

and, third, to offer adequate pregnancy counseling. Parent het ivally,

would like to recall, earlier testimony where it indicated that one of

the young' ladies had gone to 8 months before her pregnancy was

detected,
In spite Olitsoverly ambitious and misleading title, S. .2910 clearly

is directed teetard.the need of young persons who are parents, or are

about to become ittrerits. Planned Parenthood endorses the spirit. and

ultimate goidS of such legislation.
We fully recognize that there is an urgent need, one which has been

ignored for.far'too long, for supportive. services of all. kinds to help

teenagers who become parer-its, through a difficult time which may

, shape their life chances, And that of their ehildren, in many fundiunen-
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tat and generally adverse ways. For school-age mothers, adequate pre-
natal, obstetrical care, is essential, as is adequate medical care for their
infants. For both teenage parents, but again, particularly for the
young motier, education and services to help prevent or postpone sub:
sequent pregnancies, as well as assistance in continuing and completing
schooling, is an urgent need. So is infant day care. In most cases, sup-
portive services are needed not only as an emergency measure, but for
months, And often several years, particularly so in the case of very
young teenage parents. .

Given the magnitude and complexity of the need, we are deeply dis-
aPpointed by the proposed legislation, which we believe was based on
several faulty premises. Our comments are intended to be constructive,
howeveraimed toward the speedy adoption of legislation truly capa-,
ble of making* a sound beginning toward meeting the basic needs of
pregnant aclplescents and young parents.

The first premise is that most of the needed .services are available
in adequate quantity, quality, and comprehensiveness, at the local com-
munity level, a premise clearly not substantiated by available research
and experience.

By reserving half of the funds authorized by tke prOposed legisla-
tion-for coordination and linkages, the main task apparently is defined
as making better use of resources which are either inadequate or non-
existent, rather than developing new and more -adequate services.
Even so, the manner in which these diverse Services are to be linked
or coordinated is not adequately set forth in the legislation.

A second premise of the legislation is that the scope of services to
be authorized would be intentionally broad and vague. While recog-
nizing that communities differ in their needs, or in the extent to which
they have already been able to develop .special programs for pregnant
teenagers and parents, we must also recognize that individuals within
this specific target population have basically the same needs wherever
they live. We must clearly define those-ne9ds before we set out to meet
them. Ana, in our view, there should be a recognized goal for each
of the services provided.

We fear that the lack of specificity in S. 2910 may result in progra.ms
which are virtually impossible to evaluate, and activities which cannot
be made accountable. Indeed, our experience of more than a decade
with federally supported organized family planning program has
taught us that a meaningful initiative aimed toward a specific popula-
tion or problem should be carefully targeted, have spec* goals, ant

ffisufficient direction to the administrative department wilich will be,
implementing those goals built into the legislation.

S. 2910 is clearly inadequate in this regard, as its overly broad title
demonstrates. Planned parenthood strongly supports a program of
comprehensive supportive serviceq for pregnant teenagers, teen par-
ents, and their babies.-

We cannot, however, endorse legislation which sets virtually no spe-
cific program requirements, which has no built-in evaluation mecha-
nism, and which fails even to assign priorities among the sundry serv-
ices which may bebut are not even mandated to be offered.

Lastly, given the magnitude and complexity of the problemand
the inherently high price tag -of the services which will truly help
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these young people, such as day carethe legislation authorizes such

a limited amount of fulids that it is doubtful if more than a minute

fraction perhaps only 5 percent-9f the jipproximately 600,000 preg-

nant girls-who give birth each year could receive the health and social

services they desperately need. -

If'imavoidable budget constraints restrict the funds available, it is

even more imperative that we define clearly and narrowly the goals of

the program, the size and nature of the caseload to be assisted, the

core services to be provided, and the specific ways in which other pro-

grams, such as maternity aid infant care programs, are to be utilized.

And we propose that all of these approaches be utilized.

At the same time, we should be willing to make a long-term com-

mitment to the provision of these services; and to the extent that this

commitment is not made in 6. 2910, it is both dishonest and potentially

self-defeating to promise far more than what can be delivered.
I would say that the issue of teenage pregnancy is one of the most

'difficult and far reaching that face us. There is much that we do not

understand, or know, yet we clearly must_ make a long-term commit-

ment.
In conclusion. we support and urge the adoption by Congress of a

comprehensive health and social services program directed toward

the diverse fertility-related needs of adolescents. This would include,

first, the enactment this year of the renewal of the Title X legislation

at the expanded levels recommended by its relevant committees, which

would permit a substantial increase in the availability of preventive

family planning services for teenagers, and an expansion of comple-

mentary educational progwems.
Second, careful consideration and adoption by Congress of a mean-

ingful, well-defined program, with specific goals and administrative
mechanisms, to meet the needs of those teenagers who decide to become

parents following a planned or unplanned pregnancya program in

which, among the core services provided, special attention would be

given to contraceptive services to prevent subsequent unwanted preg-

nancies.
And thir'd, expansion of early pregnancy detection education and

services programs, and the initiation by Congress and the administra-

tion of a deliberate assessment of the kinds of balanced counseling

services which would enable adolescents to act knowledgeable and re-

sponsibly, in their best interests and those of society.
You may be assured of OUT continued interest and cooperation in

this endeavor.
Thank you.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much.
We have some questions that we want to submit for the record be-

cause we are going to be limited in time today, and I want to be sure

that the remaining witnesses all'have the chance to make their state-

ment.
So, Ms. Laurie, let me suggest to you, and if I may, let me at the

same time say to the remaining three witnesses-who will be appearing

on the next panel, that I would appreciate it if you could try to sum-
marize your comments, maybe within a 5-minute period, give'or take

a bit. That way there will be enough time for everyone to appear.
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Ms. LAURIE. Eine. And I appreciate how long people have been pa-
tient in dealing with this issue.

Senator RIEGEL. I do as well. And I.again thank everyone for that,
because it has been difficult today with all of the things going on with
respect to our labor law refortntill on the floor, which happens to be
an itenr thatiComes out of this committee. Virtually all of the members
of the committee hiive, an obligation to be involved in that on the Sen-
ate floor today. So that is why you see us coming and going. We ar-
ranged to do both things at once.

Let us hear from you now.
Ms. LAURIE. I am Leslie Tarr Laurie, and I am pleasecho have an

opportunity to be.hers today. I am representing the National-Family
Planning Forum, which is an -organization, a nonprofit corporation,
whose membership includes over 400 agencies, organizations, and in-
dividual consumers;eoncerned about the delivery of family planning
services in this country.

I also am executive director- of the Family Planning Council of
Western Massachusetts, andlo I can also give the perspective of a di-
rect provider of care.

I think Faye Wattleton has summarized some of the major con
cerns that those of us who are involved in family planning have about
this .proposed bill. There are a number of brief points that, I would
like to make.

Most significant in looking at, this legislation is the issue of coordi-
nation service,. I was saddened to see a significant proportion of the
dollars that were going to be allocated under this bill were going to
be spent on coordinating existing services. I think that there is a myth
that must have stimulated such an idea. and that. is that such services
actually exist. In rural area's, the idea that even comprehensive family
planning services exist is not, even accurate. So the idea that such an
array of services as proposed in this bill exist -at one location seems
also not accurate.

It would seem to make much more sense for a more substantial por-
tion of the dollars to be sport on the initiating of existing services.
And I would hope then that at least. half, or more than half, of the
money would be spent in that way.

Also what I would like to do is io.t to read cvne brief section which
speaks about the issue of nonjudgmental counseling and education. As
a result of the limited time allot ed, I will just summarize.

Part of the concern that the National Family Planning Forum has
and family planning programs across the country is that when serv-
icerahre provided which are of a sensitive nature in terms of values that
the people bring to those services, it is essential that all options be
made available to an individual and that we, who are the providers of
service, do not eliminate any options for people who seek care.

Especially when we are dealing with the very sensitive area of preg-
nancies and potential pregnancies, it is particularly important fof
adolescents that all options be made available. I think any adolescent
who is confronted with an unwanted pregnancy, should have all op-
tions made available to deal with this serious problem, including prob-
lem pregnancy counseling and abortion referrals.
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I think any adolescent, or anyone in society, who is confronted with

a pregnancy, should have the full array of services made available to

her. And I do not feel that under the framework of this bill that the

issue of nonjudgemental counseling is explicitly spoken to as I think

;t need be.
Then, lastly, I think it is important for the committee to recogni7i

that Title X programs do provide very extensive community based

eduCation. There has been a history of a number of years and experi-

encein local communities providing a full array of services relating

to issues of human sexuality and fertility, including anatomy and

physiology.
It would be unfortunate if this bill is looking to duplicate-services

that a& already provided. Rather what we need to do with this legis-

lation is to think about initiating new and important services to begin

to grapple with this important ,problem of teen pregnancy.
Senator RIEGLE. I thank you very much for your summary and com-

ments, and we will make your full statement part of the record.

Let me thank both of you for your appearance and patience. I will

bring your points to the other me7mbers of the committee and the

staffs, and we will weigh them carefully.
Thank you both very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Laurie follows 1J
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Leslie Tarr Lauri and I am pleased to have an opportunity

to testify regarding 5-2910, the "Adolescent Health, Services, and Pregnancy

Prevention and Care Act of 1978." I am here today representing the Board

of Directors of the National Family Planning Forum, Inc., of which I am a

member. The Forum is a private non-profit corporation of national scope

with a membership of more than 900 agencies. organization, and consumers

dedicated to improving the delivery and availability of family planning services

in the United States. In addition, I serve as the Executive Director of the
J

Family Planning Council of Western MaOachusetts, a non-profit organization

which provides' comprehenkive
family planning health care in thatregion.

Let me begin by emphasizing that the National Family Planning Forum

has long been concerned with the problem of adolescent pregnancy on a national

level. We appreciate the fact that through this legislation and these hearings

this long-standing and distressing issue is at least being seriously addressed

on a federal level. The Forum strongly supports the need for the expansion

of medical and support services to pregnant teenagers throughout the nation

as well as the need for increased preventive measures for teenagers such as

family planning and sex education.

As we are especially concerned with family planning, we believe that a

national focus of any legislation attempting to address the problem sh6uld be

directed at the prevention of
adolescen\pregnancies, and prevention of subse-

quent unwanted pregnancies by teenagers. Already, an estimated 600, 000 pre-

marital teen pregnancies are avoided annually through the use of contraceptives.

However, it has also been estimated that an additidhal 313,000 unwanted teen-

age pregnancies occur each year as a result of the inconsistent use and unavail-

ability of contraceptives. We have no doubt that this staggering number could

be substantially reduced if preventive services for teenagers were increased.

I
V

4
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The services that would be mandated by S-2910 are laudable as a first

step in confronting the critical problem of teenage pregnancies. However, we
"do have some specific comments and concerns as to how the objective of expanded

medical, support'and preventive services would be achieved through the enact-

ment of S-2910 in its present form.

The proposed legislation suggests the mobilization and coordination of

existing national, regional, state and local resources to achieve a significant

impact on the incidence of adolescent pregnancies nationally. The Forum agrees

that better coordination of existing services is nectssary if imprOved results are

to be achieved. Yet, it's apparent that improved coordination of existing services,

in itself, is not the solution..

The bill appears to presume that adequate existing resources currently,

are meeting the problem. In fact, this is not the case and at present, services

available for the teenager are inadequate, in rural areas, the ltck of services

is especially acute, where the percentage of teens in need of services is at

least 20 percent greater than the percentage of those serveth. Therefore, we

recommend that 75 percent rather than 50 percent of progralk funds in S-2910

be designated for the initiation of new services, i.e., medical, support, preventive

services, and for the expansion of existing services. The emphasis of the bill

should be placed upon services--it's vital that the legislation reach beyond the

limited 'services that now exist for teenagers.

The Forum is also concerned that the educational and counseling components

as provided for teens in S -2920 be of a non-judgmental nature with adequate

emphasis on prevention, options, and support services, e.g., day care. We
do no: feel it is.appropriate for federally funded programs to impose moral

positions on recipient&of.services. If non-judgmental counseling is not avail-

able, the effectiveness of a nationally coordinated effort to alleviate the crisis

of teenage pregnancies would be crippled.

9
35-454 0 - 79 - 14
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In'order to adequately address the enormous and complex problem-of

teenage pregnancies - estimated at 1 million young women in the United States

. .
each year certiiinly more funds than those requested in 5-2910 need to be

committed. We dorecognize there are limited resources available, however;

' consequently, we recommend that additional monies be allocated in each succes-

sive year of the program. We suggest that the initial authorization of $60 million

be followed by .authorizatforr of $90 million Arid $120 million in the second and

third years of the program tespectively. In addition, we support the extension

of the program over.a three-year period - -a shorter time fralne would clearly

be insufficient in tackling such a massive problem with any real results. .

.

There is a need for a bill like 5-2910. If these recommendations are

adopted, we can ensure a serious and
comprehensive effort to cope with the

problem and if the constructive changes in, content offered in the testimony

here today are incorporated, a great step toward alleviating the problem of

teenage pregancies in our nation will have been taken.

.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.

O
f
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Senator RIEGLE. Let' me now call, if 'I ma,7 our last`three witnesses
fin. the day, Dr: Wendy Baldwin, Dr. Kristin A. Moore, and Ms.
J'aenet Forbush.

Do you have apreference as to who goes first? ,
STATEMENT OF WENDY H.-BALDWIN, Ph. D., SOCIAL DEMOGRA-

PHER, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT:NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF AEALZH; KRISTIN A.
MOORE, Ph. D., RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, URBAN INSTITUTE, WASH-
INGTON, D.C.; AND JANET BELL FORBUSH, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, NATIONAL ALLIANCE CONCERNED WITH SCHOOL-AGE
'PARENTS, A PANEL

Dr. Btamwm..It might be helpful if I went first?.
SenatorRrEoLE. If you would identify yourself ftor the record and

to the extent that you can summarize, we will make your entire state-
ments, part of the record.

Dr. BALDWIN. I am Dr. Wendy H. Baldwin, Social Derhographer,
Center for Population Research, NICHD,

Senator RIEGLE. Let me ask you to pull that microphone a little
closer to you so that everyone can hear. We have a most interested
part of your constituency .aere, both in person and by camera.

Dr. BALDWIN. I am going to summarize my testimony on trends and
make some speculations about the future magnitude of this problem.

Itt present the birth rate of teenagers is declining over the levels
we saw in 1960. This does not mean, however, that the number of
births is declining at the same rate. In 1976 we had approximately
571,000 births by women under the age of 20. This was only 6 percent
lower than what we saw in 1961 when the birth rate was substantially
higher.

The reason we have this phenomenon is that the post World War II
babies are now passing through the adolescent years. Our population
of adolescents has greatly increased, so that even the declining birth
rates mean high number of births to adolescents. Now, as other wit-
nesses will testify, the effects of an early birth are in most cases, more
seVere the younger the mother. Consequently, I will look at specifically
girls who are mothers under the age of 18.

While we had fewer births in the 1976 than we had in 1961, we ac-
tually had more births by women under the age of 18. In 1961, there
were 185,000. 1976, we say 227,000. If we look at out -of- wedlock births,
the births. that are most likely to involve societal support or help, we
again see that whereas the number of births in 1976 was lower than
the number-in 1961, the number of out-of-wedlock births was higher.
When we look at the girls under the age of 18, we see that the women
under 18 had 50,000 out-of-wedlock births in 1961, and 128,000 in
1976.

Senator RIEGLE. So it is more than
to 128,000, which is a substantial incre

Dr. BALDwrx. Yes; I feel in some
to look at the overall births because

,tribution of these births in marriage
teenager or older teenager.

double? It has gone from 50,000
ase.
ways it masks the problem just
there has been shifts in the dis-
or out of marriage or to a young

2 4 .4L.
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,
Given thatlrief resum6, of trent; I wonl like to look at some of the

thing's we might expect in the future. Since the peak of the baby boom

was in 1959, the largest, birth cohort is now age 19. This means that in
subsequent years we will have smaller numbers of adolescents. As I
indicated in my full testimony, the birth rate to adolescents is declin-

ing. Now, one might cone de therefore, that teenage child bearing is

going to become less imp fft, in t4 corning years. I do not think thisA, ,
is the case for the following reasons: .

The younger adolescents under ag:18is.tlie one NI. wkom a birth
is most problematic. We see that the, birth rates° for the younger
adolescents ire still at some of the *hest rates ever recorded,inuch

'k more than we saw in the sixties. And their recent, declines have been .

slight. Rates could easily move tip yard again as they did in the period`*--

1971 to 1973. I

,Second, although their numbers are decreasing, there is still a large
number ofad,olesc,ents, and this means that even with low birth rates,
we will have a large number of) babies born to young adolescent
rpothers. If ware concerned with the children and family,then the
,ffureber, not just the rates, is important. The peak of 'the baby,boorn.
was like the crest of a slow wave. We will have larger than average
numbers of adolescents for many years to conic. \ %.

The trend has been for irrcreasing proportions of .births to adoles-
cents, especially to young adolescents, to ocfur ontside marriage. Out-
Of-wedlocL births are mtwe likely to require Government- sponsored
services. This iks especially true for the youngest adolescents, and it.
means an increase in the type of birth in which there is-most likely
to be societal involvement.

Fourth, adolescents ure responsible for one-third of the over 1 mil-
lion legal-induced abortions performed in 1976. A pregnant woman
under the age of 15 was more likely to have an abortion than a birth.

. The changing status of abortion funding may result in reduced access
to this method of fertility control, and_ the effects of this are not
entirely clear.

Fifth, the extent to which adolescents are sexually active and the
change over time has been addressed by researchers at .T' ns Hopkins
University. Overall, in 1976, 36 jxucentof the unmarrier women, age
1,5 to 19, were sexually active. The to is toward more adolC.seents.to
be active and for them to be active at younger ages. The Johns Hopkins
study shows that between 1971 and 1976, the increase in the proportion
of unmarried adolescent women who were sexually active was 30 per-
cent for 15-year-olds, 20 percent for 16- vear-olit, and 54 percent, for
17-year-olds.

Now, the expected decrease in pop( ition of adolescents, age -14 to
4 17. is less than 7 percent in the next few years. 'onsequently, if the.

trends in adolescent sexual activity were to contiIueand we have no
reason to think that it will notthe decline' i the total number of
adolescents could be matuhed with an increase in the number sexually
active and in need of services. ''

The final reason for conttern about ridoleseent fertility is that most,
adolescent pregnancies are unplanned and, in many cases, unwanted.
The younger the women; the higher the chances that the pregnancy
will result in an abortion or an out -of- wedlock birth. The Johns Hop-

ti,
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kins study shows thati only 23 percent of the unmarried teenagers said
they intended to become pregnant. A study.in New York City by Dr.
Harriet Presser showed that at the time of their first birth, 48 per-
cent of the women aged 14 to 19 said they wished tjiey either had not
had the baby or had the baby later. If you follow these girls for a
couple of years, you find that 70 percent said if I had it to do' over'':..,
again, I would prefer to have had the baby later, So, the.adolethehtsf"
themselves, as we heard f. tip the teenagers this morning perceive the,
problems with early child a II .

In summary, most of the pr. ems associated *ith teenage chile-
bearing relate to births to women under age 18. For these itdoleScents,
birth rates are still high, increasing numbers of births are out of wed-
lock, control of fertility is still pooi$and the exposUre 'to risk is in-,
creasing. Consequently, I tnk the data on trends indicates that they
pi'oblem of adolescent chil aring is one that is gOing to be with us.
for a numbir of years.

Thank you.
Senatoir RIEGLE. Thank you. -

[The prepared statement of Dr. 13aldwin-a.n d material referred to
follows
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Introduction - This'testimony is intended to provide background oncerning

patterns of adolescent reproduction.

Number of Births ,

The number of births to teenagers in 1976 was 4 percent below the

number in 1975 (594,880).4 It is still a large number of births, only

slightly lower than .the 609,000.observed in 1961. This high number of

births in the face of declining birth rates is one of the long term

effects of the post World War II baby boom which has drastically in-

. creased the number of adolescentsin.today's society.

Other witnesses will testify as to the health and social consequences

of early childbearing and show, for the most part, that the effects are

more severe the younger the mother. The births in 1976 were distributed

by age as follows: 12,000 to women wader age 15; 215,000 to women 15-17;

and 343,000 to women age 18 and 19. While the total number of births to -1r

teenagers is not much different than in 1961, the age distribution of the

mothers is younger. In 1961 there were 7400 birtes to women under age

15; 178,000 to women 15-17; and 424,000 to women 18 and 19. To look only

at the total number of births masks important changes in the age distribu-

tion of mothers. I do no[ mean to imply that the 18- or 19-yea rli.

old woman'has no problems in regard to reproduction, but only that hers

ate less severe than those of the younger teenager.

Birth Rates to Teenagers

Not surprisingly, given the numbers presented above, the birth rates

fOr older teenagers have fallen, although not as fast'as those for adult

women, whereas the birth rates' for younger teenagers have risen. While

currently showing a decline, the rates for women under 18 are still,at

some of the highest levels ever observed forthe United States.

2
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TABLE 1

Births.per 1,000 Women 14-19 Years of Age, by Single Years

of Age, for All Women: United States, 1920-1975

,
(highest rates underlined.)

Period '14 15 16

1920-24 3.6 11.9' '128.6
1925-29 3.9 12.3 ,... 128%5'

1930-34 3.4- 10.9 ,P''`, 25.2

1935-39 3.7 11.5 26.0

1940-44 4.0 12.7 27'.8

1945-49 4.9 15.5 34.1

1950-54 5.9 -19.3 43.1

1955-59 ' 6.0 20.1 45.7

1960-64 5.4 17.8 40.2

1965 5.2 16.5 36.0

1966 5.3 , 16.4 35.5

1967 5.3 16.5 35.3

1968 5.7 16.7 35.2

1969
/

6.0 17.4 35.8

1970 6.6 19,2 38.8

1971 6.7 19.2 38.3

1972 7.1 20.1 39.3

1973 7.4 II 20./ 384,
1974 7.2 19.7 37.7

1975 7.1 19.4 36.4

1916 6.8 18.6 34.6

Percent decline from highest rate to 1976

8%' 8% 24%

Source: 1920-73: National Center for Health Statistics, Fertility
Tables for Birth Cohorts by Color: United States 1917-73

DHEW Publication o. (MIA) ,76-1152, U.S. Government Printing

Office, 1976, p.117

1974-1976: National Center for Health Statistics, Unpublished'

tabulations.

17 18 19

X7.9 93.1 125.4

55.6 86.9 114.0

48.6 75.3 99.0

49.0 75.d 97.9

52.2 81.7 109.2

63.7 99.4 133.0

79.7 123.1 162.6

85.8 136.2 184.0

75.8 122.7 169.2

66.4 105.4 142.4

64.S 101.8 136.1

63.2 97.5 129.5

62.6 95.7 125.2

63.1 95.7 124.5

66.6 98.3 126.0

64.2 92.4 116.1

63.5 87.1 105.0

61.5 83.1 98.5

59.7 80.5 96.2

57.3 77.5 92.7

54.2 73.3 88.7

37% 46% 52%
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Marital Status of the Mother

Since marital status of the mother influences the extent to which a

child and its mother will receive social support, it is useful to look

at the illegitimacy rate and the number of out-of-wedlock births to

adolescents (see Table 2). Whereas older women have generally reduced

their illegitimacy rates (number of out-of-wedlock births per 1000

unmarried. woolen) this is not the case for adolescents. Their illegitimacy

rates are close to the highest ever observed in this country and the

percent of out-of-wedlock births that occur to teenagers has generally

increased over the years, currently standing at over 50 percent.

In 194.there were 235,300 out-of-wedlock births to women under age

20 -- 10:300 to women under age 15'and 116,500 to women 15-17. This is

a)conside;ahle increase over 1961, when women under 15 had 5200 out-of-

wedlock births and women 15 -17 had 45,000 outof-wedlock births.

A Look to the Future

The number, of births is, of course, a function of the number of

young women and theft fertility rate. As previously noted, the U.S. has

had an abundanc.of teenagers as a result of the post World-War-II baby

boom. The largest birthcOhcirt was aged 19 in 1976 and since succeeding,

ti
birth cohorts were smaller; there will be,fewer adolescents in coming

years: Between 1,9 6 and 1980 we can expect the number of 14-17 year

,olds to decrease by.! 6.X. If the proportion of those who are sexually
.

6
'active conttlyes to,increase, however, the net effect may well be an

),*
increase in the abdo/ute number of adolescents at.risk of pregnancy.

111
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Table 2

Out of Wedlock childbearing - 1960, 1970 & 1976

1960 1970 , 1976

Total number of births
Total numbei out -of- wedlock

4,257,850 3,731,386 3,167,788

births 224,300 398,700 468000

Number out-of-wedlock births
to women under 20 91,700 199,900 235,300

Percent out-of-wedlock biillths

to women under 7111 40.9 50.1 50.2

Number out-of-wedlock births
ages 18-19 43,400 94,300 108,500

Number out-of-wedlock births
ages 15-17 41,700 96,100 116,500

Number out-of-wedlock births
under 15

Illegitimacy rate, wol6a-

4,600
r

/ 9,500 10,300

15214? 15.3 22.4 24.0

'Illegitimacy rate, women

20-24 39.7 38.4 . .32.2

t .
Sources,: Nati6nal Center for Health Statistics, Monthly Vital Statistics

Report, "Final Natality St4tistics, 1970," Vol. 22 No. 12

$
Supplement, March 20, 1974;

osalCenter for Health Statistics, Monthly Vital Statistics

Report, "Final Natality StatiAtics, 1976," Vol. 26 No. 12

2,

, Supplement March 29, 1978
"National Center for'Health Statistics, "Trends in Illegitimacy

United States 1940-1965". Vital & Health Statistics, Series 21

15, Oct. 1968.

Table 3

Percent Unmarried Women Experiencing Sexual Intercourse,

1976 1971

1971 and 1976

Percent Increase

15-7-19
36.9 26.8 30.2

15
18.0 13.8 30.4

Y6
25.4 21.2 19.8

17
40.9 26.6 53.8

18
45.2 36.8 22.8

19.
55.2 46.8 17.9

Source: Mel.hn Zelnik & John F. Kantner, "Sexual & Contraceptive

Experience of Youhg Unwanted Women" Family Planning

Perspectives Vol. 9 No. 2 March/April 1977
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Kantner and Zelnik note an increase from 1971 to 1976 in the percent

of unmarried Women 15-19 who have experienced coitus, as seen in Table 3.

While the number of young adolescents will decline slightly in the coming

years it.is possible that the number of sexually active adolescents will

actually increase.

On the one hand the birth rates for adolescents are declining, as

are the number of adolescents projected for future years. On the other

hand several factors already challenge against the conclusion that teenage

reproduction is not a cause for concern.
1'1

1. The birth rates for adolescents (under 18) have declined very little

from all-time highs and showed increases from 1971 to 1973. Birth rates-

especially for the young adolescents- -are still disturbingly high.

2. Even with declining rates there are, and will continue to be, large

numbers-of babies born to young adolescent mothers. The peak of the

baby boom was the crest of'a slow wave; we will have larger than average

numbers of adolescents for many years to come.

3. The trend has been for increasing proportions of births. to adolescents--

. especially to young adolescents--to occur outside marriage. Out-of-wedlock

births are more likely"to require government-sponsored services. The growth

° in out-of-wedlock births to women under 18 has been from 48,300 in 1960 to

105,600 in 1970 to 126,800 -in 1976.
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4. The number of legal abortions
continues to increase and teenagers

continue to account. for
one-third of the total. In 1976 women under

age 20 received 370,000 abortions--over
15,000 of them to women under.

age 15. The changing status of abortion funding may reduce adolescents'

access to this form of fertility control.
The extent to which this

would result in increased births and/or use of "cut-rate" abortions is

not .clear.

5. While the number of adolescents will decline slightly in coming

yeais, in all likelihood the
number of sexually active adolescents will

not decrease and may actually increase.

And a final reason for concern about teenage
fertility is that for

most young adolescents,
pregnancies are unplanned and/or unwanted. The

younger the woman, the higher the chances a
pregnancy will end in an

abortion or an out-of-wedlock birth. The Johns Hopkins study shows that

only 23% of the unmarried
teenagers say they, intended to become pregnant.

A study in New York City by Dr. Harriet
Presser showed 44% of the 15-19-

4

year old new mothers
regretted the timing of their birth and would have

pteferred to have had it later.

In summary, most of the problems associated with teenage child-

bearing,relate to births to women underage 18. For these adolescents

birth _gates are still high,
increasing numbers of births are oa-of-

wedlock, control of fertility is stirl poor, and the exposure to risk is

freas ng.

Nith.Your permission I
should like to enter into the record a

booklet I prepared for the Population Reference
Bureau on this topic.
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Adolescent Pregnancy and Childbearing-4
Growing Concerns for Americans

AbstractWith their numbers swollen by the postwar baby boom to a record
20 million plus, addlescent women in the United States now account for
nearly 20 percent or annual births, over half of illegitimate births, and a
third of annual abortions. Sexual activity among teenagers appears to be
increasing while their marriage rates decline. This Bulletin examines the
negative impact of thelfe trends on society and the health and life chances
of the women and children involved, documents the barriers to effective
practice of contraception by teenagers, considers racial differences, and
briefly relates the U.S. experience to that of other countries.

C'
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31, No. 2 (Population Reference Bureau, Inc., Washington, D.C., 1976). You may also adapt
or reproduce charts and tables If you include the oredit line Courtesy of the Population Refer-
ence Bureau, Inc., Washington, D.C.

The Populatidn Bulletin is indexed in Social Sciences Index, Population Index, and
Social Sciences Citation Index. It is included in the coverage, of Current Contents/
Social Behavioral Sciences and BioSciences Information Service of Biological Ab-
stracts.
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Pregnancy, and childbearing among
teenagers is currently of growing in-
terest and concern in the United,States..
Newspaper stories decry "Kids Having
Kids" and official statistics show a dra-
matic rise in illegitimate births to young
mothers. Are these concerns realistic?
What-is happening with teenagers today
regarding fertility, contraception and
sex, and how does it differ from the
,past?

Presently, there are over -20 million
American women between the ages of
10 and 19, almost equal to the popula-
tion of Canada. These products of the
postwar baby boom add up to The largest
number of adolescent women the United
States has ever had at one time. Ac-
cording to one survey, over a quarter

4 of the young women aged 15 to 19 are
sexually active and thus have enormous
potential for contributing to our coun-
try's growth.

In this Bulletin we will look at current
patterns, changes over time, sexual be-
havior, contraceptive' practices, abor-
tion, and childbearing among these
adolescents, and briefly compare the
U.S. experience to the situation in other
developed nations. When possible this
picture of adolescent fertility-related
behavior will separate births occurring
within marriage and those borne out of
wedlock, look at differences by age of
the Women involved, and review differ-
ences between racial groups. Since
most of the relevant statistics are gath:'
ered with the woman as the focus, the
information on men is scarce, but this
too will be presented wherever possible.

Overall Fertility
Ratei Among
Teenagers
Contrary to what may be the general
impression, overall rates of childbearing
among U.S. teenagers have actually
Callen in recent years, from a high of
97.3 births per 1,000 women aged 15 to.

3
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19 in 1957 to 58.7 in 1974. The drop
amounted to more than a third between
1960 and 1974. Thissubstantial decline,
however, has not been as extreme as
that. experienced by older women. From
1960 to 1974 rates fell by 54 percent
among women aged 20 to 24 and 43
percent among those aged 25 to 29. The
difference means that births to teen-
agers now figure more prominently
among all births-up from 14 percent of
the total in 1960 to nearly one in five
(19 percent) in 1974.

A decreasing birth rate does not
'necessarily mean decreasing numbers
of births. While teenage birth rates
turned down from 1960 to 1974, the
number of women aged 10 to 19 swelled
from around 15 million to over 20 million
and the annual total of births stayed
about the same, dropping only from
609,000 to 608,000 (12,529 to women
under 15 and 595,449 to women aged
15 to 19). We can see that even with

..the substantial decline in fertility rates
for teenagers the probleM in terms of
numbers of women, children and others
affected has hardly changed at all.,

The tong view
Comparing current birth rates with the
rates for 1960As somewhat problematic
because 1960 was an era of very high

e

teenage fertility rates. If we step back
and take a longer perspective we see
that fertility, rates for women aged 15
to 19 declined from at least 1920 until
the period 1935-1945 and then began to
rise. After peaking in the late 1950s the
rates started to fall for teenagers, as for
all women in the United States.. These
patterns are similar for first births and
for second and higher order births, al-
though the swings have been more er-
ratic for the latter, as can be seen in Fig.

1 on page 2.

Age differences
To group all teenage. mothers together is

also misleading since fertility rates and
trends vary for teenage Women at dif-
ferent ages. Table 1 shows the rates for
14- to 19-year-old women by single year
of age and by year of birth back to 1910.
so we can see the change over time.
The first row is for women born in 1955
and therefore age 14 in 1969; the sec-
ond row is for women born in 1950 who
were age 14 in 1964, and so forth. Wom-
en born in 1940 had the highest fertility
at each age. Rates at all ages have de-
clined from that peak since then. How-

ever, the most recent birth %xperiences
show rates rising again for the very
young girls, while continuing to fall for
the older teens.

Table 1. Long-Term Trends in Birth Rates among U.S.

,Teenagers, by Single Year of Age and Year of Birth

Births per 1,000 women atage

Year of birth 14 15 16 17 18 19

1955 6.0 19.2 38.3 63.5 83.1 96.2

1950 -5.2 16.5 35.5 63.2 95.7 124.5

1940 6.3 19.9 46.8 89.3 138.1 187.6

1930 3.8 11.8 28.6 70.3 113.8 '150.2

1920 3.4 11.3 25.0 .49.8 78.1 98.8

1910 3.7 12.4 ' 28.7 56.5 83.8 105.3

Sources! National Center for Health Statistics. Fertilay Tablas for Birth Cohorts by Color United States. 1917-1973 (U S.

Government Printing Office, 1978) Table 4A, Robert I. Heuser. Chief, Notably Statistics Branch. Division of Vital Sta.

tistica National Canter tor. Health Statistics, personal communication

4
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Figure 2. Birth Rates of U.S.Teenage*Women,
by. Age and Race: 1974
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In the five years from 1970 to 1974
births for 14-year-olds climbed 9 percent
from 6.6 to 7.2 per1,000 and 3 percent
for 15-year-olds ('19.2 to 19.7). Mean-
while the rate eased down a further 3
percent to 37.rrer 1,000 for 16-year-
olds. For 17-, 18-, and 19-year olds
there were sharp drops of 11, 18 and 24
percent respectively, their rates being
59.7, 80.5 and 96.2 in 1974.'2 It is dis-
turbing that the rates are risinb fastest
for, girls least able to care for a baby.
Girls under the age of 15 bore almost
13,000 babies in 1974.3

Each recorded birth is the end result
of a chain of events which occur with
varying amounts of knowledge, under -'
standing of the consequences, or Con-
scious decision-making. The factors that
influence entry Into sexual activity, the
use of contraceptives, and the decision
to seek an abortion may all be quite
different for tie 14-year-old than for the
18-year-old. Adolescence is a 'period of

C,

rapid change for the ,individual, and not
the least of those changes involves deal-
ing with puberty, including one's own
growing sexual awareness, and chang-
ing interpersonal and social pressures.
These differences by age influence not
only the factors leading up to .a birth,
but also the consequences of that birth.
As we shall see, one major difference
between younger and older teenagers
relates to the propensity tojnarry.
Racial comparisons
As seen in Fig. 2, teenage fertility is
higher for nonwhites than for whites.
The birth rates for single years of age
illustrate the extreme racial dit&nces
in childbearing for young adolescents.
For girls aged under 14 the nonwhite
rate is five times that of whites, but
among 19-year-olds, the nonwhite rate
is less than twice the white rate.

A comparison of rates by single year
of age for the past five years shows an
interesting difference by race. For girls
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Table 2. Percent Change in Teenage Birth Rates by Race and
Single Year of Age: 1970-1974

Age

Race 14 15 16 17 18 19

White + 19 + 7 0 10 19. 25

Nonwhite 4 8 10 14 18 21

Sources: National Center for Health Statistics, Fertility fables for Birth Cohorts by Color: United States. 1917.1973 (U. S.

Government Printing Office, 19781 Tables 48 and 4C; Robert L. Ileum, Chiral, Natality Statistics Branch. Division of Vital

Statistics. National Center for Health Statistics, personal communication.

over age 16 birth rates are falling for
both groups at about the same rate.
Rates for 16-year-olds have been stable
among white girls while declining 10.
percent among nonwhites. The real dif-
ferences comes in the young teens
where black rates are falling and white
rates are increasing (Table 2).

It Is far too early to conclude that the
rates are converging because they are
still quite different in magnitude. Fer:
tility rates for white teenagers have
been very low and traditionally quite
high for their nonwhite counterparts.
This difference in recent trends is intri-
guing given that generally they have
Figure 3. Fertility 'Rates of
U.S. Women Aied 15-19
by Race: 1920-1974
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followed the same patterns as seen in
Fig. 3.

Since blacks make up about 92 per
cent of the U.S. nonwhite population at
most ages, it can be speculated th
the disparity between nonwhite an

white teenage fertility ra influenc d
by the_greater sexual acilit at you er

ages cif black girls and pan, y the
earlier maturation of their reproductive
systems. By age 11, 21 percent of black
girls are menstruating, compared to only
11 percent of whites. This racial differ-
ence at menarche is found within cate-
gories of income and place of residence,
and in all geographic regions except the
South, reports the National Center for
Health Statistics. Whites catch up by
age 13, when three-fourths of all girls
are menstruating.'

Obviously, there are differences in

personal, social and cultural factors
which affect the behavior of-black and
white girls and therefore influence btrth
rates. However, it is important to note
the similarities in fertility patterns be-
tween these groupssimilarities which
probably reflect common reactions to
broad forces that operate in our society.
Both racial groups have recorded con-
siderable declines in the birth rates for

. the older teenagers.

's Legitimate and
Illegitimate Births
While closer inspection reveals that
recent shifts in overall teenage child-
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bearing have'perhaps not bean so start-
. ling as is sometimes supposed, there

have indeed been disturbing changes in
ilf13gitimacy among young U.S. women.
From 1960 to 1974, the illegitimacy rate
(number pf births per 1,000 unmarried
women) declined for 411 age groups over

20, but increased by 52 percent for
womerf aged 15 to 19 (Table 3). In ac-
tual numbers, out-of-wedlock births to
teenagers have more than doubled,
from 92,000 in 1960 to 221,400 in 1974
10,600 to women under 15 and
210,800 to women aged 15 to 19. Mean-
while, legitimate 'births .fell for this age
group, as for all American women
from an annual 510,000 to 387,000 over
the same period, Thus, illegitimacy is
becoming increasingly concentrated in
the teenage years. Over half (53 per-
cent) of the 1974, total of 418,100 illegiti-
mate births in the United States oc-
curred to teenage mothers.'

Age differences in
teenage illegitimacy
As is true for overall fertility, illegitimacy
among teenagers varies markedly by
age. The majority of births to teenagers

.- as arwhole still occur within marriage,
although . a substantial proportion of
these are conceived outside of marriage.
As might be expected, older teenagers
are far, more likely to be married when
their babies are born than are the

younger teens. In 1974, less than a
quarter (23 percent) 'of births to 19-
year -olds were out of wedlock, com-
pared to 85 percent of those to girls
under the age of-1-5. It is unlikely that a
girl ender 15 would be able to carry out
the roles of wife and mother even if she
has carried a pregnancy to term. One
might also speculate that the boys
these girls are involved with are unpre-
pared to assume the roles of husband
and father. In fact, in cases where dtha
are available, 72 percent of fathers of
babies born to women under 15 are
themselves in their teens.6

Table 4 on the next page further illus-
trates some of these points. From 1960
to 1974, the proportion of teenage births
occurring out of wedlock jumped. from
15 to 36 percent, with the rise shared
by all age groups. The very large in-
creases among 18- and 19-year-olds
should be interpreted with caution, how-"
ever. Their proportions of illegitimate
births were lowest in 1960 and hence
had the greatest potential for increase.

Racial similarities and
differences
Again, as with overall birth rates there
are similarities and differences in pat-
terns of illegitimacy for white and non-
white teenagers. For both groups the
proportion of children born out of wed-
lock is up since 1960, but remains much

Table3. Illegitimate Births per 1,000 Unmarrid Women by
Age: 1960 and 1974

Ages
Year 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44

a.

1960 15.3 39.7 45.1 27.8 14.1 3.6
1974 23.2 30.9 28.4 -. 18.6 10.0 2.6

Percent change
1960-1974 + 52 22 37 33 29 28

Sources: National Center for Health Statistics, "Trends in Illagdimacy. Uruted States 1940-1965." Vital an Health Sfalis
tics, Series 21. No 15 (February 1988) Table 1.. National Center for Health Statistics. "Advance Report: Final Natality
Statistics 1974," Monfhly Viral Statistics Roper,. Vol 24. No 11. Supplement 2 (February 13. 19781 Table 11

7
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Table 4. Percent of Births to Teenage Women Borne out of
Wedlock: 1960 and 1974 3,

Year Under 15

Age of Mother

15-17 18-19 All under 20

1960 68 24 11 15

1974 85 48 27 36

Percent change
1960-1974 +25 +100 +145 +140

Sources:. National Center for Health Statistics. "Trends in Illegitimacy. United
State, 1940-1965. Vital and Health Sta

Statics, Series 21. No. 15 (February 1966) Table 9: National Center for Health
Statistics. "Advance Natality Statistics

1974." Monthly Veal Statistics Report. Vol. 24, No. 11, Supplement 2 (February 13. 1978) Table 11

higher for nonwhites than whites. In

1974 this proportion was 21 percent for

all white teenagers and 73 percent for
their nonwhite counterparts: Both groups
also show highest proportions of out-of-
wedlock births among the youngest teen-
agers. Numbers of births per 1,000 un-
married women (Illegitimacy rates) also
registered a similar dramatic increase

for both white 'and nonwhite teenagers
between' 1960 and 1974. Again, rates'
for nonwhites continue at a levet far
above those of whites (Table 5).

Out
Conceptions and
Births
There, are actually three categories of
births of interest in regard to teenage
fertility. Some births are conceived in
marriage, others are conceived outside
of marriage but occur within marriage;
and still others are both conceived and

delivered out of wedlock.. Arthur A.

Campbell has made estimates for the

,periods 1960-1964 and 1970-1974 to
show how these three groups of births

to teenagers have changed. He found
that the proportion of births that were
conceived out of wedlock remained at
about 50 percent in both time periods.

The proportion that were actually born
out of wedlock, however, Increased sub-

8

stantiallyt Conversely, the percent of out-

ot-wedlock conceptions "legitimized" by
marriage ha's fallen from approximately
65 to 35 percent in this brief period.'

The pattern seems clear. The dramatic
rise in illegitimate births to teenagers
has not occurred because of more out-
of-wedlock conceptions, but because
fewer out-of-wedlock conceptions now

lead to marriage. This means our search
for explanations of the increase in num-
bert of Illegitimate births should center

on changing teenage behavior with re-
gard to marriage.

Why have U.S. teenagers apparently
become so much less inclined to select
marriage as a solution to an out -o(-

wedlock pregnancy? Young women
could be more willing to place their

Table 5.411egitimate Births
per 1,000 Unmarried Women
Aged 15-19, by Race:
1960 and 1974

Total White Nonwhite

1960 15.3 6.6 76.5

1974 23.2 11.1 88.8

Sources National Center 101 Health Statistics. "Trends

111e9timacy. United States 1940-1965." Vital and
Ph Statistics. Series 21, No. 15 iFelPfhary 19691 Table

2, N tonal Center for Health Statistics, 1"Advance Natality

Statistics 1974," Monthly Vital Statistics Report, Vol. 24,

No ft. Supplement 2 (February 13. 1976) Table 11.
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children for adoption, more interqsted
in eaising the child themselves, or
young men could be less willing to as-
sume the responsibility of marrying or
less susceptible to the pressuLes that
forced the couple to marry in the past.
High unemployment among both. young
men and women could make setting ie
housekeeping seem unrealistic or tp,
Aid to Families with Dependent Chi Idhoin'
program could make raising a chili*

7f*alone economically feasible.
A study of first-ti e mothers in New

York City found th over half of thoSe
who had borne their child out-of-wed-
lock did not want to marry the fathe'r,
although some still saw the man. Their
reasons reflected a thoughtful. assess-
ment of the roles of father and husband
and the conclusion that the man in-
volved could not fulfill them. He may
have been an alcoholic, a drug user, in
jail, or irresponsible. Marrying him
could have resulted in more problems
than another solution to an untimely
pregnancy. Most of these women, how-
ever, did want to marry eventually.°

Let us take a look at changing teen-
age marriage patterns.

riages at different ages per 1,000 wom-
en in a birth cohort, i.e., born during the
same period, such as 1950-54. A time
series of such rates reveals a striking
changelin marriage patterns among U.S.
teenagers. Table 6 on the next page pre-

these rates by single year of age
the teenage years for women who

Were- n between 1920 and 19541"The
Iwo born from 1950 to 1954 were
tgettiters in the late 1960s and early
OiOs' and can be compared with wom-
en born 1935-49 who were teenagers in
the early 1950s. Rates of first marriage
at 18 and under rose until the cohort
of women born 1935-39, and then de-
clined. The declines have been signifi-
cant at all ages, but largest for the
youngest girls.

. ,

Why the downturn in
teenage marriages?
In 1967 Robert Parke and Paul Glick of
the Census Bureau speculated on rea-
sons for the general downturn in teenage
marriage which became evident during
theOs and hypothesized a "marriage
sque%ie." Because of the baby boom
there has been an imbalance of men and
women of marriageable age. Women
generally marry men a few years older
thah themselves and the increasing size
of cohorts that resulted from the baby
boom meant that as the first members'of
the baby boom reached age 19 in 1965,
for example, there wed more v;omen'
aged 19 (born in 1946) than men aged
21 or 22 (born in 1943 or 1944)." The
baby boom peaked in 1957 after which'
the birth rate has maintained a down-
ward trend. Thus young women enter-
ing the marriageable ages in 1977 or
later years will find an excess of men
several years older than themselves.
This could prompt another shift toward
more women marrying early.,

But the ravailability of marriage part-
ners is only one factor influencing mar-
riage rates. The extent to which women
are staying in school, going into college,

Marriage 4mong
Teenagers

While high rates of illegitimacy and
marital disruption receive much atten-
tion from both the media and social
scientists, the fact remains that Ameri-
cans are very marriage-prone. Of wom-
en aged 35 to 39 in 1970; 95 percent
were currently, or had been, married,
and the comparable figure for men was
93 percent.° About 37 percent. of this
group of women had married by the age
of 19. By contrast less than a quarter
(23 percent) of women aged 19 in
1970, were.or had been married.1'

A detailed measure of marriage be-
havior is the cumulative first marriage
rate which shows the number of tnar-



Table 6. Cumulative FirstMarriage Rates among U.S.
Teenage Women 8os-is 1920-1954

Age Aast birthday

Year of birth of women 15 16 17 18

1950 -54 '14 34 .c,75 155

1945:49 26 52 "101 193

1940-44 36 72., 134 239'

1935-39 43 83 151 262

Percent decline
1935-39/1950-54 67 59 50 41

JP

1930-34 35 74 141 247

1625-29 36 65 117 203

1920-24 31 59 107 ' 183

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. -Childspacing and Current

Printing Office. 1975) Table 1
aNumber csever-marriecrwomen per 1.000 women

or even graduate school has increased.
Cotipled with increased labor force par-

ticipation of women, this suggests that
fewer women may now feel obligated tu-
marry as soon as possible for lack of an
alternative, socially acceptable role.'2
As for young men;' continued employ-
ment uncertainties may make them less
willing to commit themselves to mar-
riage.

The apparent upturn in numbers of

young couples -living together dither be-
fore marriage or in place of marriage
may also continue. Raul Glick has re-
ported that "compared to 1960, 50 times

as many men and more than 16 times as
many women age 18-24 reported in

1970 that they shared their living quar-

ters with an unrelated partner of the op-
posite sex," and that the number of such,

households was 82,000 in 1970. Fur-

thermore, this number increased as
much. between 1970 and 1974 as it did
between' 1960. and 1970)3 Many such
couples, even among the teenagers,
may regard their situation as quite
marriage-like, tiut this, of course is not

reflected in official marriage statistics.

10
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Adoption
One alternative to 'raising a child is

placing the baby for adoption. Much
has apa-pared in the media about the
shortageof babies for adoption and one
supposition is that more unwed mothers
are now keeping their babies. We have
just seen that fewer out-of-wedlock con-
ceptions among teenagers now lead to
marriage, but what do we know about

ad'options?
Statistics on adoptions are collected
the Social and Rehabilitation Service,

'National Center for Social Statistics, but
their reporting by states, is voluntary and
is thus incomplete. Still, the data we do
have on adoptions may shed some. light

on the ultimate resolution of illegitimate
births. Of course: these two groups' are
not synonymous since not all babies born
out of wedlock are placed for adoption,
nor are all adopted babies the result of
out-of-wedlock births."

Figure 4 shows annual numbers of

babies adopted and the number Born

out of wedlock from 1957 to 1973a
period with ever more illegitinlate births
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being 'attributed to teenage mothers. The
two lines run in tandem until 1970, but
the paths then diverge, with illegitimate
births continuing to rise While the num-
bef of babies placed for adoption is
turning down. If the proportion of illegi-
timate births placed for adoption had
been constant through 1974 there should
not have been the drop-off in adoptions
since 1970., It does indeed appear that
fewer mothers of babies born out of
wedlock are-relinquishing them for adop-

This finding is supported by informa-
tion from adoption agencies which re-
port a sharp decline in the number of
unwed mothers seeking adoption for
their babies. TeVitying in the Senate
hearings for the Mother and Child Health
Bill in November 1975, Elizabeth Cole of
the Child Welfare League stated that:

In -adopalln agencies about 5 years (ago),
of all the mothers who came in asking for
adoption services, approximately 80 percent
would choose to place their children for

adoption, and about 20 percent would choose
to keep their children and raise them. That
figure is reversed. The figure now is 80 to
90 percent of the mothers coming to the
adoption agency choose to keep and raise
their children, and only 10 to 20 percent
place their children for adoptions

It is interesting to note that, despite
their historically high rates of teenage
childbearing and illegitimacy, blacks
have always had low rates of adoption.
A baby born to a young black girl is
much more likely to be raised by the
mother and her family than is the case
among whites. In 1973, nonwhites ac-
counted for only 13 percent of adopted
babies in contrast to 60 percent of all
out-of -wedl )airths.

e, it iS possible that in the
en bore out-of-wedlock babies

e abortion was not easily ob-
With legal abortion theoretically
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motivated not to have a child are 'elect-.

ing abortion rather than adoption.
The Adoption Statistics Bulletin for

1971 notedthat the decrease in the
number of adoptions frorti, 1970 to 1971
-7-175,000 to 169,000was attributable
in large part to the decline by 4,800 in
children platted for adoption in Califor-
nia." Beth Berkov and June Sklar have
analyzed the relationship of abortions to
illegitimate births. in California, one of

the first states to liberalize abortion
laws, and concluded that "there is good
evidence that legal 'abortion. in Califor-
pia has helped reduce both legitimate
and illegitimate fertility but especially
'illegitimate fertility."' While the data
do' not permit firm conclusions, it ap-
pears plauilblei that abortion hat re-

'placed adoption as a form of resolution
for some` out-of-wedlock pregnancies.
For the 39 states where roughly compar-
able data were available there was a 36

percent decline in adoptions from 1971
to 1974, a period of .increasing avail-
ability -of legal abortion.

In short, the adoption market may be
feeling the double effect of abortion now
being available as tin alternative to

placing an out-of-wedlock baby for
adoption plus the fact that more unwed
mothers ate evidently now opting to
keep their babies.

Abortion as an
Outlet?

226

Statistics do indeed confirm that many
teenage pregnansies are now resolved
through abortion Approximately a third

of the 763.476 legal abortions officially

reported for 1974 to the Center for
Disease .Control in Atlanta were per-
formet on women less than 20 years of
age.* A nationwide survey of medical

facilities tiy the Alan Guttmacher Insti-
tute of the Planned Parenthood Federa-
tion of America suggests that the true
total of abortions in 1974 was close to
900,000.20 If so, there may have been

12

upwards of 300,000 abOrbons per-

formed on teenage girls in that year,

Both ',sources of information indicate
that abbough the total number of legal
abortions rose from 1972 to 1974, the
proportion performed on adolescents re-

mained stable.
There are few 'national data relating

social characteristics to abortion char-

acteristics but some information is avail-

-able on age distribution of teenagers
obtaining abortions. According to this,

for girls under the age of 15' there are
now more abortions than live births. In
1974, the abortion ratiortor- 15-year-olds

(number of abortions per 1.000 live
births) was 1,156.2'

Risks for teenagers
Abortion is generally recognized as an
essentially safe procedure, with only 1
percent of those performed legally in the
United States resulting in a major com-
plication. t there are different risks
according to the ge- ational period in

which the abo i performed. Early
abortions (before the 13th.week of preg-
nancy) are almost all performed by cu-
rettage, and usually suction aspiration,
which has the lowest rate of complica-
tionsand death. Abortions performed at

1.3 to 15 weeks of gestation are divided
between curettage and intrauterine in-
stillations (generally saline) and involve
increased risks for the women. Late
abortions are usually instillations and
have the highest rate of complicationS
and mortality (Table 7). . 44

While morbidity and mortality rates
are strongly tied to type of procedure,
the selection of procedure is largely
governed by the length of gestation.
Data from New York City* show that
teenagers are disproportionately repre-
sented among women receiving late
abortions. Of the girls under the age of

15 who received abortions in New York
City in 1974, 34 percent were past the
15th week of pregnancy as were 21 per-
cent of those girls aged 15 to 19. Only
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Table 7. Abortion Deaths by
Time of Performance and
Type of Procedure: United
States, 1974. .

Deaths per '
100.000 legal

abortions

Gestational Period
Early

0-8 weeks
9-12 weeks

Middle
13-15 weeks

Late
16 weeks and over

Type of procedure
Curettage suction
Curettage sharp
Instillation

0.3
2.4

11.8

16.9

1.7
5.3

15.2

Sources U.S. Center for Olsease Control. Abortion Sur
Aniline.' 1974 (April 1976). Tables 20 and 21

la.,percent of the women over 35 were
(this far along in their pregnancies at the
kfinite of ,the abortion. Nonwhites were
more likely to have late abortions at all
ages, but the pattern of age of mother
and gestational period was the same for
whites and nonwhites.22 Less experi-
ence with recognizing the symptoms of

.'" pregnancy, difficulty in resolving inter-
personal conflicts about pregnancy and
abortion, fear of reaction by parents and
others, inexperience with the health care
system and other factors are possible
explanations. Teenagers, for whatever
reasons, are probably being exposed to
a greater risk than is necessary from a
medical standpoint.

As for the short- and long-term social
and psychological risks of abortion,
studies in this area are incomplete but
the findings are generally consistent.
For the woman thete are few apparent
negative psychological consequences to

legal abortion although there may be
transitory effects.23 Researchers have
not looked at possible psychological
consequetices for the man responsible
for the pregnancy that ends in anobor-
tion for a teenager.

Findings on the consequences of
abortion are difficult to evaluate in that
they should be contrasted to other po-
tential Outcomes. Is an abortion "better"
or "worse" than carrying a pregnancy to
term and placing the infant for adoption?
Are there more long-term negative ef-
fects of a "forced marriage" than of
abortion? These are difficult compari-
sons to make and therefore an accurate
assessment of the "costs" of abortion
is not easy to come by.

However, the evidence does suggest
that the teenage girl who thinks she
might be pregnant should find out as
quickly as possible. If she decides to
have an abortion, the earlier she con-
firms the pregnancy and has the abor-
tion, the safer the procedure. If she is
planning to have the baby she should
also begin prenatal care as soon as
possible. Early prenatal care is important
for the health of the baby and the
mother, and adolescents are the least
likely to seek such care early in their
pregnancy.24 Regardless of the antici-
pated outcome- of the pregnancy, re-
search shows that the earlier a course
of action is entered upon, the more fav-
orable the outcome.

Research is being reported from Eng-
land which gives pause to the ease with
which abortions may. be undertaken for
very young girls. Case data from J. K.
Russell, Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynecology at the University of New-
castle-upon-Tyne, on women who ex-
perienced abortions under the age of
16 reveal ca disturbing picture of ob-
stetrical and gynecological complica-
tions later in life.25 The risk of trauma
to the cervix, which' tends to be small
and tight in the younger teenager, ap-
pears far greater than for women under-

13
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going first abortions over the age of 20.
The reports from Dr. Russell are not so

'much an indictment of abortion, but

rather a caution about the performing of
abortions on very young women. Since
upwards of 15,000 girls under the age
of 15 had abortions during 1974 in the
United States, this is not an insignificant
problem. The available case data should
be supplemented by long7term follow-up
of a large sample of young women to
assess the risks of abortion tp that age
group. Also, if the hypOthesis regarding
trauma to the cervix is correct, very

early childbirth could also cause dispro-
portionately more medical problems in
later life.

Abortion and contraceptio'n
It is sometimes argued that liberal abor-
tion laws will encourage the use ofabor-
bon as a substitute too contraception.
This has not been supported by several
studies which have probed for such a
relationship. One such study was a
pioneering in-depth survey of fertility-

related attitudes and practices among a
scientifically .selected sample of 4,611
Women aged 15 to 19 (only 8 percent of

whom were or had been married), con-
ducted across the United States in 1971

under the direction of John Kantner and
Melvin Zelnik of Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity. The investigators asked their young
respondents to imagine that a young

unmarried girl finds she is pregnant by a

bby she likes but does not love. What
shotlid she do? Only one-fifth of the
sexually experienceii among the re-

spondents chose "end the pregnancy"

as their solution, but 63 percent of

those who made that choice had used

contraception at 'last intercourse as

compared with 35 to 49 percent of their
counterparts who chose other solutions

to the pregnancy. The researchers con-
cluded that teenagers "presumably fav-
orable to abortion are also those more
likely to be current users of contracep-

tion."26 Interestingly, a study . of teen-

14

agers who had come to a family planning
clinic for the first time showed they had

more accurate information about abor-
tion than about other methods of fertility
control."

Sexual Activity
The Johns Hopkins study found that 28
percent of their unmarried teenage re-
spondents had had sexual intercourse at
least once, with the proportion increas-
ing from 14 percent of those aged 15 at

the time of the survey (1971), to 46 per-

cent of those aged 19.29 Different stud-
ies of this topic report slightly different
proportions, but there is considerable
similarity as seen in Fig. 5.

These data also support the popular
notion that sexual activity among un-

married teenagers is becoming more
widespread. In addition, -there is some
indication- that sexual activity is begin-,

ning at earlier ages. In the Johns Hop-

kins survey of 1971, of the girls who
were 19, only 3 percent reported having
been sexually active before age 15, but
of the ,girls then aged 15, 9 percent had
had sex before age 15.29 A study based

on junior and senior high school stu-
dents in Michigin found that .in 1970, 16
percent of the girls were sexually active.

In a comparable survey in 1973 the
figure had risen to 22 percent."

The United States has a long history

of a double standard regarding sexual
activity, but the tradition .may be crum-
blipg. Many studies report similar per-
c6ntages of sexually active teenaged
males and females, although a four-
community study carried out in 1975
under the auspices of the American
Public Health Association still found

.considerable differences among 16- and
17-year-olds. Sexual experience was re-

ported by 67 percent of the males, and
only 45 percent of the females. These
are also the highest rates recorded in
any of the studies reviewed.3'
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Figure 5. Percent of Unmarried Teenage Women Who
Have Had Sexual Relations: Various Recent U.S. Surveys

AGES
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NATIONAL
SAMPLE
tti

ILLINOIS
STATE

16
17

16-17

1970 MICHIGAN
COMMUNITY

16
17+

19 MICHIGAN73
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1975 FOUR
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18
17+

16-17

0 10
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Sources. National survey. Melvin Zelnik and John F. Kant .r, "Smola y. Contraception and Pregnancy Among Young
Unwed Females In the United States." in Research Report . Vol. 1, Commission on Population Growth and the American
Future (U.S. Government Printing Office. 1972) Table Illnois. Patricia 1' Miller and William Simon. "Adolescent Sex-
ual Behavior Context and Change. Social Probl . of 22. No 1 (October 19741 p 62. Michigan Arthur ,A4 Vener
and Cyrus S. Stewart. -Adolescent Sexual Be for in Middle America 'Revisited 1970-1973." Journal of Marriage and
the gamily. Vol. 36. No 4 (November 1974) Table 5. p. 732. Four cOrrImundleS Sarah S. Brown. E lamas Lieberman.
and Warren B. Miller. "Young Adults as Partners and Planners." presented at the Scientific Session ol the 103rd nnual
Meeting. American Public Health Association. Chicago. November 1975, 6,-5

Hopkins survey. As might be expected,
however, the proportion declines with
increasing age. Seventy percent of the
white 15-year-olds had had only one
partner compared to 50 percent of the
19-year-olds. The Michigan study of
1970 recorded only one partner for 64
percent of the sexually experienced girls
and 42 percent of the boys, although
there was a slight trend. toward more
partners in the companion survey of
1973.

The phrase "sexually active" should
be used with caution in regard to teen-
agers. Most studies conclude that the
monthly freguenty of intercourse is fairly
low. Kantner.and Zelnik report that 38
percent of their sexually active female
respondents had not had intercourse in
the previous month and the American
Public Health Association study found
that 15 percent of the sexually active
students (both males and females) had
not had intercourse in the preceding
tiiree months. Kantner and Zelnik also
report 30 percent as saying they had
intercourse only once in the preceding
month and only 14 percent having inter-
course six or more times.

Another way to lbok at premarital
sexual activity' .1s by the number of part-
ners involved. To judge from these sur-
veys, most teenagbrs confine sexual
relations to one partnervery often the
-person they intend to marry. This was
true of tfiree-fifths of the sexually experi
enced women interviewed in the Johns

Racial comparisons
Sexual behavior is another area where
racial differences are very evident. Ac
cording to the Johns Hopkins survey data
presented in Table. 8 (p. 16), black un-
married teenage'women are far more
likely than their white counterparts to
ever have had sexual intercourse, es-
pecially at younger ages. Among the
15-year-old respondents, nearly three

15
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/times more blacks (32 percent) reported
having had sexual relations at least
once than did whites (11 percent). The
racial difference narrowed considerably
between the high levels of sexual ac-
tivity reported by 19-year-olds-81 par-
cent for blacks versus 40 percent for
whites. Thesbdifferentlals could not be
explained by social class differences be-
tween the two racial groups.

The survey data also suggested, how-
'ever, that for many black girli sexual
experience is less frequent. and less in-
discriminate than it is for those white
teenage girls,who do engage in such ac-
tivity. Among the sexually active in both
groups, .more whites (16 percent) re-
ported baying had four or more partners
than did blacks (11 percent), though
equal proportions (60 percent) had had
only one partner. Blacks were also
slightly less likely to have had inter-
course durfrig the month preceding the

'survey.32
' Evidence from the 1975 American

Public Health Association study suggests
that among sexually experienced teen-
age males first intercourse also occurs
at considerably earlier ages for blacks
than it does for whites.

Table 8. Percent of Sexually
Experienced Unmarried
Teenage Women, by Age and
Race: 1971

Age Black White Total

'15 32 11 14

16 46 .18 21

17 . 57 '22 27

18 60 34 37

19 81 40 46

. Total 54 23 28

Source: Melvin Ze !Mk and John F. Kintner. "Sexuality.
Contraception. and Pregnancy Among Young Urtwed Fe-
males In the United States." in Research Reports. Vol 1.

.Commission on Population Growth and the American Fu-
ture (U.S. Government Printing Office. 1972) Table 1, p
360.
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Patterns in.
Conceptions
We haye seen that the birth rate for
U.S. teenagers has declined: but since
there are a l'2rge number of girls getting
abortions it i not clear whether teenage
girls are getting pregnant at a faster or
slower rate than in the past. A rough et
timate of the conception rate for tegnage
girls may be made by relating the annual
total number of births plus abortions in
this age grou to the total number of
women in the ame age bracket, as fol-
lows:

births + abortions to
girls'15-19 in year X x 1,000
total population of girls
15-19 in year X

We shall assume that the rates of
spontaneous abortion and stillbirths re-
main the same and can thus be ignored
in estimating changes over time. Abor-
tion ddta for the years before the Su-
preme Court decision on abortion are
lacking but we,can make some assump-
tions. First, we may assume that there
were no abortions in 1960 to balance
against the estimated 283,000 obtained
by women aged 15-19 in 1974. Although
this assumption is clearly untenable,
it is used because., it is (bast likely to
show a decline in the conception rate.
Nevertheless, under this assumption the
rate of pregnancy for girls 15-19 would
have declined by 4 percent between
.1960 and 1974. This provides assurance
that rates of pregnancy have declined in
this age bracket, but by how much?

At the other extreme, we may assume
that the abortion ratio is the same in
1960 and 1974. This would probably
yield an overestimate of abortions in

1960 when the procedure was virtually
illegal and therefore difficult to obtain.
Under this assumption, the rate at which
girls aged 15-19 became pregnant would
have declined by about 36 percent from
1960 to 1974. We can surmise, then;
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that the actual drop in the pregnancy
rate is probably between 4 and 36 per-
cent. Since it appears that more teen-
agers are sexually active, these figures
may underestimate the decrease in the
incidence of pregnancy among those
who are sexually active. To put it an-
other way, these figures suggest that
there has been an improvement in the
effectiveness of contraceptive practices
among 15- to 19-year;olds.

Applying these same calculations to
data for very young girls aged 10 to 14
yields a dramatically different picture.
While the actual differenceis unknown,
it is likely that conception rates have in-
creased between 47 and 250 percent in
this, age group over the same period.33
Young teens have 'apparently increased
their sexual activity without a concomi-
tant improvement in contraceptive prac-
tice. Let us now look at the contracep-
tive behavior of adolescents.

Patterns of
Contraceptive
Practice

The extent to which sexual activity leads
to pregnancy and the need for decisions
about abortion or adoption is, of course,
dependent upon the use of contracep-
tives. Adolescents do not appear to have
consistent patterns oft contraceptive
practice, nor do they rely on the most
dependable miltfibds. To complicate the
picture, the suitability tbf some popular
methods for teenagers is also open to
question.

The 1975 American Public Health As-
sociation study noted above reported
that ,Among their sexually active re-
spondents about half of the females and
70 percent of the males had risked
pregnancy at least once. The Johns
Hopkins study found that 53 percent of
the sexually active girls had not used a
contraceptive method for their latest act
of intercourse, and 16 percent had never
used a method. Only 27 percent of these

girls reported always using some form of
contraceptive protection. This figure in-
cludes those who knew when their fer-
tile period occurred during the menstrual
cycle and who avoided intercourse dur-
ing tkat.time.34.

THE*oradic nature of contraception
changes somewhat with age. Among the
sexually active Johns Hopkins respond-
ents, only 29 percent of the 15-year-
olds usedgfr method the last time they
had sexual relations, but 59 percent of
the 19-year-olds were protected. Con-
qraceptive diligence seems to improve
with age and with increased frequency
of intercourse. It is not clear whether
women feel more at risk because they
have intercourse more often and there-
fore use contraceptives more regularly,
or whether some characteristic of the
relationship, such as stability and com-
munication, goes hand-in-hand with fre-
quent sexual relations and helps remove
some barriers to effective contraception.

The methods used by teenagers vary
in the protection they provide against
pregnancy. Among the sexually experi-
enced never-married women of the
Johns Hopkins survey, the most recently
used methods were the condom (27 per-
cent); withdrawal (24 percent): and the
pill (21 percent). Blacks were more like-
ly to use the condom and less likely to
resort to withdrawal than whites.

Reasons for not
contracepting
Many of theseigig women did not use
a method becWse7they did not .feel they
were at risk, oLpreghancy. An analysis of
the reasons,glvin4olist§ some doubt on
their under?tpn :of the relationship

4 %.3between se reproduction. The
most common explanation for not con-
tracepting was that it :was the time of

. ,

the month whe eycouldn't get preg-
nant. tlowever, jwb,thirds (67 per-
cent) of: the whi s and less than a
quarter' (3 tierceit) of The blacks cor-
rectly lehtified;the iddle of the men-

i-:() t
f
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strual cycle as the fertile time and hence

"unsafe" period.35 This proportion is

similar to that found in another study of
contraceptive knowledge among. teen-
agers."

Even these figures may grossly Over-

state the level of knowledge concerning
the rhythm method. First, the."middle of
the month" is a vague definition of the
period of greatest risk. Even a woman
with a regular cycle' will not locate the
time of greatest risk with any accuracy
unless she knows' that the menstrual
period begins with the first day of men-
struation, not the last. Teenagers, many
of whom do not yet have a fully regular
menstrual cycle, are at an additional
disadvantage in calculating safe and uti-
safe periods. Secondly, the study of

new mothers in New York City men-
tioned above revealed that 45 percent
correctly stated the period of greatest
risk 'as being the middle of the menstrual
cycle, but upon reinterview a year later
nearly a third of these gave an'incorrect
answer." Apparently, many Women
were guessing in the first place. We do
not really know what proportion of the
young female population correctly un-
derstands how to pinpoint the safe and
unsafe periods of their menstrual cycles,
but the evidence suggests that' knowl-
edge is shaky and has probably been

exaggerated in research findings.
Some women who do not use con-

traception believe they are too young to
become pregnant. In fact, many young
girls do not begin to ovulate at the same
time their menstrual periods begin. Since
pregnancy cannot occur in the absence

of ovulation, scientists believe that
many young girls experience a time
when, although menstruating, they can-
not become pregnant." However, no

individual young woman is. likely to
know if she is ovulating or not and since
there is considerable variability in post-

...?.,47.h.menarche sterility, counting on it is very

.
1,4pridiable protection against pregnancy.

i fe. sage en been known to become
Pe6On,be e having a period. The

.18

age of menarche appears to have de-
clined in the. United States over the past
century, but the decline has been very
slow. As noted, black girls are more
likely to begin menstnirating at early

*ages than are white girls, although
three-quarters of both groups are men-
struating by age 13 and over 90 percent
by age 14. It is unclear whether our
high nutritional standards have also
shortened the period of post-menarche
sterility.

Another reason given for not using
contraception is that sex was infrequent,
so contraception was not necessary.
Frequency of intercourse bears some re-
lationship to the risk of becoming preg-_
nant, but since that risk is not equal
throughout the menstrual cycle even low
frequency can be associated with risk
of pregnancy if it is poorly timed.39

Some adolescents object to contra-
ception on the grounds that it takes the
spontaneity out of sexual relations. This

may reflect some difficulty in integrating
contraceptive planning with a sporadic
and unpredictable sex life. In fact, two
of the methods most often used by teens
condom and withdrawalare those
most likely to be disruptive of the sex
act. These Methods are available with. a

minimum of hassle for the teenager and
neither requires that a girl seem "pre-

pared."
'While over half of the teenage girls

who are contraceptively protected rely
on non-medical methods, a sizeable pro-
portion take the pill and many obtain it
through family planning clinics. How
available are effective contraceptives
for teenagers?

Teenagers and
Clinical Services
By drawing data from .a number of
sources, Frederick Jaffe and Jot Dry-
foos of the Alan Guttmacher Institute
have estimated that as of 1975 more
teenagers received family planning serv-
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ices from clinics than from private phy-
sicians and that only hale of the some 4
million women aged 1549 estimated to
be at risk of unintended pregnancy re-
ceived medical cohtraceptive services in
that year' They note that it is unprece-
dented ip the United States that more
women receive care through a clinic
than through a private physician..

In attempting. to characterize these
teenage patients the researchers ob-
serve: "Adult clinic patients are almost
entirely low and marginal income wom-
en, but the socioeconomic classification
of adolescent patients, is more uncer-
tain. It seems likely that family planning
clinics serve a relatively larger propor-
tion of adolescents than older women
from higher income families, but many
or perhaps most adolescent clinic pa-
tients probably are from low or marginal
income stirata."40

Jaffe alid Dryfoos further report that
between July 11975, and June 30,
1976, 30 percent of the 3.8 million pa-
tients at organized family planning
clinics were teenagers. Almost 10 per-
cent of these 1.1 million teenage pa-
tients were 15 or younger. Nearly half
had. never used contraceptives before
enrollment although it it estimated that
upwards of 10 percent had had an abor-

aThis. 4 million repr$sents four out of ten women
in the 15- to 19-year-ofd age group in 1975 and in.
cludes 700.000 currently married and 3 3 million
never or previoustY married women Presented in a
report to the- Conleience on Determinants of
Adolescent Pregnancy and Childbearing. spon-
sored by the Center for Population Research. Na-
tional 'Institutes of Health. in Belmont. Md May
3-5. 1976. the estimate is based on protected in-
creases in the proportion of sexually active. un
married women aged 15 to 19 since the Johns
Hopkins survey of 1971all of whom are assumed
to want to avoid having children while still un-
married plus estimates of .the proportion of cur.
rently married women aged 15 to 19 not pregnant
or trying to get pregnant derived from the June
1974 Current Population Survey 'of the Bureau of
the Census. The procedure is desCribed in Joy G
Dryfoos. "Women Who Need and Receive Family
Planning Servicesf Estimates at Mid - Decade."
Family Planning Perspectives. Vol. 7. No 4 (July/
August 1975) PP 172-179.

a

35-454 0 - 79 - 19

tion before attepding a family planning
clinic. Most teenagers who come to a
family planning clinic want and obtain
the pill although other methods are avail-
able. What are the advantages and dis-
advantages of the different methods
for teenagers?

Choosing Among
Contraceptive
Methods
The Pill. Oral contraceptives are the
single most popular reversible contra-
ceptive method among U.S. women to-
day. Combining high efficacy with use
independent of the sex act, the advan-
tages of the pill are clear. There are
also, however, significant disadvantages.
There are medical indications against its
use by women with vascular or clotting
problems, diabetes, liver disorders, can-
cer and other conditions.41 Actual pill
taking involves medical risks, the most
serious known adverse reactions being
blood clots, high blood pressure and gall
bladder disease. These risks, while in-
creased foc pill takers. are still small in
absolute terms.. More minor problems
are weight pin, headaches, and an in-
crease in minor vaginal infections. On
the plus side, pill use serves to regu-

larize and shorten menstrual periods
and may improve acne conditions by its
influence on the hormonal system.. Phy-
sicians are not in total agreement about
the advisability of prescribing a hormonal
contraceptive to a girl whose menstrual,
cycle is not yet regular or whose body is
still developing. On the other hand, the
list of risks must be weighed against the
risk of an unintended pregnancy and
possibly abortion.

The pill's major advantage is its high
degree of effectiveness in preventing
pregnancy, but this is dependent' upon
its careful taking. A method appropriate
for women with established sex .1K/es

19
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and regular daily habits may not be
suited to teenagers whose daily routines
and sexual activities are apt to be un-
predictable. Also, the pill requires a pre-

scription means the adolescent

must con a private doctor Or clinic.
Although many girls make this contact.

it undoubtedly takes more motivation
than reliance on a drugstore method;

IUD. Another highly effective method,

the y be even less suited to
adolescent needs. As with the pill, the
IUD requires contact with a physician
and is associated with major and minor

effects. Relatively minor side effects

are pain on insertion, painful menstrual
periods and heavy menstrual flOw. Major
Complications range from ectopic or-p-
bar pregnancy .while the device i in'
place, perforation of the uterus on inser-

tion and pelvic inflammatory disease, to
pregnancy' following spontaneous and

unobserved expulsion of the device. The

only absolute contraindications against

insertion are pregnancy or active pelvic

infection.
Most IUDs are not suitable for women

who have never borne a child and there-
fore it is not the method of choice for

most adolesce'its. This disadvantage
may be overcome by the newer Copper

T and Copper 7. Both offer easier inser-
tion and are better tolerated by women
who have never had a baby. As with
the pill, the long-term consequences of

adopting this type of contraceptive
regime early in a woman's reproductive
career are not fully Ivlown. The IUD is

effective in preventing pregnancy. its

effect is reversible and independent of
the sex act itself, and it requires little
continuing attention by the wearer (ex-

cept for checking that it is still in

place)."
Diaphragm. The diaphragm, used

with contraceptive jelly or cream, is a
reasonably effective method of contra-
ception but is not without its short-

comings. It requires a fitting by a pro-

fessional and ten must be put in place
before each a c t of intercourse. For

20

teenagers with J.Inpredictable sex lives
this can be quite problematic. Further-

more. the "equipment" involvedthe
device itself, jelly, applicator for addi-
tional jelly and possibly an inserter
must be kept by the woman. If ,a teen-
ager is hiding her sexual and contracep-
tive activity from her parents this could

be a disadvantage.
A major advantage to the diaphragm

and jelly is that there are no negative

side effects. Many women find they

adapt to the routine of inserting the
diaphragm and car: use it with confi-
dence and freedom from fear of side ef-
fects.43 A recent study in a New York

clinic demonstrated extremely high ef-
fectiveness even among teenagers when

they were property informed about how

to use the diaphragm and motivated to

avoid pregnancy."
Condom. Often criticized for being

unaesthetic or unrelia'ale, the condom

has many features to recommend it,
especially for teenagers. Used correctly

this method is quite effective in pre-
venting pregnancy especially when used
along with foam. It requires no physician
contact, is widely available and has no
negative side effects." It does require
preparation before each sexual act but
'not so much as the diaphragm.

Unfortunately, teenagers seem to have

many erroneous ideas about the condom.

In one study of teenagers' knowledge
about sex and contraceptives, 48 per-
cent believed that condoms break easi-

ly, although this is not true. After an
instruction period the teenagers were re-

tested and this question was still in-

correctly answered by many." Many
teenagers accord the condom a low rat-
ing for reasons that are not clear. Per-
haps some notionseven distorted ones

are so deeply entrenched in teen cul-
ture that they are difficult to change, or
perhaps teenagers' beliefs are based on

bad experiences with the condom as a
result of inadequate information on how

it should be used.
Since condoms are readily available
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albeit sometimes requiring a "Summer
Of '42" style episode to obtainand
otter good- protection when used cor-
rectly, they are well suited to teenagers'
sex lives. The condom also offers pro-
tection against venereal disease which is
a serious health problem for teenagers
as are shall see further on.

Withdrawal. Withdrawal Is often used
by teenagers and cannot be ignored as
a contraceptive method. It was probably
chiefly responsible for the historical de-
cline in European fertility in the 1800s
and early 1900s." Nonetheless, there
are several drawbacks to the method.
Foremost of these is Its unreliability
which may be exacerbated by the teen-
.age male's lesSer control over his sexual
response. On the plus side is its ready
availability, with no ''supplies" to obtain
or hide. Also it is free, which may be an
important factor for teens. There are no
medical side effects of withdrawal but it
may produce anxiety in both partners."-

Foam. Foam, and jellies and creams
used without a diaphragm, are used by
about 4 percent of married women and
an unknown, but probably small, propor-
tion of teens." These techniques are
simpler than the diaphragm and jelly
but notas effective. The absence of side
effects (except for an occasional sensi-
tivity to a specific brand) may make
themattiactive and new pre-filled ap-
plicators lessen the interruption of sexual
activity. Since these methods can be
obtained without prescription, they may
be preferred by a young girl who does
not wantor does not know howto
cope with clinics or physicians who de-
liver family planning services.

Douche. The age-old technique of
douching to prevent pregnancy is not
widely used 'except by black teenag-
ers.5°' While not requiring a physician's
intervention or inducing negative side
effects, there is little to recommend the
douche. To be used properly it involves
equipment and must be used immediate-
ly after intercourse. The most compelling
problem associated with this method is

4

its very high failure rate."
Rhythm. Rhythmor periodic absti-

nencemay be based on calendar cal-
culations of the time of ovulation or the
more complex but reliable basal body
temperature technique. Once the time
of ovulation has been established, sexual
relatioris must be avoided for a period of
time before and after the estimated date
of ovulation. Difficulty in pinpointing the
time of ovulation and variability in the
lifespan of the egg and sperm introduce
a note of uncertainty to this method.
Rhythm is a particularly difficult method
to use correctly if a woman's menstrual
periods are of irregular length. There
are no -negative medical side effects of
the method but the effectiveness is
low.52

Few teenagers say specifically that
they are using the rhythm method, but
40 percent of sexually active Johns Hop -J
kins respondents not using a method
said this was because it was the "time
of the month' they would not get preg-
nant.53 We have already seen that
teenagers' ability to even crudely esti-
mate this "time of the month" is poor.
Rhythm is a fairly complex method to
use. Few teenage women apparently
believe they are using it as their con-
traceptive method although some do use
their perception of the anovulatory
phase of the cycle as a rean for not
contracepting.

The choice of a contraceptive method
is not easy for anyonesince each regi-
men has positive and negative features.
Thechoice is undoubtedly more difficult
for 'teenagers who may confront prob-
lems such as fear of appearing "pre-
pared" for sexual relations, wanting to
hide the method from parelp, poor
knowledge about the relative risks of
different methods, or inability to negoti-
ate the health care system to gets help
from .a private physician or clinic. When
we consider that upwards of 4 million
U.S. teenage girls are estimated to be at
risk of unintended pregnancy the magni-
tude of the problemls clear.

21
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What of the Males?

There has been a lack of attention to the
males involved In adolescent ryegnan-
cies. Since it is the female who arrives
at a family planning clinic, has the abor-
tion, of bears the child, she 1s more like-
ly to'have come Into contact with a rec-

.
ord-keeping system 'that translates her
behavior into s tiStics. Bedause the
woman faces m e of the consequences
of sexual beha or and has at least as
great a chluice/to prevent-them as does
the male, research has also focused on
her. Though understandable, this state of
affairs Is. unfortunate. We know far less
about' how the male views. the risk of
pregnancy !though he has an oppor-
tunity to a rl It with contraceptiqn. To
Judge from the 'Johns Hopkins survey,
over half of contracepting teenagers are
using male methods- condom and with-
drawalLso clearly males have not given
up all responsibilities.

Wht many males do use contracep-
tives, any others do not. We have seen
that me female teenagers fail to use a

iomet od because they think they cannot
get regnant and there is evidencethat
males share those views. Fewer .ilhan,
half the young males surveyed in an ur-
b 'n area could correctly identify the

Hod in a woman's menstrual cycle
en she is at greatest risk of pregnan-

cy. Half of the boys questioned also said
/ they felt the girl should be the one to

luse
contraception." When this is corn-

bined with the data on girls the picture
is dismal/ Both sexes feel that contra-
ception Makes sex seem calculated and

/ report that it was not. used because of a
desire not to deprive the sex act of the
spontaneity It is supposed to have. Both
males' and females appear equally unin-
formed about the physiology of repro-
duction and the effectiveness of various
contraceptive methodseven those
methods which teenagers do use.

zz

Health
Consequences of
Adolescent
Childbearing

One area of significant risk associated
with childbearing during the teenage
years is healthhealth of the mother
and health of the baby. The risks in-
volved start with the pregnancy itself.
Serious itZmplications of pregnancy
such as toxemia (a condition which

causes hypertension), pre-eclampsia,
and prolonged labor are all more corn-

_ mon among teenagers than older wom-
en. While some of these difficulties may
result from poor diet or prenatal care,
others are related to the physical im-
maturityof the woman. The risk of fetal
loss is not particularly high for a teen-
ager nearing a first child, but is much
greater if she is having a second or
higher order birth."

Both the adolescent who gives birth
and her baby are at greater risk of death
than is the case with a woman in her
twenties. The maternal mortality rate is
highest for girls under the age of 15 and
still quite high for girls aged 15 to 19.
The only other age group that approach-
es these rates comprises women 40 to
49. The risks of late childbearing are
generally known, but the risks from very
early childbearing are also serious."

Janty-Menken draws attention to data
on the 1960 U.S. birth cohort which re-
veal that among both whites and non-
whites a similar pattern exists for mor-
tality risks to the baby (Fig. 6). The dif-
ferences in risks are far greater in the
first month of life than inthe remainder
of the first year. Menken remarks: "Just
after birth, when biolpgic factors- related
to the pregnancy are the primary deter-
minants of survival, risks' to infants of
younger mothers eke much higher than
those to infants of older mothers in both
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color groups."" If a teenager is having
her second or third baby the mortality
,risks for the baby are even higher.

One problem associated with assess-
ing The ,healtt risks of adolescent child-
bearing i$ that data are often presented
in five-year age groups, such as 15-19.
This obscures the differences between
young, teenagers.and older teens. The
health risks for a woman aged 18 or 19
are not much, different from the risks for
a woman in her early twenties, but the
risks for the 15- or 16-year-old are con-
siderably greater. Within the 15-19 age'
group the risks from pregnancy and
childbirth are greater the younger the
mother. Also, the' risks generally in-
crease with parity so that, while an 18-
year -old may not be at any appreciable
risk if bearing a first child, the 18-year-
old who is pregnant with a second child
may experience considerably increased
health risks."

birth weight
One explanation for the higher mortality
rates among babies born to teenagers is
the greater incidence of low-birth-weight
infants. Teenagers are more likely than
older women to give birth to a baby
weighing 2,500 grams or less and the
risk of death for such an infant is con-
siderably higher than for a baby born
weighing more than 2,500 grams (about
51/2 pounds). Table 9 (p. 24) shows the
probabilities of a low-birth-weight new-
born accbrding to maternal age and ra-
cial group. Nonwhite mothers' have a
greater risk than whites of bearing a
low-birth-weight baby at all ages, but the
young girl, white or nonwhite, is at the
greatest risk.

Besides increased mortality risks, low
birth weight is related to a number of de-
velopmental problems for the infants in-
volved, including cerebral palsy, epilepsy
and mental retardation. Of course, not
all . low-birth-weight babies suffer these
complications, but the risk is clearly
increased."

14'
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Table 9. Pei-cent of Loio-
Birth-Weight Infants by Age
of Ilt Other and Race: United
State4, January-March 196-7

Age of
kitlather Total White Nonwhite

under 15 17.2 12.5 19.5

15-19 10.5 8.5 15.7

20-24 7.7 6.7 13.2

25-29 7.2 6.5 11.8

30-34 7.9 7.0 12.6

35-39 9.1 8.3 13.3

40-44 9.6 9.1 / 12.2

.45 and over 8.6 8.1 10.8

Total 8.2 7.1 13.6

Source ,Helen C. Chase, :Trends in Prematurity. United
Slams. 1950-1987Y' Amollcan Journal of Public Health.

'Nol. 80 (1970) Table 8. p. 1.978.

There is one small brig% spot in the
catalogue of health problems associated
with eddy mptherhood. Women who bear
their first child before the ag% ot,18 ap-
parently have a decreased risk of breast
cancer. For them, this risk is one-third
that /or women who waft until age 35 to
begin a farnily.69 Few women want to
wait untilage'35 tcpSXart their families-
a time.when other hazards increase-
and this one advantage to,a teepage first
birth is minimal compared to the benefits
associated with bearing a first child be-
tween the ages of 20 and 24.

°Teenage Health
and Sex

Pregnancy and childbearing are not, the
only health "risks" run by sexually active
adolescents. Teenagers now feature
prominently in the U.$ statistics 'on
venereal disease. Although the rate for
syphilis has declined dramatically in the

24

past 30 years, the rate for gonorrhea has

risen. Close to a million cases of gonor-
rhea were reported across the nation in
1975. When under- reporting and under- .
diagnosis of cases are considered, the
Center for Disease Control estimates
that there are upwards of 2.6 million
cases annually, or about one new infec-
tion every 12 seconds. While men still
account for about 60 percent of the re-
ported cases, the rate for women is now
mounting faster than that for men. High:
est rates are found among 20- to 24-

year -olds, .closely followed by rates
,among 15-19 year-olds. The rate of in-
fection by gonorrhea has about tripled
since 1956 'and now stands at 1,216
cases per 100,000 populajion for teen-
agers-three times the overall' rate of
429 for the country.6'

The .complications of gonorrhea are
serious and may result lin sterility.' One
disturbing characteristic of the condition
is that it is often without symptoms in
women. Also, gonorrhea must be diag-
nosed 'through a smear rather than an
easier to obtain blood test, although
scientists 'are working on a blood test-
ing technique.

Astor syphilis it has not been eradi-
cated, Not relative ease of detection

sand ;.cure, along with generally under
stood syniptoms, makes this an easier
disease to control. The risk of syphilis is
highest for young adults .(20-24) but
teenagers, with 19.5 cases per 100,000,
are still above the national rate of 12.1.
Other medical .problems that are sexual-
ly transmitted are infections in the geni-
tals, such as nonspecific urethritis,
trichomoniasis and genital herpes. All
are believed to be on the increase. Since
repocting of these to the Center fbr Di-

, sease Control (CDC). is not required, it-is
difficult to ass show widespread they
are, but the CDC puts the annual total.
of trichomoniasis alone at 3 million
cases.62 Sweden has registered a de- ,

cline in venereal disease, which may be'
due to high rates of condOrn use. Den-
mark, where living c,Inditions and cul-
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ture are quite similar, has had no such
reduction in V.D., nor does it have high
rates of condom use.

It is quite likely that health risks other
t an venereal disease accompany early
s ual activity. I. D. Rotkin found age at
'fir sexual intercourse to be the factor
m closely associated witivisk of cer-
vical cancer for women. This relation-

; ship holds regardless of sexual fre-
quency, number. of partners; and whether
or not .a woman's partners had been
circumcised. Adolescence appears to be
the period of greatest susceptibility but
the long, latency of cervical cancer
means the disease m4'not surface for
several decades. The hypothesis pro-
posed by Rodkin Is that, in its high
growth state when cell are dividing, the
cervix of a female teem r is Particular-
ly vulnerable to viral ag nts which may
be transmitted by a sexual partner. While
the evidence for this hypothesis istitiot
complete, it is consistent withipther ecl-
derIce regarding the development of
cancer. Use of the diaphragm or con-
dom are two methods of short-tircuiting
this sequence of events."

. Child Development
Some data are available on the effects
of early parenthood on the later de-
velopment of the child or Children in-
volved. In an extensive review of preg-
nancy outcome and child development
as related to parental age at birth,
Dorothy Nortman reported on a study..'
which found childhOod mortality at
ages 1-4 to be 41 percent above average
among children rborn to adolescent
mothers, with a rapid decline as the age
of the mother increased. She noted that
accidents are an important cause of
childhood deaths, and the implication
is that teenagers may be too immature
to act as responsible parents.

She further cited's-a Canadiah study
which showed an increased preOalence

r .

fi

among adolescent mothersespecially-
for high parity womenof handicapped
children. And a study of Antal. defec-
tives -found them over - represented
among mothers under the age of 20 and
among mothers over the age of 35.64 As
with many such problems, there is a J-
shaped. curve of risk.. Risk is elevated
for young mothers, lowest for women in
their twenties and higher for older
Mothers.

Dr. Janet Hardy has reported data
from the Johns HopkinS Child Develop-
ment Study on the development 0'525
childrenborn to girls who were 16 years
or less at the. time ofdelivery.- At age
four, 11 percent of the children scored
70 or below on IQ tests compared to
only 2.6 percent of the general popula-
tion of four-year-olds. While in the gen-
eral population approximately a quarter
of four-year-olds will demonstrate an IQ
of 110 and above, only 5 percent of the
children born of very young mothers
tested that high. Dr. Hardynoted that

,school failure and behavior problems
are also more prevalent among the study
population. "Other serious problern
such as child abuse, delinquent' be-
havior and early pregnancies.among. the
children theNselves have been en-
countered. Yet, some of the young
mothers and their children have been
successful. These mothers have com-
pleted their schooling, hold good jobs,
have established satisfactory family life
and their children are doing well and
should be successful also:S.65

To say that there are.greater risks for
children born to adolescent Mothers
does not mean, of course, that all such
births will lead to problemslany more
than to say that delaying a 'birth until.
the twenties will guarantee that child a.,
splendid life. We can say that the risk

outcomes for the pregnancy,
the birth,'or for the child's development,
are higher the younger the mother.
Postponing a birth until a woman is
her twenties offers noticeably decreased
risks in all respects.

?5
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Life Cliaricesfee
TeenageMother

'

A birth during aiiolescence art effec)

orr mafw other aspects of a woman's
besides her heath, and the efitOt is

generally negative. What does becoming
a Mother as a teenager imply for a
wqrhan's4educatiir, her potential forn

plement and,.earnings, and *r future"
cbildbearipg'74`.
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Educating,. , #
pregnancy Sal mother/rood are major

reasons for girls leaving school' ft$

'course, sb girls drop out of School
am, then ,become pregrant, but that is
not t,e usual siarte.'00ne analysis pas

sh. /at only 20. percent'Of the worn-,.
en I bore a child before. the age of

18 ccimojetdd high school,: Thisrostudy

found very little inference betweeta,

black and white "women in this re-

spect"
Title IX of.the-Education Amendments

of 1972 (effective July 12, 1975) [No-
hibits schools which receive federal

funds from excluding any student on the

basis of pregnancy dr a pregnancy
related condition. Even so, the extent to
which young women stay in school dur-
impregnancy or are able to return after
a'9otirth varies widely. The demands of
child care may make it difficult for

some new mothers to remain in school,
even, if they are' not barred by school

policy.
The Neqw York study .of new mothers

found that of wthose who had not com-
pleted high school; 27 percent were in
school after the birth, and over half
(56 percent) wanted to go further in
school. Intfifiestingly, the proObrtion who

were irf school or wanted to go further
was adout the same for those who had

not completed high school as for thoie
who had: These young motheri, are not

without educational aspirations, but they

are not completely successful in achiev-,

26

ing th,m, either. It seems plausible that

more -of these young women would be'in

schqol had it not.been for an early first

birth.67
It is,,clear that pregnancy and both

,,,haver a negative effect on a woman's
education but it is difficult to say how

much .of De deficit is made up later in
life. ?he Ilifect of a birth may also. vary

s with the age of the mother, A girl who is

only, 15 when her baby is born may not
be expected to assume full responsibility
fdlr' the baby and therefore de able to
continue in school while a relative, per-
haps her mother, cares for the child.

* girl of 17 it more likely to take on tile
full rolci of mother and perhaps wifeJand

find that she does not have the time or.

,>ehergy to cope With school in addition.

Employment and earnings
Earnings are, generally a function of
Vnal schooling and on-the-job experi-

e_ The girl who bears a child while
still an adolescent is likely to both inter-
rupt hOr school and make it difficult to
find work because of her child care re-
sponsibilities. It is difficult to assess the

exact impact of a teliftbge birth on labor

force participation, occupation and earn-'

ings, but it is clear that women who be-

gin childbearing in their teenle ave dis-

t turbed title process by sFich one

achieves success in the market oltbe. A
long-term study of family incomes altiong

Detroit couples found persistently lower
earningS.and Assets among couples who

had married when the bride was already
pregnant compared with those who led.

not. This reduced economic achieve-

ment was nit the result of shorter,.dura-

tion of marriage, younger age at marri-

age, or social status of the parents."

1 ;

Fertility.
Numerous studies report that,the earlier

% woman begins'Pher family the more
children she is likely .to have.Thrs ap-
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parently results not from a desire for
More children but from having more un-
planned births. The New York study of
new mothers found that only 20 percent
of The teenagers had planned their
births at compared to 70 percent ot4lhe

. women who were 24 to 29. The teenage
Mother is less likely to Intentionally em-
bark on motherhood for her first birth
and the pattern may repeat itself with
later pregnancies.

Bonham and Placek report data from
the 1973 National Survey of Family
Growth regarding family size expecta-
tions for women who had their first child
at ages under 18,..18 -19 and older. The
younger the woman at the time of her
first birth, the children she even-
tually expected 0 ave (Table 10).

Divorce ,

Among married teenage women, who
have most of the births to teenagers,
does childbirth affect the stability of
marriage? Couples who marry before
the woman has reached age 20 have
much higher rates of divorce than those
who marry later; but one analysis based
on the 1970 NatiOnal Fertility Survey
does not show significantly increased
risk of divorce because of an early
birth.69 There is an adjustment by a
married couple to the arrival of a first
baby and there is an increased eco-
nomic burden. These adjustments must
be more difficult for a young couple
when the birth is likely to be unplanned,
and there has been less time for the
couple to adjust to married life and ac-
curhulate economic resources. How-
ever, the teenage birth does not in itself
doom the teenage marriage. The ex-
planation for lhis may simply be that

,early marriages suffer considerable
strains regardless of whether or not
there is an early birth.* On the other
ha0d, it is not accurate to conclude that
teenage pregnancies tire no associa-
tion with divorce since such pregnancies
undoubtedly often precipitate early mar-

Table 10. Total Births
Expected per 1,000 Ever-
Married Mothers by Age at
First Birth: 1973

Age at
first birth

Births expected
per 1.000 ever-
married mothers

Under 18 years 3,766
18-19 years 3,224
20-21 3,050
22-24 2,787
25-29 2,494
30+ 2,144

Source Gordon S Bonham and Paul Placek. "The Impact
of Social and Demographic. Maternal dealth and tnlant
Health Factors on Expected Family Size. Preliminary
Findings horn 1he1973 National Survey of Family Growth
and the 1972 National Natality Survey." presented at the
Population Association of America meeting. Seattle,
wash.. Apra 1975

riage, The National Fertility Survey an-
alysis did, however, show that women
who already had an illegitimate child at
the time of marriage had a higher risk
of divorce regardless of their age at
marriage.

Suicide and child abuse
Other consequences of early childbear-
ing may include the risk of abuse for the
child or suicide for the mother. Both are
plausible since the teenage mother is
often raising a child under stressful cir-
cumstances. The child is often unwanted
or at least unplanned, the mother may
not have the support of the child's father
or the social support available to older
mothers. The woman by virtue of being
less mature may be less prepared.. for
the demands of motherhood. The data
to support these hypotheses are not
extensive, however Gabrielson and col-
leagues have reported that the inci-
dence of suicide is more frequent
among teenage mothers than non-
mothers, but it is not clear if both the

27
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pregnancy aid the suicide were related

to a common problem which preceded
either event,"

It 'is also the impression of people
writing in this field that teenage parents

aye at increased risk of abusing their
children but this is difficult to estab-
lish." Statistics on child abuse are in-
complete and it is questionable that the

reporting is unbiased in regard to char-
acteristics of the parent. More research

is needed to understand the factors
leading to child abuse 'as well as to as-
sess the range of consequences:good

4 and badof teenage childbearing.

Sery for
Teenage Mothers
It is beyond the scope of this Bulletin to
catalogue the hundreds of programs in

the United States designed to assist

schoolzagers who become parents.
These services are in addition to the
network of clinics offering family plan-
ning and abortion. One may conclude

that the availability of services for

adolescents has expanded considerably
in the past few' years but that current
programs are not adequate to meet the
need. Programs vary widely in what
they ptovide and where they can be
found. Urban areas tend to provide a
much better' array,of services than rural

areas.
Some,,studies of programs for school-

age parents illustrate a problem that
may result when services are designed

to achieve only short-term goals. One
project contrasted the health of babies

born to adolescent mothers who were
part of a comprehensive program of pre-
and 'Post-natal care with that of children
born to similar mothers who were not in

such a program. As might be expected,
the mothers in the special program had
healthier babies. This demonstrated that

intervention with nutritional supplements,
health care and counseling had a bene-

ficial effect. However, subsequent births

. to these same mothers which did not re-
ceive such attention showed poorer re-
sults. Prematurity, low birth weight, and
perinatal mortality were all significantly
higher among the 103 subsequent births
than among the 180 index infants."

Perhaps a more common problem

with short-term goals of programs for
young mothers is focind with those de-
signed to help pregnant teenagers stay

In school. Such a program may be able
to assist a girl through the difficulties of
continuing in school during pregnancy,
getting health care-and planning for the
baby, and then find that once she has
had the baby her child care problems
keep her from returning to school and

graduating.
Women who first bear a child as an

adolescent may encounter medical, de-
velopmental and social problems at that
time and with that child, but the in-
creased risks may apply, to later-born
children as well. An intervention pro-
gram that ameliorates. some of these
problems is valuable,.tbut the problems

may be persistent. The later-born child
may still be affected by the mother's or
father's truncated education, diminished
occupational skills, marital disruption or

the mother's altered reproductive sys-

tem.
Service programs have shown that it

is possible to help avert some of the
negative consequences of early preg-
nancy, but they have also revealed that
many problems associated with adoles-
cent childbearing are complex and may
require a broad perspective if we are
to be successful in ameliorating the
consequences.

Consequences
for Society
The costs of adolescent sexual' and re-
productive behavior for society are com-
plex. Behavior which results in health
problems generally results in costs not

28
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only to the individual but also to the
society which may subsidize the treat-
ment. Information on the public support
of medical care shows that, in 1967,
hospital costs for 52 percent of out-of-
wedlock births and 10 percent of legiti-
mate births among white women were
paid for out of public funds. The cor-
responding figures for blacks were 76
percent and 40 percent." Of course,
only about half of out-of-wedlock births
are to teenagers, but we may assume
that teenagers" would be no less likely
to need such support and may well be
more likely to. According to the 1972
National Natality Survey, one third of
the,women_under 18 having a legitimate
birth. in that year had their hospitaliza-
tion paid in part or fully by an agency or
organization. The percentage falls to 25
for women 18-19, and decreases steadi-
ly as age increases to less than 10 per-
cent for mothers 35 and over. This pay-
ment may have been ,from public
sources or the military. Conversely, the
proportion of women having hospital bills
paid by private insurance rises steadily
with the age of the mother.74 These
data are not surprisingthey only con-
firm what logic would implythat the
young mother, married or not, is less
likely to be economically established and
able to pay for her health care.

For the adolescent mother who bears
a child tie costs, of course, do not end
With delivery. To cite again the New
York City study of new mothers, it was
found that more than half (55 percent)
of the teenage respondents were in
households receiving public assistance
as opposed to 17 percent of the mothers
aged 20-23 and 9 percent of those aged
24-29. Public assistance may be the
means by which young mothers are able
to return to school, for this same study
showed that of the teenage mothers en-
rolled in school, three-fourths were in
households receiving public assistance.
Since these are the girls least likely to
be able to find a lob, such assistance
may be the most constructive: reaction

to an untimely first birth. The women
who received public assistance after
the first birth were less likely than other
women to have another baby in the
follow-up period of the study. While
theSe data do show that many young
girls are in households-reCelVing public
assistance after the birth there is no
evidence that such assistance results in
more rapid second births.:

The cost accounting for adolescent
pregnancy and childbearing is quite
complex, and incomplete, It is difficult to
assess all of the costs, direct and in-
direct, that the individual and society
may bear. It is also difficult to assess
the cost of all alternative courses of ac-
tion. However, it is generally agreed
that family planning services. are "cost-
effective" in that they are less expen-
sive than the consequences of pregnan-
cy and childbirth. This cost-effectiveness
undoubtedly carries over into the non-
economic sphere since the emotional
costs are far less for contraceptiOn than
for bearing an unwanted child, or an un-
planned child that leads to a precipitate
marriage, reduced educational and oc-
cupational opportunities, or other 'con-
sequences.

International
Comparisons

How does the United States compare
with other countries in regard to teen-
age reproductive behavior? Many de-
veloping countries exceecrthis nation in
the proportion of adolescent women who
are married, or the extent to which child-
bearing takes place during the teenage
years. However, the level of teenage
reproductive activity in the United
States exceeds that of other developed,
or industrialized countries. In highly in-
dustrialized Japan, for example, teen-
agers account for only 1 percent of
births in contrast to nearly 20 percent

29
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Table EL International Comparisons of Childbearing and.
Marriage Among Teenage Women

Country

Birth rate
of women
under 20*

% all births to
women under

20°

illeg. births to
women under

20b

% marriages,to
women under

20° .

United States 68 19 25 33

England and
Wales 50 11 21 26

Sweden 33 7 60 7

5 1 5 3

France 26 7 17 20

Chile 70 15 30 31

Sources. United Nations, Demographic
Yearbook 7999 (Table 25). 1972 (Tables 6 and 17). 1974 (Tables 10 and 12)

°1971-1973. b1967r1968.

`irt.the United States. England, which is

culturally quite similar to the U.S., re-
ports only 11 percent of births occurring

to teens, and .the, figure for Sweden is-
7 percent (Table 11). Of course, the pro-

portion of bit"ths attributable tp teenagers "
is influencedby birth rate trends Along
older women'as Well as teenagers them-
selves. As wePhave seen.i the greater`
downturn in the former have ha; Much

do with the increase in Ittib,teenage
portion* of all LIB.. birthi in7 .recent

years.
Data for international compariSon are

available for approximately the same
time periods from the United Nations
Demographic Yearbooks. Table 11 gives

several measures of teenage reproduc-
tive behavior for the 'United States and
five other countries. There are large
differences which reflect social and cul-

tural variations in the propenslity for

adolescents to marry, beer children and
have children out of wedlock. It is not
surprising that the studies that are avail-
able Utter similar rates of sexual activity
among adolescents in the United States
and Britain or that rates for Japanese
teenagers are much lower.i°

The presSures that exist to refrain
from or engage in sexual relations and

30
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the extent to which intercourse leads
to pregnancy and birth vary from coun-
try to country. Sanctions against abor-
tion 'or against bearing a child out of
wedlock also vary and influence the
availability of birth control and abortion
services as well as the extent to which

pregnant adolescents marry.
-

The Outlook
,

,.T,o.:sbm up, there. "justifiab)e concern
abdut actolesceift. childbearing because

of the negative'Cutcomes so often ex-
perienced by the mother, child, and

others involved. It is difficult to find any-

thing that is not better when birth is

postponed. In one sense the "problem"
of adolescent childbearing is diminishing
in the United States, for we can see
substantial declines in the birth rate for
most teenagers. However, the declining
rate for older teenagers is coupled with
rising rates for younger teens and ,the

rates for nonwhite girls remain substan-
tially higher at all ages than for whites.
The very large numbers of U.S. teen-
agers today means that, even with de
dining rates, there are large numbers of
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births to teenagers. Thus, the magnitude
of the problem has not diminished great-
ly, if at all.

Adolescent childbearing is clearly a
risk for the young teenager. A girl who
is. 18 or 19 does not face particular
biological risks from a pregnancy, but a
younger girl does. The social conse-
quenceifor the parents and children
of too early childbearing are alSo nega-
tive. While the general picture is clear,
the details about magnitude and reversi-
bility of effects remain for future re-
search to clarify. Such research will
hopefully turn from the myopic view of
adolescent childbearing and look at
petple other than the mother. The ef-
fects on the. father, on the extended'
family which may be called upon to help
raise the child, and on society should
receive more attention than they have
to date.

Childbearing is only one aspect of the
whole issue of teenage fertility-related
behavior reviewed here. Rates of sexual
activity are apparently increasing for
adolescent women. Even so, sexual ac-
tivity is not typical of teenagers, except
for older, and especially black teen-.
agers. Given the sporadic nature of
exual activity among adolescents it is
difficult to say just. what !'sexually act
tive" means.

Most of ..)he teenagers yo o are sexual-
ly active make at least so e attempt to
avoid pregnancy,. This does not, how-.
ever, mean consistent use of the most:
effective - contraceptives.' ,The geAral

Reference;

.1

unpredictability of theircekual, activity,
misconceptions about, the risk of preg-
nancy, personal and, intra7,couple bar-
riers to contraceptive' use, and,barriers .

to contraceptiveeryiceS ail.cornbine tof
make contraceptlen,,fbr;adoleSciants
difficult experience_ ,Mbreovef,, is SeekA
ing protection from un'*anted pregnan.
cies adolescents, firnd-aa;.do.aduitiL.--,
that there is no 43erfeot, Confraceptilte;
Methods differ in, their
to prevent conCeption;: ' put they alsd
differ in what they require from the pair
in order to make-thOne-thod'SuCceSsful
Methods thatseein.ideal lei adultsr.n.ay
be inappropriateloradolesCenta. ,

Despite attitude iffrvey,,linclings which'
indicate adult a6proval, for 4be,orciVisien
of family planning SerifiCeS to 'teenag.:
ers.76 this serViee hoi.itniforn* avail
able for adolescents. ::Teeriagers per-
ceive ptitiblentS ig obtaining service and
there is reeiOn-to, believe,'lhat the yse
of contracepitibn incteaSe with
improvements ;irf:the:deliVery..orfarnily
plannir;g:)iervIces:' SinCe 'the ,'effective
use of ,cOnirpOppliiies ie14tell tb un-
derstanding the riSks; of .pregnahoy and
the characferls4S,et different methods,
it seems irnperethie that improved serv-
ices to:feeiiaders',Miciiide en educational
component: , '

;There is a great deal' of iinforrnation
available: about 'sex,, repiad,u,Ction. con-'
traceptjon;stheseffecis of coo early child-
bearing; s*viCes:.for teenagers, and so
forth; bUt little ,'of it 'appears to be in the
hands of the adolescents involved.
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Adolescent Fertility Update

(For this May 1977 reprint, Wendy Baldwin
has updated the picture of U.S. teenage
fertility with material available since the
first publication. of the Bulletin In September
1976.)

oats for 1975 show continuation of a
number of adolescent fertility trends al-
ready noted in this Bulletin: (1) overall,
birth rates for teens declined from 1972-
74 levels, with a rise. only in birth rates
for very young girls; -(2) the number of
births to teenagers decreased froin
1974; (3) the number of out -of- wedlock
births rose among teenagers; and' (4)
the illegitimacy rate for women 15-19
increased, but only among whites.

The birth rate for women 15-19 con-
tinued to decline in 1975, reaching 56.7
per 1,000-3.4 percent lower than in
1974, as seen in the ta e bel . As in
the past,. the rate e line vied by
age and race. The one ear declines
were smallest for the -Lyo est girls
and white girls aged 14 actually. showed
a slight increase (2.3 percent) to a rate
of 4.4 births per 1,000: Nonwhitet
showed no such increase at any age.
The declines in fertility rates were
slightly greater for °nonwhites although

Birth Rates for.U.S. Teenagers, 1975

AgS

Births per 1.000 women

Total . White Nonwhite

14 7.14 4.4.- 22.1
15 19.4 13.4 51.2
16 38.4 28.1 .82,3
17 46.9 .114.5

'18 7-7.5 66.3 138.9
19 92.7 82.2 151A

15-19 56.7 47.4 - 107,8
% change

1974-75 -3.4 -3.5 -4.3
Soure: Robot 1.. Reuse/. Choi. Natality Statistics
likanCh, Division of Vital Statistics. 'Nitional Center for
Health. Stalislice. personal communication.
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their rates are still ,substantially higher
than thope for white teenagers.

A look at the 1970-75 trends shows
lowered fertility rates for all nonwhite,.
adolescents and lowered rates for
whites 16 and older. Breaking this into
first r4higher order births, we see that
the only rates that are rising are first
birth rates for white girls under age 16.
First birth rates are down considerably
for older white teens and higher order
birth, rates have fallen for all ages,

1'7
at

thoUgh somewhat more modestly:: Non:
whites show a somewhat different- pic-'
ture. While their fertility rates remain
well above comparable white rates, they
have registered declines at all ages and
parities. Furthermore, the declines have
been.greatest for higher order births.

Declines in rates are not always ac-
companied by decreases in numbers but
in 1975,the absolute, nuniber of births to
women under the- age of 20 .also
dropped. The total of 594,880 was 2.2t,
percent below ,the 607,978 total of 1974.
This decline was completely accounted
for by the fall in births to women aged
15-19 since numbers of births to women
under 15 actually rose about 1 percent
from '12,529 in 1974 to 12,642 in 1975.
In 1975, birthe to women under 20 ac-
counted jpr 18.9 percent of all births,,
about the same as in 1974. This propor-,
tion varies Widely by race, with some
16 percent of white births and 30 per-
cent of all -nonwhite births being to
women under 20.

Out-Of-wedlock childbearing

The total number of out-of-wedlock
births in the United States increased by
7 percent between 1974 and 1975, rising
to an all-tme high of 447,000. Of these,
233,500 were to women under the age
of 20. up by 5.6 percent over 1974.

In 1975, 14.2 percent of birth to
women of all ages were out of wedlock.

se5
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Arnbng tee9agers, however. a percent
of all births itire wit of welilock, up
from 36 peicent in 1974. This one-year
increase was nearly as great as that
registered from 197() to 1974. The 1975

proportions of out-of-wedlock births
were 23 percent for white teenagers. 78
percent for blacks, and 45 percent for
adolescents classified estYother."
""The 1975. illegitimacy rate of 24.8

birthi per 1,000 unmarried women aged
15-44 was up 2.9 percent over that of
'1974: For 15- to 19-year-olds, the
gitimacy rate went up 4.3 percent to

' . 24.2 births per 1,000 unmarried women.
This is the highest such rate ever ob-
served for ttils age -group. From 1974 to
1975 the illegitimacy rate rose slightly
(2.3 percent) for women aged 20-24 to
31.6. Because of this reversal of pre-
vious trends.for this age group, the pro-
portion of all out-of-wet ock births that
were to teenagers dropped slightly from

52.9 percent to 52.1 .percent. While
white rates are lowest, they showed the
only increase between 1974 and 1975.

What do these oligures mean? Is the
"problem" of teenage childbearing over
betause the birth rats are generally

declining? I do .mt think so. If we are
concerned about 'the, women and chil-
dren (and other family members) who
may be affected by a birth to a teen-
ager, the number of people involved has
hardly changed from the 1960s when
the rates of teenage childbearing were
very high. In fact, an increasing number
of these births are occurring to the
youngest women. those least able to
care for a baby and those at the greatest
risk of medical complications. Also, the
increasing number of teenage out-of-
wedlock births May mean that more
births are occurring in situations that
are problematic to the mother, the baby,

. and society.
If declining birth rates do not mean

the end Of the "problem" of teenage
childbearing, what do they mean? In
1976, Zelnik and . Kantner of Johns

Hopkins University ,again conducted a
national survey pf fertility-related prac-

36

tices among women aged 15-19,' Com2
parison of the findings with those 01 their

1971 survey indicate that premarital
sexual activity among women of this

age has continued to rise. In 1971, 27
percent of never-married women sdr-

veyed reported .having had sexual la-
tercourse it least' once. By 1976- the
figthe was up to 35 percent, an increase
of 30 percent in just five years. ;
. Increasing sexual., activity put declin-

ing birth rates amoriti teenagers must
mean that teenagers are b oming in-
creasingly able to contro heir fertility
either through contra tore practices
Or abortion. The 1976, Johns Hopkins
survey did indeed reveal a drop of about
one-third over 1971 in the proportion pf
never-married ,15- to 19-year-olds hav-
ing unprotected Intercourse. It also re-
vealed that teenagers are using more
effective methods of birth control: In

1976, almost one-third of the sexually
active women surveyed used the pill,
almost twice the proportion of 1971, and

the increase was more dramatic for 15
to 17-year-olds than for the oldest teens.

Despite this encouraging increase in
contraceptive practice, a recent review
of family planning services for teenagers
notes that teenagers are still under-
served compared to the overall poRula-

ticin of women in need of family planning

services.2 Also, although abortion
services are increasingly available they
are' not uniformly accessible in all 50

states and adolescents seeking abor-
tion still have more problems than older
women. Thus, the improvement in teen-

age fertility control is being achieved
despite imperfect services. How much
lower would the birth rate be for teen-
agers if services were improved?

iZelnik Melvin and John F. Kantner, "Sexual and Con-

fracgptive Experience val Young Unmarried Women In

the United States. 1976 and 1921." Family Planning
Perspectives, Vol 9. No 2 (March/April 1977) pp. 55- ,

71
'Urban and Rural Systems Associates, Improvigg Family

Planning Services for Teenagers. Contract HEW -05 -74-

304. submitted to the Cepartment of Health. Education.

and Welfare. June 1976
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Senator RIEGLE. what analysis is*very helpful to us and certainly
pears out the need for exactly the kinds of initiatives that this 1241
was designed to provide. ".

Dr. Moore or Ms. Forbush, who 'would like too next ?
Dr. MOORE. I believe my testimony follows Dr. Baldwin's most

directly.
Senator RILE. Do you want to- identify yourself for the record?
Dr. MOonE. Yes. .14tr. Kristin A. Moore, research associate, Urban.

Institute in Washingion, D.C.
A significant proportion of all childbearing in tbie t ailed States

takes place during the teenage' years and often outside of marriaX.
Over the past 2 years, our research program ttas been attemptw to
trace out the social and economic consequence's of these trends. Our
work indicates that teenage childbearing leads to important conse-
quences for tlie young. mother and lov family. Related analyses sug-
gest that childbearing is also costly to society general since an
early birth seems to increase the odds that inotherwill require
welfare assistance. The economic impact of an early birth is not direct.
Rather, it seems to trigger a chair,xf 'e'vents that etnnbine to under-
mine economic well being.

The mosticritical factor is the reduction in educational attainment
that seems to result from a teenage birth. lIowever, subsequent child-
bearing plays a crucial role, as well A marital instability and lower
income on the past of other household earners.

Results of our analysis clearly indicate that i'arly childbearing is-
associated with silznif\cant educational loqes. For example, among
the young Nvomen, age 24p.in one study, girls, who 'bore a child *15
or younger, had completed only119.'years of school on the average.
Those who had a first birth at 16 or 17 completed 101/4 years on the
average.

Early marriage also has a significant negative impact On the years
of schooling a young woman is able to complete. It is difficult to sort
out the effects of an early birth from-early marriage sive they so
freuently occur together. I lowever. it is clear that the yoling woman
wh(i'both has a child and who marries is the most likely to dilp out
of school. The voting woman who bears a child but does- not marry
is only half as likely to drop out as the yOung woman who becomes
both a mother and wife. Whether she marries or not, though*the
school-age mother is considerably more likely discontinue her
formal education than a teenager repo has not borne a child.

We also looked at the issue cif whether these young mothers catch
up as the years pass. The answer is "no.- In no instance could we .find,
that even half of the women who became mothers at age 17 or younger
completed high school.

Several additional questions need to be a(Oressed.
First, what are the effects of family background and motijItion?

We found that family background. social class, and educational goals
do affect schooling, as you would expect, but that having a child at
that age haS a critical effect on schooling over and above the effects
of the backdrop.

The question' of causality is also critical. While I do not. want to
imply that pregnancy is the only reason girls drop out 'of 4ichool,

4
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among those girls who . do get pregruilit, fliVpregnancies kern to
iiprease the %hanc,es that the girl ill drop out ovir.'ankabove ,4er

chances had she not gotten
Moreover, wIthciUt a iiigh14school diploma, the young gir14' earnings

' opportunities Sap limited. They seem to nrry men with relatively
poor earning PrOspiects,' perhaps because the birth forced the father
to quit school as welly or perhaps the Aung mother is not a particu-
larly attractive choice as a wife.

Moreolrer, havi, .
.er

guKchildbetil at arinA
g age, by any later

age, a teenage ni er terMs to*ave.a larger family. Among women
35 to 52, in one 44 pit, moth rs who were high school age when the
first child was born, avera ore than five children 4orn.pared to

an average of close to three. tjith' !',,,rt e.

Also our research substantia er research rsarding the high
probability of di+orceltmong couples - marry as teenagers. It has
recently been stated-that 10 percent of , r ri age s entered by girls 14

arid 17 will end in divorda. Consequent yothere is a high probability
that a teenage mother will be a lemailethousehold head with children
ea support. Given, her earning ability, povelpy is likely. Lower funky
income presents ol6vious difficolties to the teenage mother and her

family. ..
.

An analysis that. we condl#tea for the House Select Committee on
4POpulation indicated that Federal and State Goveinmenta disbursed.
$4.65 billion in 1975 kthibugh Aid to Families with Dependent Chit=

dren. To women whose first chilliwas born when they were teenagei.s,

- thiRg represents approximately half of the expeilditurp of about $9.4°

billion. .-v ''.4 ,.

,Among women "14 to40 Jiving in oliousehohis receiving AFDC, 60

percent had eir first child while a teenager. Considered frombolt
4 a different vers e, of the Nia9men then It to 30 who hull Their first

child as teenagers, nearly 20 percent were receiving AFDC
,Although $4.65 billion ray soundAke a large expenditure, it con-

stitutes an' underestftnate beCause it It not been able to includemeas-
ures of admirtistratiVe costs, medicaid; stamps, or theVitoposed
coverage of prenatal care and delivery: d 'a a d i t i o n , it has not been ..

possible to develott astimate of the increased cost tiPthe Govern
'' ment due to the hAtIth problems of low birfii weight infants more

- frequently delivered by teenage mothers. .6i.

In summary, I think that leis 4ir tioconclude on the baSIS of our

research and other studies as w'ffll, that teenagy childbearing has

iin rtant negative4onyequences qor- the mot.her and baby and for
y as a whole Reducln the freqtrency 6f teenage childbearing v

should reduce the burdeitia welfare dependency substantiajly.
The choice of policy options requites attenti to whether or not

teenagers4vish or intend to beipmes pregnant. :S ies shbw that most
teenagers do not intend theirlopognancits, and t at the cost of con-
traceptive family planning services is quit low, abbut,$66 parkwoman
for a year or about,$225"Million fs, year in terms of 'Federal appro-
priations. .'.'7,r-icizt ,,... ..

,ir 4

,Clearly, itis in,the ihtitual interest ofkovernment, indeduals Ad
fimilies to help that majority of teenagers prevent, pregnancies that
the teenagers themselves do not want.

[The prepaid statement of Dr. Moore foio#ft:]
,o-

,,.s
e.

2E `Zt .
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TEENAGE CULDBEARING
r.

FOR WOMEN.' FAMILIES AND GOVERNMENT WELFARE EXPENDITURES

Kristin A. Moore
The Urban institute

Introduction

During the past decade, the United States has witnessed a dramatic decline

in fertility rates. Despite this overall- trend, fertility rates have nbt fallen

as rapidly among teenagers as among older women. In fact, firtility rates,

, .

while Joy, are actually rising,onpneffmiles under age15.,. The slow decline in

fertility rates among teenagers r0.atiWe to tiller women combined with }Argo teenage

cohorts has resulted in another phenomenon; the proportion of all babies ctiif

are born to teenasamothilr6hae Hien. b950, females under age 20 bore

° 12 portant ,,f!a11.744.ld:Isp
an1.20 percent.Ot ell first children. In 1975,

chi? bore 197tent of 41Nhildren and 35 percent of all first children. In

additiS., the proportion of all births that occur outside of marriage has

been rising. In 1975, 14 percent of all babies were born to unmarried women,

compared to 4 percent in.1950. Early and out-of-wedlock childbe'ar;ng tend

to be intertwined; 52 percent of.all out -of- wedlock births occurred to 'teenagers

in 1975, and 39 percent of.teerUige births occurred outside of marriage.

Clearly, a significant portion of childbearing in the United States occurs

among teenagers, often outside of marriage, and the proportion does not seem

to be decreasing. Is this cause for concern?

This research report focuses on the consequences of early childbearing

'or the later social and economic status of chi mother and her family. Previous

research has documented associations between early motherhood anelower

educational attainment, a higher probability of divorce among parents who
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marry, higher subsequent fertility, aitd later poverty. However, these

1 a
associations have not been tested within statistical models that control

for important social, economic, and motivational factors. Therefore, it is

not cleartwhether the attainment of young women is inhibited by having a

first birth at a young age or whether the achievements of early childbearers

are limiird by personal and social characteristics other than their age at

first biith. Over the past two years, we have been attempting to trace out

the social and economic consequences of teenage childbearing using two

`females

surveys--One sample of approximately 5,000 contemporary young American

females and one'sample of 5,000 households. Our work indicates that teenage*

childbearing leads to important negative consequences for the young mother

and her family. Related analyses suggest that teenage childbearing is also

costly' for society in general, since an early birth seems to increase the

odds that a mother will require welfare assistance.

The economic impact of an early birth is not direct, Rather, it

seems to trigger a chain of events that combine to undermine economic well-

being. The most critical factor is the reduction in educational attainment

that seems to result from a teenage birth; however, subsequent childbearing,

lower income on the part of other household earners, and marital instability

all play a role. Each of thelfeps in the process will be considered

separately.

Data

The data utilized in this paper are drawn from the National Longitudinal

Study o4 the Labor Market Experiences of Young Women (hereafter referred to

. as the NLS data) .
funded by the U.S. Department of Labor, and the Panel Study

of Income Dynamics (PEID), funded by the Department of Health: Education and

Welfare.

:p 2

A
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The first wave of the NLS was fielded in 1968 and sampled about 5,000

young women between the ages_Of 14 and 24. Attempts to reinterview these

women were made annually from 1,969 through 1977.
Sample retention has beep

very good!' by,4172,
90 percent of the original sample remained intact. The

NLS data are esPecially
well-suited for a study of the consequences 'of .

early childbearing because they
follow young women through the teenage and

young adult years when family building ofteniakes plaCe. Fo'r'a large pro.

portion of the sample, data on marriage and childkearing.are.not retrospective

i

but were gathered as events occurred. Because extensive information was

obtained on the education and work
experience,as. well as on the social and

economic background of respondents, detailed
comparisons between teenage

mothers and young women who postponed their childbearing can tie'made.

PSID data collection was initiated
in 1968 to provide inforaltion on

short run changes in the economic status
of families' and individuals. To

this end, approximately 5,000
families have been interviewed annually through

1978. NCB obtained through 1976 are included in the current analyses,, The

D.-

original sample consisted of a
cross-section sample of dwelling units within

the continental United States plus a subsample of faltiliesr interviewed in

1967 by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. Since 1968, the sample has consisted

of all panel members living in
families that were interviewed the pievious

year plus newly-formed
families that include any adult panel member who bed

movtd out of the sample household since 1968. The addition Of newly-formed

families has resulted in an increased sample site despite slapIe attrition.

PSID panel losses were considerable
in the first year but have been relativnky,

minor in recent years. The
data" were weighted in 1972 to addui,boih for

different sample fractions and for different rates of nonresponse:./Since that

time, attrition has not been
sufficiently great to variant further istilgttment,
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and estimates made from the PSID correspond closely with estimates obta ned

from the Current Population Reports. Nevertheless, as with all survey data,

solo care is sierranted in generalizing from results to the'entire U.S.

population.

Early Childbearing and Lower Educational Attainment

The, importance of schooling to other life outcomes has been documented.

repeatedly. Income, occupation, fertility, sex.roleorientation, unemployment,

and even the probability of divorce are affected by education (see Moore et al.,

107). Previous research has documented an association between early child-

. bekring and lower educational attainment; however, important factors such as

family background have not been controlled for and the issue of causality

his not been considered.: Since' lower status families both complete less

Schooling and also tend to bear children at younger ages, it is important to

cOmc91 for 64e impacr.of family characteristics on education. Otherwise,'

an lefect,mighl be tsdrIked to teenage childbearing which is really due to

family' background. '

-Results from ourgnalyses clearly indicate that early childbearing is

associated with significant educational lostes. Among the young women age 24

in the NIS sample. frsexathpleirlswhe bore a child at 15 or younger hsid:

...."....': ,

completed only 9 ykars:df.chool on the average', Those who had a firsrthErif

.at 16 or 17 compIetedted and one-hlif years, on the average. 6
Early:MactInge /4kO4has a significant negat -impact on the years of

- 11 1t..

schooling d Sibungyoman 4s able co complhte. fr.is difficult so sort out the

...44,
.

:5. .

effects of an Diti4y birth eV % early martl)lage nince they so, frequently occur

.,,. /-.,
-

cogeibe However.-.1, it .1 `clear that thg - youogliostan who both has a'child

''', '^:' ., g , ; t- -, -- ,t .,.;.

,..oanrs who 441e1 ii the il4Wfikely ,A,t64 opt'of school. The young woman who

c
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bears a child but does not marry is only half as likely to drop out as the

young woman who becomes both a mother and wife. Whether she marries or not,

though, the school-age mother is considerably more likely td discontinue her

formal education than a teenager who has not borne a child.

When the effects of factors such as family background, educational goals,

and age at marriage are controlled for statistically, young women who had a

first birth at age 15 or younger were found to complete nearly two years less

schooling than the young women who we still childless at age 24. The impact

of teenage childbearing occurs net of these other factors. In every analysis

we did, age at first bir\h was the strongest or one of the strongest influences

considered.

Catching Up on Schooling Over Time

We lookld at educational attainment among,young women in, the NLS sample

at age 18 and 21, as well as at age 24. Our goal was to examine the possi-

bility that there is an initial loss which is overcome by the young women

as the years go by. On the contrary, the young mothers did not seem to catch

up with their later-bearing peers.
In fact, the gap between the young mothers

and the young women who are childless at 18, 21, and 24 increases as the

childless contemporaries continue their schooling.

Subsequent analyses on t ?SID data suggest that some increases in

education do occur even thOugh young mothers do not catch. up. For example,

among the PSID women aged 22 to J4 .those who became mothers at age 15 or

less comppited 10.4 years of schooli g, compared to 8.9 years among the

NIS women, Among PSID women who becam mothers at 16 or 17, the mean is 11.0,

compared' to 10.5 among. the NIS mothers. While these are not particularly im

pressive gains, they do show that some women manage either to return, co school,

attend adqlt education, or perhaps pass a high school equivalency examination.

6
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Table 1 portray* this increase in a different manner.

Table. 1: 'Percent of Women Completing'Twelve
or More Years of Schooling, by Age
at First Birth and Race (National
Longitudinal Survey and Panel Study

Age at First Birth

of Income Dynamics)

NLS Women at Age 24
Black White

(1.5

16

37.

19

(33)

(42)

77,

21

(28)

(42)
17 34 (47) 32 (79)

18 48 (48) 63 (136)

19 7 (47) 78 (151)

20 78 (40) 86 (121)

21 67 30) 87 (110)

22 80 (25) 97 (93)

23, 90 (20) 97 (97)

>24' 79 (120) 92 (594)

Childlies in 1976

a

PSID Women 22-35
Black White

407. (25) 277. (11)

31 (42) 28 (18)
47 (62) 41 (39)

64 (53) 65 (48)

64 (47.) 73 (71)

81 (42) 87 (70)

92 (26) 87 (46)

67 (18) 93 (60)

94 (16) 80 (39)

75 (24) 98 (102)
86 (57) 99 (158)

At age 24, fewer than 10 percent of the youngest NLS mothers are high school

graduat es. However, among PSID women tged 22 to 35; 40 percent of the blacks

and 27 percent of the whites had managed to secure a high school diploma.

This'ris an important gain, since evidence suggests that women who achieve at

least a high school education are only half as likely to live in householda

receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children. Nevertheless, in no instance

do even half of the women who became mothers at 17 or younger manage to acquire

12 years of education. For most of the young mothers, then, an early birth

appears to pose more than a temporary setback to schooling.

The Process of EducationalAttainment

Another analysis (see Waite. and Moore, 1978) suggests that the factors

that are J.mportant to the process of educational attainment differ among young

women who bear a chLld during the high school years and those who delay, Among

those who postpone childbearing, motivation of the individual and encouragement

6

269 \
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or help from others are the
Most impottant factors related to years of

schooling completed at age 24. However, for teenage mothers, the character;

istics of her'family ere most important. A girl with an advantaged family

background- -fewer siblings, higher father's
education, and an intact family- -

probably has an easier tilhecoping with the
responsibilities of a new baby

while also finding it possible,10,Atten4 school.. The 'impact Of thelttent's

educational goal for her and being in a college prs
curriculum are far less

important to the teenage childbearer than to the childless teenager, presumably

because the realities of motherhood make it difficult for her to realize

previous goals, whatever they are.

Race

In the NLS analyses, after cont.,rolling
for age at first birth. family

background and motivational factors, the
young woman's race has only a tiny

end non-significant effect on schooling. Yet we know that teenage childbearing

has an impact on educational attainment and that early childbearing is con- 0
siderably more comilon among blacks in the United States. Further analyses A

were 'therefore conducted for blacks and whites separately, with interesting

results.

We had hypothesized that black females would suffer less of an educational

disadvantage from'adolescent childbearing than their white peers. Since

teenage parenthood is much more opmmon among blacks than among whites, social

mechanisms for dealing with this occurrence seem likely to be. better established

in black families and
neighborhoods or in school systems with a high proportion

Of black student .OtherOther evidence suggests that the presence of babies and

-young children in uop the lives of black women less than those of white

women. In line with this reasoning, we do find that early childbearing has

far L,esa eife\t'on educational attainment among
blacks than among whites,

7
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In fact, by age 24,'a first birth at age 15 or younger results in twice the

educational loss for young white women that is does for young black women- -

3.I versus 1.4 years of schooling. At every age for first birth, the effect

is smaller for blacks than, for whites. (See Moore et al., 1977 or Moore and

Waite, 1977, for detailed results). The specific mechanisms underlying this

relationship are not known at this time. However, subsequent exploration of

this issue on a different national data set (the Michigan Panel Study of

Income Dynamics)' confirms got only the negative, impact of an early birth, but

the finding that the negatiWimpact is greater among whites than; among

blacks (Moore et al., forthcoming). This is not to suggest that among blacks

early childbearing' poses no Faits, only that the costs are somewhat less

severe than among whites.

Cat Jia1.1.t1

y.

Another critical issue is that of causality. Does the early birth cause

school drop-'out, or do young women simply drop out and then become pregnant?

Crosi-tabulationsof age at first birth by age at termination of schooling

indicate that only among chirdbearers aged l- or under does either pregnancy

or childbearing precede school drop-out in a substantial number of cases. Of

those young women who have a first birth while 16 to 18, for example, 70 per-

cent drop out of;pchool with "n a year of that'birth (either 1 year before, in

, the same year, or in the year following). Of ,those who have a first birth

between 19 and 21, only 25 percent finish schooling within one y ar of the

birth. With our data, we cannot pinpoint the timing of pregnancy and drop-out.

To explore this issue, we estimated a causal model specifying simultaneous

causation betueen,age at first birth and education. That is, we hypothesized

that age at first childbirth affects the 'years of schoftling completed and vice

versa, that schooling affects age at first bf'th. We evaluated_lhis model

8
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first among woman" having a child at age 18 or
younger,. second among women

having a child between ages 19 and 26, and finally among all young women

having a birth by age 26. (See Hofferth and Moore, 1978).

As expected, the effect of the age at which a woman bears her first child

' on educational attainment is vary strong if she has that first birth while

.still in high school. In our sample, the number of Rears of high school a

.

girl has finished has no reciprocal effect on
the age at which she bears

that first hild: In other words., our analysis indicates that the causal'

direction is from childbearing to schooling
'among mothers of high school age.

Among oldereethere (end within the total, combined sample), causality Will

found to flow in both directions,
That is, age at first birth affects years'

of schooling cAmpleted; snd years of
schooling completed also affects age at

first birth;. although the latter effect is stronger among older mothers.

Sunma

In sum, our results indicate that an
early birth effects the'amount of, ,

schooling a young woman is able to complete, even when family background

and motivation Cr. controlled.'
Moreover, our anlaysLs supports the view

that an early birth playa a causal role in school drop-out. We do not wish to

imply that all or even most drop-outs are due to
pregnancy (since two-thirds of

the drop-outs in our study appear to have had other reasons), However, among

those girls who get pregnant, the pregnancy
seems to greatly increase the

chances that a girl will dropoutover what her chances
would hays been if

ehe hadn't gotten pregnant.

Subsequent Childbearing

Having begun childbearing at such an early age, teenage childtiearers

tend to have larger families by chilf mid - twenties than immen"wilo delay child-

bearing. For example, in the tfLS analyses, we
fourid that by age 24, the woman

eei

9 "

-2 72

1
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who began childbearing while 15 or younger has an avenge of 3 children.

In a later analysis on the Panel Study of Income,Dynamics.(PSID). we. were

able to look at older women, to get a better picture of complptOti4fldbegfing.

Among women in the'PSID study aged 35 to 52 in 1976, we find early child}'

bearers continue to have far larger families than women who were 'at least'

20 when they began 4amily building. Women 17 or younger at their first birth

bore over 5 children *AO, on the average, while women who were at least 20

had an average family sae of closer to three.

Table 2: Mean Number of Children by Age
at First Birth, by Rice (Mothers
Aged 35 to 52 in 1976 - -Panel
Study of Income Dynamics)

Age at First Birth Tottlitli Whites(n)

"(15 5,3 (19) 5.9 (10)
16-17 5.5 (164) 5.6 (144)
18 4.0 (91) 3.9. (75)
19-20 3.9 (300) 3.8 (263)
21-23 3.4 (363) 3.3 (338)
>24 2.5 (502) 2.6 (370)

Blacks(n)

4.6 (9)

. 5.1 (20)

4.6 (17)

4.0 (37)

4.0 (25)

2.2 (132)

In the table above2Conly race le controlled; however, we have Found that

the association between an early first birth and high subsequent fertility

holds and is statistically significant even'when one controls fqr religion,

parental status, the number of siblings the woman had, farm background,

southern background, employment with young children in the home, age at

marriage, education of the woman and premarital timing of the first birth.

Work by other researchers substantiates this association between early and

high fertility (Trussel and Menken, 1978; Suchindren and Teeter, 1978). Thus,

whatever initial difficulties the teenage mother experiences due to an early bitth

and reduced educational attainment, it appears they are frequently compounded by

subsequent high fertility.

35-464 0 - 79 - 18

10



Marriage, 'Div° and Female-headed Families
,

Our work,.' in line with
numerous ocher studies

(e.g., Glick and Norton, 1977;

Buoapess and Sweat, 1972) suggests
that teenage marriages are particularly

unstable.
We explored whether Jets an early birth or sfmply early marriage

that is 'the predispoging
factor, and found that teenage marriages are highly

prone to'disruption,
regardless of age; ac first bIrch,. The high probability

of mexital disruptioft among
teenagers who marry -- Glick and Norton (1977),

estimate that 72 percent of teenage m4riages
eventually break up suggese

tthat!marriage ishioa
necessarily 1,0 thiOnterest of the ?regnant teenageh,

'' at least from
the perspective 'of forming a gt;ble familyznit. It also suggests

that whethei the teenage
'mother bears a child outside of marrfage or within,

.marriage, the
chanCes are high that she will spend

some time as i females

family head.
Ggen:her low educational attainment,

'she will probably be/an

impoverished, female head.'
,

A Causal Modal Of Social and Economic Attainment

Numiler
Hours

Worked
Children

4 Age At .

Firet Birth

4erty4,

Figure 1: A Causal Model of the Effects of Age at First girth

_---

Our perspective on the
consequences of an early birth is that the effects

. , ,
1

must be viewed as of an ongiting process.(see
Fi1gure 1). One important

I) '

ltp - -is the lower educational
attainment of'teenage

mothers; and toa lesser

extent, of teenage fathers (Card, J977).
A second link. is the teenage mother's

11
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14'11,1'41f.

larger family size, which not onlymakemelatmore diy4r,ult. .4 q8 i

work but also requires that the total family income whatever it

shared among a larger number of persons. Moreover, a teenage mocheACP4na're

likely to be the sole earner, either because she has not married or,because

her marriage has ended. We also find that teenage Mothers later have lower

earnings betauie,,O,;:rhqr,lower educational attainment, which is, as we have

seen, affected by their lea 'et first childbirth. Because of Air larger

family size, teenage mothers tend to work fewer hours. Net of family size,

however, they work more hours, presumably due to economic need.

In the' short run,rbecause these several effects go in different directions,

thoq,seem to cancel out. Early childbearers tend to work fewerlhours because

of their large families and co earn less because of their low edecations' On

the other hand, controlling for these other factors",Vhey tend co work longer

hours which has an offsetting effect. However, the other earners in the

young moqier's household, including her husband if she is married, tend to

have lower earning;. Overall, thergpre, these families work longer *hours

to achieve lower incases which moat be divided among larger families.

411.
In'dollar terms.; the young women in our study were better off at age 27

by $153 (i1576 dollars) for each year that they postponed their first child.

Their probability of being in poverty fell byroan average of 1.6 percentage

points per year of delay, a substantial reductiont.in a sample in which only

12 percent overall are in poverty.
O

Looking at only that sub-group who had children at age 18 or younger, it

is clear that the effect of delaying first births among these early child-

bearers can be very large in dollar terms. For each year a highwehomb

student elan postpone her first birth, she can expect to complete, on the

O 4

average 4/5 years of further schooling. By age 27, this schooling will raise

het eernings'by S73 for each year of de10 .(in 1976 dollars). In addition,

3%,
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other earners in her household
will contribute $1220 more, for each year of

. delay. This cumulates to a household that ins better off by $1293. Ex-

pressed another way,
tha,,probability that her household will be in poverty

is reduced by 2.5 percentage
points for each year of delayv(in a sample iNP

v

which the'everage percint in poverty is 12.0).
Therefore, if teenage child-

bearing can be delayed in favor of further education, the economic advantages

and associated non-economic
advantages, to

thilndividual, her family, and

society, appear to be substantial. ....:':

Consequences of Teenage
Childbeating for the Aid to Families vickDependent

Children Program

"d

All of the analyses
discussed so far suggest that early childbearing

sv,

increases the chances of being poor late life. This in turn ssiggests that

ilkteenage mothers are
especially likely t wire welfare support. To exiaore

this issue, we have estimated the expenditures of the federal state
4

governments through the Ald to Families with Dependent
Chi )

program to households
in which the mother was aged 19 or yawn he

time of her first birth.

Data for Study of Aid to Families with Dependent Children

The data used for this
analysis are the March, 1976 Current population

4

Surwey,of nearly 50,000
households, conducted by the United States Census

Bureau. 'tints information
about women's ages when they bore their first

child was notegathered,
1..; has been necessary to

impute this information

by subtracting the current
age of the woman's

oldest child from her own

current age. Because children outside
of the household were not enumerated,

we cannot produce an accurate measure
of age,at first birth for those women

who-might have olddr children.
Consequently, women older than 30.11ave not

been analyzed directly. In addition,
children given up for adoption, children

who die, and children
living, apart from their

mothers are not cdhoted. Therefore,

-18

14:

-r.

Cis

0.
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we will be deecribl'es that sub-set of women who were 14 to 30 in 1976

who have their 'wit children living withAp their household.* We -have,

howevef madtestimates'for older women, in order' to produce estimates for the

entire populetioni

Estimated AFDC 'Payments

Our analysis indicate that the federal and state governments, disbursed

4.65 billion dollars through AFDC in 1975 to households containing womep who

bore their first child while teenagers. This represuats nearly half (49.7

peicentle.of a total AFDC expenditure of about.9.4 billion dollars.'
Th

Although 4.65 billion dollaTs may seem like a lerge expenditure,

constitutes an underestimate because it has not been possible to include

measures of administrative04osls. In addition, expenditures on other programs

.)r.,

such As Medicaid (whpiAveraged 5141 per child yeirly in 1975) 2 and food

stamps (which avniikii.4 per household yearly in 1976)3, or the prop sed

coverage of prenata.1,:tire and delivery (estimated to cost $1,135 per pr::',;:sllincy

T;

4 41k.
in 1976 dollars) heallor been added in because no information is known

on their use by teenaie6others. In addition, it has not been possible to

develbp an estimate of the increased cots to the government due to the

health problems of low birth weight infanta more frequently delivered by

teenage mothers.5
.

'Overall, Among women 14 to 30, of those.in households receiving AFDC,

61 percent had borne their first child while a teenager. (See Table 3.

r

*In multi - family households, each fimily. was designated as a'household:

14

2 7 7
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Table 3: Age at First Birth of Wojein Age 14-30

Living in Houaehoida Receiving AFDC

Payments in 19.75 (Percents)

A

Aga at
First Birth

Percent of Recipients in
Age -at- first -birth Category

Percent of Non-Recipients
in Age-at-first birth Category

<15 6%
3%

a-17 21
9

18-19 34
23

>20 39
65

100%
100%

<19 61%
35%

.20 39
65

100%
1007.

Tha proportion differs greatly
by race, as can be noted in table G.

TWA 4: Age at First Birth Among
Women Living in Households

Receiving AFDC Payments in 1975, by Race

Age at First Birth
White Non-White

4415
16-17
18-19

3

18

34

10

28
33

>20 _ai..
29

Total 100%
100%

1,

<19 56
71

44 29

', *Total
100% 100%

Another way to explore the issue
is to examine the proportion of women

aged 14 to 30 who live in households receiving AFDC,Aby
the age of the locum

at her first birth. In general, the older
thS woman at her firsk birth, the

4.

leei likely she is to receive
AFDC, although the very youngest mothers are

less likely to receive AFDC
than thole aged 16 to 17 at their first birth.

.,This may occur because t105 very
younast mothers are less likelOto marry,

more likely to: remain
with their own parents, or

less, likely to bear full*

responsibility for child
ale', thereore actually ending up more adventaV

later in life than the teenager who slightly older. Again,a pronounced

race difference is apparent,
with white mothers far

lestOlikely to need

to rely upon welfare
suppIrt. (See table 4

;0 16 ild

.
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Table 5: Percent of Women 14-10 in 1976 Living in Households
Receiving AFDC payments, by Age at Fitst Birth and Race

Age tit FirsE'Birth.!: ' White Hon-White Total

<15
16-17
18-19 t
'20 r

c20
29

187

24

18

9

19

9

43%
48

43
22

45

22

e

?.

27%
31

22
1,0

25
10

The importance of educational opportunities is indicated by the results

in Table 6:- Although even those yoUng mothers who complete high school are,

more likely to live in b onseholds receiving AFDC than later ctlildb
,

they are far less likely to require *existence than their peers who do'not

complete high school. This would suggest that programa aimed it assisting

young mothers to complete high school are a good investment for the government,

AA we,11. AA for the individual.

Table 6: Percent of,Women 14-30 in 1976 Living in Householde
Receiving AFDC Payments by Age at First Birth and
Educabion (women with children)

q, Education
Age at First Birth Less than Righ'School High School or More

c 15 36%,

16-17 34..

18-19 31 ,
> 20 2S

Average Percent

a

15%
20
.17

8

11

One hopeful sign is suggested by:TLle 7. As women become older, they

are less likely to require AFDC supP4, Although early childbearers remain

considerable more'lpely to live in Households receiving AFDC, within each

age at first birth grouping the proportion re'iving AFDC declines as von

age. Perhaps ae children become older, women find paid employment' more feasible.

16
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..Tir11 7: Percent oB4Women I g iit9naeholde Receiving AFDC

Payments By Agi,ItTitit,
etheand Age in 1976

,(Women with ltprtnt
1 !F Age in 1976

'Agpiat first Birth 20 .
20-W 25-30 Total

'15'

11 -17'

18 -19

Average Percent

ConclusiOnC

, 29% 237 277

294. , 97 25 31

27 ' 26 . 17 22

16 9
10

55 22 12 16

-

.

Thet,,choirl among policy Options.
requires attention to whethet or not

"teenaseill:vish.or intend tO become
pregnant, .Studiee show that Most teenagers

. do not intend their:piegnencies
(Zelnik and Kantner, 1974, 1.978) -and that: the

cost'of'6ontriciptive family planning services
is quite low --about:$66

'

",:per'wom.lux fot a yeat6 or about
;.
$225 million a yearin terms,of federal .

:tlearPy, it is in the mutual interest of government; in.

' '
andfamilita to ;help that majority of teenagers prevent ptegnahcies

,

'tha.t'tilueteiangere kheiae4/ves
dono-taant. T'o do this, we need:

, (a) to:Oil:wide ioatracepciya
servicea"fOr teens as a for'm if

previlltiVe'mndiclne.
Special.prograMs are probably necessary:

le ,.
clinics with hOurs in .the evenings and on Saturdays, clinics

tbat, are fleet pub is ,tran/pOrtation
and are low cost but

A . iisp privaFa.and. leasaht.

-
..(b) We need sex

edUcenionin'schople'and sex educatiOn on

:

.PuN14.TV,:Whereiamiliee can view programs together if

they choose.'
. . .

, . .
.

d
. .

. .

(0' We need-.to address:
attention &antra the teenage male. We'

. 1 -

tidiowjittle:ebtalC his ittitUdha, motivations. The cOndom'le

a 4960 Contraceptive for tre'ne,'one that prevents VD as

- : *ell an pregnency-
but prodsOtton of the condom requires

' 14
,

.
(d). We need changeltin'leWs

to,perdit the iali'of non..midiCil .

-coriericaptiAiga'and pregnant), :testing kits' aver the ,counter.'

(46. We:need special training
workshops or booklet,/ for lillynicians

who piovida:ierVices to
adOlevents tp help4rectitioners

1-' ... improveservice delivery and communication' skills:

:
b 1;

17
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0
.foag i..

.. (I). We to,spons ?research to evaluate the contentions that
,... % - ..taiwitPPAann es telnage sex, that' sex education

e . . .7,, ; ancotcrages pr cuity, that taenigers have babies in order
to po. oniwelfate, 'because Chase beliefs undermine efforts

:.:.-,, : to provide set-via.' . t':
.4 ...S

Pb 0.1.1.14r gatLikgliifrAthC ilitelycl their, pregnaneies, 'r who do not care

*bather tt.ttlly..$141aelOsignantl, peed to clarify for ?them he costs of

;Iirly;chililleairlvik.) In addi on; it may be the case this reason thatTZ

.. they do no O4!41. Ais lack really attractive akternatives It make
' i : i'l-' .' ... ,'.t: * ' ,

, tha Irlah cf. dikq ,thIlL1dbear_itIk. Indeed, the attention, status,, and affection
', `'''. 2.',. . ...,

'pesodateid,likth *iegnancy and mOtherhdolkmay provide strong incentives to

bsitome preighant. ve, sh,,,,o; encourage unmotivated teenagers to postpone
. ., v '..i; ....i.

Parenthood ad, itaitf utti; ther,have achieved a high school education, the

Ptiirialp%pf 111trant1*41.1singlative opportunities for women as well as

' . meM.4-111 reiefii ittentien and action. These alternatives may be educational

Ot tvottigalit**1'; 1 reduCtion in the high rate of teenage unemployment, for

apux9p140."..en Ad topeax and race discrimination represent basic steps .

I

: to 44,provisiork alternate opportunities. We need tn not simply searnk
, ,

,,, ..- tr ,...
Atr';'the...Peofect'contraoeptive, but to study the motivation for contraception

:". ',. " `4144. 4. 4 t ;
...

'-'
,.Finallty, -vs., d thoseannot ignore the needs of ose teenagers who do become

.,,'', ,A,' .-

parents. W. need to stress generally the importance of pre-natal care in

..,;fi rept:ter and concomitantly, early pregnancy detection.' We

...V., :=sii i., , 11, ^
::.,.dlcvd to "viilOp counseling strategies for pregnant teenagers that stress

f: "the mell-being of the child in, the parent's decision about marriage and

fl'oidoptiio.:, For those teenagers who decide to keep and rear their child, we
,1,.. "!,

nee( tn?,Provide infant day care and parenting education. The teenage parent

... .

Ilt :M141 assistance in completing high school. Despite the enormous a

ccifyit such programs, they are likely to pay off economically if they

18

k

^ i
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s.

enable young parents
to avoid long term we/fare dependency. The non-economic

benefits should Also be great.

Most of all, we
should not delay nor

deny funds that are critically

needed.
Preventing the negative

social and economic
consequences of teenage

-childbearing is far
lees costly in every sense tin passively accepting

those consequences.

282

19
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Reference Notes

1. Payments to households
of women aged 14 to 30 were computed by the

Trim Model (See Technical
Appendix) of the Urben Institute, Washington,

p:c., .to total-151-billion,
of which $2.4 billion wee

expended on house-

holds of, women who had a birth before age 20. Of a total 1975 AFDC bill of

$9.4 billion, then, a
remaindar'of $5.6 billion was

expended on women

older than 30 in 1976.
Since smaller proportions

of teenage mothers were

found among older AFDC
recitients, (48g among women

25-30 were teen mothers,

versus 05% among women 20
-24), $5.6 billion was

multiplied by an even

smaller proportion.--.40--to
produce an estimate of the AFDC bill expended

on woman who first, became mothers
while teenagers among

women past age 30

in 1976.

52.4 billies + (.40 X $5.6 billion) $4.65 billion

If the true proportion
were only .30, then the amount expended for households

in which the woman
became a mother as a teenager

would be reduced only to

$4.08 billion, which would not alter our substantive conclusion.

$2.4 billion + (.30 X $5.6 billion) $4.08 billion

2. "Data on the.Medicaid Program: Eligibility, Services, Expenditures,

Fiscal Year 1966-1977,"
Table 61, page 83.

3.
Department of Agricultere,

personal communication.

4. Kugelman, Robert,
"Estimated 1976 Medicaid

Reimbursement for Maternity ,

Related Care,"
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, unpublished,'

April, 1977.
(Estimate is for Medicaid

reimbursement rather than the

actual cost of pre-natal
and obstetrical care)

5. Manken, Jane "The Health and
Demographic Consequences

of Adolescent

Pregnancy and
Oldbearing,". paper presented at

conference on adolescent

childbearing, ,ational
Institute for Child Health and Welfare, October,

1975. Also Joel Kleinman, "Division of
Analysis, Nacional Center for

Health Statistics,
personal communication.

6. Sherry Silverglade,. Alan
Guttmachee Institute,

unpublished data.

7. According, to Planned Birth: The Future of the
Family and the Quality

of American Life (June 1977) National
Family Planning Forum, Washington,

D.C., the monies
appropriated by the

federal government - not necessarily

even spent-dare as
follows is 1977:

Title X

Title V

,Title XIX

Title :GC

19

$113:5 million
grants to public/private non-profit

agencies (ex Eluding monies for

research or abortion) ,

25.0 million
formula grants to state health agencies

37.0 million Medicaid

49.7 million $20 million for Social Services

225.2 million
_(purchased medical

services) and

19.7 million for casework
and referral

2a4
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Senator Rum . tet me just make one comment and ask you one
question before moving to our last witness.

If I heard your statistics, correctly, roughly 'half of the AFDC
moneys that the Federal and State governments now pay out, some-
thing on bhe order of $t.5 billion a year, zo to. women who had their
first child asa teenager.

Dr. MOORE. This is correct. 3

Senator Bream Did you say below 17 or as a teenager?
Dr. MOORE. As a teenager. .

Senator atacuz. I think that is ahighly relevant statistic in lightof
everything else that we have seen, ih light of the tremendous cost that
is associated with assisting women and their children(in this circum-
stance. And I think we have every reason, starting with the obvious
humane arguments of decency, but also in terms of Federal Govern-
ment dollars, to come up -with ways to see if we can help teenage
women face these

I know in my travels through' Michigan, talking to women on the
AFDC, they were looking for ways to get off. It is a rare situation
where you find someone who wants to stay there. Inevitably, they say
that they hope jobs will become aVitilable, or day care centers that will
allow them to break out of that cycle of poverty and become self-

46, sufficient.
But it seems if we avoid this problem and look the other way, then

we shepherd the young women in that dead end situation that so many
are in.

majority
me ask you one question. Apparently 15 to 20 years ago, the vast

majority of unwed mothers tenad to give their babies up for adoption,
whereas today, the statistics indicate that approximately 90 percent of
the girls now decide to keep the baby. That to me is a very profound
shift in thought and practice. And I am wondering what ,you think
may have caused the reversal in thib trend?

iDr. MOORE. We might All want to speak to that. For one thing it has
become much more acceptable to keep the-child, to rear it themselves in
a social sense.

Dr. BALDWIN. I do not think we know the extent to which placing
a child for adoption ever was a preferrecrsolution. We see now that, by
and large, women who have out-of-wedlock births prefer to keep the
child 'witluthem and to take on the role of the mother even if they are
not ready to take bh the role of the wife.

Senator RIEGLE. Do we have any information that shows though
how they feel about that decision about 2' or 3 years later?

,
Obviously, if you keep the baby, then, 2 or 3 years later, you find

that because of the enormous struggle itnd adversity of one kind or
another, you feel at,that point .that perhaps 2 or 3 year before you
ought to hfive given the 'baby up for adoption, someone might have
been in a better position to care for it. I can imagine it is very hard for
a young woman to say that particularly when it relates to the baby
that she has had, and it is now 2 or 3 years old.

, Have weixen able to get to that question V
Dr. BALowilv. The baby may be placed for adoption at a later Ilate.

I have heard stories that there is increase in the extent that' women
are placing the child up for adoption when he or she is 4 years old.
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I have not betn able to sustantiate That, but I. have heard from a
number of sources. -

pro

vided
FORBUSH. The same type Of anecdotal information has been pro-

vided to our organization by several of the agencies that are working
with pregnant adolescents and young parents. It suggests that after.
the adolescents have had an opportunity to twerience parenting; the
frustrations and difficulties come home very clearly. Spcial workers
and others who are working with theM after they have delivered have
reported as I said, anecdotally, that increasingly they are. finding that
young women and sometimes couples are asking what can be done
about placing their youngster now? . .

Senator RIEGLE. It is almost, an impossible situation, particularly
in the case of the.young woman who is alone, who has to shoulder this
responsibility. And I can see whj, just based on increasing social
acceptance and the fats that attitudes have, shifted somewhat from
what they liae been a decade or so ago, that there is probably a greater
tendency for young woman to want to keep the baby. Yet I am sure
that the trials and tribulations ave not really changed.'

In most cases, they are bound to face impossible problems in those.
early years of trying to.'raise a child and attend to all these other'
things; 'to try to acquire job skills, to get situated and some sort of
independent footing and so forth. And I think thishunderscOres the
need for the kinds of services that are contemplated in this bill to see
if we can, first of all, help prevent those kinds of 'pregnancies from
occurring, and should they occur, then to assist people in facing up
to their reality and making the best decisions they can to fit their own
circumstances. ,

Let us, at this point, move to you, Ms. Forbush.
Ms. ,Fomiusif. I am Janet Forbush, and I am the executive director

of the National Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents
(NACSAP), which is a nonprofit, multidisciplinary membership'or-
ganization established in 196.9 to address three major issues.

One is the need for services for youngsters and their families who

are alre.ady involved in pregnancies. Another aspect of our program'
addresses the needs for creative primary prevention strategies, and
ultimately NACSAP tries to bridge tile gaps between those two dif-
ferent typegRf programs. .

I am happrto be here to testify on this measure, and since you have
assured us that our testimony will be incorporated into the record, I
will "nerve to a summary that touches on some points which perhaps
are not as well articulated in. S. 2910.that we feel need tct be addilessed.

..,In effect, NACSAP, as I mentioned, has been primarily focusing on
the needs of youngsters who are already pregnant, orlivlio are young'
parents, and in findings iyay to developoservice prckrams that are,
comprehensive to meet theil-needs. ,

One of our concerns about,fhis partirular me& is that it suggests
that a $60 million startup program would be le to realistically
address primary prevention, as well a. the treatn t 'of young people
who are already experiencing a pregn.pcy.

We feel that the strength of Odd' nieRsureis that:it speaks primarily
.to' the needs of a popullition, iv.1.411 to a great extent have done
uusei-ved and unmet. We feel ghat ifindeed the primary ernfohaffi' s of

E
". ,-,

p i2 ' ..t

- .
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this bill, and the ',expenditure of the dollars that might come albnk
with this measure'were bo be directed toward those young people who
are already pregnant, or Who'are already young parents, that it would
be a meaningful first step toward serving them. ..-..

We heard this morning that cost estimates developed by the Depart-
merit of Health,: Education, and Welfare suggest that $750 per student

-. per year is a realiatic estimate With respect to developing long-term cost
estimates for this program,

In light a the fact that tlwre are really very few comprehensive
service programs throughout the country, in fact, our estimate is .
that at best a couple of hundred might be considered comprehensive
in the broad sense, this estimate of $750 mutt be explained: Even the
programs to which I am referring probably do not include all of the

. . elements that are recommended for a comprehensive program.
In effect, that $00 estimate needs to be examined very carefully,

and we need to be Sure it is a realisjic estimate of comprehensive pro-
gram costa To some extent our concern is predicated on the fact that.
at least two services are not as carefully spelled out in S. 2910 as they
need to be. k:

One is the need for quality developmental infant day care for young
people, after they have had a baby.

Interestingly enough, on the basis of a survey NACSAP conducted .

in 1977 for the Joseph P. Kennedy; Jr.,,Foundation, a survey, of 50
programs throughOut the country which provide a: range of services 4,

for impacting on the needs of pregnant adolescents and young parents,
We found that all of those agencies indicated there was a great need
for support to help develop infant day care servrces.

A second element that we found to be -missing in the programs was
the followthrough. After a young woman, and perhaps her husband,
or partner, have experienced a pregnancy and have chosen to keep the
child and be parents, they need people to.talk to +who imeterstan,d.the
difficiAties they are facing. They 'need people who are going to:reach'
out to them and assist them in establishing contact withthe ine*lible
web of services existing in most' communities in this country, . ,r

At assumption underlyihg S. 2910 suggests that if funds are avarf-
able to lihk services, that we; can make a sizable impact on ;this' in-.
credibly complex social problem. ,.

1,It is our experience in working with approxiinalely 1,500 programs
throughout the country that in some communities services ,are not, in
fact; available to link.

.
-

-Second, in order to start up a program, the development cost might
indeed be greater than. we have been.led to belteve today in earlier ,

;testimony. Therefore, we feel strongly that it is important to recognize
difference between startup costs or development costs and funds

that are needed to link existing services. .
.

At best, I think NACSAP would describe, the picture ofservices in --
this country as a. patchwork quilt. I haVe had the opportunity to visit

, approxiinately 100 adolescent. parent ,programs around the conntry, .

and r would venture to say tIkt I have yet to a model program.
We heard testimony today frOrnreprese tives and service pro-

4' 'Viders from solne very, good programs, but QV n they themselves admit
"Ahai there are aspects that they are not 'able to address as ably as they -
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. cat
.' -would Iii ce;'.Fott example; r gO back to the need for quality develop- .

menial day care services as well as services that would take into account
the needs of total family units.

Another point I would like to raise is the issue of the evaluation
mechanism that will be" ncorporated into the intplementation of this .,

prograni if it is Started. We feel strongly that' this,is an especially imp. '-, ,

portant part of this program, and we th efore receamitend that more
than 1 peic,ent 'of the $60 million authoriz tiOn be used for evaluation.

.. - Based on the limited nurpber of studies hich doctiment what has
happened to young people who have participated in adolescent par-
ent programme not enough information to guide us in shaping a long-

.term program. into the future. More evaluation data needs to be made
available, and criterion need tobe. developed so that people who are
developing programs and expanding existing efforts will be confident
that they are cost-effective as I know you wish them to be, and as serv-
ice 'providers want them to be for their communities. .

The next point that I raise is very close to home in terms of the work
of the National Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents. ,.

When*e were started in 1969, we.were, viewed as a technicalasSist-
,a,nce organization, and that is yet today our primary focus. Based on

ou,R, elpe.rience and the -types of requeptslhat we generate 'regularly

.
;4' from local, State tied Federal agencies, we know that the needs for ,
,-'"elhee.,v_hnical assistanec, 1e. a major .part of this program. Technical as-

;sist..aneek Yntist be available to lielirthe Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and .Welfare' get such an effort ably underway and to also help
Mates in. conducting needs. assessments and assisting local communities
address their needS.

, .

. This Will be a pWotal factor in assuring the successof S. 2910 if it is . '

pissed.. Technical. assistance taktislots of forms and one t3d the forms
that we have been providing relates ;to inservice preservice,s training
:fel' 'professionals and others 'who work directly with .preg-nant
,lic101spents, sexually active teenagers, and young parents. .

Unless it is 'an imusa community-4 a community that perhaps we
have .riot, had contact w 1, it is our.experience that it is the exception,

. rather t an thecrule, at people antoinaticalfS, understand as profes
. .

sionals emir parents how to deal with this incredibly difficult issue, and
. therefo 4 ,the need for inservice' and preservice training cannot be

z. Overemphasized. --
, .

.
We,have .conduicted in$e.rviee training programs in several States,

some of which have been held in concert with institutions Of higher
ediAcation. We 'have used co.nsultants--consultants whodiave been

...pr(RTn experts in i*iis area. T. that extent., we, feet that the restriction
in S. 2910 with regara to using institutions of higher education, and-

V,`also consultants, Would perhapslinderinine, or negate same of' tle' be-4
ginning efforts that haye already been made in this area. , . -

We.would_recoinmend that a waiver clause be. included ins that sec-

.. tion of the' that as communities are looking at ways to_develop

technical- asst neeStrategies iAcluding inservice training progranls,,
that based on sy of the proposed eurriculliniand the faculty 'to.

he involved, t 417Stild be. permitted to engage in work in concert
with the instit, onal prograras that are JilreadY in place, and also
expe,rt, conshltants. .
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Senator RIEGLE. If I may, I am going to have to ask you to con-
clude. It is, not because I do not want to be able to listen to more of
what you have got to say, but it is just neeessary.that we do it that
way.

Ms. FORBUSH. All right.
' My last two points relate to the proposed meLans whereby this pro-
gram would.be implemented, and carried out under the leadership of
Secnitary Califano, and the persons in the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

We feel that a key part of this program is predicated on the coordi-
nation of the health, education, and social service components of the
program, whether that is at the Federal, State, or local levels.

To the extent we feel that it would be helpful, and impbrtant for
the Department to involve the use of an advisory committee that is
comprised of people from several different disciplines outside the-
Department, who have expertise in this area.

Given its complexity, and the scope of the problem, we feel that an
advisory committee would help insure the success of the program.

Thank you very much.
Senator RINGLE. I appreciate all of your comments.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Forbush and material subsequently

supplied for the record follows:]

35-454 0 - 79 - 19

..
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I =Janet Bell Porbush, Executive Director of the National

Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents (NACSAP), non-profit,

multidisciplinary membership organisation established in 1969 for

the purpose of providing technical assistance to those who are

working with pregoant'adolesoents, scfiool-age parents, sexually-

active youth and their, families. NACSAP's membership is comprised

of nearly 2,000 educators, spode; workers, health care provider's,

youth workers, researchers and Policymakers from 47 states and

the District of Columbia who are, for the most part, associated

with state and community bared 'service programs in urbanAnd

rural areas. Through its membership NACSAP is in contact with

over 1,800 Programs which'Offer an extensive though inconsistent

array of_eupport services to pregnant teenagers ranging from

comprehenalie approaches to beginning efforts which might only

' provide a single serViceat this time.

NACSAP is greatly encouraged that this Administration recog-

nises the seriousness and complexity of the phenomena of adolescent

sexuality, pregnancy lold parenthood. Our orianiziition is also

encouraged that the Administration has introduced legislation which,

if parsed, would assist states and communities in responding to

families that need considerable help and understanding. As the

only national organisation devoted exclusively to the development

t of comprehadalve programs and policies focusing bbth on the re-
.

duction in incidence of high-risk, unwanted pregnancies among teen-

agars and in the provision of essential support services for

adOlescents(who carry pregnancies to term and become parents betiaen

the ages'of 9 and 18, NACSAP is acutely aware of the critical,

need for this type of aid. It'is, therefore, a pleasure for he to
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appqar Wore tb. Committee SOday'in
NIMaral OOPPort of 5. 2910.

also wiah.to express our
Anpreciation to Senator Edward Kinnedy IV

for his
leaderablO'and.codtinued interest in this Jamie. Because

of the uniquely relevant eipprience of NACSAP's members, my testi-

manyts intended to articulate
observations and questions about

S. 2910 which will hopefully
help stingthen the measure and thereb

assure the likilihmed of it having maximum impact on this compelling'

problem.'

l'hel Adolescent Health,
Services, and Pregnancy Prevention and.

'Care Act of '.1978
imaPperently intended to address three major con-

cerns= 1) the need for general age-appropriate
health services for

adolescents; 2) primary pregnancy prevention
services for teens;

and 3),comprehenelvmtreatment
services for adolescents who are preg-

nant aqd /or have already had children. While all of these needs are

important, on the basis of
HACSA.O's experience with those progratis

that arr7aerving
predominantly pregnant adolescents and young parents,

it would be unrealistic
to expect a $60 million dollar program to

respond adequately to all of these areas.
Therefore, since S. 2910

represents only one element of the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare's proposed
Teenage Pregnancy Initiative

and, in light of

recent. passage of family planning legislation which includes funding

for intended for adolescent., NACSAP recommends that this

primary -- though not
exclusive -- emphasis of this bill be on the needs

of pregnant adolescadts,
young parents, their infants and extended

familiel. It is this population
which has been underoerved or in- ,

:served in most communities
and it is this group of families whose

needs are so comprehensive
as to be overwhelming. We view S. 2910

2
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as a begiimmUweffortto moot the needs of this group of citizens

and, if so directed, it would be a strong foundation upon which to

build in ruccessiveyeare.. Theconcept of a long-term program is,

of course,=predicated on the realistic assumption that regardless
0

of the' ffoc*iveness of primary preventive strategies, there will

continue to he some aplescents who bear children and who will there=

foreneedcomprehensive services to ensure the delivery ofhoalthy

babies and go on to realise their full life potential.

Per the immediate future, it is our recommendation that the

second and third years of this program be assured of authorizations

of no less than $90 and $120 millicU'repectively in order to provide

existing pregrams with needed suPport to develop components not pre-

sently offered and.to aid in the establishment of services in com-

munities where support is not yet available.. Ve are confident that

if this element of the Teenage Pregnancy Initiative were to be funded

at these levels, the current average of approximately 15$ of pregnant

adolescents and young parents who are in need oflepecial considera-

tion and who are currently served by existing agencies would be in-

creased measurably. Incidentally, the estimate that .10 of the preg

nant adolescent end school-age parent population is now being served,

at least in part, is derived from a 1977 MACSANureey of 50 pro-

grams. More detalled'reforence to that survey is maddin subsequent

paragraphs. However, I would emphasise that the nature of informa-

tion available from school-age parent service providers is genera4ly

unsophisticated and lacks the precision of data available from health

and/or family planning information systems.

In addition to concern About the level of funding proposed for

S. 2910, given its extremely broad focus, SACSAP questions what

3
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appears to be a basic: assumption underlying the measure whiah

plies that services are, in fact, avallage to sexually-active

youth, pregnant adolescents
and young pimento but for .Some reason

or reasons have yet to be linked
COMner forth. purpose of impac-

ting on the issue of adolescent pregnancy.
Based on a survey of 50

urban and rural community
agencies which NACSAP conducted last year

HF
tr the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr.

Foundation, it was possible to con-

,,

MAW. that the pattern of services is at best a "patchwork quilt'

with very fey comprehensive
programs in place largely because essen-

tial services Arlo either
not available or are virtually inaccessible

Ar the agency in quoition.
The intent of this survey was to obtain

information on the extent to which health, education, and social wel-

fare agencies were
responding to the needs of pregnant Adolescents

and young parents; to identify sources of
financial-support for ser-

vices presently offered;
and to identify gape in those services. To

carry out the project, NACSAP classified the agencies according to

the variety and extent of services they offer and selected partici-

pating agencies on tile basis of a stratified random 'sample technique.

Class A agencies were those providing health,
education, and social

services to adolescents during pregnancy and for clearly defined

period postpartum. Class 13 agenc±es provide
services in any two of

the abOve categories
and Class C agencies

offer support in one of

these areas only. Within the social services
category, infant and

child day care was
included as a primary service requirement.

The basic data collection
method was an extensive questionnaire

followed up in 40 of the 50 communities by a site visit from NACSAP

staff or consultant.
Anecdotal information vas also obtained

t 29
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during ,the site visits to augmantthe standardised questionnaire*

The findings of this survey along with the findings of a 13-state

school-age parent needs assessment Project condUcted by NACSAP in

105 suggest that a geuetal Resumption that basic services are already

in place for young parents and only needing to be coordinated is mia-

leading.' While, this is possibly the owls in large urban areas, it

is by no. the, standard in suburban and rural communities. In

fact, in rural and suburban communities, attitudinal issues are just

beginning to be dealt with which necessarily precedes the advent of

Rervices. Funds for use by state and local agencies fOr purposes of

coordination and linkage will, no doubt, be helpful. 'Nonetheless,

funds for the purpose of linking existing services , will not supplant

'the need for services not yet in place.

By way of illustration, all of the agencies that participated

in the 1977 NACSAP survey identified infant and child day care as a

resource that was critically needed but whieh wan unavailable regard-

less of the location of the program in an urban or rural area. Other

services which the participating agencies viewedas essential but

which were largely unavailable as of the spring of 1977 were: group

'homes and/or residential care far young women who are unable to remain

with their families during the pregnancy; services for adolescent

Tethers; comprehensive school health/sex education/family life/ par-

enting education courses; decisionosking training for adolescents;

transportation; and long term follow-through for al minimum of two /1;

years following delivery. With respect to follow-through services,

providers have indicated that to effect this dimension of a program,

it is essential that staff be available to engage in pro-active out-

5
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reach with clients dr students with
whom they have had previous

contact in sispecial program.- graver,
since resources have been

limited in terms of
those young People who are

pregnant, limited

attention has been
toCused on long term follow-through.

Yet, fol-

low-through is a central
factor as a means of reinforcing the con-

cepts and training of
'pooled prenatal programs

including re-empha-

sising the considerations
for young people

to make to avoid early,

unintended repeat pregnancies.,,

The services identified
ItIft.are those which agency staff

7

reported to be available only to 'a mdrdsmma degree among service

providers participating
in the 1977 eurVeyt

These services, how-

ever, do not by themselVes represent.
the core support which FACSAP

recommends as a comprehensive approach
for:meeting the needs of

pregnant adolescents,
young parents and their families. What are

these core services?
The three key

components of a core services

approach,-each of which is an integral
part'of any comprehensive

strategy --are
health, education, and social services. Listed below

are the chief element/
included in each of these areas.

should

be available to pregnant adolescents,
young parents and their fami-

lies during the course of
a pregnancy and Yor

a''alindmum of two years

following delivery but
will be used by consumers,

on the basis of

'4

individual needs.

6
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mama=
A. CLIENTS .

General age - appropriate
adolescent health ser,.
services (includes dental

. and aye care)

Pregnancy Tilting

Prenatal Care/Preparation
for Labor J.-Delivery .

Nutrition Information,

Fandly Planning "um:soling
and Services

Pediatric Care '

EDUCATIONAL comPAT:T.N.T

Regular academic school cur-
- riculum (A compr,:aansive
tParenting/health/sex/fam-
ily life education course
is 4ricludod in NACSAP'a
concept of a regular acs -.
demic curriculum)

Vocational Training/Job
Plac4ment

cOrlatIMOi. Education

Decisionmaking Training

SOCIAL SERVICES COMPONENT

Individual and Group Counseling
Thane servings are intended to.
introduce all available options

. to pregnant adolescents regarding
disposition of suspected or con-
firmed pregnancy.

(NOTE: This is an important *la-
ment inapfar as adolescent fa-
thers and extended family units
are concerned.)

Developomnial Infant/Child Day Care

Legal Services

Group Homes/Residential Care

Transportation

Financial Assistance (Includes
reference to AFDC/MEDICAID support)

Adoption Services

Psychological/Psychiatric Services

I 7
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B. SERVICE PROVIDERS

Regular in- service and/or pre..ervice training for ad-

ministrators and staff associated with pro ams serving

sexually - active youth and young parents. (Bgrasic.training

courses constitute technical assistance that would help

staff develop skills idcommunicating with young parents

and their famip.osi alert administrators to funding.sources
and regulations affecting pibgrema; and, 'Suggest means to

document effort., develop linkages, promote. public aware-

nee., and develop research designs.)

It is easy to see whreconprebensive school-age.parent progi-ans

ire frequently en administrative enigma in view of the range of ele-

ment that need to be included in such effort.. HoVever, attention

to detail, is impOrtant when relating to adolescents. kpointI

'like.to make, and one which the health-oriented focus of S. 2910 does.

not highlight is that the Core services concept incorporates health,

edusition, and social services a. equal partners in comprehensive
0

.program effort.. Recognition and respect for the equality of

partnership at the federal level will, in our opinion, faoilitate

the cooperation of personnel from all theee disciplines at state and

local level. and will help achieve
successfUl outcomes for this pro-

gram. 'If, however, S. 2910 is interpreted and ultilately4mplemented

as a predominantly health-based program,our
experience would suggest

that important contributions and the needed cooperation from sego-

ciatea in the fields of education and-social service will not be

effected.

I want to move now to a point concerning Section 102 of S. 2910,

erwSifically Item #6 Pertaining to the use of grant funds for pro-

viding training.' The proposed bill excludes support for institutional

training or training and aseistance provided by consultants. It

appears to draw .4[Pom the etpertise of personnel associated with

8
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existing programs. In identifying core services for a comprehensive

school-ago parent program yoil will observe that NACSAP differentiated

between the needs of clients and those whO.are working directly with

'young people. In-service training has been one type of technical

assistance which NACSAP.has offered in its program over the past few

years sometimes in specialised training courses and at other times

thiough.Mational conferences or individual consultant services.

For example, to date,NACSAP has helped to develop and conduct state

and regional inrservibe training courses in Oregon, Washington, Mary -,

land, Louisiana, Texas, vest Virginia, Illinois, Colorado, and Penn-

sylvania. 'In to case of Colorado and Pennsylvania, our represen-

tatives went participating as staff in regional programs developed

by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The course con-

tbnt was generally designed to help professionals and others who are

working,,with sexually-active youth and young parents reach an under*

standing'about their own values and perceptions of self, sexuality,

and parenting so that thSy cap relate to young, people and their fami-

lies. In some instances the courses offered have bean accredited

by higher education institutions (e.g., University of Oregon, Univer-

sity of Texas/Galveston, and Eastern Washington.State College at

Cheney). InstXuctorsin these courses have, in some cases, been in-

dependeMt consultants selected on the'basi of their relevant expei-

tise. On the basis of the experience with these training programs,.

. NACSAP would urge teat consideration be given to eh. incorporation

of a waiver clause in Item 6 so as to Allow the use of funds for

training by institutions and/or consultants pending the review of

training methodology and
s

faculty.

9
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Itsm/6 -E of Section 101
(Uses of Orants) imposes another

e

restriction limiting any
grants.. rom using 4n excess of $0% of

its grant for servioes.
Thpugh a waiver is allowed, on the basisf

of the case srde
earlier .rout the' lack of sit-vice. is several com-

munities, speciaXiy in
suburban and rural areas,

NACSAP urges that

thin restriction be
reviled to permit a

grantee to use up to 75% of

a grant fordirect .esvicea,

NACSAP would srke.two
reconssendA ions about Sectioi t04 of

t

S. 1910
(R.quirenents for Orent Approval) whi`h would perhaps fie

able to measurably
strengthen the legislation.

First of all, a

maintenance of effort clan.. needs to be added. In effect, this

would be an
insurance premium to guard against the possible redirec-

,tion or withdrawal bf state, local, and/or private funds
previously

gaereted to meet the needs of thi. Population. This recommendation
e

is made on the basis of a umdsmental
understapding and appreciation

for the ensifiive
nature of adolescent

parent programs and in recog-

a

niEipin of the feet that in the context of
other human 'service concerns,

this is yet a
relatively low pliority izy most cn"einities.

The second coxTideration
is with refergnce to

Item #6 in Sec-

tion 104. As written,
this4tem requiree grantees to describe

how

adolescents needing'
set-vices other plan those provided directly by

the grantee will be
idsnti'fied and how apces' and referral to those

services will be achieved.
Included in the services described as

"other" is infant, day and drop-in cars services for adolescent par-

ents". Infant day care cannot
be viewed ae a

luxury service for ado -

lescemt parents.
It has been proven

among our constituents to be.cen-

tral to the concept of comprehensive services.
Without it, the efforts

to provide coordinated
prenatal

e

10

v
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services are destined to a short-terd impact, an impact which,

all practical purposes, tarminat,sa at the. point when the ado-

leement.mothei who has del/oared her baby and has kept the child
. .

(approximately 90% of the over. 600,000 adolescents who carry preg-

nancies to term are estimated to be keeping their babies rather

than placing for adoption) attempts to rsturp to school and finds

--there is noons to care for the baby When she is in school. As a
.

cintral element in the Cbre services program developmental infant

day care is difficult and-costly to provide. HoUever, some states,

e.g., California and local communities, acme of which you' willthear

about in testimony from service providers who are here today, can .

demonstrate thiat this is not an impoaaible resource to provide.

Title II of S. 2910 (Improving Coordination of Federal and

State Programs) notes that the Secretary of DH VV will set aside up

to 1% of the funds in this program for evaluation. From NACSAP.11

perspective this would appear to be an extremely limited allocation

for an important aspect of comprehensive programa. The knowledge

base concerning these programs is limited and predicated on very

few intervention programs. Pe would urge that consideration be.

given to the-use of a minimum of 3% and a maximum of 3% of the funds

for evaluetion.- FOrther, in the regulations of the Adolescent

Health, Services, and Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act of 1978,

.

a definition'of the, nature of the evaluation ptrategy 'should be

Provided with appropriate means of adaptation to health, educatidn.

and/or social service-based approaches.

There are..beveal references to technical assistancein S. 2910

which NACSAP bZlieves to be a pivotal point in terms of the paten-
_

3oi
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tial for 'success of the program in general and spdpoifloally in

terms of the' outcomes for individual grantees. Technical aasis-

tance plank should be developed for use by...federal, state, and local

agencies. that pre working in this, field. At a minimuza the technical

assistance should Make available to interested persons guidelines' for

needs assessmilitt at state and local levels; recommended procedt.ires

for develOping and/or linking core services; considerations for

thapingiessarchand evaluation techniques; and, suggested formats

for documenting effdke on short andlong-term bases. In the work

that NACSAP has been involved in in nearly 40 states over the last

several years andthrough the network of programs with which we are

associated, this.is an area to which we hope, we could make a meaning-

. ful'contribution.

In summary I would like to emphasise once again our general sup -

vu= for-S. 2910. I would further emphasize and underscore, however,

the need to 'strengthen this measure
through whatever means available

so that a new program, were it to get underway, would not detract

from or encumber the steps which have already been taken to prevent

adolescent pregnancies or treat the needs of families involved in

such a circumstance. This bill places considerable responsibility
C

in the hands of those who would develop the regulations and subse-

quently chart the administrative course.
Because of the complexity

of this effort, whichIhope has
been characterized in my testimony,

NACSAPwould suggest that MEV be required to develop regulations

and conduct this program in concert with an Advisoey Committee com-

prised of persona with expertise in the provision of services; re-

search and evaluation; and/or
policrnsking with respect to this popd-

42
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' latiOn. Without such Committie, a Committee that could con-

ceivably relate to the other elements of the Teenage Pregnancy

Initiative, it will be extremely difficult to strike the necessary

balance to satisfy recognised needs for effectiv.e primary prevention

and treatment programs.

. It is doubtfUl that any of the witnasses appearing before, you

today speaks only for yoUng people whooire at risk of pregnancy or

only for those ;hp are'pregnant or only for those who are young

parents. .I believe we are here in the interest-of all of those

constituents and their families. Nonetheless, it would epplar that

S. 2910 has.its greateet poiential as a beginning effort to address

the needs of pregnant adolescents and young parents. NACSAP looks

forward to working with Congress and the Administration in promoting

comprehensive effort which results in an effective, compassionate,

and much needed program which cannot conscionably be delayed. Thank

. you for the opportunity to testify. -

Atnechmenter.National Directory of Sbrvices for
School-Age Parents

1977 NACSAP National Conference Program
Membership Brochure

13
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new
FUTURE/

1G100
A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM
FOR SCHOOL-AGE PARENTS

Enz
ALBUQUERQUE

PUBLIC
SCHOOLS

a

110 Broadway Blvd.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102

242-0293 243-1709
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NEW FUTURES SCHOOL

New Futures Echoerl is a comprehensive program for school -age
parents..It offers educational, health and social services to young
women andtheirlamilies at a most crucial time in their lives.

The program goals are:
l.. TO instill a healthy self-concept.

2. To help solve personal problems that may lead to
or result from pregnancy.

3. To aid in the development of a satisfactory
relationship with family and society.

l

4. To prepare girls for motherhood.

S. To assure Continuation of the girl's educational prOgram.

To ensure that girls receive early and continued are -
natal and postnatal care..

Techniques utilized to accomplish these goals include individual
',and group counseling, educational classeb, individual and group health

s,,:;Cotnseling and instruction, and laboatory experience withtZigs in
theprogram' nursery. These techniques operate within an a re of
lol{e and, concern for each individual. It is this atmosphere of caring
Which is the key feature of New Futures School.

The New Futures School is a project of the Albuquerque Public
Schools. ej.th support from various community, state and federal igen-
cies,.and from concerned individuals. It is housed in an Albuquerque
Pblic Schools facility formerly occupied by Albuquerque High School.
New Futures, Inc., a private, non-profit agency, funds'some services of
New Futures School and serves in an advisory capacity to the program..

Program enrollment is open, free-of-charge, to any pregnant
adolescent, Entrance into the program is relatively simple, and may be
accomplished by,a visit to the program office or by a phone'call to
request a contact by a N,P.S. staffmember.

The New Futures School program has proved to be highly successful.
It has had a strong impact on the lives of many young women. Its

success is evidenced by personal evaluations from program participants, ,--

observable behavior changee, measurable statistics such as the low number
of repeat pregnancies,, the high rate of return to school and progress
toward high school graduation and beyond, the low drop-out rate within
the school itself, and by community acceptance by the general public and
professionals in agencies which serve troubled adolescents.

.

A frequently repeated comment in student evaluations most clearly
expresses the philosophy of this program..."At New Futures School
found people who cared."

1

35-454 0 - 79 - 20
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WHY COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES TO
SCHOOL-AGE PARENTS ARE IMPORTANT

Pregnant adolescents have
special needs which we believe can best

be'met within a special school setting.

Pregnancy ii the largest.
known cause of drop-outs aiming secondaty

,school girls. Society must
recognize that if proper inte2vention is

hot provided in the lives of teenage parents, the future is not bright

for. either mother or child.
Many gills who become.preghant out-of-

wedldk hde led emotionally
deprived lives, often in families where

home life is erratic and ,nsecure.
Many have not been successful in

school. Their self-image is often low, and is forced lower by the,dis-

approvedpregnancy.
The problem of damaged

self-image exists even in

the cases of girls to whom the above descriptionsAo not apply. If such

an individual withdraws from
society for six to nine months, and/or

finds herself with yet another
situation with which she cannot cope,

hl 'has little to do but engage in self-recriMination,
self-pity, bitter-

ness and defiance. Such withdrawal from the society of her peers and

the adult world prevents her
from working through her personal problems

and leaves her with
psychological scars which may last throughout her

lifetime and affect her relationship
with hei baby. If she can learn to

handle this crisis, she will be much better prepared to'handle her

problems in later years.

The girl who married as a result of her:pregnancy faces special

problems. An adolescent who is attempting to learn the roles of wife,

mother and housewife all at
the.sane time needs much support. The

financial demands on the young
couple are great, and are compounded by

the fact that the married girl cannot receive welfare
aid as can the

single girl, and that the young
father isfrecjuently a school drop-out

'with feV skills. The feelings of the young couple's parents frequently

place an additional' trein upon the marriage.
Statistics indicate that

well over 50t of such marriages
will end in divorce.

In the case of many school-age parents, sexual
acting-out is not

the only symptom of problem behavior. Some are drug experimenters or

have been implicated in
law-breaking or truancy.

Thought must also be giVen to the babies of school-age parents.

These young parents are generally ill-equipped
educationally, emotionally,

and financially to give
high-standard care to their infants: Eighty-five

to ninety percent of
N.F.S. students have made the decision to keep their

babies before they enroll in N.F.S. Those who release for adoption may

marry and have children
within a few years. The necessity to prepare

young parents for parenthood'ii imperative.
The student comment which is <,

all-too-frequently made,"Hoe can
I'learn to love my baby when I don't

love myself?", reflects
the need for comprehensive

services in order to

produce any long-lasting effects.

Blanket statements are dangerous
with regard to any group in Society.

Many school-age parents come from fine families and good neighborhoods.

Many are intelligent,
religiously-oriented and concerned. Few could be

called promiscuous.
But all have needs for

special services to enable

them to get through this
difficult period and to face the future with

confidence, competence, and joy.

3
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' Four general, areas of service are essential in meeting the needs
of pregnant adolescents: education, health, social services, and
infant care. A fifth important area of service is phat of work with
the young, fathers and 'family members of the teenage'mother. Services
in each area must be correlated and interrelated with services in the
other areas in order to be really helpful to the service. recipient.
New Futures School is a genuinely comprehensive program, unique in the
southweet, offering services in all these areas. A broad description
of each of the service areas is contained in later pages ef.this booklet.

:
Implicit within the comprehensive services of New4Utures School

is the understanding that each N.F.S. participant develop positive
understandings and concepts regarding family planning. The teaching of
birth control tegpniques cannot be effective with pregnant'hdolescente
without the concurrent development of the girls perceptio6Of,herself
as a person and of her relationship to her expected chile. as an indi-
vidual' with needs and demands, and of her relationship' o the world
Around her and the role she can play In it. ,,

Without involvement in the servicds of a compiehensive program,
these is great possibility that the pregnant adolescent will become the

school drop-out, thq delinquent or criminal, the unemployable, the '

welfare,recipient, the, physical or mental risk. There is every possi-
bility that she or her child will beCone dependent on society through
the welfare system, the judicial system, orill health. Intervention

comprehensive services is essential and, in the long run, relatively
Ilinexpensive.

41 2
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There are only'three

eligibility criteria for entrance into Nevi

Futures School: 1) doctor's certification
of pregnancy; 2) 13 -19 years

of age; 3) apt yet a high schoolugraduate.' In
addition, it is under-

..
stood that a girl'may not

participate in New Futures School glasses a

second time lf she wale in N.F.S.
during her first pregnancy. (She may

receive health and counseling services.) A student who, meets the phov$

criteria forsntsanceinto
the program may, of.cuurse, continue'tdrhe

served after some pr all of the
entrance conditiOns no longer prevail.

.
.

1

.

0. The New Futures School
enrollment always includes representatives

of. the four cultural
-ethnic.groups of New Mexico... Spanish- surnamed,

Anglo, Black and Indian. `Each year every high,school in Albuquerque

anda. number of.junior high
schools and out-of-town

schools arerepre -

sulked in the student body.
Both the staff and the girls themselves

feel that this mixture is one of this strengths.of the New Futures School

program. The meeting ground thus
provided is all too rare in the Albu-

querque community. .. .

, .

.
.

N.,

. ;,,.

,

New
.,.....

Futures School services are
available to married girls as well

as single girls. National
tatistics on the success of teenage marriages

predict a divorce rafqof sor higher. The, married stgeent hos equal

needs for the health and
soling services and the general and parenting

cfun ry

education classes.
Approximately 40% of N.F.S. students are marred.

, -

CLIENTELE

- While a majority of N,I.S.:6students plan to
keep their bohies,

there is a sizable group of
girls whoplan to release the infant for

adoption or who are Undecided
regarding their plans for the baby. Every

effort is madthrough staff work and individual curriculum adjustment

to makethese rls feel that their
enrollment in N.F.S. is as valuable

for,them as it is'for any other girl. Feedback from N.F.S. girls who

have released for adoption
indicates that they have found New Futures to

be very meaningful and helpful.

New Futures School services, particularly
counseling services, are

offered to members of the
extended families of the N.F.S. stulbent parti-

' cipants. A. "Mothers' Group" (which
has included aunts, older sisters,

grAndmothers'and neighbors as well as mothers) meets weekly. Evening

groups.or special
activities are held to involve husbands, boyfriends,

or the entire family in health instruction
and/or counseling- oriented

activities. Counseling and out-reach
social services are also available

to the young fathers.
.

A girl may enter 'N.FS. at any time during her pregnancy: She may

be self-referred or
referred by a community agency or

individual. 'Once'

enrolled, a student may remain in the program after her pregnancy is

completed until such time as the girl, her doctor and the N.F.S. staff

feel that she no longer needs the regular support
services, of N.F.S. .The

time of leaving active
N.F.S. enrollment usually

coincidesilfrith the end

of grading period. The average length of
stay. in N.F.S. is 5 months,

Art this may vary greatly in individual cases..

)

-4-
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Students from outside the Albuquerque metrc)politah area who desire,-
to attend N.F.S. may be aided by N.F.S. counselors to find housing .in
AlbbeaaeiclUe. -abusing possibilities include Chaparral Nome and Birth-
right share homes.

There is no charge for any New Futures School service.

ENTRANCE PROCEDU

V

4

A girl may enter Near Futures SchoOl at any time. It is preferable
that the change from public school be made weim beginning of a grading
period -- the quarter or semester -- but the transition can be effected
at. any time the girl, her schoolfAor hex' doctor, feel that it should be
made. A girl.who has been out ofwbohool can also enter N.F.S. at any .
time. . 4'

A gisi who Wighea to.attend New Futures *School should contact the
N.F.S. office at 110 Broadway Boulevard, N.E. 243-0293 or 243-1709. -

If shdAdesires, a N.F.S. counselor will then visit 44N her in her home
Or at her school to give her more information about the program. She

may, if she desires, come to N.F.S. to enroll without prior contact or
interview with us: With the first interview, the girl will be given a
doctor's permission form which her doctor must sign, tertifying that .

she is pregnant and that she is physically able to attend N.F.S. Every
effort is made to minimize red tape and to effect entrance.aaeasily and
rapidly as possible:

In addition to the girls whO contaik the Program on their own,
students bay bo referred to the prograe* staff members of community
agencies, by medical personnel, or by school iersonnel. An individual

who wishes to refer a girl to N.F.S. may call the N.F.S. office with in-
formation about the girl. A N.F.S. counselor will make a follow-up contact.

r

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

A New rutures School program recipient may participate in,aa many of
the service activities as she desires.

In the educaiio service area, traditional, rather than block or
flexible, achedulin is used to minimize the effects of absenteeism. The

standard routine es it easier for -students returning from absences or
new students just tering the program to fit smoothly, into the educe-

e tional program with a minimum loss of continuity. Six class periods are

offered each day. All classes meet five days weekly. Albuquerque Public
School vacation and holiday schedules are followed. Students may take from

one to six classes, depending on their interest and. needs. Occasionally,

a class may be offered through independent study to meet a particular need.
A short summer school session is held during the month of June.

,.3 0-9
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The Infant
Observation Center, a small

nursery for infants of

girls in the program, is &major component
of the program structure.

Ot it serves as a babysitting
facility, a training

laboratory for all New

.

Futures School students,
and as an observation

facility to enable the

staff ta aid girls who may be having problems
caringPfor their babies.

It is open' during
school hours, only.

Health information'servicps
are offer

instruction

and individual counseling.
AlhOnadth D

alth Assistant,

are available daily to t with stUdant
'dually, to make home

visits, and to teach g 4' 1-'

Mitrition is a sajor patt.-44ft-lp N.F:s.'.'health program.
Am a part

of the,nutrition
program of the echdbl,

and.supplementary

snacks are serVed!dally, free-ofrcharge,
to program pgrticipants.

The

meal and *necks are
Odenned by the N.F.S.

nutritionist to meet the

special nutritional
needs of pregnant

teenagers, while
keeping in mind

the weight'control
problems which many oft the girls have.

Menu planning r-

. is coceinated with
results of individual

diet'analyses of N.F.S. clients.

Counseling INling vi cos are available daily. A student may receive

dividual counseling as
freguently.as she desires.

Batch studelit is involved.

in group counseling
once-a week. Girls who are Considering releasing

their baby for
edoOtion participate, in an

additional counseliAl group.

x
14'

h girl mayreceive counseling,
lieferrai or health

serviceggfrom New

Futures School without
taking claesea.

Many former N.F.S. students

avail themselves of thin opportunity.
Other follow-vp services are

offered on a need'hasie.

SerVices.are also available to
members of the extendep

families of

program enrollees
and to the young man

with whom the girl'is involved.

Various technigges,
sode,regularly scheduled

and some,of a special event

nature, are utilized to involve family members,
singly or in groupb, in

activities which
help,them to understand

and to contribute
to the develop-

," went of the girl.

Many NeeFutures
School students use

city buses for transportation

to and frqm the program. Bus tokens are
provided by N.F.S. to the girls

for this purpose.
Students who do not live near-bus lines

may be referred

to the volunteer
transportation services

of Birthright, or arrangements

can be made for APS bus transportation.

r

Every effort is made
to provide in New

Futures School an environment

in which each
student will mature in

self-understanding and responsibility,

and in the ability to make decisions
for herself. Many

girls must make

very crucial
decisions during the

time they are
enrolled in N.F.S. Decielons

such as keeping the baby or
releasing it for

adoption, marrying or remain.-

ing single,
continuing her education or entering the job market, and others

mast be faced by these young women.
Continuous efforts are made to provide

requisite learnings
and an atmosphere

free from pressure
in which such

decisions can be made.

-6-
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

f.

The teaching philosophy and technique)) in New Futures School are
geared to the needs of the girls in the p'togram. Students aminvolved

e in the planning of the'curriculum and in the evaluation of Its effec-
tiveness. Each teacher is free to innovate teaching methodaattrnmsa
content within the framework of the school's philosophy and obj ives.

Classes are small -- no more than twenty per class ,7 which allow's for
individualization of instruction and maximum involvement by each stu- -

dent. All teaching tichhigues are success-oriented, and are often
individually,pacedir ,

.

' Ciasies'are offered at the 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th
grade levels. A student may carry from one to six subjects. A normal

oe Class.load is five subjects, or 2h creditt, the same as the normal load
in the public schools..

:past recxxrds'indicate.that most students achieve at a higher level
in N.FiS. classes than they did in their previbus schools.

Mbile'one of the .schoollgoals is to encourage and allow girls to
progress toward a high school diOloma, it is also recognized that this'
is not practical or preferable in some girls' situations. Such girls
are encouraged to prepare for the G.E.D. test, a high school equivalendy
test) and their curricular is adjusted accordingly.

Classes are offered in the following subject areas:

FAMILY LIVING '

Family Living, esemester course, is the only class required of all
studepts.

The course centers on the various aspects of being a pregnant teen-
ager: her anatomy, physiology, and care through the maternity cycle; the
decisions she is and'wilr be making. Emphasis is placed on the under-
standing of herself and on family relationships as she goes 'through this
new experience. Ifor

An integral part of this course is a discussion of human sexuality
with'emphasie on sexual deCision-making in addition to family planning
and methods of birth control. She will be helped,to examine female and
parental roles as influenced by her cultural heritagefamily, aM friends.
Growing towards emotional maturity and better family relationships are
Primary goalsiof Family Living.

Ihe'llealth Director and Family Living Specialist team-teach this
class, with the counselors also being involved. Many audio-visual aids
and guest epeakerl'are utilized in teaching Family Living. Field trips
to a hospital maternity area and to a Planned Parenthood office are
included.

-7-
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT

Child DevelopMent offers each student laboratory exPerience/in

'infant care, with acccspanying instruction. Class members participate

in the care, in the nursery, of infants of N.F.S. students After

appropriate instruction and reading, each kirl must suc ssfully com-

plete a checklist of infant care experiences, such as, thing, changing,

preparing formela, Clothes washing, feeding, making/safe toys, and

maintaining nursery hyg4006.

.
Theory of child development is also ed in this class. Students

learn realistic expectations for
children, parenting attitudes, and the

emotional needs of children.- A unit/6n child abuse is included.

COMMUNICATIOKS
-

The 'purpose of class is to lead to greater self-understanding

and self-developmint, ugh the media of literature and creative writing.

variety of reading materials, including much
modern literature as well

discussion .helAgirls rel e readings to their personal situations
as classic eri tbig, 14 read Efforts are made through group

theA?and to jr goals for the future. The creative writing focuses on the

same gO4m. . ti

...-
. . ,

LITERATURE

1., A class in
chiddrens literature reinforces parenting education con -

cepts taught in other courses, Students learn the emotional needs of

children, as Sell as the importance of stimulation through oral and

written stories, py reading, analysing, and creating children's literature.

ENGLISH-READING IMPROVEMENT

The strengthening of
Lisading skills is the major part of this *class.

'Specialized.reading materials are utilized. Assignments are usually in-

dividualized according to the interest and needs of each girl. The basics

oflhglish usage are also included. Some creative writing and self ex-

pression if done. Girls often improve several grade levels in reading

whiie in this class.,

\

CREATIVE HOMEMAKING

\In Creative Homemaking we do sewing projects thAt are of interest to

' and within the abilities of tn., students. This would include such things

as layettes, maternity clothes, baby blankete, and decorative items such

as pillowi or cushions for the home. Also fabric craft activities, such

as macrame, crayon batik, tie dye, embroidery, and crpting, can be dons

in this.class.
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COOKING FOR FUN

In'COoking for Fen tbe,student is made aware of the nutritional
Aneeds of 'body during pregnancy and,how a geod diet brings about
Obetter heal for the student and her child. The student will become
A a better easier through the use by g.habiti, such as

planning and, anticipating the fan& needs doing comparison shopping.
e ;The student4Will learn to plan menus t around the basic fOur food

groups) 'diet bet suit her family's needs and income. The student will ,

learnAnd use techniques of cookery through actual experilices in
the Utchen. afts, such as brdRd dough crafts, will also be incor-

' poxated,into e.class.

MATHEMATICS
.

I

.

a
. A number of courses are offered in the mathematics area, with each

pupil working at per own rate and keeping a notebook reflecting her

y
prOgress. :The tnicher serves as a resource person in this process.

I

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Adaptive specially tailored to meet' the needs of girls in
both pre-natal and post-partal stages, is a popular elective. The

Asuree is designed to meet the girls' physical, emotional and social
needs. Cipportvnities for leadership development are provided. Each

class period includes a beginning exercise period. Following this, the
,girls participate'bn a groypiactivity such as international folk dancing,

'',tennis, badminton, volleyball, table tennis, swimming> bowling or plat-
form Minnie. Through participation it such an activity, the girls learn
the pleadure of wholesome group activity an&ore provided an opportunity
to-forget otherr'problRms while enjoying pleasant recreation. Emphasis

ci is also placed upon developing skills and interest in healthy leisure
time actidities. i.

SOCIAL STUDIES

The Social Stud/es program! is designed to provide some of the cul-
,

,

cul-

tural background necessary for intelligent and responsible living.
.

A degree eriEiiled "Your Community-- Then and Now" has two major
focuses: 'Students learn about thpiecommunity, its resources, and how
they may utilize these,,regources. Tbe responsibilities of citizenship
And the *Ins of particip:Rting in community processes area second focus.
The historical developmght Of the4comaiunity is studied as a method toward
understanding the present. 1

,. An APS'requirid course in U.S. Hist?kk is also included in the
currioul7um.

_

)(

-9-
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TYPING, SHORTHAND,. BOW:ESPING

Both beginning and advanced levels of typing are offered. Students

gain experience on manual and electric typewriters. Classroom activities

for advanced students include letter -writing, manuscript- typing and other

kinds of office practice.
Practical experience is gained by having

students type for teachers and perform office duties needed by N.F.S.

Field trips and guest speakers are additional
classroom activities which

help prepare,tHe student for entering the business world.

Individual instruction in all levels of'Shorthand and Bookkeeping

is also available. Students may receive some instruction in cashiering

and filing. .

BIOLOGY

The biology curriculum is a general study of plants and animals,

(4

with the major emphasis of the class on the human body. The class Acti-

,Vities include lectures, labs, afield trips, and t/ use of guest speakers.

STUDENT COUNCIL'

The'Student_Coundil is an integral-part of the school curriculum.

aspects of the ova -af
other

l school program. They social events and oer
Through the councit the girl's accept and carryout responsibility for many

projects for the group. The student council carries a major responsibility

for developing a close interrelationship among the girls. Through their

council activities the,girls grow in acceptance of responsibility for them-

selves and 0110. They acquire self-confidence as they accept leadershi4

ooles,"tac e problems, rand see the positive results of their actions. The

student c cil is a major factor in the selfdevelopment of the partici-

pants it w Futures School.

COORDINAh'IOTi

Through weekly staff meetings, 4
continuing effort is made to inter-

relate the focuses of attention in
the Various phases of the educational

Program.
Assemply programs and field trips which relate to areas currently

under study aritield -frequently.

close contact is maintained with each student's home school. Health

and school records and other types of information are exchanged. School

counaelors are consulted regarding a
student's program of classes.

New Futures School students remain on the rolls of their regular

querque high schools wile they attend New Futures. If a girl completes

her high school graduation requirements
while enrolled in N.F.S., she

receives her diploma from her home high school. A N.F.S. graduation cere-

mony, planned by the graduating seniors, is held each May. A'girl may

receive her official APS diploma in
this ceremony or she may receive it

in the graduation ceremony of her own school.

-10-
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'HEALTH SkRVICES

New Future's School has the services of a Health Director, a
Health Assistant and a Family Living Specialist. The Health Director
is, a registered nurse who coordinates the several types of health
services. The Health Assistant is an L.P.N. The Family Living Spe-
cialist is an R.N. with spedialties in the pre and poet -natal needs
of pregnant adolesdents, human sexuality, family planning, and
parenting. eduCation. The nurses participate in team-teaching the
Family Living classes.: The health staff also serve as health resources
for babiesin the infant Obsekvation Center.

The Health Director or her assistant takes a health history on
each girl as she enters N.F.S. This information is supplemented with
information from the schodl nurse of the girl's. home school and from
her physician. The health staff keep a record of each girl's medical
appointments. They check to see that the appointments are ketlt and
that communications between doctor and girl are'understood.

Each girl's weight is checked regularly and she is counseled
regarding weight problems. Phone calls made to absent girls allow the
nurse to offer health advice when it is appropriate. Nurses are avail-
able daily to consult individually with girls as they request such .

conferences. They handle such problems as are within their capabil-
ities and aleit the girl and her doctor regarding those problems which
require the physician's help. Nearly all the girls have fears regarding
the emotional amd physical aspects of pregnancy. The health staff plays
a pey role in alleviating these fears. .

Following the delivery of"the baby, an N.F.S. nurse makes a hope .

visit. The purpose of the visit is to evaluate the home environment and
the cfirlls post-natal adjustment. The nurse ascertains if any compli-
cations have arisen either with the girl or the baby and.pakessugges-
tions to alleviate conditions which she feels are inadequate. Referrals
are made to other health'agencies if the need exists. The girl's plans
for return.to school are discussed with her, and a tentative date is set.

Birth-control inforpation is an important,part of the health program.
A unfit on the various aspects of family planning is offered in the Family
Living class. Thii,unitkincludes many aspects of human sexuality in
addition to birth control methods and the rationale of family planning.
A tour of thi Plannid Paienthood facilities follows. As mentioned earlier,
in this booklet, a great many of the components of the program,of New
Futures School contribute to the acceptance and the understanding of
family planning concepts by the girls and their families and to the
maturity required to use them..

The nurse, while making her post -partum visit, discusses the girfi's
decision regarding bar use of birth control measures and reminds her to
make definite plans with her doctor at her six weeks examination. During
the girl's last week in New Futures School, the nurse makes a final check"
with her regarding her health and that of the baby, and again verifies
that she has been provided with the birth control method of her choice.

rt -11-
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New Futures Schoch is fortunate to
himes a close working relation-

ship with the Maternity
and Want Care Project, a federally sponsored

program serving
biph risk mothers and infants. A N & I clinic is held

in tim New Futures
School building onoe a week. A majority of the

girls use the
medical'facllities of this project.

This enables the

health staff to be were
certain that each girl

is seeing a doctor regu-

larly, lowers the school &mantes rate,
and,allows for close coordination

between the girl's medical care-givers
and N.F.S. health staff. A

well-baby clinic is hem at N.F.S. once a month, staffed by the M s I

pediatrician.

when a girl returns to her home school, a summary of her health

status is sent to the nurse
at the home school to facilitate better

communication and
.understanding of her health needs.

.11
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SOCIAL iERVICEs

..1hrough.the N.F.S. social services, each girl makes real progress
in working through the problems which led to or are caused by her
pregnancy.

SUPPORT
. .

New Futu;es School provides each.girl with a supportive atmosphere
in which to work out her problems. One factor is the group support'
which the student body gives to each member. Loneliness and despair
are saeliorated bx the-concern'and empathy which girls give to each
other. Equally important is the attention. end concern given to each
'student by each of her teachers. The student is not just a name in a
classroom, *doh many of them have been in their home,schools, but an
'individual with unique abilities and needs. The teacher works with her
On this level. The students also coop; to realize that behind the'adults
who are in direct contact with them are a large number of other adults
who also believe 16 them and contribute many hours.toward providing
opportunities for them.

COUNSELING

Special counseling services are available to the girls through N.F.S.
.Four prof4ssionally trained counselors are members of the 'N.F.S. coun-
seling staff.

A counselor conducts the intake interview with each new student.
The groundwork for counseling is laid through this contact. Regularly
scheduled individual counseling, as well as joint counselingtwith the
girl and hir mother, fai6r, husband, or boyfriend, is offered to the
girl. While counselihg is not reqUired, experience indicates that almost
all.students do seek it om a voluntary basis. Crisis intervention coun-
seling is available to the'girls at any time.. The counseling philosophy
is to assist and enable the girl td work through hervoblems, sort out
her alternatives, and makeher own decisions. The counselor carefully'
avoids giving the girl "advice ".

group counseling is also a part of the counseling program. Each girl

cipates in a group once '-a week. Groups are also scheduled for
mothers, husbands or boyfriends; and for those girls who are considering
releasing the baby for adoption.

Referrals for counseling, when appropriate, may be made to the.social
..service workers of the Maternity and Infant Care Project, to adoption
worker. of.the H.S.S.D. Social Service Agency, and Chrgoural'Adoption
Services, to the Albuquerque Public Schools psychologists, tp the Berne
lillo County Neotal th Clinic, and to the.Child-Guidance Center.

4

Reforrele'are tly made to other social agencies and community
resources for girls ASO in need of specialized services. These.types
Of referrals include those for legal assistance, food itamps, financial
assistance, housiog,vccational training, and job placement. A counselor
often accompanies the girl in making the initial contact to aid her in
expressing her needs adequately,

, . -13,
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The counseling services
include efforts to involve members of the

student' family.in counseling activities,
This involvement is regAided

'As essential for tun-reasons:
(1) the relationship the

girl has with

these individuals during-her
pregnancy is critical in determining how

she views herself and
her baby: and (2) she will in most cases maintain

close ties to these
individuals after she leaved the prOgram, with the

feedback she gets from them.
continuing to be of prime importance in the

sainteining-of thA positive attitudes developed here.

.The services'of a male counselor are available to the putative

father.

,Counseling services are
available to New Pitures School students

after-they cease to be active program enrollees.
Many girls avail them-

'elves of thistopportunity.
A group of former students

meets with .1

te.P.S. counselors on a weekly basis. Other former students seek

individUal counseling.

-14-
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INFANT CARE FACILITY

An infant care facility is available to New Futures School.
students. The nursery is used by girls who have no babysitter avail-
,able to them, py girls who are breastfesding their babies, and in
some oases,* girls who are having problems caring for their infants.
Each girl who plaices her baby in the nursery has accompanying respon-

Sbs must Proeide all information required.for the baby's
care (ichedule, medicinal requirements, etc.) and the day's supply of
fOod and clothing, and must work in the nursery as an assistant one
hour daily..

A second major !Unction of the infant care facility is that of a
learning laboratory. . Through experiences in Child Development 'class,
a'beby becomes a real human being with needs and demands which must be
met. Fears in handling.inIants are overcome. Infants' health, nutrition,
and safety needs, as well as emotional needs, are emphasized.

, 110- smoking and other health Lies are strictly enforced in the
nursery. A nurse makes a daily check on the infants. Entrance into
the nursery is limited to mothers of the infants and girls assigned to

-he aides hourly.

-15-
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VOCATIONAL ORIENTATION

. '

ifttemptsvere made in several wayS to o4ent, New Futures School

students to the world of work. Me belie that a majority of our

students Will have to hold.a job. within rfew years after they leave

N.F.S. The'three piieaiy purposes of thq vocational orientation pro-

gram are: (1) goal-setting tot make the girl believe that her pregnancy

need not limit her vocational goals and to broaden herherizons re-,

gardipg the robse open to women in today's society; (2) preparing the

girl with some specific-lob-oriented *kills 7-
typing, shorthand: book.:

km:Ping, child ogre, and food preparation: as well as basic mathematics

and inglishusage skills, and (3) job or training.refertal at the time

of leaving New Futtres Sihool.

-The first goal is .Of prime importance With pregnant adolescents.

Slay state on the intake interview, "Well, I WAS going to study to

bSccme a , .
.

This.sense of defeat must be overcome before the

gill has a;charce to become economically independent. Gitls who come

',from welfare-dependent or rty-level families need encouragelent to

raise the level of their spirations._ All phases of the New Futures

School program attempt to rk,toward this goal. It is a particular

'focus of the Communications class, the
Social.Studies program and the

counseling' program. All-sChool activities such as Career Day contribute

also. An intangible, yet important, factor is the.example of the staff --

most of whom are very involved with raising their families in addition .

to their professional activities.

The Second goal -- that of teaching jobroriented skills -- is

accomplished primarily by the business-vocational teacher., Business

olassesare individualized, with lessons prepared to carry each girl

forward from her present level of achievement at an individual pace.

Manual and electric typewriier's, and some business machines, are

available. Varying levels of shorthand and bookkeeping are taught..

Some girls will also' use job skills acquired in Child Development classee

as our society needs more trained workers in Day Care programa. Cafe-

tetia skills classes also provide training skills. (Basic job-required '

skills are-regularly stressed in mathematics and English classes.)

Girl* often go directly. into a job after leaving N.F.S. Some are

summer jobs, while others are full-time jobs for high school graduates

or girls who choose to take the G.E.D. test in lieu of high-school

graduation. Others need part-time jobs and need to find a school pro-

gram which will allow them to both work and complete their high sabol

'education. Some girls want to further their skill training through the

Albuquerque lechnical7Vocational Institute, or a community training

program. The New Futures School, counselors
assist N.F.S. students in

making contacts for job or training
possibilities and in finding flexible

school schedules which allow them to work. The business-vocational

teacher plays a role in job and training referral also. The putative

father may get help in seeking job training or employment from the

N.P.S. counselors.

320
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STAFFING

Each New Futures School staff member is a specialist in his or

her field. Potential staff meeperi are carefully screened for both

professional maspetence and th ability to interrelate in A positive

way with the troubled addledceni. Each staff member realizes that the

emotional support be or she gives to the girls is of prime importance

to the succeed the girl has in the program. :Professional backgrounds

Of staff members include clknseling, social work, nursing, administra-

tion, teaching, and the mi stry. All teaching personnel are certified

`*h the fields in which they are teaching. In order to achieve this

specialisation, many staff members are part-time. Over fifty percent

of the professional etafthave masters degrees pr are working toward

this degree. Para-prdfessional staff members are also utilized as

part of the staff team.

Staffing is cross - cultural, with efforts made to include repre-

sentatives of the various communities from which the program partici-

pants come. It is necessary' for some staff members to be bi-lingual.

, Study of comprehensive programs in other states led N.F.S. staff

and board to a realisation of the danger of separating the staff into

!educational"; "health".and "counselingoor social-work" components.
SuCh separation can eisily'lead to a splintering of goals and occa7

sional working at cross- purposes. Each staff member of New Futures

School -- nurse,' counselor, teacher, secretary,
nursery-aide -- is

committed to the multi-faceted development of each girl. Staff train-

ing included strong emphasis upon the need for working together to

achieve a common goal. Weekly sharing meetings between health and

counseling staff Members:are useful in this area. Weekly all-staff

`meetings promote team planning and coordination.
..-

.
Volunteers are used in a variety of ways to enrich our program.

Guest speakers are used extensively in several classes to shaie their

expertise and perceptions with the students. Volunteers may assist

with-meal preparation, driving for field trips, hnd interior decoration'

as well.

-17-
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. FOLLOW -LIP

FollOW=up services axe an.important part of%New Futures School.

While every effort is made to prepare the 91;4 to return to public

schOol, the adjustment is necessarily a difficult one. The adjust-

ments to new roles within her family are just as difficult. To meet'

former N.F.S. students' continuing needs, follow -up counseling and

health services are offered. In addition, follow-up information must

be used to deterMinehow the program can better help students to ad=

just to their new'situations and responsibilities.

Formal evaluation and follow-up activities are planned at regular

intervals. These activities involve responses by both the former

participant in the program, and by those who are in a position to

observe her; i.e. school 056r:salons and teachers, school nurses, and,.

N.F.S. staff members making follow-up contacts. Each girl fills out

an evaluation sheet on N.F.S. Once each semester.
o

F011ow=up contactb are made with each girl during the summer after

she leaves(the program, and each summer thereafter. Items of parti-

cular concern are: number of repeat pregnancies, school grades, high

school'graduation,,scheol.drop-out rate, physical health of the mother.

physical health of the baby; problems of family adjustment, adjustment

to the role-of mother -- or adjustment to her decision to give up the

baby, successful marriage, emotional state, and post-graduate education

or training. While some of these factors are intangibles, and there-

fore very difficult to measure,. the girl's feelings about them are very

real and very significant, as is the image she presents to those with

whom she is in daily contact. Earlier follow-up contacts are made if

the staff has particular concerns about
the'individual-or her baby.

During the school year, N.F.S. staff contact school personnel to inquire

abour,girls who have returned to' their 'schools.

Informal contacts are main) ained with each girl after she leaves

N.F.S. Girl are invited back twice a yegr to an informal Tarty, to

share their experiences and to renew theirlapquaintances with N.F.S..

staff and with each other. Those girls who wish to bring their babies

with them to .this party are invited to do so. Many former New Futures

students frequently call or.vmme by theeschool to discuss problems or

"just to talk". N.F.S. staff members may at this time make referrals

to other agencies which may teable to meet the gil'l's needs. The main

purpose ofthe\infOrmal follow-up' activity is to let the girl know that

her relitionshiP with the supportive staff of the New Futurqs School

can be a continuing one as long as' she feels the need for it.

32,2
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CONNUNITT SERVICES

- New Futures School has bean.increasingly called upon, to give
services to groups beyond the N.F.S. echoed. setting. N.F.S. staff
are available as workshop leaders and speakers for staff training
for grail*. 'interested in services to adolescents, human,sexualitY,
family planning, and parenting education. Counselors, And health
staff from N.F.S. are frequently invited to make presentations on
the'prOblems of teenage pregnancyNend related topics to school
classes and young peoples grows. We are always happy to fill such
requests. The N.F.S. student-made slide-tape presentation "I'm Not
Bad, Just Pregnant," which' portrays a number of very realistic view-
points on teenage pregnancy, is available for use by groups upon
request,sfor the cost of mailing. It has been ufed in public schools,
univeksity courses,, and special programs for teenagers around the
country.

New Futures School is also able to make available programs by
stiff, volunteers, and panels of former students, and conference
packet materials for community groUps and state,- regional, and
national -level conferences. Through these means, we hope to encour--
age both community support for existing teenage parent programs and
the developient of new programs in areas where,services are inadequate.

-19-
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CO- OPERATING AND SPONSORINGRING AGENCIES

.

mew Future. School,
originally called the Pregnant Teen-Aid

Program, WWI begun in
Jandary, 1970 by the Albuquerque

Pregnant,
in

co-operation with the
AlbuquerqUe Public Schools..

The program was

co-sponsored by the Y.W.C.A. apd the Albuquerque Public Schools

until July,,1976, when the Y.W.C.A.,ceased
its role.

A group of interested
citizens have formed a non-profit organi-

sation Whose purpode
is, to be concerned

with services to young

.parents. This organization,. New
Futures', Inc., serves in an advisory

capacity te'New Futures
School and funds some

services of N.F.S.

The continuing
existence of New Futures

School is a result of

co-operation between a number of local, state,
and national organi-

zations and concerned individuals.
Additional support, in terms of

money,.goods, or services, has come from
the.following groups and

organizations:'

Hernalillo County
Beta Sigma Phi -.Beta Chapter

Chaparral Home and Adoption Services

Dairy Council of the Rio Grande dr,

Episcopal Diocese of the Rio Grande

IBM Corporation
Waft Officers Wives Club

Maternity S Infant Care Project

Model Cities
Neighborhood YOuth Corps (Youth In-School Employment

Project)

New Mexico Health s
Social Services Department

.

New MexiCo Department
of Hospitals & Institutions

New Mexico School Lunch Program

National Foundation -
March of Dimes - New Mexico Chapter

cpti -Mrs.

Planned ParenthoOd
Associationof Bernalillo County

St.John's Episcopal Cathedral

University of New Mexico
Vocational Education Division -

State Department of Education

Young Men's Christian Association

Young Women's Christian Association
u.

Some of the above
agencies provided single

grants, while others

provide on-going
financial or. in -kind support. In addition, a number

of individuals and
associations have given sustaining contributions or

have donated services.

-20 -.
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. Each individual is uniqes, it is therefore imposeible to describe
accurately the "Typical Pregnant Teenager". It is true, however, that
studies have shown that many.pregnant teenagers are shy, passive, with-
drawn and nonverbal passive hostility to a world which has not met
their,emotional 'heeds is often'Iust below the surface. Many were poor
etUdente in,school. They caused no problems in the school classroom
because they were really not there -- they attendee, often irregularly,
in'body only. This girl's home life was often erratic and insecure.
For!this individual, security is a boy friend, sex a form of expression --
and pregnancy is the undesired by-product.

National studies indicate'that sixty percent of those who become
pregnant under ihe age of 16 will have another child while still of
school-age. In order to break the pattern, to prevent futtiie preg-
nancies, the girl must become self-confident and involved. She must
be given'the tools with which to cope with her environment, and a
depth of self-understanding which will enable her to use them. This is
the goal of the Albuquerque New Futures School.



Helping
families

ACCL
concern
Preservation of the family In the midst

of cone of the most Important
chilling we as nation face. ac-
cording to a statement emptied
ACCL for oongreeilonal hearings

by
in

n for White )louse Con-
rr'ePanitirroe c:ri Families nest year.

PresIdent Carter announcs9 In Jan-
uary that the Conference. on Families
will screens 011 December 9-13. 1979.
During his carripeign Carter shelled
the need for federal support of families.
The conference is result of Concur-
rent resolution in Congress.

ACCL's statement was submitted to
the subcommittee on child andatuman
development of the Senate Committee

1 on Human Resources and to the sub-
committee on select education of the
House Committee on Education and
Labor. Representatives of the ad-

) ministration and research, religious,
ethnic, service and advocacy groups
were Invited "to assess the progress
and direction of plane for the con-
ference.

ACCL's statement recognizes the
family unit as the "primary social insti-
tution through which Individuals are
protected, nurtured and helped to reach
their potential. The family provides sus-
tenance end trains Its members In the
art of surviving: It provides our earliest
group Interactions, and It is the primary
vehicle for transmitting our values and
knowledge of culture from generation
to generation."

Quoting from "To Empower People:
The Role of Mediating Structures In
Public Policy" by Peter L. Berger and
Richard John Neuhaus (reviewed In the
July 1977 Issue of Update), the state-
ment acknowledges the`diversity of life
styles of today's families and the scar-
city of the fully extended niultl-genera-
tional l mliy of yesterday. But while the
family is In crisis as it undergoes
:rig:4. is little evidence that it

a

It 4s noteworthy that the
counter -culture, which Is so critical ol.
the so-called bourgeois family. user, the,
terminology of family for Its new social
conays, as do radical feminists

to 'sisterhood,' Berger andpledged
us wrote. "For most Americans,

the evidence is that Involvement In the
bourgeois family, however modified.
will endure."
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HELPING TEEN-AGERS

Alternatives stressed
A 24-pages written statement and rec-

ommendations for teen-age service* as
an alternative to abonioq were present-
ed by ACCL President Marjory Mecklen-
burg St congressional hearings held on
March 1 in Washington, D.C.

Mra. Mecklenburg was imbed, along
with five other panelists, to speak for 15
minutes on her testimony before the
select committee on population of the
U.S. House of Representatives.

The committee held task force hear-
ings on Fertility and Contraception in
the United States from February 21-
March 9. The general locus of the hear-
ings was the adequacy of the nation's
'amity planning practice and services.

During the second week of hearings
testimony focused on the nature, extent
and consequences of adolescent ran111-
ty. Mrs. Mecklenburg's testimony was
prepared for the discussion of teen-
centered programs such as sex educa-
tion in the borne, churches, schools,
and other social and community Institu-
tions: family planning services for
sdolescente; and maternity and adop-
tion services for teen- agers.

"AmeriCan Citizens Concerted for
Life has had a long-standing Interest in
pregnant women, children and the fami-
ly, Mrs. Mecklenburg wrote. "Our
overall purpose Is to motivate in-

Marjory

Mecklenburg

dIviduals, and society, as whole, to
make decisions stout PM use of avail-
able resources based on the premise
that each human being has great value
and that Individual! should have the op-
portunity to reallni their full potential.'

Mrs. Macklehburg emphasized that
"Because there is evidence that ad*
quite services for pregnant adoles-
cents can significantly improve the lives
of these young mothers and their
children, there ls both. practical and
ethical Justification for providing them
and their children with the best Dotal-
bla care . . the best Possible can
necessarily means comprehensive
care..The needs of pregnant teen -ages
are eo diverse that Program directed

TEENAGERS
Continued on back papa

INSIDE UPDATE
Fetal experiments: Page 2

Euthanasia : Page 3

Pregnantteen-agera Warn: ,
Page 4, 6

Fund-raising tun: Page 6

Congressional report: Page 7-10

ACCL on the computer: Page 11

t,"
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Fetal experiments questioned
Concern over what could be I secret

world trade In fetal material has Inspired
criticism and demonstrations, denials,
confusion, and as yet Some unanswered
questions.

An article In Win, s New York pacifist
nuigulne (Dec. t. 1977) sald that Deputy
Seireblisy-Daneral of the United Nations
Sean McBride announced in Tokyo
recently that the Pentagon has Imported
45,000 human fetuses from South Korea
fOr-thia purpose of testing the neutron
bomb on fresh human tissue. The article
was also carried In Mother J es

acne in the West.
meathef that corpses, are not fr sh
enough for this function,' McBride d.
He envisioned the fetal trade develop g.
Into an Industry. The report was private-
ly confirmed by a visiting executive or
the South Korean Red Cross which, ad-
ministers 23 hospitals.

Subsequently four members of a
group called Concerned Christian
Citizens of Western Pennsylleanla (an In-
terdenorninational prayer group) were
srrested on Dec, 28 for protesting at
Rockwell corporation headquarters in
the U.S. Stool Building. The demon-
strators charged that Rockwell person-
nel were participating In the neutron
bomb testing oh fetuses in a govern-
bent plant In Colorado. After their hear-
ing, the given 5-day suspend-
ed

Several Congressmen looked into the
charges. Senator John Heinz of Penn-
sylvania received denials from the
Defense Department as did Sen.'
Richard Schweber (PA) who wrote to a'
protestor: "ThrDepartment of Defense
told me they have never purchased any

fetuses from any source for any pur-
pose. The effects of radiation from a
weapon sucit as the neutron bomb are 1

well known, and would not require fur-
ther research. II such research were
needed, It could only be done 011idva

'teat animals. not dead fetuses. ROO
Rockwell International is pot in
the neutron bomb pro(

Also looking Into
meeting with denials
Department we SI
(OR) and Rep. MXhael

Earlier the Village. V
(Mar. 21, 1977) dew
undergo abortions as pose
parttlpants In little-known-

Seymour

6dsfee Deeerfanse":1
ad

bl Seymour Siegel. professor of
Xhese events and discussions?

MaPit Herelti pilhics at Jewish Theological Seminary,
N(IA). 910, recently gave exempla' of three

4ae Ingtire of fetal experiments which would
wo t be moral If a "bias for life" principle

willibg is accepted. That principle, he said. Is
litary the foundation of the Judalc-Christian

experiments. world view.
exThe article described the pr6Cess of Those that: give a drug to a pregnant
fetal preparation from the tutting away mother before an abortion to see
by the doctor of Identifiable parts of the whether it will reach the fetus and then
freshly aborted fetus' body to the pack- lest fetal tissue after the fetus is remov-
ing in Ice to the Chemical processing of ed; are carried on at the time of abor-
chunks of fetal material into a flnal prod- tIons before the fetus is removed; are
uct free-flowing human cells sold conducted on a fetus alter It has been
to drug cowpanles. research hoopltals, removed but still shows signs of heart
and agencies of the U.S. government. beat or brain activity. These should be

Village Voice alto suggests that some prohibited. Rabbi Siegel believes.
doctors may be encouraging abortions
on womeniwell beyond the first
trimester when "parts of the embryo are
notably developed and thus infinitely
more valuable for medical researchers.

Last year the Washington Post reveal-
ed that the pathology department of the
District of Columbia General Hospital
took 'in more than $68,000 since 1966
from the sale of aborted fetuses. It was
noted that most of the profit of fetal
sales went to administrators of the
pathology deportment.

What principles of morality are Invo,

A life & death issue
This excerpt from "Abortion: Reflections on a Protracted Debate," by Ian

Hunter (The Human 1,11e Review, Vol. 01, No. 41 is published with the
permission of The Human. Life Founda))Ion, Inc., 150 East 35th St.. New York
City, 10016. Ian Hunter is an associate-professor of law at the University of
Western Ontario In London, Canada.
, What criteria determine that one person's life is worth living, another's
not? Is it vocational success, or a spring walk In the woods: Is It running for
political office, Or an evening's sunset; Is 11 earning. In the competitive
marketplace, the respect of one's peers, ortsnloying, as one's birthright,
the love of one's parents?

It Is not lust the criteria to be applied that concern me but who Is to
decide them. Who has the training, the experience. the wisdom or the
mandate to decide?

A court of Soiomons and a legislature of philosopher kings would
probably decline jurisdiction, Yet too many contemporary 'quality °rine"
advocates show little reticence In deciding explicitly what are the criteria
than make life worthwhile 1s it by coincidence that lire. which would meet
their criteria bear a striking resemblance to their own?

There Is a smug arrogance about this position which is disconcerting.
Every time and generation. 1 suppose, implicitly believes In its own
Infallibility. Yet history teaches that each generation but sees through tho
glow of truth darkly, and that man's presumptive omniscience is a
dangerous and destructive myth. Do today's eugenicists know.wore about
what life is worth living than did St. Augustine, St, Francis of Assisi.
Aristotle or Hippocrates? ."

Page 2 ACCL Update

Even if an abortion IS' planned and
found acceptable by the persons Involv-
ed, experiments that would harm the
fetus are not pdrmIssIble. In Ilne with the
philosophy that "yfra don't harm life,
even though it has been 'sentenced to
die. he explained. and only research
that would be of therapeutic be It to
live fetuses would be permissible.
Siegel gave the keynote address at the
third public forum on bio-medical ethics
sponsored by the Minnesota Inter-
religious Committee for Blo-Medlcal
IthIcs on Nov 3, 1977.

1.1:pdate
doom. le polonshed by Me ainetIcen C.sna
Concerned Mr bits. Inc . Eck/Conon Fund. 6127
E.celaicii glad . Minnespolia. MN 55016,
Irelsphone 01292S-439S

ppltYar, tioriory wwwwwoo. "woo."

Joseph Lampe. Elec.'s D.Clot

Glotla Ss.. Edna

Elm ACCL, Inc . Educelion Pupa is Om re-
m:lord, rolocstion nd potrcy SnliPais division
ot American COIN. Concerned tile. s
tionsi c.o.' action organtdonon npaged I.n
educsnonal. leglalsOre. resemch and monoce.
activities .1 promote respecl sd
tor nun. id The Educstion Fund l050.0 its
concern On nos troubled MOMS!. I.n burly.
children - bC1111 and unbars - oncl 01551
voinsrstale membees °Lamb',

Copyright Ian Amasser CdttenCOPCOned
or Iii. Inc .II rights Pm.
isty:to is pron's' to .1171,0d.CO basal from

movnietter toe noomMerctel purposes
CvOvided Mt .C. 1. WCW/t/Cell on

c0.3 in acCordencs tr. Wve
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BOOK REVIEW Child-abuse study
indicts abortion

Many facesEuthanasia's
Reviewed by JOSEPH IL SOYLE JR.

"Death, Dying and EuMensala," edited
by Dennis Horan and David Mall,
Wt1onserotronAnji2:.1it7lregUabwPublics-

tram' ACCL for ES).

Dennis Nolan and Deviditsal have per.
formed" still another. great. service
to thepro-life cause by edging "Death.
Dying and Euthenaele." This 517-page
anthology on the Issues lumped together
under the title "euthenists ' Is the best
book of its kind; no other 'Ingle volume
contains anything like the amount of
carefully reasoned discussion of these
abnegated Issues. For thts reason

Mall volume should be
in 'every I% library aml should be
made to all who must deal with
the ethical and legal problems of death
anct dying.

. The. articles. excerpts and analyses
assembied hefted° not make for easy
reading. For the most part they are the

aewyes ,oph yseic anaed ancaedl ewnna ns

Most of the treatments are scholarly and
not journalistic. This allows for the
nuanced and rigorous discus/gm which
Is part of the value of the book.
Moreover, the .careful and scholarly
treatment makes clear the Complexity of

' the Issues we lace as the euthanasia
debate begins-to take center stags.

The book Is divided Into seven see-
thing prefaced by clear and useful in-
troduction by Dennis Horan. There is sr
section on defining death, one on the
treatment of defective newborns, and
three sections- on euthanasia one
each on ethical aspects, legal aspects
and social attltirdes and governmental
policies. There is also a section on the
treatment of the dying and one on
suicide.

Many. of the selections are reprinted
from books and scholarly journals.
Some of these are classics necessary
background for anyone who is fo
understand Me euthanasia debate. Leo
Alexander's "Medical Science Under
Dictatorship," Pope Plus XII'a statement
on ordinary and extraordinary means of
medical treatment, Yale Ka.ftrar's great
critique of legalized voluntary,
euthanasia and Wertham's chapter on
"The 'Euthanasia' Murders" are some
of these.

Some of the other reprints are destin-
ed to be classics: for example, Paul
Ramsey's "The Indignity of. Death With
Dignity" and James Gustafson's in-

isthis discussion of a version of the
famous "Johns Hopkins" case.

There are also a number of pieces
written specifically for-this volume. Of
these the statements of Marshall
McLuhan and Eugene loneeco are very

Interesting. Editor Horsit's comments
on the living wig and on the Oulnian case

IcalL*ImPratildnd Cinatin 1"1":"
cti, of -a forfttrorjortf book
make* the moral case Wens these acts
Ina novel and perausabh way.

Not all the piece* collected here are
pro4Ife, Those which are not are never-
their's. Important and deserve the
careful attention of pro-Ille people.
Joseph Fletcher's "Ethics and
Euthanasia" states the pro-euthanasia
case In a clear and forceful way. Glan-
ville Williams' response to Kamisar has
yet tebeaderfillielY answered.

Finally It lerneceuary to note Robert
Bym's important legal study on refusing
medical treatment. Together with
sevenilither articles related to`"dseth
with nite legislaog, Prof.. Byrn
gives us much of what we need to ap
prolich Intelligently the Issue which will
surely be the next if not the current
legislative battle we face.

fJosePh M. Boy/. Jr. is an assistant
professor of philosophy at the College
°1St Thomas, Sf.,Paul, MN.)

Mothers who have had several abor-
dens are more likely than others to beat
their living children, according to a
study conducted by Dr. Burton G.
Schonfeld of Prince Georges County
General Hospital and Medical Center In
Maryland.

Dr. Schonfeld, a ghlld psychiatrist, is
developing s system ttLdetect parents
who may become child abusers and
help Mem through psychiatry, social
prograrns, and other aid.

Fgrther inditations of a potential
problem parent, according to the, study,
Include a parent who has been married
three or more times, a parent-to-be who
is angry at the prospect of a child,
mother who ignores her newborn child.
and father who comes to the hospital
maternity ward drunk.

The review of "On Human Care: An
Introduction to Ethics." by Arthur J.
Dyck, published In the January
1978. Issue of Update, was written
by Rev. William C. Hunt, director of
the Newmah Center at the Unlveray
ty of Minnesota..

Pr ife efforts cross nation
Marches, prayer breakfasts, protests,

banquets and fund-raising events mark-
ed the fifth anniversary of the U.S.
Supreme Court decision legalizing abor-
tion this year. ACCL members and
friends participated pro-life efforts
across the nation Jan:22 to express
their respect for life in person, on
Placards and billboards and In the
media.

In Washington, D.C., where police
estimate 70,000 pro-lifers
demonstrated, Sen. Orrin G. Hatch OAT)
challenged: "Leremakarigbt-to-lite e
number one human rights Issue of
1978I".

Rep. RIChard Nolan (MN) recalled the
observance In Washington: ". I do
have s vivid picture still etched in my
memory of the day. One of the gene
remember is the large number of
dedicated people who travelled at their
Mtn expense to let their congressper-
son know of their support for s human
life amendment. People of all ages,
religions, cultural backgrobods and
viewpoints joined together for a Com-
mon cause the protection of life: It
was remarkable sight.

'1 met with approximately /MY People
from Minnesota most of them train the
Sixth District. All of these people lis-
tened deep concern over the proton.

lion of life and stressed their hope that
human ma amendment is passed into reflecting theirepinions.

law. As a strong supporter of the pro-life AHNIVERSARY
movement and a cosponsor of a human
life amendment. I was extremely pleas-

Pape 3 ACCL Update

ad about the results of the rally. I feel it
had a definite impact on members of
Congress it certainly had sn impact
on me."

Seminar

AC _ President Marjory Mecklenburg
Earththe keynote address at s Respect

y of Minnesota In Moorhead.
seminar held on Jan. 22 at the

"After five years," she said, "we know
that the conflict accompanying the
Suprerge Court decision will not fade
away Until we find some way to solve the
Problems causing abortion to be so
widespread.

"There are basic talus conflicts."
Mrs. Mecklenbdrg said. She noted our
notion -of freedom and rights and our
view orthe fetus and human beings in
general. "The value we give to the
fetus," she said, "affects and Is af-
fected by .how we perceive other human

"litl

word abortion elicits a ening
response, strongly held and divided otti
Mons. Moat of the public Mill sees some
reasons for abortion, and there are
powerful groups on ether aids of the
issue."

She said that one group wants to sanc-
tion all abortions and the other will ac-
cept none. "ft's no wonder the public is
divided. No one Is speaking to them or
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Ex-stewardess pilpts fund-raising
Fund-raising isn't everybody's cup of

tea but for Sue Fremgen, ACCL'a area
representative from Illinois, It is just one
of the thing* she can grasp, do well and
call "fun.'

Mrs. Fremgen initiated and cow- .

dinated tgel.ove of Live Benefit. fund-
raising Nile organized by ACCL andsidbrpl ig tr In otaffter27eta, South a to
gla, Maine Iowa Wisconsin Minoleand
Minnesota. awarded January
21, included trip to the winner's choice
Of three popular vacation spots and
color TV set.

"Expenses were high this find year or
proceeds were not as good as we ex-
peeled." Mrs. Fremgen said, but it was
a successful effort and I see good things
coming the next time around."

Mrs. Fremgen's interest in pro-life
work stalled In March 1973, after the
Supreme Court's decision legalizing
abortion. She was stewardess for Con-

, tinental Airlines and supervisor of
stewardesses for the airline for four
years. She organized and was vice- Sue Fremden
president of Stewardesses for Ufe, an
Informational pro-life organization. Slide ' the group for airline personnel.
show presentations between flights Mrs. Fremgen and her husband. Hal,
were some of the protects sponsored by WNW found Illinois Citizens Concern'

El for Life and she Is past president of
the organization. She also helped
establish and does fund-raleing for the
Care and Counseling Center In Illinois, a
walk-In social service agency for women
with troubled pregnancies.

"I really believe In the alternatives to
abortion In the pro -ills movement," Mrs.
Fremgen said. She called the center and
other supportive services "projects I

can grasp."
CortlintlY Mrs. Fremgen is working on

a fund-raising project and slide presen-
tation with Mary Gianni, a former
American Airlines stewardess from Nor-
thridge, CA. The project, called "Fund-
raising Is Fun," will be shown at the Na-
tional Right to Life Convention In St.
Louis, MO, In June.

Mrs.. Fremgen attended Endicott Jr.
College In Beverly, MA, and received
her undergraduate degree from Wayne
State University in Detroit, Mi. She has
her master's degree In history from Nor-
theastern Illinois University in Chicago.
Mrs. Fremgen did her master's thesis on
the history of the voluntary euthanasia
movement ln England during the nine-
teenth and twentieth canines. She is the
mother of three children, Deborah hit
John (7) and Susan IS).

Mr. a alfaStlateon.

A trip of their choice Mr. and Mrs.
John Watson of New Limerick, ME,
, e "mystified" when find contacted

ht to
Faucher, president of Mains.

R ht ,to Ufa (MALC), with news, that
they had won a trip as the result of
Love of Ufe Benefit dqnstion.

"We finally discovered the source of
the winning chance," wrote Mrs. Wat-
son, "our son, Danny Watson in East
Millinocket, was selling chances for
MRLC and bought one in our name. Our
Mat donation to MRLC was In March
1977, and we were mystified. until Dan-

's as excited asnY Milled to tell us.
we are.'

The Watson e Hawaii as their
destination end I Philadelphia on
February 27 for 10-cisy tour. Their

Pees ACCL Update
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plans Include live-night stay at the
Hawslian Regent In Honolulu, two
nights at the Kona Hilton and two nights
in Hilo Mahe Sheraton Walakea. Plann-
ed acthilies, optional tours and free
time, breakfasts and dinners are part of
the tour.

The second prize, color TV set, was
won by C. Roy Rice 01 Portland, ME.

The tone of Life Benefit was co-
sponsored by ACCL and other groups
"organized to prorhots the common
good" in eight states from October 1,
1977, through December 31, 1977. Win-
nem ware drawn by the National "Love
of Ufe" Committee on January 21.,
1973, at the St. Paul Hotel, St. Paul,

IAN. Proceeds are shared by ACCL and
participating lout and state, groups.

Social worker joins
care center staff

Johaiina C. Miller, a certified social
worker in the State ol Illinois, has join-
ed the stall 01 the Care and Counseling
Center, walk -In social service.agency
for women with troubled pregnancies,
6800 S. Main St., Downers Grove, IL.

Mrs. Miller, a professional counselor
for the center, has a master's degree In
social work from the University ol Kan-
sas. She rifles worked with unwed
mothers and emotionally disturbed end
abused children.

While employed by the State of Kan-
sas, Mrs. Miller worked with roster

Johanna Maim

parents and children in comprehen-
sive program ol licensing. training and
recruitment. Sbe has also worked at
veteran's hospital, extended care facili-
ty, mental health and guidance center,
and a suicide hotline.

Mrs. Miller. the mother of five chil-
dren, and her husband. Lewis, ilve In
Naperville, IL. She Is s member ol the
Church of the Latter Day Saints.
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CONGRESSIONAL ACTION REPORT

1.&,
By JOSEPH WIPE

and
SANDY SCHROEDER

hi this newsletter column, current in-
formation Is provided about congres-
sional and state legislative activity
which affects fife. This report Is Intend-
ed as a source of InlormatIon only and
many Ms are reviewed for which the
Education Fund has no organizational
position,

Legislation and Hearings Not Preylously Reported

WITNESSES REAM
TO 1979 HEW BUDGET

As of Mar. 10 the Administration had
not yet put Into final form its bill for an
Adolescent Health. Services. and
Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act of
197I. The blit was expected to be
transmitted to ress for introduc-
tion tater In the

The bill will be primary authorizing
vehicle for the HEW teenage pregnan-
cy Initiative that la contained In Presi-
dent Carter's federal budget proposal.
Dr. Julius Richmond, HEW Assistant
Secretary for Health defended the pro-

=pregnancy Initiative at Mar. 2
ring of Mgr House Select Committee

on Population. The budget figures Sr.
outlined In thefollowing table:

The teen-age pregnancy initiative was
strongly criticized at the Mar. 2 hearing
by spokesmen of family planning and

n organizations because Of Its
heavy rimphasla on providing corn.
prehenalve services to already preg-
nant adolescents and young mothers,
as opposed to contraceptive services.
These spokesmen also claimed that the
amount to be authorized for corn.
prehensive services Is tar too small to

have an Impact.
F siderIck Jane of Planned Paren-

thood's Man Outimacher institute call-

ed the Carter program a "grab-bag" of
"empty rhetoric: Sargent Shiner, on
the other hand, desced for the com-
mittee the recent work of theJoseph P.
Kennedy, Jr. Foundation In the area of
adolescent pregnancy.. He defended,
the concept of comprehensive services
as necessary, cost effective and

ADOLESCENT HEALTH, SERVICES AND PREGNANCY PREVENTION
AUTHORIZATION
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ethically required If we are to do justice
to the many needs of young parents.

FAMILY CONFERENCE TESTIMONY
HEARD

White House Conlerencea are held
on number of topics to collect and
document current Insights that may
suggest the need for national policy
reformulations.,

President Carter announced on Jan.
30 that In order to help stimulate a na-
tional discussion of the state of
American families. I will convene
White House Conference on Families in
Washington, D.C., December 9-13.
1979."

The President also stated that The
main purpose of this White House Con-
ference will be to examine the
strengths of American families, the dlr.
(lounges they face, and the ways In
which family Me is affected by public
policies. The Conference will examine
the important enacts that the world of
work, the mass media, the court
system, private Institutions, and other
major facets of our society have on
American families."

On Feb. 2 and 3 the subcommittee on
child and human development of the
Senate Committee on Human
Resources held joint hearings with the
subcommittee on Detect *duration of
the House Committee on Education and
Labor to consider plane for the propos-
ed White House Conference on
Families.ACCL, concerned wIthlhe family as a
vital Institution In our society. submitted
a statement for these "oversight"
preliminary White House Conference
hearings. (See related story In this

Issue).

Continued on page I
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6ongressional Action Report
Action Taken on Bills Previously Reported

ALCOHOLISM
Ceti Mewed hem Pease

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobs000, and
Firearm* (BATA) ished an advance

. notice of proposed
publ

rulemeldng for warn-
ing labels on bottles of alcOholic
beverages In the Jan. 10 Federal
Register.

TM notice sea Issued by BATA to ob-
tain Infomiation email it to decide
whether the &MOW should
be emended to require warning label
on alcoholic) beverage containers,
regarding the tonsUmption of alcohol
by pregnant women. The Bureau la par-
ticularty Interested in cominenpa from
consumer*, Industry, laymen's' organ-
izations and medical expert,. concern-
ing the business Impact and leChnIcal
swots, scientific end legal aspects,
and the mble overall value and
bnena oLesa

CoMments have been receiv-
ed on or before March 17. The Bureau
will evaluate alitomments received.

On Jan. 31 the alcoholism and dnjg
abuse suboommittee held homing on
S.1484 to obtain testimony about Warn -

. ing labels on alcoholic beverages, the
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and Other

eVen.1141 dangers ttatoseyinrt, women;

scheduled.

On Feb. 2, the subcommittee on
employment opportunities of the House
Education and Labor Committee
reported out H.R.8075, the Pregnancy
Disability Benefits Bill, which prohibits
sex discrimination on the basis of
pregnancy, rejecting the antl-itbortion

-amendment Cored by Rap. Edward P.
Beard (D -R11.

On Mar. 1, however, the full House
Education and Labor Committee not on-
ly approved H.R.8078 by a Vote of 254,
but also Intended the bill on vote of
1942 to allow employer- to exclude
coverage of abortion from health and
Wok leave pans, except In, those cir-
cumstances where the ills of a preg-
nant woman would be endangered. The
amendment approved states 11%al:

As used 'in this subsection, neither
'pregnancy' nor 'related medical condi-
.tione.' aa they relate to eligibility tor
benefits under any health or temPomd
disability Insurance or sick leave plan
mites. in connection Item employ-
ment, may be construed to include
abortions, except when the ills of the
mother would be endangered If the
fete. were canted to term; provided.
however, that nothing herein shall
preclude an employer from pronding
*onion Amiens Or Otherwise sheet
bargaining agreements in regard to
abortion.
The Pregnancy Disability Bill is now

swatting action on the /louse boor. Pm
Senate version 01 the bill passed lest
September without abortion limitations.

HOMEMAKERS SILL ADVANCES

A revised version of 5.410, the
Displaced Hpmernakers Act, identical to
Rep. Yvonne Burke's (INCA) H.R.10270,
was introduced on Jan. 30. The-bill
"amends the Comprehensive Employ-
ment end Training Act of 1973 to
establish program of assistance to
multipurpose service centers for dis-
placed homemakers and for other pur-
poses."

OETA hearings hove Well held in the
subcommittee on employment. poverty,
and migratory labor of. the Senate Com-
mittee on Human Resources and at the
Mar. 2 hearing Sen. Birch 8ayh
testified In support 01 S.418 as an
amendment to CETA. The direction of
S.418 is uncertain at this time.

Partial hearings have also been held
in the employment opportunity aubcorn-
JnIttee of the House Committee on
Education and Labor, and aa yet
H.R.10270, Rep. Yvonne Burke's Die-
placed Homemakers Assistance Act,
amending CETA, has not come up.

In both cases the legleisUon attempts
to Integrate a lob training and place-
ment program for older women Into
already existing federal programs under
the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act, /idlest the earns time. re-
taining those, features of the Original
legislation which address the specific
needs of this category of disadvantaged
worries.

No Action Since Last Report
SPONSOR ; DESCRIPTION COMMITTEE ' SUBCOMMITTEE

SENATE
11.370 Jana, K. JevIMIN.01 MO.., Hoorn, losaoarco for Mother.
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6,1071 Gary W. NW (0001
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O..e10pm.nl
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HOUSE
Elltatoef 14011Anon ID-NY) Pram., MOniKtion tar Rao Junciary Criminal Juana*.

N.R.1102 alms M. &how, (Loath

Victim. Oct
Mammal A CM10 Haanii Cara AO iniin.lata

ammo, C.oramarr.a
Hann a Envilanmont

M.R. 011 Jos a vnep000W Limning Jur1.01ction of tful JuniCialy Calla. CNY mom..

Supra ma own a MOHO Coon
A *ono. al Jaw:.

HAILSKi12/131 Wolof J. Hyde IRILI 81005 Menet Bea, Ba Judiciary Criminal Amtla.

h.11.427.3 Peale M. Crone IRIS Unating Johodation of the JuSKUry Court.. COW Mortis.

SYMMS Court A DHOW Court
A Adam. of Juritico

H.R.5010 Janes L. Obenteoll>M11) AmOrtds the 88 A. to pronOa Nave A Magna Harlith

AFDC for the unborn

H.R67011 Paul 0. ROWS IDOL) Chad Hewn Assessment Act intannsta Nolan a EnvIrtvAmet
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reeeerch on mow teems

Foreign Commerce
anomie* A
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Court decisions on *bore.,
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ACCL
statement

The Pregnancy Disability 910,
H.R. 0075, fa expected to reach the
House floor for a vote by mid-Aprfl.

ACCL representatives testified at
both the Senate and House hem-
1 in support of thibegialatn.2v.laoaY°4feoiis

a memtrCtreHatignaCCam -
paign to End Discrimination
Against Pregnant Women, which
has worked to draft and peas this
bill. Labor Organimitions, NOW,
ACLU. and various church and pro-
tesalonal roups are alert members
of the

of M.R. 6075 will remove
solgrrthe economic praetor**
on pregnant working women that
may Ouse them to seek abortions

'(abortions usually are covered by
employer medical Insurance plans.
whereas maternity leave and medi-
cal expense, very often are not
Granted It the pregnancy is con-
ibuted). H.R. 0076 seeks to rectify
this unfortunate situation.

The Senate passed the compare
lop bill, 8. last fall with no996,
smendments (see October Up-
date), The full House Education
and Labor Committee recently 'ti-

the bill and also approved
Rep. Beard's conscience clause
amendment clarifying that It Is not
Die Intent of the legislation to man-
date payment for abortions (see
report In this Update). In effect the
Beard Nnendment allows an em-
ployer "freedom of choice" on the
matter Of whether to. cover abor-
tion-related expenses in't his em-
ployees' health and disability in-
surance plans.

ACCL supports this bill and Rep.
Beard's amendment and recom-
mends that you contact your rep-
resentatives to urge that they vote
for the bill. House passage of the
bill as rile:tried to the floor by the
Education and, Labor Committed
seems
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ANNIVERSARY
Continued from Page 6

"Toe little Is being done." Mrs.
Mecklenburg believes, to 'Minimize
problems causing abortion. "People are
getting hurt, and nothing very concrete
Is being done to give women other
chokes.

"Why do women choose abortions?
Because they don't perceive any other
way to-cope. Unaware of the biological
facts of what a fetus la, they cannot iden-
tify with it as a member of the human
family." Also, Mra. Mecklenburg
Observed that the adolescent is not get -

'tin g the help needed. She suggested
that these problems could be taken up In
the legislative and Informational areas.

"Where are we going to be five years
hum now?" she challenged. "Will we be
able to shift the balance, crests a more
caring society, replace abortions with
less conceptions and provide other
solutions to unwanted pregnancies?"

Earlier in the day, Mrs. Mecklenburg
gave the homily at the university
Newman Center. She remarked that it
was Christian Unity Sunday and par-
ticularly appropriate that Methodist
deliver a homily on abortion for
Catholic mass.

"Concern about abortion is the
legitimate concern of all religions," she
said. "and opposition to abortion can be
based on religious principles . The
people who are Involved all have a right
to be involved and any number of re-
ligious backgrounds lead one to the
same conclusion.

"A Christian has a special perspective
on the issue," she said. "Lila is from
God. Every life has a purpose. We are
our 'brother's keeper, and we have a
responsibility for others. We have to be
concerned with others' actions."

"We can pass law to protect the un-
born" she said. "but there Is also an
obligationto help those who have prob-
lems, to promote responsible sexuality
and parenthood.

We have special opportunity as
Christians to show how Chrlst would
react to people who are having prob-

SUPREME COURTCOURT TO HEAR NEW CASE
The United Slates Supreme Court

agreed on March 6 to hear the appeal of
another major abortion regulation case.
The justices announced they will rule
next. year on the states' power to re-
quire that doctors doing late abortions
attempt to save the lives of potential'f
vNble fetuses.

Pittsburgh attorney and ACCL board
Member Carol Mansmann will defend
this provision of the 1974 Pennsylvania
Abortion Control Act during oral argu-
ments on the case before the Court In
October. Mrs. Mansmann, who is a pro-
faggot of women's law at Duquesne,
and her busband. J. Jerome Mans -
mann, were appointed special attorneys
general for the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania to defend the 'Act.

Page 10 ACCL Update

The Pennsylvania law requires doc-
tors to protect rather than and the ille of
the fetus if "there is sufficient reason
to believe the fetus may be viable." If
upheld, the law might discourage doc-
tors from performing abortions beyond
the 20th week of pregnancy,

A three-judge federal panel found the
laws unconstitutional but the state ap-
pealed the decision. The U.S. Supreme
Court sent-the case back to the district
court for a review In light of its ruling on
the 1976 Danforth cane in Missouri.

But the Pennsylvania district court
again maintained that it was unconsteu
tional to require doctors to keep a
viable fetus dive. The Siipreme Court
has now agreed to the state's request
for a second review of the law

Isms," she concluded.

Rallies
Representative James 011erstar (MN)

addressed tile Jan. 22 rally at the St.
Paul capitol` building in Minnesota. He
told the 4,000 pro-lifers assembled that
he was convinced that if support In the
days ahead Is as strong as It was that
day, "we'll pass that amendment here
and In Washington."

Oberstar said "I have never seen so
much -love and so much strength ex-
pressed In any other movement In
American political history. There is no
selfishness In this right-to-life move-
ment."

Jean Garton, ACCL board member,
spoke to approximately 500 people at
rally In Tucson, Air7ons, on Jan. 21, She
shared the platform with Sen. Joan Gub-
bins (IN). Who spoke primarily about the
international Women'tt Year (IWY), Sen.
Gubbins led thelndlans IWY delegation.
She la very pro-life and pirefamlly. Mrs.
Garton said.

On Jan. 22 Mrs. Garton spoke to 200
gathered for memoriel service at St.
John's Lutheran Church in,Pekln. IL.
The service was sponsared'by Pekin
Right to Life.

Prayer Breakfast
About 250 pro-lifers from Maine' at-

tended a prayer breakfast in Augusta on
Jan. 28 one week later tharpolenned
due to weather conditions.

The Rev. Robert Holbrook, national
president of Baptlsts:Jor Life and
member of ACCL's board 01 directors,
had been scheduled to speak on the
21st and sent recorded message due
to the change of schedule. Messages

'were also read from Rabbi David Novak.
ACCL board member and pastor of Beth
El Congregation In Norfolk, VA. and the
Rev. Edward C. O'Leary, Roman
Catholic Bishop of the Diocese of
Portland, ME.

Participants In the Interdenomina-
tional worship service represented
variety of Protestant and Catholic chur-
ches in the state.

Sandra Faucher, president of the
Maine Right to Life Committee, remind-
ed the group that although there are
many obstacles to their cause, God's
help should be sought to make the right
decisions,

Biblical understanding of the gift of
life was stressed by the Rev. Desmond
Parker of the DoveeFoxcreft Methodist
Church. 'Each child has the potential to
be great. (Out. saintly or simply
Christian."

The Re. rayson Schwarz. pastor of °
the Cox Memorial:Methodist Church in
Hallowelloold that the real handicapped

ec-
onomic pro tent as the criterium of
in the uNtlgtre who use ec-

a perStnTh worth.. 'II you ve got your
health, salt" flee. Schwarz,

Your

havati't "co( it There's lot Of
miserable ceder walking around who
have pot thee h eh."
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March of dimes reaches out in new directions
A forthcOmIng cutback in funding for

genetic *tireless by the National Foun-
dation of the March of Dimes has
generated surprise, speculation, cri-
ticism and misunderstanding.

T110 cutback was announced by Dr,
Arthur J. Salisbury, M,D., vice-prasl-
dent for medical services for the four.
flatten. at a meeting lg. December upon-
Bored by the Pu I Health
°sthe

National
Coordinating Colnrnnal

Institute of Health. Be
i

da, MD.Some recipients of March of Dimes
grants for ,genetica services blamed

pro-Ills opposition to tritium of amino-
centesls, funded In some programs
when it Is used to detect untreatable
conditions that could lead to abortion,
as the cause of the cutbacks.

Some pro-Ilfe groups have been ac-
tively critical of-the March II,Dimes and
speculated that their lackof ,support
caused decreases in fund raising lead -

In to the
Dr. Salisbury emphatically denies

that Ito pressure caused the cutoff
or any change In policy. "Public sup-
port of the March of Dimes has more
than doubled since t970," he says.

Director installs computer
Joseph Lampe, ACCL executive direc-

tor, is shown at the console of the
organizatIon's new microcomputer
system. Mr. Lampe built and programm-
ed the multi-purpose computer, which
will be used for record keeping, accoun-
ting and text editing.

The system is behaved to be the first
microcomputer Metalled In the office of

pro-life organization. According to Mr.
Lampe, many small businesses, and

even home hobbyists. are beginning fp

use this latest generation of small, Inex-
pensive computerACCL variety of tasks.

Converaion of a membership
and newsletter subscription records to
the computer system is nearing comple-
tion, and it was used to print mailing
labels for the January and March Issues

of Update.
Mr. Lampe requests contributors

to

use the following blank to update
AC,CL'a infermstIon by correcting name
and address If necessary and by In-
cluding congressional district and
Phone number.

(With YOUR help, ACCL will be able to maintain complete, accurate and

33G

"from 524,743,288 to 957,895,449 in
1977. The Increase from fiscal yesr
'78-'77 was 53,277,000."

Nor Is there a champs In policy, ac-
cording to Or, Salistmag. The philos-
ophy of the March of Mee Is to act as
a "catalyst," and its funelon in funding
medical services is "to at Ovid. Initial
seed money necessary to demonstrate
the 'need for and value of new services,
not to fund static programs In perpetui-
ty." he said.

The March of Dimes recognizes that
the National Genetics Disease Act (P.L.
94-2781, approved by Congress In t975
but never funded, is due to expire In
WO, and that March of Dimes seed
money has become the major source of
funding for genetics Saralee units, In-
creasing the number of unite from
fewer than tO In t970 to more than tee
today.

The National Foundation has actively
supported the funding of the Nadonal
Genetics Diseases Act as an alternative
source of long-term support for these

Fggri:3" the aScrissbligol'betiefyvecaritIZI
to the survival of genetic services in the
long run.

Dr. Salisbury said the foundation's
concern about the loss of Me and per-
manent damage resulting from the lack
of availability, accessibility and use of
comprehensive, high quality prenatal
and perinatal health services would be
reflected in new funding, increased
local community efforts and educational
approaches.Youth involvement In March of Dimes
work Is a growing feature of the founda-
tion's program.

On Nov. la last year a capacity crowd
of 1,500 teen -agora and teachers from
public and private junior spat senior
high schools throughout Minnesota fill-
ed the St. Paul Civic Center Theater for
the eleventh annual Minnesota Youth
Conference, entitled "being Born Cen-
tury lll'ie Gordon. M.0 , chairman of
medical genetics at Mayo Clinic and an
AOCL board member, gave one of the
keynote talks with an accompanying
slide show. Dr. Gordon emphasized the
importance of discovering genetic in-
herited traits and dealing with them
through counseling.

The Youth Conference featured
medical and public neelth experts and
variety of workshops including adoles-
cent psychology, nutrition, parent
readiness, effects of drugs and alcohol,
the realities of living with a handicap,
environment, teen-age health Services,
genetics, venereal di , perk
natology end health field careers. The
relationship of each in promoting good
mental and physical health, subse-
quently lowering the Incidence of birth
defects, was explored.Advertisements for this year's
Mother's March and general fund rais-
ing stressed "Protect the newborn and
the unborn," indicative of the new em-
phasis March of Dimes Intends for pre-
natal and pert-natal care.

Page 11 ACCL Update
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Senator REIGLE. Let me, before we conclude,lust make a couple of
observations.

First of all, you have all made important suggestions to us in terms
.
of ways to look at the bill and improve it. Most of what you say makes
good sense tome.
- I think it is important that we step back from that, and really think

for a minute about where we are at this point. There is no questiOn,
but what there is an important national need for the kindt of initiative
that is being talked about,here.

The need for family planiiing services, the need for counseling, and,
advice, and help, and assistance to young women who become pregnant
in their adolfscent period, is just an enormous national need.

All the facts bear that out. It is so obvious that it is a case that stands
on its own, just based on the documented knowledge that we have.

I ailn encouraged by the fact that the administration is recognizing
that, and taking a, good-faith step in the direction of trying to do
something about it:

Now, we ought not'to kid ourstes. I think that $60 million, to start
with,is the tiniest beginning. IC-bnly, in a sense, is a sincere recogni-
tion of the problem, and a start. It is a fair start, and to move on from
that, to the kinds Of broad-scale initiative that is needed and that we
can jutsify, and that is worthy, is an entirely different proposition,
with the price tag that would be many, many times greater than the
$60 million.

I think we are going to have trouble getting the $60 million because
of the moment in time where we find ourselves. We ought to have been
facing up to this problem years ago. This is not anything that is new.
It is the fact thilt we are paying attention to it that is new.

Now, my concern is that as we watch this idea, and as we watch
this effort, we do so at a time when there is so much counterpressure
toward anything that involves an enlargement of the Federal Govern-
ment activities, or outreach, that unfairly this particular issue will
have to carry the burden of fighting off all those pressures at this time.

Now, I just want to say to you, and to the other constituency groups
that are here, and within earshbt, that care about this, that in order to
be successful are going to have to argue, more than just the merits

. of the case. We are going to have to put it in the context of the fight
for a limited amount of national resources. There are people around
here that want to spend a lot of money on the neutron bomb, and others
on the B-1 bomber, and it goes right on down. Not just on the Defense
budget, but on every other budget. The State and local governments
also have a long, enlightening list that they feel the need to take on.

So I think that we not only have to make the argument, for this
program, based on the experience that we, can look at to till us that this
deeds to be done; -and that it is humane, and it is a good dollar invest-
ment as well. kthink we have to be just as tough and sensitive, to
how this relates to everything else, and the fact that we are going to
have to compete for those 'dollars, and be more persuasive in doing
so, and to show a higher justification, a higher_need, a higher value
in spending the money here.
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This committee is the committee that attends to people who have
the strongest feelings about this issue. So you will find on the Human
Resources Committee, by and large, people who worry a great deal
about these things, and spend a long time looking at them, and trying
to figure out what we can do to deal with human problems, especially
in this country.

Other committees of the Congress have quite different characteris-
tics. They tend to be associated with the interests that come before
those committees, be it Agriculture, or Defense, or what have you.

When we leave here, as I trust, we will be able to with the bill with
at least majority support of this committee, we,go to the Senate as a
whole, and to the House of Representatives, where it is a totally dif-
ferent ball game. I think, since Tuesday, and proposition 13, the strug-
gle for resources here is an issue that immediately goes up and out
from the particulars of the problems of preventing pregnancies, or
dealing with pregnancies in adolescent youngsters in this country..

So I hope that we understand the context in which this debate and
this struggle will be going on, because if we do not, we are not going
to get very far, either in terms of getting $60 million, or beyond that,
to the much more detailed and specific kinds of a program you have
in mind.

There is no question but that we do it right, and evaluate efforts
as we go along. Those are expensive.`They are worth it.

The problem is that if we cannot get the money, then that may not
have any bearing on the degree to which something is worth it. So
I only conclude by again thanking you for your testimony.

But I want to again emphasize the fact that the main part of this
struggle will not take place in this room in terms of laying out the
facts of this case, but rather in going out and fighting for a larger
share of national resources, a larger and more significant national pri-
ority for this kind of problem.

And, my goodness, if we are not going to respond to the needs °tour
young people, and to our young women who are faced with pregnancies
that they do not in many cases want, that they .do not understand, or
to the youngsters who are born out of those situations, and who, as
the data shows, are destined in most cases to live a. life of misery for
decades, then I think we really have our priorities wrong.

But to straighten that out is going to be a tough struggle right now,
so I ask you to _recognize that that is the fight that we are in. 1,1 is
perhaPs quite. unfair that we should see that additional burden at-
tached 'to the struggle to finally get this issue to the point where we
do something about it, but that is the way it is, and so we have to-
work at this m that context.

I appreciate your testimony, and I appreciate the other witnesses
that have appeared today, and we will consider your suggestions care-
fully, and do the best that we can.

The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:36 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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ADOLESCENT HEALTH, ERVICES, AND PREGNANCY
PREVENTION AN CARE AVT OF 1978

WEDNIVIDA , JULY 12, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
COM E ON HUM4144 RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :05 a.m., in room 4232'

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr.
(Chairman), presiding.

Present: Senators Williams, Riegle, Javits, and Chafee.

OPENING ZT4TEMENT OF SENATOR WILLIAMS

The CHAIRMAN. :WS will please bring our committee hearing to
order.

Today the Senate Human Resources Committee begins AS second
day of hearings on S. 2910,1 the Adolescent Health, Services, and
Pregnancy prevention and Care Act of 1978.

This legislation represents a determined effort to attend to the
alarming problem of adolescent pregnancy. Statistics indicate that
approxunately 1 million young women between the ages of 15 and
'19 became pregnant last year, and approximately 600,000 of them
gave birth. Demographic studies illustrate that there has been a steady
decline in the number of adult pregnancies in the past 10 years, how-
ever, there has been a marked increase in the number of pregnancies
of :young girls 15 years of age and younger.

Experts who testified during the committee's first day of hearings
on S., 2910 indicated that the health. social and economic implica-
tions of teenage pregnancy were considerable. In general, the younger
the adolescent, the higher the medical, educational, psychological,
social, and economic risk. For example, teenagers 16 years of age and
younger have an increased incidence of prenatal complications, ma-
ternal and infant mortality, and infant morbidity including develop-
mental disabilities, mental retardation, and neurocogical abnormalities.
The committee further heard testimony that many adolescents who
keep their babies become entrapped in a syndiome of poverty, Gov-
ernment dependency, repeat pregnancies, and family breakdown.

The complexity of the problem demands a comprehensive approach
based on a national commitment to integrate health, educational, and
social services in a coordinated effort.

At earlier hearings, we heard testimony from the administration,
deniographers and researchers, teenagers, as well as advocates fon
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primary prevention efforts and for comprehensive care centers. Today
we will hear from representatives of State, and city governments, pro-
life and religious organizations, educators, and other organizations in-
terested in this problem.

The Secretary of the Department of 'Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, Joseph Califano, has indicated that .,project grantees could be
State and local agencies, schools, churches, and 'othet facilities: Today's
witnesses represent some of these groups,and shOuld be extremely help-

ful to the committee in determining how we can best develop an effec-
tive national approa,ch to encourage innovative, local experimenta-
tion to design, deliver. and coordinate pregnancy prevention and care
in a manner best suited to community needs. Our committee looks for:-

ward to hearing these suggestions.
These hearings represent an attempt to gather information from a

broad range of expert witnesses, and to provide a full opportunity
for publiliparticipation in the legislative prbcess. The testimony.which
we hear today will be of the utmost importance in shaping national
legislation to improve the lives of our adolescent population. a

We will proceed today with four panels, each group according to
background, interest, and activity.

For'the first panel I am glad' to call the commissioner of the New
York State Department of Social Services, Barbara Blum.

Good morning.
-

We will also hear testimony from : Mary Lou Blanchard, director,
Family Service: Division, Michigan State Department of Social Serv-
ices, Mr. Abe Narkunski, director of Social Services, Atlantic County
Department of Social Services," Atlantic City, N.J. : and Mr. Quentin
R. Lawson, human rt.sources 'coordinator, City of Baltimore, Md.

We are very, very pleased tostart with you this morning and look
forward to your testimony.

Commissioner Blum, you are listed first.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA B. BLUM, COMMISSIONER, NEW YORK

STATE DEPATMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY

MARY LOU BLANCHARD, DIRECTOR, FAMILY SERVICES DIVI-

SION, MICHIGAN STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES;

ABRAM NARKUNSKI, DIRECTOR.OF SOCIAL SERVICES, ATLANTIC

COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, ATLANTIC CITY,

N.J.; AND QUENTIN R. LAWSON, HUMAN RESOURCES COORDINA-

TOR, CITY OF BALTIMORE, MD., A PANEL

Ms. Burm. I am Barbara Blum, commissioner of the State Depart-
ment of Social Services in New York State.

It isan honor and'privilige to have this opportunity to testify before
you today with regard to the Adolescent Health, Services, and Preg-
nancy Prevention and Care Act. of 1978.

In New York.State we are very concerned about the issue of ado-
lesc,entrpregnancy. We are gratified that President Carter has deVel-
oped legislation which embodies many of the principles necessary to
address this issue, and.to have a member of the New York delegation,
Senator Jacob Javits, as a cosponsOr of the bill.

Few issues 'in the State or in our Nation are as challenging as the
subject of this legislation. The nurturing and rearing of children. by
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parents prepared for such rseponsibilities must be a national priority.
In New York State, the commitment of Governor Hugh L. Carey to
respond to the needs of young parents as well as to persons pregnant
or at risk of 'Pregnancy is clear.

In New. York State, in 1976, t 're were 1.6 million females between
,10 sand 20t years oPage. Among - females age 15 to 19, there were 62,000
pregnancies at a rate of 78 per thousand females for, that age .cohort.
These pregnancies resulted in 29,800 live births,., with approximately

' 12,600 childrenor 42 percent of such birthsborn out of wedlock. ,

For females under age 15, there were 2,000 pregnancies, 640 children
were born to these very young females, and of these, approximately
80 percent or 510 children were born out of wedlock.

These figures are dramatic. Viewing the State as a whole, the rate
and number of pregnancies in both age cohorts has been increasing over

.the past 5 years.
As a result, in January 1978 toe Governor directed the State depart-

ment of social services in concert with other agencies, to insure that
adequate family planning services exist for young females and that
appropriate programs are provided for teenagers who are either preg-
nant or young mothers.

The department shares the Governor's belief that teenage pregnancy
is a complex problem with social, education; health, and employment

. implications. Any resoluti o. requires a comprehensive approach to.
the issues. Not only must are and services be provided to pregnant
females anti young parents; but those factors which are contributing
to the prevalence of teenage phgnancy must also be addressed.

Over the past 6 months, the department of social services has been
working with a variety of State agencies to identify service needs, in-
ventory existing and potential programs and resources, and develop
planning andlirograini strategies. In addition, the department estab-
lishpd. a taskfbrce on teenage pregnancy composed of over 30 persons'
outside State government, whd have knowledge and experience with
issues related to teenage pregnancy. The purpose of the task force
is to aid the department in defining services needs, identifying the
types types of existing services and delivery systems in the community*
identifying service gaps, and developing recommendations for actions
to be undertaken at the loCal, State, and Federal levels of government.

In addition, the department invited commissioners of local social
service districts to attend a meeting to discuss the problems and related
programmatic issues in their pa,t colinties, and based upon their

'experience and knowledge to propose recommendation-I for needed

Fina , the commissioner of the State department of social services
has con ucted throughout the State a series of public forums at which
all irate' d persons and organizations were invited to testify con-
cerning service needs. At each forum, numerous speakers gave testi-
mony the topic of teenage pregnancy and provided valuable in-
sights.

As a efforts, the departMent has prepared a report
which contains data concerning teenage pregnancies in New York
State:. an analysis of existing programs, and recommendations for de-
velopmg and expanding needed services and care. The Governor has
received the repot% and has endorsed its recommendations. We are
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pleased to be able to provide members of this committee with a copy of

the report.
. -kn_otir analysis of the factors which contribute to pregnancy at,an

early age, certain issues must lie dealt with openly and honestly. Some

females become pregnant because they do not know about, want to
use, or have access to contraceptives; some females become pregnant as
a means to achieving identity, and worth; some females become preg-
nant beoause ways to achieve economic independence and employment
do tot -exist these are complex factors. Government alone cannot re,
solve many of these issues. There are, however, certain broad goals
which should be the basis for ouraction.

Teenagers must have, the opportunity for independence and self-
' worth. The education 'System and social, health, and employment sys-

tems programs all must participate to create an environment for inde-
pendence. These systems and programs must be,utilized in a manner
to support the family both to teach values and to function as a dip-
partive system throug ut life.

Broad goals such as t ese require that social, health, educational,
and employment service be available to teenagers who become preg-
nant. Policies and programs cannot be solely reactive in nature; the
need for preventive services and .. 1 e is evident. A continuum and

.. divergity of programs is reqiired. rograms must be more effective ,

..and accessible, and additional service's and care must he developed'and
expanded.

More specifically, the program strategy must include : Primary pre-
vention which involves the education of young children concerning
the importance of, human relationships and the.,, responsibilities of

family life.,
. -.

There is an overriding need to educate young children, adolescents,
and teenagers concerning the importance of human relationships and

the responsibilities of family life. This includes development of self-

esteem, self-knowledge, decision/flaking skills, interpersonal skills, and

sex education and parenting skills.
Such an educational process should be 1, continuous one from in-

fancy through young adulthood, and should be the responsibility of
parents, the formal education system, and other institutions and
groups which are significant in a child's developmentthe church,
youth organizations, et cetera. ,

1,

Secondary prevention which includes services and counseling- for
young adolescents and others to enable/encourage informed choice
about sexual activity and contraceptives:.,. I, 5

Family planning services must be available and accessible to adoles-
cents. The most appropriate locations for such services may ,vary
locally and may' include: Family planning clinics, neighborhood
health centers, schOol_ health services, youth centers, college health
centers, private physicians, et 'cetera. But the important factor is to

be sure that such services are available' where teenagers actually "hang
out." ,

In addition, other services Must be available and accessible as a
preventive measure : F,,ducational seyvices, and employnient/jdb train-
ing counseling and services; serltees and care for pregnant adoles-

, cent and others. .

34
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A pregneht. kdolelleent must be Provided with; inforination about
all alternotweS Agarding Prignaney and necessary ;care and services?'
Eirr ly determintitiongf tie pregnanepitessentiab
, For d,ollrebte choose to" *minute pregndncy, early.. serv-
;lees and consoling, should betanade aVailable so as to minimize thd
risk lateintervefition aid to insurdhat.silbiequent unwanted
naiiciea dO' not occulk For those chooffng to ..continue pregnancy, early
prenall core stuusldbe made,tvailable. In aadjtion, services and care

.,must, be Pro Oded to annimize long-tei2n1lergndency. To the degree
possible, 'loch serviege and counseling should incorporate the needs
an vanotional support 'of the fidher and the family.

ce 044 care sholld 'Mak to minimige long-term dependence, and
ato the possibff, shourdHocognike the responsibility of the
father an Ike f amily. Swh services must be accessible to the client
ix) a maker 'NOhich '011 encourage ai permit continuing education
and/or einployinert, -

From thatomprehensive context, we believe that the proposed Fed -
eral '401104 proviaes a meinifigfstfirst step teiesolve the prob-
tom o atjojeSteift loregnancy. The addresses 'the problem from

ventive and rededial perspectives, by, providing funds for a
rah flare find service. Tile legislation permits flexibility in re-
gar to the typeSiol services whit may be funded. Funds would be
available through this legislation to insutPlinkage among services, and
for an all too often forgotten element---training.
Iv: Finally, the bill does not set specific, eligibility requirenients for
needed care and services.

In New York, we believe these principles provide an appropriate
basis for 0 aeluid program strategy. To del with the teenage preg-
nancy lave comprehensively, carO'and Services must be made wail-

; able to adolescents who choose to becOme parents, The major edliTha-
sis, however, inust be on prevention it we are to change the currei
situation.

A. variety of care and dervices must be available, and these will
,,vary ;roux, lecslity to locality: In some communities in New York
State; there are numerous programs, operated by private and non-
profit agencies, such as settlement houses, yOuth centers, and, neigh-
borhood enter -which -currently are a major source of services. In
these sitnotietts, there is a need, o build upon such services and serv-,
ice delived systems and insure coordination and access.

In other 49tatuunities, there are minimal services, and the issue is
not serVie oktpansion but service development. This bill addresses the
needs of 'both situations. The' bill also stresses the importance of access
ands linkige among essenthrl services. Assuring access is particularly.,
important in rural areas where transportation is not readily available.
In addition, program coordination am:Ft ase managemtnt are all log
often 'awing, so that many service providers are not aware of Other
available services.

The PlObleitt of adqlescent. ta4 exists in all comitunities, and
is not limited Co tilts* pers iivmg 'public assistance. Increased
sexual activity is common amcm 'adolescents of 11 incom,..,e levels. For
example, based upon the 'number of births for t e patitogneral years,
it 'can be esti/hated that there ark eurrently, 94,000 children of parents
under ago VI
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However, a survey of AFDC eves in March 1977, indicates approxi-
mately 15,000 children in public assistance households with mothers 20
years of age or younger. Although this a low estimate. because of the
IR& of data on combined households, this figure does suggest that a
large proportion-of teenage parents are not public assistance recipi-
ents. This legislation is of particullar value because income eligibility
requirements are not established. . .

At the same time, there are aspects of . the proposed legislation
..

which we believe must be changed if this legislation is to have a fun-
damental and constructive impact upon the problem of adolescent
pregnancy. -

First there is the issue of planning and coordination. The bill would
permit any State, local, or private nonprofit agency to apply for funds

,,to provide and/or insure linkage of care and services, A fundamental
,problem in New York State has been the, lack of program planning
and coordination among State agencies and between local, State, and
Federal programs.
1.Wherever the funds associated with this legislation are channeled,

there must be,a requirement for broad, comprehensive commtrnity-
based program,planning and coordination as a prerequisite. We do not
need one more source of funds which is administered in a manner un-
coordinated from other programs, or is not based upon sound planning.

We believe the best way to insure sound planning and resource al-
location is through grants to the States, with requirements for state-
wide, community-based planning, and criteria for funding allocations
rid program accountability.

If Federal grants are allocated directly to the local providers, there
. will continue to be a tendency for areas which have minimal expertise

but a critical need not to receive 'funds. For example, in New York
State, the countiekwiththe highest rates of pregnancies and live births
and the greatest increases in those rates are the more rural and semi-
rural counties.

This approach of direct finding of local organizations exacerbates
planningdifficulties when funds arsO. flow to the localities from various
State and 'local private sources as well. The greater the number of
sources of funds, the greater the'probability of no coordination.

Ati example of these issues is the use of Federal and State family
planning funds in New York State. Excluding medicaid, over $10
'million is ,spent, which about half is provided by direct, Federal Title

- X grants to ltScal agencies. These providers aro predominantly in the
ilium urban areas. The majbr conduit, of the, remainder of the. -family t
planning funds is the, State, health department. Yet, the department
has lad limited success in developing joint, planning and coordination
with HEW as to how best to utilize all, these funds.

We believe that fufids should be allocated to the States with strict
criteria for planning and coordination. In New York we have, begun
such a statewide planning effort. We have already developed substan-
tial statistics- on a county-by-coUnty basis. In the next several, months
we will begin a county-by-county survey of existing- programs, among
both public and private sources. And we are beginning efforts to allo-
cate funds among the Many programs, based upon the severity of the.

-problem in localities and in a coordinated manner among agencies. We
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believe this is the approach which should be utilized to address the
critical issues associated with adolescent pregnancy.

Besides the issue of coordination and planning, We believe that there
should be a greater degree of flexibility in how thtk funds are utilized.
The proposed legislation would require that no more than 50 perceneof
funds be utilized for care and services. The bill would not permit funds
to be used for services and care which can be funded from other
sou rces.

It is important to stress that needs vary from locality to:locality.
Certainly all communities require expanded or developed services and
improved access and linkage among services. But it is inappropriate to
suggest limits on how funds should be utilized. It would be more appro-
priate to require that all proposals incorporate basic specific services,
linkages, and planning functions, or proof that one or more of such
functions does not require additional funding. To impose requirements
on how. the:futids must be used does not take into consideration the
varying needs among localities.

The bill also appeals to place a low priority on funding certain sup-
portive services. Specifically, the bill does not discus services associated
with helping to make persons effective parents. We Would argue that.
parent effectiveness prZograms are critical as an element of any program
for young parents as well as any preventive program.

The bill excludes infant day care and employMent programs. In-
fant day care is an important supportive service which can tiiermit
teenage mothers to continue their education and acquire employment.
-Job training, counseling, .and employment are critical to minimize
long-term dependency.

It is true that there are Other funding sources to provide these serv-
ices. But the employment programs such as CETA and the Youth Em-
ployinent Training Act do not provide, for, or do not provide a suffi-
cient amount of the types of supportive services necessary to acquire
and to maintain a job.

With.regard to infant day care we agree that such program costs
....should-lie funded throupli Title XX. I Iowever, you must' be aware of

the limited funds available in that program, and the increasing de-
mands for. services at the local level.

Obviously other relevant funding programs should he utilized to the
maximum degree possible, but it is inappropriate to preclude certain_
services from funding through S. 2910.

The legislation elk does not address the problem of public aware-
ness. Increased sexual activity is common amont adolescents of all in-
come levels. In New York State there continues to prevail a lack of
community awareness of or willingness to recognize the problem, and
I im sure this is not unique to New York.

Any program strategy must begin with stimulating community
awareness, for without conun'unity support, an effective response to the
problem is not possible. Proper use of the media is crucial to creating
pOlic interest and understanding. We would recommendthat S. 2910
permit funds to be used for this purpose.

Finally, while the legislation recognizes the illportance of preven-
tion, and the need for adequate services And counseling for young ad-
olescents to enable informed choice about sexual activities and contra-
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captives. We believe tkat true prevention must start much earlier. We
must begin educating young children about the importan'ee of human'
relationships and the responsibilities of family life.

As we mated earlier, such an educational process should be a con-
tinuous one from infancy through. young adulthood, and should be
the responsibility of parents, the school system, and others. The edu-

--cational system has a major role to play, an this should be recognized
and strposed. We say this for two reasons.

-In New York there is wide variance among school districts as to
what is taught, or more properly,.what is permitted to be taught. This
reflects community hesitancy, and an unwillingness by the educational
profession to assume some,clegree of responsibility. Certainly, this sit-
uation is not unique to New York State.

For this reason we believe that any legislation should require school
districts to assume an appropriate programmatic role both in terms
of prevention and by providing continuing education to pregnant
adolescents and young mothers to perinit them to, complete high school.
We are ',concerned that providing funds through this legislation with-
out soma controls may be used to permit the public educational systems
froM assuming an appropriate active role.

Given-this situation, we would like the Secretary of DHEW and the
Assistant Secretary for Education to begin to exert some pressure on
State Education Commietioners throlighout the country to develop
appropriate curricula at all grade levels, and to provide incentives for
school districts to develop adequate programing.

In New York we view the problems of adolescent pregnancy as
requiring a. comprehensive strategy, for the development of care and .
services to pregnant adolescents and young mothers, as well as an im-
plementation plan for preventive programs.

We commend the administration and this committee for evidencing
concern about the issue. .We believe that with certain modifications,
S. 2910 can be a major impetus for programmatic change.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Commissioner Blum, that
was an excellent statement.

You say your State report is now available ?
Ms. Bumf. Yes. There are copies available.
The CRAIRMAN; After we have all of your presentations, we will

deal with some of the problems and difficulties of linking this legis-
lation and its program effort to education. From the Federal perspec-
tive I think, it would be useful to look toward community centers to
associate with the community a place where a variety of services can
be provided for a multitude of pu

Ms. BLum. I think it is one orthe more difficult issues to tacIdeT
Frankly, my concern is that we can continue to develop the other serv-

ices forever. We have got to begin to reach the earlier ages.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Blum follows :]
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A
Ir. Chainsan,,Senators, my name

is Barbara Blum, and I am Canniscxier

of the New York State tepartment of Social Services. It is an hobbrto hWie

this opportunity to provide
testimony concerning S. 2910, the AdOieseeefieuitf4'

Services, and Pregnancy Prevention
and Care Act of 1978.

We in New York State are very concerned about the issue!O/ Xdoleiltaset
.

-

pregnancy. We are gratified that President
Carter has developed legislaOin ,

which embodies many of the principles necessazt to address this.-issucOpid!to ;'

have a merber of the New .York Delegation, Senator Jacob Javits,' be:it dogpciii061.--..

of the bill.

1.
Pew issues in the State or in our

nation are as challenging nsthe:Sulldeet';

of this legislation. The nurturing and rearing of childr by
plrept$,tavpirapd

for such
;IespOnsibilitiesinist be.a national priority.

.In,b(YerleState. tbkal..

coaudtment of Governor Hugh L. Carey to respond to the nedS.Of ibungliatrorte, s
,

.

/

as well as to persons pregnant or at risk of pregnancx113

In New York State, in 1976,
there were 1.6 million Oilkiel,betwees tee:.

and twenty years of age. Among females age fifteen to!hieeXIOrt,'444a.iieie'

.62,000 pregnancies at a rate of 7$ per thousand feni.l..)44:U7:tbAt.ige.00hortt'

These pregnancies resulted in 29,800 live births,y/iih agpOcnitely',12,056'

children (or 42% of such births) horn out-of-wedlock.TO4i6MaieWunder:

age fifteen, there 2,000 pregnamci 640 atiidrdd:ewbeildrn to'tfinse

females, and of these, proximately 80% 510 onildren,viec Obre
.

wedlock.'

TheseAsta arOhlmudic.
Viewing the State,4.44,0104 til:r4ePflii

mater of pregnancieSlh both the age
ophortOuts'sbeen Increasing over

... T
0

the past five years.
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a ,

As a result of this situation,. in January 1978 the Goveillidirected

thi State Deparbnant of Social Services in concert with other agencies, to

eneure that adequate familtplanntag services exist for young females and

that appropriate programs are provided for teenagers whp are either pregnant

or young mothers"-

The.Depaxisent shares the Governor's belief that teenage pregnancy

is a complex problen with social, educational, health, and employment

implications. Any resolution equines a comprehensive approach to the

issues. Not only must care and services be provided to pregnant females

and,young parents; but those factors which are contributing to the prevalence

of teenage pregnancy must also be addressed.

Qrer the past six months, the Department of Social Services has been

working wip,a variety of State agencies to identify service needs, inventory

. .

existing and potential prigrnis and resources, and develop planning and program

strategies. In addition, the V4partment established a Task Force on Teenage

Pregnancy compdeed of over thirty persons Outside State\Eovernment, who have

knowledge and experience with issues relatede teenage pregnancy. The

. purpose of the Task Force is to aid thkicieilFirhAtA. trrioWiting systems in the

cOmmunity, identifying service gaps, and developing recommendations for

'd.)

actions to be undertaken at the local, Stated federal levels of government;'

a
n addition, the Department invited/ commissioners of local social service

disA.icts to attend a meeting to discuss he.problem and related programmatic
..

.

ssueS-intheir particular oounties,,7and based upon their experience
, .

ICribwiedWqcfprOpoAs reCOnniendations forheeded action.
ty

4



Finally, the Canniesioner of the State Department of Social Services

has conducted th;oughout the 4ate a aeries of public forums at which all

interested persons and organizations were invited to testify concerning

service needs. At each forum, numerous speakers gave testimony on the

topic of teenage pregnancY and provided valuable insights.

As a Tesult of these efforts, trbe Department has prepared a report

which contains data concerning teenage pregnancies in Newt York State,

an.analysisbfeatisting programs, and recommendations for developing and

expanding needed services andcare. The Governor has rected'the
Ir

report and supports its raccumendations. I would be 6appy to provide

any members of this Ccmnittee with a copy4the report.

InOur analysis of the factor*Whibh ccihtribute to pregnancy at an

early age, certain issuee;nmst be dealt/with openly and honestly. Some

females beccAteiPregnant because they ,do not know about, want to use, or ;:i0

have access to contraceptives; some females become pregnant as a means of

achieving identity and worth; sane finales becane pregnant because ways to

-achieve economic independence and employment do not exist -- these are:couplek

factors. Government alone cannot resolve uany'of these issues. There are, ' f

however, cartain,-broad goals which should be the basis for our action.

Teenagers must have the opportunity for independence and self-worth.

The education system and social, health, and anioldyrent systems progrmns

all muat'participate to create an environment for independence. These

systems'and programs must be utilized in a manner to support the family

both to teach values and to function as a supportive system throughout life.

35j
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Hived goale.such as, these require that social, health, educational,

and.employmOnt services be available to teenagers who become pregnant.

Policies and programs cannot be solely reactive in nature; the need for

PreveStive services and care is evident. A contiauumjand diversity of,

programs is reqUired.. Programs mist be more effective and accessible,

and additional services and care must be deVeloped and expanded.

Thereforethe Department views the problem fray a four-faceted

perspective. This enconpasees providinrcgre and services to the eicisting

population of both pregnant females and young mothers to minimize their

.dependency, and beginnkngto reduce the prevalence of teenage pregnancy

through preventiOn.

Mere,speciricailly, the program strategy must include:

primary prevention which involves the education of young

children concerning the importance of human relationships

and the responsibilities of family life.

There an overriding need to educate young Children,'"adolescmits,

teenagers concerning the importance of huTierelationships

and tbe responsibilities of family life. This includes development

of self-esteem, self-knowledge, decision - maiming skills, interpersonal

Skills, sex.echication, and parenting skills. .

Su& an educational process should be a continuous one from infancy

;through young!idulthood, and should be the.,reponsibility of parents,

tbe formal educational systedand other institutions and groups

which are significant in a child's development -- the church, youth

organizations, etc. TO
4

1
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* secondary prevention which includes services and counseling

for young adolescents and others to enable /encourage informed

choice about sexual activity and contraceptives. .

Family planning services nusebe available and accessible to

adolescents. lhemost appropriate locations for such services

meY very by locality And may include: Ufa mily ploning clinics;
Mk:

neighborhood health centers, school health services, youth

centers, college:health centers, private physicians, etc.

But the importani factor is to be'sure that such services are

available where teenagers actually "bang OW::

In addition, other servidesvust be available and accessible

as a preventive measure:
educational servides, and employment/

job training counseling and services':

services and care for pregnant adolescents.and others,:

' A pregnant adolescent must-. be provided with infOrmation abOist

all alternatiOSs.regarding the pregnancy and the necessary care

o

andserVices. Early detezminatios of theAsregnancy is essential.

For tidolescents who chose to terminate pregnancy, early.' services

and counseling should be made available so as to minimize the risk .

of late intervention and to ensure that subsequent unwanted

Pregnancies db.ndet occur. For 411.6se Choosing to continue

:*

pregnancy, early prenatal care should be made aldklable. In

addition,:serVicee and care must be provided to minimize long-term

dependency. lb the degree possible, such services and counseling

should inceeporake the.needs.and emotional support of
the father

and the family.
.se

tf
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* srirs and care fournivoung parents and their kamtlies.

Seiviceleand care ahOuld,Week to minitize long-term dependence,

and to the,degreePossible, Should recognize the responsibility
, ...

:Of the father and the family. Such services must be accessible-

to the Client in aaanner which will encourage and permit

continuing education and/or employment.. .

e.
Fran:tide context, we believe that the proposed federal legislation

provides a meaningful first step to address the problem of adolescent

pregnancy; The bill views the problem from both a preventive and remedial

perspective by providing hinds for a variety of care and services. Seeoodly.

k- the bill perdts flexibility withthe types of services which may be funded.

Rinds would be available to ensure linkage among services, anefor an all

too Often forgotten element -- training. Finally, the bill does not place

specific eligibility requirements for needed care and services.

' In New. York, we be4z.ve these principles provide an appropriate basis

for a sound program strategy. Tb deal with the teenage pregnancy issue

comprehensively, care and cervices must be made available to adolescents

who choose to become parenIs. The major emphasis, however, mist be on

preirention if we ace -to change the current situation.

Second, a variety of care and services must be available and these

will vary from locality to locality. In some oammunities in New York State,

there are numerous programs operated by private-non-profit agencies such

as settlement holism, youth centers and neighborhood centers which currently
. ,

.are a major source of services. In these situations, there is a need to

build upon such services and service delivery systems and ensure coordination

and access. In other communities, there are minimal serviCes, and the

6
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iSsewis not
serViee.expansion, but service development. 'this bill would

address the needs of both situlitione.
Also, the bill stresses the

iMportance of access and liakage
among services which are essential.

...Assuring accete is
particularly in octant in rural areas where transportation

.

is not readily available. . In addition, prOgrmm
ceordinatibn and case

management<are all too often
ltlekiag,,so that Many service

providers are not

aware of other available eervices.

Finally, it Must be recognized that
the problem of adolescent pregnancy'

exists in all communities,
and is not limited to those persons receiving

public assistance.
'InCreased sexual activity is common

among adolescents

of all income levels,
For Oxample, based upon

the'nuMber of births for

the Past, several years,
it can be:estimated that

there are currently 94;000

children of parents under age twenty.
However, a survey of AFDC cases

4.4

in March 1977 indicates
approximately 15,006 Children in public assistance

households withmotheis
twenty years of ea$e or younger.

Although this is

a low estimate beam
of the lack of data on CoMbined households, the

figUre does suggest that a large proportion of
teenage parents are not

public` assistance recipiente.
The legislation would

address this issue

by not_establishing income
eligibility requirements.

:-Atthe same time, there are
aspects of the proposed legislation' which

we believe*st be strengthened if this
legislation Is to have a fundamental .

and constructive
iMPact upon the Problem of

adolescent pregnancy.

First; there is the issue of planning and.coortiaation.
The bill

would permit any State, local or private non-profit
agency to apply for

funds to provide and/or ensure-linkage ofcamand serf ,.. A fundamental

problem in New York
Stabe.tnis been the lack of program ,

ng and

ceordinationntrOng State agencies and
between local, state 1.1 federal programs.

7
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Wherever the funds associated with this legislation are channeled,

thens,aust Dove requirMent for broad, ccaprebensive canamity-based
.

.progrma planoineand coordination_ as a prerequitite. We do not need

one more source of fUnds which is administered-4 a manner uncoordinated
0

from other program, or is not bheed upon sound planning.

We belieVe the.beet way to ensure sand planning and resource

'allocation is through grants to the States, Withrequirements for

40tatewide,,ccamunity-based planning, and criteria for funding allocations

..andprogramaccountsbility.e,

0 If federal grants are allocated directly to local providers, there

will continue tobe a teaaancy for areas which have minimal expertise

and yet a critical need, to receive no funds. For example, in New `kirk

State, the co gities ilith among the highest rates of prdgnancies

And live births and the greatest increases in those rates are the morel*

rural and semi -rural counties.

This approach of direct funding of local organizations exacerbates

planning difficulties,when funds also flow to the localities (ran various

State and local 'private sources as well. The greater the number of sources

of funds,.the greater 'the probability I no coordination,

An example of these issues,,is the use of federal and sate family planning

funds in New YorieState. Dccludiii7Wedicaid, over $10 spent,

wit about half provided by.direct federal Title X grants to local agencies.

Theseiroviders are predominantly in the more urban areas. The major conduit

if the remainder of the family planning funds is through the State Health

Department. Yet the Department has had limited snccPss in developing joint

t.
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japaning and codfighation with HEW as40
how best to utilize all these funds.

We, therefore,. believe thaat funds shodld be allocate<. the states

with strict criteria fgeplanning-and
coordirliW n. We id' New York are e,

beginning such a Statewide planning
effort. 'We 1101,, already acquired

substantial statistics on algoUtity-by-county'balis. In tilt. ,.:ext several

month;, we will begitf A county-by-county survey
of existing . ograms amoupg,r

hothapublic and private sources. And we are *Finning effon to allocate

tundtamong the many programs, based upon
Vie severity of tha tlem in

localities'and in # coordinated meter among Nacies. We beL; ,a this

is the approach which should be utilized to drehs the criti . iesues

associated with adoledbent pregnancy.
e t

Hesides(the issue of coordination and
plAnnag, we believe that there

should be a greater degree of flexibility tit the funds are utilized. -

The legislation Would require that no more
than fifty percent of funds

be utilized for dare and services.
The bill woulU not permit funds to be

used for services andlare which can
be funded from other sources.

4

It is important tar stress that
needs vary from locality to locality.

4

Certainly, all communities
requits.expanded or developed services' and

improved access and linkage 'among such services. But it is inappropriate

to suggest limits on how funds should be utilized.
It would be more

Appropriate to require that all proposals incorporate services, linkages, 4f

and planning functions or proof
that one or more of such functions does

net require additional funding.
'lb impose requirements on how the funds'

It;

00

must he used does not take into consideration the varying needs among'localities.

4 9
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The bill air appesig to place a lowlriority on funding certain
411-

supportive sPrwices. SPeqifically, the bill does not discuseririces .tip

Ck

A assaciat0 With helicgtomake persons effective pate*. We would

argpe that parat effectiveness programs are critior as an element of

any progeym for young parent as well as any preventive

Secondly X111 eatitid4infs*daY et pd employmen programs.

infa4,dor care, is ant*Jpollt suPlmrtive service which cguiperrart k

teenage kotherg to continue their educeon,and acquire enplo nt 41,

114.kk
Job trai

11;44/0g, Counseling and enpHoyment tical to minimize loni-Term

40ependenty. 4

4.It inlbrue that there are 4her funding to provide those

se4ices. But we would argue Tat the emPloymeu; programs such as CETA

antthe ViAlth tmPlapevalTraining Act do not provide flor do hot provide

0' e. i

a sufficient 4nou11 of thei.tYPes of supportive services necessary to acquire

and maintein a Job. ...
.ii.. ,

id

.0 With*eigara to infant (layer...are, it is agreedlithat such crag/Ian costs

should be funded turough 71$le XX...BoaeveVfr you are well war% of the

firnite*fenc klmilabiiin the program and the increasing demands fore
'4' ' x le

services Ai the local level. 44 4 0
P 1

*Otper rlevianf g programs should be utilized I° the degree

*t . ti 0
possible but it to in rdpriate to suggest that certain services cannot

. ..,-. 4

be 'funded tMlnugh.a.' 2910.
. 4*. ..,

, the ).egt,i.a.ofin also dues not 'address the prOblem of Public awareness.

, M . Increased sexuo aotivity is cannon imong adolescent:3V all income lei*,
.1

^

.. . 3,

Ien New /,,c4 ste.te,there4igtes to- prevail a lack of mundifity

,r,

t
4

awarenealv of or willingness to recognive 1-1e problem, and l'jagn sure 4 ...,
a

$1,' 04
this is ,ot nnicine to New York. Any program Silcategrftust begindth

'

,
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stimulating community awareness, for without community support, an

effective response to the problem is not 090sible. Proper use of the

media is crucial to creating public interest and understanding. We

would recd tend that S. 2910 permitftfunds
to be used for this purpose.

ylimely, while the legislation recognized the importance
of prevention,

and the need for tglequate eervice8 and
counseling for young adolescents

to enable informed choice about sexual activity and contraceptives,

we belienin that true prevention must also start such earlier. We must

,-,begin educating young children about the importance*C4 human relationships

and the responsibilities Of family life. As we noted earlier, such an

educational prOcessshould he a continuous one from infancy through young

adulthood, and should be the responsibility of parents,.the school system

and others.
The educational system has a major role to play, and thkel,

should be recognized and stressed. We say this for two reasons. In

New York, there is a wide variation
among school districts as to what is

orsore properly, what is permitted to be taught. This is a product

of both'community hesitancy and an
unwillingness by the educational profession

to assume some degree of responsibility. And certainly this situation is

not unique to New York State.

For this reason, we,believe that any
legislation should require

school districts to assume their rightful
programmatic role, both

in terms of prevention and in terms
of providing continuing education to

4

pregnant adolescents and young mothers, an that they,may complete high

school. We would be concerned that
providing such funds thrpugh this

legislation without some controls would
continue to permit the public

. .

educational'systems from assuming their appropriate role. Given this

' 11

3 c? r-
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situation,'vm would like to see the'Sedietary of HES'and the Assistant

Secretary'for Education begin to exert some pressure on State Education

aendssioners throughout the country to develop appropriate curricula at all

grade levels and to provide incentives for school districts to develop adequate

programing.

4n New York we view the problem of adolescent pregnancy as requiring

a comprehensive strategy*c4Lboth cars.andservices to pregnant adolescents

,

and yOunwmothers as well as prelleniive*Ogramas. 'This haquires a

coordinated approach at all leyeig of governtent.' We commend the Administration

and this committee for begiruling to address thp.;isaue. And we believe with
.

certain modifications, 'S. 2911) can-be44 Major Impetus fdr prokramnatic _change.

'` -^ 12
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The CHAntmAzi. Ms. Blanchard
MS. BLANCHARD. Goodmorning.
I am Mary Loll Blanchard, director of family services, Michigan.

Department of Social Services.
Educators, social workers and health professionals in Michigan rec-

*ze the problems associated with adolescent pregnancy as stated in

enate Bill 2910, and concur that there is a need to make available

comprehensive and coordinated service&
Of equal concern/are the children of adolescent parents. The infant

may be the innocent victim of the adolescent parent's vulnerability and

inexperience. The child's chances of falling into the same situation

i5 years hence are high because the phenomenon of early pregnancy

and early ,parenthood is often cyclical. Based on that consideration,

services intended to break the cycle must be addressed to the children

as well as their school age parents.
Studies conducted in New Haven, Baltimore, and Washington, D.C.,

have shown that early parental care, counseling, social services, and

continuing education are effective in reducing school dropouts among

pregnant persons, as well as reducing infant mortality and morbidity.

.),ere services to the teenage parent continue beyond delivery of the $

child, there is a great reduction in the number of subsequent births

'to these students served and more of the students complete school, and

school completion correlates with higher 1 vels of economic independ-

. ence. The wings which ultimately result -om comprehensive services

are undeni ble in the light of suchdata.
In respon to these concerns, John Porter Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instructio in Michigan, convened a school age parenting task

force hfch prepared the first .dafts of a model of comprehensive

service This group explained the rationale for, and outlined the essen- .

tial co ponents of a model program. Their recommendations led to

the establishment of an interagency committee involving the directors

and staff of the Michigan Departments of Education, Public Health,

Mental Health, and Social Services, An interagency policy statement

'Ilwas formulated and signedby the directors of these four State depart-

ments. This statement agreed to support interagency, planning, colla-

borative use of existing programs, locally based programs, and inter-

agency responsibility.
As the interagency work proceeded, the committee became formal-

ized as he Interagency Committee kw Services to High RAk Children

and Their Families, and hired staff with funding from a capacity

building 'grantto-improve
coordinagon of services to young chil-

drenfrom the Administration for Children, Youth, and Families.

U.S. DHEW.
This committee developed a compreliensiveand integrated model of

services for pregnant adolescents, school age parebtaand their families.

This model is available with the testimony.
This model proposed a program which will serve not only the preg-

nant adolescents, but also the school age parents and their children.

The model rec,ogniies the problems are so broa&and so complei that

remedial attelnp.ts demand interagency cooperation.
Services to the adolescent mother include an educational" componeltt

that may fie provided in an alternative or conventional school setting. ,
. .
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In addition, to the full'range of academic offerings, this component
will include vocational/career counseling.

. Health services include instruction in good health and Child devel-
opment, information on family planning and contraeeption, nutrition,
pre and postnatal care, the birth. process the effects of drugs on the
mother and fetus,ancl prevention and treatment of venereal..disease. . .

Social services 20(1-mental health services will provide Counseling
and treatment improblem solving, goal setting, positive self:concept,
and the parent-child interaction. .

Services to the child will include an onsiteday care center and will
enable the parent to attend school; facilitate normal growth and de-
velopment of the child and encourage parent-child, interaction land-
attachment.

Services will also be offered to the father. and extended family. The
model also includes a component on teaching responSible sexuality.

Implementation of this)model will be mandated in each intermedi-
ate school district through the State of Michigan in acCOrdaneeWith
the State Department of Educations policies and, procedures.

Stable funding fOr implementing the program, is the goal. Lack
of stable funding up to now haS been a serious obstacle. The directors
of the four State agencies are working toward deeision as to the'
best approach for funding. The options are a joint budget request to
the Legislature or requests for separate service:components made by
each individual department. The funding base finally approved will
be administered through the department of education and made avail-..
able to the school districts, and in support of interagency services
agreements, for the four State agencies responsible for providing .

services.
Planning takes advantage of already existing systems, staff, and

funding resources. Day care costs for all Title XX eligible children
are met through normal State payment procedures. Already existing
educational resources such as buildings and administrative 'staff are
utilized.. Existing public health and mental health services are co-
ordinated into a comprehensive service delivery system.. . ,

Even with interagency coordination and use of existing resources,
it is an expensive program. Identified cost to expand the services to
cover all persons in Michigan needing services is $4,300,000: All of
this is State money. This provides service to 5,000:students per "year.

One of, the primary barriers to implementing this model. is, the *t
and the funding resources.

Funding could be facilitated if more Federal money was airailable
in already existing programs. Michigan has exceeded its ceiling, on
Title XX funds. Expansion of services to Title XX eligible person
has to be 100 percent State funds. Increasing the ceiling on Titler 1FX
funds avaibible to States would eri6hle expansion of services at amore
favorable Federal match, and would facilitate statewide services tO
high-risk

Title ,regillations could be changed to permit up ,eligibility
for this target group: The budget proposalof $4,,300,1i includes $1,-
650,000 for day care and,social services to persons- Aware not eligible.
for Titre XX services on an indivicluai basis but could be covered on
6 grcuiP eligibility.
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The original determination and redetermination of eligibility on
individual basis is barrier to the students, and thus to the prop
and adds to the administrative costs. This is particularly true in
day care Component where there is a frequent pattern of absenteeism.
Group eligibility. would amelieratethis problem.

Michigan has developed and is taking steps to implement a, compre-
hensve model for pregnant adolescents and teenage parents. It is
projected that this program will- reach 5,000 adolescent, women per
year. The Alan ..Guttmaclier institute estimates. that MiChigan has
187,640 women. age 15 to 19 at risk of unintended pregnancy.

Programs need. to be developed, grants awarded, and long-term
funding assured for comprehensive and coordinated services to sexu-
ally active teenagerS to prevent pregnancy and improve social and
econornicindependence for them.

Research has"liown.that 80 percent of those teenagers who have an'
unwanted Pregnancy are not using any- method of preventing preg-
naney. If fininterided premarital pregnancies are to be reduced, serious .
attention.to improved education regarding sexual behavior is needed.

-, It seems necessary to increase the proportion who use contraception
and who Use*, .

:Thii.regitires increased availability and accessibility to birth control

hiathods throhgh clinic.s.With aggressive outreach to adolescents, and

ihforhjution ithdiet-vices'partiatilarly suited to their needs. They need

. better information about, pregnancy ri§k, in aiform that teenagers can
....'ahSorlv,and.will believe; perhaps throtigh nonthreatening neighbor:

ho0,4 'peer networks. Farnily physicians could be helped to better un- .
41erstaria the fertility conixol needs of their teenage. patients..
. ; Pixigfirns also need th he.d-eveloped'to provide realistic litiman*.c-.:

' pAliq: education. Tliia.vduCation effort could be provided
schools, churches, yoUgh-agencies, and the Media. It should, offer
'youngsters, including-men,..4ionest and pertinent informatiorabotit

. fertility regulatiOnl'S.(ti-uaiity, human reprodu rt, value clarification,

and responsible decisicihinvking E tica,tiOital °grains are alsoneeded

.!.for parents so. they skj,p better rstarfll their child:ren's _needs old
they can help theinof- 4.;

Programs ..t&r..comtnimily-laased,..co4tiprqryilltsive and Coordinated

serv*s'iotor(Ivat,.,4riitia] atit,t.fepeiti'irroi.,,Minci es among adolescents,

to:Pr9viitleAOrviqe".510, pregVant
teenagers, and services to school age

parents'-ar6ieipensiVe,..Grailts di develop these programs and money

to ekaluot4tlieni:::urk,ilecesarA;;IIowek t. is also necessary to estab-

,,' lish.lorjrtein fundilik daptibilitie8 to maintain these programs. Ado-

leseent 'pkvoridyi and the. sulYse.quent co4 in so6,40 And, economic

youth, a problem our Nutjon can no afford to

urgeurge.s.geetly p4;sage Ofth is bill.J.

.[The prepoied statement of Ms. Anchard 'follosa:] .sr

)..p;:.- '
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. Educators, social workers, and health professionals 'in Michigan recognize the

.
problems associated with adolescent pregnancy as stated in Senate Bill 2910 and

concur that there is a need to make available comprehensive and coordinated

services.

Of equal concern are the children of adolescent parents. The infant may be the

Innocent victim of thi adolescent parent's vulnerability and inexperience. The

s
child's Chances. of falling into the same situation fifteen years hence are high

because the phenomenon of early pregnane and early parenthood Is often cyclicaL

Based on that coyieideration, services intended to break the cycle must be addressed

to the children as well as their school age parents.

Studies conducted in New Haven, Baltimore, arid Washington D.C. have shown that

early prenatal care, counseling, social services, and continuing education are

effective in reducing school dropouts among pregnant persons, as well as reducing

infant mortality and morbidity. Where services to the teenage parent continue

beyond delivery of the child, there is a great reduction in the number of subsequent

births to these students served and more of th studejts complete school, and

school completion correlates with higher levels. f economic independence. The

savings which ultimately result from comprehensive services are undeniable in the

light of such data.
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In response to these concerns, Dr. John Porter, Superintendent of Public Instruction

in Michijn, convened a Sch Ool, Age Parenting Tisk Force which prepared the first

drafts of e model of comprehensive, service. This grain explained the rationale for

and outlined the esbential components of a model program. Their recommendations

lei to the establishment of an Inter-:Agency Committee involving the Directors end

staff of the Michigan Departments of Education, Public Health, Mental Health, and

Social Services. An Inter-Agency Policy Statement was formulated and.signed by

the Dlrectoris of these four State departments. This statement agreed to support

inter-agency planning, collaborative use of existing programs, locally based
o

programs, and inter-agency responsibility.

As the inter-agency work proceeded, the committee became formalized as the

Inter-Agency Committee ior Services to High Risk Children and Their Families, OF

and hired staff with funding from a capacity-building grant (to improve coordina-
.

tion of services to young children) from the Administration for Children, Youth and

Families, U.S. DHEW.

This committee developed a Comprehensive and integrated Model of Services for

Pregnant Adolescents, School Age,Parents and Their Families. This model proposed

a program which will serve not only the pregnant adolescents, but also the school

age parents and their children. The model recognizes the problems are so broad

and so complex thai-ivmedial attempts demand inter-agency cooperation.
\ ,

)kServices to the iidolescmother include an educational component that may be

provided in an alternate or conventional school setting. In addition to the full

- 2
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range of academic offerings, this component will include vocational/career

camseling.

Health services include instruction in good health and child development,

information on family planning and contraception, nutrition, pre and postnatal care,

the birth process; the effeCts of drugs on the mother and fetus, and prevention and

treatment of venereal disease.

Social services and mental health services will provide counseling and-treatment In

problem solving, goal setting, positive self concept, and the parent-child interact-

Lion.

Services to the child will include an on-site day care center and will enable the

perentto attend school; faCilitate normal growth and development of the child and

encourage parent-child interaction and attachment.

Services will also tie offeied to the father and extended family. The model also

includes a component on teaching responsible sexuality.

Implementation of this model will be mandated in each intermediate school district

" .through the State of Michigan in accordance with the State Department of

. Education's policies and procedures.

Stable funding for implementing the program is the goal. Lack of stable funding up

eNtlk to now has been a serious obstacle. The Directors of ur State agencies are

41,
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working toward a decision as to the best approach for funding. The options are a

joint budget request to the Legislature or requests for separate service components

made by each individual department. The funding base finally approved will be

administered, through the Department of Education and made available to the

school districts, and in support of inter-agency servicetavreements, for the four

State agencies responsible for providing services,

:Planning takes advantage of already existing systems, staff, and funIng resources.

Day care costs foraall Title XX eligible children are met through normal State

payntent procedures. Already existing educational resources such as buildings and

administrative staff are utilized. Existing public health and mental health services

are coordinated into a comprehensive service delivery system.

Even with inter-agency coordination and use of existing resources, it is an

exrnsive program. Identified cost to expand the services to cover all persons in

Michigan needing services is $4,300,000. All of this is State money. This provides

service to 5,000 students per year.

One 6f the primary barriers to implementing this model is the cost and the funding

resources.

Funding could be facilitated if More Federal money was available in already

existing programs. Michigan has exceeded its ceiling on Title XX,funds. Expansion

of services to Title XX eligible persons has to be 100% stateofunds. Increasing the
°ceiling

on Title XX funds available to states would enable expansion of services at

35-4.54 0 - 79 - 24
..7i'
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5,

a more farrable Federal match, *and would faCilitate state-wide seivirs,

risk youth.

Title XX regulatldns could be changed to permit group eligibility for thiStarget '

group. The budget proposal of $4,300,000- includes $1,650,000 for' day care and

social services to persons whp are not eligible for Title XX services on-anludividbe1

bests, but eotdd be covered one group eligibility.'

k..11e original determination and redetermhsatiiin of eligibility on an individual basis

is a barrier to the stuclertts,and thus to the program, and addsto the administrativerocosts. This is particularly true iri the day care component where there is a frequent

pattern of absebteeism. Group eligibility would ameliorate this problem.

Michigan has developed tux) is taking steps to implement a comprehensive model

.for pregnant adolescents and teenage parents. It is projected that this prograin will

react 5,000 adolescent women per year. The Alan Guttmacher Institute estimates

that Michigan has 187,840 women age 15-19 at risk of unintended pregbancy.

Programs need to be developed, grants awarded, and long term funding assured for

comprehensive and coordinated services to sexually active teenagers to prevent

pregnancy, and improve social and economic-Independence for them.



lia
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Research has shown t 80% of thodie.tettnagers who have an unwanted pregnancy

are not using and ethod of preventing preplan cy. If unintended premarital
0

pregnancies are to be reduced, serious attention to imprt4ed education regarding
.

sexual behavior is needed. It seems necessary to.increase the proportion who use

.COntraception and who use it consistently. This.reqUires iccreaied availability and

accessibility tel birth control methods through clinics with aggressive outreach to
t

adolescents .tind information and service's: particularly suited to their nee& They

need better informations abCut prenancitisk;In" a form that teenagers can 2tbsorb

and w111 believe; perhaps -through non-thieatening neighborhood .peer networks.

Family physicians cbuld be,helped to better understand the fertility control needs

of thdir teenage patients...

. -

Programs also need to be developed`to ptovide realistic human sexuality ediidation.

This educatibnal effort could be provided through schools,

agenCies, and the media. It should offer youngsters, including. Men,honest and

.-partinent information about fertility regulation; sexuality, human reprOductiod,

valitit clarification, and responsible decision making. Educational programs are also

needed for'parentallPthey can better understand their children's needs, and how

they can help them.

* t

Programs for community based;. comprehensive; add coordinated . services, to
4

irevent initial repeat pregnancies ameng adolescents, to ,provide services to

pregnant, teenagers, andservices to school age parents are expensive. Grants to

develOP these programs and money to evaluate them are necessary. However, it Is

also necessary to establish lonk term funding Capabilities t4`.rnaintain these

programs. Adolescent pregnancy, and the subsequent'cost in sociaLand economic

failures among youth is a problem our ,nation can co long'er afford to ignore. We
I.

I

urge speedy passage of this bill. i -...>'

jt1
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I. lleassaa

'Educators. social workers and health professionals are increasingly concerned

about the problems associated with early and unplanned pregnancy. Some 9.000

adoleScent girls and r partners in Michigan. still of an age to be enrolled 04

ibtin school, annually f decisions and consequences of pregnagy and pre- .

mature parenthood,. 1 tad schooling. health problems, precipitous marriage
and,equally precipitous divorce, single parenthood and welfare'dmpandancy are a

repetitive patte04.
,

. .

.

.

Of equal concern are the children of adolescent parents.
The infant may be the

high
innocent victim of the adolescent parant's.vulnerabillor

years hence are
inexperience. The

child's chances of falling into the same situation fi
because the phenomenon of early pregnancy and early parenthood is often cyclical.

flea on that consideration, services intended to break/the cycle must de

to the children as wall as their school-age parents.
, ..7.h

StUdies conducted in Moo Haven. lialtimora. and .Washington D.C. have shorn i that

early prenatal care, counseling, social services and continuing education are

effective in reducing school dropouts among pregnant persons. as well as redu-

cing infantmortality and porhidity. Where services continue beyond deliver,.

.

than is a great reduction in the melbar of t births to the students

served and school completion correlates with c independence. The savings

which ultimately result frOm tomOrihensive
re undeniable in the light

of such data.

In the past decade stem 60 school districts in Michigan have establfs

tional programs fOr pregnant students. A numberhave developed

services for the pregnant student; homer - biKaust of fiscal ,contra

extended their programming to the adolescent parent and to her child.

In 1975. in fawnse to these concerns. Dr. John Porter, Superintendent o

Public Instruction. convened a School-Age Parenting Task Force which preps

the first drafts of a model of comprehensive service. This group did an

'excellent Job of explaining the retionale for and outlining the essential

components of a model program. Their recommendations led to the establishment

'.f.'iof an Inter-Agency Committee involving the heads and staff of the Michigan

Departamts.of Education. Public Health, Mental Health, and Social Services.

In the spring of 1977. the head of the Michigan Community Coordinated Child

Care Coundilirepresanting the Department-of Mat meant i Budget. JoineW the

committee. As the inter-agency work proceeded. the committee became formalized

as the Inter-Agency' Committee for Services to High Risk Children and Their

Families.
,

ffiJ

ter
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This model'of compnemensive and integrated serviies proposes a program which
will serve not only the pregnant adolescents but alswthe school age parents
and their Children. The model'recognizes'thatelhe prdblams of school age preg-
nancy and early gbrenthood arc. so broad and so complex that remedial attempts
domand.inter-agenog cooperation. However, educators emit understand that
their position is.unique. in respect to this problem. -NO other state institu-
tion has comparable &amiss to these young people in terns of frequency or dur-

ation. No otherinstitution hasas great a potential for preventive action ,

atdoes,the public ithool.system. Therefore, public education must address
itself to the special problems of boys and girls who find themselves faced
iithsthe difficult task of parenting.

The model outlines the services expected of public education and thq link-
ages with other agencies.

The modgl presentgoi comprehensive program in two settings: the alternative
education pqggrannnd the conventional. school. The two options enable local
or intermeditte school districts to develop a program that best meets their
needs. The alternative education program is flexible and individualized and
geared to-those who might have difficulty staying in a regular school prop
and mph* with the demands of pregnancy and motherhood.

The conventional school programOlquires that the adolescent takes the re-
sponsibility for her own.academie program and must meet the demands of a
conventional schedulle,:w107+.'eliecial servicei related to pregnancy and
parenthood would 1

Section III descritealtatp(ogramo for the pregnant adolescent and school,
age mother. The needs Alimt*Aildron of school-age parents are addressed 0 \
Sections IV; the goal is4i serve the child through the teenage parent in or-
der to impleve the qualelydrlife for both. Sections V and VI are concern-
ed with services to the'ffenage father and the extended family; these, too,
are essential elements of aiomprehensive and integrated program. To meet
the needs of parents who hate dropped out of school, the model also proposes
outreach_ services (Sectiod1/11).

The final section, Teaching Responsible Sexuality..proposes a plan for reach-
ing the entire School-age population by implementing state guidelines and
calling for community cooperation in family life and human sexuality educa-
tion.

-2-
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§1

POSITION STATEMENTS

I. School -AO parents and their children err a high risk population of
concern., to State government, and specifically the Departments of
Education, Public Health..Nental Health; Social dervices and Nantes-
ment-6 Budget:

2. To meet the needs of this.population. comprehensive services are
required for both the'adolescent and the child of the adolescent.
Parent and child should receive simultaneous and inter-related

services.

3. Cinwrshensive protium for school -age parents and their children must
. be a stable and organbled part of the school program.

4. Fundifig--0-cceprehinsive services for school;age parents and their

children should,be provided in a sinner least-burdensome to the

S. local-education-agencies should provide a multi-disciplinary program
to Sevelop positive parenting skills and to improve the quality of the
child - parent relationship.

6. Intervention should occur as'early as possible during pregnancy or in

the early life of the child. The earlier the intervention. the greater
the likelihood of successfully enhancing parenting patterns.

7. An effective health education curriculum (K-12) must be implemented to

break the cycle of school-age parenthood. The curriculum. including
the physical, emotional,intellectual and social aspects. should focus
dn the information and skills students need to make decisions, assume
responsibility for their wan actions and build a positive self-concept.

8. The state departments involved (II above) should detielop evaluation
, criteria for the programs in the areas of a) Parent growth; b) Infant.

growth; c) Parep.P4nfant interaction; d) Program effectiveness.

4.

-3-
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II. MOAN GOALS AND IMPLEMENTATION
,

A. Goals , r..

The program ooals of the craprehensive and integrated model of

services for pregnant adolescents; school-age parents and their

families are:

1. To meet the Seaga needs of pregnant adolescentiand,young
parents and their children.

2. To decrease the incidence of dropouts among pregnant adoles-
cents and school -age.parents through a comprehensive mgrs.
of education.'health, mental health and social services.

3. To prevent repeat pregnancies in the adolescent years'. ,

4:- To prevent the cycle of premature. parenthood and aberrant

.. .
parenting.

The goals for individuals participating in the programs are:

5. Each pregnant stUdetit and young motherrodll freely choose
whether to give up or keep her baby after receiving infor-
mation and coihseling and follow-up counseling ajproprlate

to her choice.

Wjach student will grow personally end socially and continue

to &Pilo') a positive self-concept,

7. Each student will acqUire knowledge and.skills which will

enable her to 'become economically self sufficient.

8. Each scho1)ol-age parent Will, with lupport, develop the
attachment to the infant, nurturing skills and knowledge
which will enable her to succeed in the parental role..

9. The young mother, with a flexible,adadsmic program, trill

work with and spend time with her child each dAY.d

10. The child will develop his or hirpotential through
experiences addressing'PhYsica% veotional, intellectual

?. and social development.

11. The teenage father will have access to support services so
that he may complete his educatibn. participate in education
for parenthood and participate 101h/ wily decision-Making.

While the model grogram focuses upon comOrebensive and integrated
services, preVention is also a long term gold. One goal of an effec-

tive K -12 health. education curriculum is to prevent unwanted and

early pregnancies,. especially of young women under 18 who have not

high school.
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The. ImplmMantatitevotthis modeliOrservites--To-pragnset.adoles-

All*
cents 'and poung:parents and their drom'iral.bimendateein each

liltamemdlateschool district- Aheittatcof PHchigen in

.ocoordanbe.,Mith, rifles prom* AhirState Bard of Education.
The hstermedfate School .District may 1eplei nt themodel or may

arrange for one or sore local dittricts to. provide services. The

ISIrshall be responsible for:aSsuringaccess to service for resident;

of,plt cnnitituent districts:,` v , .

.* Administration of.Progrin

. .

. .

a. ;Ilie State Depart:00 of Education shall review and
.."- aware alternitive,education programs under Section

91, (tir 46, As propoted) of the School Code of 1976.

b,. lia'State Departient'of Education shall appoint a
.,: fullniam consultant. with responsiblity for school-
? ,agkpirent *programa :and the inter-essury coorslina-

. tienrelited .to AWcii, progress. .

., C-. Thi lard of EgUcition of the Intermediate School
f n ,e: Oistript ?operating a progrio shall have responsi-

,, ;, vbtlity for the Operation end administration of the

..

,, ' , ignite an edstnistrator who Will: be accountable' 4. , 48'1:11 Khoo' districtoperating a Program shall

1 r establishing procedures for the education and
, ,. Annillaint OfAstudents and he the coordination of

1 , 4 serviCes to pregnant adolescents andichool-age
I .:: ,p11ts: .. .

fi. , ; e. Each scho01.41itrict operating a program shall' have
,..,.,aapcncinamity ca ;t, ne4.;:srvitogainntril advisory capacity

tiler f he following :.

oi. Deilartsent of Public, -,, Nurse

4°' ra

° comoitioliclaniai tieeltkAgeneY -- Infant Inter-
vention. 1alist .-,, .: e

Departsent. of Social Services,'
- Two stoiiien'ts prf.Aenage .gaielitt.

Ir'. - Ti lP eateMMS1 faaalli IN!ilbera: .
! 4 ; 4*

- Cerra,tive ExtensSen !agent --; Child Develops

..' ' - Scheel [pare limier or Omer level school: administrator
.t,. . - JIriinitke Court . , .

,.:
C.,,; -.04 'legal Coissmiititoordinated.Child, Care Council (4C)

.representative.

'
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it4ang ly in LOtriclan or family
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i.:01.i.ii of alphinitY.+t-liril (too

,." k fa.

.

:,,ogboo,0' '1/ingSrmediiie school, district

Iiippayo t!rog!OntnirectOr.,' .. .,-..7
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11.4
to rePrinentatiiis to

oUn4 ?Ihiloard ofEducation.shall
representtng a broad eneOwnitY -

Is:4i., mpeti biedsOf pregnant adolescents and

,e4 Itlfnling council7Will ,report to the of

i Pre 1.11,41,,Annually, and will havei.the
iskipnctionS ,,, :

tg dettrina service *ads through review ,

1

.7. viini, tiol ion of progrwr!'agolit . .

esc ndattons to school affiCials;

Au the oolliilation of community7resources;

go ,fgeSchool4ge Parent concerns:'

° lits:an' tb for the pnogrwaind its recipients;

vs- evaluation data. °

.1u...,0--,6;,: v. . . .
.

qntermOdtatt,s,Districts have the option of tiplegenting

r arranging for one or more local districts. to

is
.

',vices. , i

rtment of

-EdOcation

Intermediate
Schoolt

Cpdrdinating
Council

r

3

School -Age

Parent \
Program )

State Department of
Education

Intermediate School
District.

Local Education
Agency

1 or more .

School-Age
Parent
Program

Coordinating
Council
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Z. Program lleSponelbillties

a. Each school district operating a program shall. provide.

eithsi an alternative program and/or a Prollr.within
the conventional school.

b. Program components shall include:

''Provisions for counseling Ibidents concerning preg-

eancy outcome and'alternatives;
- education.- haelth andjocial servjces for pregnant

students;
health and social services for' teenage parents;
parenting education for'the pregnant teenager and

teenage parent; ;

- child care and child develooment programming for

the child of the teenage parent, for as long as'the
teenage parent is enrolled in school;

- outreach to the extended family and to the child's ,

father.

c. The School dist:Mater), also..povide outreach services to
drop-out parents and their children.

d.' Each school district operating a program shall make
arrangements for supportive services through:

- The utilization of approved ichool social workers

and certified school nurses and/or .

Agreements with the County or-District De
Of.Publicilialth and the Community Mental Hedlth
Agency and social service agencies.

e. Each school district operating a program shall require
the program director, with the aid of the coordinating
council, to prepare an annual report of:

- number of student: served in the program'
- number of infants served in the program
- number of program participants who graduated
- number of program participants who returned th

regular school program
- number of students returning to special programming

- number of students lost to program (drop-out, moved,

unknown cause)
- number of students who spent

3 months 15 months

6 months 18 months

9 months 21 months

12 months 24 months in program

- number of girls in program who are:

i) repeat pregnancies
ii) repeat pregnancies and were enrolled in proars

before

-

''Curren'tly regtz in 'Report of Accredited Alternative Program for Pregnant Students."

Michigan Depa t of Education ,

?
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The reportiall go to tICe IiD and State Spartan! of
Education

Funding

a. Funding for the pregnant students /school -age parent progrUs,
. allocated by the legislature to the Michigan Department of

Education shall be distributed to local and Intermediate

. Districts operating a . Funds shall.te disbur-

sed for education. healittridsocPrirrervices and natal health
component* according to the following formula:

Education: The district operating the program
shell receive an amount per pupil equal to the
*proved cost per full-time equated pupil minus
the gross amberstdp el)owance per pupil. The .

relmMumertt shall not exceed $600 per full--
ties equated pupil in a programlwan Alterna-
tive setting.

Progremmn a conventional school setting shall.
'.be reimbursed a maximum of $300 per full-time
equated pupil.

.

o C,"
- Social Services: ;Approved cost of counselingi

information and.referrel services up to 75% of
the approVed budget not to exceed $425 per apil

Appv..oved cost of health counseling and
,health.Care services as defined in pages 12-13
up to/SO:of the approved budget not <.to exceed

$130 per pupil. 0'

'b. 'Funding and Implementation of the Program for the Children of

School-Age Parents.

fel The school district providing a program for
'pregnant teenagers and school-age parents shall
make available a space in the child care center
for each school-age parent who is enrolled in
an approved school program' leading toward high,
school complebla and who needs a child care.
program.

- When a program is too small to support a day
care center, the school district and the school-

.. age parent may designate a'li5ensed family. or
-group day care home to provide:child care. The
school district will hava.the responsibility
for assuring the provislon,af comprehensive
services. The district operaing-the school-
age parent program shall also'provide a regularly
scheduled parent education progrem, for parent
and child together (see pages 17719),.



.far the Childrebof school -age parents

:Ttrredministersd by the Intermediate School
District in conjunction 'with. the program for the
parents. :Funds will be distributed by the Michi-
gan Deparloant of Education to the districtoper -
sting theprogroeforcomprehensivii services
Apeges 18-21) according to the following formula:

1) For each child whose parents are not eligible
for reimbursement for WY care services under

' Title Xrand rho 1s in,a designated child
core program. the district will be reimbursed
a base amount equal to the Department of

- Sicial Services authorized rate for that age
grow.

373

'11) In addition. the dlitrict will receive funding
on a 75% state/26% local match basis not to
exceed a total state reimbursement of:

Education: $60 per child to cover costs
of the educational program; .

- Health: $50 per child to cover'the costs
of health care counseling and services;

- Social Services: $60 per child to cover

the costs of counseling, intonation and
referral services.'

lig on a 90% state/10% local match bails, each pro-
vem will be reimbursod up to'$6300 State
funding to cover the cdSts of the Mental health
component.

-

A iv) For each child whose parents are not eligible
for reimbursement-fofrday care transportation
costs, the district will be reimbursed for
costs of transportatiodan amount not to exceed
the authorized Department of Social Services .

rate for such services.

9
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III. Services to the.Adoltscent Mother

Education, health mental health and social services will be
planned and coordinated by the agencies involved. The.over -

all program goals are set forth above.(II. A). This section
of t$ model specifies objectives for each ccomment of the
program and describes alternative delivery system.

4.

A. Education a
4

1. Structure of Prosrem

The educational component may be in an alternative or con-
Motional school setting. It will provide a full range of ,

academic offerings aM services to meet the special needs
of the pregnant adolescent and the school-age mother. Staff
for the educatiooal program mutt be a corps of professionals
and pareprofeisionals selected for such personal qualitiis
as empathy. caring, nonjudgmental lad flexible attitudes.
ability to work with adolescents and capacity to serve as
role mdels.

a. Alteraltive School Setting

The educational program in this setting will provide for all
students (without unnecessaryjnterruption) scoots to a full

* scope of curricular offerings equal to those offered in the
conventional school Wan. plus speCial programming related

° their, particular a as prospectiOe or actual parents:
'4 Students will participate in a program adapted to individual,

capabilities. interests and needs based on short-term. real--"
istic goals. The alternative education program is designed
to allow the flexibility often needed for young mothers to
be successful in school and in child-rearing.

t

b. Conventionil School Setting

The special tasks of the program in the conventional school
setting will be:

- To develop an individualized and flexible program for
each student enrolled;

- To proilde a liaison and a system of menCommunication'
bedmam those staff umbers responsible for the academic
program and those- responsible for the specialized services
and programming to assure adequate planning fol* each
student;

- To provide special program* related to their-particular
4' needs as prospective parents and6parents.

-10-
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I.' Objectiveir .

a. Studmitsw111 attend school regularly.' i.e.. at least 765;

of enrolled days.
b. StUdints will demonstrate academic growth and PrOgrana in

courses meeting requjremints for. graduation. as measured

by ropriate: standardized testa. oltildtive referenced

1 , teacher observation .and academic records.

-c. -Students will participate In vocational/career counseling,

Pplanning
and preparation and may also gain work exPerlence.

rogress will be evaluated by the completion of a plan

, a vocetionatthoiceor up to three.alternatives.

41. The pregnant student will demonstrate through oral or

4:fettles report. examOnstion or disco ion. knowledge of

r Goodperiodinutri
ue

vital

during the prenatal and post;urt

.Prenatal and postpartum Changes inthe ,other's body-
including warning signs:

- Health are ip the prenatal and postpartum periods;

- The effects of drugs, including alcohol and tobacco,

1f1 ith4f::tuhsr. the developing fetus and the breast"

- Tbeprevention. symptoms and, treatment of venereal

diseases; e
-'The birth process -' from conception through delivery;

Family planning contains:
. Methods of contraception.

e. The school-age mdther-will.An addition:
i. Dsmonstretthrough oral, or written examination or report.

knowledge of:
- Nutritioi needs of the lactating.inther;

- Nutrition, needs of the infant and child;

- Growth an develoment of the infept and young

child; .

as

- Infant and child are
Demonstrate ability to usedkills learned fn
- parenthood education:
- homemaking and family management. A

3.. Delivery of.Services
A. Alternative School

., .

i. Administratlye staff will cbnsist of Principal and a

secretary;
11. Teaching and supportive staff will include

- Secdndary teachers certified. in appropriate

academic a vocational areas:
- Teacher(s) qualified'as prenatal, parenting and

family life and In sexuality educators:.
- Teacher aides pr volunteer tutors;

- Approved social workers:
- Registered nurse;
- Noem.visitors. ,

0
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COnvintionitschObi"
Adistnisti'etive staff will. consist Of

-Celedleater or Assistant'Orlheipal

inachimpamd suisportive staff will include
. .vseetsr(s) qualified as.prenatah parenting end'

familltlife and humen.4exhality educators..
And may disoieclude . .;

.'...Teacher aides or volunteer tutors r
Approvel school SOdial workers .

-.Certified school practical nurse

- lione'visiters.

*
CR Support frianther agencies '

Steffofothercommunity alailties may proVide services.
.oeslipplement.serrites provided-by the ,school staff

Staff support will include:
4 -.Public health nurse assigned to participate n

instruction and make provisions for health tire.
- Public health nurses with responsibility for
heiltOcarmand fo)lowup of adolescent parents.

firadbiesnsteht'parents.
Social seld.ces workers) with responsibility

, - infant. til health specialist or,other mental
' health staff. ,

:Continuity of care for the schbol-age parent should be
a guidelinifforagencies in assigning staff to work with
the adolescent parent program. Wherever possible. the
idOlescent caseload should be grouped sp that the task

. of coordinitisp(wJth school staff is Militated. Each '
team workini6i0b.anradolescent should participate in

41;%. regular caselnlferdncesto insure coordination.

Students will inceite talth counseling and instruction through '

. kindividual and groufmeetings..and howvisits. Students will

. have the opportunitY. in classroom discussions. practical exer-
. everyday.planning.and in.,tiOrdai care center. to apply

their Of Ad health and nutrition' for themselves and
t their children: . . ) '14..7 -- .

1. Objectives

At .a...,Students will dimonstrate knowledge of good health -

i , ',practices as specified in III. (A) (2) d and e.
. b. Students will demonstrate to the professional team

t' member or.report on theta own health practices. in-
,

cluding proper. nutrit .viercise and regular check-
according to status as,pregnant adollicent

or young hither. '.

Students Will.d nstrate their knowledge of commu- -

"ratty health resourCes, including health maintenance
and Emily planning services, andthe referral pro-.

i cess; by reporting on their own experience or descri-
i., .bing.a plan for obtaining needed services.

.

-12- :
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d. Students will.,in larking with their own children.
apply their knowledge of child development. child
care and parenting in a play situation and a stress
situation.

e. Students will be able to describe steps in the
process of deciding on the use of contraception.
applying their knowledge about particular methods
and available health resources.

2. Oeliveh of Services

6

One team member narking with the Adolescent should assume
responsibility for health education and health care mimeo,-

sent. That team member might be the school nurse. health
educator. Public health nurse assigned to the program or
Public Health nurse with the pregnant adolescent or school-
age mother in her caseload...

For each student there should be a health care management plan

including:
- health education
- pregnancy testing and counseling
- prenatal care
- ,preparation for child birth
- family planning
- postpartum care
- health care management plan for the infant.

The girls will receive these services from one or more
'gentles, such as the Alternative Education program, the
health department, local agencies, hospitals and private

physicians. The teas :ember with the responsibility for
health services will work with the girl in developing the
health care management plan and facilitating access to the

needed servicel.

C. Social Services

Students will receive counseling' services (both on-going and
crisis) through individual and group counseling. If required.

students will be referred to outside agencies for specific needs.

1. Objectives

a. Students will demonstrate that they have the know-
ledge and ability to utilize community resources
for:
- Meeting economic needs;
- Planning alternatives for caring for the

expected infant;
- Legal rights and responsibilities;
- Transportation to agencies which are providers

otspecialservices.

-13-
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b. Students will be4ble to'demongtrate increased skill
In problem-201v, and goal-setting In the interAntre
personal domains.

c. Dy the end of the enrolled period. the student will-
have perticipited in developing a follow-up plan 0
supportive services to be delivered through school.'
related services or appropriate outside agencies.

2. Delivery of Services

School social workers. counselors or social workers assigned

to the school -afe went program will:

a. Facilitate the eligibility assesmamtt for service
anciamisten for enrollment in:

Medicaid
- Day are support for child;

b. Contact families to:
:. Acquaint family with the program;

- Provide casework service and personal
reinforcement to total family.

c. Provide crisis counseling whenever needed. .

d. Provide foilsman counseling service for students
- who return tO their home school;
- who drop alit of school.

a. Coordinate services with other communiiy agencies
(e.g. health department. juvenile court, social
Services. family and children services. mental

f. Delmainith.force
health).

rents, grandparents, or parent surrogates
and all extended family embers for providing a devel-
opmentally stimulating and emotionally stable environ-

ment.for thechfldren.

Mental Health

Plentar'heelth objectives' will be accomplished primarily through the '
feplementatton of the previously outlined objectives in ways which '

increase the positive self concept and independence of students.
develop problem solving skills and the ability to use a rungs of
'behaviors, and develop aPPrOpriate nurturing behavior. In addition.

the mental health needs of the student any be met through:

Provisiq of a Consistent home visitor who acts as a

nonjudgmental supportive advocate;
- Course work which encourages discussion* of feelings;
- Group discussions related to mental health needs:

- Individual counseling.

1. Objectives .

a. Students will be able to explain the.value of formal
and informal resources and will Widalistablished link-
ages to on-going peer and agency support systems.

-14-
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b. Students will demonstrate that they understand the

difference between feeling and action.

c. Students will demonstrate knowledge of the contribu-'

tinn-PF parent -child interaction to the behavioral,

affective and cognitive development of the Child.

d. The school -ege parents will resolve or begin to

Tuohy the emotional or attitudinal tipedionts

to nurturing.

e. The school -age parents will
establish a strong

attachment 'to their infants.

2. Mantel Health services

a.- Training of program staff in:

empathy and listening skills;

- positive reinforcement techniques;

- assessment and shaping of parent-Infant

-interaction.
b. Provision for consultation from oental.health

staff.
c. Provision.f where. indicated for infant intervention

services (where available) and for wail health

services.'

Support services

1. Not lunch program

2; Transportation.
- to school
- to health service agencies

- to social iervice agencies.

3. Homevisitsby nurse. social worker. mental health specialist.

or home visitor.'
- at least one home visit to ascertain home circumstances

and to observe parent-child interaction;

- whenever absent from. school for an extended period;

- supportive.
therapeutic visits as needed. Where

circumstances werrent,
allieenciesishould combine

forces to schedule frequentliome

F." Other services

Temporary residential service for homeless pregnant pjolescents.

school-age parents and their children.

-15-
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Y. Sonless to the Children of Se Age-Parents

Childres of school -ego pe ts are generally labeled ashigh
. risk by medical; social.psycholagical and educbtional profes-

sionals: .

Nalearch Wane. indicates early family life is linked
to conCeption. out of wedlock. unstable fealty life.
Unfinished secondary and mistimes. elementary education.
pear health outcomes ofnother and infants. divorce.

.welfare dapendeney.redui:ed Work potantial. and generally
unsatisfectorylife fulfillment:1

1.

The infants of adolescent notheri. pirtieularlithdie living in
Dovirtye who :waive th2 hlghrie Prt-natal period and

the birth experience without Wen or nervous.
iystme.'are IOWA 'engulfed in7:74-culturel.deprivation. Such

,deprivetion can be en even greater cause of retardation. with
malnutrition and probably abuse and neglect added to the stagger-
ing risks heaped upon the child.

The school -age parent. in many cases.. hasinoelearn'ed to ti an
effective parent and perpetmetes a cycle of abnormal parenting.
To break this cycle. a program must utilize all passible

resources.

Thi program for the children' of school-ago parentsis delivered
through a child can center attached to the alternative school
or conventional school program-serving adolescent parents. Such

a child can center should be'open to all'ebildren of adolescent
enrolled in School programs leading toward high school completion
It provides, an inter-disciplinary program of health. education.
mailtal health and social sirvices directed to neet.the complex
needs of the children. age 0-5. of adolescent parents. Health-is

an integrated part of $h0 school program: Physical setting.

staffing and promos go beyond the minimal requirements for
licensure of child CVO canters under Department of Social Services

neggilations.2

lbernerd green. filinice chlio_Psvcbglogv Newsletter. ;pedal Double
Issue on Sex. Vilma X. hos. 2 and 3. Sunmer-fall. 1971. PP. 17-20-

2. Nursery Schools and Day Can Canters: Requirements for Licensers.*
Michigan Department of Social Services.

-16-
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Choice of

illapropriate-
hate

Conception
Lock f trusting

and helpful friends

School -age
pregnancy

Child.

*A love °Witt
who will care
for tBe mother'

Unrealistic "Normal"
expectations of

child

Role Reversal

CYCLE OF ABNCAMAL
REARING1

fiance

a

Shlection of friends
with similar problems

Poor self image

Child d6es not: learn

'Norm parenting
skills or observe
Normal" Family
ipteractions

(mimicking)

l/Mothe f has lack of
parenting skill%

Childhood Missed

A. Personnel

I. Supervision, teaching and child care staff

- Coordinator of early childhood education/certified teacher;

- Supervisor of Child Care Center;
Caregivers'in ratios consistent with Michigan Department of Social

Services Regulations.

2. Supportive Service Staff

It is helpful'to have the same porton assigned to both mother and

infant. Staff people who may be shared bitumen the child care and

teenage parent programs include:
- Social warker
- Health nurse
- School diagnostician I Adaptedi from Ray Helfer,
- Parenting educator
- Noe visitor

'World of Abnormal Marine".
Pediatric Basics flO, Feb.1974
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IL Child tan /Educational Component

The goals of this child care component

,- Enable the parent to attend school.
Facilitate normal growth and development of the child.
Encourage healthy parent-child interaction and' attachment.

1. ObActives

- Throughout the period of enrollment. the child will evi-

.dence age-appropriate developmental behavior ib sensory.

motor. intellectual and affective areas.
- parent will demonstrate positive attachment to and .

active interaction with the child as measured by eye
contact; touching; child's responsive smiling; verbal
interaction: parent's, responsiveness to cues and abilitY.

to quiet the child; play behavior. '

2. Dellyery of services

The child care component will encourage the individual de-
velopment of each child with appropriate stimulation from
birth on .for physical, emotional. social and intellectual

growth. To be effective it must involve the parent in

training and support. The child care component will in -

clude:

a. An emotionally stable environment through the assign-.
vent of each infant to a specified 'primary* care-
giver selected for warmth, empathy. maturity, concern

and continuity;
b. An environment which offers visual, auditory, motor

and tactile stimulation;
c. A structured curriculum with emphasis on the child's

development of positive self concept, language and

problem solving skills;
d. Personalized and individualized activities daily, In

accordance with each child's individual needs and
strengths (determined through observation and diagnos-

tic assessment);
e. Enhancement of parenting skills by providing all .)

adolescents enrolled in school programs with

(a) supervised child care
(b) group programming with 8-10 mothers and infants

t(c) in-1111119:::rProgramming

during which staff, observes nether- infant interaction
and encourages and models positive parenting behavior;

f. Screening of each child's developmental status at

stated intervals.

Ilhe Infant StimulatiOn/Mother Training Project', by Earladeen Badger.

in Monograph in Infant Education, edited by Bettye Calwell, 1815.
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C. Health Component

1. OhjeCtives
To provide fok a coxprehensive health program which will

enable young parents to attain and maintain favorable

conditions of health for their children and themselves.

Throughout the period of enrollment the child shall:

a. Attain and maintain favorable health

b. have nutritional needs met.

2. ;DOW of.serviced

The ,component will include preventive as well as

health ifitenance services:

a. Consistent daily health practices In the child.

care setting.

b. Daily reports to parents an child's health.

c.' A realistic health program for the child. de-

vetoped in concert with the mother. and provi-

ding for scheduled access to health services.

d. Assistance to the mother in Obtaining access to

community health services.

a. Provision of transportation to community health

services wheh necessary.

f. Consultation with nurse whenever needed.

g. Home calls by nurse as needed.

h. Experiettal and didactic child health education

for the mother.

i. Physical examination by a registered nurse or nurse

practitioner trained in-pediatric assessment.

D. Social Service Component

1. Objectives
To provide for social services available in the conmunity a

appropriate to the needs and total well being of the child ith

particular reference to the avoidance of neglectl abuse or

ploitatlon and to thetsuppoct and rehabilitation of famili

\,
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2. Delivery of 'services

Ike social servIces,comPornmkt includes:

a. 'Personalized child care plan fittedito individual

needs.

b. Individual casework, personal reinforcement and
supportive services to children end their school-
s"' Parent".

c. Crisis counstlfilb as needed.

d. Home visits.

. a. Coordination with other community service agencies
(e.g. financial resourolest legal representation).

f. Transportation

g. Follow-up service for Ch ldrenaftei they no looser

us, center.

E. Mental Health Component
9

1. Objettives

Mental Health objectives (See III. D. 1. c,d,e.) will'be
accomplished through a program which encourages the healthy
affective developtent of the child.

2. Delivery of seroices-

Training and consultation with the school-age parent program
and thild care staff to assent that the proem provides:

a. Continuii and stability of the person giving care

so that attachment can be formed and maintained.

b. Consistency in management betwwws day care center
and parent.

c. Wroth, empathy. caring. attention to the child smi

to the mother se she can nurture the infant.
'4

In addition, special services4rway be provided by infant mental.

health specielists attached to community mental health agencies.

-20-
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V. Services to the Father

The adolescent father his special needs that are similar to

those of the mother in many respects, but are also unique.

The primary goal is to lecate the young-father-to-be and

inform him of the support and services that are available to

him in r non-threatening environment.
Reaching the father

is a proelom that may be ccopoundei by reluctance to identify

himself, by his already having dropped out or by his fears

of entanglement. A progrbm for fathers must be community -

based and should include male staff. Those programs that

have been successfully serving fathers have useputreach,
counseling and informal grdup discussions.

A. Objectives

The school-age father will:

1. Identify a vocational or career goal and outline

steps to acheive that goal.
2. Complete his education in accordance with his own

vocational goals.
1. Understand his own sexuality - including the

difference between sex role and sexual behavior.

4. Understand key family planning concepts.

S. Demonstrate knowledge of:
- methods of contraception, including advantages

and disadvantages, use and availability;

- the legal rights and obligations and economic

responsibilities attached to fatherhood;

- prevention, symptoms and treatment of venereal

disease.
6. Make well-informed decisions (in concert, when

possible, with the pregnant teenager and each of
their families) about accepting the responsibili-

ties of marriage and fatherhood.

7. Study, with the teenage motper:
A - the development of the young child

- the needs of the young child

- parenting skills - including nurturing
and enhancing theidevelopsent of the child.

8. Interact with the cAild, reflecting positive parenting
skills.

B. Delivery of services will include:

1. As a first step, an outreach program to bring the

young man into small group discussions regarding

- sexuality - including human reproduction

as well as sex roles and sexual behavior

- family planning

- contraceptive methods
- venereal disease
- legal rights and obligations of marriage

and fatherhood.,

-21-
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2. Individual counseling for dts.cussion of legal and
financial rights and obligation: to the father to
deft* the responsible option: available to bib.

3. Counseling services which include the opportune
to work with the young 'other an4 father and their
parents.

4. Vocational and educational counseling to develop a
career plan and provide support in carrying it out.

S. Prenatal postpartum and parenting nducation in
the alte;natiVe or conventional school setting.

.-

AtP
^, ,r
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VI. SERVICES TO TYE EXTENDEG FAMILY OF SCHOOL-AGE PARENTS

Any.plan for prevention and service will ideally include the.grand.

parents of the infant and/or other significant persons for it is

important to have their understanding. Parents of the adolescent

need to become aware of the special physical, social and educational

needs of the pregnent.teeneger. adolescent parent and grandchild.

Social workers. nurses and home visitor.*. identified as staff. will
work with families through hems visits. individual contact on site

and group sessions, seeking to: -

. Assure a home and family environment conducive to healthy

personal growth and maturation for the adolescents and

their child;
-.Prevent further pregnancies in the adolescent years and to

work toward prevention of pregnancies in,adolescent siblings
and other closely related teenage persons.

I. Objectives

a. Parents of the adolescent will have knowledge of
the experience and needs of the pregnant adoles-
cent and be able to assist her in meeting those
'needs. They will be informed regarding:
- changes and needs during the prenatal
period. including nutritioni exercise.
hearth care and warning signs.

- myths and superstitions related lb- pregnancy.

b.. Parents will have knowledge of the experience of
childbirth and be able to provide needed support
during labor and delivery and in the postpartum

period. They will have knowledge of:
- Contemporary childbearing practices and

preparation for childbirth;
- Prenatal development:
- the birth process.

. .

c. Those who will assist in labor and delivery will
partitipite in preparation for childbirth classes.

d. Parents will recognize and help the adolescent

adjust to the.emotional and physical changes
occuring in the postpartum period.

e. Parents will have knowledge of the use of contra-
ceptiovand their responsibility in encouraging
the use of birth control.

-23-
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2. Sonia'

A rings Of services will be available to the families
of the school-age parent. including.educationalsffid
counseling Ionics'. delivered throughIroup meetings.
parent interviews and home visits. Such services will
preside the families of school-age parents with:

a. A realistic approach to prcOote better comiOnica-
tion between parents and adolescents.

b. Molar group and individual counseling to
. develop a healthy parent-adolescent relationship.
c.'fraferral to the appropriate resources to

supplement and continue specific on-goine
services as needed.

O

-24-
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VII. MTN lEA13 SERVICES

The school district mey provide outreach services to scpool-age

Parents ono have - dropped out and, to theitclfildren. One primary

outruth task is calefinding - locating dose young parents who

have not completed school and need tebreetion about programs and

support.senlces. Ihe other ts providing temporary home instruction

for those,students who have.dropped out of school and are in need

of support before they.can re-enteror who are in transition or

preparing for the equivalency or general education test.

A. Objectives

I. StUdents who havd drooped out will tnOw what educational

and supportiie servicfs are avaijable,to them - whether

or not they choose to return to the conventional school.

2. Students who Chooii'to return Lo a school program will

keep us with their school Orogram during a short term

period of homebound,instmsctiqn and return succlassfully

and graduate. .

3, Students will have access to support services to attain

the objectives specified in III. A, 8. C. D.

8. Delivery of Services

One team functioning in'the alternative education or conventional

school program will have the responsibility for coordinating out-

reach services in the district. The team will set up a process

for evaluating the needs Of the dropout students, developing a

caseftnding procedure and for coordinating services to the student

in this temporary situation'.

ild care and parenting classes as offered through the distritt's

program for school-age parents will be available to those in the

outreach program.

-25-
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Itiainsi mspastsu so:ux.in

While the. in the alternative and conventional
school settings

address ssppeeeelatc needs of
the'adolescent population, the schools should

AMMO'S 'responsibility: to promote a curriculum for all students

designed to develop self understanding
and healthy interpersonal vela-

tionshipe. .The content of such a curriculum should increase in complexity

A'years.
the period of secondary education.

The schools can offer 'nd remit* ter Emphasis as the child progresses
from the preschool

art accurate, comprehensive
and consistent approach to understanding Isom

sexuality and reddcat'the
misinfonlation that prevails among young people.

A curries:1U' that helps students
to examine their own attitudes and builds

decisiontpaking skills Will encourage
stsiants to sake responsible decisions

regarding sexuality..
.

Local school diefricts may ad*
guidelines issued by the Michigan Depart-

ment of Education or may establish
their own,in cooperation with the

Intermediate School District, and county or.district departmset of.pablic

health. The lam further
that -where a school districtoffers

a

course in reproductive health Or family planning, a community advisory

board sill review meterialkand
methods of instruction. limbers of the

advisory board will include: parents,
mils, educators, clergy and

health professionals..

A. Objectives

With the development of
comminfty Sarenets of the need for

school progress in health, family
life and Sex education and

planning cad Implementation of
i family life and sex education

curriculum that meets local needs:

1. Parents and pupils will sot
realistic goals and expec-

tations about a health and human sexuality education

program.

2. Parents and youth will understand :

- the processes of groWth and development;

- the needs of young children and adolescents

in relation to their own sexuality;

Wien sexuality including psychosexual

development and sexual behavior;

- family planning concepts and methods.

3. Youngpeople will be able to evaluate health information

,
and tomake'responsible decisions.

8. Implementation

The impetus for local program
development might came from several

sources within the ccemunity.
The school board, the health depart-

ment or other community agency,
teachers, pupils or the School-Age

Parent Coordinating Council. might
encourage the expansion of exis-

ting curricula or development of a new Program.

1. Gather relevant data in assessing need for and potential

impact of a sex education curriculum

*-26-
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2. Eitablish a comuniti coordinating council to
develop community awareness of the need for new
programs and %menet& ed implementation plan.

3. Appoint a local Advisory Board.
4. Adopt state or develop local guidelines.
5. Involve parents. pupils and a broad cross section

of the community in expressing their needs and
planning a program.

6. Identify resources available in the community and
from the state including personnel, materials and
funding for training and materials.

7. Using the asp/mint of community needs and the
professional, itarsturelmaated to such programs.
set realistic goals and expectations about a health .)
and sex education program.

8. Develop a curriculum that
- Includes the physical andpsychological
aspects of growth and development through-
out the life cycle;

- Includes human reproduction and reproductive
. health including the risks of pregnancy;

- Includes sex roles;
- Includes sexual behavior and functioning;
- Includes family planning concepts and
methods;
Unifies content in health and fatally life
(such as sexuality, childbearing and human
development and alternative life styles),
in a meaningful wey;

- Brings males and females together in
courses concerning the family;

- Encourages discussion and application of
the decision-making process in relation
to sexuality and family life;.

- Addresses the concerns of each age group -
from childhood through adulthood - with
content. methods and materials appropriate
to the age and the community.

9. Follow adopted guidelines in implementation of program.

39
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The Ci Limmex. hank you, very much. .
Mr. Narkunski
Mr. Nassuwss.x. fy name is Abram Narkunski, department head,

Atlantic County De went of Social Services, New Jersey.
Atlantic City, N. is the central urban area. of Atlantic County,

which consists of a mof. urban, suburban, and rural development.'
The city is a typical, lbeit small, urban area with a significant
proportion of minority and low-income, a high unemployment rate,
and a combination of the other characteristic problems associated with
urban decay today.

One of those urban probl s is the one we are discussing today
that of adolescent pregnancies and, on a wider scope, that of adolescent.
health.

Twenty-four percent of all bi4hs in Atlantic City were by adoles
cents. Fifty-three .percent of all births were illegitimate. These statis-
tics indicate that in. Atlantic-City 'we have a crisis. The percentage of
illegitimacy is important, because it reflects the prevalence of socio-
economic problems which can affect the well-being of the mother, the
fetus, and the infant. Because the highest proportion of illegitimate
births- occur to adolescents this too must be considered a high-risk
factor. These startling high percentages of adolescent pregnancies and
illegitimate births occur in an area where there is more than ade-
quate family -planning program. which has made a special effort to
reach adolescents.

We have postulated that a model delivery system of maternal and
infant services would include:

"That every female has the opportunity to choose whether and
when SI/ will bear a child, and that her decision is made with a full
understanding of the advantages, risks, and regponsibilitieS, of con-
traception, pregnancy, find parenthood." [Southern New Jersey HSA,
Health System Plan for SouthernNew Jersey, 1918.]

Such options obviously have not been available to the adolescents
of this area.

'Social worker's in the Atlantic County Family Service Unit, who
work with the at -risk adolescent pregnant woman or new mother, re-
port that almost all of the adolescent pregnancies were unwanted.
Clearly, the option of abortion is not economically accessible to this
group: The issue of medicaid funded abortions should be rethought.
Abortion has been denied to the low income and yet there has not been
adequate health find social services provided for this target population,
with a resulting overloading of present service systems.

It should also be noted that thday's adolescents have almost wholly
rejected the 19th century solution to adolescent pregnancies of giving
up the child to foster care or adoption. Almost all teenage mothers
choose to keep their child because of a healthy emotiontel attachment,
because of peer-troup pressure, and because of ethnic traditions.

The zause of the 'high incidence of adolescent pregnancy is difficult
to pinpoint. As has been stated, social workers report that almost all
of these teenagers involved stated that they did not want to become
pregnant, or at least did not consciously desire it. Yet all were aware

. of the basic biological facts involved, so that complete ignorance
cannot be blamed:There seems to be, instead, the incredible naivete
that it could not happen to me.

r
4'
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(ase studies have indicated that emotional deprivation and poor
self-image are often -a part of the emotional makeup of the teenage

- mother. Thus, where there is a lack otaffection or attention in their
own family situation, it can-easily be replaced by the attentions of -

the boyfriend, however selfterving the attentions of the male may be.
This gives rise to . unwarranted expectations of at least emotional
support from the father of the. child by the adolescent mother, and
these expectationS are rarely met. ..

The causes of adolescent pregnancy must include the economic and
social milieu from which most, although certainly not all, come.

But the-educational system also must be included. There is generally
inadequate sex education courses in most school systems. In private .

schools, the doctrines of tlip sponsors prevent it. In public schools, the
Boards of Education are far too susceptible to the pressures of parent-
groups, which seem to prefer ignorance, and fear to adequate sexual
information. In other schools, where sex education is included in tile
curriculum, individual teachers decide to skip over it, because of their
own sexual attitudes. In such a situation, it is little, wonder thitt the
teenager lacks the knowledge and reasonable attitudes toward his or
her own body and sexuality which contribute to good sexual health.
Instead, they are forced to rely on the half-tfuths and superstitions of
sex picked up on the street.

In light-of the fact that any pregnancy prevention program is not
working satisfactorily, the unfortunate plight of the teenage mother
must be considered. She has probably dropped -out of school when
her pregnancy became evident, since this is traditionally expected, '
and ofteh encouraged by peer and parent pressure. Home. tuton-i,are
mandated boy the educational legislation, but, this mandate. is indiffer-
ently complied with, and she drops behind in her school work.

Afteethe birth of the child, she is often in an independent living
situation, either- by choice or because, of familial pressures. Most
schools, perhaps under the incentive of budget pressures, insist on
"mainstreaming,f' for example, that the hiother return to the general
classroom situation she previously - left, when this is totally inappro-
priate in light of her current needs. She is now in a different,. social
group from. her comparatively carefree classmates. She has different,
educational needs,, to gain. parenting ,skills and adapt to her new

. social role, rather than the traditional academic curriculum, and no
provision is made for necessary infant care. Rather than gain the
alternative school situation she needs, she. is more likely to leave. the
educational 'system-forever.

The adolescent mother in an independent, living situation usually
has none of the required skills or understanding to deal with her new
fiscal situation. She, has no idea of how to rent an apartment., establish
a home., or budget a small public assistance check. She. is looked on by
the potential landlord or creditor as a high risk. She simply has little,
chance of functioning normallyi in. her new role, on her own, without,
help.

She also comes from an age group with the worst nutritional habits
imaginable, and usually has no understanding of the nutritional needs
of a pregnant mother or of an infant. Some cases have been reported
in our agency where the adolescent mother does not know that a new-
born infant cannot survive on adult foodstuffs. And. she is so lacking

(
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in parenting skillsthat it is not unusual for her to have been told that
it is quite all right to pick up and hold a crying infant, and that some
display of affection is desirable.

This problem then is 'universal and endemic to our whole society.
It impacts more at present on low-income and minority groups in the
urban areas, but it ,continues to spread to suburbia and rural areas,
and 4:, lower age groups.. \

The purposes of Senate bill 2910 recognize' the problem. The fund-
ing levels of $60 million does not appear adequate, whendivided be-
tween all of tin ,jurisdictions in need of programing in the field of
adolescent pregnancy prevention and health.

But more important than the funding level is the opportunity for
creative programing in this area. In our locale, son of the social
service and health service resources are in place; 1;but like most systems,
it is characterized by ,fragmentation, duplication, competition, and
funding constraints, as well as many gaps in the necessary services.

Like most of,the social service system, there is a need for a compre-
hensive approach, with the linkage where appropriate, but more often
for an integration of subsystems, to allow a preventative' or therapeutic
approach to the total person.

In the field of adolescent pregnancy prevention and health a 'con-
tinuum of service is required that assures accessibility from the earliest
needs of education and family planning and prevention through the
term of pregnancy to adequate followup and aftercare, which guar-
antees the infant the opportunity of a healthy and normal life.

The only way to provide such a continuum of'service-is to insure the
inolusiOn of all necessary subsystems of the community in any com-
prehensive effort funded under St 2910. In the past, any grant appli-
cation writer was sure to include letters of endorsement or.support
from related agencies, and after the grant received approval, these
agencies were never heard from again in the funded activity.

It is not enough to include in the grant guidelines or Department
regulations that such cooperation is required. It should be included
in the legislation that any effort to gain funding of a comprehensive
adolescent health program should first secure contractual, although not
necessarily financial, agreements which include the participation of
the local medical facility providing family planning, the educational
system, the mblic assistance agency, the protective services agency,
the community mental health agency, and the community antipoverty

. agency. Only by such a comprehensive effort can there be an impact
on the provision of prevention and care, which is the purpose of this
legislation.

Access to such a continuum of Care in this field -Iliould also be a
principal concern of legislative intent. It has been our local experience
that the adolescent is reluctant to be seen entering a building marked
"Family Planning Clinic," or to sit in a waiting room with her class-
mates, instead there should be an effort to reach out to the teenager,
such as making available preventative services in a shopping mall,
which seems to have replaced the soda shop as the place for teenagers
to be. Educational and social services could be made available in a
neighborhood youth center; so that prevention as well as classes in
parenting skills would be accessible in a place where teenagers go dr
social and recreational purposes.

40:
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Creative programing could also extend to other rlated areas,, so
'that they could have significant impact on the problem under discus-
sion here. For example, the out-of-school youth programs, funded
under the Comprehensive Employinent and Training Act, could in-
clude an infant care facility and classes in parenting skills for the
adolescent mother. Or foster care programs could be developed which
serve the needs of both the adolescent mother and the infant.

Next, the role of there,duCation system must be considered n/ any .
program that is to provide a continuum of adolescent' pregnancy pre-
vention and health care. In the past, the educational system has aim st
completely evaded its responsibility in this field. Yet the school s s-
tems have had the greatest opportunity, since they alone have a cap-
tive audience of all youth, from the emotionally formative years to
the years' of high risk of the young teenager.

The proCess should .begin in the lower grade's, where children can
be approaphed on a coeducational basis to have. respect for their Own
bodies mid their own sexuality. Building upon these healthful atti-
tudes, trained family planning staff can be brought into the school at .

the appropriate grade level to give a well-rounded sex education which
Meets the needs of this age group. Such a program May require an
active ccinununity organization effort to gain parental support, or at
leaSt to neutralize opposition, or, it may siifiply require a legal man-
date. In. any case, such.an educational program inust meet the needs
of the male adolescent as wells the female,. as should all components
of a continuum of care in this field.

The educational system must consider the costs of an alternative
school setting for adolescent mothers against the costs of losing these
people for a lifetime from the educational system, and frOm the main-
stream of life. The combination of an infant-care center and classes
in parenting skills within a school setting would allow the adolescent
mother to pursue other academic or vocational skills at the same time,
and it may prevent a lifetime of subsistence living from public as-
sistance.

Finally, ancl I may be in opposition with my next recommendation
to many of, my colleagues, but it is our feeling that it is not rational
for a child to bear and rear a child. It is not rational emotionally,
psychologically, or sociologically.

We have developed minimum requirements to vote, drink, bear arms,
and in other areasond fOr good reasons.

Therefore, r recommend that the Senate study the issue of develop-
ing minimum age requirements for bearing children. I know that it is
in opposition to many thoughts in this field, but this is something that
must be looked at. Weare in a crisis situation, especially in my area,
and dealing with crises we have to deal with very, very different types
of recommendations.

In conclusion, I would like to commend the Senate for considering
this bill. The importance of its purpose cannot be overemphasized. It
can be the incentive for creative programing which can make a sig-
nificant impact on breaking' the cycle of poverty and social immobility
which its target population too often represents.

Thank you.
[The prepiired statement of Mr. Narkunski follows :]
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Atlaytic City, New Jamey, is the central urban area of Atlantic

County, which cipsists of a mix of uroan, suburban and rural oevelopment. The

City is a typical, albeit, small, urban area with a significant proportion of

minority and lowincome, a high unemployment rate, and a,colabination-of the

other characteriltic problems associated with urban decay today.

One of tnose urban problems is the.one we are.,Ziscussing tooay -

that of-adolescent pregnancies alio, on a wider scoce,Ilat of adoLes.tent neal=.

ne dimensions of the problem can oe seen from the ollowing birth statistics

for the area i01975:

Atlantic County

Atlantic City

. Atlantic County

Atlantic City

18 years :a years

Total and younger and younger

A M I T E MO T "[ER 'S

1843 192 10%

292 54 19%

ION - MO7HERS

697 175

447 121

25%

27Z

.f
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These figures, it should be pointed out, only include actual

births, It does not include the total number of pregnancies, since it is not

knowithoW many pregnancies were aborted, either legally or illegally.

,: "
Also important in this area arq'ti'104.

of birth. The following are figures f004760 d.

s DO:legitimacytiro

,
A r . ' -'. ,; ., ; :.:.

t

Total . ..,._. . legi,tl'iMte. Legitimate

Births %htte';' Nen-White %'of total

', Atlantic County 2544 1609L 276 74%,;

Atlalc City 4, , 732 199 141 47%,
.

.. .
r

k ,

'''Total 1 Illegitimate -Illegitimate'

Births ' W4ite olon-White S of total

Atlantic County 2544 234 . 421 26%

Atlantic City. ' 732 83 306 53%

---

The percentage Of illegitimaly is important beAuse it reflects

the prevaeoca of 6ocioe4nomic, problems which can affect the well-being of the

mother, the fetus, and the infant. Because the highest proportion of illegiti-

mate births occurs to adolegcents, this too must be considered a high risk factor.. I

These startling high percentages of adolescent pregnancies and illegitimate births

occurs in an area where ,there is a more than adequate family planning program

c
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gwhich.has made a special effort to reach adolescents.

We have postulated that a model delivery systemof maternal

aad infant services would include:

"That every fem le has the opportunity
to choose whether and

when she will bea14chil.d, and that her decision is made

with a full underktand4p; of the advantages, risks, and re-

sponsibilities of contraception, pregnancy, and Parenthood".

(Southe'rn Nevi Jersey HSA, Health
System Plan for Southern

New Jersey, 1978) Alp

Such options obviously have not
been available to the adolescents of this area.

Social Workers in the Atlantic County kamily Service Unit,

who work with the at-risk
pregnant woman or new mother,report that almost all

of the adolescent pregnancies were
unwanted. Clearly, the option of abortion

is not economically accessAble to
this group. The issue of Medicaid funded"

abortions should be re-thought.
Abortion has been denied e6 the low income,',

and yet there has not been adequate
health and social services provided for

this target population, with a resulting over-loading of present.service.systems.

3
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It shoeld also be noted that today's adolescents have almost

'wholly rejected the nineteenth century solution to adolescent pregnancies of

-giving up the child to foSter care or adoption.. Almost all teenage mothers-

choose to keep their Child'becauae of a healthy emotional attachment, because

of` peer -group pressure, and because of e!hnictraditions.

.

The cause of theliAh incidence of adolfscent pregnancy is

difficult to Pinpoint: As has been stated, social worke report that almost

all of those teenagerr'involvea stated that they did nbt want to'becbme pregnant,

or at least did tfot consciously desire it. Yet all were aware of the basic

biological facts involved. so that comple'te ignorance cannot be blamed-, There

seems. to be, instead, .the idcredible naivete-- - that it couldn't happen to

them.. Case studies have indicated that emotional deprivation and poor self-image
A

are often a part of the emotional make-up of the teenage mother. Thus, where

'there is a lack af'iffection or attention in their own family situation, it

can easily be replaced by the attentions of theboy-friend, however self-serving

the attentions of the male may be. This gives rise to unwarranted expectations

of at1,east emotional support from the father of the child by the adolescent

mother/and these expectations are rarely met.

The Ouses of adolescent pregnancy must include the economic

and social milied from which most, although certainly not all, come.

4.
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Bat the educational system must also be included. There is generally inadequate

sex educaMn.in most school systems. In private schools, the doctrines of the

sponsors prevent it. Ip public schools, the Boards
of Education are far too

'susceptibl'e to the pressiireS of parent-groups,
which seem to prefer ignorance

an4 fear to adequate sexual information.
In other schools, where sex education

.

is included in the
curriculum, individual teachers decide to skip over it,

because ofithen. own sexual attitudes. In such a situation, it is little

Wonder that the teenager lacks the knowledge
and reasonable attitudes toward

his dle,her own body and sexuality
which contribute to goad sexual health. In-

.

stead,'they are forced to rely on the half-d-uths and superstitutions of sex

picked up oh the street corner.

In light of the fact.thaf any pregnancy prevention program

is,not working
satisfactOriiy, the unfortunate plight of the teenage mother

mutt be considered.'
°She has probably dropped out of school when her pregnancy

became evident, since this is
traditionally expected and often encouraged by

peer and parent pressure. Home tutors are mandated by,ttcational legislation,

but this mandate is indifferently
complied wilth,i,a'nd she deeps behind in her

school work-. After the birth of the child,- she is,often'In an independent

living situation, either by choice or because of familial pressures. Most

schools, perhaps under the
incentive,of budget pressures, insist on "main-

5
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streaming", i.e. that the mother return to the general classroom situation she

Previously left, when this is totally inapprOpriate in light of her current

needs: She is now in a different social group from her comparatively care-,fr\ee

classmates. She has different educational needs, to gain parenting skills and

adapt to her'new social role, rather than the traditional academic curriculum,

and no provision is made or necessary infant care. Rather than gain the al-
.

ternative school situation she needs, she is more likely to leave the educatNnal

system forever.
f

The adolescent mother in an independent living situation usually

has none of the required skills dr.understaniing to deal with her fiscal

1.
situation. She has no idea of how to rectan apartment, establi6 a home or

budget,a small publieauistance check. She is looked on bey a potential land-

lord or crec4Or as a high risk. She simply has little chance of functioning

normally,imher new role, on her owe, without help.

' She also comas frorman age group with the worst nutritional

habits imaginable, on usually has no'understanding of the nutritional needs of

it

a pregnant mother II an infant. Some cases have been reported where the

adolescent mother does oil knout that a new-born infant cannot survive on adult

foodstuffs. And, she is sg lacking in parenting skills that it is not unusual

for her to have to be told that it is quite all right to pick-uP and hold a

crying infant, and that some,display of affection is desirable.

6
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This PrOblem than is universal and endemic.to our whole society.

It impacts more at present on low-income and minority groups in the urban areas,

bUt it continues to.spread to suburbia and rural areas, and to lower age groups.

The purposes of Senatelill 2910 recognizes the problem. The funding levels'of

sixty million dollars does not appear adequate, when divided between all of the

jurisdictions in need of programming in the field of adolescent pregnancy pre-

ofvention and health.

more important than the funding level is the opportunity

for creative programming in this area. In oir locale. some Of the social ser-

vice and health service resources are in place; but like most systems,

characterized by fragmentation, duplication, competition, and funding constraints,

as well as many gaps in necessary services. Like most of the social service

systems, there is a need for a comprehensive approach, with the linkages where

approgEiate, but more often for an integration oesub-systems, to allow a

preventative or theraputjc:approach to the total person. In the field of adoles-

cent,pregnancy prevention and health a continuum of service is required that

assures accessibility from the,,earliest needs of education and family planning

and prevention through the term of pregnancy to adequate follow-up and after care,

which guarantees the infant the opportunity of a healthy' and normal life.

lut

The only way to provide such a,continuum of service is to insure

sk. 7
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the inclusion of all necessary sub-systems of the community in any comprehensive

effort funded under S -2910. In the past,, any grant application writer was sure

to include letters of endorsement or support from related agencies, and after

the grant received approval, these agencies were never heard from again in the

funded activity. It is not enough to include in the grant guidelines or Depart-
,

ment regulations that such cooperation is required. It should be included in the

legislation that any effertto gain funding of a comprehensive adolescent health

program should first secure contractual, although not necessarily financial,

agreements which include the participation of the local medical facility pro-
.,

viding family planniq4. the educational system, the public assistance agency,

the protective services agency, the community mental health agency, and the

community anti-poverty agency. Only "by such a comprehensive effort can there

be an impact on the provision of prevention and care, which is the purpose of

this legislation.

ia

b a principal concern of legislative intent. It has'belp our local experience

t the adolescent is reluctant to be seen entering a building marked "Family

Planning Clinic ", or to sit in a waiting room with her classmates. Instead there

should be an effort to reach out to the teenager,such as making available pre -

ventativc'services in a shopping mall, which seems to have'replaced the soda shop

as the place for teenagers to be. Eitional and social services could

be made available in a neighborhood youth center, so that prevention as well as

Access to such a continuum of care in this field should also

8
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classes in parenting skills would
be accessible in ,a place where teenagers

I

t

go for social and recreational purposes.

Creative programming could also extend to other re ted areas,

so that they could have
significant impact on the problem under discussidlt here.

. -

For example, the
eut-of;School Youth1Programs, funded under the Comprehens)t

Employment and -Training 4ct,,could.include
an infant care facility and classes

in parehting skills for the.adolescent mother. Or foster care programs.could

be developed which serve the needs of both the-adolescent mother and the infant.

Next, the role of the
education.system must be considered in

any program that is to provide a continuum of adolescent pregnancy prevention

and health care. In the past, the educational system has almost completely

evaded its responsibility in this field. Yet the school systems have had the

greatest opportunity,
since they alone have a captive audience of all youth,

from the emotionally formative years
to the years of high risk of the young

teenager. The process should begin in the lower grades, wherlchildren can

be approached on a co-educational
basis to have respect for their own bodies

and their own sexuality.
Building upon these healthful attitudes, trained

family planning staff can belaroughtinto
the school at the appropriate grade

level to give a well-rounded sex
education which meets the needs of this age

group. Such a program may require an
active community organization effort to

9
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ne

gain paOntal support,ror at least to neutralize opposition. or it may silly

reqUire a legal mandate.
In'any case, such an educational program must meet the

,needs of the male adolescent as
well as the female, as should all components

of a continuum of care in this field.

Finally, the educational system must
consider the costs of an

alternative school setting for adolescent
mothers against the costs of losing

these people for a lifetime
fromltheeducational system and from the mainstream

of life. The coMbination of an infant*care center and classes in parenting

skills within a school setting would allow
the adolescent mother to pursue

.other academic or vocational skills
at the same time, and it may prevent a

lifetime of subsistence, living from public assistance.

In'conclusion, I would like to commend the Senate for considering

this Bill. Theimpoetance of its nurposecannot.be over-emphasized. It can be

the incentive
fOrcrestiVepro4amMingwhich can make a significant impact on

Og

breaking the cycle of
povei.fraildSocial immobility which its target population

too often represents.

10
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Narktmski, at the very end there was something I missed, that

was not in your prepared statement. Could you go back to that? It
waaabout the minimum age.

Mr. NARHUNEMI. We have a minimum age for driving a car, for
a license, and for reasons of being at a certain age you are most
likely to be able to drive a car .cell at a given age, and the same thing
we have put minimum ages m people to be able to drink in various
States, and the reasons are4hat 18 or 21, whatever the State has

Abided, is an age where they can decide for themselves to drink, and
y other requirements. *,

The CHAiRsterr. Is there any.minimum age in New Jersey on when
you can get married ? Is there a minimum age?

Mr NARICIIMSHI. No.
The CrutrastAx. There is an age where you have to have consent,

is there not?
Mr. NAuximexi.,- That is right. ".

The CHAIRMAN. What is it in Nevi-Jersey ?
NkNARKIINSHI. Sixteen.

CHAIRMAN What was your conclusign on minimum age ?
Mr. NARRIINSRI. My

minimum age for childbearing. Now, that is an
issue that I do not necessarily favor, but I feel it has to be studied
because of the crisis we have presently in my area, and there is an
extremely high .percentage of population right now on pregnancies
which are illegitimate, and most go on public assistance in our (urea.

We. in Atlantic County have a-caseload on public assistance of ap-
proximately 7,000 families, a population of under 2094)00, which is
twice the average within the State of New ,jersey.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we may. come brick to this discussion later.
Mr. Lawson? 4.

Mr. LAWSON. Mr. Chairman, I am Quentin H. Lawson, director of
human resources for Baltimore City, and I am here to give the official
position of Baltimore City government with respect to Senate bill
2910:

You have, I believe, sufficient copies of the testimony, so I will
attempt within the next 5 minutes or so to highlight a few salient
points.

Whereas I would not like to pass judgment on the recommendation
by my colleague from New Jersey, I would certainly recommend that
the passage of this bill .would not be contingent on the study which is
being recommended.

It is the official position of Baltimore City that we speak with strong
favor for this bill. Baltimore City, not unlike other metropolitan areas,
although showing an overall 'decline in birth rate, but among the
adolescent birth rates the decline is substantially less, and with a
particular group we find there isan increase.

As mentioned in the testimony, in 1960, 22 percent of live.births in
Baltimore were to teenagers. In 1976, the year for which we have the
most recent statistics, that has gone from 22 to 30 percent. It is, there-
fore, imperative that intervention is brought to bear.
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I am sure you will agree with me that research has shown that teen-
age pregnancy results in a, number of crippling effects, both to the
offspring and to teenage parents. It is crippling m terms of nutri-
tion, cripthig in terms of the health needs, and certainly in educa-
tion, and otemployment.

This places a further drain on, our already limited existing
resources.

With this alarming rate,-not unlike other cities,-it perhaps suggests
that : Is Baltimore working at a program on its own, or is it sitting
idly waiting for outside funding?

We have, Ms.Chairman severalumponents ilvlace in Baltimore
City which we think are filnctional, but it is due the lack of funds-
that we cannot, .at this point,/rplicate and expand these programs to
become citywide. I Will speak to just a couple of them.

e have a new facility, it 'is a secondary school where we .provide
some corrective and some primary prevention for teenage parents.
But we, are unable ..to replica and expand this program citywide.

Under title' XX we have a project manager here who would, be
able to answer specific questions. We hive also a program Supported
by title XX funds where we provide the primary prevention and some
corrective care in' the area 'of ,adolescent pregnancy. -

We give unequivocal support to the bill. There is one particular
strength I would like'to speak to, Mr. Chairman, and that is that this
bill requires an integration or coordination or linkage among existing
programs, both in public and private sector.

We speak to hat because that_ is the vehicle through which the,
mayor of Baltimore City identifies and attacks problems, not onlyspecific departmental approach, but it is a multidisciplinaryapproach.

We saw truancy a few years ago as being of high priority in our
schoql system. When our mayor summoned the department heads ona cabinet level to discuss truancy, it was difficult at some point to have
the Commission, on Aging, or Baltimore City Planning Department,
or the Housing Department to identify with the truancy preveritiqnneed. But among all human service agencies we were able to develop
a multidisciplinary approach to truancy prevention; and as a resultof that, we had at the end of the school year 6,000 more youngsters inschool per day than we had in recent years in Baltimore City, and
that was during, the time when attendance nationwide was on thedecline.

So we speak strongly in favor of the integrated approach. We knowthat the Department of Education will have a prime role in this, but itis too often that we place all -the social ills into the hands of theDepartment of Education, public school systems, and their prime re-sponsibility to correct that, as well as teach basic skills, when a young-ster with perfect attendance is only spending one-seventh of his cal-endar year in a school system, and it is unfair to place that majorburden of change and behavior metamorphisis on a single institution.
We support the aspect which treats training in sex education. Weknow that the various institutions, both public and private; currently

provide some training, but it is. inlidequate, it 'is not relevant.

.35-464 0 -72- 27
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Third, the strength, is in primary prevention that we certa
wouliprecommend that this be maintained in the bill.

Several additions that we would speak to, and I will at this time

quote from the text : ,

First, a component of pregnancy pi vention which we find totally

missing from the bill, is fostering and development of healthy and

positive self-image among adolescents.
We believe that an effective progiam of pregnancy prevention must

look more at the underlying motitions than merely at the surface
manifestations.

Having an opportunity to work as director of title VIII, which is
dropout prevention, we found that adolescent pregnancy resulted in

Many cases as a status' symbol, youngsters attempting to fill certain

voids. It is incumbent among us that not only just in education, in

motivation, but the self-concept is important to which it has previously

been discussed, that if we attempt to remove this void something else

that is more self-fulfilling must, take its place.
Senator CHAFE& Are you suggesting that in some- instances that

they are intentionally getting pregnant? That is the implication I
get. Have you got any rough idea as to what the percentage is?

Mr. LAWSON. We have no data, because a youngster becomes preg-

nant, and *e solicit a causeit can be one, or it can be multiple causes.

We have not set out toidentify the number or percentage,of youngsters

who voluntarily become pregnant, or do this intentionally, but we

know that this is a part in some cases of an urban lifestyle, and where

if this is a status symbol, that we ought to look at another kind of self-

fulfillment which is more meaningful.
Senator CHAP'EE. Do the other panelists agree that some of these

teenagersI do not know what the percentage isare intentionally

becoming pregnant?
Ms. BLust. I think that wouldmight be phrased a different way,

that many teenagers have no other activities to prevent them from

entering into parenthood. That if a young woman felt there were jobs

that they might have after graduation from high school, there would

be a tendency to perform better in school. And that we are in many

of our urban areas, also in many rural areas, faced with the fact that
young people see a rather bleak future ahead, it is quite acceptable
to be a parent at a youngage in those same areas.

I think we have a major job ahead of us to turn, some of that value

system around, and also to provide the other opportunities that are

being referred to.
Senator CHAFE& Thank you.
You say you have increased the school attendance by 6,000. What is

the total school population?
Mr. Lawsorr. 155,000. That is the enrollment.
Senatoi CHAFEE. 155,000. And by your efforts you -increased the

attendance 6,000?
Mr. Lawsorr. By 6,000 per day.
Senator CHAP. That is pretty significant.
Mr. LAwsopr. Yes. We feel that it was because historically we have

placed this responsibility on the school system. The youngster at max-
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imam being in school from 9 to 3, and if she has perfect attendance, it
is only 180 days per year, and if we placethat on a time spectrum, it is
only one-seventh of a calendar year.

And the school cannot assume that respbnsibility, but the public
housing, and the libragoolice, and other agencies played a prime role
in that. We think a similar scheme, the same model should apply to
adolescent pregnancy prevention.

Senator emu.= Thank you
Mr. LAWSON. Second, an absolutely critical area-that must be added

would focus concern and services on very young teenagers. We must
mount an effort that will dramatically reduce pregnancy in the 12-,
13-, 14-, and 15-year-old population.

Third, this bill should contain greater recognition of the need to
support and strengthen already existing programs that are well estab-
lished and successful, given their limited resources.

In an area of shririkmg resources, we cannot afford to assume that
existing programs have adequate support, or are doing all that they
are capable of accomplishing.

The fourth recommendation is it needs to be recognized, even more
than the present bill seems to do, that pregnancy prevention is much,
much more than birth control services. Birth control services are the
easiestipart. What is more difficult, and what must come first is the
educational and motivational components which will assist you in mak-
ingmg responsible and conscious decisions about their own sexuality,
.whether or not they want to be sexually active, hOw to deal with
sexual pressures,, and how to be responsible in their sexual
relationships.
. Thus, while the health services comi#atint is important, it is not
the entire package of pregnancy preven ion, nor necessarily even the
central component.

Fifth, although we emphatically 'believe that this bill must be; and
remain primarily focused on primary prevention, a very important
element on prevention must address the needs of the young parents who
have alread.y borne one c,,hild, but could, with adequate support and
assistance, refrain from fthther childbearing until their education and
career preparation is completed.

Sixth and last, we recommend that the bill be amended to contain
a very strong component dealing with community education and
awareness of teenage pregnancy. For it is lack of adult society's ac-
"ceptance of adolescent sexuality and willingness to deal with the fact
that teenagers are sexually mature, that is much of thp reason why
adolescents themselves are so reticent to admit their own.sexuality, and
deal with it responsibly.

The CHAIRMAN. You will have to excuse me, I have got an emer-
gency problem on my hands, and I am going to have to go to the tele-
phone for a few minutes.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Lawson, if you would read the next point here,
because I think one of the things that this bill needs Ito focus more on
is primary prevention.

Mr. LAWSON. Finally, we feel that the bill needs to much more
emphatically and specificallyfocus its emphasis on primary prevention
of teenage pregnancy. All too often programs that are supposed to

4is
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be preventive end up focusing on those who already have the problem.
Pregnancy prevention which focuses only on young women, who are ,
already pregnant will end up' as a farce.

What is desperately needed is a major initiative which will drama-
deafly improve our 'prograins of sexeducation, contraceptive educa-
tion, community understanding, parental effectiveness, acceth tobirth"
control services, and the motivations and values of adolescOnts. The
fact of adolescent sexuality must bebrought out of the closet. Dhildren --
and youth must be taught the facts of sex, birth control, and techniques
of responsible decisionmaking.

Parents must be taught that more rather than less open discussion
with children about sex prevents pregnancy. Teachers,..counselors,
health professionals, recreation leaders, as well as parents, need in-
struction in how" to effectively discuss sexuality with children and
youth. All of this needs to be done before our young women become
Pregnant-Teenage pregnancy is a problem we cannot afford to ignore. We
cannot afford to have the life opportunities of our young women
stunted. We cannot afford to have an ever increasing proportion of our

-children born into families that are unprepared for them and unable
to provide the best of nuturance and support. We can and must do
better. ./

On behalf of the mayor and Baltimore City we applaud this bill
before you today, and urge it be made even better and receive the full
support of this committee.

Senator CHAISE Thank you very much, Mr. Lawson. That is very
helpful.

Let me ask a question of Ms. Bluin.
Row do you think the.atate government can coordinate these serv-

ices? From the statementsI have read, it is a multidisciplinary ap-
proach and has to involve the school in all types of prevention.

As Mr. LawsOn mentioned in his statement, education in sexuality,
and prevention in birth control deviceshow do you think the State
can coordinate this ?

One of .the problems with this bill, as I see it, is that although it
deals with teenage pregnancy, as Mr. Lawson indicated, there is not
enough on the prevention aspect. 'There is a great deal of emphasis
on caring for the pregnant adolescent before and after she has the
child. There is only $60 million for this program which is not going
to take us very far.

I just wonder if this bill would not be better off if focused only on
prevention and therefore, requiring existing programs to handle some
of the other parts that are important.. There's no question about it
we are 'not going to go far with $60 million.

I guess that isltind of a loaded question.
First, how can the State coordinate some of these activities; and,

nd, what is your view on just restricting it to prevention?
Bumf. First of all,. r believe this, that the State government

should play a very major and active role in the coordination of all
efforts relating to this particular probl

As you pointed out, there were m le agencies at the State and
local level which have to be involved in he development of programs.
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In order to avoid duplication, in order to use resources appropriately,
in the State of New York, and I gather also in the State of Michigan,
the State administrations have pooled together interagency efforts.

In New York State, the State department of social services is in
the lead. It is our responsibility to work with the other State agencies
to understand where the greatest needs are.

I referred during my testimony, Senator Chafee, to a report we
just completed in the State of New York. And for the first time we
are able to rank our counties in terms of race or pregnancy, live births,
abortions, and we also are able to analyze the rate of change that is
occurring.

I think that information is important to use.
As you point out, we have limited resources. We have to target those

resources.
Now, in terms of what you are asking about, how the money should

be spent, I certainly am wholeheartedly with you that prevention has
to be a priority effort. However, welave now large numbers of young
women who are pregnant and young mothers, and they are straying
toward the road toward dependency, both the mothers and the children.

So far as I am concerned, we do have to intervene anti we do have to
try to help those individuals and, at the same time, focus on preventive
aspects.

I believe, sir, that preventive aspects are not expensive to address.
If our school system cannot respond, then we have to turn to the media,
and whether it is Sesame Street or soap operas, we have got to start
getting the kind a information across to the public that we know.
There is, no question that we have to develop factual information.

This situation reminds me of where we were with drug addiction
when we kept developing services and programs to help people who
were already addicted, and it was not until we really got the message
across to adolescent kids that some drugs were very dangerous that
they really began to turn off.

Senator CHAFEE. That is completely different. I agree with you on
the drug issue. There are health statistics and plenty of information
concerning that.

But you suggest the media, though the media lauds every kind of
sexual activity there is. You cannot go to a movie today ,that James
Bond is not in bed with a girlhe spends most of the movie in bed.

Ms. Burnt. What have we done as responsible public agencies to in-
fluence,that ? We have got to do a lot' more.

Senator That is an uphill road to hoe, is it, not?
Ms. 13Lum. I have always been on uphill roads,
Senator CHAFEE. There is not a movie, except for Walt Disney

movies, that does not have this in ft. Are we going to change that?
Ms. BiA.Trit. I doubt if we are going to change it differently, llut at

least we could get some balance, it seems to mt. In addition, I think
we really have cheated our children. How many children know when
the best years of the Woman's life may be st. bear children? Do we
really talk about that to thildren ? No. That is a simple fact. I think
children 'are smart, and I think children understand a great deal if
they are told. They are not told what is required to rear children.
Little youngsters like to hear about development of infants and tied-

4,2c,
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dlers. Why do we not teach them at any early stage what those children

require?
We have been deficient in our educational system andin our social

service systems in not communicating certain basic facts, I believe,

to our young people, and I hope that we will be able to do that.

As I indicated, I think it will be effective, and I do not think it
will be expensive.

I just ho e we can mobilize together with you to do some of that.

Senator. Ms. Blanchard, any comments
Ms. BLANCHARD. In the testimony I gave, I mentioned interagency

committees at the State dppartmental level. This approach can be used

as a model for solving many problems, including addressing.the pri-
mary prevention of pregnancy. Our model happens to be involved,
at this point, with services to already pregnant women and their
children.

However, the interagency committee approach at a State level, I
feel, is a workable one, and it can be addressed to many other prob-

lems, including primary prevention of adolescent pregnancy. I feel

that is where we should put a great deal of attention. In this I agree
with the testimony of Ms. Blum that the State should have the inajor
responsibility in providing leadership in developing comprehensive
and coordinated services.

Senator CHAFER. Mr. Chairman, back to you.
The CriAniziAr.r. You have opened up so many areas of necessary

inquiry, I feel very much frustrated because of the time limitations
and our hope td hear so many witnesses today.

Our greatilt successes in moving into new areas of program effort
with Federal 'resources across the country have been in, activities that
have demonstrated their effectiveness.

I can think of community school legislation that we have had suc-
cess with here in .the Senate and in the Congress in recent years, and

we expect substantial program effort this year when the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act comes up.

We had the advantage there of demonstrated success that-ctin4e not
from .7overiunent effort but from a foundation, the Mott Foundation
in Michigan.

In another area we have learned, with a lot of professional help, that
there were numerous ways to bring education to all handicapped
youngsters. Fortunately, we had success in" ,passing this jegislation
designed to bring resources to communities so that they Feuld have

the finances to comply with the Constitution, and that is, give equal
opportunity for education to all handicapped children.

I use those as examples, that when we legislated, we knew we were
moving with a program effort that would reach a particular goal. I

am just wondering if there is any demonstration embracing the corn-
prehensive approach to community needS that will reach young people

to prevent the problem of unwanted teenage pregnancy. I. know in
Michigan there was a model suggested for the new family. That is
what it amounts to, is it not

Ms. BLANCHAM) Yes.
The CHAramear I know there is a great deal of talk of linking all

the services.

9
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We get-the feeling that there are few educational systems or pro-
grams that have demonstrated effectiveness that are convincing to me,
although I got a glimmer of it from the Baltimore program. Am

'right, Mr. Lawson?
. Mr. LAW BON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You have one secondary school. What this all boils

down to is if this bill is enacted, are we professionally ready to receive
it, and know our goal can actually reach that objective?

Mr. LAWSON. My answer is we are ready in Baltimore City with our
several models that we can see. We mentioned before the number of ti

agencias that provide direct services in Baltimore City to keep our
clients' independent and self-sufficient. Our mayor has a human re-
sources cabinet through which we convene biweekly and identify prob-
lems clients have, and it is through this medium we will be able to
develop to. the comprehensive and coordinated approach.

We have that model in place.
We-have another program that we ,notice that home visiting was,

taking place in Baltimore City like many other cities, that you have a
health home visitor going in to visit a home and comes out later, the
Department of Education had a home visitor going, and then the Com-
mission on Aging would have, and by the end of the day we could have
as many as five agencies visiting a particular family and still problems
prevail.

We have pulled out of the specialist home visitors and we are using
the general approach that they will work all solutions to the problem
that is with both parents, the youngsters and with the extended family,
physical and human services problems of responsibility of that city
service workers, so it is through that model that we are able to imple-
ment this program.

The model is in place.
We know we have excellent C and Y or child and maternal programs

that are out of Title V that are excellent, and our health clinic. And we
do not propose to supplant them, but we want, through this kind of
grant, and primary prevention, and further relieve those clinics in C
and Y programs into being more affective in counseling and working
with parents Who already have youngsters. -

So I think some cities are in place. I aril speaking specificallyVor,---
Baltimore.

Our project manager of our Title X program, which gives services to
adolescent parents, would perhaps speak to that problem and let you
know are we ableto go to them.

Ms. SCHUYLER. I am Marcella Schuyler, project manager, Special
Services for TeenagersBaltimore, Md.

Baltimore's offorts to assure that the- teena, s continue their educa-
tion program began in 1968 with the establishm t of a special school
for the pregnant teenagers, and it was very successful in terms of
keeping the girl connected with the school in giving her the kind of
parent education that she needed.

However, there was a general recognition several years ago that many
of the girls were choosing not to go to that school,-and that schOol could

- only accommodate 800 girls on the average of a year, and-there were
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8,500 girls who becoine pregnant in Baltimore City in Baltimore City
schools. So we established a parallel program wherelv, girls, are main-
streamed into the educational program. In other s, they attend
regular classes in regular high schools.

However, we have a support worker there, single, parent worker
conducts parent educatimi, who, gets into birth control groups and
tries also to help the teenagers who are a risk of becoming.pregnant.

We have been very successful. in assuring that the girl returns to

school followi
ib

post rtum absence and seeing test hey graduate
whenever posse and make sure she stays co tyh her health
program

,
So I think that Baltimore City has been :Wale to. d nstats two

effective programs. Hower, we are not able4f M the schools
in the city because we do not nave this program in ace in every high

school.
But maybe with this legislation, we can do something about it.
The CHAIRMAN. Very helpful.
Does anybody else have any words .of wisdom that can generate

hope that we know how we can be effective with the Federal program?
Ms. Burnt. I think we have in a number of our counties in New York

Statl p which need to be replicated where they do not exist.

Syracuse, hester Buffalo, New York City. They are really model
programs that have been developed, shOwn to be effective. We simply
need Federal assistance so we can extend those programs to other
youngsters who are not receiving such service.

Mr. IsTARRUNSIU. One of our problems is fundine have used

funding, Title XX source, with a ceiling, with otherlktiorities, and it
is just becoming lesser a. priority, with life and death situations in other

Title XX areas.
One of our downfalls has been that there has not been a good tie

intolhe educational system. If

J do not want to say there has been much said about the private
agencies providing other services., such as family planning in other
area services, and they are very instrumental, I believe, in the develop-
ment of any program. That is why I mentioned this recornmendation'w,

that contractural agreements be made with all agencies who willbe part

of this network.
The CHAIRMAN. If you could supplement your very, very helpful

statement today with a description of some models you would recom-

mend for application to communities that haye not instituted programs
at the level of your expertise, it would beyery useful to us.

Thank you very much.
Ms. BLubr. Thank you.
Mr. NARKIINSIII. Thank you.
[The prepared statement Of Mr. Schaefer supplied for the record

follows :]
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It is with pleasure that vs
appear before you to address, on behalf of

the Mayor of Baltimore City,
William Doneid Schaefer, the Adolescent

Health ServiCes and
Pregnancy'Pre4ention and Car* Act of 1978.

'- Baltimore le the
seventh largest city in the United States, an older

industrial city thatis experiencing the.kind of rebirth and rejuvination

po.Shich'many other cities tOOk with envy.
While Baltimore is no more

free of prokleme and challenges
then any other older eastern industrial

city, it is blessed with creative leadership, sound
fiscal policies, a

mood of optimism, and
an,,exceptionally beneficial governs=

tura

in which the City lies within no county or other gove t unit except

the.siate,MiskiMe,for an unusually wall-integrated human
micas network.

With virtually all public human services responsible
and responeive to

the Mayor, including
employment, welfare, housing,

education, health,

'social service, leisure and culture, fire,
police, end corrections, .a

degiee of integration of
services is possible in Baltimore unthinkable

in most major cities.

I say this because
Baltimore has recently, apart from any possible

impact of the legislation
currently receiving your consideration in '

these hearings here today,
turned its attention to the issue of teenage

pregnancy. Our, approach, as we have sought to develop apetrategy to

reverse the trend of statistics on adolescent
childbearing:that/4=n to

develop linkages betvee all of the relevant
agencies which must be

mobilised to implement a
comprehensive plan integrating edueatten, staff

training, cosmuntiy awareness, motivational
change, as well as improvement

in access to birth control services. r
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'Briefly, our intention and direction has been to create out of many

presently leparate and disparate elements a eingle,integrated and multi-
% ;

disciplinary plan of action to address'simultansiously the many components

of adolescent pregnancy. The initiative and continued guidance for this

'effort has cos figs the Office of Major. It is anticipated that

adolescent pregnancy prevention, along with parenting education, will be

the primary focus of the emerging City Commission on the Family, presently

Also being forsulated by the Mayor's Office.
..

It is within the context of a major city's commitment to reverse the .

trend of teenage'pregnency tbat, on behalt.of Haydr Schaefer, I appear

before'you'in consent upon the proposed Senate Bill 2910. The comments

hers presented will focus first on the strengths of the Hill, than on

the specific dimensions of the problem of teenage pregnancy we witness

r

then in Baltimore, and finally-on the
additional elements we wo

to see included in the Bill to make it even better.

Our most fundamental comment on the Bill is "Thank Heavens!" Thank

.Heavens, thanks to Senators
!Kennedy, Williams, Javite, end Hathaway, and

all of the multitude of others who have
htnught the issue this far. For

no longer"can we hide from this issue; no longer can we hope that childbearing

04fedolsecents who are hardly more than children themselves will go away

if we continue to ignore it. No longer can we afford to ignore the fact

that an ever growing proportion of our
children arrive uninvited, unplanned,

to unprepared adolescent parents.
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We strongly applaud the basic direction of this Bill, recognising as it

does the complex and multi-faceted nature of the problem. Prevention of

teenagmwpreinancy requires the effective linkage of many different, yet

closely inter- related, services.. Better sex 'education alone will not

solve the probkqe.. -Better and more accessible adasecent health and

,birth"control clinics.alone will not solve the problem. Increased ,

community awareness and concern alone will not solve the problem. These

services must be linked together in a truly integrated network in which

each actively reinforces the other.

°Pregnancy prevention connot be sufficiently achieved by Mrs birth

contrbl clinics alone. With solid research evidence showing that the

'vast majority of teenagers do not use any means of birth control until

they have been sexually active for some time, there obviously must be a

great deal of effort focused on eduCbtion and activation.

We are convinced that it is in the area of education and attitude change

that the gRateet attention must be fodused. Too long have we been

reticient to do a really adequate job of sex education. Too long have

-1' we allowed fear of those who oppose objective sex education to dictate

what we 411 teach or not teach. Too long have we hoped that what our

children and youth do not know'about sex will not hurt them. But research

proves that what youth do not know about sex does hurt them, and hurt

their unintended children.

We applaud the fact that the Bill cilia for imnavation and testing of

new methods of education, motivation, and service delivery. Especially

important, in our view, Ys the development and testing of new - techniques

of integration and networking of services, outreach, and staff training.
.
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The situation in Baltimore is probably not unlike that of other major

cities. We find that while the general birth rate has declined significantly,

from 116 births per 1,000 childbearing age women in 1960 to 58 births

per 1,000 women in 1976 (a 502 reduction in 16 years), the birth rates '

for teenagers have not shown parallel declines. The general birthrate

for woman 15 to 19, declined by 38 percent from 120 births per 1,000 15 -

19 years aldermen in'1960to 74 per 1,000 in 1976. The rate for black

women 15 to 19 however, declined by 53 percent, from 181.:birthX per . .

1,000 black 15*- 19 year olds in 1960 to 86 per 1,000 in 1976. The rate

for white 15 to 19 year olds showed a meal smaller declinepf only 37

Percent, from 82 per 1,000.in 1960 to 52 per 1,000 .in 1976. The most

. disturbing data, however, relates to birth rates for young women 10 to

14 years of age. From 1960 to 1976 the rate of births to 10 to 14 year

olds shows no decline at all, resulting from the balancing of.a 39

percent decrease in births among black 10 - 14 years olds and a 140

percent increase in births to 10 - 14 year 'old whites.

Clearly, the most disturbing and difficult problem is among younger

.adolsecents age 14 and under, and with young white`girls specifically,

among whom the birthrate is increasing dramatically.

The major dimension of the problem, however, is that while ell birthrates

(except 10-14 whites) are declining, teenage birthrates aret declining

'less rapidly then birthrates among older women, resulting in a greater

proportion of our children being unintentionally born to teenagers who.

are unprepared for parenthood, unprepared for life, unprepared to support

and'nuture children while they are,still children themselIes. In 1960

in Baltimore,22 percent of all live births were to, women 19 and under.

By 1976. 30 percent of all live births were to teenage mothers.
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The final critical dimension of
the situation as vesee it in Baltimore

concerns the numbers of women having repeat pregnancies while still in

theft. teenage years. In 1976, over 1,100 teenagers had a second, third,

or fourth child; 336 age 17 or under had a second, third, or fourth

child.

Since a number of studies have
conclusively s own that a second birth to

!Ill&
a teenager makes:continued

education and/or j raining virtually

impossible, one'of our greatest
priorities is to reach the young woman

who has already borne one child
and do everthing possible to encourage

'and amidst her to complete
her education and bet me ec omically self

sufficient before she has anothei child.

In light of our concern,
Commitment, and the current situation in Baltimore,

there are a number of suggestions
we would like to present _that, in our

view, would significantly
strengthen the Bill.

First, a component
of'pregnancy prevention which we find totally missing

from the Bill is the fostering
and development of healthy and positive

self-image among adolescents.
We strongly believe that an effective

program of pregnancy
prevention must look more at the underlying motivations

than mereprit the surface manifestations.
Our review of the best

research literature on adolescent pregnancy and adolescent development

indicates to:$.118 that much of the motivation for early childbearing,

albeit often unconscious, is
the desire for status and role clarification

that (it is thought) parenthood confers. It must seem to many young

peopliOn our society,
especially at the lover economic end of society,.

that'thair most significant status
comes from the simple biological

function of producing children. For,if a young woman, has no visiion of

429
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!miler future that ii loftier than her parents knew, if she has

no expectations of life that a baby will seriously interrupt, then ske.

has little motivation to resist sexual activity or to prevent impregnation.

Likewise if young men have no visions of thefe'future that pro4ide them

midi an inner sense of worth and value, if they have no expectations of

life that the responsibilities of child support will inhibit, if they

have no respect for-the worth and value of their female peers other than

as sexual objects, then "scoring" with the young women and impiegnating

them become their Chief source of, a feeling of importance and status.

But how tragic that we ahead be raising young adults whose self-images

are SO vacuous that adolescent childbearing is their chief source of

status And worthvhewtragicro be raising a generation whose sense of

the future is so empty that a severe reduction of educational and career

opportunities as a result of teenage childbearing seems to be no loss;

how tragic that we ite.raising a generation of young adults who do not

have a vision of their future that is exciting and enticing enough to

make pregnancy prevention a high priority for them.

If we would truly seek to have our adolescents avoid eatty and untimely

pregnancies, then we must deal seriously with their need to be encouraged-

to develop and pursue concepts of.self-worth and future opportunities.

A sense of self -worth and optimism about their futures will provide them

with the motivations to avoid the pregnancies which would diminish their

future opportunities and stunt their possibilities. If we are serious

about teenage pregnancy prevention we cannot afford to neglect the

matter of the adolescents' self-images.

43
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Second, an.absolutely'critical area that must be added would focui

concern and Services on the very young teenagers. We must mount an

effOrt that willdrematically reduce pregnancy in the 12, 13, 14 and 15

Year old population. 'Pew things in life are so tragic or absurd.as a 12

or 13 year old child having a child. Yet it is this age group that we

art failing to retch with any of the current preventive efforts. It is

the very young teenagers whose birthrates era staying stable or even

increasing. It is the very young teenager who is generally exempt from

what sex and contraceptive education programs as do exist. It is the

very young tesnager.who has so little concept of the future and his or

her place in the future that. there is little motivation to avoid. pregnancy.

It is the very young teenager who has lean; access to such .birth control

asps as do exist. It is the very young teenager who most lacks both

.

the tpOeledge and motivation to utilize birth control or to refrain from

sexual activity: It is the very young teenager for whom we do the least

by way of pregnancy
14event;ion, but for whom pregnancy is the greatest

tragedy.

Third, the Bill should contain such greater
recognition of the need t6

support and strengthen already
existing programs that are well established

and successful given their limited resources. In an era of shrinking

resources Wm cannot afford to assume that existing programs have adequate

support or are doingall that they are capable of accomplishing. We

find, for example, that valuable
and proven services are often withw*g14.

for lack of adequate financial support,
especially as constant leveltrip.4

funding is rapidly eroded by inflation.
4

.^
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Fourth, it needs to be recognised even more tlien the present Bill seems

to do, that pregnancy
prevention le much, much sore than birth control

services.
Birth control services are the easy part; what is more difficult.

and must come...first is the educational and motivationii components which

/
will anise youth in making responsible end conscious decisions about

their own sexuality, whether or not they want to be sexually active, her

to deal with sexual pressures, and how to be responsible in their sexual

relationships. Thus, while the health services component is important,

it. is not the entire package of pregnancy
prevention, nor necessarily

even the central Component.

To the extent that health
services are important, however, the focus

should be clearly and emphatically on
establishment of a tontinuity of

car. rather than.clinibm that deliver primarily crisis care. In the

prignancy prevention system that Baltimore
is attempting to develop, for

example, we are looking to the
hospitals, prkmarp care centers, and

heilth maintenance organizations ta.develop
a city-wide network of

..comprehensive adolescent health care programs that are integrated into

Ahe health and sex education programs of the, schools and other comamity

institutions:for purposes of outreach. We aim to involve adolescents in

regular and continuous health care in
which birth control is only one

element delivered on an as'needed basis in the context of total health

care.

4 r)
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Fifth, althOugh we eePhaticallyrbelieve -that-this-Bill-must-be-and--

remain primarily focused on primary. prevention', a very important element.'

of prevention must. 'address the needs of the young parents who have

already borne one child but could, with adequate support and assistance,

refpin from further childbearing until their education and career
o

preparation is completed.. If we dare not be so shortsighted as to deal

only with the already pregnant and already, parents, neither dare we

ignore the critical position of the adolescent who is already a parent.

'leeleseelqt parents are often in desperate need of counseling, educational

,lor vocational training assistance, housing, and other supportive -services.

With greater assistance, adolescents who are already parents can be

helped:to keep an impediment to their development from becoming the one-

way street to poverty and dependence it has traditionally been.

Sixth, we recommend that the Bill be amended to contain a very strong

component dealing with community education and awareness of teenage

pregnancy. For it is lack of adult society's acceptance of adolescent

sexuality and willingness to deal with the fact that teenagers are

sexually mature that is much of the reason why adolescents themselves

are so reticent to admit their awn'sexuality and deal with it responsibly.

Finally, we feel that the bill needs to much more emphatically and

specifically focus its emphasis on primary prevention pf teenage pregnancy.

All too often programs that are supposed to be preventive end up focusing:-

on those who already have the problem. Pregnancy prevention which

focuses only on young women who are already pregnant will end up as a

farce. What AS desperately needed is a major initiative which will

dramatically improve our programs of sex education, contraceptive education,
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nommunity understanding, parental effectiveness.access totatt:4control

services, and the motivations and values of adolescents. -The fact of-

adolescent sexuality must be brought out of the cloiet. Children and%

youth must be taught the facts of sex, birth control, and techniques of

responsible deciiim-making. Parents must be taught that more rather

than lisa open discussion with children about sex prevents pregnancy.

Teactiersk_counselors, healthprofassionels, recreation leaders, as well

as parents, need instruction in how to effectively discuss sexuality

with children and youth. All of this needs to be done before our young

Ammon become pregnant.

Teenage pregnancy is a problem we cannot afford* ignore. We cannot

afford to have the life opportunities of our young women stunted. We

cannot*afford to have an ever increasing proportion of our children born

into families that are unprepared for them and unable to provide the

best of nuturance and support. We can and must do better.

On behalf of the Mayor and faltimore City we applaud this Bill before you

today, and-urge it be made even better and receive the full support of

this Committee.

As Kenneth Keniston and the Carniege Council on Children have written:

Our society needs the best adults we can make, adults who are caring,

resourceful, moral, whole, and physically healthy. When we fail to

support the development of the next generation and of the families

that nurture them we deprive ourselves and the nation of a part of

our children's potential. Children who ',pee a sense of a decent

future are likely to become dispirited, angry, withdrawn, and outraged,.

(All Our Children, pp. 215-16)

4 31
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The CHAIRMAN. We will hear from our next three panelists Mrs.
Marjory Mecklenburg,, Ms. Meg Rini, and Ms. Jessma Blockwick.

STATEMENTS OF MRS. MARJORY MECKLENBURG, PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN CITIZENS CONCERNED FOR LIFE, INC., MINNE-
APOLIS, MINN., ACCOMPANIED BY MS. MEG RINI, DIRECTOR OF

1RIE HENDRY AND MAGDALENA HOUSES OFFERING RESIDER-
AL CARE FOR PREGNANT WOMEN, CHERRY HILL, NJ.; AND

MS. JESSMA BLOCKWICK, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF POPULA-
TION, UNITED METHODIST BOARD OF CHURCH AND SOCIETY,
WASHINGTON, D.C., A PANEL

Mrs. MECKLENBLIRG. Thank you.
Senator Williams, I am pleased to be here today to discuss the

adolesce,nt pregnancy bill.
But first, I wish to express my appreciation for your leadership on

behalf of this bill, the pregnancy disability bill, the black market
baby bill; all of which-are legislative priolities of American Citizens
Councerned for Life.

When we were founded during the 93d Congress, our executive
director appeared in testimony before the Senate. He pledged that we
would work in partnership with Members of Congress, the adminis-
tration, and the private sector to insure that children, both born and
unborn, would be protected and cared about and that pregnant women
and families would have an opportunity to bear and nurture their
children.

We are very gratified for the interest of Congress and the adminis-
tration in this bill, which we consider a very significant and helpful
piece of legislation.

Adolescent pre gnancy is of deep concern to many people in this
country. It hits captured the attention of a broad spectrum of society.

As a member of the voluntary segment I am excited to see the grow-
ing interest in responding to the needs, of the pregnant adolescent, her
family and her child.

have had the opportunity to see a number of voluntary services
that assist adolescents and I marvel at the commitment and the time
that is being spent, often without the benefit of Government or foun-
dation funding in order to respond to the tremendous need that exist.
Later we will have an opportunity to hear from Meg Rini, who is
directing such a program.

Unfortunately, many pregnant adolescents live in a community
where they do not have adequate services available. This is particu-
larly true in rural areas and some of the large metropolitan areas
where the leadership has not yet emerged to provide such assistance.

I am not going to discuss in detail either the need for or the merits
of a comprehensiVe service approach today because I have submitted
a very detailed statement to the committee covering these topics.

I would prefer to address some specific points which have been
raised by previous panel members and make some definite suggestions
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for improving the bill. However, I would be pleased to answer ques-
dohs abont all aspects of this bill.

At the outset -I want to clarify that I believe this bill has many
strengths. Implicit in it is the recognition that human beings are im-
portant and worthwhile. It emphasizes helping pregnant women and
their children achieve their potential by intervening in the destruc-
tive pattern which may exist when adequate services are lacking. The
positive pro-life focus of S. 2910 is the'central reason our organization
supports its passage.

We also see the disciplinary thrust of the bill as another strength.
My husband is an obstetrician-gynecologist. I am not unaware or un-
appreciative of tile physician's approach to a woman facing the prob-
lem of an unintended pregnancy. This bill recognizes the medical
eompdnent as an essential element in the response to pregnant adoles-

. cents; but it also identifies additional elements that are necessary to
achieve'optimum care for these young women and their children. The
medical, profession in isolation from other services cannot provide the
supportive environment and special education' that is needed. We arc
encouraged that the bill addresses the various eleMents that are neces-
sary to address this crisis in a young woman's life.

We also appreciata that this bill. encourages community activity
and eventual, assumption of responsibility for these necessary services.
It is dear that there is substantial negative reaction to a permanent
caretaker role for the Federal Government. The concept of shared
funding and declining. , percentage of Federal funding, and the em-
phasis on linking existing community resources puts the Federal Gov-
ernment in the role of a catalyst acting as a partner with local com-
munities. I see this role as desirable and acceptable. I believe the con:
eept of cooperation would be further extended by including an advi-
sory committee which would make suggestions to HEW on guidelines
to be implemented and on program evaluation. If individuals who are
receiving and providing services, professional groups, and organiza-
ional representatives serve on the advisory committee, the channels
of communication could be kept open and various segments would
have an ongoing opportunity to work together to make this.program
effective.

We favor a higher percentage
is

money for evaluation and addi-
tional money for programs. This s particularly imjortant if primary

, preventiOn is to be a strong component of the bill. Because we see that
this legislation addresses a very large problem we are concerned that
the funding suggeSted may not be adequate.

We support S. 2910 as is, but believe that more money could be
utilized effectively.

I. would like to comment briefly ,now on some of the testimony of ,

previous panel members.
I qspecially appreciate your statement, Senator Williams, that the

Federal Government has been able to fulfill its obligations and be
most helpful when a program h demonstrated its effectiveness and
the Federal Government has been able to assist in increasing its
availability.

We believe this insight could be applied when making a decision
about how large a percentage of the funds in this bill should be used
for primary prevention.
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It can be demonstrated that comprehensive supportive service pro-
grams are effective. Model programs exist_in which there is at least
short-term evaluation.

The CrevramAN. Could you excuse me for a minute, I have an im-
portant phone call. I would like tO ick it up right there.

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. All right. Thank you.
[Short recess]. -

The CHAIRMAN. Please continue.
,

4

Mrs.. MECKLENBURG. I was addressing a question of primary pre-
vention moneys versus supportive moneys in this bill. I would agree
with your analysis, Senator Williams, that governmental assistance
can be effective when model programs already exist. -

It has been established that the availability of comprehensive sup-
portive services make a significant difference in the future of pregnant
adolescents and their children. I refer here to the testimony I have
submitted and thal, of other witnesses. Everything is not in place but
a spetific directioff has been charted. I feel that in funding the wider
ayailability of supportive services the Federal Government would be
on firm ground.

Primary prevention is a more difficult area to assess. A great deal
of contraceptive knowledge and literature exists, but overall in the
area of primary prevention a consensus on how to proceed is not
apparent. One of the reasons we have so much dissension in this
country over questions about sex education igthat we really do not
know the effects of various types of programs. We are only sure that
some approaches do not work very well for some people: Contracep-
tive services are effective tools in pregnancy, for some adolescents
but not an adequate response or approach for many adolescents.

We would like to see the prevention component in this bill utilized
in.the search for and evaluation of innovative model programs rather
than for implementation of existing approaches. Contraceptive serv-
ices are already funded under other legislation.

I have a strong interest in family life education because I was a
home economics teacher a number of years ago. An understanding
of bodily functions, child development, human relations, and parent-
ing skills can greatly improve the ability of a young person to make
responsible choices. However, I do not think that we are at a stage
where Nye can say what kind of program has predictably good results.
Therefore, we feel the majority of the money made available through
this bill should go to supportive service programs with a smaller per-.
centage aimed at demonstration primary prevention programs.

I feel compelled to commenetriefly on the earlier testimony that we
ought to limit childbearing because I was quite shocked by that state
ment..I have heard the suggestion from professional workers in the
field that some minimum requirements for keeping and raising a child
should be considered. Even this is a very controversial suggestion.
But to recominend that the Government should intervene and regulate
who should be allowed to bear children is unthinkable. I believe the
best approach is to make available services to help young women give
birth safely and'improve their parenting skills.

Abortion funding was raised as an issue which the Congress should
rethink and several witnesses suggested that abortion be included in
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this bill. We believe abortibn services should not be included in this
bill. The consensus of the' people of the country, according to all of
the polls I have seen, is that they ure not willing to use their tax
money for funding abortions. But, interestingly enough, the latest
polls show also that people are willing to utilize their tax money to
help needy pre,grznt wombn with services. This is a bill on which
people who differ on the questions of abortion legality or abortion
fundiw should be able to agree. We should be'able to stand together
and to work together to help women who choose to continue preg-
nancy receive the services they need. We should also be able to make
progress together toward . reducing the incidence of unintended preg-
nancy in t'he adolescent population.

If abortion is interjected into this bill, I believe it will reduce or
eliminate its chaiiCes of passage- and this bill will become another
focus for'a debate over abortion funding.

Senator Chafee addressed the probleili of the sexually permissive
climate we live in. My final comment concerns his statement. It is
clear that young women and men, as well as unborn children, are
victims of this new freedom. We have not given our young people
the tools they need to make 'responsible decisions involving their sex-
uality. I, think that is extremely important that we make an effort
to do so.'

Most-of us would agree that just contracepting adolescents is not an
adequate response to their needs in As area. Earlier today I heard ex-
cellent testimony underscoring the imliortance of considering the total
person and their relationship with their familY and other -persons in
formulating programs for adolescents. ,

I strongly agree that this is crucial in dealing with sexuality, preg-
nancy preention, and pregnant tsdolescdntS. I do see S. 2910 as a pana-
cea but' as a critical sthp;in creatively and: effectively. resjtonding -to
adolescent pregnancy problem's.'

We urge your support for this bill-Tilank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you ever so much.
You have a longer statement that we will include in the record.
Mrs. MECKLENBURG. Yes.
I also appeared before the Select Committee on Population on this

topic, and I have shared that testimony with the committee. In the last
Congress I 'testified on this issue before Senator Kennedy and Senator
Bayh and have also submitted that to you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mrs. MECKLENBURG. Thank you, Senator
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Mecklenburg follows

4
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STATEMENT B

MARJORY MECKLENBURG
if

FOR

'THE SENATE HUMT RESOURCES COMMITTEE

or0

"THE ADOLESCENT HEALTH, SERVICES Ably;

PREGNANCY PREVENTION AND,CARE ACT OF 1978, S.2910"

JULY 12, 1978
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,

Or,

1enator, Will him, isembers.pf the HUman,Resources Committee, I welcome
e

the opportunity to appear, before youl.totloy as president,0-American Citliens
" d q

a
ConceWed to:Ljfe, a naefOnalipre-life arganiif t ion, to sObak in support of

the "Adoles6nt Health, 4
Serkices4ind Pregihncy Preventigtp and. Act of 1978."

ati ,.

1.2910. ,; ,,''
AA

'4=;'! i 41

..4: ACCL tias hada long - standing interest `'in pregnant Womn,. Children andpregnant

the f011y. dtTover411 purpoie is to motUate itch individual, and' society

.,. ..

as'a whole. to make deyisitns about LIN .use of available, rgources based on

A., ,- ' . - a 0
the.prrise that each humsbaIng has.greati, value and that individuals should

.,,, 4,

have th'i Oppokunity to realize ...their full potent 14k).

&ft. 4 17°F

ACCL is an advocator both pub,pc and private, sectpr.programs to tin- .

. .

prove and safeguard the 1,,iveel 6Tegnant women and chi ci ren -- both before

and after birth.14 ing the 94th Congress I testif4d in behalf of bills
;It AS

authored by Sen. Kennedy and Sed.itgayh which focused!on these needs. With

your permistion, Sen. Williams, I would like to enter those in the

t i

record of 611s hearing along with testimony I presented last Mar& before the

House Serict ComMittee on Population.

The number of adolescent pregnancies and the prsiblems surrounding this

phenomenon have laeen of growing concern to the Administration. members of

Congress and the public. About one million adolescent gAls -- one in ten

aged 15 to 19 become pregnant each year,t the majority out of wedlock. Of

these one million girls, 400.000. are 17 or under; 30.000 are 14 or under:

While some teenagers are married and wish to become pregnant, a substantial

?
:?;

:4 4 0
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number of teenage pregnancies are unwanted-, weal over 300,000, teeiiage abor-

tions were reported in 1976 to the Center, for Disease Control.' Dr. Wendy

Baldwin, social demographer from the National Institute of Child Health and

Human Development-, in her statement before the,4enate Human Resources Com-
o

mittee on June 14, reported that for adolescents "birth rates are still high,

increasing.nuMbers' of births are out-of-wedlock, control of fertility is still

poor, and the exposure to risk is increasing.
.2

S.2910 will make available services which adolescents need to `avoid

becoming pregnant or to continue a pregnancy already begun, and we stipport
4

the bill on this basis. We belieVe that'adolescents who'choose to continue a

pregnancy despite the hardships they encounter are deserving of our compassion

and Our phactical assistance. ."Freedom to Choose" implies that it is equally

possible for a woman to choose to give birth as well as to abort. Today fright-
.

ened, confused and dependent adolescents often have little freedom to continue

a pregnancy unless the kind of services this bill details are readily aVailable.

Most pregnant adolescents and their babies have a bleak future. The adol-

escen aces a multitude of phychological, psycho-social and health complica-

tio as a result of early pregnancy. These young women have to cope with the

developmental tasks of adolescence, while shouldering the demands of early

childbearing and rearing. Some of the girls who are pregnant at this early

age have multiple problems, such as unstable family backgrounds, and low self-

expeetation and esteem. Unless the pregnant adolescent receives adequate

counseling and services she may become phychologically impoverished (depress-
,

jon and suicidal attempts), a school dropout, have repeat pregnancies, or

become a.vicitim of unemployment and long-term reliance on welfare.3!4

,a

fl

4 II
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Many girls who are pregnant out of wedlock do not veport for medical

care until very late in pregnancy. Therefore, a vast majority of.ihem receive

inadequate health care and are undernourished. When this is the case, they

face significant risks both for themselves and for their babies.

,-- They are more susceptible to death from toxemia'of pregnapcy (maternal

mortality is 60% higher among teenagers Who do not receive adeqUate prenatal

care). 3 Their children are more frequently premature, and often have such

complications as increased susceptibility,to infections, hypoxic brain damage,

nutrition related congenital defects, and developmental disabilities, includ-

ing mental retardation and learning disabilities. Infant mortality can be as

much as,2.4 times higher fpr babies born to teenagers than to 20-24 year old

mothers.
4

As we investigated what is dting done to assist the adolescents who are

facing this crisis; we concluded that a comprehensive approach whigh provides

both medical care,and psycho-social support can dramatically improve the out-

come for both mother and baby. With, adequate medical care, attention to

nutrition, and help in psycho-social areas most of these women will deliver

safely.

However, the needs of_pregnant adolescents are so diverse and complex

that a program directed at only irproving medical care has proven to be in-

adequite. Adolescents in general are notably poor users of health care serv-

ices, and pregnant adolescents in particular are sporadic users of prenatal

care. -This may be ikcause of ignorance, fear, or negligence. They may have

8

449
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anxiety abOut possible ostracism or judgmental attitudes by adults. They,Often

see existing services as not meeting their needs and thus not "approachable."

But when their psycho-social needs are met and adequate counseling and

support. are available in combination with medical care thete is evidence that

adolescents will report early for prenatal care and will keep appointments

with the physician.

It is important to provide excellent care for this age group in a place

that is comfortable for them -- a place in which they may have had a previous

positive experience is ideal, For example, when comprehensive care centers

are located in schools, the girls tend to come in early for pregnancy care.

The teenage grapOvine and referrals often Inform the pregnant girl where

helpful supportive services can be found.

The basic components of successful comprehensive adolescent pregnancy

programs are:

1. Early detection of pregnancy and comprehensive prenatal care.

2. Sotial services to help adolescents cope with emotional, financial

and community problems.

3. Comprehensive health care for the infant.

4i Long-term follow-up services for a minimum of two years.

5. Education -- to encourage completion of schooling and provide

parenting and family life instruction.

6. Adequate day care.

7. Procedures for invol4ing fathers.

4

4
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8. Involvement of community supporters.

9. Staff training and education.

10. Transportation resources.

11. Prevention of pregnancy.

12. Evaluation methods to determine success or failure.

Providing comprehensive services to preghant adolescents appears.to be

realistic and cost effective over both the long and short term. Girls who

Utilize comprehenlbe programs are less likely to have repeat out-of-wedlock .

pregnancies and they areless likely to rely on welfare assistance programs

for long periods. of time. Adolescent mothers who receive adequate medical

.care have a lower rate of obstetrical canplications which would affect their

health and that of their-children.5'6

,

:There is evidence that comp care programs are al so an effective

means of reducing the number. ef-firit pregnancies irc,the community of adoles-

cents who have contact with suOh programs. Faring to ellocpte the resources
0 J

necessary to provide cO44henlye.bare'for preg6ant-lesceits will result

In the nee expend even MtiOe to deal with vie 6sulting consequences.

Few pregeant adolescents have access 0.cbmprehensive :programs. Model

programs are avillpble in very few areas. Even4WileresIOMOtes exist in a' 7.'.

rJ.,

community thedIfferent elements may be scattered and coordinatibh7may-be..,

lacking. Young women may not know how to find the assistance they need.

Continuity is an imiortint facibr in treating adolescents and through this

legislation various agencies will be encouraged to seek more coordination

and cooperation so that the pregnantradolescent is considered as a whole

6
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person. We believe that there Is a strong case for both more services and

better linkage of already existing services.

Because the need for supportive services for pregnant adolescents liJ

urgent and the comprehensive approach has been shown to be effectivewe would.

favorrincreasing!the funding authorization in this bill. We would alsoire'LT.

commend that the percentage allocated to evaluation be increased. AirePtes7:

entatives of the voluntary sector we believe. it is crucial that a cittzen,

advisory committee to HEW be formed to recommend guidelines for theivArograMS

and to assist in evaluating them. This committee should be bcoadlyrepreien,
,

, ,

-.i.

tative of the groups that are interested and involved in_such prOgramti addl2

of the people being served by the programs. One of the strengtWofth11,011-2
r.

is its attempt to involve communities, to allow them flexibility;and.toen=:

courage their eventual assumption of responsibility for fundlng1;ande'Oijti.00

This proceis will be hastened if a mechanism for ongoing interOct1p0q§tab,::.'

lished between providers and advocates in the field, those kling Served!, and

professionals in HEW who are administering"the programs.

In addition to authorizing supportive health services,and.c44 512910
. ,

,
also provides for pregnancy pre ntion programs, although.,10S'ildt

percentage of the funds is inten for that ptirpose..iSurel,V:therel§4eneral'

'agreement that prevention is an important aspect of deaTing:4ithithe,ptehlem
- .

.
of adolescent pregnancy.; Of the'one million adolescent§ oo

.

tOcamOlegnant:

each year abortion would indicate that many did,ndt wilh,to:6ebOme-:

` .',pregnant bUt7werd not s'ufficiently educatid,prAXOtivatedTto*O4Oni:ii. ;.Unless'
. . .

. .. .

.

'
.

.., .

,we discover effective ways'tO enceurage"responsi e sexdal.lieha4ior,. in ,the:'

6,

statistics
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adolescent population, this Situation is unlikely to change in the near future.

Dr. Wends BaldWfn reports that "Between 1976 and 1980 we can expect the number

of lit77 year olds to decrease, by 6.7%. If the proportion of those who are

sexually active continues to increase, however, the net effect may well be an

-,increase in the absolute number of adolescents at risk of pregnancy.
a

Surely such a situation is unacceptable. The high degree of sexual

, freedom that exists in our society today calls for increased personal respon-

sibility and self - control. Yet_we have not been able to give young people the

kind of help(they need to live in such a climate and cope with their own sex-

uality,

Traditional family planning programs have not provided the kind of approach

many young people are Aeking. Even where such services are readily available

. they:May not be utilized by sexually'aCiiMe teens.7 In addition, the possible

adverse effects of'long term usage of IUD's
-4
and oral contracepties-are a

Matter of growing concern, as are the other medical problems faced by sexually

active teens.
8 gla

.... , , 1, ,.

'-; : .'''. , c .-:!'
. -

We must 4evelo

)

educational approaches to pregnancy prevention which will

1
focus on sexuality the broader context of life experiences. It is important

to place faMily planning and human sexuality education in such a context and

to structure programs so that they are not isolated technological services

devoid of moraIityk-family involvement and other:elements that are crucial in

an adolescent'i'lifei

7 personally don't believe that anything is gaindd by Withholding family,

planning services from adolescents after they are sexually active'. Such a.

7 %lb

4 C
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policy only increases the possibility of pregnancy, pressure for abortions

and other problems sexually active adolbscents may have. However, contra-

ceptinOdolescents it not the only or optimum solution to preventing adoles-

cent pregnancy. Any of us would like to see programS which would encourage.

young people to choose to value themselves and their sexuality and to.post-

pone sexual involvement. Yet today there'appears to be little emphasis on

this approach and little encouragement for adolescents who choose this,option.

Current role models tend to glamorizethe sexually active teen'..

It would be our position that the 'primary prevention funds made avail-

alb?through passage of this bill should be directed at research and develop-
.

ment:of-model programs to foster new and comprehensive approaches to prevent-

ing adolescent pregnancy. Contraception prOgramS are substantially funded,

through other federal letislation.

In summary, we in ACCLbelieve there is a strong case for passage of

this bill. The voluntary sector is responding to pregnant adolescents but .

has not been able to adequately meet the complex needs of these troubled in-

dividuals without governmental assistance.

Your recognition of the problems they face and your Stimulation of

OprOpriate serYices will substantially improve the future-for many young

mothers and theif 'babies.

44,,

8
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The CHAIRMAN..Next, please.
Ms. Rum My name is Meg Rixii. I live in Cherry Hill, N.J. Please

Accept my deep gratitude for theN,ogportunity to appear before you
today on this most vital social and family issue. That you on the na-
tional level have expressed interest in teenage pregnancies is evidence
of the magnitude of the problem. . : .

My long personal interest and involvement in these matters began
with service as a volunteer for a crisis pregnancy center. In time, .1
Dame the director of that center, and later establishedlwo additional
'cenbers as the need for such service ,grew and becam% obvious. All
three of these centers are located in the southern part of New Jersey,
with one of them servicing inner-city minority women by providing
bilingual volunteers, counseling, and informational materials to Ac-
commodate the needs of the large Spanish-speaking population. Ks a
result of this experience, I quickly recognized the need for residentialquickly
care for pregnant girls. .

In order not to duplicate services already available, I researched the
matt& of such residential facilities. The investigation clearly estab-
ished that in the entire southern part of the State of New Jersey,

from Trenton and below, there was not even one such facility: Re-
:. sponding to .a- tremendous need, I set out to make such a haven a re-
': ality for those girlS and women who had no place to go. . , ..
-,'' The concerns and problems I share with you todaY,'therefore,, grow

of my experience with the two prenatal" esidential centers which
!eventually came into being, and are still today the only such ,centers
Havailable in all of south Jersey. They 'are' fficilities which areeentirely '

staffed, werated, and funded by the private volunteer sector, since I
found there were no community, State, or, Federal moneys available
to deal with this particular need of women with problem pregnancies.
Consequently, the care andassistance we tail provide is limited to the
generosity of interested people the ability of the pregiipt girls them-
selves to earn money to contribute to their own support, mid the sacri-
ficial willingness of.others to contribute time and services..

While the issue fore us is complex, I would ask you to give par-
ticular

that Cur nt structures available for assisting a girl/woman
ticular attention the following dimensions of the problem :

who wishes to continue her pregnancy, lock her into the Welfare ethic,
and perpetuate her dependence.

Second, that there is .a need to make a productive use of the waiting
'time during the monthS of pregnancy through programS of education
and job training, since, for many, these months become merely a time
best described as "being in a holding pattern." . . .

Third, that funds for infant care services be allocated to provide
' noninstitutional environments through the use of local "surrogate

grandmothers."
Fourth, that funds be allocated for programs which provide coun-

seling services of a, more specialized nature which recognize the par=
titular needs of the various types; of females with problems regnan-
cies. Those who are (a) teenaged and single, (b) teenaged ana married,
(c) over 21 and single, (4) married /separated /divorced, (e) married/
lo*4ncorrie/uneinploied husband.
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Fifth, that popular laMilY planning programs be reevaluated with

consideration given. O. rograms which 'do not isolate the reproductive
proolieties. froma w i is . s whole bag, which do not place primary
emphasis tin the meth 'es of family - planning in isolation from the
motivation for 'family planning, and which do not see the pregnant
female in isolation from those involved in her situation--.the litinborn
'child', the father of the child, and her parents if she is a minor.

Pes thiliti a week ego, the largist newspaper in south jersey, carried
pn article entitled "Teen Pregnascies on the Rise in Jersey." A spokes-

' Man for the -Neiv Jersey Department of Health said that schools' sex
education programs "do not appear to be'oVerwhelmingly successful." .-
We could not agree more. . .

Surely all of is want our .young people to toe able to face the prOb-
lems and decisions of life equipped with accurate information and the
assurance ,cif ,caring support. The development, promotion, and co-

21tagon Of supportive services could provide the much needed meairl;
by iikdividuals could solve their own problems with dignity,

Maturity, and independence.
.., And I. thank you.
t The Camintait. All right. Thank you.
Next.
Ma BLocKwics Thank you, Senator Williams. I am Jessma Block-

wick, director of the, department of population; United Methodist
Board of Church and Society. '7) -

I appreciate the opportunity to appear today before you to make
some, comments on this piece of legislation.

We are very happy that.the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. and the Congress are taking such deep concern on these issues
on adolescent sexuality and pregnancy.

Ii general, we are vary supportive of the initiatives but I would
lilteloday to comment on a few of the gaps of low priority which we
see in this legislation. -

One overall comment that I think others have made is the confusion
there seems to exist between the` nitiatives under Senate 2910 and the
new emphasis on teenagers in other legislative prograins this year,
particularly under Title X. I think we want to be sure that we are going
to expand services rather-than to duplicateor put them in competi,
tienof what these different pieces of legislation are going to accom-
plish specifically needs to be more clearly spelled out.

One of the areas in which none of these pieces of legislation on which
We are speaking today deal with adequately is the area of family life
and sex education. This is mentioned somewhat in passing in section
102(b), and this is' an area which may be included, but it seons to
us that it: should be a very integral part and specifically spelled out
that the legislation must include family life and sex education.

As others have commented here today, our society constantly bom-
bards its teenagers with titillating aspects of sex whether it be tele- :

vision, movies, advertiSemen,ts, printed media, are constant factors
which push early sex activity. Yet, somehow, our values have become
so obscured that *at we cannot mention is the idea, of waiting or of
takingprecautiotAKI think recently in the news there was a story about
a television writer who left a program because he-Was not allowed to



We teenagers discuss the idea of 'pregnancy prevention, but it was all
'right for them to have sexual relations.

, I 'notice that we are, also shocked about the idea of contraceptive
advertising on television and, yet, few, people seem to be that concerned .

or' knoW what to-clo about the idea of immediate gratification or de-

ities, even violence sometimes.
I notice Pr. Sot Gordon will be speaking late this afternoon, and in

my testiniony I quote some of his writings in. which he points out that
even many of the social object studies which the United States is
very big on may help to .push the young people, into early sexual.

activity. When you do a stucly, you publish it without any other con-
text and say something like 7 out of 10 teenagers at a certain ago are

sexually active, it tends to have the effect of making the other three
think, well, what is wrong with me, am I normal, do I hav get with
it? And he points out we leave perhaps been, even scientists ve been

too value free.
This legislation speaks about linkages a.nd,community out ch. I

would hope that one of the community resources, which might Pe in-

. eluded in the networks:is some of the work which churches are .doing

in the area of family life, and sex education 'which could ,deal with
sexuality in the context of whole personhood and how to use sexuality
wisely and carefully: :; '

Of my own denonunatior, the United Methodist Church trains and
certifies leaders in human sexuality. I would like to point, out one of the
emphises in that program is trying to'develop ways of encouraging
dialog between, adults and teenagers, which has also been mentioned
today-as one of the problems of inability of communicating 'on i.Aese

problems, so that teenagers are left on their own. ,

Perhaps if this legislation has a stronger emphasis and trust. on
family life and sex education, we ought to think in terms more than
simply dealing with -the young woman. One of the elements that per-
haps, should be included are intergenerational kinds of counseling and

education.
also like to suggest that the legislation needs, more clarifi-

cation again on what is meant by preventive services. Does this simply
mean deliVery of contraceptives and access to information about con-
traceptiiees? The prevailing social climate of, denial, avoidance, am-
biguity, and *boo that surrounds adolescent sexuality contributes
Substantially to poor contraceptive use. It is difficult for the young, to
act responsibly without guidance.

I did hear of a model of a Church in the suburban area outside
of Washington dud; during.certain hours of the week, becomes a coun-

. selintLatxtid family planning clinic where young people can go in a
non tehing atmosphere. Many of them have encountered sex edu-
cation elaseekin school but that does not seem to meet their needs of

dealing with their whole personhood:
One particular aspect in preventatiVe Servicesthat I have not seen

in legislation and I have not hes:1.011j% morning is the need to include
male teenagers. The male adolescent, is not mentioned iiphis legisla-

tion. Somehow there iithe unstated assumption that the, prObleni ,and

responsibility faLonlY upon the adolescent young woman. I
,and

this legislation offers an opportunity to end this kind of double stancV
6'4,1
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.ard'and to help young men deal with theiz own sexual practices and
their responsibilities for preventing pregnancy.

Rven the pill, in some waya; makes it easier for the young male to
ifeel Ininvolved in pregnancy prevention. If something goes wrong,

it Is the :.girl's fault. Stridies have shown that 'feles about the, cone -"
.quencea of unprotected intercourse is really uncommon among young
males:We surely do not want these governmentarprogram% to imply
encouragement for male irresponsibility, by aiming all of the efforts
at the young women alone: ,

. The ability to plan on childbearing and spa cing pf children has
beat truly liberating for women. As they -accept roles of greater re-
sponsibility within society, thert surely men ought to accept responsi-
bility for.their sexual activitk arid to participate in the prevention of
unintended pregnances. There aF some models, few model?, around
the country .because -I think' this has been a tOo long negkected.area. I

think the first purely male famiry planningarrd counseling clinic was
in San Ituncisco, opened in Siffifrancisc,o ghoul 4 years ago. So we
have a long way to go but it seems to me that thislegislation could be
one that encourage that kind of emphasis. And, course, after child-
birth, too, theSe effortkshould include the young man at 'much as pos
Bible because his life and his career-plans can be totally upset if *
does want to take responsibility for the baby he has fathered. .

I also.would like,to suggest there needs to be more clarification on
the definition of comprehensive services.. Another witness earlier
pointed outthat this is one of the State services, the legislation men-
tions offering vocational and employment counseling. But that might
be of little use to either' the young mother or father if we do not take

-a. look at the availability and access of day-care sex-vices forthe
I think one fundamental part a any definition of `conaprkensive

services has to be presenting the adolescent with a full ran& of options.
Without cho.ce there is no re.sponsible decisionmakine the ;matter
of 'child.bea Present adolescents need to haVe c,o ing on access11

to all of the . ions which rang; from abortion, to adoption, to ,keep -
ing a child.

Otir 'deno 's tion is well aware of the sad nature of abortion, but
we do believe that there are tragic conflicts of life with life, Aith
sonietimes makes abortion most acceptable among a series of painful
altetnatives. And many of the most unhappy in these situations in-

. yoke teenagers; situations..of statutory grape, very often of incest, and
.pregnancies of virtual children. Children who are pregnant, are them-
selvesChildren.

As yOu know, teenagers account for. one -third of all legal abortions
applied in the United States. We work on this issue largely through
the religious coalition for abortion right which nosy consists of 28
natiOnalaenaminations and organizations. All of them clearly 'affirm
the responsibility and joy of parenthood, and much prefer alternatives
as it were to abortion, the prevention of conception; the understanding
of luiniari reproduction, and the use of enlightened measures, to con-
trol Conception.
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Many of these religious groups are leaders in efforts to improve
under;standitig of humitn sexuality and o family life but, nonetheless,
we believe firmly in the option of legal aborticin must be safeguarded
for all women.

We think that this legislaibn should be improved by the inclusii
of services for early pregnancy detection, which4lso has not been
mentioned, and appropriate counseling and services.

One last thing, Mr. Chairman: Cle,arly what a lot of witnesses and
what I am talking about have to do with values in this whole area, and
I would think that any counseling programs could deal with responsi-
bility, which speaks to values, but I would like tb lift up the fact that
some of the comments which I have read abbiit in this legislation im-
plied that the Government will be dealing moving to deal with ques-
tions of moral and relighliis values. I think this dges give us some con-
cern that Government might begin to set what,oueireligious and4moral
values should be in regard to sex.

So, again, I would stress that it seems to me in the outreach, in the
linkages that I talked about, these kinds of qA.restibns probably,. rest
with individuals within the community groupsnd with religious or-

,

ganizations. I think this legislation provides many opportunities for
cooperation between the administration, between the providers and
the community groups, such as religious organizations.

In summary, we commendthe work on this legislation, but it could
be improved and clarified in Some cases and strengthened in' a number
of others.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. BlIkwick Aollows:j

4
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Jessma Blockwick, /Vector

of the DepartMent of Population, of the United Methodist Board
o,E -

of Church and Society.

I appreciate this
opportunity to/respond to the programs

ptoposed by.,S. '2910. We commend the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare and the Congress for recognizing the

seriousness of:theprolems related to adolescent sexual ac-

a

tivity, pregnanCy,
A
and parenthood. The United Methodist Church

has held. a long-standing commitment to the health and well-being

oeindividuals and families and to responsible parenthood,and

is therefore deeply concerned with these same issue's..

In 1976, the Genefal Conference of the United Methodist

Church, in a Resolution on Responsible Parenthood, recommended
`

shat both churches and the common society work to;

1. Provide to all education on taxman sexuality and

faMily lite in its varying forms, including c'

,.means of marriage enrichment, rights of children,

.

responsible and joyful expression of sexuality,

and changing attitudes toward male and female
roles in home and marketplace.

2. Provide counselling opportunities for married

couples and those approaching marriage on the'"

Principles of responsible parenthood.

3. Make informatioh.end materials available so all

can exercise res0Onsible choice in the area of 4

conception controls. We support the free flow
r-idof information on reputable, efficient 4safe

non-prescriptive contraceptive techniques through

educational programs and through periodicals, '

radio, television and other advertising media.

We: supPort.adequate public funding and increased
participation in,family planning services by public

and private agencies, inclpding church-related
institutions, with the goal of making such services

accessible to all regardless of economic status

on geographic location.

1

r.
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Our faieh tells, us'(in,the Social Principles of the. United

Methodist Church,: adopted in .1976)that "sexuality is a good

gift of God, andwe believg persons may be fully human only when

that gift is acknowledged and affirmed by themselves, the church,

and society." How ethis good gift is-understood and used is

determined more
),

by attitudes and feelings than by factual infor-

mation. Emotional factors sUth''as ajied f,r.antimacy.,,and a
7 rI .0 _ ,

.,

sense of self worth, sex anxieties. ipdpeer vreAures, s.ex_
? , .;

roles as shaped by society,, skills in inter-:perSpnal relation

4 l'..4
, 4 ,

ships arig basic value coMMP.CMent4kaki. glad' part in,haping
-. 4, ,

' siekilpilikehavior.- 'It 1.0Ycluiling Che,,groWing sexual awareness.of
,,'::: 4 , ) , Os 1 .

-:adOlesdence-that thesg16dtors partieularly_shape attitudes and

'Ei'dtivity. -
,

.

'S

Statistics tell us that our society has not succeeded in

dialing effectively with adolescent sexual attitudes and behavior.

. As you know, there:are an estimated /I million sexually active

teenagers, many of whom seldom or never use contraceptives.
a

-Each year one million teenagegirtg: come pregnant. Two-thirds

rof theso pregnancies are conceived . of wedlock, and in recent
\ '

.-

ydars27 percent were terminated -bOnduced abortions. Each

year 600,000 women under the age of 20 give birth each year.

Since most teenage pregnancies are unintended, in principle

tffey s ould be avoidable. Clearly, our so4Lety needs to do a

better 3 b of.00mmunicating the mennint; of the responsible

use of sexuality to children and to teenagers.

For these, reasons, we welcome the Adolescent Health, Services

and Pregnancy Prevention and Care.Act of 1178..,We have, however,

somequestAns and concerns oboni z.he liTiltition; and feel

2 -
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.
that as it is .currently drafted the result could be an insuf-

ficient and haphazard pf.ovision.of low quality services.

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare has stressed

that there is a double emphasis for this new teen pregnancy

legislation:'. (1) to prevent unwanted pregnancies and (2) to

0

provide services to already pregnant adolescents and subse-

quently rc, the teenage mothers and their babies. The provisions

of S. 2190, howeVer, seem aimed primarily at the latter objective.

Thi_ _s a portion of a larger program that the Ad-

ministration is advocating -$60 million for the Adolescent

Health, Seprices and Pregnancy Prevention and Cap Act of 1978

and $82 million for proposed expanded services under Medicaid>

Title X, Community Health Centers and other existing programs.

Whe authorizing legislation this year for Title' X has placed

an important emphasis on teenage pregnancy and includes recom-

mendations for increased funding for preventive services. The

relationship of Title X and S. 2910 needs to be clarified. Will

family pPanning services'for adolescents be duplicated or ex-

panded by this w legislation? What is meant by "linkages"

between the varioNs s rvices to be identified or provided?

1. THE NEED TO INCLUDE FAMILY LIFE AND SEX EDUCATION
11,,

Family life end sex edicatiob--an area which neither bill

covers completely--should be one of the major thrusts in the

attempt to prevent unwanted pregnancies and births. Our de-

nomination,' in affitming the principle otresponsible parent-

hood, states that "the family in its varying forms constitutes

the primary focus of love, acceptance, and nurture, bringing

fulfillment to parents and child, Healthful, and wHblg personhood
, ;1

a
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develops as one is loved, responds to love, and in that relation.:

ship comes to wholeness as a child of God." To develop such.

wholeness, we believe a ohild should be wanted, and should be

born into an environmentedionducive to realizatiOn of his or

her potential: This takes some considerable degree of maturity

and. stability and understanding on the part of afather and

mother of what parenthood entails: We believe programs to,

build such understanding should be a specifically- spelled out

part of this legislation. Section 102 (b) says that services

which maybe part of projects include "education at the com-.

enmity leVeliconcerning sexuality and the responsibilities of

parenthood." We would like to see this language strengthened

and this type of education made a more integral part, .9f the.

whole program.

Our society. constantly bombards young people with- the

.titillation of sex; our media--television, movies, advi4-

tisements and printed materials of all kinds--push toward

sexual activity. Yet, somehow we'have so skewed our values

that our definition of what cannot be mentioned publicly is"tbe

idea of.waiting, oebeingresponsible, of taking precaution

to,,prevent pregnancy. We are shocked by the thought.of contra-"''

ceptive advertising or even sex education on television, but

passively accept programs which encourage instant--even

gratification.

Dr. Sol Gordon, of the Institute for Family ResearCh and

Education, Syracuse, New York, and one of the beat-known writeis

on teenage sexuality, has pointed out that scientifickstddy

without any value component may itself have been a factor in

A
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pusging young people toward earl sexual activity. He wrote:

Those of. us who,gre involved in reSearch have a re-
.

sponsibility to.go beyond simple statistics'and
clinical, iMpressions. Providing only numbers-and
percentages sets up artificial.standards of "per-
formance.' by. which' people can "grade" theit sexual,
life style.....As researchers, we have both .philo-
sophical and ethical responsibi;ities. Whcn.we
.talk aboutoutlets, or About how'many.partners a
person has had, without addressing the ,wholt re-

.
lationship between the partners, we lend credence.
to the curious'Icind of turn-on in which a'body.
part substitutes for the whole person. ...We as
professionils do a disservice to young people
when We-do:not explore the meaning of sexual
hchavlorand. feelings.. Do wE-then encourage them'
to xtiati°at anearly. age toward the image they have.

of the."norMal"teenager3q sexual experience?
By ,serttng sex as an extremely

.

important rite. of .pasSage yithout which one will
foreverireMairi a child, iae _tend to make it diffi-
cult for 'the iverag,e teen, per to delay, to say

isto support the pressures that
,IpppO:Von4,people to .early and unprotected

..:intercourse-: . %

.

thar j°1-l'an expanded emphasis, on eduption for
.,.% ,

.ie'sOOPS71:0 ,ex:pressions of.exuality, one of the

. .'
community resources which cOUld be included in these

,
,.

rfetWOrk.a would be the churchet.and syno.gog8s., which in a

.,:.

nonthreatening .
lospherp c-an help to place sexuality

`'. intheconteXt of whOlo, eetsO;-:1-;Ood, a gift to be IliiOd wisely
'1. 4%

,4-, -'.-;

and carefully. ,
°I. .

: ,

Sex educariop has April] a4-. 441,-as bioli. ical ,

, '

' '1- ,'..A: k; .

'ilimension. -q4e ringd to digcusa !lit 4t :mans t041"Ove

' ° ''''' .1 4)0' '' ..;,..1' '' '*, or 4' ',-,,, " 't',.1'.0... ,tN!.
..,.' :, f,,, :.

'
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and eare for one another. To trust and be trusted. We

should raise the qlgstions central to all human relationships.

'What is selfishness? Loyalty? Character? What does

it mean to be loved or to be used?

..' As an example of this type:of emphasis, the United,

Methodist Church trains, certifies, and supervises leaders in

human sexuality who are then resources op local churches.

Structured weekend experiencel are held in local churches

in which both parents and youth are involved. The foundations

are'laid for continuing dialogue within the family. Sexuality

programs focus on the personal responsibility for one's

behavior as a child orGod while affirming se uality as

the expression of one's total personality, of one's

femaleness or maleness.

The goals of these training programs are:

1. To grow in understanding and accentance. of
sexuality as part of Gods plan for human
beings.

2. To expand knowledge of phy 'cal, emotional, and

6'
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spiritual aspects of sexuality.
.

3. TO'practicetcommuniOation skills needed to
talk about sexuality.

.
.

4. To examine. arious cultural standards while
. discovering guidelines for sexual identity

and behavior consistent with a Christian
lifestyle:

5. To look at interpersonal relations with a
growing understanding of Christian love
as a,basis for constrattivesdecision-making.

We,suggest that the many programsvof churches and synagogues

defiling with ethical and moral value .1/ in this whole area could

be an important cqmponent of the community outreach envisioned

in this legislation. It is imp °Lt11%t an emphasis on education

be more clearly spelled out.

2.- THE NEED TO DEFINE PREVENTIVE SERVICES

An allied question which needs additional clafification is

what is meant by preventive services in this legislation. Are

they simply services dealing with contraceptive education and

dispensing? Do they include counselling and sex and family.

education as well? The prevailing social climate of denial,

avoidance, ambiguity and taboo that surrounds adolescent sexu-

ality contributes substantially to poor contraceptive use, It

becomes difficult for young people to act responsibl9.about sex

if they do not have rational and reasonable guidance, Further,

when birth control. services are difficult to obtain andowhen

to admit 'contraceptive 'neea'enienders fear over possible dis-

covery and retribution, avoidance and denial are inevitable.

Hence, teen women become pregnant.

Here again,i,there are some church models for what pre-

vention services might include. As one examples the Seat'

Pleasant United kethodist Church some years ago recogni!ed the /

'4*, 7
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need far fl place whOre young women and men could receive free

advice in-a pleaaant and confidential atmosphere about birth
6

control, pregnancy, venereal disease detection; and set up the

Prince George's Pree'Clinic, During clinic hours, Seat Pleasant
.

Church undergoes a transformatioru.' 'church school classrooms

double as Counselling rooms, a laboratory and office: The chapel,

becomes a waiting room eqpipped with radio, floor pillows, and

a reading chart. A doctor ,temporarily "sets up shop" in the

pastor's study, and the church office serves as the nurse's

interview room.

Most of the patients are teen-a,tiers,44;tost have been sexu-

ally active for a short time if at all. Many have haesome

contact with sex education through the p4lic sccIdols, but are

inadequately prepared to dearwith their own or their partner's

sexuality. These young people need help and advice, yet they

rarely go to traditional agencies abd are hesitant to talk

about themselves and their sexuality, especially with theit

families...

Again, there ,is 'a need for preventive services which deal

dotlust with biology, but with feelings, with values, with the

whole person.

3. THE NEED TO INCLUDE MALES

In this legislation, the male adolescent is never mentioned.

There is the unstated a mption that the problem and responsi-

bility fall only upqn the ung adolescent woman. This legis-k

lation offers an opportunity to end this double standard, and to

help yopng men deal with their -Own sexual practice6,-and their

.responsibilities for preventing pregnancy,
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In many ways, the pill has-made it even easier for the male

to feel uninvolved in pregnancy.prevention. If something goes

wrong, it is the girl's fault. Studids have shown that any

.fear about the consequences of unprotected intercourse is un-

common among males but common among the females. We surely

do"not want these governmental prOgrams to reinforce the old

doiible standard and imply encouragement of male irresponsi-

bility by aiming efforts at Ihe.young,Women alone.

The Gospel makes it clear that Jesus regarded women and

-men as being of equal worth. Surely there has been no greater.

liberating force in the lives of women',than the ability to

plan the number and spacing of children they truly want, As

women accept roldla of greater responsibility within society,

then surely men ought toaccept responsibility for being

sexually active andtO participate in the prvention of un-

intended pregnanCieS.
S.'2190 needs to emphasize quite spe-

cifically that programsgehould include education and counselling

on the sexual responsibilities for the adolescent male. Pro-

grams designed to assist after the birth of a baby should strive

to include the father also.

4. THE NEED' TO MANDATE COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES.

A major assumption of S. 2190 is that what is needed is

,coordination of existing.services; There are, however, sub-

stantial deficiencies in existing services and ;line needs of many

teens are unmet.. New and expanded services are therefore re-

quired, yet the definition of
comprehensive services here is

Jetweak'and vague. S. 2190 fails to specify a numbe services

which are particularly important in working with adolescent

J
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.

pregnancy, such as infant day care, pregnancy testing, transpor-

tation to and from the service provider and personal counselling.

Discretion of what should be provided is left almost totally

to the provider, or to theDHEW Irministration. The need for
4

comprehensive.services is too great to be left so ill-defined

in this legislation.

The adolescent womaa who chooseg,,to give birth faces great

social, economic and emotional risks. Unmarried teen mothers

-often leave school; they not have job training; they face

socialodisapproval, finarial hardship. It is difficult to

find work and adequate child-care facilities. The burden .

of caring for a child strains already fragile teen marriages,

72% of which end in divorce. For the teen-age father, accepting

responsibility for a child can be equally devastating to life

plans, yet we need to make it possible for them to accept

.their responsibility.

The Re'erend Jtilieanne Aallman, a member of the United

Methodist Board of Church and Society and a United Methodist

'minister, has found in her' counselling with teen women that

"they go through a birthing process within themselves. for

the first time, they have to deal with what it means to be

a womer

With comprehensive supportive services, the time of

maternity and paternity; traumatic as it is likely to'be at

these young ages, can still become one of grow;h and -healing,

One fundamental part of anz definition of comprehensIve,

services Whould be presetting adolescents with d full range of

options. Without choice, there is no possibility of responsi-

bledecision-making'in the matter of childbearing, Pregnant

10
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adolescents need to have counselling on and access to options

which range frore,a ortion to adoption to keeping the child,

. Our denominatio s well aware of the sad nature of abortion

but believes that there are tragic conflicts of lie with life4k-

va that niay make abortion the most acceptable among a series of

painful alternatives. Many,of these unhappy situations involVe

,'.teenagers -- situations of violent or statutory rape, or incest,'

of pregnancies to virtual children.

T4enageis dc,count for one third ofall legal abortions

mformed in the United States--an estimated 325,000 abortions

in }975. In 1974, three in,ten teenage pregnancies were. ,

terminated by abortion, About half of all teenage abortions

g Wereobtained by 18-and 19-year old girls; 45 percent by 15

to 17-year-olds; and 5 percent by girl's 14 and younger.

Our denomination has worked on the issue oE abortion largely

through the Religious"CoalitiOn for Abortion Rights. The 26

national religious denominations and organizations of the Coa-

lition have"stated their affirmation of the responsibilities

and joys of parenthood, and support increased efforts to promote

voluntary means of fertility control and child spacing, as well

as responsible programs of sex.education. They believe that

preferable hy'far to abortion is the prevention of conception

through understanding of human reproduction and use of enlighten-

ed meas4res to control conception. They have long heen com-

mitted to providing leadership in programs of education in human

sexuality and family life.

Nofietheless, they believe firmly that the legal option

abortion, consistent with sound medical practice; must be

preserved for all women, regardless of economic status, The 4

11



legiSlatidn weare consi ring!today.Woullbe improved bY'the

inadsion of services fsr early pregnancy detection and ap-

prepri2ate counselling arid servides,

1k:-Phaixman,1t is clear that many of4the itroblems in

'..this:area'we tate today are not matterS'of mort,fad4nal infor=

.pvtion'ofi)ettet contraceptive services. 'Wien we talk about

' respOnSible s'eXUality and-of counaelling,'WO are,odlking also .o

. ry

about moral And ethical*values., Some of the. comments, in regard

to Oitlegialation have seemed to iMply tlihythe'government

will be moving to deal with. hheie-questionsof sexual values.'

cihile we believe. eduCation In Jalues is crucial, .we urge that

such questions Peoperly;reavith individuals and with non-,

goVernmental:organiations such as churches ari.(4 synagogues,

There;aremany waysthroughhis legislation where cooperation,

between the..admintstratioi,l, providers, and:religious sprgani-
.

zations is pOssib/e and desirable. .Again, defining more r..

cleanly the exaCt.nature of the,terills used and services to be

provided thtough this Act,tan help to clarify the appropriate

roles for all the'partiellitibricerned.

In summary,,I would ike to c:mphasize.orice. agaln our

gerieeal support for S.. 2910. We do, hmiever, urge clarifyIng
0 /--

arid strengtheriing this iegisla,vien. Our youth ar'elrecions':.

Adolescents'are under many and heavy presgmres as they seek to .

accept thiir.stxu414..hy'ando.inter,rate it vAhhin'tHedr develOp-

.ing id6ritlties. This' legislation cmn do to aid teenagers

in this process; By doily, so, the quality Dt life. for indi;,
a

viduals, the familY. and 016,0101e society will beenhanced.

12
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank'ypu very.much.
In the area of education, the major imponderable Saml. reai

that is, how to approach bringing to young people. the full itiVier-,-A?
standing that we hope they will have, of pregnancy, andAitai'."-'

implications, and meaning to them. *0.

. Do you know of any model where peer experience is included within

an educational .opportunity.?.. We know in other areas of social con-
cern, that peer experience4.oneof the most effective ways of facilitat-
ing. the desire to understand` to to learn, and to act accordingly

with that knowledge. Certainly; the programs that this committee
has designed and supported have 'incorpoiitte,d this principle and have
been quite successful.

For instance take a Social-situation, where there is a problem in the
health area of alcohol. We piogram resource money to institutional
situations where the peer experience is one of the fundamental com-

nentsIo the program. It is very effective. There is nothing like the
ntifica teacher who just does not have any appreciation what is'

mind of a youngster, but someone who has n through. the
nation ,and sensitive to the problem, might easily stimulate a desire

ow more; and knowing more, perhaps be able ep prevent some
wanted effects.

its there a model in the educational system where there is a program
like that?

*%'' Mrs. MECKLENBURG. Yes.A
"Senator Williams, mighfr comment on that?
Some comprehensive pregnancy services are located in schools.

When this is the case there is interaction between the already pregnant
girl, the staff, perhaps the young man who is involved, and other stu-
dents in the school. Such interaction takes adcfkscent pregnancy out ,

of the theoretical realm and brings it down'to the yery practical level
for everyone. Students see what it is like to be a pregnant adolescent
and *hat it is like to assume the responsibility of -parenthood at this
early aje. These young mothers bring their children,to the school for
nursery services in the school while they complete their education.
Thie also affords other students the opportunity to learn. child
development.

I recall a Life magazine article published a nuriber of years ago
that had a picture of a pregnant adolescent on the cover. A school
support program for pregnant students sus described and the effect
that it had on the students, mothers, children and the community was
described. As I recall the school was in Orange County, Calif. Initially
it might seem that the pregnant teenager would be fejected and rid-
iculed. But that was not the case.Rather, they received a great deal

.'of empathy. But while they were understanding, most other teAagers
could look a the situation and see what it would be like to be in that
situation the selves. It became painfully clear ,what it was like to be
8 or 9 rnont pregnant and later to live up to the responsibilities of
%taxing and sing .a child. The only caution I would have here is the
necessity to guard against the4nothers and their babies becoming dem-

:onstration projects. Their needs and feelings' muet,,J3e carefully
considered.

In summary, I believe these comprehensive progtams in the schools
. have achieved. what you are looking for, Senator Williams.
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The CHAIRMAN. Excellent. Excellent statement.
Senator Riegle;do you have any comments on the statements from

the panel V
Senator RIEGLE. I simply would like to add a word to what you are

saying about a peer example, the power of that kind of illustration. I
hope a way can be found to see to it that we can help the teenagers

,,in this way. ,

'crP , I gather you have all had an opportunity to testify. I appreciate
your testimony. I am a strong supporter of the bill, thpugh I worry
about' floating it in the face of the antispending mood that is over-
taking the count'? and Congress at the present time. ' .r.

In any event,1/4, et me thank all of you for your testimony. And
tiny members have questions for you, we will send .them to you and let
you respond in the record.
,,, Ms. BI:00HWICK. Thank you. , .y

*Senator RIZGLE. Our next panel consists of Ms. ly Palmer from
my home State of Michigan; Mr. Clyde Shorey, r. Adele Hof -
mann; Ms. Ilene Wolcott; and, in addition, we have s. Mildred Wu
from the Girls Club of Ainerica.

We have .several committee hearings going on today, as you
%the anking Committee upstairs-is very much. involved with .

init. yes in terms of efforts to involve neighborhood and communi
gro in finding answers to urban problems. So several of us ar
shifting back and. forth between committees today.

We a ing late today, and we may be interrupted by actions
on the ft - , . -?

What I would like,,,to ask you to do is summarize your statement
as much as possible.

We will include the full statements in the record.
In order to make sure that.each persOn has a chance to really hit

tie highlightsthat you have come to share with us, I would ask you
to try to summarize in, ray, .5 minutes or 7 minutes if at all possible.

We have another panel following, yours, as you may know, so given
that time pressure, I think that is the best way to do it.

We will stirt with Ms. Palmer; We are particularly pleased that
you are here from Michigan and we welcome you.

STATEMENT OF EMILY PALMER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LULA \N
BELLE STEWART CUTER, , DETROIT, MICH., .CJIILD WELFARE
LEAGUE OF AvizitTCA,, INC., ACCOMPANAD BY CLYDE E. SHOREY,
4., vioi PRESIDENT FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS, NATIONAVOUNDA-
VON Or THE MARCH OF DINES; DR. ADELE D HOFMAn,'BOAtIr
OF DIREetORS, AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS, WASHING-
TON, D C ; ILENE WOLCOTT, PROJECT DIRECTOR, WOMEN AND
HEALTH ROUND TABLE, WASHINGTON; D.C.; Alp N. WITRF,
GIRLS CLUB OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, D.C., A PANEL

Ms. PALMER. Thank you, Senator Riegle: I was hoping you would
be here.

I am Emily Palmer, executive director of Lula Bale Stewart center
in Detroit; a member agency of the Florence Crittenton diviSion of the

T
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Child 1Ve lfitre League of America. Florence Crittenton has been serv-
ing

. -

pregnant women since 1883. The. league is the national voluntary
accrediting and standard-letting organization for child welfare agen-
cies. Of. the nearly 400 league agencies, 177 provide services to 'un-
married parents. ,,

We commend HEW and Senators Kennedy and Williams for pro-
posing a program to help this 'underserved poulation. We are con-
cerned that the bill does not sufficiently recognize the complex nature
of services to pregnant adolescents and, as currently drafted, could
very well result in the haphazard provision of low-quality services.

Targeting the funds to Rervices after conception is our first concern.
Lula Belle Stewart Center, in keeping with national statistics, finds
that 94 percent of the pregnant adolescehts we serve keep their babies.
We would like to see that this bill with Its limited funding focus op./
providing services to preghant adolescents and young. parents. 'We
recognize prevention as a critical compOnent of the continuum of serv-
ices. We urge you, however, to takeLAdvantage of expanded. Title X
funds for prevention programs. d, ',I..` '

S. 2910 addresses itself tort lived- for comprehensive programs
listing many essential core:se However, the list is incomplete.. \,
Vital components of success lnograms, such as residential and
day pare, are not given sufficiene phasis.,

agars cannot attend school `-r job training programs unless they
are assured of quality day care:, ursery care for 'infants under 3 is
practically nonexistent. The list o icensed fatnily day-care providers

sparse, Many Crittenton centers, including ours, have developed
Itheir 'own onsite infant care services while parents"arents attend groups and

classes at our facilities.
Residential care is another. key suppoitive service. Often, when a

girl becomes pregnant, both natural and foSter families are unable to
cope, Ind need timoto sort out their emotions. Alternative living a
rangetnents become' important. Following delivery, a family o
expects. the young mother and baby to begin independent liN ng..
Grandmothers may have full-time jobs, and are not anxious to
anew tle task of child rearing..

In the past, few years, theCrittentoh agencies have developed inno-::
vative approaches to meeting this need. Some provide apartment-type .

housing for mothers and babies. Lula, Belle StewartCenter locates and
licenses homes willing totake both a mother and hen baby. Lett year
we had 34 requests, but could support only 11 placements. We recom-
mend that the bill be amended to require that varied residential serv-
ices be provided as a component of a comprehensive center.

Another needed service not addressed is transportation. Drop-in
centers are a sound concept, but in large urban and sprawling sub-
urban and rural areas, they may be inaccessible. Many of our classes
are held in the late afternoon or evening. Safety, convenience, .and

, motivation are factors in our decision to provide ,transportation.
k

Although this' taxes our,resources, we would have no consistency in
attendance otherwise,:-;;;.,..' ., : 1.; )

Since many of the Se..4yiees-: are nonexistent or limited, "linking"
would be of little coitsequeke;iti building comprehensive centers. We
recommend that the'0 percent limitation for services be increased 1,0,

S-0
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75 for services ?uid 25 for. linkages. Last year, our center, with an
annual budget or nearly $400,000, served 600 adolescents. In our
county alone,, 6,000 girls become pregnant every year. Lula Belle
Stewart Centel' is supposed to serve a tricounty area.

Demonstration projects with declining funds are hot in order. What
is needed is an ongoing Federal commitment to provide services to
pregnant adolescents and young parents.

In, addition, the requirement for a 70-percent Federal contribution
And 30 percent local matching funds should be lowered to 90-10. This
would coincide with other family planning. The 10 percent should be
allowed to be provided through ' inkind" matching.

Other limitations lead us to believe that if the bill were enacted'
without alteration, few quality programs would be developed. The
legislation lacks strong accountability provisions. Certain critical
services must be mandated to assure that the goals of the legislation
are achieved.

Additionally, standards must be attached to any. funds provided.
We recommend that language be added to the bill stating that:

All services funded in whole qr in part by this legislation shall meet appro-
priate Federal standards and guidelines or the requirements of nationally recog
idled accrediting bodies for these services.

To fuvther insure accountability, individual evaluations for each
program and overall evaluation must be mandated. We suggest setting
aside 3 to 5 percent of funds, for evaluation. The lack of specificity in
S. 2910 necessitates the establishment of an advisory council to work
with. HEW. The council should include experienced service providers
from the social 'services, health and education field, as well aS ton-
sumers or ex-consumers of service. REW's Secretary should place
the program under the Office of Hi/man Development Services.

The` egislation recognizes the need for technical assistb,nce. We
would like for this provision to include priority assistance to existing
centers so that they can eipand their operations fend develop linkages.

There is an assumption in this bill that good igte,ntions will create
good services. We have spent hours with both Michigan and out-of-
State groups working to initiate new programs, or expand exiting
centers. Groups will require considerableosupp ort to begin ana run
effective programs. c ,...J

In conclusion) we would like to reemphasize ouv concerns regarding
the vague focus of S. 2910. Comprehensive centers can effectively
serve the pregnant adolescent, but the listyof services flirt be complete
and a higher percentage of the funds allotted to services.

Would these services be cost effective? 40
410

Program evaluations by LBSC anthanany of thoi,other,Florence
Crittenton agencies ind.cate that many of the young parents We
serve are assikes1 to rain to school, enter job training, or the emRloy-

,ment market," thus potentially reducing welfare casts treMendously.
A high percentage 85 percent atcrt,LBSC in 1977of hables born to

adolescent parents, who have been assisted by Florence Crittenton
agencies to receive early and consistent prenatal care, deliver furl-
term normal babies, thus reducing they risk of addecrimedical and
institutional costs or these children. ..

4;(.
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How can we not afford to offer services to pregnant girls and young
parents /

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you .veri much.
You did summarize your statement, and I want,to assure you that

the full statement will be made a part of the record, given this ivii-
pcntant testimony, 'which we qippreciate.

[The prepared statement bf Ms. Palmer and additional material
supplied for the record follows:]

t.
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It.6414.F LEATIJE;FAMENICA, INC,

PRESENTED:1 THE

HDWRESOURCES-COMMITTEE

*Le, 12 )1978.

I enuEirtilY41-eleter Odd ye for of the Lula Belle Stewart
.

Center i n Detroit, li higen-4,4 n ncy. of the Florence ttenten Di v1.1k, , .

sien.45f..the'Chikt-- iire,'- Lague America, and a fully. accredited

rnembr the'744*.'10,tare Leilue of Americ.s. Florence Crittenton has

been serving Pregript*nen since 4,S3. The Chilli Welfare League was

established Jo 3 20: s tll nayional voluntary accrediting and
, ;+A: .,:e.tx,

standard. iettitig,04asiOttitiffror child welfare agencies in the

Itis a priyeteliIiiIiPried,Prganization devoting its efforq completely

the iMOrtiy, e and services for children. There are nearly

QO i3#, welfare' !age s directly affiliated with the League, I ncl udiita

"4 :retires ati`ve..0iomalle religious groups, as well as nonsectarian public

Aencies. One hundred seventy-seven (177) of these

reel cie services,nmarried pare-As .

;,; Ihe,flor ce Crittenton Association-of America merged with the

`d1114d ftliar go at the beginning of 1976, establishing the Florence
.

,

givis,ion of the Child Welfare League. The major programs

men#r agencies in the Florence Crittenton Division are focused

rehgnstire services to pregnant adolescents and young mothers and

Cthe r
iz-
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Tie Lult0Belle Stewart Center is a comprehensive center provi4ing

`an array of services to pregnant adolescents, young parents, their'

children and families.

I come here today on-behalf of the Child Welfare League in support

of S. 2910, "The" Adolescent 'Health Services and Pregnancy Prevention

and'Care Act of 1918." We commend the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare,and Senator Kennedy for proposing a program to help this

very underserved-population. However, We are concerned that the bill

does not sufficiently recognize the complex nature of services to preg-

nant adolescents and, as currently drafted; conld"verywell result in

the insufficient And haphazard provision of tow quality services.

Targetingthi funds to services after conception is our first cOn'-'.

cern. National statistics indicate that 90% of pregnant adolesceriis

Choose to keep their babies. At our center, the figure is 94%. In

light of these figures and the continued expansion of federal funds for

family planning services, we would like td see that this bill" with its

limited funding focus on providing services to pregnant adolescents and

young parents and their children. We recognize prevention as a critical

component of the continuum of services and believe that offering pre-

ventive services to a widely scattered population is a job in itself.

We discovered that it was too cumbersome for our center to handle a

Kevention program aimed at the general high school population in com-

bination with the range of services that we offer. A broad scale.effort

utilizing a large staff had to bempunted in order to reach a significant

percentage of teenagers with information on prevention. We believe that

IIP.
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a comprehensive centeelcannOt deli;er all three phases Of services.

unless it has an extraordinarily large budget. We now offer preventive

services only to girls who are enrolled in our program. We w4ld urge

.you to SocUs funding on programs offering services after concepfiop

while taking advantage of expanded Title X funds for prevention.

Pregnant adolescents and teenage parents do need a multitude of '

services. This-group is not faCing just one crisis, that of pregnancy.

'They are also experiencing many related decisions and life- changing

:...:problems. These young women are frequently from foster home backgrounds,.

,rand have a history of school, emotional and family problems. knumber

of Crittentdh agencies report thatiashi0 as 75% to 80% of the girls

come from foster care'backgrounds. Any plin.designed to "solve the

problems" of, adolescent teenagers must be sensitive to the, numerous ser-

vices needed to'itrengtion family life and prepare these adolescents for

independent

S.43910,addrestes itself to the need for comprehensive program

and lists mani'es'Sentialcore .services. However, the list is not cam-

pleIe. Vital components of successful programs such as residential and

dAy care are not given sufficient emphasis. If young mothers are to be

encouraged to stay in school, certain supportive services are critical.

Teenagers cannot attend school or job training programs unless they are

assured of quality day care for their chAldren and infants. Nursery care

for infants under three years is practically non-existent. The list of

licensed family day care providers is sparse. Many Crittenton Centers

haVe responded by developing thgr 'own on-site- day care services for

infants. At the Lula Belle Stewart Center, we offer day care while the
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girls. attend in our facility. We may have fifteen' infants on

'any_Ones:aaY.,

)11e0dential care Is another key supportive service. Often, when a

girl becomes pregnant, her family is unable to cope with the situation.

Both the girl and her parents mas require time apart to sort out their

emotions. Some families cannot tolerate.the'situation and.will not

allow the girl to remain at home. Many foster, families are unwilling to

deal with 'the tensions that teenage pregnancy creates. Alternative

living arrangements become quite important for adolescents. In Baltimore,

the Johns Hopkins Center, recognizing 'this need, utilizes the residential

services f the Crittenton Center. Following delivery, a family often

expects the young mother and baby to begin,independent living. Many do

not want to take on the responsibilities of the new family. Grandmothers

may haVe full-time jobs. They are not anxiotitto begin anew the task

of child rearing. ifter delivery is the time When support services

are most needed. Ironically, this fs frequently the time when the least

amount of services are available.

In the past few years, the Crittenton agencies haVe developed vari-

ous innovative approaches to meeting, this need. Some agencies provide

apartment type housing for mothers and babies. We operate a program of

licensed fOter homes for mothers and babies% Lula Belle Stewart is the

only agehcy in the country locating homes which are willing to take both

a-mother and her baby. However, these types of residential services are

offered on a very limited basis end demand far exceeds the supply. Last'

year, 'we had 34 requests for this specialized foster care service, but ''

4
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could support only 11 placements. We also run a "crisis homes" program

which.locates temporary arrangements for,mothers and babies following

delivery. This allows the girls some breathing space to get back on -,

their feet. We recommend that the bill be amended to 'requir that resi-
. "

S .

dential services be provided as a component of a comprehensiVe,:center.

This should include developing new facilities or supporting existing

facilities for: (al the pregnant adolescent, and (b) the mother and

infant in a supportive environment for up to two years after birth.

Another needed service that S. 2910 fails to address is trans-

portation. Drop-in centers are a sound concept, but in large urban and

sprawling suburban and rural areas they may be inaccessible. We find

that since the girls are in school during the day, many of Our classes

need to be held in the late afternoon or evening. But Detroit covers a

Alkegeogr'aphic area, and like many cities, has never developed an

adequate public transportation system. It is also not safe for girls

to travel, on buses in the evening hours. We operate two vehicles to

provide this much needed transportation component. Although this is very

taxing on our resources, we would ha/e no consistency in program atten-

dance if we did not offer transportation.

These varied service components that are the responsibility of.an

effective co4rehensive center illustrate the difficulty involved in

setting up new programs. Linkingotervices in Order to Offean adequate

program represents a constructive approach. However since many of the

.

:services are currently,non-existent or extremely limited, "linking' would

be of little'consequence. 'We.recoffrend that the fifty percent limitation

for services be increased to 75- services and 25-linkages. tios4 of the

5
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Crittenton agencies provide the services, but funding limitations pre,-

vent them froth offering help to all in need. Last.year, our tenter with

its annual budget.of almost 5500,000 dollars served almost 600 adole?Cents.

Lula Belle Stewart was initially set up to serve the tri-county area of

Wayne, Oakland, and Macomb. In Wayne Zounty alone; 6,000 girls become

pregnant every year. We are only able to work with ten percent of this

population.

Lula Belle Stewart, othei- Crittenton facilities, as well as centers
4

such as Johns Hopkins have demonstrated their effectiveness in lowering '

repeat incidence of adolescent 1pregnancy, and encouraging teens to be

contributing parents. Crittenton centers in Toledo and Los Angeles'report:.

recidivism rates of 6% and 2% as compared to a national average of 25%.

Demonstration projects with declining funds at not-in ordg, particularly

in the face of escalating need. What is necessary is an ongoing federal,

commitment to provide services to pregnant adolescents and young mothers

At ltalt160 million must be appropriated for fiscal ear 1979, no less

than 590-million for fiscal year 1980, and no less than $120 million'for

fiscal year 1981:

In addition to funding this program permanently at higher levels,
.

the 'requirement fora 70% Federal contribution and 30% local matchihg

funds should be lowered,-to 90/10. The 10% should be'allowed to be pro

vided-through in kind" matching, including donated space; goods or ser-

vices. 'This would coincide with Title X, TitTe XX and other family planning

prograMs. Many communities have,}ittle local funding available for start-

A

ing new programs and scarce local tax revenues are under severe' pressure

.
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from competing interests.
The'Critienton,ageqcy in Houston reports that

pAvate,'iUnds are extremely diffiCult to obtain in Texis.

Other limitationl.in 5. ?910 lead us to believe that "if the bill

, were enacted inits presentfom few quality programs would be developed.

The, legislation Tacks strong accountability provisions., If we are to

have responsible. agencies,providing reliable and effective services,

accountability is a mist. S. 2910 enumerates an optional list of core

services. If the'aim of the legislation is comprehensive services in one

xenter, or coordinated services linked together, certain critical services

should be mandated to assure that these goals are achieved.

additionally, standards must be attached 10 any funds provided under

this legislation if federalJunds'are not to be used for questionable

. .undertakings. We assure that all services offered net high standards.

For example, our center has hired a staff person who is tesponsible solely.

1
. .

for licensing quality foster hbmes to assure that placemetp are successfUl.'

We reCOmmend that language be added to the bill mandating service stan-

dards. This could be a provision stating that: "All servftes(!unded in

whole or in part by this, legislation shall meet appropriate federal start-.

dards and guidelines or the requirements of nationally recognized accredit-

ing bodies for these services." Regulations could further detailosuch

standards.
. .

4
To further ensure accountability,

individual evaluations for each

program and overall evaluation mustt mandated. We suggest settery

aside 3 to 5 percent of funds for evaluatibn. We also feel that in

S. 2910 the lack of specificity necessitates the establishment clean

,7
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AdVisoryCounc11,.t6WO-Wifh NEW te'dgelOp nescessary, evaluation

criteria r4gb,latiPhi 6gUarintei tfiit the comPrehehiiVe focus be main-

'tained., The Council .thOuldIncltide-experienced sere' ce providers from

the social, iervices'i beilth and ed4tion fields.. Additionally,. we

recommend that HEW's Secretary place this program under the Office of

416Mari DeVelOpment'ServiCesrather. than under'the Office of Population

Affalr to-ehsure:that the'secial,services focus of the prOgram be

'maintained. : k e

! TheAegtslation recognizes the need for technical assistance. to

lttanunities. We woullike-fOr-thisprovision'to be eZtianded 0 include

priority.asSittagee to existing ce'rlietS th4that they can expand.-their

operatiOns and develop linkages. 'There does seem to be an .assumption

in 'tpis."bill: that g6o&intentions will create good services. We Wave
. 4

spent pours iiithlvtli'MiChigan and out:gNkate groups working to

0'1 'I ar

initiate new. ,,oQrams or eipand eaistifeCenters. feet, we are now

deVoting a dis$ripbrtioniteamount.brour time to this function. Groups

will require Ongoing' and serious supportAo beginand'eun effective

. peograms. .; 4

commend.the CoMmittee for:holding these heartnis and recognizing.,

. 6 '

the needs of.pregnant adolescents and young mothers. We would like, ta

,re- emphasize our Rencerns-regarding the weak proVIsions.ancfvegue fetus

'of S. 2910'0'. Cumnrehensiye centers,ean effectively serve the .pregnant '

adolescent. 'Nrowever, seri. es must include day care and. residential

lifes,.befOrd andafter:delivery. A,mUch higher percentage of the

funds must be elicited to 'Services oiinkages will not develop.
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Would these services be cost - effective? Time and time again
A

Congress has been presented with the data indicating that the incidence

of low birth weight infants is twice as high among girls 15 and under

than it is for all pregnant women. These smaller infants are 17 timesg,

more likely to be retarded or have cerebral palsy. The pressures that

families must bear in bringing up handicapped children are tremendous.

The costs in real dollars if they choose to institutionalize their

chydren can run as high as $18,000 a year for the severely retarded.

How can we not afford to pffer services to pregnant girls and young mothers?

9

4Si
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LULA BELLE STEWART CENTER, INC.
1534 WM) AVENUE DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48206

.I.KoNt, (31'3) 807.2372

1.1

vies nuomoins
ROY 001N01
PHIL RORIPWON

cm-VIN w'LL'A" Honorable. Harrison WilliamsMARILYN WALK,*
United States Senate

71111AIRINER Room 352, RSOB
"A"D 'muWashington, D. C. 20510

AmwmfiliMmMIM
DON LUTHIDI

WILL WILSON

July 21:1978

4=rmilimMuLle ar Senator Williams*

cummusomrnsm I appreciated the opportunity to,testify before
,SANDRA CNAURZ the'Committee on Human Resources concerning S. 2910.

KITTY DADS DUring the hearings, you requested witnesses to share,
MONA DENMAN models of effective comprehensive programs with the -

CARLOS FALCON Committee. I believe that the' Lula Belle Stewart
imogritAywom,Center in Detroit contains the components of a model
Kuff14"H°c ,program:' I, am enclosing a copy of a public affairs
"""Trvivi pamphlet describing our program ( see pp. 14 & 15)
IRvINGPmtigiti411.9 well as a program description with an updated
"mu" 'limy" 'supplement
MMOTHYRIOWNS,
CLIFFORD IICNRUPP Please let me know if you have any questions
NtwiTYLER about our center.
sirrr wirminspoON

EP/b w

Si rely,

Emily P me
Executive Director
Lula Belle Stewart

4S2
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LULANELLE STEWART CENTER

Detroit, Michigan

Excerpts frame descriptive report aboul the agency
prepared by Miss Fannie Watson, Program Co-ordinator.

materiel, describing the Lula Belie Stewar4 Center's history

-service goals, methodology, staff functions, prigram design and

expansion proposals, is used with permission of the author. Miss

Watson, who holds-the degree from,the Wayne State dniverslty

School of Social Work, has been with the agency since 972.

Pb

FLAA is-pleased to make this abridged report available to social

agencies and other community institutions that are concerned about

the growing numbers of teen-age single parents and their babies ,

throughout the country. Their need for support and guidance In achieving

self-hood and4he capacity for responsible adult roles In today's

world Is fully documented in the story of Lula Belie Stewart Center

In Detroit. This agency's program Is a'practical, realistic approach

In providing services'to adolescent parents In an urban setting.

Katherine Daly
Executive Director

4 s4
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LULA BELLE STEWART CENTER PROGRAM

1967 - 1974

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In response to the 1967 clvil uprising In Detroit, many churches, community

groups, and public and private social welfare agencies began addressing

themselves to the needs of the "black
consunit'Aror "Detroit's Inner - City ".

It was obvioui that the C4USS of the upheaval was not the planning of an

organized group or the acting -out of deviant Individuals. Instead, it

stemmed from the deep- seated, angry frustrations of many Individuals who

lacked adocigate services inthe areas of housing, financial resources,

medical care, employment, education. etc. Recognizing the void, existing

agencies extended their service deelns toftackle these problems. In

addition,' strategies were formulated to develop new Agencies and services

to meet.the pressing needs.of the fatalities living in the area. Stme

agencies remained only temporarily, while others became permanent:insti-

tutions in the community, including Laila Belle Stewart Center (LBSC).

The founders of LBSC were a cross-section of lay and profesilonal people

Including teen-agers who 'were pregnant or had children. Their objective was

to examine the services available to young, single pregnant teen-agers who

planned to keep their babies. Statistics showed that in 1970 there were

10,840 births to single parents-In the tri-county area
(Wayne, Oakland and

Macomb Countiesof Michigan).
Twenty-nine percent of those births were to

mothers under 18 years old and tile majority were In Wayne County. (Wayne

County has a high density of blacks.) 'The Committee found thpt there were

many resources for white teen-age pregnant girls who wanted to place their

children for adoption. On the contrary, the pattern In the black community .

had traditionally. been to .keep the child, and no single agency had attempted

to deal comorehencivelymith the multitude of problems faced in single

parenthood. (Interestingly, increasing numbers of single pregnant white

women were also keeping their children; this behavioral change was presenting

many challenging problems for'the white community.) ,

In addition, the study committee became aware of racial Implications with

which it had to'deal. There were many'wjelely held myths about single pregnant

girls, particularly In the black community. It had been thought that there

was a subcultural behavior deviation heref.-that single parenthood was an

accepted practice In the Slack community and prevention must relate to

altering sexual mores.

The committee discovered quite the contrary.
The typical single mother was

'.VOrY often en average young person, with no "character,defects" who Wad

been pressed by a variety of circumstances, frequently
economic, Into this

.difficult situation. Black families were. universally traumatized by single

pregnancy, and eventual acceptance of the pregnancy was a healthy response

to an optiontess situation, rather than an indication of approval or an

absence of distress.

The committee's study concluded'that traditional
services had focused on the

internal problems of supposedly deviant individuals rather than those

external problems which.lead to Single unmarried pregnancy and which later

make it.impossible for young ;Ingle parents to cope with life successfully..

Therefore, the core problems weren't based on Individual and family weak-

nesses but on socio-economic conditions in the communities where these
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young people lived, which In turn are created by the Inadequacy of a total
.society. There must Be basic changes In these conditions; the mere
"provision of services!' does not solve basic problems.

The agency supporting the study committee was the United Community Services
(UCS), an intirmedierylsource that allocated fulids collected by4the United
Foundation'sTorch Orly*, covering over 170 arivate agencies 4p Detroit's
tri-county area. UCS Became the funding resource for Luialielle Stewart
Center.

1

A basic resource document supporting the committee's findings was Andrew
Billingsley's paper, "Strategies for Expanding Services to Negro Unwed
Mothers") Dr. Billingsley Indicated that In 1968 there were no multi-
service programs for preetient school girls that encompassed all phases:
pre-pregnancy, pregnancy,,'end post pregnancy, although each of these
phases has its own PeOlCular hazards. He suggested'that such a program '

should include the components of prevention, family planning, homemaker and
child care services; and counseling individuals about options such as
abortions or adoption. HO,040 recommended provisions for economic,
health, educational and &octal service needs of the young women, their
boyfriends and their families; courses in family living; Individual and
group counseling; assistancein housing and financial aid; legal counseling,
vocational aid and most importantly, the need to Involve the single father.

, Using Billingsley's concepts and the study comMitteels findings, the next
' tasks were to secure funds, find board members and locate housing
7 facilities for an agency.

UCS responded-to the need for service. The closing of the Florence
; Crlttenton Maternity Home, which had been operating at 50 percent of Its
. capacity, made way for the funding of Lula Belie Stewart Center. The

1:maternity home had served mostly middle'class whites and was located In
inner-city Detroit. Its operating budget had been $249,000. UCS allocated
$159,000 to LBSC for,services to young single parents who were keeping
their children. A few of the members of the predominantly black study
committee became the corelor a 23-member board of Lula Belle Stewart
Center. These individuals had knowledge of the problem and acommitment
to the cause. In addition, the board had the sole responsibility for
hiring the executive director of the Center.

The Center's name was chosen to commemorate the memory of Dr. Lula Belle
Stewart, Detrolt'S first black pediatric cardiologist. Married and the
mother of, three children, she had dedfcated her 13 years of living In
Detroit to working with black families in the metropolitan area, prior to
her death in *member, 1965. The intensity of Dr. Stewart's feelings for
black family life had a lasting impact on the community she served, and the
Center Is a fitting Monument to her beliefs. Her husband, Phil C. Robinson,
a dIstInguiShed eciacator, has stated, "In a society where Inhumanity to
the poor and needy are the rule, Lula Belle Stewart Center stands as a
glowing exception to that rule. '

"The values and Oils of Lula Belle Stewart permeate the entire scope of
the Center's services. The responsibility of the strong, educated, fortunate
few to reach out and open doors for the weak, unfortunate many,, was one of
her basic beliefs.

a

>

"AffectiOnately called Lula Belle by professional colleagues and laymen alike,
the doCtor was able to'achleve an easy mod/2'0f communication with people, not
beCause ihe worked at it, but becpuse of her' humanitarian nature and commit-
ment to serving people. Sh6 understood the importance of transmitting a
feeling to each patient of being special and person$1.,

a 2 -

A

t
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"A many-dimensional. woman, she wanted good With, freedom, beauty and

MISS of persOnal.worth and'fulfiliment for everyone and especlally,for

the young."

Lula Belle Stewart Center is in the midst of the black community, readily

accessible by city bus. While the Center serves three counties, covering

a land space, of 2,042 square miles, Its primary clients are located in

innercity Detroit.
!

The surrounding area Is a eciablaation:of mixed dwellings, including large

apartment buildings with loW-IncOme families, large spacious homes of

upper - middle -class blacks:-and comfortable homes of older, retired blacks.

The area homeowners are conCerneeslioUt their'neighborhood and maintain

strong block clubs, which have made Use of Lula Belle Stewart Center.

Encompeised 10 this mixture are two Medium -sized hospitals, one nursing_
home, a residential treatment center for adolescent boys, a Catholic high

school, one public elementary schooland,one public high school, All

of these Institutions hive been co-operative in'working with the LBSC
program.

The building that houses the CenterAs a large three -story structure. It

was previously a medical clinic, with rooms that once served as examining

rooms now converted to staff offices. Since the building also served as- a

residence for doctors, a kitchen, living room and dining roam, are now

being used for group sessions. Surrounded by a high, fence with a large

sign emblazoned with the agency's name and Torch 6r1ve syThol, LBSC also

has space for parking.

THE CENTER'S GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Mrs. Emily Palmer, L8SC Executive Director, has formulated Its goals 'and

objectives:

1.. To alleviate the situational problems confronting young, single
parents in such areas as employment, child care, housing,

health care, finance, family and interpersonal relations.

2. To conduct research Intp the conditions and circumstances
which contribute to single parentage; and to disseminate
Information about the unsolved problems and service needs of

single parents and their families.

3. To- enable clients to obtain medical ervices and maintain

good health.

4. To enable clients to continue their education during pregnancy
and after delivery.

5. To assure that children are properly cared for during the day

when parents are absent from t;he home,

6. To enable clients to obtain employment or job training mere

appropriate.

7. To enable clients to obtain financial assistance when necessary.

8. To build In supports that will maximize potential of each Client

as a parent.

9. To improve family and Inter-personal relationships.
.
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.10. To make alternative temporary or permanent living arrangements
for pregnanrgirissind young mothers with Infants.

"II. To help bring about Sny needed changes inthe broader societal
systems that tend to'exclUde rather than include single parents.

.

METHODOLOGY

The frame of reference In implementing the Ahter's program is the generic
social work approach, using case, group and community social work. The
intervention technique has been the life-space approach which works well
because of the close contact between workers and alppg workers and clients
at the Center. Staff deal with behavior when itfs 9bserved. For example,
If deViant behavior on the part of a young mother,AelCd her child Is
observed, a staff member intervenes on the spot, offering alternative
ways of handling children.

System Theory principles also are utilized, to encourage staff not tot
view the client as an isolated entity. Clients are seen and worked with
from the perspective of their individuality, their membership in a
family, their membership In a small group and again in larger groups.
Realitin§ the interlocking components, workers must: ,

A.) assess the relationships within the systems and specualte on
how they will affect change; within any part of the whole;.:

2) pinpoint the crucial point where intervention techniques are
likely to bring about the desired change;

3) determine the type of intervention to be utilized;

,14) anticipate probable results of intervention on each level.4'

Extensive work with the families of clients is a top priority at the
Center. Workers Aterve family interaction ,t4 learn how family members °,
receive and dischar feelings, and what attitudes and behavior patterns
exist elhin the immediate family group. Family interactions are influenced
by sOchfl environment-and by the adult members' experiences In their
families of orlginis A worker examiner the following aspects of family
functioning:

I) family vulnerability and strengths;
2) family roles;
3) family goals;
4) family communication patterns;
5) family-need response patterns. 3

The Center's staff consists of:

Executive Director (MSW)
Program Coordinator (MSW in Group Work)
.Casework Supervisor (MSW)
Two social workers (iSW)
Four Case-Aides (101)
One pare-professional (High School)
Executive Secretary
Clerk-Typist
Child Case Worker
Driver

ell 4

gb.
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School Out-Reach Worker (MS)
' Male Out-Reach Worker lbr Sihgis Fathers'(High School)

CENTER'S PROGRAM DESIGN '

Lula Belle Stewart tenter be4ame functional January I, 1972; as a multi-

purpose agency formed to'address the needs bf single, teenage parents.
The program Is designed to After support to seven persons or more: the
single mother and expectant single mother, single father, the child
(childreh) of single parents, and the new or prospective grandparent'.

K

The objective of the program from the beginning has been to provide
practical help: food, clothing, financial assistance, shelter, medical

'care education;cation; and, .counselidg In interpersonal relationships,
feel ngs and anxieties associated with single parenting. In addition,

the a y add Itself to the need for system change, dealing in
alterati s of those rules and regulations of schools, welfare:depart-
ments, employment resources, juvenile courts', etc., which constitute
obstacles for youhg single patents.

The Center has attempted to alter the understanding of the total
community In order to generate Increasingly positive support and assistance
for single parents rather than the traditional,- negative, judgmental,
punitive approach. It was essential that the black perspective be brought
to bear .on..the problems Al single parenting as It relates to black
families who would be served by this agnecy. ;The Center at the outset
established a strong base for Its staff to saliva some of the probleflA

that existed. Staff's frame of reference is the recognition of th

plight and strength of blacks. The original staff was composed of seven

blacks and five whites. The current staff consists of two whites d

fourteen blacks. All university students have been-black with the exception

of one. A

From January through May, 1972, the agency offered predominantly case-
work service. In May4 following the hiring of the Program Co-ordinator
and Casework Supervisor, program activities Introduced the group component.

Although agency.,ouh.nchourshad.revio18.0Am-4.0PMrouactivi-
t'os expanded agency fiegt' to 8:00 PM. two evenings a week. PresentITV.
Tho Center Is open four evenings a week until 8;00 PM.

A psychiatrist has Sean used consistently as a consultant throughout the

program. To better understand the dynamics of human behavior of the
agency's consumer population, case staffings have been held once a month.

'
The black woman psychiatrist uses a realistic approach In Aelating to

,the social pressures that affect the behavior of people, particularly

black people. She represents, the humanistic point of view which is an

essential criterion for all who participate In the Center's program.

Staff meetings are held periodically to discuss In -house concerns. The

purpose of the meetings Is to allow staff tojwommunicate as a whole on

particular issues and situations. In order OD maintain staff morale

-and develop a sense of staff cohesion, a social committee was formed to
remember workers' birthdays, exchange Christmas gifts, etc.

In-service training has become .'major component of staff training. This

allows staff to express views, concerns, different methodologies, feelings,

and attitudes towards the many variables relating to single parents. The

consumers have been active In training sessions, often enlightening and

5

4 5 ;
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educating the
sex education
all people to

staff on the tends of their peers in,single parenting,
and family planning. Thus, the service design allows
Play as active roll in the helping process of the agency.

GROUP SERVICES

The purpose of each of the groups at the Center is to achieve the basic
group work principle: the "development of the person toward his/her
individual potential, Improvement of relationships and social functioning
competencies."

With this concept In mind, group activities were designed to meat the
needs of young single parents In their day-to-day functioning. First,
It was necessary to develop an atmosphere that allowed for free self-,
expression. Therefore, It was of great Importance to consider such group
components as: climate, cohesion, composition (size and individuals),
norms, and structure. Of aqua! value were the program's content and
the setting of the groups.

All groups have maintained a positive atmosphere and the Center has
focused on maintaining an informal climate. Although Individuals are lot
required to attend-group sessions, Six of the groups have developed a
membirship format with great sense of cohesion. The composition of
these groups Is 95 percent female. The composition of five of the
groups Is similar In age range. Members have mutual.Interests and each
of these groups Is closed to new members. The size of the grodps varies
from 6 to 14 members. As a result of the informal setting, individuals
within the groups are willingly accepting of one another with differences
of opinions accepted, although sometimes challenged. All groups, with
the exception of one, maintain an informal structure. Some group members
sit on the Board of Directors, but they represent no particular power or
influence among the agency's consumers.

In describing the Center, It may be helpful to note that all group'
activities are held In the lounge and dining room arcs. The lounge is
furnished In Early American furniture with a TV and record player. All
rows have carpeting and furnishings weer donated by the maL,:rnity home
that closed. The dini.lg room has five smell round tables,. a buffet,
and a book rack. Paperhack hooks are supplied by the Detroit Public
Library. A small kitchen Is located between these two rooms. The
agency purchases food so that the Censumors max prepare snack ,s - -ham-
burgers and hot dogs, etc. The clients are frbe'to prepare food at
will, as the staff realize! that teen-agers, especially pregnant teen-
geri, havi large appetites. All groups use many program tools ranging
from role-playing to visual aids.

V.
GROUPS

Parenting Skills: The purpose Is to assist young parents'in developing
useful skills and knowledge of all aspects'.of child rearing. During the
past twf,years, group leaders have been representative Of the following
fields:

Nutrition'

'4 --'h`.

I. General nutrition needs, five isesjoi. lood,categories.
.

2. Special needs of proper nutrition uring.Oregnancy and
'offspring

6

4 9 t.

Its effects on
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3. Meal planning
4. Preparation of economical meals with good nutrition (lab session offered)

5. Shopping for groceries
6. Using commodity foods In cooking

_suckle-Unit

I. Tips, on shopping

2. Buying on installment, plans

3., Door-to-door salespersons
4. ADC Budgeting

5. Comparison shopping
6. Buying wants and needs.

7. Credit

Child Psvchdloev ,

i. Psychological and physical development

2. Use of discipline 7

3. I.Q. tests and cultural backgrounds
4. Parents as models

Mother and BOY Care (Registered nurses lead group.)

I. Prene4i care

a. Clinics versus privite doctors

b. General health and hygiene rules

2.* Childbirth tend delivery

a. Stages of labor
b. Ph.o.iral childbirth

c. C.:"arean section
d. Pis:I:A(1m hlrth

3. hospital setting (using visual ales)

a. What happens in tabor room and ,:,117ory r7,-

4...4o7A-partum cot"

a. Visits to doctors

b. General health knd hygiene rules

5. Caring for Infant

a.

b.

C.

d.

Feeding
Bathing
Adequate clothing
Observing behavior

Pediatrics (Physic4an leads group.)

I. Infant and early childhood immunizations

2. illness in infancy and early childhood

3. Value of dbctorls visits for children

4. Problems in children's eating habits

5. Child's identification needs, for male and female Modeltng

6. Children and medication.

7

491
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.Child Development (PhD Candidate leads discussion.)

1. Differences In children's growth patterns 9 Eating and feeding patterns
2. The role of heredity and environment. Its 10. Love and security .

effects on child development 11. Sleeping routines
3. Infant and child appearance 12. Setting limits
4. Reflex action 13. Fear
5. Physical and motor groWth 14.1 Self-awareness
6. Personality and emotional development 15. Exposure to other people
7. Social and intellectual development
8. Language

Creative'Plar

1. Use 7 of play -N
2. Meaning of play
3:-NMakIng play objects from household Items
'4. Play and child development (this Involves both mother and child)
5. Play as tool for toilet training.
6. Play as an educational prodess

Legal ispeot of Parenting (Attorney leads group.)

1. Legal rights and responsibilities of single fathers
2. Legal rights and responsibilities of single school age mothers
3. Birth certificates
4. Social security and the child
5. Marriage after the birth of a child

Child Abuse (Members of Parents Anonymous discuss characteristics of
child abusers.)

1. Were often abused by their parents '

2. The child represents a part of the parent that the parent dislikes
In-self

3. A lack of tolerance of child's behavior

Parents Anonymous Group

1. CounselPng In above areas
2. Exchange Of baby sitting service
3. An opportunity for parents to express their feelings towards

children and WV

Housing (Representative from pUblic housing, landlord.and tenants'
groups lead discussions.) .

1. Rent ceiling
2. Tenant contract40,1Rodlord
3. Security deposfts
4. Tenants' rights
5. Eviction orders
6. Complaint of landlords by tenants--proper procedures

rights

Domestic Technology (A woman skilled In general housecleaning demonstrates.)

1. Cleaning stoves
2. Cleaning refrigerators.
3. Using shelf coverings
4. Washing and use of'detergents

, 8
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5. Cleaning floors
,

6: Making InexpensivkhoUsehold items
(curtains, tablecloths; etc..)

Different components of the parenting skills 'sessions range.from a -

minimum of two weeks to.a maximum of three months. Lab Sessions are part

of the group design, often involving
both parent and child when the subject

matter mails for examples. From ell indications, it appears that parents

who have Consistently made use of the group services have a healthy atti-

tude towards rearing their chl9dren.
This particular group is not a closed

group and attendance varles.

'Sex Education: This group Is referred to AS T,1.S.S.' ciellirig It. Straight

'About.Sex , the title of a book the agency Usef for the group. The group

maintains an informeratmosphere, and deals
with human sexuality, at welt

as the anatomy of sex. A number of program-tools ere used;

I. Speakers, specifically obstetricians',
gynecologists, and P41141c

/health workers, assist young people In underakending thelr-Sodres.

The6consumers ask questions of the doctors in a comfortable

soiling, while public health workers discuss title myths and. ;

realities of venereal diseases, using movies all book's as'alds.

, .

2. Games are used to help young people In expressing their feelJriga-,

attitudes and values In'the area a 'sexuakity.. Role-playing IS

helps clients to act out' 'Interpersonal conflicts In whicli. they

ere actively Involved, InclUding family
conflicts or. boy -girl

relationships.

Discussions on concepti4pand family Obanning, led by one of, the_ agency's

caseworkers, focus on t myths and reality of sex._ :'

Movies are used to facilitate discussion In the area of teen-age male-and

female relationships. The agency.uses two excellent movies, 'loo

Blues" and "Chance of Love."
174::

Time: Designed to assist the agency's consumers'in educational,

counseling, educational financial assistance, General Educational De4Popfkiiw,t

Tent, college admission and
on-the-job programs, this group is led by-(411,.

volunteer who has helped a number of young people from the Cen r become

AnrolIed.in college. C Time's goal is two-fold: to InciAlge the

client41,optIonsin life through education and to make the cllenft economf:.

Cony independent of the welfare system through expanded job opportunities.

Charm Session and Personal Hygiene: The group is intended to assist clients

In developing a higher degree of personal
esteem through the use of beauty'.

aids, grooming, and correct diction.
This group Is small and informal,

with leadership by professional models and cosmetologists. Both young men

and young women become actively Involved
In caring for their personal hygiene,

with lab sessions In permanents, African
hair styles, manicures, etc. The

sessions seem to bear out the old adage "you'll
feel better and act better

if you look better." '

Think -Thin is led by the director of casework staff. The group process, is

focused on mutual 'support in controlling weight, especlallyduring pregnancy.

It also encourages the girls to eat nutritious meals, including an occasional

dinner out at a low-calorie restaurant.

9
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Rep Sessions: The group leader's are case -aide and a graduate student who
help young single mothers develop .a sense of self-awareness and to improve
interpersonal relationships. Special emphasis. Is placed on the clients'
role in society as single parents, their feelings as single parents, and.
their relationships with their parents prior to becoming pregnant, during
pregnancy, and after delivery. Concepts of marriage and feelings 'regarding
the child's father or the male figure in each of their lives are also dis-
c'ussed. The rap sessions use program media such as role playing, art, movies

-and group bisSilvs. Some of these tools allow for non-verbal communication,
which oftertierves as a vehicle for expression during adolescence. Outings,
for instance, allow group leaders td'observe clients-,outside the agency
setting and to note how group,members deal, with their environment. This -

group was closed to new members shortly after group cohesion was established.

Zodiac.Club: The purpose Of this small, closed treatment group of adolescent
girls, 13-1S years old, is to examine the dynamics of younger"teenage
pregnanciess. In rap sessions participants are encouraged to express their
feelings under the guidance of a graduate group work student: Program tools
such as bowling and crafts are used, to develop personal esteem and positive
feelings of eccomplishment. In addition, dinner, movies and picnic outings
allow the worker to observe members outside the group environment. Assess-
ments of this group to date indicate that the participants: I) lack knowledge
of sex-education; 2) resent the responsibility of caring for a child; 3)
feel it is Important to date "older" men (22-30 years) after delivery, since
they are not accepted by teen-age boys in their peer:group setting, even
though pregnancy resulted by boys their age.

Young ,Adult Group: This group is led by the program co-ordinator of the
agency. The group assists young women 18 years and-older to deal realis-
tically with some of the problems they fade. Obviously, the problems of
young pregnant adults are significantly different from those of younger
pregnant girls. Socialization activities requiring adult legal status
(c.9., weekend trip to Toronto and other parties) are organized.

Group discussions focus on employment, personal finances, heterosexual
relationships and independent living. Magazine articles, newspapers, and
books often provide the Impetus for many of the discussions.

The original group of fifteen persons entered the program with all of the
attendant problems of young pregnant unmarried black women. As a result
of the program, -each departing member has left with a new sense of direction
and some basic coping skills. For example, one young woman is now married and
,a college graduate; another is a graduate student in the School of Social
Work; one works as an accountant; and four are under-graduate students.

Sewing: The purpose of this group Is to help clients use sewing as an
economic tool, while developing a sense of accomplishment' by completing a
task. The group's leader, a retired seamstress, not only provides clients
with excellent training in clothing repair and alteration, but also displays
the sensitivity and guidanie needed by this group.

Parent's Group: Led by group work graduate students, this group's purpose
is to allow parents of theXenter's primary clients to ventilate their
mUtual concerns as grandparents or prospective grandparents and to deal
with those concerns realistically. It has been difficult to form such a
group because the parents have resisted the idea. However, this Is en
Integral part of the agency!s total program.

,10
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- Advisory Council: The Advisory Council Is.a small task-group composed of

nine people. A graduate student, studying community organization in the

School of Social Work, is the group leader.

The purpose of the Advisory Council isto develop policies and act as ,

advocates for the agency's consumers. This task-oriented group has the

following responsibilities:

I. to make recommendationi to Board and staff concerning programs

and policies;
2. to Involve the Center In community projects;

3. to work with individual community leaders;

4. to address itself to the problems of single parenthood;

5. to raise monies'for the clients' emergency fund (e.g., fees for

impenitent security..deposits, tuitions, etc.);

6. 'to serve as advocates fOrpolicies which will maximize oppor-

tunities for young single parents. '

Although council members have notbeeome active in all Of the above areasf

they have had Input -into agency - sponsored programs such as the Christmas

Program. The group has reviewed and made recommendations
for a future

agency group home, and decorated the agency's nursery. One small fund

raising effort, a bake sale, held in a neighborhood school, was successful.

The group is beginning to recognize the need for community involvement.

However, these are the same young women who suffer the anxieties of being

single parents In a two-parent oriented society. They are In the process of

developing the skills to Implement the changes needed In our society for

young single parents.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

Public Relations Consultant: The professional public relations consultant

role was to establish a communication network between,
the community and. '

Lula Belle Stewart Center. The staff, board and-consumers appeared on

TV talk shows and radio programs, while newspaper articles featured'the

Center and Its success stories regularly. The purpose was to educate the

community concerning the problems of single parenting, secure referrals,

seek volunteers and request donations of various Item for our consumers.

Thepublic relations consultant Is still active with the Center and her

work has been m*st meaningful in creating
positive support for its work.

The response was overwhelming and referrals came from many sources:

doctors'-offices, medical clinics, courts, schools, the media, and word-

of-mouth. At the end of the first year.LBSC had served 561 individuals.

Agency Newsletter: Once a month the agency's newsletter is mailed to

over 300 readers; including clients and social service agencies. The

purposes of the newsletter is to communicate agency activities, give

information from parenting skills sessions, offer grooming tips and

describe new services affecting clients. A daily calendar of events or

the month is also included, A single mother-client prepares
the new letter

and Is paid for her serviceax

Agency Transportation: When g activities began attendance was low.

In assessing the situation,, it onciuded that transportatIOn was a

major problem. At mentioned earl's the agency. serves a trl-county area

encompassing 2,042 square miles, but the consumer population Is pre-:

dominantly from Tnner city Detroit.

11
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The agency purchased a 12..paseenger station wagon. A pare-professional

man worker became group liatlerand driver, and attendance patterns

Improved markedly. The Center, currently has a full-time driver.

The agency also makes a practice of purchasing OSR bus ticketd-rfor indi-

vidual use. These are distributed to clients who are In need of trans-

portation to seek.jobs, 'apply to the
Department.of Social Services, visit

medical clinics and attend school. .

,
,

Volunteers: As news'of the agency's program and referrals Increased, so

-did the numbers of volunteers -- representing a broad spectrum of skills

and expettise. Orientation sessions are held regularly for these

volunteers.

Emergency Homes: In an .effort to Increase community participation. the

Center hes solicited volunteers to4 offer their homes as. emergency shelters

for young pregnant women. It Is often necessary for girls to leave.their

homes during crisis situations, usually when
the pregnancy is discoveebd

by the parents, or after the baby arrives home from the hospital.

Each volunteer hoMe Is rigorously screened. The crItoria used are the

size of the home, the individual volunteer's
lift style; the motivation

for volunteering, and the volunteer's feelings about children and single

parents. Selected homes are then used as emergency shelters until a more

permanent plan can be made for the clients. So far, over.20 homes have

been InVolved.

Swap Shop: Originally Intended as a place where young Mothers could

"swap" outgrown children's clothing for more
current sizes, the Swap Shop

was also-planned to stimulate Involvement by the community. In donating

goods to the Shop, members of the community
would hopefully become more

aware of the agency's service% and educated to the problems of single

parenthood. The Shop became such a success that the agency had to seek

storage space outside its building. In addition to clothing for infants and

children, donations of baby furniture, household
supplies and clothing for

the young women **young men were also received.'

The response. of community groups ha; exceeded aLl expectations. Church

groups, sororities, social clubs, etc:, have given baby showers for Lula

Belle Stewart Center. Girl Scout troops and the Camp Fire Girls have made

baby clothes. At Christmas time all of the above groups provide services

and lifts.

.

-Nursery: After eight or nine months of group activities, it was essential

that a nursery become part Of the program.
A large room on the first floor

was remodeiqd into,the nursery by the Advisory Council. A chLid care

worker was hired to take, responsibility for
the children while the parents

;are In the building.

The nursery also serves as a growth and
development center for the children.

Tools and toys are used to stimulate motor
development, while games and

songs are encouraged to create 0 learning experience for each child. The .

child care worker is responsible, for
observing children's development, as

weir as any signs that might indicate unhealthy
development, such as cb'ild

abuse.or.neglect.

5,
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'SocielizetiOn.Acilvitles: The agency involves the total client population

13 a variety of activities In order to allow staff to become better s

acquainted withthem outside the agency structure, through hole Fails

and contacts with other social service /wench's. The.activities also

give the clients better insight about the people who work with them.

. .

- Winter activities include theater 'sorties, special events, and cultural

activities, such as the African Ballet. Clients are encouraged to bring
,

dates to all activities.
.

Jo, , .

During the summer months clients vjslt amusement parks, beaches and rock
concerts.. Children accompany their parents on all outings except rock

concerts. The agency provides bus transportation and prepares the food.

Obviously, some activities -have greater attendance than othert. In all

casesYclienta have the option of seleeing the entertainment and the
cultural exposure they feel,will be most benificial to them.

EXPAVSION OF SERVICES ,

Pliot'ProlOct--Detroit Public Schools: Since Lula Belle Stewart Center

operates is an oUtreachprogram, It Is essential to go where potential
client4 are., the schools. In the Fall of 1972, a contact was made with the
DepUty Supdrintepdent.of the Detroit Schools to request the Center's

participation in the schools. The request was readily accepted and LBSC

Bogen Intaka.in'teP,Inner city high schools.

Since :4 of the pregnant girls were unaware of the Center's services,
.

staff begin by'visiting classes, explaining th' program, dispelling the

...tlit of human sekuallty,'and suggesting that f students had personal

concerns and wahted astistance'staff would retu'n to the school on

certain days to see them. .Potices were also put In teachers' mailboxes

and,announcementievere made In each class.

\ 4
.Theintake workers were given a room where privacy could be maintained.
Rapport was easily established with the teachers who were very supportive,

with positive results.

.The Center's staff,' durin jhp past two years; have served fewer than

fifty white persons on an individual or group basis. Howevero they are

constantly filling requests to address the.malnly whlte'suburban schools.
LBSC staff expertise ip family planning anetex education Is being sought
throughout the tri-county area. People from social service agencies

across the country come to the Center requesting information about services,

and ways In which such services may be implemented mother cities,
,

. .

Lula Belle Stewart Center, Eastside Protect: The City of Detroit is

divided Into east and west by Woodward Avenue. In many people's op4nlon,

that division extends beyond geography to create two different social

Climates.
.

The eastside was a settling place for ethnic groups auch as Italians and

Pciles in the beginning of the century, These ethnic groups established

centers and settlement houses to help residents adjust to their new

surroundings. After becoming socially and economically secure, these
ethnic groups moved away, and were replaced by blacks who had migrated

18
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from the South around World War.11. The eastslde became the pocket of lower-

class black life and the area became known as the "Bottom."' Blacks made use

of the settlements and centers left by other ethnic groups until the "bottom"

was. replaced by expensive higOrise.apartments now occupied by middle-class

blacks and whites. This urbtn. renewal, with Its resulting family dislocation,

high rates of unemployment and lack of equal education has left eastslde

family life In a state of flux.,

A suburban agency serving single parents requested the Center's assistance in

the dayelopment of an outreach program on the eastslde of Detroit. The agency

supplied one worker. An eastslde churth provided the faculty to_ house the

grouOtactIvIty.
.

The program began In March, 1974 with two groups, T.1.S.S. and Rap Session on

the eastslde. Staff 6embers made arrangements to speak to teenage groups,

block clukS, older adults, and parents who had preschool as well as teenage

children. Staff also made use of eastslde schOols by speaking to classes.

The two groups (T.I.S.S. sod Rap) have been well accepted and attendance has

been good. Eastslde staff uses the same format as the Center Itself. The

'eastslde groups have had more Involvement of young men than the Center on

the west side, perhaps because eastslde youth are oriented more toward group 4

activity than westside youth.

Gfoup Home: The .agency is currently tn tke Process of trying to estaBlish a

group home for young single mothers (last year there were forty requests for

services of this type).

The home wiJI house only ten persons, Including infants and children. Depending

on the individual needs of each case, young single mothers will be able to

live In the home for periods ranging from 24 hours to one year. The purpose

of the group home Is to isrovide emergency housing, and'to help young single

mothers to.Increase their ability to parent. The group home will provide a-

more structured'setting'than emergency hornet. Most emergency homes Only allow

for a 2-week maximum stay for minors. One volunteer allows older girls to

stay longer periods of time (two months or more) and some emergency homes

have obtained foster care licenses to allow minors to stay longer.

OCS has approved the group home concept, and It Is hoped that the home will

become operational by 1975. -

CONCLUSION'

The experience of working at Lula Belle Stewart Center prompts the following

observatldns: v

1. It Is ridiculous and sad that young men and women in their teens

lack adequate knowledge about sexual matters. The Center was not

established fOr the prevention of pregnancy. Nevertheless, it Is

healthier to prevent something than to deal with the aftermath.
Therefore, sex education must be an essential element of the Center's

program.

2. It Is still more absurd 'that legislation cannot support a sex

14
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education requirement es a fundamental Oert of the educational
curriculum. Lula Belleltewort Center is in the business of
educating and advocating for a minority populatioar-the single
parent. It most therefore-remain ready to.challenge the
existing welfare laws, and to beat back any genocidal phlioophies,
that recoimend sterilization of certain females.

3. Lula Belie Stewart Center,is in business to,offer young people
options as to what they will make of their lives--options which
heretofore have not existedor single parents.
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SUMMATh OF S*ICES OFFERED

ai
LULA,BELLE STEWART CENTER

The Lula Belle Stewart Center Provides services that assist

you, 1%sincema, single and expectant parents.

Seivices include individual, conjoint; family and group

:teunsaling: Concrete service'is provided through lingages with

./.otHer
community resources through which we enable our clients,

to olktain pre, -natal and other medical care that includes well

baby,Care,'housing (both temporary and permanent), day care.

employment, -job train<ng, financial assistance and coptinuing

education.

Lula Belle Stewlrt Center is a community outreach program

andles such services are provided through home visits as well

as office contacts. 'irstrongaamponent of the program is.

community involvement and co- ordinat\on of existing community

resources.

A vaAliety of group activities.are provided, at the Center

in order to'promote self-awareness, increase parenting skills:

develop self-d traction and education in areas of everday living.

Parenting skills courses are designed to provide young parents

with skills necessary tonurture and rear children, offers

information on nutrition; meal preparation, child care and

development. Other groups 'are conducted to increase knowledge

in the area of human sexuality, including contraceptive infor4

- mation.
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. Group therapy is also provided through skilled professional

leadership for those young parents with deeper emotional problems.

In the area*of continuing aiion, anlltdnative education

program is operative at t Center through co-operation with

the Detroit Board of Education. he Board of cluoationprovides

it
teachers and educational sutplies. LBSC proviaes a nursery

with trained- Child Care Workers for the infants who must come

t? class with the parent and transpOrtatilon. The alteimative,

education program at LBSC which includes basic remedial edtitltiOn

and preparation for tlrie G.E.B. {General Equivale4 Diploml), iP

necessary for those young Parents, who due to lack of an adequate

child care plan, or lack of motivation aneother problems cannot

attend regular'schoof.

,A strong Advisory Council composed of clients and ex- consumers

of service provide valuable input into - Agency program and design, ..

legislative matters that affect teen-aged parents etc. The

Chairman of the Advisory Council as well as other clients are

members of the'Agency Board of Directors.

In 1977 two new programs were added to LBSC services, ie..

a foster care program tap teen-aged motherand baby together'

and a protective service program for teen-aged parents who have

tome'to the attention of Juvenile Court or the Department of

Social Services due to neglect or abuse of theft. infants. Both of

these programs are proving successful in the goal attainment of

keeping the young family together protecting the infant while the

young parent is becoming more capable in the parental role.

2
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The Agency has Teceived praise from both the Wayne County

Juvenile COurt and DSS for accomplishments in re-uniting these

young familes Qtd assisting them to develop skills for independent

living. The only criticism has been our limited capacity for
.

case load:- We have a long waiting list oNeTerrala004.n
,11V4

for the fogier homes and had to close intaWln.46kproti4iic,

service programprogram in Marbil974 as it wa40Filla,tocaPk
yOung fathers are served in all of the Rrogi-amatd,

-
I

services described above and a concrete erfort.is made by the

Agpncy to reach the_young fathers and male partners and involve

them in the Agency program.'

Funding fdrOSSC id'primarilic,frOm United Way (UCS) with

the protective servii`program supported through title XX funds.

the foster care program thrbugh ADO fUnds and Wayne County DSS

funds. We also have small CETA contracts through Ike City of

Detroit and Wayne County.
./

Our staff is composed of professional social workers, case-

aides, para-professionals, child care workers from professional

child development backgrounds wotrg wi`bb child-care aids and

students, graduate students placed fro; University of Michigan.

and Wayne State University, drivers*, clerical, administrative

staff, and administrative assistants.

Lula Belle Stewart Center has been in existence since 1972.

8
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Mr. SHOW. My name is Clyde E. Shorey, Jr. I am vice president
for public affairs of the National Foundation, March of Dime's.

I wish to thank you on behalf of-the March of Dimes for the oppor-

tunity tO testifyabout S. 291Q,
The goal of the March of Dimes is to prevent birth defects and

improve the outcome of pregnancy.
Pregnant teenagers are the group at highest risk of having a poor

outcome of pregnancy. That is why we have a very major interest in --

this bill. tis

The *arch of Dimes supports the concepts of S. 2910. We believe

strongtY in tbe need for a coordinati*g or linking role to see that the

necessary services are brought togethtr and are available to teenagers

before and Utter the onset of pregnancy; This bill should concentrate
on that role and the part the Federal Government plays in it.

We do not believe that this bill should seek to fund the major part
of the service requited to deal with the problems of teenage preg-

nancy. Such funds should come from established' sources Federal,
State, and local. However, funds should be available for seed Money

oi startup'costs to get new services under way:
.t mend that the bill provide for the development of educa-

xials and the training of educators as well as providers of
services' It nizations with some establighed expertise.

We r dm end that the bill provide for an advisory committee to
-consult With the Secretary on the issuance of regulations for the pro-
-gram and to participate in an evaluation after several years of opera-
tion (and for a requirement for maintenance of effort by States and
local government. <,

As I have indicated, our principal concern is the prevention ofprth
defects, and our primary focus is on 'delivery of prenatal care and
development of educational material.

I would like to point out that in 1975, which is the last year that
figures are available on this particular question, there were 280,000

teenage mothers who had late prenatal care or no care at all during
pregnancy. This is out of a total of 600,000 deliveries to teenage
mothers. Therefore, almost half had no or very little prenatal care.

This points up the importance of the kinds of services that Vve are
talking about to this particular group. Even though the March, of
Dimes focuses on the health of the newborn, the teenage mother and
child need a full range of services such as is contemplated in S..2910.

The March of Dimes collaborates with other organizations to pro-
vide seniices.to teenage mothers. We have funded health education
and prenatal care grants to bring together and coordinate services

throughout a number of communities throughout the country.
In my statement I have indicated some 14 separate programs.where

we have done this.
These grants provide essential elements to existing services so they

can expand and coordinate various services within the community, to
expand the total amount of services that are available to teenage
mothers. We believe that the March of Dimes, through these pro-
grams, has demonstrated with small seed money grants, that services

can be expanded and coordinated in most any community.

5
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eXe believe that through S. 2910 the Federal Government can ac-
complish this saint objective on a nationwide basis.

We believe .that the role of the FederallGovernment should be to
see that the coordination process is initiated ,in every community. The

iFederal' role need not be involved in working out the detailed plan,
but should see that the process gets started. We do not believe that
the tetal responsibility of starting the program should be left to the
initiative of others.

I .would like to point out that we heard this morning frem two
States and several citiesand they view. picked 'cult to CQMO before
this ,committee because they really had' started sometkingbut that
is not the case throughout the' rest of the country. I think it is im-
portant that-the Federal role be strengthened and stressed in initiat-
ing programs throughout the rest of the country.

.-- As I mentioned, we do not believe that S. 2910 should be considered
the principal source for funding of such 'services as prenatal care or
other particular services. We think of this as a coordinating role.

For instance, it seems to us it is Much more important that Congress
pass the amendment to the medicaid bill, which has been proposed in
the President's budget to provide' prenatal care to all low-income
women. They have established a budget figure of $118 million to
cover this amendment. That is the kind of legislation that is going to
provide the money for the services that can then be coordinated
through the bill that we are,talking about today.

In order to pay for startup costs, it is our recommendation that the
vrcirds "any part of" in section 102 (e)which is. the limitation on
the arrioNt of _hinds available that can be used for the payment of
services -=that thi:se particular words be eliminated. It is our belief
that one of the principal purposes of this bill is to provide startup
costs which may, require the payment of all of those costs as you start
the program.

We alscbelieve S. 2910 should put more emphasis on development of
teaching materials and guides and sponsorship of training programs
for educators and providers. This was stressed by Barbara Blum in
her earlier testimony, and Senator Williams has been talking about the
necessity of the development of educational material.

The March of Dimes has sponsored and funded a number of such
-programs.' We have done so, together with the Center for the Family

, of the American Home Economics Association. We have done so to-
gether with the National Congress of Parents and Teachers through
funding of a, program called parenting-PTA priority.

This latter initiative with the PTA has resulted in 17 confer*
throughout the country which have been regional in scope. They
included parent leaders, school dministrators, teachers, and nurses in
the development of curriculunf to be used in the schools, and they
have been extremely well received. Some metropolitan areas are now
starting their own similar conferences to accomplish the same re-
sults.

We have also developed new materials to use in -connection with the
problems of teenage patenting through the fundin of a program at
Bank Street College of Educationin New York ty, and with the
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Educattonal, Development Center of Cambridge, Mass. The'se ma-
terials have focused on ,nutrition and prenatal care, on adolescent
sexuality and choices about pregnancy, experience of pregnancy and
parenthood, responsibilities of parenthood,,and birth defects and their
iinpact.

These ate brand,new materials. They have just come out within the
last few months. They have been well received by the educational
community.sb far,and we believe that they, together with the typei
of programs that we have sponsored with the American Home Eco-
nomies Association and PTA, are the kinds of educational materials
and programs that can be useful and have been demonstrated to be
useful in the school system.

We would like to mention that we hope the restrictions of sec-
tion 102(a) (6), which limits funding of education through consult-
ants, are not so broad that they would restrict the ability to 'use the
expertise of the American Home Economics Association, PTA, Bank
Street .College; Educational Development Center, or the March of
Dimes.

I have already mentioned our recomniencration with regard to the
Advisory Committee. You, havealso heard about our recommendation
for maintenance of effort by States which is essential if government
funds are to be fully effective.

This covers briefly the text of my statement, and I wish to thank
you for the opportunity to present. it.

[The prepared 'statement of Mr. Shorey follows :]

:4"
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My mime is Clyde E. Shorey, Jr., Vice President for Public

Affairs of The National Poundation-March of fames: 2 wish to

thank you for the opportunity to testify about S. 2910, the

Adolescent Health, Services and Pregnancy Prevention and Care

Act of 1978.

,b goal of the March of Dimes is to prevent birth defects

and ingrown the outcome of pregnancy. To meet this goal we urge

that every action be taken to meet the critical health risks to

mother and infant that are too'oftenthe tragic, results of

.

adolescent pregnancy.

The March of Dimes supports the concepts of S. 2910.

1. We believe'strongly in the need for a coordinating

or linking role to see that the necessary services

are brought together and are available to teenagers

before and after the onset of pregnancy. This bill

should concentrate on that role and the part the

federal government plays in it.

We do not believe that this Bill should seek to

fund the major part of the services required to deal

with the problems of teenage pregnancy. Such funds

should come from established 'sources - federal, state

and local. However, funds should be available for

sued money or start up costs to get new services

underway.

We recommend that the Hill,provide for the development

of educational materials and the training of educators

ae well as providers of services by organizationswith

some established expertise.
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4. 441recommendthat:the Bill provide:

For an advisory committee to cons lt with the

Secretary on the issuance of regulations for

the program and to participate in an evaluation

after several years of operation.

b. Requirements for maintenance of effort by states

and local government.

Yon have heard testimony concerning prevention.as applied to

S. 2910 - that is preventing the pregnancy from occuring. I would

ask you to focus for a few moments on, one of the principal bene- .

ficiaries of this Hill, thi;ainborn and newborn infant. With the:

g

focus,on the infant, prevention takes on a new meaning and applies

to the most important preventive health care in any.person's life -

prenatal and immediate postnatal care.

Birth-defects are the.nation's major child health problem.

Salle quarter-million infints.are affedted every year by mental or

physical handicape.that deny them an equal chance to live full, pro-

ductive li s. Many of these infants die before their first birthday.

- Adole ants bear.nearly 600,000 babies each year - onAfieth of

the nation's births: Half are illegitimate. The youngest of these

teenagers, 17 anduinler, have the highest rate of any age group of

dead or damaged

birthwe ht, our most common birth defect, in prevalent

along babies of'teellage mothers and substantialligreater as,a

percentage Ot births than at any other age. LooRfithweight is

the cause of the greatest number of deaths in the first year of

*life,' and'the major cause of disability in childhood. Brain damage
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oi learning disabilities, often accompanied by emotional .and behav-

ioral. problems; rind structural defects can be a lifetime burden for

a baby born too small-or too soon.

While prenatal care is not the only influence on birthweight,

ils impoistance is obvious, wherever data on'the outcome of pregnancy

have been examined. The results were especially revealing for teen-

age mother.. A study in New York City showed that among teenagers.

Whose-pregnancies were not at either social or medical risk, 16w

weight ratios varied from 5.5 percent for those who began care in

the first trimester, to 8.5 percenewhen-care started in the second

and third trimesters., to 9.9 percent for mothers who had no prenatal

careet al/. Among teenage mothers with high.riak Pregnancies, the

slow weight ratios also reflected the, influence of prenatal care,

'varying from 15.4 percent of births for those whose medical care

began in the first trimester, tp 21.1 percent among mothers who'had

no care at all.

It is prinefly the lack of.early, continuous prenatal care

including adequate nutzliion that results in the higher incidence

among mothers of this age group-of iron-deficiency anemia, hypertension,

toxemia, and premature or prolonged labor. In turn, these conditions

threaten her baby with greater' incidence ol mental retardation, phys-

ical malformations,'and early infant death.

SOMB 280,000 teenage mothers in this country either

"had late prenatal'care or had'no tare at all during pregnancy.

Shame, fear of parental reaction, lack of knowledge of where

to get services, lack)of funds, or the simple fact that a yofing

girl does not realize she is having a baby, are common reasons

50.0
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why She does mot, seek medical help early enough. The relationship

between prenatal care and maternal/infant health has been amply

demonstrated..

0.Mbile prenatal health care is only one part of the total services

to be brought together by this Bill, it is one ofm4jor importance.

it must be Coordinated with the other services for.,maximum effect

particularly for the newborninfant.: Even'though the major focus

of the Match of Dimes is the health of the newborn, we are fully

aware that the full rangM4f social, economic and educational services

Mast be brought together for mother and child to assure the newborn

any kind of a decent start in life. For this child, a life begun in

poverty otten continues in poverty and a cruel cycle is perpetuated.

Because of the devastating effects that teenage pregnancy can

have on young lives, the March of Dimes has given top priority to

the problem of "dhildren,having children. Together with national and

locallleaders in the health, educational and social service fields; we

are workiogeto change this dilemma that.deniel,society the potential
c

strengths of these mothersAnd
.
babies.

Throughout its network of chapters., March of Dimes representatives

--stiff and volunteers-- collaborate with other organizations in focus-

ing public attention on the concerns of adolescent pregnancy. To

stimulate development and expansion of programs fitting community

'needs, the March of Dimes, as part of this collaboration, has funded

health education and prenatal care grants in recent years in All effort

tobring,together and coordinate services to the high-rilk pregnant

teenager.

Here are some examples:
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A comprehensive teenage obstetrical program at Truman Medical

Center, in Kansas City, Missouri;

SelAries and travel assistance for a nurse educator and health

educatorat the Student-Parent Center for Infants in Ann Arbor,

Michigan;
Jr

Salary assistance for personnel to conduct a health education

for pregnant students in the School District of Pontiac,

71411.MI anl

Providing salary for a regiktered nurse to work as health educa-

tor withikYoung Mothers Program of theSan Jose Unified School

District in Californfal

Enabling the Montgomery County Health District, in Dayton, Ohio,

to provide maternal health service to adolescents through counseling-

and teaching. Program emphasis has been on prenatal care, good nutri-

tion; and an understanding of the adolescent's role as a mother in
a

caring for her child's mental, social and phySical growth. -,.-1

Assisting a bilingual health education program for non-pregnant,

pregnant, and newly delivered Spanish-speaking teenagers at the Martin

Luther Xing, gr. General Hospital, in Los Angeles;

Conducting a comprehensive school-age parent education prCgram at
, ..

Heston Hospital for Women. This is a demonstration

program in'counseling, medical care, day care, and parenting/consumer

education; ,

Defraying' salary costs for the Appalachian District Health Depart-

.

ment, in Boone, North Carolina, for educational and supportive' services

in a six-county are;

Salary alloCation to Methodist Hospital of Gary, Indiana, for a

nurse educator to develop and, teach prenatal care courses;
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Defraying salary coats of a nurse-educator at Baroness Erlanger

Hospital in Chittanooga, Tennessee, serving an obstetkical clinic with

many teenage patients;

Providing assistance to the Bradley-Cleveland CommunitAiervic s''

Agency in 'Cleveland, Tennessee, for prenatal care and parenting

instruction;

Offering health care: schooling and counseling services'at the

Margaret Hudson Program for'School -Age parerits in Tulsa, Oklahoma;

Providing a grant tO Brooklyn Jewish Hospital in New Voik City

for a !family health worker at'a'neighborhood centers

ProviALa.grant to agsist.in education for school-age mothers

and fathers at the New'FuturesSchool in Albuqu rque,'New Mexico.

New Futures provides a brbad range of services(:o adolescent parents

throughout the state.'

Ineach instance the March of Dimes grant provided the essential

element that wade it possible for existing services to expand to

cover more of the teenage pregnancy requirements of that community.

These.ikants were made in°all types of communities, large and small,

urban and rural. The March Of Dimes has demonstrated that, with small

'sifted' money grants, services can be expanded and coordinated in most'

any community. We belie, that through S. 2910 the federal government

can' accomRllsh this sale objective on a nationwide basis.

We also hep.eve we have demonstrated that someone must take the

initiative to see that. this coordination of services gets started in

each community, It is essential that local governmental units be

brought into the planning and funding of appropriate services. In

ColSmbue, Ohio, .the March of Dimes Chapter through A small giant and

f 6 ;
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the marshalling of community concern:iipured the support of the City

of Columbus and the Hoard of EdueatiorI'for. 'a special program for

pregnant adolescents at the Bethune Canter. The Cuter provides,

or makes referral,to, a full range of comprehensive ,services as

proposed in this Hill.

While we will continue to seek to play a Smiler role in as

many communities as possible, we believe that the..role of federal
. _

government should be to see thethe coordination process is

initiated ip.every community. The federal role. need not be in-

volved in working out the detailed plan but should seethat the

_process gets started and have the responsibility to monitor progress

toward the establishment and implementation of a plan.' We do not

believe that the. total responsibility for starting the program

should be left to the inqiative of others. *

You have already heard testimony urging you not to consider

S. 2910 as the principal source for funding of services. This was

ipecifically referred to with regard to family planning services

where the major funding.comes from Title X of the Psblic Health

Service Act. We believe this should apply to substantially all

Other services as well. Maternal and child health services, includ-

ing prenatal and new care, are primarily funded from Medicaid,bo

EPSDT, Title V of the S al Security Act and Comiliunity Health

Centers as well as various State programs. In order to provide the

funding for prenatal and immediate postnatal-care to teenage mothers

it is much more important for Congress to adoi,t the amendment to

Medicaid as propbsed'in the President's Budget allocating $118 million

for prenatal and postnatal care for all low income women. Such an

. 7
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amendment to he Medicaid Act is currently being considered in

the House of Representatives and should costa to the Senate in the

near future. It is estimated that of the $118 million, $18 million

would aPply'to services for teenagers. We urge the Senate to

such an amendment to Medicaid.

The'importance of S. 2910 is its coordination function. It

should be used primarily for this purpose with sufficient funds

available for:owed money or start up costs where they are particu-

larlx useful in bringing services together to focus on the teenage

problem. We believe that sufficient funds should be used to assure

the exercise of the federal role to see that the coordination process.

is carried out in every community. However, in order to.be able to pay

start up costs for certain new services whidh may amount to more than

50 percent 'of those particular services,, 'we urge the deletion of the

words,.'any parterd in Section 102(e).

One erlemEtnt that appears to be overlooked in the Bill'is the

development of materials for, and the training of, educators as well

as providers of services for adolescents. One of the Most important

roles we believe the March of'Dimes has had to play in seeking to
.'13

have a positive effect on tire problem has been the development of

teaching materials and guides and/ the sponsorship of in-service

training Prograine for educators and other providers.

Some examples are:

Collaboration with the 'Center for the Family of the American

He Economics Aseociation and phe funding of teams of university

teachers in family life education,litrition, and child growth and

development: These teams worked with schools and colleges in their

pass

8
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regions to upgrade studies in these fields. We also funded a

curriculum reader on family life education foi grades 5 throughill;

Sponsored in New York City 9 'weekly and in metropolitan Chicago

13 weekly in- service training programs for
elementary and high school

teachers on Parenting Priorities;

Cosponsored with the Junior League and the ?TA in' Topeka, Kansas

and with the Junior League in Boston conferences for providers of

services to pregnant teenagers.

Of major importance, and now with national scope, is the joint

collaboration between the arch Of Dimes and The National Congress of

Parents and Teachers entitled, 'Parenting - PTA Priority'. The March

of Dimes has funded 17 regional
conferences which reached all 50 states

and our troops in Eurqpe. The goal of this program is to 'strengthen

family life by upgrading preparenthood education in elementary .and

secondary schools, Each conference involved teams of parent leaders,

school administrators, teachersiand school nurses. The subject matter

covers many parts of a
comprehensive program - maternal and infant

health Cars, nutrition, genetics, family life education, parenting

1 and responsibilities, and educational techniques. The

success of the regional conferences
hae:now led to a series of

mdtropolitan conferences in many of the major cities.

The March of Dimei has sponso;etand funded the development

of two sets of special educational materials particularly appli-:

Fable to teenagers that can be
incorporated into the school curri-

'Culum. One prepared by Bank Street College of Education in New

York City, focuses on maternal
health care and nutrition in pregnancy.

The other,'prepared by Educational
Development Center of Caxtbridge,

9
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Massachusetts, covers adolescent sexuality and choices about pregnancy,

the experience of pregnancy and parenthood, responsibilities of parent-

tided,' and birth defects and their impact on parents and society. While

hotH are brand new they have been received by the educational community

with great enthusiasm.

It is especially important to paint out that th6-iducat"ional

Development Center materials apply both to the problem of primary pre-

vention of pregnancy as well as to the problems'of preventive health

care for the teenage mother and her baby. It is our belief that edu-

cation'at the proper time and through appropriate techniques relating

to sexuality, pregnancy, and responsibilities of parenthood can have

an important impact on reducing the number of pregnancies among teenagers.

We recommend that this Bill, S. 2410 provide for the development

of new educational materials; the utilization of existing educational

materials such as those developed by theAarch of Dimes and Others and 40

the training' of educators as well as service providers inappropriate

techniques for dealing with the problems of adolescent pregnancy. The

restrictions of Section 102(a) (6) should not be so broad as to prevent

the utilization of materials and provision of training to educators

and.providers by organizations such as the PTA, American Home Economics

Association, Bank Street College of Education, Educational Development

Center or the March of Dimes.

We wish to support recommendations made by others that the Bill'

provide lor.an advisory committee of profesiiionalst and representatives

Of the teenagers, state and local governmental unit's and voluntary

organiiations, who have competence through training and experience

to make recommendations to the-Secretary on the administration of the

10
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program. These recommendations should
specifically be directed to,

among others, the issuance of regulations and the evaluation process.

.
We also support the recommendakion for maintenance of effort by

state and local
governments.' This is the only way that Section 103

(a)(5), requiring the program to make use of all other available

funds, including state and local funds, can be effective. Maintenance

of effort is essential
if the federal role is to be primarily one of

coordination and seeking to develop new programs from other federal,

state and local'sources and existing community institutions.

The March of Dimes supports the basic concepts of S. 2910. We

believe that passage of such a bill with the recommendations we have

'suggested may be the:best way to laurfch a
nationwide attack on the

problems of teenage pregnancy. We urge your support.

I wish to thank the Committee for the opportunity to appear on

behelf of the March of Dimes.
11
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Senator Thisum Thank you, Mr. Shorey. We appreciate your
testimony very much. .,

Dr. Hofmann.
Dr. HOFMANN. Senator Williams and Senator Riegle, I am Adele

Hofmann, physician, representing the American Academy of Pedi-
atrics, an organization Of nearly 20,000 pediatricians dedicated to im-
proving the healtkand welfare of all our growing young from infancy
through adolescence. .

In recent years the Academy has expanded its concern for our grow-
ing young to include adolescents, and we feel it is an important and
expanding role far pediatricians to have influence in this area, pertperhaps
from a somewhat different perspective than has been testified to be ore
today..

My other credentials include being associate professor of pediatrics
at the New York University School of Medicine and director of the
Adolescent Medical Unit at New York University Medical Center-
Bellevue Hospital,. and I am also the immediate past president of the
Society for Adolescent Medicine, which shares in the views that I
present today.

Ishall not review my, written testimony in its entirety. You have it
before you.

I would like to stress certain points from the perspective of the
pediatrician and adolescent medicine specialist; perspectives which are
somewhat different from those of persons who havii primary concerns'
with the issue of human sexuality and pregnancy as secondarily ap-
plied to adolescents. My point of departure is that of broad concern for
all aspects of the, health and well-being of teenagers of which
pregnancy is but one piece, albeit a most important one.

S. 2910 has singular importance in that it supports a concept which
has been noted by some of my predecessors this morning, that of a
wholistic approach to the human being. I think that regardless of how
much funds are involved, and no matter how small a piece of the pie
is ultimately going to get funded, these fundamental precepts and con-
cepts should not be lost in, the context of exactly how much money gabs
spent. What a bill says and the way it is said in terms of philosophy and
approach can be as important in establishing principles as what it
actually supports economically.

There are elements of this bill which are relatively exciting to those
of us in adolescent health care. It stresses comprehensive health care
and pregnancy within this context. Pregnancy is but an intercurrent
event in the total life of the adolescent, albeit an event with significant
and serious consequences. We hope this perspective w'll not be. lost.
We therefore urge that a develoOrrental context be p rved and that
the problem not be viewed solely categorically, extern to the con-
tinuum of a young person's growth as he or she .emerges in child-
hood dependency and seeks his ()Hier own independence and individ-
uation in the process of becoming ant autonomous adult. .

It is an easy matter to view teenagers in alternating and polarized
fashion as either children or young adults; as either dependent family
members or emancipated youth. In fact, 'they are neither and the
developmental approach views adolescents as members of the family
unit, and separate from it, in the process of individuation and self-

. f.
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actualization, at one and the same time. This fundamental concept,
has to be incorporated in any -kind of health system approach, br
multiservice approach; the concept that teenagers have one foot in the
home mild one foot in the outside world at one and the same time.

A health care model for adolescents, whether for pregnancy or any-
tliing else, is one which seeks to help .young people assume responsThil-
ity for their own life, but in a guided and supported fashion, rather

ving
any
his

ase.

than imposing arbitrary decisions made solely by adulgr.
decisional matters wholly up to the adolescent. We per
lekislation,relative to the health needs of this age grbi)p ass.u,ra
developmental and longitudina perspective as a ffilidtimeri

A second point is that su ul 1 ealth services '64 lese re-
quires an interdisciplinary approach, rendefed by pro autla who
are trained and experienced in worki g with this age .up, under-
stand their biological and psychological needs, and are skilled in
building a supportive and trusting relationship.. The training of teach-
ers in adolescent develOpment for instance, is greatly neglected, as
it often is for service providers in family planning programs. R t-
tably,'health services and sex education are frequently rendered by
those who do not have the requisite training, compromising the likeli-
hood pf programmatic success. We urge that training provisions and
standards of professional competency as specifically relates to adoles-
cents be included in the provisions of this bill.

My third point is that any decision in resolving an unwanted preg-
nancyls what one must call "a least worse" decision. There is n good
solution to it. It is a bad solution whatever way you turn. An3fittswer
has its elements of tragedy. Certainly avoidance of pregnancy in the
first place is a far more desirable goal. In this we vigorously support
the statements of earlier testifiers as to the importance of sex education.
There simply has to be, through whatgver mechanisms, more openness
in the provision of responsible, relevant sex education. In this in-
stance, I am going to put the burden of responsibility for having
failed to incept an age-oriented approach Trot on young people, but on
the professionals who are providing services. "What is needed is an
approach which helps young people to'explore their own options in
daily behavior and make their own decisions in a guided manner:
How rare, today,' is the chance for girls and boys to talk together
under guided leadership about what to do in the dating situation, how
to handle instinctive drives and new sexual feelings. How do you say,
"no" if you want to say, "no"? Is it OK to say, "ye"? How does the
boy or girl feel about premarital sex? What is "sex appeal"? What is

. "macho"? WhaC values are important for each individual wit in the
context of their awn family upbringing? These are questions young '
people rarely have the opportunity to honestly explore and find an-
swers t,b, and hence, act out of impulse or. ignorance. These issues must
be brought out into the open and discussed with young people as well as
Specifics on contraception and reproductive plumbing. Too often only
the latter matter is covered in what is euphemistically called sex edu-
cation in most schools.

By extension, this position also requires nonjudgmental support
for the young boy or girl who takes either course, to be sexually active
or not. In the former instance, contraceptive services must be made
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iivailable whenever and wherever the girl can best enter the health
care systemand the boy; I would add. There are manyoways in which
young people enter health care systems? npt just family planning
cluiic Tins includes comprehensive hosprtaMased adolescent clinics,
neighborhood 'health centers? school health programs, working paper
physical examination clinics, health screening in boys inia girls clubs
and the like. There is au expanding interest in broad, comprehensive,
adolescent health services in medical clinic settings, nbt just specifi-
cally family planning programs. We need to involve all of these re, ,

sources. Young people obtain health care in many places; 7 percent
of all teenagers see a physician at some point during a year.

Fourth point is that once a girl becomes pregnant we urge that all
options will be made available to her. The Acadelny is committed to
the proposition that all children should be born well and born wanted.
We affirm the right .of the adolescent to deterhiine her 'own fertility
fate and consider. the penalty of being forced to bear an unwanted
child high indeed. She alone is not responsible for her fate and is part
victim to a system propagated by we adults which dismally fails in -
educating her for responsible sexuality in contempOrary Society and
dismally fails to provide a rational system of available contraception.
So we urge that this bill include all Options for adolescent pregnancy
resolution including termination as well as bearing a child.

Fifth, a. major problem with past health care legislation has been
its categorical problematic-oriented nature. Try to get funding to put ,
together a care package that responds to the :total needs of the pe n
and you find yourself turning first to this agency, then that one old
then another, often unable to even identify who has what fanding
resources. It is exceedingly difficult to put together a comprehensive

gidrisoegram.
Also, eligibility requirements often are highly restrictive,

on faCtors beyond the quality of care given or the population
"served. .

This while we affirm and applaud this bill, which_ at least conceptu-
ally addresses the comprehensive approach, we view it as inadequately
integrated with other existing and related programs. We specifically
urge that this billbe linked up and integrated with the provisions of
Title X and Title V legislation. A great deal also could be done in cost
containment and avoidance of duplication through such a linkage.
Coalescing the immediate concerns of S. 2910 with those of family
planning and child and maternal health will go a long. way toward
providing such an approach.

My sixth point refers to the specifics where funds should be applied.
It is our contention that much can be done through the expansion of
and .131%11ding on existing Services.

One can take existing health services, add certain amount of moneys
to hire two or three key people and build on a very good program that

nds the capacity a that facility to deal with sexuality.
I would like to touch on something that I have not heard a

word about today and, happens eo- be a particular concern of mine,
. and that is that no barriers be introduced in enabling adolescents to

gain access to contraceptive and pregnancy-related services. We would
view the introduction of parentalconsent and/or notification require-

, ments and the failure to incorporate provisions protecting a minar's
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health record privacy in light of new privacy protections as such a
barrier. Many young people simply will not involve their parents un-
til too late, either becoming pregnant in the first place or eleteriously
delaying prenatal care, if their parents must 'know as a ndition of
obtaining treatment.

We' at the-Academy are ardent supporters of family integrity and
of the perspective that, in principle, teenagers are indeed best advan-
taged by having parental guidance and support. It is certainly our goal
as professionals to encourage this direction and we share with parents
the desire to insure the well growing up of their child.

But we are also pragmatists and recognize that good communication
between parAht and youth is not always possible, and that in some
families, those where communication is least likely to occur, parents
and their young are at such odds as to make adult guidance and sup-

- port from within the family unlikely.
We as health providers must be free to provide protection from

unwanted pregnancy, guidance and support unfettered by mandatory
requirements for parental notification and consent. We urge that the
legislature, parents, and the public have some trust in well-trained
adolescent health professionals and understand that they too seek the
best for the young and not impose such mandatory requirements.

Mr. Chairman, Senator Riegle, I thank you again for this oppor-
tunity and also ask that you consider all the further points in our
written testimony as well.

Thank you. -

[The prepared statement of Dr. Hofmann and additional material
supplied for the record follow :]
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Mr. Chairman, I am Adele D. Hofmann, M.D., representing the American
Academy of Pediatrici, an international association of pediatricians
dedicated to improving 'the health and welfare of infants, children and

adolescents. 1 am a member of the Academy of Pediatric's! Committee on
Adolescence, a boarcfrcertified pediatrician, Associate Professor of
Pediatricset New York University School of Medicine and Director of the
Adolescent. Medical Unit at Bellevue Hospital.

I am pleased todp here to discuss with you and members of the Committee
the Adolescent Wilth, Services, and Pregnancy Preyention and Care Act
of 1978, intrdduced by Senator Kennedy on behalf of the Administration.
Let me first say that the Academy's commitment to adolescents and their
health is both profound and long-standing. We believe that the pedia-

trician Is often in the best position not only to introducinfants to
quality health care but to retain them in the health care system through"
their childhood and adolescent years. The trust, confidence and rapport
established between patient and phySician during that span have obvious

beneficial consequences to our country's youth.

Mr. Chairman, I do not consider it necessary to deluge you with facts
and figures documenting what is now so often described as, an epidemic of

adolescent pregnancy. Our presence here today acknowliOges the magnitude

of the problem; we must now solve it. I am confident no one here will

dispute the drastically higher mortality rates for infants born to
young, adolescent mothers (less than 16 years of age), who in most cases

diScontInueitheir schooling upon becoming pregnant and often suffer
irreversible emotional harm, many times Joining the welfare ranks. It

is Indeed disturbing that our health, educational and social service
systems have failed to address these adverse consequences of adolescent

pregnancy ih a satisfactory and comprehensive manner. Federal programs

4usvein the past been unfocused and and this fragmentation

of effort hai resulted in a system fraught with gaps and Inefficiency.
With this history in mind;:she'Academy of Pediatrics applauds the intent

of the legislation we are considering today, as well as the Administration's

initiative in the area of adolescent pregnancy, as a tentative step in

the right direction. It imperative that services, programs and

benefits be better coordinated.

h
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iThe Ace64, while supporting the intent and framework of this bill,

views it as somewhat idealistic: The bill does address the significant

weakness of existing services to adolescents, i.e., the lack of obor-
dination and linkagei'between primary services.and specialized.-secondary

levels of care for tie many medical; psychological, social and develop-
merital problems of the age group. But a systems analysis of newly

designed programs must occur in order to achieve 'an integrated network

of services rather than isolated programs unattached to elbher,primary
or secondary sources of care, as the case may be. It is also our firm

belief that this bill's success hinges on delivery of services by persons
specially trained In adolescent care, whether it be medical, nutritional

or counseling in sexual or vocational education. Demonstrated competence

in adolescent care by:those'dellvering "services under the bill's, provisions

is the key--and I cannot overemphasUe the importance of the word "demon-

itrated." In order to insure that services delivered under theAct's
provisiont be.by specially trained and qualified persons, we would

suggest a specific clause be included in the Act directing that federal

implementing guidelines require adequate levels of training in adolescent

care for those delivering services.

At the same time, we arefaced with a critical shortage of just the'type

of person needed to deliver adolescent care and services. We would urge

that the bill's provision for training provider's. of multidisciplinary

services be recognized for what it is--the primary determinant of the

bill,!s chances for successfully addressing the needs of adolescents.

Unfortunately, teen-age eregnancy Is characterized by late entry into

the prenatal care system. This is especially disturbing since early
materRarcare'is associated witty a more favorable outcome, for both

' mother and infant. A critical survey of adverse health consequehces of

teen-age pregnancy reveals two major complications: preeciampsia-toxemia

and an excessive number of ow- birth-weight. babies. .All other potential

ill effects of teen-age pregnancy appear to be dependent not on adolescence

itself but upon the so4)o-economic class of the teenager Ind whether the

pregnant teenager has acc44,s to-a health system.

Low-birth - weight rates from teen-age pregnancy reportedly range from 6

per cent 0 20 per cent. Irrespective of socioeconomic class, data from

different centers using the gynecological age or the time interval since

menarche, rather than chronological age, As a basis of comparison,

confirm a higher rate Of low-birth-weight infants among young teenagers.

Some investigator's have found a higher incidence of low birth weight

associated with a gynecological age of two years or less.

.The higher. incidence of low-birth-weight infants and the unfavorable

-outcome of that phenomenon appear to be the major childbearing hazards

' facing the pregnant adolescent. Other risk factors associated with

teen-age childbearingsocio-economic
class, cigarette smoking, alcohol

and drug use and improper nutrition--are not
age-related but affect all

pregnancies. It therefore appears that the biology of adolescence

2
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contributelronly minimally to the health-associated risks of teen-age
childbearing. Different data sources do; however, suggest an association
between adolescent childhearing.andbehavioral or. physical problems in
infants born to young adolescents:

Children born to adolescent mothers have a notably higher incidence
of childhood mortality, "apparently In association with a higher

rate of childhood accidents.

'Doe Canadian study concluded that adolescent mothers were more
likely to have-handicapped children.

'Another study reported that II per cent of children born to girls
less than 16 years of age scored less than 700n I.Q. tests
at age 4 compared to 2.6 per cent for the general population.

'This same study noted that school failure and behavioral problems.
were also'more prevalent in children born to young adolescents. .

.0thersreports link Increased child abuse and neglect, delinquent
behavior and early pregnancies to the population born to young

teens,

The pregnant adolescent is also.subject to several 'unfavorable psycho-

sotial hazards. She is usually economically dgpendent, is forced to
Interrupt her'schooling and has not had sufficient time to complete the

developmental tasks of adolescence. The father of her,baby often deserts
her, and considering the anger engendered in, the fathily by an unexpected
pregnancy in a.young unmarried daughter, it is apparent that these girls

bear an awesome social burden. The postponement of teen-age childbearing
would result in Improvement In almost all these adverse reactions in
both the adolescent mother and her baby.

Some teen-age mothers will encounter little difficulty in their pregnancies,

and their children will develop normally. Nonetheless, the'younger the
mother, the greater the risk of health-associated consequences of preg-
nancy, low-birth weight and subsequent abnormal child development.
Delaying the first pregnancy until the late teen-age years or early 20's

substantially diminishes these risks.

Hence, for the young adolescent it is apparent that the burden of preg-
nancy/Ind implications of having a baby, wanted or unwanted, can result

in tremendous liabilities`for both her and her child. Regardless of

whether the fetus is carried to lerm or the pregnancy is terminated,
'comprehensive programs and services must be easily accessible and dirOicted
to adolescents If they are to become an integral part of and a contributor

to society.

Before addressing. possible solutions to the "crisis" situation sur-
rounding pregnant adolescents, we must ptelect ourselves to the desired
outcome of programs designed to meet the needs of this population.
While reducing Infant mortality and salvaging 'pregnancy are noteworthy
goals, as pedtatriplans we are more interesterd in the quality of the

8
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lives that are preserved--quality for both mother and child. We certainly

do not expect all young,,pregnant adolescents to elect to remain in the
school system or to demonstrate a reduced frequency of low-birth-weight

infants. Nor can we presume to identify whkt constitutes a satisfactory 4

outcome of a young teen-age pregnancy. However, we strongly believe

that Constructive programs will contribute significantly tor the societal

adiustMent of the adolescent apikher child and to the-overall quality of

their Ives. We can do no less/Or this growing, at -risk population.

1'Mr. CFI irman, the Aceidemy believes this bill's emphasis on linkage of
adolescent health care services rather than on the problem of adolescent
pregnancy itself is both appropriate and long overdue. The bill's very

Sitle recognizes the importance of this approach. For too long we have

been concerned with the problem itself instead of its causes and effects.

Adolescent pregnancy will not disappear as a social problem next year or
in the foreseeable future, so it Is appropriate that we direct ourselves

to the total spectrum of health care and social adjustment of this
segment of our population..

In this regard, the Academy would specifically commend several of the

bill's provisions:

'Addressing primary pregnancy prevention In young adolescents,
whether It be for initial or repeat pregnancies.

Linking sexual, parenting and vocational education with other

services offered. We would caution, however, that to be effective,

those educational programs must be tailored to meet the'special

needs of adolescents and directed toward understanding sexuality ---'

and fostering resporisible sexual behavior.

'Stressing coordination of federal policies and programs provi ng

services related to preventionof initial and repeat adolescent

pregnancies. Wq. would recommend special emphasis be given to

coordination of Title X of the Public Health Service Act and

Title V of the Social Security Act, thereby facilitating monitoring

of referral and folloW-up services and improving continuity of

care. Services for maternal and cbiid health under Title V WouiC

seem to be an especially appropriate target for this bill's inteAt

to link Its services with those already in place.

:Providing training to providers of adolescent services under the

Act. As pointed out earlier, this is a key area. Only those

with demonstrated competence In the area of adolescent health

services should provide those services. Otherwise, the success

of the entire program could be Jeopardized.

We do, of course, have, other concerns which we feel meeit attention if

this adolescent pregnancy initiative Is to be successful. it would be

appropriate and constructive to Include in Section $02(6)(b) among the

types of services to be linked undo'', the program, "adoption and foster

care counseling and day-care services." Without these additions, which

4
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were recommended in thteJoseph P. Kennedy, Jr., Foundation's "Essential

Components io a Comore naive Adolescent Pregnancy Center," the spectrum

of care offered Is incompletet
1.

/46,_
poWe also consider It necessary that counseling and.4uprtive services be

available for adolescents choosing to carry their bley to term as well

as for those choosing to terminate their pregnancy.'cThe Academy's

philosophy is that ail children should be wanted antrborn to healthy

mothers. If unwanted pregnancy occurs, or if there js evidence of

. abnormality or genetic defect of the fetus, consultation should be

obtained. Alternatives should include acceptance of parental respon-

sibility for the child, adoption or termination of pregnancy. Further-

more, low income should not deprive an individual ofeny of these'el-

ternatiAs.

The Academy mould also suggest that the Act encourage but not require

parental consent for services. A model act for consent of minors for

health services is attached as Appendix A!

Mr. Chairman; I
consider it particUlarly appropriate that when this bill

i was introduced in the Senate, coefideptia;liVof medical records was
identified as a topic that thii. bill should certainly address. We agree

wholeheartedly. The Academy considers several points essential for any

future confidentiality of medical records legislation: medical records

should be a collaborative effort between patient and physician, the
patient should own his medical record, physicians should be permitted to

maintain fully privileged working,nOtes, medlial record release should

be negotiated between the patient and thied parties,, confidences of

parents and minors should be separately maintained and periodic review

and expungement of medical records should be required. Should the Com-

mittee elect to incorporate confidentiality provisions in this bill and

require more detailed analysis of.the Issue, we stand ready to provide

that analysis.

In,conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I feel that I must speak out against the

bill's limited scope. I am aware of the fiscal restraints under which?'

you must work, yet I fear for those geographic areas which have no
'services in place to link to services provided under this Act. Are we

going to deny these areas new services simply because of present deficiencies?

Are we going to compound an existing problem with eligibility requirements

that,niany areas of our country will find difficult to meet? At the same

time, Mr. Chairman, the Academy of Pediatrics finds much to be commended

in the qiii despite'its limits of scope. We subscribe to the philosophy

that linkage of pre-natal, intra-partum and post-natal services is the

only appropriate way to address the problem 15f serving our adolescent

population. With these linkages should come greater interdisciplinary

coilaboiation (e.g., among pediatricians and obstetricians gynecologists)

-- and a more unified approach 0 the delivery of services.

I
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APPENDIX A

AMERICAN:ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

COMMITTEE ON YOUTH

A MODEL ACT PROVIDING FOR CONSENT OF MINORS- -FOR HEALTH SERVICES

PREFATORY -NOTE'

This Art is drafted with the Intr..
posl of stimulating all states of the totio to
review their statutes In regard to minors'
consent for health services. It intends to be
all inclusive to give the'individual state the
..oplion to adopt part or all of this Act Olen-
coer it sees fit.

In 1i democratic nation such as ours, indi-
viduftli: rights are porstnutunt. In order for
everyone, inchull :tifsitits, to have the right

of obtaining heal Rtsdaes, the; balance of
this rights against is becomes of the ut-
most importance. This Alodd Art accepts
the concept that getting health services is a
basic right. Also. it accepts that parents have
their baste right of protecting and promot-
ing the IWalth anti welfare of their minors.
There! ore. this Act is a compromise and a
balance of these two basic rights in the con-
ditions .vpevirted. The goal of this Act is to
insure that all minors can WIN! quality
health sirvices'by granting the minors self-
consent in renditions and instances ;that
trill prevent them from seeking services if
parcqtal consent is required and by encour-
aging health 'professionals to deliver quality
services to minors without incurring /'gal
liability. Reasonable safeguards and limita-
tions ure stirnhard in this Art to protect
the minors' safety and the right of the intr.
cot. This Xrt also emphasizes the promotion
of family; harmony and ;;; i ; tor's thaturity.

WA TIIERFAS, eertaiir minors are not oh.
V taining adequate medical. dental, or.

other health care due to current legal and
medical obstacles.

nos Model All ILI twi II allllrocayl by 1111.
Council MI Child Health of the Arndemy. It is ma
onnuendell ha eniennent the slat

i5
4,

Whereas, providers of medical, dental,
and other health care are now vulnerable to
legal action for giving care to minors.

Whereas, there is a need for coordina-
tion, stimulation, and support of;aecess to .

medical, dental. and other health care for
certain minors in rived of such care without
violating the rights of parents to protect
and promote their minors' health,

Rt. It F.naeted by the Legislature of'the
State of as follows:

Section 1. For the purposes. of this act:
(1) "Minor" means any person under-the

age of majority as defined by the State stat-
'Nat. or mutt IS years of age.. whichever is

lower;
(2) "health Professional" means state li-

censetrphysicion, psychologist, dentist, os.
teopathic physician, nurse, and other
censer! health practitioner;

(3) "Health Services" means health ser-

vices specified by the state, appropriately
delivered by different health professionals
including examination, preventive and cu-
rative treatment, operation, hospilization
(admission or discharge). giving or receiv.
ing blood and blood derivatives, receiving
organ transplantation, pledging donation of
organs after death, the use of anesilmtics,
and receiving contraceptive advice and de-
vices;

(4) 'The maselifine shall include the fem.

Section 2. Any person who reaclu. the
age.of majority or 18 years of age or is on. ;

active duty with or has served in any :

branch of the Armed Forces of the United
States shall he considered an adult in so'P,,
as the consent for health serviced is fin-;!,
("erne& , t .

I

1111f,, Vial. 5), IS/:t Z; Yehtlf
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Section 3. Notwithstanding any other
ryision of law, the lollowing.niinnrs may

give eonsent tn health 'pmfessionals for
health services:

( I ) Any minor who is or svaii ever mar-
ried; or has had a child: or graduated from
high school, is emancipated: nrL

(21 Any minor who has .N.111 'separated
form 105 parent. parents, or legal guardian
for whatii.r. reasim.and is supporting him-
self by Whatever means: or

(3) Am' mitinr who prnfesses or is found
to ht pregnant:. nr afflicted with any report-.
ablukciumilimic;ble Abseils.; including vene-
real disease, or drug and substance abuse
including alcohol and. nicotine. This self-
consemmily applies tn the vreventinn, di-
agnosis;- and treahond nf thnse eonditirms
specillicl in this subsection. 'IV self -con
sent in the case of pregnancy. venereal dis-
ease. and4rog and substance abuse also nb-
liges the health prides.' al. if he accepts
the responsibility as the prnvicler nf the

service. to counsel the minor 1w him-
self or lis. referral fu ; Ilier hcidth profes-
,sinual for counselling.

The health professional may, but shall
not be obliged to inform the parent. par-
ents. or legal guardian of the minor of any
trya#ment given nr needed when:

iii the judgment of the health prn-
. fessional severe complications are present
or anticipated.. or

(b) triaint surgery or prolonged hospi-
talilation is Mailed, or

(c1 lailore to Odor°, the.pawlit, parents.
or legal guardian would serindsly jeopar-
dize the safely and 110:11t11 of the minor pa=
teint. xmingersiblings. nr the public; or

(di to inform them wnold benefit the
physical :mil mental health and

lialmouv
Such miormation' shall lie given to the

tt i lll parent. parents, or legal guardian
mils,. %chili the nitoor.11111Silits or when he.

.

eaum,tztat tby,funicilX;agitirr. v. Whin the at-
t e iceria p it) a) e:to re3,015:1)11V

presmilesuch
atiioi or .Aisclosiete:Xli- thus

.41:trent. ',Iega 140:it:di:pt. 4?). 71

health professional shall not constitute libel
nr slander, a violatinn of .tht right nf pri-
vacy, a violation of the role nf privileged
commilnication or any other legal basis nf
liability. %%lien the minor is found \not to be
pregnant, or not afflicted with venereal clis- .
case, or not suffering from a drug or. sub.

stamen abuse, including alcohol and Mew
Ow. then no information with respect tn
any appointment, examination, test, or
nther health prncedure shall be given to the
parent, parents, nr legal guardian, if they
have lint liven alre.alv admitted is permit-
ted in this Act, without die consent of the
tninnr.

(-I) Any minor who has physical or (.010.
lineal problems nd is capable nf making
rational decisions, and whose relatinnship
with his parents or legal guardian is in such
a state that by infnrming them the minnr
will fail to seek initial nr future help. After
the professional establishes his rapport with
the rninnr, then he iiiay inform the parent,
parents, or legal guardian unless such ac-
tion will jenpardize the life of the patient or
the favorable result of the treatment: nr

(5) any minor who 'needs ellirgencV
care. including transfusintis, withnict which
his health will be jeopartliztd. The parent,
parents, or legal guartdian shall lw informed
as soon as practical except 'in en:lc-Minns
mentioned in subseninns I, 2, 3, nr -I of this
section; nr

(8) Any minor whn has hail a child may
give elfective consent to health wince for
his child, or

(7) Any minor may give consent for
health care for his spouse if his spouse is
unable tn give tonsent by reason of physi-
cal nr mental' Un-:parity.

Section I No consent 111 ill WWII. else in-

cluding parent,. parents, custodian. legal
guardian. or any court shall is required for
any person mentioned in Section :I esecpt
where specified Consent- of the ininnr shall
not be subject to later disaffirm:our or re-
vocation lice:new of minority. lie spouse,
parent, parents, or legal guardian shall not
lie liable for pas fluent 1,1r such service

'.less the spouse, parent. parents. or -legal

-'35-454 O, 461-7,. )4 .
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guardian have expressly agreed to pay for

such care. The minor so consenting for such

health services shall thereby assume finan-
cial responsibility for the cost of said ser-
viees except tbose.,who ant 11MVVII unable

to pay and who Aive the services in ph-
lie institutions.

Section 5..1f major surgery. general anes-
"- thesa. or a life-tbreateniug procedure Juts to

midertakim ohi.a minor with his consent,
it shall he miessary for the physician ob-
tain approyitlfront another physician for
the mana0nre;nt.exeeptin an emergency in
a crimiuniey!Astere it is impossible for the

surgeon to . contact any other physician
within a reaS'anable. time for- the purpose of

concurrence.
Section 6. Selfkonsentof minors shall not

applyfto sterilization or abortion.
Section 7.1±:ii consent shall be required of

any who does not possess the mental
capacity or who has a physical disability
Whir+ renders him incapable of giving his
commit and who has no known relatives or
legal guardians if two physicians agree on
the health service to be given.

Section M. Except by specific legal re-
quirement. no information in regard to yen:
oral disease, drug and substance abuse,
pregnanec. and emotional illness shall be
given by the health professional to another

titi'A:ssipnal, school, law enforcement offi-
1-etaleArirt authority. government agent.
:snrie. future .spolik employer, or any
other person withonelhe content of the mi-
nor, unless giving the information is neces-

sary to the health of the minor and the pub-
1k and only When the minor's iodentity is
kept confidential.

Section 9. ,rhe consent of the minor who'
represents that he may give effective con-
sent under this Act for the purpose of re-
ceiving- health services but who may not in
fact do so, shall be deemed effective for the
purposes of prevention, diagnosis. and treat-
ment required without the consent of the

. minor's parent, parents, ol legal guardian if
the person rendering the service relied io
good faith upon the representation of the
minor.

52
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Section O. Any health professional may
render or attempt to render emergency ser-
vice or first aid. medical, surgical, dental, or
psycliiatrictreatinent without compensation
to tiny injured person or any person regard-
less of age who is in need of immediate
health care when, in good faith, the proles.-
sional believes that the giving of is the
'only alternative to prohable death or seri- ;
ous physical or mental damage. For major
surgery or any dangerous procedures con-
currence of another physician shall, if prac-
tical, be obtained.

Section. 11. Any health professional may
render nonemergency services to minors for
conditions which will endanger the health
or life of the minor If services would be de-
layed by obtaining consent from spouse,
parent, parimts, or legal guardian.

Section 12. Any minor who is examined,
treated, hospitalized, or receives health ser-
vices under this Act may give legal consent,
and no person who administers such health
services shall be liable civilly or criminally
for assault. battery, or assault and battery,
or any other legal charge, except for negli:.
geric or intentional harm, for treating such
minor without advising his parent, parents.
or legal guardian.

Section 13. In the event of emergency, ei-
ther parent or legal guardian may authorize
by writing or by telephonic communication
with a witness any mink to give consent for
a minor who himself is unable to give self-

consent for health care for whatever reason.
Section 14. Nothing in this Act shall re-

quire any health professional to .provide
service, nor shall any health professional be
liable for such refusal.

-Section 15. The Governor shall appoint
111 Advisory Committee that shall have the
responsibility of promoting and encourag-
ing the availability of health services for

minors; shall conduct and develop re-

sources of payment, private or public. for
the rendering of such services; and shall
recommend regulations to carry mot the
conditions and purposes of this Act.

Section 16. In the event any section, sen-
tence, clause. or protision of this Act shall
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be declared invalid by any court of compe-
tent jurisdiction, such action shall not affect
the validity of the remaining sections. scn-
tenees, clauses, or pmvisions of this Act
which shall continue effective.

Section 17. This Act shall become effec-
'five immediately upon passage and ap-
proval of the Governor.
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AGILE D. HOFMANN

ESCENTS

EDUCATION
Because many of the unmarried young have
determined that sexual activity is as valid an
alternative a chastity:sex education should
encourage di/dents 0 make reasoned choices
,end to behave responsibly in their thr framework

he .estimate that 11 million teenagers are imam*
.

,active in the United States todaY,(1) seriously dial.-
/ease us to ask ourselves if nonrmital intercourse is

invariably detrimental for' our young. Too frequently. we
have cloaked this lama with denial, avoidance, and our own
anxieties. We man to be engaged in a conspiracy of silence,

. deluding ourselves with the illusion that unless a teenager
is Pregnant or has venereal disease, sexual intercourse
among adolescents simply does not occur. Or we believe
that If sexual intimacy is talked about openly, heretofore
unthoughtte ideas, will be put into the heeds of adolescents
and their instinctive drives actuated.

Nor have we been able to define effectively the relative
rights andrespoesibtlitiavoiparads, of educators, and of the
niuths themselves in relation to see education. Primarily
concerned with conveying intellectual facts and with at-
tempting to mold teenage sexual behavior to relatively con-.
servative Walt standard's we have not often taken into
account the modikeing factors of adolescent development
'itself in either psychological or historicaletenni. Failure to.
.respond to them issues results in an inevitable failure to
educate the young constructively about sex.

.
The basic trath is that each generation of adolescents muat

be assisted to oak and define its own identity, moral code,
and behavior if it is to meet effectively-the demands of n
rapidly changing world. U youths are to accomplish these
goals; they cannot be expected simply to static

traditions.
My intent in this paper is to examine' various shifts in

adolescent coital behavior and to eXplore corresponding
shifts in the nature of parental authority, minors' rights, and
sexual morality, relating the latter to Its derivations in
ancient taboo. For an analysis of these factors inevitably
suggests to me that the greater sexual freedom that obtains

today is a mark of social advance. At the very least, we are
inescapably drawn to the conclusion that many of the uo.
married young have determined for themselves that sexual
activity is just as valid an alternative a chastity, regardless
of adult views. In responding to these observations. I shall
propose that an understanding of the !miming matters,
together with knowledge of adolescent psychological devel-
opment, offers sound basis upon which tolormulate a more
satisfactory educational plan.

U we accept that them contemporary change, lead alto to
the conclusion that a sexual morality for the young cannot be
dictated, although it may be implicit in their upbringing, we
must accept toa.that adolescents may be benefited most by
encouragement to devise an individual value system derived
from the past but flexible enough to meet the future. It is
unlikely that they will be helped by present rosthods of sex
education, which provide only part of the truth and little
opportunity for students to test out their own views, explore
cations, make reasoned choices, and behave responsibly out
of their own inner motivations.

Indications that seureduTation has not been effective rest
in such facts as them in 1974 more than 1 million teenagers,
aged 15 to 19 years, became pregnant 600,000 babies were
born out of wedlock; 270,000 abortions were performed; and
there were 100,000 forced early marriages. Among three
under 15 years of age, 30,000 more became pregnant. (2) Only
one out of every five Oates mandates sex education in any
(ono; and only one-third of all high schools teeth about birth
control. Young people themselves report that the vast pre.
ponderance of conveyed information revolves simply around
the biological facts of reproduction and puberty, and few
believe that their behavior was.aignifirtly influenced by
what they were taught. (3) . .

Adolescent Sexual Behavior

The only data we have on sexual 'activity in the United
States in the past came from-Kinsey in the 1940s, who found
that by the age of 17 years same 10 percent of all females in .
hie study had premarital sex. (4) By the age of 20 this Sins
was nearly double. Coital experience was not significantly
influenced by the girl!s final educational level, as was true for
boys, but the was far more likely to have had intercourse as a .-
single woman if she ultimately became married then If she
did not. This represented a tenfold increase in the proportion
of sexually active single teenaged females over the previous.
thirty years; Indeed, some 40 percent of all married females
in Kinsey's time had premarital intercourse, usually during
their engpgement. For the most part, regardless of age coitus
was with but a single partner for whom the girl cared deeply

and with whom she anticipated a permanent alliance.

New York University Education Owned; 7
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Nifuly three decades later, In 1970, Koranic" and Zelnick
carried out a national sampling of 40)0 adolescent 15

through 19 years old, and found that 27 percent of those who
were whits admitted to having had coitus by the age Of 17. (5)
By the 19th year 48 percent Were sexually experienced. This
represent* more than s doubling of the earlier Kinsey rate.
Their behavior, however, can hardly be called promiscuous
In the epidemiological seam any more than it was some
twenty -five years ago. The majority of girls continued to have
Mations with single partner whom they loved and hoped to
marry. This trend is further supported by the mor^ limited
studies of Lackey and Nass and Christensen and Gregg in
interviewing college students, and in the smaller 4.1a-Kinsey
sampling of Hunt. (6)

Adirdttedly, results obtained from highly personal and
intimate questionnaires MY inevitably distorted to some
degree by answer bias. It is also difficult to compare statisti-
cal information obtained In one study with that from another
whin them is significant disparity in survey designs and
populstlons (e.g., Kinsey's study contained no minority
groopel.

Turning to males, Kinsey found in the 1940e that 81
percent of adolescent boys had Sexual intercourse by the age
of 17, and 72 percent by age 20. (7) For the most part young
males obtained their experience with prostitutes, unless they

_ware In the year.priof to marriage. In more contemporary
times, Luckey and Naas and Hunt found that there haq been
an Menaie in the already high incidence of coitus among
adolescent males,,, particularly' among the college-bound.
They are also now much more likely to have relations with
their dating partner than with prostitute (6) Finkel and

a

Only one out or every hoe States mandates sea
education and young mop* report that the con-
veyed information deals primarily wtheiolopicat
lads Few adolescents behave Meir behavior is
significantly influenced by whin they went taught

Finkel recently' surveyed 421 boys between 12 and 17 years of
, age residing in a large northeastern city in the United States.
They found 69 percent admitted to being sexuelly:experi,
eneed, and more than three-fourths had their first coital
expetience before their 16th year. (8)

Additional evidence of change comes trim Vener and,
Stewart who surveyed a high school population` of nearly'
1,000 males and 1,000 females between 13 and 17 years of age
in both 1970 and 1973. These adolescents lived in a Ai*,
middle-class, non-metropolitan, midwestarn community of
25.000 inhabitants representative of "Middle America."
Here, too, there was a definite rise in the incidence of sexual
activity among teenagers over even this three-year span. In
1970. 27 percent of male and 16 percent of female students
affirmed that they were experienced. In 1973, thi; roes to 33
percent and 22 percent, respectively, with a particularly
pronounced rise among 14- to 16-year-fide and suggeetive
trend for both sexes toward coitus more often with multiple
partners. (9) This is the first intimation of a possible shift in
the essentially monogamous pattern characteristic of teen-
age females.

Further confirmation comes again from Zelnick and Kant-
ner. Surveying a second national probability sample in 1976,
they found that 8 percent more teenage girls were sexually
experienced and 10 percent more had multiple partners than
in 1971. (10) It can now be estimated that of our nation's 21
million 15- to 19year-olds, over 4 million girls and 7 million
boys are sexually experienced. Even one -fifth of all 13- and
14 -year -olds have had sexual intercourse at least once. (II)

We must conclude that young women in the United States
are indeed more sexually active at an earlier age than In the
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past. Young white males seem to be doing just about what
they always did, but now with a dating partner rather than
with prostitute. They also tend to be sexually active at an
earlier age. We have insufficient Information to make similar
comparisons relative to minority groups; xurrent data, hoe
ever, demonstrate that young black females are twice as
likely to be sexually active as white females. (5)

If the changing patterns of sexual activity of the past fifty
years continue on their present coarse, we will soon arrive at

time when the preponderance of American teenagers, girls
as well as boys, will have engaged in coitus prior to their 20th
year. Thereto little to suggest a different outcome, or that we
could reverie this trend. Further, this is not a reaction to any
new or recent eventsneither the counterculture movement
of the sixths, nor the availability of "the pill" and other
contraceptive devicesfor few girls anticipate initiating
coital behavior with any advance Pregnancy protection plan,
and significant number fail to use effective birth control '
methods on any consistent baste (10) Rather, the change is
far more deeply rooted in the past.

Children In America

The first New England colonists, whose views on child
rearing had considerable influence On subsequent directions
in education, saw 'the young as firmly possessed of original
sin to be atoned for in a lifelong search for salvation. The
way was marked by hard work, absolute obedience to parent@
and master., diligence in learning, attending church, and the
observance of premarital chastity. Life for children was
supposed to be strict and disciplinarian. The family was
central in these matters, and schools were but secondary. (12)

Colonial economic success and the climate surrounding the
Revolution combined to modify these early childrearing
attitudes along more realistic and pragmatic ltnes. In a new
age of volunteerism and self help youths were expected to
achieve righteousness through their own decisions and ac-
tions' rather than through the vigilance of others. This trend
was further reinforced by the influence of neighboring mid.
Atlantic and southern colonies which had been founded more
on commercial grounds than on religious principle. (13)

Despite continued reqUirements of absolute obedience to
parent and master, a new principle emerg_ed: each generation
not only could be sorbetbing more the"e last, but it bore
this charge as an obligation. Any child could, and indeed
should, grow up to be "better" and more successful than his
predecessors, a concept that has been labeled the American
Dream. This futuristic orientation toward the young led to a
much more flexible and open attitude toward child rearing,
which in turn allowed adolescents a greater opportunity for
personal freedom, experimenteion, end the assumption of
new roles.

53:1

J
In another direction, the mi81800s found significant Qum.

hers of immigrant children laboring long hours in mills,
mines, and factories. A cadre of child advocates arose outside
of the home, championing the welfare rights of the young.
The last quarter of the nineteenth and the early twentieth
century were marked by widespread enactments of a variety
of protective Owe ensuring that children received what die
state held to be proper ntlrturance and were got subject to
harm. (14) The eailierdiseiplinarian attitude toward children
had given way to one of benevolence. The young were to be
saved from harmful external influences rather than from
their own excessei and improvidence. This protection be
came just as much the responeibility of the state as it was of
the family. ,t

Compulsory education laws gave schools a far greater role
in child rearing than was true heretofore. But as far as
inculcating moral ',shies was concerned, schools were not in
an enviable position. How does one rear children and edam,
cents to hold onto past values while at the same time else-
tively and individually rejecting those that draped. the find-
ing of a new and better way? The dilemma Is succinctly
stated by Eli Ginsberg, the economist

A society dedicated to change -must be willing to arum*
critical attitude toward many of its own basic experience. and
must further be willing to restrict Its own authority In favor of
newer, radical ideas. Only, to the extent that young people are
brought up differently from tbsVr parents can a society seriously
hope to fashion a world that is better. (15)

From a psychoanalytic perspective, "growing up differ-
ently" also poses a significant threat to the autonomy and
validity of those adults currently in charge. The maturation
of the young Inevitably heralds the ultimate retirement and,
hence, downfall of the old. This dilemma is considerably
greater in our society than in rine, in which there Is no
rejection of the past and parental views are recapitulated and
perpetuated 'in their.'offspring. 'In consequence, American
youths frequently enceinter unconscious hostility toward
that which they represent and a negation of any change in
values from the past. Sexual behavior is, In our culture, often
at the forefront here, both as an issue in and of itself and as a

(symbol of all intergenerational cluinge. It becomes an arena
for the contest over control between Ailing and adult

Roots of Premarital Chastity

While not casting a shadow on religious principles per seit
is important to reTgnixe that moral values do not emerge in

ican emotional or social vacuum 'They are deliberately, albeit
unconsciously, constructed to defend against inner psycho-
logical conflict and anxiety or against threats to a culture's

New York University Education Marley 9
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social and econrIc order.. While Western civilization has
come from a moral base which proecribeeraexual freedom
amnia Re unmarried young, this 1. not and never has been a
universal requirement In all cultures (as te true of c.curbs
placed on aggrtnelve drives), nor one which is impoe: Orin
both seine In equal nipeare.

Mob and Nemedliircollectivelyieffer onirinclhg evidence
that premarital chastity nquirenienta are not only primatily
visited upon girls( but on girls within patriarchal system.
(16) One cannot help but conclude that the axed of female
Virginity is strongly tied, first, to tribal ecoriocs wherein
an-"unseed" daughter berneht the better brin'eprice, and
wheelie children born out of wedlock had no inheritance
right** if inheritance moved through the paternal line; and,
secand,' to primitive magical thinking wherein there was
inherent danger In menstrual and hymnal blood, just as the
blood that Sowed from 'rounds was Obviouily assodated
with weakness and sometimes with death. Add igoinitive
raan'eartimistic beliefs holding that evil 'pinta lurks every.
where, including body orifices, ready to do harm if not
properly propitiated or, mortised. It, becomes relatively easy
to contemplate how plitintin patriarchal societies saw the

10

female as both "safe," as far as evil spirits were concerned, '
and of economic worth, only if she wan kept premaritally
virginal and if ridloration and menstruation were sir-
rounded by Protective rites and rituals

Support for this magicaLconcept of woman as dangerous
within patriarchal societies is found in the biblical story of
Adam and Eve; in such myths as Perseus and Medusa or
Odysseus and Circe; in the prohibition against intercourse
during menses and the ritual post-menstrual bathing erne-
tices. in orthodox Judaism; in the Salem witch trials; and, in
moremodern times, in the singular absence of empathy often
encountaredyry women who have been raped, because they
area perceiv 'as seduce* .

Quite different vine obtains in those cultures which are
more matriarchal ita itsucture. Margaret Mead's Samoan
adoleecenta and Milinewsky's Trobriand youngster., for
'exempt., enjoyed wide latitude in premarital sexual cocoon-.
ter.. Indeed, sexual freedom among teenagers was the norm
with the exception of a few selected girls who wen, by
their birth, destined for marriage within the highest chief
circles. (17)

The contrast between matriarchal and patriarchal lode-
ties in the degree of perminable sexual behavior among the
young has perticular application today. The history of the
women's libetetion movement, both suffragette and 'content-
porary, and 111 move toward a more sexually egalitarian
society have also been accompanied by increasing sexist
activity among the female young.,Girls are now corning to
participate in sexual Jiehaviors,which hays long been, Al
least covertly, permitted to males. The real implicatio'ris of
increasing sexual freedom, then, are political and cultural in
a gradual shifting away from absolute paternahir. It is not
simply testimony to the licentiousness of. the young, the

-breakdown of the family, or the abdication of pairntal
rejsponsibility .deriving from the "permissive" environment
of the youth movement in'the 1960s.

Minors' Rights and the Law

The colonial climate of absolute parental authority and the
erosion of this position in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries through the widespread enactment of protective
laws have already been noted. In this manner the state and
its agents crime to be invested with far gresteeresponaibility
for the child than heretofore. But the young were still subject
to adult determination and did not have rights of their own
in a constitutional sense

A wholly new direction was introduced, in 1967 when the
United States Supnine Court ruled that minors indeed were
enatted to much, but-not all, of the Bill of Rights In juvenile
court procedures (18) This trend moved into education in

4
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1809 with Thaws tr. Des Maims Independent .cli.00t District
establishing a student's right to freedom of speech, and it
expanded in subsequent decisions' in silSh matters as the
right to due proms in suspension hearingand freedom of
religion in relation to compulsory education. OW

This confirmaticeiet.minors' rights has also moved firmly
into the maim of:privacy in health errand into sexual
mattani in particular. (20) All states now have laws specifi-
cally permitting minors to consent to venereal disease treat-
merit on their own. Many also have similar provisions
relative to pregnancy and birth control.

Some Mates have more broadly incorporated a "mature
minor doctrine," holding that persons of sufficient maturity
or intelligence to understand the nature of the risks and
benefits of proposed treatments, regardless of their nature,
are entitled to give their own consent. Others approach
definitions of emancipation for health -can matters through
more specific definitions, employing such criteria as age
(anywhere from 14 to 18 years) or lifestyle statue (being
married, parent, in the armed forces, or employed and self.
supporting). A few stales address this issue in even more

r- t

general terms, sating that a minor need only be ay from.
home and managing his other own financial in order
to give valid consent. Considerable statutory
exists from one locale to another, and only general trends
can be given hero

But the law is snore than statutory regulations alone. While
it has been widely held tfiatonly a parent could contract for
minor's tare, and that treatment in the absence of pahntal
consent could consiitate assault and battery, courts have not
always taken .this interpretation. A growing body of case law
supports the right of lrelf-consent for minors who are mature
enough to understand a treatment's risks and benefits. No
decision has yet been uncovered in which damages were
awarded against a physician who trestoka minor over age
15 for any matter or provided an adolescent deny age with
pregnancy-related services,

In 1878, the United States .guprerne.Court addressed the
issue of parental consent requirements for the first time. rn
the first of two significant decisions?it firmly supported
Minors' rights to equal protection by holding that states may
not require a minor to have parental consent in order to
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. or lels rights these decialani an indeed'
mielstimaineniag a mitteetp seams to health

They load to the conclusion that the Cahn the
parent salmi temporary ombademan said adrontadurine
that piled When the dad 1 incapable of ratioqalle
illooeiledgeably`on his own behalf. man.
raly, the child, now youth, bentanos law and
psychological fact with the capacity this own keel
. decisions In a graduating moaner. The current trend draws
Omaha's:of emancipation and seltdetirodnation develop.
mentally ether than by arbitrary Igo factors. The parent Is
no longeothe absoluts owner of the child, an the child Irmo
longer hdletsibly gabfest to the will of parent or state.

Tide change should pow, Mt throat ter those families nut
provide a milieu of ernotketigdweldt. They have, in many
task* always provided their young with exactly-the type
of graduating responsibility that the law now stipulates. It is

alb° 'tzar that healthy. nurturing relationship between
permit and child will always take psychological precedence
over outside social and legal form This new body of law he
its "utast impact in ensurhig that minors will be seen as
individuals In and of themselves under less advantageous
ciratimaances.

Psychologleal Perspective .

. The extent of, soma) `freedom ei4eong adolsicenta,hr our
culture is not the issue in debate. It is, rather; that we take a
carefully considered approach derived from Understanding,
and not one that sterns from taboo and unconscious conflict.

In a developmental perspective, contemporary Western,
adolescence is considerably more expanded In both time and
scope than It le In eimpler cultures, and we cannot entirely
equate one with the other. The extended educational require-
ments of a techno/ogicallY demanding economy and,,the
complexities of tpowing,up in an open-ended. Mira
orientated, pluralistic society make the processes of snare-

.
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.4 ,

Von and individoektion &Moult to negotiate. To give adobes-
emit full liceniedlor sexual exploration at all dovelcipmental
stagoarn well add burdens thee are ellityet ready to take on.
It is important to key en education bongo of physical and
4.1 Maturation.

Erickson has defined Weblike ofadolescesinpflrstlkum
citation 1,froteparental ties; soconsiAlWrilnatintion of a
separatitidentity inialell al, nand, functional, and sex.
lad terms. (23) It is sexual Xlentity that we age particularly ,

concerned with hear Early adolescents are heavily invested
In the normicy of their 140ogical develop /Pint. At the peak
of pubertalirmath, young teenglere singularly mtmcsts
Vied with the progress of data Ell and reproductive mature.
lion. TheLtnitiallkle seek conermation of, their maleness or
fernalenn comparison with membetlet the same sex en('
determine their capacity for Ivry accepted and liked among
same-sex peers. This ,sierioWnds when the adolescent
achieves Lserissof security, worth, and self-esteem among ,
those of hail or her own gender...*
*Nefoless narcissi tic the9 at the Vsay stage, the mid r.
adolescent MOM , b try out thew urns matters with
opposites and dating rtners.Ance enured of competence
in- this regard, and secure and comfortable
senteOf self, tin youth natty becomes capable of entering
intta mutually raring, sharingoend respuneible relationship
with 'another for the first tin Gone j e narciselstiC
Investment of earlier years. The waiving of all -restraints
upon physical intimacy can place a heavy etrentload on

earlyrly developmental stepsiput Will be en so or
even not at all toward the end.

Adolescence also providel time for coming to grips with
those conflicts that inevitably exist between instinctive
drives and that behavior which is deemed acceptable and
necessary by a given society f, the maintenance of order
and continuity. Resolution of the obvious dichotomy between
sexual fantasies and activated drives, through mistarbotion,
or ;intercourse on the One hand, or iihe abstinence
tated by social expectations on the othlr hand, remains a
calor haus for young people today. Nor can 'we ignore the
implications of plirchoanalytic theory. Oedipal conflicts
resurface at adolescence. and separation from parental ties
and the capacity to establish a family of one's own require
that this, too, be worked through.

New interpertional relationships can be difl1Calf to estab-
lish in an-open-ended society, and they have variable import
depriciing oil the- adoleecent's partieuier Wogs Early and
midadolescent relationships normally. take place, within av
nen:indent frame, and sexual intercourse at this time Miler-
endy has an exploitative quality bearing a ',Oldie] for
.entollonal harm to one or both partners. No less is experi-
mentation a nonagl part Of these years, trying on new and
different behaviors to see which ones work but in the search

.
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for valid identity. Unable to see clearly the consequences of
actions taken on new and uncharted ground, and often but
weakly guided by adults who find thimselves shackled by an
inability to talk openly about Mot, teenagers are all too often
left to explore and experimentemually all on their own. They
may well miscalculate the consequences out of ignorance

Implications for Sex Education

How, then, can we mount a constructive approach toward
adolescent sexuality? There is no contest with the view that
any culture requires est of moral values within which to
operate for its own integrity and continuity. Both 'Parents
and outside educational forces have firm obligations to this
end. But the American social system incorporates significant
possibilities for evolution and clump. We must also be open
to this fact.

The failure to appreciate adolescent development within a
contemporary context, an the singular difficulties posed by
attempting totreach airmew in a pluralistic, changing
environment, inevitably result in conveying mixed and con.
fused messages to the young about what they should or
should not do. The error is in trying to find a single set of
acceptable sex behaviors for adolescents at all times asd
then trying to bring this about through external coercion.

We must first ask what are we trying to achieve? Are we
seeking simply to avoid adverse consequences, such as pre
venting teenage pregnancies through the conveyance of

t

1

contraceptive knowledge? Do we seek-to limit our Impact on
venereal disease to the tranemission of data on prevention
and treatment alone, without really looking at the underly.
Ing cause? Or are our goals to help young people deal more
responsibly with. their sexuality in broader tams, and what
does being "responsible" mean?

Even if returning entitle people to the practice of nonari-
tal sexual continence were a desirable goal, the analysis of
trends in adolescent sexual behavior belies its feasibility. We
must also question the extent that traditional education can
actually odify the sexual practices of the young at all.
Irwin postulated that personal experiences within a
developmental context have far greater impact on modify.
Ing adolescent health behavior than externally imposed
dictums or facts. (24) Although adults generally respond to
intellectually perceived benefits in health matters, teenagers
seem to test, refine, and incorporate new health perceptions,
primarily through a sequence of developmental steps and
direct life experiences. We as parents and educators have not
yet recognized this signal differencein the matter pf sex
behavior, nor have we provided young people with a foruin
for open dialogue utilizing this concept as the base.

Sex education classes are all too frequently led by persons
who are not trained in adolescent development, or who hfive
themselves not examined their own feelings about sex and

7 those ways in which this is reflected in their teaching. Health
educators are notimmune to "hang.ups" and ignorance. Nor
are parents able to talk easily about intimate issues with

fi
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emancipated offspring. TheyomeT are essentially Idt to their
. own devices andthe questkaing of peers to rend their way.

Indeed, adoissants used an unbiased, open educational
hewn wherein they can freely explore concepts.tgair own concepts
and come to their own conclusions within the context of that
tinder morality id ,which each was individually raised.

looks at each matters to altemativere consequences,
. and responsibilities in various possible sex behavior*. from

thie sexual activity to total continence. Elimination of se;
army, hidden taboo, and uncounand pow pelossures, to-
gether with the opportudiy to understand Marian sexuality
within eimprehensive frame encompassing luithropologi.
cal. social, develiMesentd, paychamalytii, and bidoirical
principles will provide proper educational milieu. On the
agenda for suds forum might be discuslions of the meanihT
of intimacy, dastraception, lecenosexuality, masturbation,
programmed male aggraseiyames, the doubt* standard in
nuelnreenale morality, mud guilt and exploitation, dating
and interpersonal relatienaldps, or, even, how to say "no."

The next step in this model is the provision of support for,
and co or, the youth's own particular best decision.
This can be acemiiplishad without sense of mutual
trust: on the part of the educator that adolescents are
far capable of rational and responsible late behavior
than they are generally audited with; and trust on the part of
yang people that adult motivations rest in helping them
gamer up in the bestyray they can and not hi an Indochina-
lion with an arbitrary set of values, or In an intergenere-
&nal Struggle for control, or simply because espousing if
rigid am Morality is the safest and lead provocative course.
Without mutual trust little can be accomplished, for the
young will neither bring their true thoughts to the surface
nor heed gaichung impulsivity will Continue to reign.

Last, while one mightsevell wish on a developmental basis
that young people would decide not di engage in Ant until
they had at least arrived at the mutually caring stage: or on

opranal grounds that they Would not at all, it is necessary to
realise that OVSZIACIII who have intellectually elected absti-
nenca will not necessarily Jjamyi follow this course- The

.on-judgmental acceptance "Olen adolescent'. behavior is
eseentiaL As already noted, laesiagers :re* nature wiped-
mentirig, and this developmental proclivity is farther en-

tlianced by our cultural methadon of that which is new. Blame
should not be heaped upon those who transgreMYRather the
goal is to help them work out feelings. issues, and the path

. ahead without imposing additional guilt. or blocking the
repletion of conflict Probably the fatal pitfall in
working with adolesamts is to euTencob confrontational
power struggle between' youth and ad L This l akin to
waving red flag at bull and is am no one can win.

At the core of all, that has been predicated here is the
.coovictionthsche young are not the possessions of parents,

Or of society; they are the posemors of their own selves.
Adults are but temporary guardians until the young become
sufficiently mature to make their own beat decision over the
circumstances at hand, even if this is in conflict %with the
past. It is our obligation to pfovide a flexible, supportive
environment in which this can be accomplished. It is only in
this way that youth will be We to meet successfully the
challenge of social evolution and change.
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In 074 the World Health Organisationclefthedadolesoence as the period during

wI
II* individual progresses from the point of the initial appearance of the

soocodary sex charsoteristles to that of sexual maturity;
e -

2. The individual's psychological processesand patterns of identification develop

from those of a child to those of an adult;

3. A transition is made from the state of total socioeconomic dependence to one

of relative independent:a. 1

It Is within this context that pregnancy in the teen years must be examined. The

adolescent period is one which oomprissi.aspecific and unique time in the life cycle;

a time of rapid growth and development. The biological and psyqhologleal events are
4a.

definable, consistent and predictable. Yet specific age carmot be rigidly assigned.

Even though puberty programed. through a partwlar sequence of events, genetio, en-
.

wirenmelital lust iiutritional factors all contribute to broad variation in the range of'
normal; plus or minus two standard deviations in the age ofmenarche; for maniple, may

encompass a span of toe Years. ,

. Further, thoou liens in which adolescence table place are'fityriad

their variety and signIfi .,affect the time of onset, duratiooend menifestations of

psychosoobil development. It 18.e/sena' that we understand suO13 MixIffications by ex-,

.

.P . .

'mitring the goals of eaoh fitrallyInterms of the particular life purpose it lease forleif ,,e

children and Its child rearinteciinlques in achievUtgthese ends. In priniltive families

and-iocieties, the prime aim of child rearing often lrithe addition of another member to

Insure continuity and enhance threprobabilities of survival of the family unit as a whole;

et'

5 4 (
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the,child becomes ,another potential child bearer, a food gatherer, a hinter, warrior

on a system where safety rests in numbers and extended family units In defense against

the hostility of nature and other tithes. At the opposite pole are middle class families

in the United States where a major goal of child rearing Is the achievement of autonomy

and the capacity of the child to ultimately leave home and stand independently on his or

her own two fest. 2

Pregnancy in adolescence, then, occurs within the context of a biological,

psychological and social continuum. It can not be removed out of this context; It can not

be approached in a cultural and biological vacuum. Considerations must begin far in advance

of conception and extend far beyond the end of the gravid state. Too often the causes of

adolescent pregnancy, issues of primary prevention, and long term consequences upon

both the adolescent partners and their, child are given scant attention, with the preponderance

of concern being oonflned to the few months of gestation.

We also mist eacambr the broader demographic consequences of early childbearing.

Initiation of a family during the teen years extends the period of fertility for each generation; '

involved, with a far greater cumulative fertility and rapid population growth than will oCcut4;

when pregnancy is deferred. While this paper will not examine populatfon demography
. .-

per.ite,we must always keep in mind the urgent las of population control for all nationli;

and for underdeveloped areas in partioulasyn'ose gro national produce is InsuffloitattiO

support this growth. Singular dilemmas are posed to the economic. future, ofnations having

the preponderance of its citizens under the age of 25 conseqUent to lowering of taint mortality
, . . '

without a Concomitant decrease in the birth rate. .

Oni eensideritioite.of priqpiincy in adolescence introduces ret a third Pervaiii'
T

ale ..e.Coniteption In the teen-age years frequently occurs rigida the c s of Rlir
.
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Deeply rooted moral and religious values supporting sexual abstinence among the

unmsitried stroogiy Color out' ability to examine this issue with a clear and unbiased

mind. In some renboOlturee lulolescant Sexual tutpertanoe taut always occured with some

frequen4, but open consideration has been taboo. in other instances, recent social

change' has been accompanied by an increasingly greater sexual freedom among the young.

This has been visired variably as a maric'of deterioratito of the family with a loss of both

virtue and parantaloontrol; or as simply a manifestation of shifting values appropriate to

the times.

Coitus and pregnancy are not diseases In and of themselves to be eradicated in

taco as is, true for malaria, smallpox and typhoid fever; rather it ie the context in which

these events take place. The dilemma (and point of intergenerational conflict) rests in

defining just what this context shall he. The young and their elders may well differ markedly

'In their respective views. It is difficult indeed to explore these matters dispassionately.

Yet so we must if we are to truly; understand and arrive at effective solutions. This is not
\--__

to imply that the moral perspective should be abandoned by any means, but rather that

it not blind us or block rational consideration.
/4

Causes of Adolescent Pregnancy: ; ..1. ''''

The essential biological fOct f pregnancy Is that coitus must have occured between2
a fertile male and fertile female thout contraception. In examining causality in adolescents,

then, we must look, first, at fertility; second, at coital behavior, and, third, at con-

traceptive practices. Further, In relation to behavioral aspects, we must explore both

rational (conscious) and irts,ticcaokuncenscious) factors.
,

Fertility: iCuttight 3 has recently pointed out that some 40% °title Mcrease in

in Incidence of adolescent pregnancy which occured between 1940 and 1960 brti;A United,

0
States could he accounted for both by a lowering in the age of menarche and dOcrease in

. ..'

--3-

0
ti
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spontaneous fetal wastage. 'Over the past 75 years, the mean age at which a girl

initiates menses has dropped from 14 1/2 years to 12 1/2$ars. Attributable to improved

nutrition (and possible genetic factors as well) Frische and McArthur 4 have advanced the

theory than menses are triggered by the arrival of an optimal body weight, estimated in

their studies to be approtdmately 47 kg. While subsequent investigations have not fully

substantiated this theory and place greater emphasis on a critical level of hormonal factor*

inch as the brief noolamnal lentin Wing hormone surges whiolzmake their appearance several

years before menarche and gradually increase In magnitude and duration,5 it does remain

an'attractive thesis that some aspect of lean body mass or total body water In some way

contributes to the initiation of puberty and subsequent events.
.

While itlibw appears that the menarcheal age is stabilizing at the cuirbat
,

age of 12 1/2 years and little further drop is predicted, it is inctaitliatable that a two

year reduction in arrival of ovulation in combination with better nutfition and better

health care have collectively enhanced the probability that adolescent sexual activity will

result in pregnancy. Add to this an expanding adolescent population in absolute numbers

and the increased rate of coitus in this age group and the magnitude of the dilemma of

teen-age pregnancy looms large incl eed.

Coital Behavior

Examiration of the work of Kinsey In the 1840's and early 1950's found that about

20% of all females had sexual intercourse prior to their 20th year and this usually with

their intended marital partnenal Amcnig males, Kinsey found 80% of non-college-hound

males and 40% of those going on to higher education.were sexually experienced, most Often.

7
with a prostitute .

-4-
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/n a 1910 survey of 15-49 year old female., Kutner and Zelnisit 8 found that

somewhit more than half of all l9 year olds bavehad coitus at least once. This was a

significant inoreue even over a similar national sampling these investigators carried

outlive years earlier. !

Table Is Permit of never - married women in the UniWci States aged 15-19 who have

ever had intercairee by ap and race, 1976 and 1971.

Study Year and Race

Age ' All Whtb Blank All
1-'

White Black

.
,

16-19 84.9. 80.8 62.7 26.8 21.4 51.2

,15 18.0 13.8 38.4 18.8 . 10.9 -90.5
16. 26.4 22.6 52.6 21.2 16.9 48.2

17 40.9 86.1 68.4 26.6 11.8 58.8

18 45.8 49.6 114.1 56.8 82.8 .. 61.7

19 55.2 48.9 83.6 46.8 39.4 76.2

It is particularly noteworthy that the patterns of behavior amongblack adolescents.

are substantially different then that for whites, suggestbsg some very real cultural

fferences Whelan these two group. Comparable data is notavailable from KfistlY as

these studies Included no mietwity groups.

In the 1971 survey itintner and Zelnick found a monogamous pattern similar

to that 0141084's time. But In 1976 there Was greater evidence for multiple partneri,

a trend first Intimated by Vener and Stewart 10 in their sampling of teenagers in a rota-

servative" mid -welt United States community.

Table ts Percent of lexually experienced never' - married women in the United States

aged 15:19,. by number of partners ever, 1976 and 19718

Number Partners

Year 1 2-3 4-5 6 Cr more

.'1976_ 51 32 8 9

19/1 63 26
C

-5-
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Considerably less information is a;iffable for United States males. Finkle

and Pinkie 11 empared as to the practleee of 421 New York City boys, age 12 to 17

years, and found 69% admitted to being sexually experienced with more than three- fourths

having. their first coital episode before their 16th year (in oontrameto giria:whome mesa

age of Initiating MOW Intercourse was at, lathoir than prior tongs 10, according to

Watch ancliCannin).

in snmraia7, then, 'there is sufficient evidence to conclude that adolescent males
"*.

tat the United States havebeensexually active to a high degree for three. decades at least r

with.the.piedosninant champ being to a lowering of the age of Initiaticon,44 suchtehavior

among all boys and an increase In the rate of coitus among those bound for higher e4-.

at:attics, approximating that formerly found among those with a secondary school education

alma, The preponderation of.obange liar 000ured among adolescent females who appear

to bagradadly slamming patterns similar to those tong engaged in by the opposite sex.

The Uses sever seems tribitve been male virgintly, but rather that of females in a erwert

daub Madan] of soceptablibehavinr. One might °conjecture that the increase is coital
.

be liar by adolescent girls simply reflects remota shift toward sexualoqualitylather

than decline. '

Contraceptive Practices: Certainly the use'of effective birth control has been

a major factor In reducing the number of pragnacles world wide. But not so foi.the ,

adolescent. Many investigators have pointed to.the low fate of contrateptiva use among

teen -agers in the United States. Again referring to Zelnick and Nimbler 8 as the most
-

recent and comprehensive investigators, while fioPrOved usage his occored over the past

!At years, 70% of 15-19 year old, sexually active girls still fall to use some form al

birth control regularly or fail to Use it at al1.4 And among-those who do use a method all



Condom 12.6 14.4 15.2 17..1 9.1
.

Douiihe 2.3 1.7 2.4 f .,, 2.11 2.1

Withdrawal 10.6 10.3 14.9 9.4 5.4

Other 4.6 2.9 3.9 2.4 6.3

None 36.6 54.8 41.8 80.9 30.4

11.2

1.3

11.3

3.4

483

15 30. 9 . 20.6 . 38.7 58.9 30.6 20.5 56.3 38.8

17 29.4 12:3 ' 51:4 70.8 29.3 17.0 4 61.8 45.2

'11 ' :20.8 13.0, o 49.1. 70.1 30.2 26.9 70.; 48.8

A

"la a. Of '14.6t. 54.4 56.4 30.5 19.0 68.8 55.3

.ii
; .

Table 4: Percent distribution of sexually experienced never-married women In the United
States aged 15-10 according to method of birth control used at last Intercourse by age:1976

8 1971.. , . . .

Ai.
-.: 15-19 15-17 18-19

Method 1976' 1971 .1978 1971 1978 " 1971

1
P01 32.2 15.1 21.6 7.7 42.9 23.0

IUD 2.1 0.8 1.3 0.2 3.4 1.4

One must regrettably note a decline in the use of the condom for all ages and an

Increase In the use of withdrawal by the veryoung. Further, there Is as yet undocumented

evidence that the recent disclosures over the long term risks of the "pill" in terms of

Condom 12.6 14.4 15.2 17..1 9.1 11.2
.

Douiihe 2.3 1.7 2.4 f 2.11 2.1 1.3
.,,

Withdrawal 10.6 10.3 14.9 9.4 5.4 11.3

Other 4.6 2.9 3.9 2.4 6.3 3.4

None 36.6 54.8 41.8 80.9 30.4 483

77-77-

One must regrettably note a decline in the use of the condom for all ages and an

Increase In the use of withdrawal by the veryoung. Further, there Is as yet undocumented

evidence that the recent disclosures over the long term risks of the "pill" in terms of



cerd(oviloular tifiease.apPeartobe scaring away adolescents from this form as well,

,' evaiithOugh the risk appears. to be primarily amongolder women rather thin-the adolescent

young.

In exploringthe reasons for contraceptive
non-usage, teenagers cited three major

,
.

reasons) they considered tbemeelves to be, irk, young to become pregnant; theyIeUeved

. v

it was Ihe wrong time of the month" - with many erroneously perceiving precisely when

the "safirperiod"wis; and/or they did not know where or how to ObtaiOa method and

,perbeivid major barriers in visiting a dOctor for this purpose. Smaller percentages did

Mit wish to use any method because of aesthetic, or medical reasons; and afew did not mind

.
becoming pregnant or actually *anted a child. a Clearly, from the teen-ager's conscious

Perceptions, thl preponderance of unprotected intercourse took place out of either ignoritioe

of riproductive fads or diffiouldau in bbiaining an effective methoclof birth control.

Many toen7agere are unlikely to seek out famtlyplanning services if parent"' have to non-

sent or otherwise know, if
institutional and proceedural barriers exist, if they must pay

. ,

beyond a most modest fee,' and/or if theserrices are only obtainable in a disapproving and

guilt prOvoldne environtnent.

Perhaps morelmportant are unconscious factors, it is a fact that `even among

adOlescenta who have already been pregnant and who- are in a highly supportive and age-4

oriented health cure progrant which empiutalses responsible sexuality and contraception,

Compliance is notoriously poor. M.a six year follow-up of adolescent mothers in one

such a program at Yale University, a pioneer In the development of comprehimalve pro-

.

grams iOryregnant teal, 40% resorted to...per abortion or sterilization for fertility.

o"trol, 12

fir
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a 4.

la terms of development, the teen -ager is characterized by an intense need

tq explore the world itretexperiment with new feelings, thotights and deecia in their search

for Identity nd hadensiniemoe. Tlasy tend'to be more oriented to the moment ant&lair

feeltogs Monte long range occesquances and intellectual Appraisal ofresponalliSitles. While

!this impulnithtyileed noel* compelling and overriding, it tehde to be so In matters whthh

are little discussed in the open and In whloh no genuine guidance in exploring options and
4

their implications is provided; this is particularly true about sex. Further, young people v

tend to unconsoicusiy protect theniXelves against the moiety raised by the obvious con-

sequences of nOrmative exploratory, risk taking behalieor (ale cbaracteristic of these

years) by massive Infusion, of denial and Magical thinking that they are epmehow immune.

. from dire effects.

Secondly, adolescents are intensely grappling with issues of.control; control

over self and others'as they emerge from their former dependent stare. Adolescent

o emancipation drives frequently manifeet themselves In power-struggles and contests over

Just who Is in charge. When sexhal issues are dealt with by an arbitrary adult "ad': the

challenge to reboil against such dictums can be seductive Indeed.

In many Instances one also Bads coital behavior by teens to unconsciously respond"

to k broad variety of emotional Iiistrees. -thus interCoutaree In and of itself can,provide

I
a degree of Intimacy and "proof' of love to an otherwise, emotionally deprived youngster

who has difficulty In establishing warm and rewarding Interpersonal relationships In an

other terma.It may also onvey a sense of being "grqWn7up" to one who feels unfairly

forced to remain.' depend t child.

Pregnancy also has Its special meanings. Both boys and girls are given clear

proof of !their masculinity or femininity through their ability to procreate. This can be
. .

4,
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an importanktreonscietulftnotive if they are particularly insecure % this regard. Bear-

ing a child can be perceived as bestowing instant adulthood ciiia girl who is !Resat lifted

with bar adolescent life. So, too, can this provbrsomeone to love and be (eyed by in

total and absolute sense; an important motivation in a teen:ater who feelirtinwanted,

rejected and alone. Other unconscious determinants that have been tdentwifted in 801110

- .
pregnant girls are rivalry with the girl's mother or older sister; punishment of oneself

for partaking of forbidden behavior or even for forbidden thoughts; ranishmenetif parents;

as surrogate to the teen-agar's own mother's wiskto bear another child in the main-

tenance ok her identity as child rearer, nc, threatened as her fertile years draw to a

close anciher own children grow up.

Certainly, not all of these factors are at work in each pregnant girl, and others

certainly exist as well. It Is also true that many instances of pregnancy reslOsimply

out of accident, out of institutional and other externally imposed barriers in obtaining

birth control or to factors in the cultural ;Milieu which tacitly condone early se/

experimentation, even if frowned upon in a publir,sense.

This brief consideration, however, does not necessarily add clarity to our under-

standing or direction to our course. Rather it points up the silfular complexity of

adolescent pregnancy and the requirements for far greater research into tine issues of

adolescent psychological development and health care compliance; for the perception that

this is a very different issue for teen-agers than for adults; and for the need for carefully

devised programs taking all such matters into consideration to be effective at all.

4 -10-
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Adolescent pagnancyt fretmency and outcomeella the United States:kg-

It is estimated that approximately one million teenagersf %the United States

Stoma pregohnt each year with the following outiOnesin 1974; 13 (Table 5)

Agea 15 years or less

PolstmaritallY tonceived 03/4 71,

.1Premaritally cone pd, post 6.4% 4t*
10.4

maritally born

Out-of-wedloopirthe 351.4% 20.6%16,

Abortions
.0;

45.2% p 27.4%

Spontaneous miscarriages 13.0% 14.4%

One third of all legal abortiode now performed in the United States occur among wofoeno,

under 20 years of age. 14 't

15-19 years

Fertility in the United States generally declined be4Ween 1981 and 1974, pre-

numbly due to the combined impact of improved contrateptive technollyiind the

legitimization of abortillns. While oldef teen -agars have sttreiltin this decline to some,

degree, younger opes have not and the rate of births to title age grbup have *creased. 13.,

it Table 6: Approximate number irths peq,,000 IT.S. females by age.

g
e,

1961
it.:.

19g6

1970

4' 1974

20-24 yrs. 4,-
45'

18-19 yrik.

,c a

14-17 yrs.

260
t. 1 '
200

160 ..
.4"

,
14t,

155

130'.

110 a

88.

a

, It

4

*:

31 $ s
01

28

oe

:40
'4 C

049

w.

However, the situation becomes more dramatic when marital births are excluded

4nd ont1;; infagts born out -of- wedlock are considered. In this sot of drool:4ton/, birl*

to older wfaMAcIllied by about 25 %; but those to femalevged 18-19 years in;eaSed by one

4 gh
jlc

.7.. ti fit-11-
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4
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third; and those to 14-17 year olds nearly dottbled.3 Clearly neither contracepgre_

now abortion were widely 'practiced by teens during tpre years.

Table 7: Approximate number of out of wedlook births per 1,000 unmarried U.S.
females by age. 13

20-24 years r, 18-19 yrs. 14-17 yrs.

1961 +40 25 8.5

1965 39 4 29 10 !

1970 32 13.5

1974 29.5 33 16 Lv

Ih consixFing the number of total births per 1,000 females aged 15-19 with those

of other countries, the United States ranks higher than many European countries, but lower

tk

than In Latin America.

Table 7: Number births per 1,00tY fatale. age 15-19 years In Seleoted Countries; 1976 13

Japan 5. France 29 Israel ' * 41

USSR- , 18 Belgium 30 Italy 48
4%

.8letherlends 17 :,..' W. Germany 81 Australia 54 v

Spain 17 **dial 31 Hungary 57

Switzerland 19 'Portugal , 33 U. S. A. 58

Ireland 20 , Canada ' 38 Romania 61

Denmark 28 ''
lc

Greece it 39 New Zdaland 83
E. Germatiy 72

Table 8: Percept out-cf-wedlock births to all women and percent of total live births
(marital and non-marital ) to women under 20 years of age; 196349.1

Country % total births that- % all live births
were out-of-wedlock to women under 20 yr.,

U.S.A,
Chile

10
15

17

Mexico 18 11,

Columbia 20
15

Costa Rica 21

Peru 30

'Vendrela 30 15

Dominican Rep. ; 60 10

Barbados
65 24

SGuatemala 65 17

Panama
65

93 :3

-12-
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Another intebationat comparison Is offered.by the Population Reference Bureau -

in a 1976 report.

Table 91 biter:national comparisbna of childbearing and marriage among tembso
women; selected dab for women under 20 years of age; 1969-1973.10

Birth % all % of 'all ills-
% allriabirthsrate giiimate births mar ltsy

U.S.A. - . 68' 29 25 33

England/Wales 50 11 4 2 . 26
6

Sweden 33

Japan 5

France '
Chile .70 ..

7 60

1 5
v.

7 17

15
1

'1 30.

. 7 1,

20 :.,...

4,
4. ,' 3i.

.
41191motAdoleictart PregnancYr, e-. .;

-
. . .

6
e , .'"(''q' -,

\ Rielbtattendant to pregnancy=716 the teen-age Oars must be examined from three
.,

.

%different Perspectives; 4ological, sodlal and psychological. Each will be examined

In turn.

Biological risks; Pregnant teenagers have keg been viewectas a particularly

high risk group, The data does support higher rates of prematurity, toxemia, 'anemia ,

and both maternal and infant deaths for this age group. 13 However, there is no greater

incidence of congenital anomalies than exists among those hi their optimal childbearing

years; the observed higher rates- of mental retardation, cerebral palsy, learning disabilities

and epilepsy are directly attributable to the increased rate of prematurity and, possibly ,

to the iiigher incidence of prolonged and precipitate labor for which these neurological

deficits are all corollary. Further, while it has been stated that there is a greater,

incidence of cephalopelvic disptoportion, no supporting data exists Indicting a higher rate

S

6

C

552
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of Cesarean section among the very young, and as noted labor is just as apt to he precipitate

as it is prolonged. Grant and Heald 16 analysed selected existing data thus;

'able 10: Comparison of certain complications of pregnancy between adolescents and

non-adolesoenta.16

Fetal death

Neonatal death

Perinatal death

Prematurity

Tootemlaq

Mothers ; 20 yrs.

1.7%

2.0

2.6

9.6

2.2

Mothers < 19 yrs.

1.5%

2,4

2.7

14. 2

8.0

4

Significance

O. 3<p<0. 5

0.05<p<0.1

p>0.6

p<0. 001

r p<14001

These authors conclude that prematurity and toxemia are the major biological risks

for pregnant teens, but that the outcome was greatly influenced by age (with younger

adolesSents significantly more at risk than older ones) and by socio-economic statue

and race (poor black teenagers were at greater Malt than non-poor white girls).

Prematurity; Tbe,boreased nunjber of infanta weighing less than 2500 crania is

probably the major biological consequence of teen-age pregnancy. This fact has been

well documented by many investigators such as Chase.
17

Table 11: Percent of low birth weight Infants by age of mother and color; United States;

1950 and 1987. 17
S

Total White Non-white

Age 1950 1967 1960 1967 1950 1967

<15 15.1 17.2 15.9 12, 2 14.7 19.5

15-19 9.0 10.5 `8.0 , 8.5 12.0 15.7

e.11

20-24 7,r 7,7 6.9 6.7 9.8 19.2

40-44 .7.7 9.6 7.5 8.9 8.9 12.2

-14-
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This data gives tuklitocal confirmation to the conclusions of Grant and Heald;

and further documents the observation that the younger the girl, the less evident are

factors of race and income statue; and that the Incidence of prematurity rises for all

groups as material age diminishes. The over-4 rise in Incidence of prematurity between .

1950 and 1987 is attributable ia decreasedfetafwastage consequent to Improved health care

resulting ina higher percent of pregnancies ending in We birth, even If premature, than

in miscarriages or still born infants.

A more recent analysis, carried out in 1973, determined a prematurity rate of

la% for those under 16 years; 99E. for 15-19 year olds; 8% for persons aged 20-39; and 9%

for those 40 years or more. 18

Infant mortality rats; ,Here, too, age and socioeconomic status contribute

algnfficantly.

Table 12; Infant mortally of white 41.nco-white Infants by age of motber;United
States, 197016.

Age
Rate per 1,000 live births
White Non-white

<15 48 85 -
15-19 28 49

20-24 21 40

40-44 27 45

Particularly noteworthy Is the very great increase in Want mortality which becomes

evident with increasing birth order. While.addiescents have lower infant mortality rate

than do thise over 35 years of age In so far as their first child Is concerned, with subsequent

offspring the chances of the infant dying during the first yearof age soars and dominates

all other groups. While a kignificant proportion of these deaths are predictably, consequent

-15-
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to prematniity, Whet causes of mortality enter in as well including h

of Infections and trauma,

ber Incidences

Table 19: Infant mortality ratestier 1900 live birtheby maternal age and birtb order,
selected-areas and yearer.1967-62.20

Age

Birth-Order Under 20 20-24. 25-29 30-34 -35-39 40-44

First 127 9i 94 116 144 185

Second 196:. 115 88 94 102 142

Third 262 144 101 94 108 128

Fourth 241 156 105 90 100 121

5, .

Maternal mrtalitri'ilaternal -mortality rates in the UnitettStates have undertone

raphrrieellnespver the list 30.Yeira. In 5946 the rate was 578per 100,000 live births;

. .

In 196 it ,as 25,, Adelehtente have shared in these event; s$ in countries whose' over-

nortipty rate-talese t4sa.'40 per kin,000, acle!iscent ;Others do not constitute a group

ieingtdarly at'iisk,of :death.
However, 2th undardevtilope0arlarkwhere kbe over -all maternal

Mertaltty tile Is.grelifer teenagers do seem to be sornewhat more vulnerable
.

than persoen between 20' ank4.0. years of age, but still less.ed than those over . 20

'Thus maternal Mortality is no selectively a greater health ilak; for teenaged mothers than
'

for eider females in her ctMmhnity. 6

iaMe 14; . Maternal mortality; Rate per 100,000 Ifve.1317;413;by maternal akis:for selected;

: areas and years (196266)

AFee Average rate 20

.26lipv;'-rhollatity level 33

5143erate " ": 55 39

'150 j 62%

20-24
Age in Years,

25-29 .30 -34 35-39
,Cor

91 '' 77 )162 248

39 43,,r 03 4,.; 356 90

55 89 t. 414- AR ;Pill
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Non-fatal maternal complications: Teen-agers are at greater risk of toxemia

and anemia. Eleven percent of pregnant adolescents are reported to have low hematoorits

or hemoglobin values and 9% experigkze toxemia for an incidence 30% greater than for

these same conditions In women of optimal childbearing age; 20-24 years. 13 Other

complications do occur higreater proporticas among teens, but the numbers are small

and insignificant when subject to statistical analysis.

Age versus socio-economic statusl It has already been noted thltoadolescenta seem

to be more vulnerable to prematurity and toxemia oti two counts; age and socio-economic

status. it can be demonstrated that good prenatal care and nutrition will virtually eliminate

all selective risk factors among teenagers reducing them to that experienced by the 20-24

yr old grotipaltb the exception of the very young who seem vulnerable on an age basis

alone . 16 In this latter group, good carman substantially reduce the incidence of these

hazards, but not eliminate their high risk status all together, as can be done for older teens.

When provided optimal care, teenagers of approximately 16 years or more seem

no more at risk than others. From a purely biological perspective, then, the older

adolescent is fully competent to bear a healthy child and remain healthy herself. Of

course this Is more a theoretical consideration of a goal not widely obtained than observable,

existent fact. The vast majority of teen-agere tend to obtain prenatal care late In the

course of pregnanoy and do not always observe good dietary p ces. It does, however,

point to the essential need and value of developing age-oriented p ms to catch up

these young mothers into comprehensive care as early as on can.

Age appears to become a significant factor in and of itself to thos Is who have

not yet acquired their lull adult weight. Thus reproductive competence needs to be

measured In biological rather than chronological terms. Erkan, Rimer and Stine, 21 In
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.studjing the outcomes of 261 girls under 16 yearirof age, demonstrated that pregnant

adolescents who were less than two years postmenarche were at the greatest risk.

This was not evident when factored for age alone. The differential reflecM the feat that

the normahrange of menarche for girls in the United States can be anywhere betweeneen 10

and 14 years and just as the velocity of t he growth spurt begins to decelerate.

"Imp!** an a chronological basis alms tends to dilute and flatten the incidence of risks

because' of the wide, normal biological variance from one bdividual to another which

characterizes adolescent growth.

Table 15; Low-birth-weight enfants and pr.eeclampsta occuring anion others under

16 year's of age according tcrpost menarcheal status.
21

Total
mothers

Infants with low Mothers with pre-
) birth weight eciarnpais

Mothers 24 menthe 124 39 31.4 23 18.5

post menarche or .

less

Mothers over 24 151 22 16.0 15 ' 10.9 ,

months poet
menarche

Summary biological risks; Adolescent mothers are particularly at greater risk

of hearing a premature infant and of experiencing toxemia or preeciampela. These Maki

arise from two separate causes; first, developmental age, with girls two years or less

'imet-menarche experiencing higher rates. of these complications even when pre-Mital

care legood; and, second, socio-economic, legal, and cultural factors which collectivelf

Conspire to encourage late entry into prenatal care. In this latter instance, adolescents

share these increased risks with all mothers who are underprivileged and receive

inadequate care. Infants of teen - mothers ,are more likely to die during their first year of

-18-
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life than are those born to mothers In their twenties. And infant death rates soar

above all Mats if of third birth order or more.
d

Social Risks.

Fetr more Impressive than biological risks, in terms of tiOth numbers and

magnitude of the probleni,. are those related to the teen-agelnother's quality of life.

Pew-escape the life long consequences In terms of educational and economic deprivation

or unstable, unhappy forced early marriages. it is a goal of chIldresiing in the United

States to ultimately produce autonomous offspring who can stand on their own two feet. 2-

Childbearing In adolescence seriously impedes this goal. In a never ending cycle, the

teenage mother is less Likely to finish school, more apt to never work and to subsist at

or belch the poverty Income level, more likely to never marry or have ber marriage end

In divorce or separation, and more prone to bearing additionaL children Miler adoleAcent

years than If she defers her child bearing until after she completes schqp I. 13118,19'

Table 18: Percent of adolescent mothers completing high school by age at birth of
° first child."

Mother's age at birth of Percent graduating from
first child high school
13-15 10.6
18-17 17.5
18-19 38.7
20-21 41.5

Adoption and foster care are not viewed as significant options by contemporary

young mothers; 85% of those giving birth to an out-of-wedlock child today chose to retain

their Infant in their own home or that of relative."

In a study of 408 New York City mothers one year after the birth of their

first child, Presser concluded- "to the extent that marriage, schooling and employment

are socially advantageous to wbinen, the da lcate filet teenage motherhood has

negative social consequences." 22

-19-
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Table 17: Percent women by age at first birth according to birth planning and
selected.othwr.variableti, New York City 1973-74.22,

15 -19'
'Age at first birth ,4

. 2043 24-29

Did not plan 1st birth '60% 58% 30%

Not high school graduate 67 13 6

Had not. wetted' 61 16 2

Not now married 61 16 , 8-

From a longer range perspeotWe, Furstenberg 24 followed fur,s4 years a

group of 400 pregnant teenagers in Baltimore, Maryland and compared thetr outcome

with a groun'of classmates who had not become pregnant In their early yhars. Only one

third of the pregnant adolescents gave birth to an out-of-wedlock child; about 'half terminated

the gestation by an Induced or spontaneous abortion; 3% were mated at the time of con-

ception; 20% became married shortly lifter conception end before their Mat visit to the

prenatal clinic; and 25% became married by the time of delivery. At the end of five years,

only 38% remained single (although as we shalt see, the success of teen marriagenkts

strongly in doubt). in comparison, only 21% of classinate controls were married by the"

ige of 18. Retrospectively, fewer than one in thnge of the young married mothers would

. have wed if not pregnant'and the balance would have widhed to defer this step.

The antioipated Poor chances of success fbr these young marriages was born

out by the fact that one in five broke up within one year; one third within two.. Only

40% survived beyond six years. , The rate of marital breakup among classmates was

only half as great. Young separated mothers were also unlikely to seek divorce as

they did not anticipate marrying again.

A particularly striking factor in Furstenberg's study was that young mothers

were much more likely than their clasinnatos to. have two or more children within six

years. The incrdased, health and social risks of this Set of circumstances has already

been noted.

-20-
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Table 18: Percent of Adolescent mothers and oiaistnate controls who became
Pregnant during the period between 1988 and 1972 by number of
prepencles. 23

8 provincials Adolescent mothers Classmates

0 0 36

33 39

37 19

3 20 3

4 or more /0
""1.

The-consequences of dropping out of school, unstable early marriages and re-

peat pregnancies are that Young mothers are nuch more likely to end up In circumstances

of poverty thin those who delay childbekring until later years. Trusaell 24 has estimated

from a survey of 44.000 women that bearing a first child between 19 and 15 years of age

confers 90% chance of ending up In poverty; and 'that this likelihood increases to 48%

If the young mother Is black. This Is In contrast to 14% of all women and 38% of blacks

being poor If they defer childbearing until after age 20 years.

lable 19: Percent of U. 8, women living In
1987 24.

Age at twee birth All races

poverty by age at first birth and race,

White Black

All ages 14.3 12.1 38.7

13-15 30.9 148 48.2

18-17 "p.2 19. 5 38.8

18-19 15.8 13. 5 38.3,

20-21 14.4 12.8 38.7

222 10.5 9. 5 29.2

-21-
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Bummary.of social risks; Early- child bearing poses serious Impediments to
s

kyouni Woman's achievement of autonomy, marital stability and ectaomlos security.

The, yotmger she Is at firth of her first child the more likely she Is to drop out of school, .

bear more children-and aid up in. poverty. 8olving the dilemma of an out-of -wedlock

eh* throughoerly marl lags also encts.up in a high percent of dissolved marital

.relationship. and separations. Divorce may nate resorted to as significant numbers

coniestO view marriage with sufficient mistrust as notrto wish risking it again and see no

purpose inlegki termination.

Psychological fietnra and riskts

Cigar and felque developmental teaks must be achieved during the adolescent

years If an,indIvidual Is to progress from dependent childhood to responsible, mature

adulthood ancrte achieve the capacity for warm, loving altruistic relationships with

wait husband or Wife and child. Erickson 25 classically describes these tasks as

emancipation and the establishment of a sexual identity, moral code of behavior, and

ftmetiortal role. Preceding discussions In this paper have addressed the severe limits

imposed by child befirtng upon ftmctIonil role in particular. Little attention has been given

to the. Impact on other tasks..
No data Is available, for Instance, on the degree to which a young mother may

experience inhibition of other-developmental tasks and whether she can indeed achieve a

sound sense of se*al Identity or reach an adult level of altruistic caring (the latter has

obvious significance for parenting capacity). Many questions remain unanswered in the

area of whether developmental arrest, lag or deviation can occur in consequence. Is

It possible for the too early assumption of an adult role (motherhood) to interfere with

or actually block tasolution of normal adolescent conflicts? Certainly the requirements

-22-
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motherhood severely restrict the type of so ties te;nagers nerd esnerfaaca

-.In tFae taaMessfUl pursuit of maturation, ToMbat degree does "early'parenthood Ithpede
.

.

amanalPillaaaailtadars a psychological (as well as social) Inability to complete high

school or schieveiscitoomio stability? These'may be Important and heretofore uncoented

"iliottois la seeking solu4Ons. Es .

4T6 whatimient II the Yam' mother's emerging Capacity for altruistic nurturing

lotdivittalbrthe autitien'domends.probildcare when she,' herself, Is still na%tissIstically

oriented in seelting.her.floal identity:and securing a necessary genie of Selgesteem?

And That Wept does this.hstri)ipts the child? Doei,eally motherhood resuit a greeter

......intalibccol-of tut emotionally deprived and troubled child? ..of,eutotionsl mate& physical
. .

ibUsit?

OuS is tempted to belle've that adolescent parenthood subjects both motherand

child to iliopotenthd for serious developmental and psychological deprImtlons.,EmPtricallY

this appears to be am Renewer, It must be subject to rigid scrutiny before this can

be said to be establIsheihtht. '.
Nor heirewe given foucll,cOnitideratIon to the concept that for 'many adolescents

procaine y is a holutipn to a much more painful situation. As noted in earlier did;
.t.

° oussionertiot ill adolescents become pregnant solely out of mlicalculation.Mr mistake.

For many.there are both cobscioul and underlying faci3ra. A4rattedly,
.

.electing to become pregnant Is Inevitably poor choice for any teen; kg ft may well

lienerceived as still better than feeling unloved, unwanted, or unfeminine; or trapped
7 I.

Ili Moult situation at home or school or in the limbo of adfescestre Considerable
t .

.

research is still needestindeflidtion of these unconacieus factors which maker preinaney
r

and early motherhood preferable than that which IF° has to offer Without such an event.

-
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Definition of the problem and solutions;

Solutions to adolescent pregnancy focus on five different goals. First is

primary prevention of both Initiatand subsequent pregnancies. This require, the .40

comprehensive sex education of children as well as adolescenta for responsible, plannbd

parenthood; It must include concepts of,feikillimibirth control as well as the discussion

of various options and their 'respective consequences hi i, open, non-prejudictal forum. 26

Till ready availability of contraceptives for sexually active teens Is also necessary and

Includes mechsnipal, chemical and hormonal method, in preference to the far less effective

r
thuds of rhythm or withdrawal. Prevention also will include access to contraceptive

Cervices and supplies under those conditions which adolescents will accept; e.g.

I.,

etnikageontestable that giving birth to a child bears significant biological risks
41.

and seriouSlocial and emotional consequences jibe growing and still maturing teen-

agerwhose own life has yet to fully begin.

Third is the early introduction of optimal nutrition and prenatal care for the adolescent

Witty and on their own consent 111 settings with few institutional barriers, little

nliplmal cost and rendered by professionals trained in adolescent health. qr;

Abe provision of the option of pregnancy termination. While hardly

oittice under any circumatances and,morally impermissable for some It

4 who elects to bear her child. This requires the development of special comprehensive

and Interdisciplinary services to meet her unique developmental and biological needs',

Traditional systemairenatal care for adults has time and again proved insufficient.

Attention particularly needs to be given to providing acceptable access to services for

early pregnancy detection. As with contraception, this requires a setting which Is

non-judgemental and to which the teenager will readily come assured of confldentialityt

tmderstanding, empathy and support. While sooner or later parents not.nly should, but
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will have to know, initial access must be on the girl's ownOoSsent lest she will delay

care to her and her ~a detriment. Once pregnancy is established, comprehensive

and ongolnifcare coupled with social, emotional, educationaLand economic support

are essential to minimize inherent risks.

Fourth is continuing support of the young mother once'sfte has given birth.

Too often programs for pregnant adolescents terminate at this point,leaving the girl t
a
to her own devices. The introduction of contraception, the provision of slteniate child

.

care resources to enable thelitenager to return to schoolor vocational training, economic

eupport, psychological services in encouraging continued emotional development, opportunities

for normal adolescent act ivities, the teaching and encoursgethent of parenting skills,

' 84'and attention to-supporting the Integrity of any marriage that may hive taken pia
0,

essential. 28
r.

Fifth and most important, Is the provision of alternatives to childbearing for

tharott:ingsters who appear at risk through being unable IS find a sense of purpose

meaning orikeiteem 14. :tiny other way. Society needs to carefully examine its view

and purposes for adolescents and to define a specific, significant role within families

Ansi community. '1' ?teen -agers are kept In a stets of limbo, expected to

Oconfprin to the dependency reqtdremetife of an earlier childhood stage In School and

t1

'at home, yet to act like adults. The confusion is inherent in the mIxecmessage which

says "Do what I tell you to, but do it as if you were grown-up". Teenagers need to

bb needed and wanted, for who the are, rather than west adults think they should be.

Even if they sometimes sorqlytry their parents' souls In the rebellious procesiee of

. maturation, their unique developmental nature can not be 'panted., It-is like putting square

pegs Inround holes, an impassible task.

-257
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Senator Ruxia,..- Me:. Wolcott,
11k. WoLcoli.:7. I thank yOn for-the opport t.q OSip. 2910;

am Ilene:. WoligOti..project director of the Woincn.- add':
'Roundtable, a.'coalition'of women's; and healthi4*5.4014argailizations
concerned with :increasing reSponsivenessierFedeill policy to
women'S.healthConcerns: lain .testifying today on belialfiOf Women

. and Health. Roiindtable -particiPants The Fe4eratton: of Organiza-
tions .for -PiOfesisional,Women, theVomen's Equity Action League;

..: and the Natiorial'Women'SPOlitical Caucus.
The Federation. .a Organizations for Professional WOmen, feunded
1974 is a 'national association' of 100 affiliated organizations com-

rnitted to attaining
lick

opportunity for women and improving the
of poll/ on wom#0,-

The Woniietes Tqinty., Action Leiigue is a national women's rights
organization Armidad, u4196g,:tor, the pnrp.nse of promoting the ad-

4..an.?litnent.' Of **Women '.thrOugh. pa.ssige of- legislation to improve
:11%;o.thOs Stattis. .*.

rTh01Ititio0.4.70meitr§ Poillical Caucus, -started in 1971; is a 32,000

`' .member. 011110.pdrtiaaki organization dedicated to increasing the nuni-
.--,bera-of Women, in; goirefriineiit. and to .pronloting public policies that
...acaniatelyreflect women'S.righth and ctonccietisc- . -'.-

:--.S.:2910.: has, be'eit introdtited program to coordinate.
.':`. Federal; Sfalq,-antt Airiptity-taxedaerviC6,to.:. .

adoiescbnts, and talie p.titiplescenta ecome productiVe ',independenti",reventinitlat repeat:Piqtraacies atnonadoicents, to.,-pi.oi;ide care to

contributors totfainilrand conainduitY nre :: .

VIZe coinmendtithe adpiniitrationl o4jecti,,,yeS:and7 Committnent to
providing eonsrpcehensiive.programs to.asSist yoinig.niotherax4na their

1'ichi4lren. and tohelp prevent un nted, adolescent .ptgnanciesi We are
-,-,;.v.oncetn lioWeVer, tlia the :t e and.;intent..of .the legislation 7'rri.ay

:134 mi$lett g as it =idle:S:004 equal'e9ipluiSis will be -placecten'pre-
regnancies ;an& on, providing services and treatment int..

pregnant teens. , - . . ;.- ,.

We are all familial` with the trOtibliiig'facts and. 'figures regarding
teenage ...pregnancies, ..ands the tragic, ;adverse, social; ...emotional; and
physical cons8qUegceiii,asEiociatdd.Witli too early ..parenthood:

Ancl. 11 nii431on teenagers betwiien ',the/ages of *1:6:19 are eatiniated
*ay 0 percent; of(allgirls.and.69 percent of all boys

illian'tor 1 out of 10 teenagera..aged Warne.

on-,600,600 gaVe birth. . .

'S;;,215,000 were to:teenS.aged 14-17 -12" were to

a. to be sexual]
in this age

I 1976, -1
preknants.

.0f these 1
Of th

yens and
)(Ong.

health risks.
Also 8 out

f. Early. motheth
o all mothers in.,
cence. *

.inothers and their babies face significantly higher
'OR that postpone childbearing for a few yeArs.

10 ysprig teen mothers never complete high school.
crated with lower economic statusone-half

erfa.milies had their first child in early adoles-
...
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The` leggirsslation Nionktintliari*;.$3,C)..roilliorilflie first, year to coordi-
nate and link services additional $30 million to aupple-
nient .existing..sfiSii**Ficr104;roinOtei"Iniiofttive, integratedaind

suelyserv4ces."
educatiim, and

t, mental health and nu:
1:and ,prenatal and -post:

comprehensive approselle4 .1# Ole deliver*
These services Fa wily p

parenthood Counseling, Vocittiiiiiali
tritiori counseling and -edivsAtipii; :,(ss4der),
partum care, , . is .

Secretary Calitano teetrfieti t t ilifeAlmated cost of providhig such
coinprehensive.sertqceato,a11440AVOmar4,hi3r infant, and male part-
net woul average $7,50 a,yearMatire cq cerned that, this cost estimate
only consi ers the adm,in Ve,e.
ibes; but does not consider the
coMprehensive services vaguely;

en
of
ided in t e bill are expensive. The

esbential coiripOlient,, day;cfire, is,f)4''Specifically mentioned, yet
wit ut.Clay care, ateekinotixey canxtoerake advantage of many of, the
othelepecessa,ry prograins: '.;::'" v -r, ,. , '

We tNo question Wheiliti, ideq to services and programs to assist
mclrersand fathersiO t

Xxpandqd coordination of se
,. .rs tornitke these linkag e ?Ivor

related to'coordinating serv-
ro ing actual services. The

exist in meaningful enough num, I

'blef strategy.
will increase demand for such

seiNces, cl`eiitiiiid.thatiOnkYOY.erw ehn existing programs. As demand..
eacalltea, the,4Coet'Olfr.-pl.Ovidirig tiery ices will increase. We question
Whetner. the: ,fig4ing.ctAkilikdiliy this legislation addresses these
.contingencit %: 1 ,- ..,iir" - .' .

In addritiOn;,woil;elieve there iS:'a need to define more precisely, but
..notrigicITthe,Scove and nition of comprehenSive services.For ex-
atriple,lioWtnii0:seEyic w, 11. :4i:demonstration project have to offer to
,qualifitIor..agrafit .Will ding cover the salary of asocial workeror

-AiurSeaSaitnied,to,i4elicifil on a welfare worker trained to refer teens' to
4.

.:; Coordinited-Vr :s ? ';': ,:y -..

-:'.1.4 itt/e'ennsi ; appears to be given to the fact that comprehen-
siVe serviceen ibe-kroy,cided to each mother and infantand hope-.
fullyfitheifor. anieXte4ded time period, no_t_just during the 9 months
of p arip .iinda,:slitSrtkpbStpartum period. Young girls who are coun-
51.31.ed
care
eve4 8 if they arfooting teens.

X.01,1,,pg:tequsplo:y.' 'Ot and anticipate motherhood but babies are
d*rria,Wgit.,:th'efr, ere with, the normal pursuits, of adolescents.
Aahles become want constant attention, need constant care and

igr*;,,older. Bal4sitlks are expensive, clothes, toys, and outings are
rtxtsensive.$Willtliesessential and supportive services outlined in the,,,leguitatiortpe aniila,ble over the years to these teen mothers?

'. se faCtors. need to be considered when young pregnant teens,
who are barely out of childhood themselves, are encouraged to,

ca through an often unwanted and mistimed pregnancy. We are not
assured that this legislation addresses the full consequences that bear-
ing and rinefor children create in teenagers.

"titiag"linditinticipating motherhood will need medical,
emploArktit and emotional supports for many months,

1
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. PREVENTION

Prevention of initial and repeat pregnancies is the second objective
of this legislation. This goal appears to be a very weak link in.the chain-
of suggested strategies:

'Testimony presented `at hearings on Title X of the Public health
Service Act stated that family planning services failed to reach over
1.5 million.teens considered "at- risk" of becoming pregnant. Of these
over 1 Million teenagers not receiving organized family planning serv-
ices, 800,000 live in areas where access and availability to services is
litnited. A recent Johns Hopkins University study revealed that cur-
rent use of birth control by Teens prevents an estimated 680,000 pre-
marital pregnancies annually. Increasing access and availability of
contraceptive services to teens will be one way this legislation can pre-
vent teenage pregnancies.

However, although the use of contraceptives by teens is on the rise,
over 30 percent of sexually active, teens do not use birth control. Red-
@onS for this include a lack of information about pregnancy, reproduc-
tion, and contraception, guilt and effibarrassment in seeking informa-
tion, as well as a lack of access to Services. To ameliorate this situation
programs that are specifically tailored to the unique needs and concerns
of teen men and women must be supportedby this bill.

Sex education and counseling programs must be a major component
of any pregnancy prevention strategy. This legislation is remiss in not
stressing such programs more forcefully. Education for responsible
parenting, a concern of this bill, is an essential objective, but education
programs must also include effective counseling for responsible sexual,
activity for those 11 million sexually active teenagers. One can prevent
pregnancy, and encourage responsible parenting, but it is unrealistic to
assume the trend toward_ increased.sexual activity among teens will 'be
substantially reversed. ,

Sex education programs that provide straightforward balanced in-
formation on sexuality, reproduction and fertility controlthat en-
eourage adolescent self-discipline, bnt also accept the realities of
adolescent se ±uality need to be supported: Relevant sex education

, programs combiner with sensitive family planning services can be
the best preventive -measures this legislation can support to achieve
its aim of reducing the incidence of teenage pregnancies.

To be effective, preventio services must incliide provieians for early
pregnancy testing and cou ling and referral to abortion services to

regardingthat teenageis can make informed decisions gardnig the out-
come of their pregnancies. .

Although we appreciate that abortion is not accepted by all indi-
viduals, it is a serious omission to, discuss teenage pregnancy and riot
include counseling and referral for abortion among the options avail:
able to pregnant teens. For many young teens, abortion is an alterna-
tive, another 4Fay to reverse, in Secretary Califauo's words, "the
wrenching disiuption of life and education caused by unwanted preg-
nancy and its conseqAences.': 1'

A final, but critical, concern from our persAltve is the far greater
negative impact that early; mistimed, and unwanted pregnancie§ have
on womenthan on men. . 4,

.
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I would like to comment on, a statement made-by a witness earlier
this morning. If there is to be a minimum age designated for child-
bearing, there should also be a minimum age designated for fathering
a child.

Sexual mores and behavior are influenced by the values and depec-
tationsof the community and larger society. How young women view
their role in society affects pregnancy and childbearing behavior and
attitude. Studies lave indicated that some young women have a baby
in order, to feel needed or to acquire a purpose or role in life. A society

that encourages women to limit their expections only to motherhood
antr childbearing encourages a young girl to accept the idea of being
"or'lecoming pregnant even if such a liregnancy will have adverse

`physical, social, and emotional consequences. Young teenefge girls need
to be Isolif.ided with alternatives beyond motherho_ed to achieve self--
valid*CtiOuld' a sense of .personal worth. To be effective, this legis-
lation-Mid support education and counseling programs that explore
these questions.

Thank you again for the opportunity to express our concerns.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I understand Ms. 'Hooks will

not be Sable to present testimony today, however, Ms. Willi- will be
speaking on behalf of the Girls,Chtbs of America.

Ms. WURF. I am the Washington representative of 'the Girls Clubs
of America, speaking here on behalf of Mrs. Hooks, whose transporta-
tion difficulties preVented her from making it in time for this hearing.
She would have bean here as a member oftlie National Board cif Girls
Clubs of America and as a person of long experience in counseling
and as an educator in working with adolescents, and a person with
deep interest in, this legislation.

I am happy, however, to present the view of our organization, which
is very concerned with this issue. Just 4 weeks ago we sponsored in
cooperation with the Johnson Foundation a seminar entitled,, Today's
Girls : Tomorrow's Women, where we brought, together nationally
prominentlindividuals in the fields of human sexuality and adolescent
medicine, with leaders of women's and girl's:, organizations, public
polieyma\ters, and media representatives. We ware pleased Dr. Hoff-
man was one of the experts with us on that occasion.

I would like to make clear that the Glaris Clubs is not just a national
advocacy organization for girls. 'Os also a direct service organize-
tion. In neighborhood facilities. our professionals and volunteers have
daily contact with girls front the ages of 6 to 18. About one-quarter
million girls are members of local Girls Clubs. In our most recent

isurvey in 1977, 92 percent of these were girls from families with
incomes under $10,000 a year and 49 percent represented minority
groups. This is a population most adversely affected by teenage. preg-,
nancy. and for whom the fewest health and social services exist.

In a number of communities -where there is a Girls club, our agency
. has taken a leadership Foie in serving some of the needs of pregnant
teenagers and in working with young women in prevention programs
and education programs.' These kinds of programs are locally'
determi

They of nationally developed and thin laid on to the local
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They come out of the .eds of the community and they range from

diseission and rgii. groups to housing and operation of alternative
schools in coopdiation with local school and health authorities.

We will submit prOgrain descriptions for the record of several of
these kinds, of ptItirains.

We are in supPort of the statement of purpose of S. 2910,
but we would like to comment on several ways in which we think the
bill might bi strengthened. . .

First; -we believe` emphasis sliould be, on primary prevention. Along
with all major youth-serving agencies we believe in the value of
services leading to positive youth development, rather than services
aimed'at rehabilitation or preventing repetition of harmful behavior.
The emphasis in this bill seems heavily directed- at preventing repeat
pregnancies and to be related to provision of health services. We
believe the question is a larger onethat girls, and boys as well, need
positi grams where the'Y develop a sense of self-worth, become
awe r own responsibility for the direction of their lives, learn
to ma ions in full understanding of the consequences, and he-
come aware o,f the range of options now open to them. Part of such
programs may be directly based on dissemination of- family planning
information, but the broader context is crucial for positive develop -
menl from young giil to self-reliant woman. Successful programs in
GCA, for example, dealing with this area, place heavy emphasis on
developing the skills for cowpetent decisionmaking. Another.major
element is the provision of positive role models And the availability
of individual support and counseling.

Second; voluntary multi-purpose agencies as deliverers of service :
Much Of the language of the legislation suggests_it was written with

a clinic in mind as the model for service, But in general, girls will
onlyrgo to the clinic when they need specific helpprobably to get help
with their pregnancy. Services need to be available to young people ,

who may originally come seeking other'services, such as vocational or
legal, Counseling, social services, or recreation as' Secretary Califano
states inlis testimony to your committee on June 14. To fill that need,
the legislation. shoiM recognize the value of working with voluntary
organizations like the Girls Clubs, where girls come to be in a place
that belongs to them, to learn specific slills to get needed counseling,
for fun, for help; and to feel important. The environment of trust and
support that exists, will not easily be duplicated by a single-purpose
agency, whether Government or private, however well-intentioned,
The Community-supported voluntary agency was a Fitt of community
life befote any given Government program, and will be there al-ter -
Governinent priontiesshift.

Third; finding Set-asides: Our pest experience working with 'HEW
indicates that unlevfspecific language appears in the legislation show-
ing Congressional intent, the voluntary sector is not thought of as a
provider,of services of this sort. The tendency is to work throughthe
public agencies of the State; aid through them, with the cities.How-
ever, if there is a serious interest in involving the broader purpose
agencies which serve young people throughout the country in so many
ways, it is' essential that a portion of funding be set aside to encourage
their participation. .

. .
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Precedeht for, this can be found-in:Abe Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act of 1974 as amended in 1977. In the amend-
ments, the percentage of special emphasis funds set aside for voluntary
agency funding was changed from at least 20 percent to at least' 30
percent to continue to attract the resources of the voluntary sector to
work with young people at risk. I should say that since the passage of
that legislation, the number of Girls Clubs who work with girls on
referral from the courts or provide alternative services to status of --
fenders has tripled.

Fourth ; public-private cooperation : There is also no specific re-
quirement that public agencies applying for grants under this at co-
ordinate efforts with the private sector. It has been our experience ,
that the most effective service delivery systems and community pro-
grubs are those in which the public and private sectors have a part-
nership.

Legislation, such as the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act of 1974, -amended 1977, speak to this partnership and use
gpecific legislative language to invite participation of the voluntary
sector. This has brought response from agencies such as Girls Clubs.
The large mith-serving agencies with, the capacity to reach millions
of young, peZple in thousands if communities, can, and must, be in-
volved in any effort to impact upon a problem as serious as this
has bpcome. ,

, .

Fifth : A point already made by others is that of match provisions.
If there is a serious intent to involve voluntary agencies, a 70-30 match
renders that program almost impossible. Voluntary agencies have very
great difficulty raising the funds to keep going, fuel bills go up, all
other costs go up, but philanthropic dollar does not seem to become in-

---Ited. So we would suggest that there be either an in-kind match r-
itted on the 90-10 formula suggested, or that full Federalsfun ng

b available for start-up costs, providing new services to existing
agencies.

Sixth : We speak tb the question of adequate funding, ,primarily
from the perspective of the importance,of primary prevention. But

, because direct services are so greatly needed, if there is limited fund-
, ing,,we believe based on experience that money will go to provision of

needed services rather than to primary prevention. You need to break
the cycle at an earlier age. A substantially larger authorization is
needed tb assure initiationlaf prevention progtams at the same time
that basic services are provided.

Finally : The matter of coordination. Title II of the act speaks to
intent to coordinate programs. This was also highlighted in Secretary
Calif ano'ainttocluction of the legislation. ,

But there is'almost no hinguage that suggests how this is to be done.
We think this is too important a matter to be left to regulations. There
are too many examples of uncoordinated efforts and initiatives for us
to believe that it will be effective, unless there is specific direction in
the legislation. This is particularly important when you think of all
the funds and-other kinds of resources available through HEW, which
will not be brought to bear together unless there is real leadership in
coordination and clout, presumably out of the Secretary's office.

_
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The only specificity in Title II is the requirement that a .State co-
ordinate any activity funded under this legislation with funded pro-
grams of any local grantees. That hardly suffices to insure a level of
coordination of activity that would make a difference to the adolescent
facing life decisions affecting the possibility of pregnancy, or the life
of a baby about to be born to a child.

We have brought forward these points: Greater emphasis on pri-
mary prevention; involvement of voluntary agencies; set-aside fund-
ing to achieve that involvement; public-private cooperation; changed
match provisions; adequate funding; significant coordination be
cause we believe the purposes of the act are so Important.

We hope our suggestions will be seriously considered as we believe
they will make the legislation more useful to the young people in need
of help. Jf an Adolescent Health, Services, and Pregnancy Prekention
Act of 1978, is passed which is too general, focused on medical' services
or lacking any teeth in the coordination3function, it will lie easy to say
that the problem has been addressed. Greater breadth as well- as
greater specificity is needed to change things for the better in this very
sensitive urgent social situation.

We thank you for this opportunity to speak to tjais issue, and we
will be providing for the record, some examples of jrograms that our
particular agency carries out in the areas of peer counseling, primary
prevention, and the use of our facility as an alternative school or as a
coordinating base for existing community services.

Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Ms. Wolcott and Ms. Hooks follow: J

-k
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CONCERNING THE ADOLESCENT HEALIT,SERV/CES; AND
PakcmANcy PRERANTLON. AND CARE ACT 011. 1978,BEPORE
THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES ON BEHALF
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IP Mr. Chairman. members of the Committee, thank you for

:22pCOTtonity testify on the Adolescent, Health Scr4ides, and

14egnanc;' Prevention and Care Ac[ of 1978. I am Ilene Wolcott,

Pro]ect Director of ihe Women and Health Rtundtable , a coalition of

women'b and health related organizations concgrned with increasing ID

the responsiveness of federal policy to Women's health concern's. I

am testifying today on behalf of Women and Health Roundtable

participante The Federation of Organizations for PrOfessional (

!Iron, The Wome'n's Equity Action League, and tUe- National Women's

Political Concurs.

The Federition of 'Organizations For Professional Women,founded

in 1972, is national .association of 100. affiliated organisations

codlette'd to attaining equal opportunity for women and improving:

the impact of public policy on women.

The Women's Equity Action League is a nItidiial women's rights

orgetlitation founded in 1968 for the purpose40f. :prompting the

advancement of women through passage of legislation to improve

women's status.

;
.'A Project of the Federation of ChganIzatIons for Professional Women

C"-
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41e:

...The' National tiomends Pcill't4m11 Citic4 started in ie

30 ,000 member4mU1 Eirohrriseit Miseniaatsio.n' -dedicated to increasing

the mumberi of ramen_An4governsent and re. pramoting public `policies

'that ;accurately reflect'wolen!. rights .and
q
cone erne .

S. 2910, hoe been introduced to es tabliah a program .to coordinate
i. -

federal; .meemuoit*. baited services to "pieveir initial

and reiellt pregeamcies amen)/ actoleatents'; to Provide. care to pregnant

adolescents', And to.he10 adolee rental ;ielioMe proOuctfve independent

contributora to family and' community life."

'tile commend the ,Adminiktretion' s objectives and its' commit tment

:Itt providing. comprehensive programs, to aes s t young mothers and their

and to help prevent unwanted adolee ent pregnancies.,. We\
are concerned, 4towever, , that the title and intent of the legislation

k may be misieadimg am it implies that equal .emphasis' sill be placed

!.b...on preventing pregnancies mad oh providing services and treatment fade

pii 41
egAnt teens ...... . r..- , .

. , .
..,1. .

the
:.

We are all f am 1.

lt
*it% h E robblidr.feits and fAures"I'

. .

regarding teen-age pregnanc fee ,and the tragic ,adveree.social,

emotional, and ph7eical cgnilequenees assotiated .with ter,' early
a.7 .

parenthood.' f" a , "
.,

glees.* million feensagers 'be twehn the aletli4pf"15,.19
Arm ergiim4ed to 02e .aeartially active- 402 of all ; .

girls and 60Z, of all boys. in this, age range ,

- In 1976. '1. millibn tir 1 out of 10 teebagers .

aged 15-1.9 came: pregnani.

I
' - Of 0:these. 1 ..111fon, 600,000 gave birth.,

c

three Births, .

215;000 w re to. teens aged 15-17,
., 12 000. we ';tt, teens under age. 15.
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Young teen -age mothers and their babies face
significantly higher health risks than those that
postpone childbearing for few years.

Eight out of ten young teen mother. aever
highschool.

complete

Early motherhood is associated with lower economic
status- half of all.mothere in Ant families had
their first child in early adolescence.

PROVISION 01 COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES

The legislation would authorise 30 million dollars the first year

to coordinate and link existing services and an additional 30 million

to supplement a:al:tins services and to promote "innovative, integrated,

and comprahensive'approachekt. to the delivery of such services."

These sservices could include: family planning, sex education and

parenthood counseling, voctional,employment,mental health, and

nutrition counseling and education, residential, and prenatal and

post-partum care.

Secretary Clifano testified that the estimated cost of

providing such comprehensive services to a young women, her infant,

and male partner would average $750.00 Year. We are concerned

that this cost estimate only considers the administrative expenses
A

related,to coordinating services,but does not consider the cost of

providing actual services. The comprehensive services vaguely

outlined in the bill Are expensive. The most essential component,

daycare, is not ape;ificallymentioned,yet without daycare, teen

mother cannot take advantage of many.of the other necessary programs.

We also question whether adequate services and programs

togesiot teen mothers and fathers currently exist in meaningful

enough number, to make these linkages a workable str,ategy.

S

577.
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lipanded coordination of services will increse demand for

such services .demand that could overwhelm existing progrpms. As

demand escalates, the colt of providing ar'vices'will increase .

We question whether the funding authorised by legislation

add hese contingencies.
, -

In addition, we believe there is a need to define more

preciselF, but not rigidly:the senpa and definition of comprehensive

servrecs. For example, how many services will a demonstration project
. .

have, to offer\to qualify for a grant? Will fundiq'g cover the

'salary of a social wgrltar or nurse aasigned'Io a school or

welfare worker trained to refer teens to coordinated prprams?

Little consideration appears to be given to th'e fact that

comprehensiveservices need to UV 'Provided to each mother and infant

(and hopefully father) for an extended time period, not just

during the nine months of pregrlancy.and short post-partum period.

!elms girls who are counseled into accepting and anticipating

motherhood will need medical care, dayeare,-employment, and

emotional supports for manymonthi, even years if they are young

tens. Young teens may accept'and anticipate motherhood, but babies

are demanding; theiviniet4ere with the normal pursuits of adolescents.

%stiles become ill..want-constant attention, -need constant care, and

glow older. Babysitters are expensive, clothes, toys, and outings

are expensive. Will the essential and supportive services outlined

in the legislation be available over the years to these teen mothers:

These factors need to be considered when young pregnant teens, some

who are barely out of,childhood themselves, are encouraged to carry

through an often unwanted and mistimed pregnancy. We are not

4
assured that this legislation addresses the full consequences that

4
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1,
bearing and caring for

children create in teen-agers.

PREVENTION

Prevention of initial and repeat'pregnancies is the second

objective of this legislation.
This goal appears to be a very weak

link in the chain of suggested strategies.

Testimony presented at
hearings on. Title 2 of the Public

Health Service Act stated that family planning services failed to

reach over 1.5 million teens
considered "at risk" of becoming pregnant.

Of these over one million
teen-agers not receiving organised family

planning ervices,80e,000
live in areas where access and availability

to services is'limited. A recent John Hopkins University study

revealed that current use of
birth control by teens prevents an

estimated 680,000 premarital
pregnancies annually. Increasing access

and availability of
contraceptive services to teens will be one

way tht legislation can prevent teen-age pregnancies.

However, although
thesuse of contraceptives

by teens ia.on the

rise, over 302 of sexually
active teens do not use birth control.

Reasons for this includb lack of information about pregnancy,

reproduction,
aed.contraception. guilt and embarrassment

in seeking

information, as well as lack of access to
services. To ameliorate

,tbie altuation,programs
that are specifically

tailored to the unique

needs and concerns of teen
men and women must

be supported by this

bill.

Sex education and counseling programs
should be a major

component of arty pregnancy prevention strategy. This legislation

is remiss In not streaming such programs more forcefully. Education

foe responsible parenting, a
concern of this bill, 'is an essential

objective, but education
programa must also Include effective

6

e
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counseling for responsible 'sexual activity' forthose'lL million

sexually active teen-agers. One can,px.event pregliantY.an4 encourage

responsible parenting, but it is unrealistic.to assume the trend

toward increased sexual activity among teens will be substantially

texerried.

Sex education programs that proride straightforwatd balanced

,information on sexuality. reproduction,' and fertility control- that
I

encourage adolescent wolf- discipline, but,also accept the realities

of adolescent xuality need'to be supported. Relevent sex education

programs combin with sensitive family planning services can be

t %e best preventive measures this legisd.atiOii\can'support toaachieve

its aim of, reducing the incidence of teen-age pregnancies.

To be effective prevention services must include provisions

for.earli pregnancy testing and counseling. and, referral to abortion

.services toassnle that teen - agers can make informed decisions regarding

the outcome of their pregnancies.

Although we'apPrecrete that abortion is not accepted by all

indiVidualS% it is a ,vrIons omission to disctiss teen-age pregnancy

and net include counseling and referral for abortion among the optioni

., available,to pregdant teens. Foi many young teens, abortion is an

altehnetive, another way to revefse.'in'f,ecretary Califano's words,

'.the wrenching disruption of life And education caused by unwanted

pregnancy and its consequences.:"

A final,but cri cal, concern from our perspective is the

'Far greater negative,l act that early: mistim4A, and unwanted,

pregnancies have on women than on men. Teen fathers generally

,assume miniMum, if any, emotional or financial support for the

'children>they beget.

6
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Sexual mores and behavior are influenced by the values and

expec'tetiona of the community and larger society. Now young women

view their role in society affects pregnancy and childbearing

behavior and attitude.
Studies have indicated, that some young

women have a baby in order to feel needed or to acquire a purpose

or role in life. A society thiq encourages women to limit their

expectations only to motherhood and child bearing encourages

a young girl to accept the idea of 'being or becoming pregnant even

if such a pregnancy will havq adverse physical, social, and emotional

consequences.
Young teen-age girls need to be provided with

alternatives beyond motherhood to
achieve self-validation and a

sense of personal worth. To be effective, this legislation must

support education and counseling programs that explOrthese

'questions.

Thank you again for the opportunity to express our concerns.

7
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Nr. Chairman, i ma Frances Nooks, a member
myths National Hoard' of

Girls Clubs of America, a national voluntary youth-serving organization.

I se pleased to be hare today to particiP'ate in these hearings and present

our views on that We consider to be an important legislative proposal, the

Adolescent Health Services and Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act of 1978."

We believe that.the Comaittee's
UEderstanding of the importance of these

issues is demonstrated by
sOhedulingAhis day of hearings to allow repre-

sentatives of organisations conmernea with
services to young people to .

offer their views in this matter.

The proposed legislation attempts to address what has'become a

critical issue in the United States. Just four weeks ago, at a seminar,

'Today's Girls: TOMO/COWS Noreen', sponsored by the Girls Clubs of America

in cooperation with the Johnson Foundation,
nationally prominent individuals

in t2: fields of human sexuality and adolescent medicine were brought

together with leaders of- women's and youth organizations, public policy

makers and media representatives. They presented the alermingtatistios

and serious lack of resources that are also
well documented in Section

2 (a) of the Act, the findings on
which this legislation is based. Girls

.

Clubs sponsored this seminar to highlight the problems facing adolescent

girls today in thinbelief that
serious national attention must be paid to

these problems. Ne acted also to stimulate the development of new services

and the redirection of existing services'for girls.

N As background for the Committee, I would like to make clear that

Girl& Clubs of America is a direct
service voluntary agency as well as a

national advocate for the needs and interests of all girls.
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In 256 separate facilities, Girls Clubepiofessionals and volunteers

are in dint contact with girls from the ages of six to erghte&n. They

have direct contact with the raalitiee of adolescent pregnancy add its

elect upon the lives of young women. Almost a quarter of a million girls

are members of Girls Clubs of America. In 1977, 924 were from families with

-

annual incomes under $10,000, 49% represented minority groups. This is

the population most adversely .affected by teenage pregnancy and for

whom the fewest health and social services exist.

4.ln,several of the approximately 125 separate communitiv4.A4Which Girls
..

Clubs &relocated, our agency has taken a leadership role in serving some

Of the needs of the pregnant teenagers and in working with other young women

in education and preventive programs.

The individual programs range from discussion and rap groups to the

housing and operation of alternative schools in cooperation with'local school

and health authorities. Several short program descrfptions of relevant

Girls Clubs projects will be submitted for the record.

I want to be clear that we are in total agreement with and support of

the statement of fiurpose of this Act.

214e. 2 (b))1

(1) to establish better linkage among existing prOgrams in order to

"surd and improve the availability of, and access to, needed

c4Prehensivecommunity services which assist. in preventing unwanted

initial and repeat pregnancies among'adolescents, enable pregnant adolescents

to obtain proper care and assist pregnant adolescents and adolescent

parente'to become productive independent contributors to family and

community life;

(2) to expand availability of community services thaaare essential to

that objective; and

(3) to promote innovative, comprehensive, and integrated approaches

5 944
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to the delivery of such services.

We do belianle that the proposed
legislation could be greatly improved

to make mime of an impact on the problem. I shall br!efly present seven points:

1. Greater emphasis should be given to primary prevention.

2. The use of voluntary multi-purpose
agencies a? potential service

deliverers should be recommended
to meet the level of need.

3. A portion of the funding
should be set aside for private not-for-

,

profit agencies to facilitate their cooperation:

(1\f
4. The value of Public private

cooperation in the delivery'of service

should be recognised in the legislation.

S. In-kind match 'should be permitted
for non-profit agencies.

6. Adequate funds should be prOvided.

7. The means of coordination
within HEW, es,well as within States,

needs to be spelled out.

Primary Prevention

Along with all major
youth-serving agencies, we believe in the value

of services leading to positive
youth development, rather than services

aimed at rehabilitation or
preventing repetition of hwrmful behavior.

The emphasis in this bill SOO=
heavily directed at preventing repeat preg-

nancies and to be related to
provision of health seVices. We believe

the question is a larger one --
that girls and boys am well need positive

programs where they develop a
sense of self -worth, become aware of their

own responsibility for the direction of
their'liver, learn to make decisions

4.n full .understariding of
thetonsequencea. and become aware of the range

of options now open to them. Part of such programs may bedirectly

based on dissemination of
family planning information,

4t the broader context

is crucial for positive
development from young girl to self-reliant woman.

Successful progrards in OCA,
for example, dealing with this area, place heavy
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emphasis on developing the ills for competent decision making. Another major element

is the provision of positive le malls and the aviillabilfty of individual

support
BuierlIgaim Agencies as Deliverers of Service

V

Herb of the language ofith.legislation suggests it was written with

a clinic in mind as the model for services. But in general girls will only

go to the clinic when they need specific help probably to get help with

their pregnancy. 'Siivices need to be available to young people who may

originally come "setkin§ other services, such as vocational Or legal

counsell4i, Social services, or recreation" as Secretary Califano states in his

testftony your Committee on June 14. To fill that need, the legislation

should recognize ue of working with voluntary organizations like

the Girls' ClUbs, whSre girls come to be in a place that belongs to them,

to learn spit/fie skills, to get needed counseling, for fun , for help,

and to feel important. The environment of trust and support that exists

Will not easily be duplicated by a single-purpOse agency, Whether govern-

ment or private, however, well-intentioned. The OMmunity-supported

voluntary agency w-eoas a in of community life before any given government

.peogram and will be there after government priorities shift,

Funding get -Aside

Our past experience working with HEW indicates that unless specific

.aoguag4 appears in the legislation showing Congressional intent, the

lvoluntary sector is not thought .of as a provider of services of this sort.

"sot- .
The tendency is to work through the public agencies of the state, and through

them,with the cities. However, if there,is a seriou) interest an involving

the broader purpose agenciesw4Sheerve young people throughout the country,

in so many ways, it is. essential that a 'Doton of funding be. set aside to

anooarage their participation.

Precedent for this can be found in the Jvmenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention kit of 1974 ak amended In tile Amendments, the percentage

ria

or

or'



of Special Emphasis Funds set aside for
voluntary. agency funding was changed

from"at least 20%" to "at least 30%" to continue to attract the resources

of the voluntary sector to work with young people at risk. I should say

that since the passage,of that legislation, the number of Girls Clubs

who work with girls on referral from thgt Courts or provide alternative

services to status offenders has tripled.

Public4rivateJCooperation

There is also no specific requirement that public agehcies applying(

for grant6 under this Act coordinate efforts with the private sectoa...._

It has'been our experience that the
most7effective service delivery systems

and community programs are those In which the public and private sectors

S."

hays'a partnership.'

Legialad.on, such e's the Juvenile Justice roelinquency Prevention

Act of 1974; amended*1977, speak
to this parternership and use specific

legisletyvo language to invite participation of the voluntary sector. This

hai brought response from agencies such as Girls Clubs: The large

youth serving agencies with the capacity to reach millions of young

people in thousands o'
communities can and must be involved in any'effort

toliwimpact upon a problem as serious as this one has become.

Match Provisions

The programs and requirements speyffied in Title I of the Act are
.4

not likely to lead to agencies such as ours qualifying as the participating

agency because of the requirement Oalines in SEc. 103 (c) (2). Any

specification of cash matching funds makes it extremely difficult for

private agencies to participate. A Girls Clubs, however,
is potentially

a viable agency to coordinate the priority services
mentioned in the Act

because of its -nistomary location in what will most likely be target

communities, its ongoing relationship
with the young women,, its understanding

' f
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ofand familiarity with the need for, multi-disciplinary serdices. However,

in-kind latch or full federal funding is required. Voluntary agencies

are deeply affected'by the increased cost of fuel and other supplies,

and the philanthropic' dollar may be the only item in our economy not showing

the results of inflation. 1

Adequate Funding,

It is from the perspective of the importance of primary prevention

that we address the matter of adequate funding. We do not think the

geposed authorization id adequate. Coordination and irincvation'are

important and necessary in any effective program initiative. However, in

most communities with which we are familiar, there is a sorry lack of

the most basic services, -- services necessary for the health and future

4, the young woman and her child,much less serVcies to prevent young'Oomen

from having got pregnant the first time. This, in our opinion, means

that there will be little attention paid to proposals for any kind

of prevention services because,of the immediacy of lee needs of the already

pregnant adolescents, needs fOr education, day - care,' and other support

services in addition to direc1/472.ical care. And these needs are currently

not being met. Substantially larger authorization is needed to insure the
initiation of prevention programming at the same time that basic services
are provided.

Coordination

Title II of the Act speaks to the intent to coordinate programs.

This aspeCt of the program is also highlighted in Secretary Califano's statement

released at the time of introduction of the legislation. The Secretary

cites the availability of funds from several programs that are supposed to

support the goals -of this Act and therefore make the funding more adequate

for critical program needs. However, the legislation does not spell out

the mechanism of, this coordination. This is, in our opinion, [et, important

I

an issue to be left to regulations. There arc too many examples of uncoordinated

5 SE
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program Initiatives for us to believe that this will be done without

specific legislative directeon.

This.is particularly
important'when one realizes the signifIcaht funds

and other resources that might be made available through the Health,

the Education and the WelLaie Departments of HEW if real leadership and

coordthation with clout were available at the level of the Sectetary's Office.

.

The only specificity in Title II is the requirement that a state 'coordinate

any activity funded under this legislation with fundedprogramsof any local

grantees. That hardly suffices to insure a level of coordination of activity

that would make a difference to the adolescent
facing life decisiohs

'1

affecting the pOesiblity of pregnancy, or the lifeof a baby about to be born

to a child.

We have brought forward these points:
greater emphasis on primary

prevention: involvement of voluntary agencies; set-aside funding to achieve

that involvement; publicprivate
cooperation, changed match provihions;

adequate funding; significant coordination -
because we believe the purposes

of the Act are so important. 10

We hope our. suggestions will be seriously
considered as we believe

they will'make the legislation sore useful to
the young people in need of

help. If an Adolescent Health, Services
and Pregnancy Prevention Act of

1978 is passed which is too general,
focussed on medical services or lac:zing

any teeth in the coordination
function, it will be easy to say that the

IA°
problem has been addressed.

Greater breadth as well as greater specificity

is needed to change things for the better in this very sensitive urgent

social situation.

5' No
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Girls Club of Lynn, Massachusetts

Unit on Teen Pregnancy

The unit on.temaptegnancy was designad.toyprovide realistic, peer-otiented sax educa-
tion to the &Latin our teem prairie, and to acquaint them with resources and services
in the community %lob offer family planning and information, and support for unplanned
pregnancies. TWoOst'ves dhellil, due to donated resources of Catholic Family Services
and the North Shore family Planning Clinic. The group leader was funded in part by e

grant from the Hyena Family Trust, as Fart of delinquency prevention approach to teen

girlt risk. p
The alit grew out of the increasing swesenass of staff to the declining age of teen
mothers in our. community, the lack of adequate birth control and sex deduction pro-
stems in the public schools, and the clamour of our teen members for infofmation about
sexuality, babie, and motherhood--all subjects laden with potent attractions and'
great mis-informetion. Na had earlier rlin some staff . training sessions on sexuality in
conjunction with the Noith Shore Family Planning Clinic, a non-sectarian iommunity-based
frganisation. It was apparent that, due to the many white-ethnic Catholic families we
served, we should seek out Catholic Services' resources, in order to secure parental'
acceptance. We also decided to invite teens who had experienced unplanned pregnancies,
to "tell it like it was" to their poets. No one else could deliver the message so

bffectively.

The unit consisted of an afternoon special event with a file and-invited guests,
followed by several rap. sessions during regular' drop-in hours of [he teen program.

Ten girls attended, with parental permission. The film. "I'm Seventeen and Pregnant "*

was lent to us At no cost by Catholic Family Services, from the Unmarried Mothers
Program. The CFI also provided, as volunteer leaders, two young women under the age

of twentYons who had had baby and kept it, and one who had given up her baby for
adoption. ,After the film the two volunteers shared their experienceiapenly, frankly,
movingly with our group members. In the following weeks, the group leader led 1

discussions around the issueeraised at the special. event. The teen resource library

began collecting printed' materials and resource file around sexuality and unplanned

pregnancy. The unit will be repeated agpin this year as part of our expanded LEAK-

funded program. Its impact can be measured by the following criteria: 1) Many of

the original group are experimenting sexually still; yet, not ope member of this gioup

has become pregnant, one year tater. 2) The expanding resource 'file, largely from
donated and free materials, is now being utilised fully by all teen members.

Available, also through the.Children's Hone Society of California, 3100 West Adams
Blvd., Los AngelesCalif.'900141 - price-4200
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Girls Club of Memphis, Tennessee

Pear Counseling Program

yoe club needed
mars effective method of providing

information and counseling

. for our participants.
lie had participated in the National Youthworkers Education

Project in Minneapolis and
learned of the Teenage Health Consultants program

there. When I returned to Memphis, a
representative from Planned-Parenthood ap-

proached us with plans for
pilot program for a Peer outreach program. We

.worked on revamping eaa
format to.maka the sessions more

appropriate for our

.girlsby brainstorming
both'with staff and girls for several afternoons.

In order to determine who would be eligible to participate
in the program, we

chose a rather broad age range
(12-18) and asked the

Program Directors in our

three centers to circulate the program idea.
Sixteen girls from our three

centers volunteered and
helped us wdrk out the most

appropriate day and time for

our meetings, along
with establishing a travel

schedule...we only had one van to

pick, -up everybody from three
eectiohs of town.

Our .I.mmediate goal was to provide the sixteen participants with intelligent,

honest, and current information
dealing with sexual helath as it relates to the

major aspects of human'end social develoOlent.' Our
long range goal is to

utilize the knowledge and
skills gained by these girls within

each of our centers

in a Peer Counseling Program.
Our interest is to continously'integrate new

participants into the Peer
Counselor sessions so that we provide for ongoing

training.

During the ten weeks of
formal sessions, held at the Planned Parenthood office,

information and educational materials
were used extensively. All of us worked

Very hard to really listen to one
another Ind verbal ze our feelings. The last

session became an evaluative
reflection upon the laa nine weeks and we deter-

mined that we needed to continuo our
sessions with a w focus...the formation

of an internal support system
for our peer counselor oup with strong emphasis

on interpersonal
communication as the girls began ac ng as peer counselors

within the clubs.

This program hes operated
thus far totally within the context of our present

'budget. One staff person was utilized to act as transpotter and coordinator

along with a %kirk-study student who attended the
formal sessions and who was

responsible for all follow-up contact.
The Planned ParenthOod staff coordinated

the'actual sessions....arrenging
gor guest steakers, visual aids, and program

details.
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The value of this program is multi - faceted.
The girls involved grew personally`

as they were exposed to a wide range of information. Interest in the program

was generated as the other girl. Matched our progress. A sizeable number of

agencies provided volunteer input into the actual 34141410114. The participants

determined to continua meeting with emphasis on
communication skills and the

formation of a core support group to help develop
training for m'bre pear coun-

selors. This program served as a successful pilot project and it now is being

used.as a model developing peer counselor groups
within the city.

4.

35-454 0 - 79 - 38
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Southside Girls Club, Wichita Falls, Texas

"For Girls Onlyl.

At numerous rap sessions ,with club members, I became aware of brolen links of
knowledge among these young women. Some of the club memberfLeere sexually
active, but uneducated in bodilMunctions. Some members were lacking in know-

"'ledge Concerning boy-girl relations; sexuality, role playing, as well as
. grooming and hygenic Care. Although most understood what rape was, many did
not know the trauma such an event could cause or even how to prevent its
occurence. At some of the sessions apprehension was expressed concerning jobs.
Few knew where the starting point was and were stiffled before they could bilgin.
Front these disCussions arose .the program, "For Girls Only ". It is the product
of Miss-Pam Weisen, counselor and Probatign Officer of Family Court Services
of Wichita County and Mrs. Anne Rousey.

After several meetings, Miss Oeieeh and I decided to present a program on pro-
blems of womanhood which would serve to answer some of the questions paramount
in the teenage mind. Using the data gathered in sessions with teenagers, we
decided to hold a seminar with eight sessions and invite professional persons
to lend their expertise to the group. Those who accepted the call were two
psychologists, a medical doctor, members of the local cosmetic firma, two mem-
bers 'of the distributive educatioS program in Wichita Fhlls Independent School
District, members'of'ths WelfareDepartment, several business persons within the
community. These Individuals donated their time and expertise to this project.

Each progralm, provided opiSortunity for the girls to participate, ask questions,
endochare feelings aid ideaspwith one another. This was a very strong point
because not only were Southside Club members in attendance, but girls from
Family Court Services and patients'at the State Mental HOspital who had emotion -
al problems but could function with the group. It was found that although
these,girls\had come from varying backgrounds, all had similar worries and
concerns:) Those who hall6b4en in trouble with law enforcement and presently on
probatiOn'shared experiences with the group. Those suffering from emotional
problems shared experiences with the group. Not only did participants gain
factual information from the professional advisors, but from their peer group
as well.' As evidence of the success of the program, attendance at each session
was between 32 to 35 teenagers.

The program expense was very little. The guesespeakere donated their time.
Southside provided equipment and facility. Family Court Services provided the
printed program. Refreshments, 'which were consumed at each session were
donated. ,
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ClrlsCly6 of Wilmington, North Carolina

A Youne Woman's Roots

I

In February, 1977,C*Young Woman's Roots" began with a pilot program for girls Lo

ingrades 5-6 to*4riss the many questions, fears and misconceptions members were .

expressing about minietruation, childbirth, and their ssmorging roles as young women.

Because no pregrama were beingooffered in our community to meet this need, the

-Girls Club..eontiited the Health Edbcatot from N.C. Health Region "0" Family Re- .

sources, incriC,PrOgram was designed.' Each began with participants discussing

their own interests and priorities. Outlines were used but emphasis was placed on

fletibllitilor each group to develop at its own pace. A Olose.relationship between

this °Mee led Region "0" wag necessary, for the success and continuation of our

program;,: iheyprovided-trtking for GlifBClub staff to help them better understand

theLroWn:sexuality, hecomelmore sensitive to members': needs, and develop skills as

listeneri and group facil4tetors. . .
.

. .

This Was our first attempt to deal with members' needs in the'Irea of human sexuall- .

ty..
FeJ guidelines exieted and our start was exciting as well as a little scary;

BeCause of the enthusiiitic response and success,of this pilot progrim, three (3)

additional programs 'Were held for girls in grades 5-6 and 7-9 throughout 1977. °The

,".only expense to the Girls Club was staff time. All tterials were available through

:- Region "0".
, 109NN ' ,

q
.

With the participationof members, staff and advisors Ind the informatlbn.learned

from these programs, the Girls Club'will implement in 1978 a morB-BBNprehensive -

progragof family lifi/sei education for K-9 grades (see Attachment B) and will be

exploring the possibilities of sex education programs for pregnant teenagers and

' IMPjoint programs wilt local Boys Clubs. 4

The:effects of this program on our club and the community have been positive.

Because of the high rate of teenage pregnancy; our area is now
becoming more aware

of-the need for sex education and consequently, is lgoking to organizations where

Such programOtre being held. ,A recent series, "Sex and. Teenagers", was done on

the local evening, television news.
Our program was discussed since we are one of

the few groups addressing this concern in our community. There are no sex educa-

tion classes in our schools. We are now working with a citizens organization

called LIFE (League for Interpersonal. and Family Education) to explore. ways of

instigating programs in the schOols and elsewhere. Newspaper articles are appea-

ring regularly and a reporter will be attentin,g a meeting of ",k Young Woman's

Roots" to find out what this
whIchsgeneratel, so many strong and varied

feelings in our, community. The Girls Club of yilmington also presented a workshop

'at the- 1977 Nid,Atlanticyall'Training Conference.
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The value to participants is many folk. EducaCor Curtis Avery has said, If sex
education does,no "ale thalkdispel sexuit ignorance, it is Justified in itself."
Our program offers information as well as aids in the development of communication
and decision:Aoki.g skill' needed to disseminate, this information. We strive to
created an itiassphere of trust and understanding where one may find out others
have similar feelings aed discover such feelthgs are normal and O.K. To search out
individual fealties' and discover and clarify personal values, is as important as
knowing about tame's physical "eft. To like yourself is an important step in liking
another. human begins sad on aed On.

714(fotlowinseis a conclusion written by Region "0" Family Resources; report
,9tober 27,1977.,

- ".40.In the cese'of the Girls Club sex education program, two staff
membersidentified a need, contacted another agency for program
expertise and conducted a: pilot project.4defore taking over the

' .d.roject as a. regular program, the entire ftaff was sensitized to
the issueof adolescent sexuality. Further training a'nd tonsultd-

t . tion needs will,tie met by this agencyMembers of the Cirri Club
al are now receiiing information and valves clarification in a con-

validated, comprehensive u4. "This case illustrates that in an
area Amara the public schools are not meeting the need fora
comprehensive living skiIls program, students involved in extra -
curricular programs Age be reached,by concerned ag9pcieswilkiii"to.
take the initiative." _4`

2
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AzzaangRA
FEB 1 r,1M

It 9blective - Develop an tmoepher? of mutual treat.

Action Resources

- group building exercise. Malues alliaaility, by
Morrison and;
Nxercieesi
"The pm Owe
"Obst101,11.to Dieouseing

Sexual Tilnies"
"matins AO0,841041. .:

4.146.Others:;
"IntrodUsing Your Partner"

- 'Verbal contract agriement
. answer questions honestly
- allow oppprtunity to partly.

oipate disoussion

'2. Objective gliminete fears andmieinformstion relatedsto sexuality.

..

Aotion/ Reaouroaa

information givihg BdueatidE7737Fauality.
Burt-Heeks

S

- Use audio-visual
materials

- gather information oon-
corning group members' °row:words, fill in"blanks,

knowledge (what already T/P quizzes
know/what have retained
afterwards)

Conoeptioni Birth and Con-
traoeptian

Girls and Get
11=71 flip obarte

Human and Animal Bs-
Ainnings
Fertilisation and Birth
Human Growth
It Couldn't Happen To He
Your-Breast acid Pelvio
Examination!,

Pilmetripas
Beooming a Woman/ Beoom-

ing a Han

3.Obleotiva - Learn about how our bodies funotion:

Aotion Resources

- information giving (male (Note: 11171-iiii-resouroem

and female) as listed in
42

all of
Objsotive 11)

- emphasise manatrual cycle Personal Produots Booklets:

i.e., body ohanges whtoh "Growing Up and Liking It"

mural sexual maturation "How Shall I Tell my
Daughter"

= *lanation of what aotually7:p
happens during manstruation
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.. ask "What will you do Wen
you begin your period?"

- shorvaliety of unitary
itodnots.

- learn to fell'' comfortable
wit ourown bodice

- body are/hygiene

Objective -Asst.@ in the development o

- off r 3 44141an 1ityto
,

earn to really listen.

$1

o what others say
- d velop an atmosphere

.

.

whersielmbers Can ex-

ei

/press themselves freely,
axercises in "Active
Listening.- Feed Beek"

Objective Answer all'question s asked.

1 Lis I, L,

Kit of several different
sanitary produots

"Draw ,a pode,.axerhi0h

oowmuitoaAign kill
N.

"1'3111r"-- .

.Parent Kffedtiveness
'Draining by Thorns Gordon

/Lotion .s Resources'

- gonarate4WEnne at be-
ginning of class to fiat
and check off AS they are
answered throughout the .
dieouisions

- -offer an opportunity to Question/Sugkestiontox
ask questions which are
difficult for them to ask
in group, list on -/

index cards
- it group.'leader does not

know answer, record and
ohoolCout resources before
next meeting.

6. Objective - Assist them is explorini. their values and learning how
to respect the values and pee1ings of Tors.

/Lotion

- verbal oorMinagrelments
Resources

1)no qne puts down another
person for what she says

2)you any talk about facts
outside of class, but NOT
what other people say

3/talk about how you feel
no gossiping about exper-
ienOee of others

discovering many of us-have "Abigail Story" exercise

differing values "Sex Hole Stereotyping"
agree, disagree, neutral

,

2..1.
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cr.

Oblective Develop deciebn-making skills and responsible attitudes
4

Lion
F"5°1142."group defidiiwdeoision";

"what do you need to know
%before you maks a detsi-
siont"ask suggestions of
a problem and group ;lets
ideas,of what you et
know before makinea

sm
de-

cision
explore making deoisions "Sex Role,Stereogypine
and then discussing wh agree, disagree, neutral
you mad, it, splits

8. ObJeotive - Learn about the risks and responsibilities of sexual
activities

. Action Resources
- discussiononrensreal or

di
- 'share foots

dlioussion of Teenage Pilmi "It'douldnft
Pregnancies - Risks to Happen To He"

to. Mother and Child

discussion of birth con-
..

kit of oontraosptives
trOl

onslbilities inire-
lationships

- understanding: Ririe and-Sex, Pomeroy
-how boys' feel
-how girls feel
- six drive in both
girls and boys

- not using another person
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FEB 16197a-.

.A.TTAOHASWT

, Notes Xach group dav6lops its own personality with epeeifie.noedp and
interests. A program must be flexible enough to iliogrpOrate.-
these. '

,

"DIVISION OP mums°
,

Oracles K-3 Action will be takenfroli the following &rent
Objeotiyes #145 L. body parts

- animal fam4liee
- human fam1108 .

- bonoept of seeds - plante..0iterite.

Oradee,4r5Objbotivei #1417 - basio reproguction 8

.
- female bonydsvalopeent
-*menstrual cycle. .

--responsibilit$ for your own self
I'nutrition, reli'. bYgione)

..- family structure
.

Oruds 6
!'Objectives 01-108

GRudob 7-9
Objeoblve #148

0

- reproduction
- uody development
- menstrual cycle
- responsibility for your own self'

.. (nutrition; restr.4178ion6)
family drat - responsibilities of
parenting

- introduction to VD, teenage pregnancy,
contraception; values; dilate/ad-making

-understanding the differentand mutual
feelings boys and girls have towards
sex

- encourage group "self-di138ction"
- reproduction
- male and female anatomy and growth
- menstrual cycle
- responsibility for your own 381

(nutrition, rest; hygigne, br et

and pelvic exam)
- family unit - responsibilities of

parenting
- VD
- teenage predriinolos - rie4s to mother

and child '

--unwanted pregnenoies
- contraoeption
- abortion; sterilisation
- values
--deoision-making
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6TIA, CHAIRMAN. That will be helpful. I am sorry I had to be inter-

rupted two 'or three, times during the testimony. I can assure you that
all that you said will be carefully read and studied.

It we have further questions; we would like to send them to you, and
have you respond for the record, if that would be possible.

Thank -Youlabiln. ,

Ms..Wrnur. Thank you.
The CVAIRgAN. P:or our last panel we have Dr. George Thoms

and Dr. Peter Scales. We welcome you and appreciate you coming here
to contribute to our deliberations in search for answers in this area.

...
STATEMENTS OF PETE. SCALES, Pk D., FOR HIMSELF AND DeSOL

GORDON OX THE; INSTITUTE FOR FAMILY RESEARCH AND EDU-
CATION, SYRACUSE UfaVERSITY, SYRACUSE, N.Y., AND DR.
GEORGE H. TOMS, PRINCIPAL, .GEORGE MASON HIGH SCHOOL,
FALLS CHURCH,,' VA., 'ACCOMPANIED BY MS. MARY LEE TATUM,

',: FAitfILY LIFE ,AND SEX EDUCATION TEACHER, A PANEL'
. -Dr. SOALES. My name is Peter Scales. I am 'representing both myself
and Dr. Sol Gordon.

I offer my comments today from a background as a researcher, edu-
and counselor who has worked with both young people and

parents in sexuality and family life education.
It is ironic that approval of sex education, including the teaching

of contraception, has jumped dramatically since 1910-70 pe,rcent of
Americans believe contraception should be taught in Sclioglit, accord-

.. ing to Gallupyet there-has not beep a corresponding rise in the ex-
tent to which State require even the most basic education in human
reproduction. In Massachusetts, for example, the_ State department
of edUcation 'reports- that only 15 of the-:State's 428 school districts
offer some formal 'sex; education. `A departnient. spokesperson was,re-
cently quoted' as saying that "there are lust too many other important
things for educators to worry' about today." Perhaps one of those
worries should be.that, in-Massachusetts, the only significant increase
in teenage births over the last 2 years has been an 18-,percent jump in
births to girls unfler 15. . .

Most of us would subscribe to the, definitioll:devloped by the World
Health, Organiiation that. sex ethicationitprOgrains gh uld _.be "far

re-
productive physialagy, but with `:questions of ethi ni ipterperSonal
more broadly And imaginately conceived" to Ilea], no ly with re-

relationships.' The intent fif sexuality education is the 4development
of mature, - persons capable of<miltingwise and responsible decisiOns.

One of the most important tasks of seer education' (lis opposed to
the mere provisiOn ,of sex .information)] is to help young people talk
about sepand contraception. We Studied 400 college studenis in up-
state'New eir-ork, and Youndthat one4ltird, said the first time they had
sex with someone,. it. "just seems to happen wiahout talking." This is
disastrOus,.for a .recent study by two University of Pennsylvania are-

.- searchers showed that the ability to iii,i5cuss contraception before in-
. tercOurse is significantly' related to. whether jieople use contraception.

This seems almost ateurdly Obvious, yet we are doing little to work
with this powerful.determinent of contraceptive use.

7:- ? ,
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We educators need to acknowledge that many teenagers, and peo-
ple in their twenties and thitties as well, would like to say "noTmore
often, not to, sex but to potential sexual partners. We can't help some
people say "no" to sexual partners, however, if we'.re telling all young
people to say "no4 to sex itself. Credible communication means that
we meet the needs of those young people who want to have sexual re?
lationships to do so under conditions of forethought, care, and
concern.

'To accomplish this, we will be teaching about "values." Some for-
ward-looking schools now teach "sex education," but insist they are not
teaching values. We, of course, cannot legislate morality, but we also
cannot provide effective sex education without helping young people
explore what Moral behavior means to them. We can't insist that a
particular set of values be taught, but we should not then overreact
and fail to help young people define what it is they value. I think
particulaily in this case of 'some forward-looking schools that do offer
sex education curriculum, but explicitly exclude the discussion oft
birth control. That is a particular value in the ,very exclusion of the
topic itself, while at the same time they are insisting they are not
teaching any particular values.

So given that kind of context, I think some recent actions at the
Federal level show some great progress. ,

As mentioned earlier; we need a great deal more data on the eftects
of sex education.

There has been some progress shown in the recent awarding through
CDC of a very large contract to denti-ty he effects of sex education-
and identify some models of ade uati,evaluation. In addition, an im-
portant but not yet published stt y detailing 'several sex and family
life education programs has bee subs itted to the Secretary's Ad-
visory Committee on the Rights .a e,sponsibilitie,s of Women.

As another example, and this is, Lthink, a particularly good ex-
ample of linkage among Government organizations and private or-
ganizations, the Office of Education, in an advisory capacity, and
CDC's Bureau of Health Education, in the funding role, are sup-
porting an ambitious PTA pilot project to establish comprehensive

.`f' health education programs in six States.
Included with OE on the Advisory Board are the Alan Guttinacher

Institute, the Sex Information and Education Council of the United
States, the American Council of Pediatrics, and the American Med-
ical Association's Health Education Department. In this project, now
in its third year, the PTA, the "lay" group, acts as the fulcrum in the
linkage between governmental set-up support and private resource
expertise.

In the area of sex and family life training for parents, the National
Institute of Mental Health funded a 3-year community-based project
of 'Syracuse University's Institute for Family Research and Educa-
tion. Over 1,400 parents were participants in sex and family life edu-
eation courses taught, by religious leaders, members of civic organiza-
tions, and community education professionals trained in the first
phase of the project. In addition, a valuable manual detaitic1* models
and providing resources and organizing guidance was produced.

Efforts such as these need continued support. In the St. Louis paper,
Planned Births, the Future of the Family, and the Quality of Amer-

6,, )12
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jean Life, it was recommended that a two-pronged effort be supported.:
Continued aid of education for parenthood programs (for instance,
OE's 6.year-old project which has involved Boy Scouts, Girls Clubs,
4-H's, YWCA's and others), and increased funding for school-based
projects. It was recommended that the Elementary and the Secondary
Education Act be amended to provide, as a bare minimum, $20 mirlion
for 'these purposes in fiscal year 1980, to increase to $30 million in fiscal
year 1981.

I would fimend that recommendation to stress community-linkage
projects which include the school as one component, but which
are.not based solely in the school, and to provide more funds than the
minimum, especially for innovative projects involving media and teen-
agers themselves, such as the "Growing Awareness" project of Roches-
ter, N.Y., Planned Parenthoodfunded by DHEWor the variety of
projects undertaken as part of National Family Sex Education Week,
another Institute for Family Research and Education project.

If we are to affect the "state of the art" nationwide, however, in-
creases in funding support will not be sufficient : We must more ade-
quately define what should be included in sex and 'family life educa-
tion. Government should not dictate to local communities precisely
what they should include in a curriculum, yet it can support the de-

feTbpment of guidelines. 'Whether a community substantially reflects
khose.guidelines might be one criterion for its eligibility for communi-
ty4inkage funds. A first step would be for an appropriate govern-
mental unit, such as OE, to work 'with groups such as SIECUS, the
American Association of Sex Educeors, Counselors and Therapists,
the American .Home Economics Association, the American School
Health Association, and others in synthesizing the literally thouSands
of curriculum plans with which they are familiar. From these, a more
uniform set of minimum standards for the "basic skill" of sex and
family 11#e decisionmaking can be drafted: These guidelines might
then be used, with-some modifications perhaps, by States in the regula-
tion of their eduration. '-

Perhaps what is needed and what I do not think is present in S. 2910
is the kind of legislative initiative that we had with the educational
amendments of 197g, which revised the vocational education laws with
regard to sex bias and discrimination. Those amendments charged the
Commissioner of Education with developing a vocational Acation
data reporting system and with the task of investigating the extent of
sex bias.

It included as a specific purpose the overcoming of sex discrimina-
- tiOn, mandated 5-year State plans for accountability, and provided for

revising curriculums to remove sex bias.
It seems to me all of these provisions can be readily applied to

similar activities in sex education. As I say, this kind of emphasis
appears to be missing fro 10.

The prevention area seems to a .rteeft given short shrift. There
seems to be little recognition of some of the explicit components of
what I mentioned earlier, what might be effectively included in
prevention.

The bill has several good points, one of ich I. have not heard
anyone mention today, which I would like t emphasize in that it calls
for the involvement of teenagers themselves in the planning and con-
duct of any funded projects. I really would like to stress that.
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I think need more teenager involvement. Too many times well-
meaning c unity leaders prepare programs that they think are
going to meet the needtrof teenagers and they actually do not.

But whatever the bill's merits, it has an inherent structural flaw, and
that is it seems to Me the bill is trying to do too much under one author-
ization. Everything from preventing pregnancies to caring for preg-
nant teenagers, to a rather amorphous goal of "helping adolescents
become productive independent contributors to family and community
life."

I would like to mention a couple steps very quickly that I think
would,irnprove the bill :

One; prevention should be clearly separated from postpregnancy
management, both in concept and funding.

Two, there should be explicit encouragement of communication-
based sex and family life education that deali with relationships and
decisionmaking.

And, three, more funds should be under the Secretary's discretion
for evaluation, perhaps 3 to 5 percent of the appropriations rather
than the proposed 1 percent:

Fourth, funds should be available for abortion.
And, five, total funds need to be increased, figures and numbers are

included, -

The CHAIRMAN. You did say funds should be available for abortion?
Dr. SCALES. Y There should be a recognition, and perhaps this

bill is not partic arly -the appropriate place, but there should be a
recognition that ociety in many ways fails to enable youngpeeiPleybo.

iwish to avoid a pregnancy to avoid that pregnancy. There is littlelm.:*-
ognition in-the language Of the bill that society has a responsibility
to help those people whom it has failed through the sexual health care
system to avoid a pre0ancy, to resolve that pregnancy in a manner
that is effective for them. At the, least, counseling and referral should
be included in any preventive effort.

In conclusion, it is obvious now we are ready tolteknowledge that
education while it cannot solve, all of theproblems can be a tool which
young people tend to use in their own best interests.

We have the responsibility to provide not just information, but in-
sights into sex roles, intimacy, communication, and the meaning of
parenthood.

Most parents and community groups are allied in this process. Gov-
ernment has stepped up its visible involvement.

We no longer need be left only with watered-down courses in the
"plumbing" of sexuality.

We can make it easier for teenagers tohave enjoyable and responsible
sexual lives, but only if we confront the issues long enough to'see sex.
from their perspective and have both the vision and the courage to try
something new. .

,
Thank you.

4

The CHAIRMAN: Dr. Scales, you have a document you have been re-
ferring to. Could we have the full statement?

Dr. SCALES. Yoii have copies of it. .

The CHAIRMAN. That is part of our record and will be. Excellent.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Scales follows :1

6 ev
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SEX EDUCATion Aim 7218 Reds dr THE FEDERAL OWERMENT
by Peter Scales, Ph.D.

Testimony submitted to the Senate. Rismafl Resources Coemittee, July 12, 1978

Mi npie is Peter Scales.
I offer my comments today.from a background as a

researcher, educator and cbuneelor who has worked with both young people and parents

in sexuality and.finiXy life education.

Context of Sex Education

EdOcators and policy-makers can no
longer ignore the clear social trends.

f The pattern today is for young people to have their first intercourse earlier than

in previous generations, and for a greater percentage of young people to be

sexually experienced at ell ages.' Twenty percent of teens under 15 have had

intercourse, and each yea; one in ten teenage women pregnant.

It is ironic that. approval of
sex.education, including the, teaching of

contraception, has jumped dramatically since 1970.-70 percent:of. Amerimans believe

contraception should be taught in schools, according to Gellup.,yet there has not

been a corresponding rise in the
ext46vto which states require even the most

basic education in human reproduction.
In Massachusetts, for example, the State

Department of Education reports that only 15 of the state's 428 school districts

offer same. formal sex education. A department 'spokesperson wee recently quOted

as saying that "there are just too many other important things for educators to

worry about today." Perhaps one
of those worries should be that, in Massachusetts,

the only signific-rit increase
in teenage births over the last'tvo years has bten

an 18 percent jump.in birtheto girls under 15.

We can trace this lack of
initiative in the schools back to the controversy

in the late sixties, when the
battle-cry of extremists was that sex education

caused proodscuity.and unwanted pregnanciea. Of course, research shows this to

be untrue, but for years we have allowed this
charge to define vbat'ue mesa by

sex education, amdthus have
assumed largely a defensive posture.

Most, of us would subscribe to the
definition developed by the World Health

Organization that sex education programs
should be "far more broadly and



imaginately conceived"to deal, not only with reproductive physiology, but with

"questions of ethics in interpersonal relationships." The intent of sexuality

'education is the development of mature persona caprble of mating wise and

responsible decisions.

.One of the most important'tasks of sex education (as opposed to the mere

provision of sex information) is to help young people talk about sex and contra-

ceptioi0e studied 400 college students in upstate New York, and fo.Ind that

one-third said the first time they had sex with someone, it "Suet seems to

happen without talking." This is disastrous, for a recent study by two University

of Pennsylvania researchers showed that the ability to discuss contraception

before intercourse is significantly related to whether people use contraception.

This seems almost absurdly obvious, yet we are doing little to work with this

powerfUl-determinent of Contraceptive use.

We ucatore need to acknowledge that many teenagers, and people in their

20a 30s as well, would like to say "no" more often, not to sex but to

potential sexual- partners. We can't help some people say "no" to sexual partners,

however, if we're telling rll ,Dung people to say "no" to sex itself. Credible

communication means that we meet the needs of those young people who went to

have sexual relationships do so under conditions of forethought, care and concern.

To accomplish this, we will be teacbtng about "valu ." Some forward-

looking schools now teach "sex education," but insist they are not teaching

values. We of course cannot legislate morality, but we nlso cannot proAdel.

effective sex education without helping young people explore Ir'.1t moral behavior

means to them. We can't insist that a particular set of value', be taught, but

we should not then over-react and fail to help young people define what it is

th_ty value.

The best education of this sort attempts to place sexeducation in a'total

framework meant to help young poop' I understand a] aspects of the human

growth process. In Flint, Michigt , for example, rx education is an important
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facet of all family life education, and human reproduction is Just one part

of sex education. Their program provides opportunitiei for students to explore,

test and retest attitudes and opinions with teachers and fellow students:

In another example, sex education in the Baltimore public schoolaitOnCluded

in'a Survival package within the health curriculum.

Sliggestions for Government Action

There are a number of positive contributions which government. can make

to effictive sex education. In4general, these are in the areas of legislative .

and programmatic establishment of sexuality,and family life education as_

priorities, clificulum and, Resource guidance, and provision of support to

a wide variety of communitY,groups engaged in developing local prograMs to meet

local needs.

Althouih Secretary Califano announced a year ago his support for sex

education, and Although some innovative programs have been funded by various

federal agencies, there is a pervisive, sometimes subtle neglect of sex and

family life education in many governmental programs. Fbr instance, the National

Longitudinal Study of the high school class of 1972, a study of 22,000 rifting

people, contained not a single qdestion on their experiences with sex education

and their impressions of its value in their lives. The 1976 National Panel

on High School and Adolescent Fducation'talked only vaguely of the school's

responsibility to prepare youth for "future family roles." And it is only in

the last year thaeNational Assessment of Educational Progress has begun'to'

consider includineiZme vene4al disease knowledge questions in its tests of

bale skills.
.

Yet, some recent actions show progress and should serve as models for

future governmental involvement. A good sign is the recent awarding, through the
d'

Center for Disease Control, of a large contract to identify the effects of sex

education and models of adequate evaluation. In addition,.an important, not

yet published study detailing several successful sex and family life education

6
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programs has been submitted to the Health.Subcommittee of the Secretary's

AdvIsorrOommitteeon the Rights and Responsibilities of Women. Also, a

recent RFP issued throUgh the Realth Servic'es Administration.(RSA240-BCHS-

147(SIDLP) is concerned with. the development and beating Of educational

materials. for use by parents in providing guidance in, family planning. and

sexual deCirion-making. I

In another example, the Office of Education, in an advisory capacity, and

CD6's Bureau of Health Education, in the funding role, are supporting an

ambitious PTA pilot project to establish compreheneive health education programa

in six. states (Arkansas', California, Colorado, Georgia, Indiana and Pennsylvania).

This involvement also'illustrates federal and private cooperation: Included

with OE on the advisory board are the Alan Outtmacher Institute, the, Sex

Information and Education Council of the U.S., the American Councp. of Pediatrics,

and the American Medical Association's Health Education Department. In this

project, now in its third year, the 151A, the "lay" group, acts as the fulcrum

in the linkage between governmental' set -up support and private resource expertise.

In the area of sex and family life training for parents, the National

Institute of Mental Health funded a three-year community-based project of Syracuse

University's Institute for Family Research and Education. Over 1400 parents

were participants in sex and_family life education course taught by religious

leaders, members of civic organizations, and community education professionals

trained in the first phase of the project. In addition, a valuable manual

'detailing models and providing resources and organizing guidance vas produced.

° Efforts such mil-these need continued support. In the St.. Louis Paper,

Planned Births, the. Future of the Family, and the Quality of American Lire it was

recommended that a two-pronged effort be supported: Continued aid of education

for parenthood programs (for instanc , OE's six year old project which has

involved Boy Scouts,.Girls Clibs, 4 [s, YWCA's P d others), and increased

funding for school-based projects. It was recr fended that the Elementary and

6r<
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Bend SecAndary Education Act be amended to provide, as a bare minimum, $20

million tar these purposes in Pr 1980, to increase to$30 million. in FT 1981.

I would emend that recommendation to stress community-linkage projects
....

which include the school
I

as.one component, buliphich ere not based solely in

the 'labial, and to provide more funds than the minimum, especially for innovative

projecti involving media and teenagers themselves, such as the "Growing Awareness!'

prOject'of Rochester (1170Planned Parenthood (funded by DREW) or the variety of

projects undertaken as Text of Rational Fondly Sex Education Week, another

Institute for Family Research and Education project (see attached).

If we are to affect the "state of the art" nationwide, however, increases

in funding support will not be sufficient: We must more adequately define

what should be inclUded in sex and family life education. Goverment should

not dictate to local communities precisely what they should include in a

curriculum, yet it can support the development of guidelines. Whether a-

,cimeand* substantially reflects those guidelines might be one criterion for'

its eligibility for community- linkage funds. A first step would be for an

appropriate governmental unit, such as OE, to work with groups such ae SIEC0S,

the American Association of Sex Educator°, Counselors and Therapists, the
..,

American Rome Economics Association,'the American School Health Association

and others in synthesizing the literally /thousands of curriculum plane with

which they are familiar. From these, a more uniform set of minimum standards

for the "basic skill" of sex and family life decision-making can be drafted.

These guidelines might then be used, with some modifications perhaps, by states

in the regulation of their education. The )frA project is a good example of

thii kind of activity, although they are only now, after three years of building

support and defining common interests, beginning to develop a curriculum.

Government cannot.be value-free in this task. 'While specific content

and porticular.reseurces should be underthe discretion of local and state

authorities, the federal role must be to hold good for the free flow of ideas
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and information. Schools that try to teach sex education, while, as a gesture
.

to a vocal minority 'expressly forbid the teaching of birth control, are not

the allies'of society. Institutionalizing ignorance in this manner may

temporarily solve.the issue of local politics, but its long-range impact'is to

create more pelic health problems and more need for costly remediation--as the
4

Planned Births paper pointed Out, every dollar invested in fmaily planning

services saves nearly two dollars in welfare-type costs. Effective sex

education should ensure that those dollars are even more efficiently spent.

Perhaep what is needed is * legislative initiative similar to the ,

Educational Amendments of 1976y which revised vocational education laws in regard

to sex bias and discrimination. Those amendments charged the Commissioner

of Education with developing a vocational education data reporting system, and

with the task of investigating the extent of sex bias. It included as an

explicit purpose the Overcoming of sex discrimination, mandated five year state

plans for accountability, and provided for revising curricula to remove sex

bias. All these provisions can be readily applied to similar activities in

the area of sex and family life education.

It is this kind of emphatis that appears to be missing from 8 2910. The

bill seems more oriented'to post-pregnancy danagement than to primaiy prevention,

and of course it is in primary prevention4bat sex and family life education

can make their greatest impact. The bill has several good points. The Mere

fact of developing an initiative on teenage pregnancy has helped raise the

visability of the problem and of attempts to control it, Especially imPortaat,

the bill calls for involving teenagers and their families in the planning

and conduct of,,funded projects, and recognizes the importance of outreach.

But whatever the bill's merits, it has an inherent structural flaw: Too

mush hae,64en mandlited under one authorization, everything from pregnancy

PreventiOn, to care for pregnant teens, to helping "adolescents become productive

independent contributors to family and community life." It seems that a'

greater Service could be done both teenagers and society's resources by allowing
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the primary prevention effort its own arena and funds. Here are ame steps

that could greatly strenghten the bill:

*preventionshould be. clearly separated. from post - pregnancy

maPagement, both in concept and fUnding.
there should be egplicit encouragement of communication-based
sex and family life education that deals with relationships

and decision-making.
emore funds should be under the Secretary's discretion for

evaluation, perhaps 3-54percent of the appropriations rather

than the proposed one percent.
*Thuds need to be increased. Dy contrast. to 2910's total outlay

of $60 million for education and services,the FRS Title X

extention proposed $35 million, just for services to reach only
one-third of the remaining two million teenage women at risk of

unintended pregnancy.-

.141 conclusion, it is now obvious that we are witnessing the'arrival of

teenage pregnancy as a social cause. We are ready to,acknowledge that education,

while Wedeln/it solve. all of the problem) can be a tool which young people will

tend to use in their own:best interests. We have a responsibility to provide,

not just information, but insights into sexroles, communicatioe,,,end

.the'meaning of parenthood. Host parents and community groups are now allies in

this process, and government has stepped up its visible involvement. We are '

no longer left only with watered;.down courses in the "plumbing" of sexuality.

We can make it easierfor teenaerrs to have enjoyable and responsible sexual

lives, but only ifnre confront the issues long enough to see sex from their

perspective and.have both the vision and the courage to try something new.

#10

4,
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NATIONAL. FAMILY SEX EDUCATION WEEK REVIEW -.1977

As a result of much effprt, National Family Sex Education Week -.1977 was

the best ever. An indicator of Its growing significance and impact, 8 state
governom issued official proclamations urging all civic, medical, educational,

voluntary, and health care professions and organizations to commemorpie the
week and the weeks and years to come by efforts, to educate and assist. theimblit.

Among the states to issue proclmatationa were: Alabama, Michigan, Neu Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Oregon, Hawaii, New Mexico, and Delaware. Dozens of major cities

and counties issued similar proclamations: San Francisco, Mi mi. Dade County,

Sacramento, the California legislature, the Detroit City Coun 1 and the City

of Detroit, among others. .
.

The Family Planning Council of Western Massachusetts organi ed programs

thrOughout its encompassing counties. Talk shows, interview eh , news spots,

-call in shows were organized for TV and radio. There were articl for news-

papers, poster displays in area libraries, and community lectures o "Sex

Education and the Role of the Parents."

Planned Parenthdod League of Detroit received a great deal of feedback

as a result of their media.campaign, which generated calls for more information

from interested individuals and groups who reed newspaper articles, MAMA*,
radio broadcasts and/or saw television shows. The response from the community

was very,positive, and prompted many requests for literature and speakers.

According to Jennifer Kundak, education director, ...Overall, we were pleased

with the enthusiastic level of support from the media, who voiced appreciation

for all the information and resources, we shatsed with them. Many former media

contacts were strengthened and new ones solidly formed through our activities,

'which we hope to continue to build upon in the future."

The Deportment of Health and Social Services in Anchoragedtaska was,very
active in working on National Family Sex Education Week. They distributed

approximately 5,000 flyers to churches as bulletin inserts, bookstores, colleges,

health centers and hospitals. The flyer included a statement of purpose, listing

of endorsing organizations.' further information phone numbers, and a calendar

of events- to look for on television and in the community, and finally suggested

reading list.

A "Family Sex EduCation Fair" was held in the Holyoke Hospital Auditorium,

Massachusetts: The Fair was an attempt to present information toprents in a

unique and Exciting way, It consisted of booths set up in the auditorium where

parents and interested adults could pick up different types Of information and

materials related to sex education. The Fair included booths a venereal disease,

reproductive anatomy and physiology, sex education for young children, sex
education and the mentally retarded, sex education in the schools, teen sexuality,

communicating about sex with your child, birth control, and religiouswlews on

sex education, Seventeen resource people were available to discusscpestions and

concerns parents have. There.were also periodic showings of- several sex education

films with open discussions held after each film. Because of the great response

from the hundreds of people that attended, plans have already beguem make

1978 Family Sex Rducailon Fait bigger and better.

Along with talk shows and newspaper coverage, the'Center for Human Concern

in St. Louis, Missouri coordinated a one-day Institute at a local high school

entitled "The Family, the Teenager, and Sexuality." Throug4 the efforts of

Martha Browder, a sex education classroom teacher, sex educators, school admini-
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strators, leather s, todeits.ind parents participated in an exciting and informative
day. 'Meng the topics discussed were "Sex Sole Conflict of the'Young
"Special Concerns, of Young Women, "." wrests Pregnancy," "Teens and the Media"
and "the Black Teenager and Sexuality:"

.

A very active group is the Stateside Family Planning Project of Alabama.
Family Sex Education Week as declared by a proclamation by Cov. George C. Wallace,
was spearheaded by Sue Campbell, State Sexual Training Coordinator. one of,
the many progrlism and services it provided woe sn administrator's workshop
hosted by, the renowned sexologiot%and author, Dr. Takey Crime.

A colorful flyer waseet to all area junior and senior high schools as
well as service agencies py the Reproductive Health Care Center of South
C ntral Michigan. Thib flyer outlined excellent supplemental material for
'c asses that was being broadcasted on TV durinj NFSEW. Such topics as.sex

Scottie in the schools, how to tell your children about sex, teen pregnancy,
open linerito-call in questions were among the many discussedsnilly television

.pro rams.' Also provided was sex education material at public libraries and
on a 1 displays.

le Brown, Program Director, Kirkwood Community College, Iowa organized
a ser es of evening lectures. Jusea few of the extremely inrerestingiopics
were: "Sexuality Probleis Paced By Single Parents," "Sexuality and the Handi-
capped'," "Effective Methods of Birth Control," and the "Family Role in Sex -

Education."
. ,

The newly developed Sex Health Education Center of Florida has again
provided the'Dade County yea with excellent opportunities in growth promoting
and responsible sex education. Under the direction of Lynn Leight, RN, the
organisation benefitted from past successes with additional innovative seminars,
workshops an'S poster'conteste, designed to invited greater parent/teen Involve-

.

mane. This year's efforts had considerable political.support.

. One Of the major events pr6motedwas a' "Sex Symposium" whichimd ad
attendance,of over 800 teens. The response was so enthusiastic that 972 of
those who attended requested that NFSEW be celebrated more frequently. Workshops
were offered which included parent-child communication, teenage pregnancy,
birth-control, culture differences in sex, love and marriage, sexual self
pride; VD, homosexuality, among others.

4-

The official endorsement from six mayors ti Dade County, presenting
validating proclmations, added great credibility to the event. The media,
was tremendously supportive with every newspaper covering the week's activities.
The'Miasi Herald devoted its Sunday supplement to "What Happens When Children
Have Children." The Miami News can a four-part investigative series on "Sex
and Teenagers." The News also ran an opinion poll in which 722 of the readers
responded in favor of sex education in their schools.

The radio and TV coverage was equal responsive. WKAT radio'h opinion
poll revealed that 762 Of the callers w a in favor of a mandated school .

curriculum. Saturday night "Montage" a "Good Morning along with 'a
Sunday night's "Point -Counterpolqt" explored the need for sex education and

. endorsed the efforts to relate the consciousness of the community through
National Family Sex Education Week.

Among many of the activities sporrigred by the Northern Michigan Planned
Parenthood were: radio spots, proclav clop* the city mayor declar ng October,
Sex Education Month, tv talk shows, ni mpeOla average, bookstore dl lay, posters
In store windows, letters to local se. ice groups,itibli ition of a b lography

)

61
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aimed at young children and their parent', and a four- session seminar for

.

parents of. young Children was presented at College Day. .

ThelityrCounty, Health' Department of Eau Claire, Wisconsin wrote a

fetter to theji-egional public television station
asking if they might be

rintergited in celebrating National Family` Sex Education Week. They creceived

-a-response making that the department form an area-wide colmittee, including

el_cross-sectiem of the helping professions as the television company was . 1 ,

willing to produce a 4 hr. program on.the subject. After considerable plannlne,

el videotape on the theme, "Family Sex Education:
Are You art Askable Farptt

was presented twice during NFSEW. The tape includei discussions'of' sexkif"
cieestions and problems between youth, parents, and professionals./ ,

..,, ..

Plana Parenthood of Waterbury, Conn. introduced its commurflorto al, ,;,..

f
"Sigmpnd t Stork." The giant feat/ared bi stood proudly inth 1 by,p6-4tkr

the Waterb y Library aloniewith a selection f resource material" U4
people and parents on sex educatiOn, as well s copiet,of the handbObk, c

"Sex Education at Home," distributed free. " igatund the Stork" then. ed

on form visit at the YWCA, accompanied with the poster explaining leis presence

and reminding parents of their responsibility in giving accurate information, ,

not perpetuating myths. The local newspaper carried a picture story of "Sigmund"

and the community college co-sponsored an
educational seminar on "Being Askable.:'

The Hartford Planned Parenthood organization was able, to get three local

TV channels to do special programming in human sexuality. Special emphasis

was given to the parents' roles in this educational, protege.

National Family Sex Education Week was spearheaded by the Aspen. Sexuality

Task Force by having several local programs geared
around sex education and

information in the community. Among the local activities was a one-hour TV

discussicm called "Crass-Roots' which followed a special "All inthe Family,"

presentation on CBS in which Edith Bunk faces the realization of rape.

The task force also sponsored spot
annemcements on local radio stations and the show

"Talk Back" was devoted to sexuality subjects during the week.

'0
Planned Parenthood'Of Ifelaware and Otsego Counties, New York placed N'

posters explaining NFSEW in libraries and churches in the two counties. A series

of public service announcements were Aired on all the local AM and PI stations.

A three part series on sex education was on the family page in the local

newspaper. The organization had an all-day workshop for outreach and comunity

workers from other agencies on "Outreach and 4ex Education." -Planned Parenthood

also participated in m health fair at a local shopping mall. A table was prepared

with signs explaining NFSEW; free
bibliographies and booklets on sex education

were made available.

As a culmination to the Week, the New York Medical College's Family Life

Theatre performed, "Inside-Out - A View of Teenage Life." The theatre is mode

up of teens who present a play based on the probletiscf teenage life.

\c.
O
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Planning for. Portland Metropolitan area Oregon Family Sex Education Week began
In May 1177 when a meeting in Portland of people from around theizate aVigned
organisatiOnal and individual responsibilities. The statew1pe group assumed
rusponeibility.for developing rteourcegulds, developingithlevision public
'service announcements, and soliciting endorsements from statewide organizations
and nubile officials. Over 40 public officials and organizations endorsed the
week, including Governor Straub of Oregon. Among the many activities was.a
comprehensive media coverage, using televisinn public service announcemeqta,,
radio public service annonnements. newspaper and newsletter /overage. The. Oregon
Onup set up a state -wide toll free telephone information line which was4installed
at Planned Parenthood and answered by the staff of the Education Department. .

A speaker's' bureau was set up to provide resouces to groups and organizations.
Eight thousand Are Yqu'An Askable Parent?" flyers were printed by the Mt. Hood
Coulicil of Camp Firs and distributed to youth, church, service groups, and
interested individuals. One of many highlights was the participation of Dr. Mary
S. Calderone, President of SIECtiS, who graciously appeared oq TV and gavemveral
lectures.

s

A MOOT project.of the Hawaii Planned Parenthood entailed a comprehensive biblio-
graphy of up-to-data literatuie (books/booklets) designed to aid parents in assuming
n-primary role in the sex education of their children. .The'llst was broken down into age
categories and includes materials for specialpopulstIons including the ded,
disabled, aged,'and others. In response to a request from Hawaii Planned1hrenthood

. and the DePartment of- Health, the Governor of Hawaii issued a proclamation in
support of MEW..

Oblervance of NFSEW in Missoula, Montana was initiated through a proclamation signed
'by Mayor Bill Gregg. Several special activities were planned, ne of which was,.
an "Askable Parent Wtorkshop"to assist parents of children trough the sixth grade
to the sex education of their children.

Some other West Coast canna concentrated in California. The cities of!heramento,
Los Angeles, San Mateo, Marin, Fresno, and Santa Barbara, were, among theimny that
put forth greet energy.hto NFSEW. Major emphails was placed on reaching the media,
with secondary emphasis placed on developing a strategy to motivate Italth departments,
Harmed Parenthoods, Family Service Agencies and others to get many groups interested
and have-them reach out to their memberships and to the piblic to promote awareness
of NFSEW. Library diiplaya and special reference book lists .were. used it a
number of agencies. Several Planned Parenthood agencies** California conducted parent
edUcation courses in conjunction with NFSEW. Other promotional iffortslheluded:
sending letters to the headquarters of statewide agencies in California hiking for
endoisaMent of the Week; packets of tips, public relationship ldeas,public servidti
announcements, and newsletter samples were sent to endorsing agencies ovorlhelest
Coast; 'a special letter was sent to Family Service agencies with a newsletter at
activities and sample articles; copies of Mayor Moscone's (San Francisco) proqametios
with en accompanying news release went to newspapers, television, and radio stations
in the San Francisco Hay area; information pockets were sent to a selected list
of 100 Bay Area Churches resulting in requests for inverts for their church bulletins.

Political endorsements in California mame from the State legislature, the Secretary
of State, Mayors of a number of cities, end several city councils. In Sacramento,
a large and successful press conference was held on the steps of the state capital
to mark the start of the week on October 3. The entire capital presstorne turned
out and the event was also well covered by television and radio. .

Public service radio announcements were a nt to stations all over the West Coast.
In the 114y area there were 7 radio talk ,own.- Televi ;ton coverage includedmpeats
of the TV special, "Cues. Who's Pregnan' in San Franc sco, Los Angeles, and

Sacramento. San Francleco"TV Channel 4n 5part ries called "Unwanted,Children"

f, - tieeiviowln«.
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The CHAIRMAN. I will not get into your suggestion on making funds,

through this program, available for abortion. I will just tell you that

the practical legislative life will say no. The program would have

embedddd its own death with that in this program. There are other

ways that I personallyand this is only personally I am speaking
nowwould hope that the full range of needs could be supported and

met. But as'you say, yon' feel this bill perhaps is too amorphous and

suggests too many areas in one legislative place. You did say that ?

Dr. SCALES. That is right.
The CHAutwor. This would be another that would be beyond the

reach of this particular effort here in my judgment. While I do not

want to .discoterage thinking about the full range of needs, we are
going to have to be careful to be rather precise about that which we

intend to accomplish in terms of national resources.
. Dr. Thorns.

Dr. THoms. Senator Williams, thank you for this opportunity.
Dr. Cody Wilson, Executive Director of the 1972 Presidential Com-

mittee on Obscenity and Pornography recently revealed research tell-

ing that 81/1 million instances t:f 'sexual intercourse by 2 million adoles-

cents are occurring each month. This adolescent sexual behavior is

resulting in large numbers of teenage pregnancy, sexually transmitted

diseases, teenage marriages and divorces, school dropouts, and. great
consternation among parents and members of the society at large. As

high school principal and high school teacher, we are here today in

support of the proposed "Adolescent Health Services and Pregnancy
Prevention and Care Act of 1978."

Because of the increasing concern about adolescent health services,
during this past year, by invitation, we have traveled to consult with
interested school and community groups in Mississippi, California,
Massachusetts, Texas, as well as the metropolitan Washington area
(Maryland and Virginia). In addition, we have responded to hun-

dreds of written requests for information. ,

Our traveling and our responding supports and reinforces our con-

tention that supporters of education about, human.'sexuality are ra,dy
to decide and act on programs which will provide information and
services for teengers across this coOntry. People are searching for
information and successful programs which they can use as a founda-

tion for action in their own communities.
As principal and,, teacher at George Mason Junior-Senior High

School in Falls Church, Va...it has been our professional privilege

to be directly involved in a unique instructional program about human

sexuality implemented in grades 8, 9, I1, and 12. Our experience has

been as developers and implementators of the program for the past
7 years (since 1971). We are convinced not only that education about

human sexuality has as important a place in the school as reading,
writing, and arithmetic, and that it is in fact just as "basic," but also

thaibit can happen without turmoil and treat emotion.
Carefully planned programs about human sexuality with repre-

sentative and widespread community involvement and attention,
taught by staff members acceptable to the community, can as we have

experienced, "help adolescents become productive independent con-

.17
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tzibutorssto family and community life."' We agree with those who
argue that school cannot be and should not replace the personal rola-
tionShip between parent and child or usurp the role of religious
institutions.

The schools, however, are the only institutions that reach wacti-
cally all of our children and for a substantial period of time. The
schools. are organized and prepared to work with all the children,
both the hard to reach and easy to reach, the churched and the
unchurched, and those who have confiding relationships with their
parents as well as those who do not.

Ms. TaTuet. I hope by now that despite earlier expressions that sex
education in the schools is not doing the job or not comprehensive
enough is something we take strong exception to. As a matter of fact,
comprehensive programs in.sex education are vefy difficult to find
in 'public schools anal we really feel they have not been tried. Not
only that, but evaluation of these programs is very difficult to come
by. Nevertheless, there is *a large body of literature that would show
for those of us who work on defy -to-day basis with teenagers and
their parents that there is tremendous support and appreciation for
those public institutions which do attempt to deal with their young
people on that comprehensive basis.

Just a couple of examples. Parents who say that for the first time
in theiriamily lives their values have been Iliscussedeasily around the
dinner table or at home in the evening when a child would bring up
the topic of abortion, homosexuality, or contraception very easily
because it is discussed in the classroom daring the day. On the part
of teenagers themselves, a very common evaluation in senior seminar
giVen often by boys is that for the first time they have heard their
peers talk seriously about the subject of sexuality that was not a jab
m the ribs, a dirty joke, a lot of who scored last night, and a' lot of
dishonest talk. For them sex would never be that kind of discussion
igain

Our feedback from these parents and students keeps' us convinced
not in a statistically viable way, but in a very personal and intense
way, convinced that a program which deals with confronting young
people with their family values, what they are, and with discussion
of their own sexuality in their relationships is essential.

Dr. THOMAS. Senator Williams, we would-like to make the follow-
ing recommendations in support of the bill to'be used during its
implementation.

,First, that the Federal Government, publicly acknowledge and sup-
port research findings, and indicate its concern, about the large num-
ber of teenage abortions, full -term pregnancies, the great incidence
of sexually transmitted diseases, and related health and social prob-
lems.

Second, through the Office of Education, provide trained, knowl-
edgeable personnel to assist State and local educational agencies and
commuitties in the exploration and development of education about
human sexuality.

Three, provide funds to schools and .comunities willing to in-
vestigate the organizatioit

communities
and development Of education about human

sexuality appropriate to their localand.peculia r needs.

6 1
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Four, acknowledge and/or establish model family life and sex edu-
cation programs to assist those attempting to establish their own
"programs.

Finally, whether or not our young people should be involved in
education about human sexuality is not the issue, :blit rather what
kind and how much. We are convinced that with the support of the
Federal Government through the proposed Senate bill 2910, local com-
munities and educational agencies can be assisted a`ncPserved as they
develop and implement that which is appropriate to their own special
needs.

Thank -you.
The CI4IRMAN. Thank you very much. I just wonder now, I think

the generalizations that were made that there has not been conspicuous
success across the country of sex education, is a generalization that
can be madels that the way you look at it?

Ms. TATUM. Yes; I would look at itthat way.
The CHAiRMAN. Yotiy experience suggest. that this is not a necessity,

that with certain approaches you can reach people of student age?
Ms. TATUM. I think Falls Church is a very conservative kind of

community.
The Crum:tax. I was wondering if there is any way of making a

case study of how the problem areas were met in Falls Church. If it
anything like any "community I am familiar with, you have an

pleetect school board, and those boards that I knowthis is an area
that is a big ,obstacle in their minds. That is where the controversy be-
gins, the school boardoknd then from the board to the community,
and even with great qllightenment within the schoels and within some
of the instructors, tilt ticachers there, you rnn into community prob-
lems of some dimension.

Did you have any in your school district did you have a lot of
patience to reach the board with the wisdom of what you were doing
or wanted to do?

Dr. Titoms. Sexiator Williams, we have attached several pages
which describe exactly how we think the prOgram should be estab-
lished and should be done and organized. It took us a full year to
establish' the beginning of our program, and during that full year we
worked with our local clergy. our medical people, our school board
people, our PTA people, and we worked together with them at de-
veloping what we felt would be appropriate for our special needs. The
school did not impose anything. The school did not impose anything
on'the community. The. community and the school worked together ,n
deciding what would he appropriate.

We spent a whole year talking about penises, and vaginas and mas-
turbation and abortion, and deciding with our Catholic priest and our
Protestant minister what would be OK and what would not be OK
to talk about in classrooms.

As it ended up, we have a pretty broad program that included all
Major areas such as masturbation,' homosexuality, contraceiaion, and
abortion.

Our community stays in -touch with us regularly through our ag-
gressive efforts, meeting with them twice a year to discuss what WA
are presently doing and asking for their approval.

61
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Ms. TATUM. There is a great deal of emphasis on continued relation-
ship with the community. Our continued emphasis is on relationship
with the community. There has to be'something of a trust level esta-
lished between the community and the schools.

The CHAIRMAN. How far back does this go in preparation for teach-
ing at the elementary, secondary level of education 'I Do the univer-
sities include this as part of their curriculum for prospective teachers?

Dr. THOM& I think it is our feeling that that is a weak area, that
there is not an awful lot of training available for teachers at the uni-
versity level. The American Association of Sex Educators, Counselors
and Therapists provides training, and there are other organizations
that provide training.

We are not convinced that the university is really doing the job.
It is kind of a chicken-and-egg problem. The universities are not doing
the job because there are no places to send the people who would then
be trained because there are so few sex education programs. - .

We are convinced though that the teacher is critical to the program,
and we are also convinced that the community needs to be part of
deciding who that teacher will be. We are not convinced at all; and
are very much opposed to communities or schools 'deciding that in
health education departments or physical edocation departments, all
of those teachers should be sex educators or all English departments
should be sex educators. We are convinced that special people should
be used in sex education because of its sensitivity.

We are more convinced that it is the teacher critical to the program
rather than the area of school program.

We think sex education could just as well be taught in social studies
or health or hoine economics or science, as anywhere. It is to us most
important that the teachers be selected and then the programs be put
where those teachers are.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand you.
Do you think it would be wasteful of our time to think in terms of

something that is not very well accepted any more around here? That
is, a categorization in one of our education bills, that would provide
some money for the training of teachers?

Dr. THOMAS. We would see that as being part of this, Senator ,Wil-
Hams. Our suggesjion is that the Office of Education provide persmiel
trained to assist-those.

Dr. SCALES. would like to point out, Senator Williams, that the
-,Alan Guttmacher Institute and others did recommend in a major

aper nn planned births and the future Of the family, that the Ele-
mentary and'Swondary Education Acts be the focus of some $20 mil-
lion in fiscarib80 fot just this kind of purpose, for training teachers
and for sponsoring projects like this.

Ms. TATuri. I would like to say I think it is very important that the
community trusts that they are going to be a part of that process which
say. what their children are going to be exposed to, that it is not a pro-
gram of people who come down from somewhere who consider them-
selves as experts.' ,

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to have to make copies of this [indi-
cating]. This is going to be my copy to carry with me.
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Thank you. It seems to me that in the area of prevention and educa-

tion, we really are still,in search of some defined effort to discover the

best manner in which to proceed. We do, however, have some effective

answers as to the "how" and "why" supportive services work. It has

been demonstrated that if you have the resources, you are going to

apply answers. As was noted by one of our witnesses today, Ms. Meg

Rini, this newspaper clipping illustrates that "Teen Pregnancies are

on the Rise in Jersey"the State that I come from. J would say that

the failure of education has certainly contributed to the increasing

incidence of this problem, and much still needs to be done.

We could go on an on. It would be very valuable, but the time is

limited.
At this point, I order printed all statements of those who could not

attend, and other pertinent material submitted for the record.

[The joint prepared statement of Dr. Thorns and Ms. Tatum, and

material referred to, follow :]
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,
.TESTIMONY 1RESENTED TO U.S. SENATE,COMMITTEE ON

'HUMAN RESOURCES BY DR. GEORGE H.-THOMr & MS. MARYLEE TATUM

OP THE FALLS CHURCH CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

FALLS CHURCH, VIRGINIA

JULY ;3, 1978

Dr. Cody Wilson, Executive Director of'the 1972 Presidential-

Committee on Obscenity and Pornography recently revealed research

telling that eight and one-quarter million instances of sexual

intercourse by two million adolescents are occurring each month.

This adolescent sexual behavior is r ulting in large numbers of

teenage. pregnancy, sexually transmi ted diseases, teenage marriages

and divorces, school dropoliXs, and gre); cons..ternation among parents

and members of the society at large. As high school principal and

high school teacher, we are here today in support of the,proposed

"Adolescent Health: services,.1 Pregnancy Preven.tion'8 Care Act of

1978".

Because of the increasing concern about adolescent health

services, during this past year, by invitation, we have traveled to

consult with interested school and community groups in Mississippi,

California, Massachusetts, Texas, as well as the metropolitans

Washington area (Maryland & Virginia). In addition, we have responded

to hundreds of written requests for infonation. Our traveling and

our' responding supports and reinforces our contention that supporters

of edutation about human sexuality are ready to decide andact on

programs which will provide information and services for teenagers

across this country. People are searching for information and success-
,

fulprograms which they can use as a foundation for action in their own

Icommunities. As principal and teacher at George Mason Junior-Senior

High School in Falls Church, Virginia, it has'been our professional

privilege to be directly involved in a unique instructional Program

about human. sexuality implemented in grades 8, 9, 11, & 12. Our

experience has been as developer's and implementators of the program

for the past seven years (since'1971). We are convinced notonly that
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education about human sexuality has as important a place in the school

as reading, writing, and arithmetic, and that it is in fact just as

"basic,"but also that it can happen without turmoil and great emotion.

Carefully planned programs (See attachment) about human sexuality with

representative and wide spread community involvement and attention,

taught by staff members-acceptable to the community can as we have

experienced "help adolescents become productive independent contributors

to family and community life". We agree with those who argue that

school cannot and should not replace the personal relationship between

parent 6 child or usurp the. role of religious institutions. ',The

schools however are the only institutions that reach practically all

of our children and for a substantial period of time. The schools are

organized and prepared to work with all the children, both the hard to

reach and easr$0 reach, the churched and the unchurched, and those who

have confiding,..relationships with their parents as well as those who

do not.

Comprehensive programs of education for sexuality in public school

settings are few, and statistical evolution of their effects are

almost non-existent. However in day to day interaction with several

hundred students and parents in the past seven years, there are several

repeatedlyvoiced themes which lend support to a need for the en-

couragement of such programs.

Parents have said, "we've had opportunities to discuss our values

with our children concerning issues like abortion, contraception, and

homosexuality because they bring up the topics naturally as a result AI

of the classroom discussion. J

Or from students: ".,I've heard my friends in this class dis-
;

cussing sex seriously for theigirst time. Always before it has bee%

a jab in the ribs, 'a dirty joke, who "scored" last night, lots of

2
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dishonest talk.. The discussion of sex will never be that way 'for me

again." .

.

Our feedback from parents.and
students has convinced us that in

addition to having acquired basic and accurate information about

physical structure end sexual function, that student behavior changes

have included more caring attitudes, and more confidqnces in themselves

in making decisions about their own behavior.

SexUality is so much at the root of human identity and sex

education does take place in all of our lives all of the time. It is

.1
put,forth bronr entire cultural matrix as a confusing contradicting

mass of mythology increasing
adolescent anxiety about their bodies'

development and function, thus leading to decisions made on the basis

of peer pressure and ignorance. It is our hope that significant

institutions and adults show teenagers that they value giving them

good information and a setting where they Can consider positive

relationships and viable goals for their lives.

As a result of our very positive
experiences with our instructional

program in human sexuality and as a result of our consultation and .

'deliberation with school and community people around the country during

the last year, we respectfully urge
and recommend not only the passage

of the Kennedy, Williams,
Javits,Hathaway Senate'Bill 2910, but we also

specifically propose the following action during its implementation:

1, That the Federal Government publican), acknowledge and

support research findings, and
indicate its concern, about the large

numberNof^teenage abortions, full term pregnancies, the great incidence

of sexually transmitted diseases,
and related health and social

problems.
3
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.2. Through the Office of iducation, provide trained, know-

ledgeable'personne1 to assist state and lofal educational agencies

and communities in the explOration and development of education

about human sexuality.

3. Prov4e funds to schools and communities willing to

investigate the organization and development of education about

human sexuality appropriate to their local and peculiar needs.

,4. Acknowledge 'and/or establish model Family Life and Sex

Educatiopprograms to, assist those attempting to establish their

own pretIlths.

Finalliv, whether or not our young people should be involved in

education about human sexuality is not the issue, but rather what

kind and how much. We are convinced that with the support of the

Federal Government through the proposed Senate Bill 2910, local

communities and educational agencies can be assisted and served

as they develop and implement that which is appropriate to their

own special needs.

4
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J

DEVELOPING FAMILY LIFE AND SEX EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOL

George. H. Thorns 4 Mary Lee Tatum
Falls Church, Virginia

Schools cannot and should not "replace the personal' relation-
ship between parent and chpd or cancel the moral teachings of the

Church; but a school program can be'complementaiy to these, and

alone is. better than no sex education at all."1 "The schools are
the only institutions.that can reach practically all the children

over a substantial period of time. Both the easy to reach and the
hard to. reach are there in the classroom. As in educational insti-
tution, the schools are able to pass on the wealth of knowledge
about human development, human behaviof, and family life,.2

Believing that the school should play an important role in

education about human sexuality, the writers offer this system-
atic approach to the organization and development of family life
and sex education programs in schools. The terms family life and
sex education Are used synonymously and although including infor-
mation about human,reproductive systems, have as their focus
instruction about maleness and femaleness encompassing the soci-

ological, psychological and physiological aspects okhuman growth,
relationships and general development. In specific terms and
concrete format, follOwing is a suggested process for developing

a Family Life/Sex.Education Program within a school or school

system.

I. Assess Need and Interest

Listen to what people and groups say. Get the feeling of the
P.T.A.--those people who are supporters of band programs and ath-

letic programs. Listen to the feelings of parents who work in the
schools (not by questionnaire, but in person). 'Generally those
feelings will be.overwhelmingly positive because you are simply

asking, "what do you want to do?" If the feelings are overwhelm-
ingly negative, one should' question whether it is productive to
pursue the_matter any further at this particular time.

II. Conduct Staff Investigation

Begin to assess what the community seems ready to accept

through a committee of staff members--: some potential sex ed-

ucation teachers, perhaps the school psychologist and someone

from the Superintendent's office. Meet on a gegular basis to

review what other school systems are doing in the country.

Thereisno need to reinvent the wheel, and this is also a

method whereby professionals may become aware of what is

happening in sex education.

Nilson W. Grant - From Parent to Child (Grand Rapids: Zanderam

Publishing House, 1973), p. 153

2ibid. p. 152
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III. Porm A Community/Staff Committee

After the staff committee feels it has gained an under-
standing of whitis happening in sex education programs, then
the school community committee is formed. This group could
have as many as 1S to 20 people:on it. It should be represen-
tative of.both school and community: several teachers within
whose disciplines sex education might be taught, representatives-
of various religious institutions, the local pediatrician or
doctor, the school nurse, school psychologist, the PTA president
and several other parents.

IV. Coimunity/Staff Committee Taski

A. As its first task,.this Committee will review the
material gathered by the Committee of School Staff. After be-
coming familiar with what is happening in sex education in

various parts.of the country', the question. next to be dealt

with is Who will the teacher be?

B. Explore Staffing. -.Studies:have shown that the selec-
.

tion of the teacher (s) is the. most critical aspect of beginning

a program. Instruction .oan be developed in health, biology, the
sciences, home economics, social studies, or even English. It

.
has .been our experience that selection of the teacher should be

based on\these criteria:

1) Someone who has the potential for gaining the trust
of the faculty and community.

2) Someone who has good rapport with students: an

empathetic feeling, warmth, and understanding of
the students".with whom he/she is dealing.

3) Someone who has 'a comfortableness about sex-
related terms and the content of a human sexuality
course. This ease would, of course, improve with
training (discussed later).

C. Determine curriculum, grade level placement, and
teaching strategies. In addition to considering who the
teacher(s) should be; the issue of whether or not the ourse(s)

should he required or elective'must be dealt with. In this

era of indecision about sexual behavior in. the societ as a

whole we feel it is a mistake to require everyone's c ild to be

in the program.- no matter how badly hi or she may seem to need

it. When a parent is "forced" to remove a child from a required

program, an angry situation may develop which will have negative.

impact on the program.'

The curriculum\t-hould be geared to the grade levels
at which instruction is- planned. We should teach sex enaTron
not as "now we will have a class in sex education", but in terms
of the larger.ideas of human personality and sexual' identity.

Just as we would not discuss with a five year old the compli-
cated interactions between human beings on a personal and/or
conversationalevel, we would not discuss with that same five

-2-
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year olgl complex ideas about sexual behavior. We have to gear what

we teach; when we teach it, to the particular developmental level

of the students we. are teaching.

Teaching strategies should include'(1) listening very

carefully to what students are saying in the classroom, (2) re-

fletting back to them what the teacher thinks they are saying,

(3) having them repeat and giving them the self-esteem involved

in their repeating their ideas, (4) treating their ideas as

valuable, (S) summarizing what they are saying individually, (6')

summarizing at times what the class seems to be saying. Allowing

them to hear what their peers think is extremely important, yet

realizing and remembering that the instruction is being facilitated

by an experienced and knowledgeable teacher. The teacher should

knew how to summarize in such a way.that no one child dominates

in terms of opinidn, lo that students don't go out of the classroom

saying, "Well, so-and so said, so therefore it is true."

V. .
Curriculum Detailing and Instructional Parameters

4.

As above, the,school-community
committee tasks are those of

determining who the teacher.or teachers will be, looking at what

kind of curriculum they are most comfortable with, and then in

great detail, writing the curriculum. Issue's such s: shbuld

fhe,teacher be allowed to draw' on the blackboard, will contra-

ceptionion eduation take place, will education about abortions,

homosexuality, and masturbatiorfbe,allowed.
Additionally, the'

task of the committee is to write in detail the limit's within

which the tea hers may operate.
Whish media, books, and materials

will he allotted in the classroom, e.g., should contraceptives

actually he brought into the,classroom or just talked about? This

task could take as much as a year of regular meetings every two

or three weeks. This is a critical step in the whole process.

VI. Community/Staff Committee Information Dissemination

After the committee finishes its
detailed work about what

should be taught, how it should be taught, and writes it all

dowh, then the next major task in the process is that of. dissem-

inating the information to the community.
(

The committee's job is bet accomplished by aggressively

seeking to .gliseminate the
information to the community. That

is, by putting announcements
in the PTSA newsletter, local

radio stations announcing
that information and .a potential pro-

gram will be discuss'ed in the school auditoriums, and urging

people to come out and, listen to what the
possibilities are

for instruction in sex education. All of this will be used as

additional input for the school-community committee's continuing

work. The input will then be used to modicv, if necessary, the

school /community committee's direction.

VII. Appraisal, Rewrite, or Rejection

The committee then, after
holding hearings to discuss the

potential program, takes its feelings; its findings, its written

documents tothe school board. At this point it will either be

-3-
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accepted, rejected, or asked to be modified.

Thrciughout tIce, process, there shauld'be ongoing commu-
nications with the school board, that body-which will eventually /

finalor reject the fal document, so that some feeling for
whether or 'not the direction the committee is heading in is one
that is acceptable to them. If the program is adopted, then-
starting the program at one grade level makes sense and is easier
to deal with than trying to implement a progrimK-12.

VIII: Implementation

Start at one grade level, the level the school/community
committee felt was most, appropriate for its school or its commu-
aity: perhaps fhe 'seventh, eighth, or ninth grade. Eventually,
after the program begins, there must be constant review and
scrutiny by the community, and regular reporting back to the school
board or ruling body of the schools.

IX. Teacher' Training

Very. little teacher training is available. There are
universities and colleges which offer some course work in human
sexuality which serve the purpose of both dissensitzing to the
language of human sexuality and that of providing good basic
information. Social work agencies often conduct Useful seminars.
Begin to be acquainted with a good bibliography of different,
effective methods of teaching. There are regional work shops
held by the American Association of Sex Educators, Counselors,
and Therapists, within a geographically possible distance from
almost any school system. These are excellent and more infor-
mation about them is available through AASECT, 5010 Wisconsin
Avenue, N.W., Suite 304, Washington, D.C. 20016.,

X. Review On-going Communications

The program begins and the review process-Continues;
scrutiny continues; the work is never finished. The school/
community committee should continue to meet on a regular basis,
perhaps twice a year, to review andediscuss parent feelings and

,school staff.feelings, to look at materials, to review new
materials, to get rid of materials that may have lost their
appropriateness as the years go on. The school and the community
must work together regularly to insure the effectiveness of the
program.

The process-of developing sex education programs as de-
scribed in the preceeding pages has been condensed from a color
video cassette "Sex Education: Developing a Program" produced
by PM Productions at Georgetown University Medical SchoolTV
Studios. Additionally, Dr. George H. Thorns, Principal, and Ms.
Mary Lee Tatum, Family Life ,and Sex Educatidn teacher, have
available through PM Productions the video cassette Sex Ed-
ucation: .A Rationale For The Public Schools. Brochures
describing the tapes and their availability may be obtained
from PM Productions, f20 8th Street, S.E., Washington, D.C.,
20003. Informationabout.the Family Life and Sex,Education
program in which Dr. Thoms and Ms. Tatum are involved may be
obtained by,writing to George Mason Juniorenior High School,
7124 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Va. 22043'

- 4 -
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An Overview Of Adolescent Pregniper: Is It an Epidemic?

Abstract

James.i. .lekeli M.D.. M.P.H.
Associate Professor of Public Health

Yale Medical School.,
,,.". New Haven, Ct. 66510

4
,

Many Americans, particularly the authors of a recent report fromr

the 40.an Guttmacher Institute, consider t current numbers of teenage,

births to constitute an "epidemic." This c ncept4is questioned by

h

'demonstrating that the current.phenomenon of adolescent pregnancy does

Vit,e;)

not meet the epidemiologist's criteria for an epijemic, r are the

if 1

negative connotations'of the word necessarily appropriate. Moreover,

- .

it-is demonstrated that the medic.1 (disease hz;scd) rode]. is not appro-

priate to apply to a social phenomenon such as adolescent pregnadcy.
I .

Society's therapeutic response to adolescent pregnancy is

fragmented and transient, due partly to the'social.desire to minimize

the visibility of the problem, and partly due to deficiencies in our

understanding of what services arc needed and for how long and our lack

of willingness to pay for such services. The current push &r "primary
41

prevention," while making a certain amount of sense at first glance, is

also based on dubious assumptions, including the medicalModel.

Ultimately,. our failure to understand the forces,producing adolescent;

Pregnancy and.to.provide adequate preventive and treatment services, is

due to the lack'Of an adequate conceptual model for the role of

addlescents in our society. Until such a model As established, our

efforts may continue to be empirical and piecenehl, as were.the

disease control efforts prior to the development'oUthe'ge4 theory.

o3/ Y:
11% 4,
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i

,
4,4oleselpt pregnancy if not a new Otenemendn4 as0 yet it is new

in terms ,of the nuMhits df perms involves anPthe way it isompcially

17,

-,..,,

,.. .

in terms

'In a recent national suevey of programOloPprelignant_AL

414., A *
.

adolescents,,eni pregram was found that hlt been Providing 4Meh serVicee

for 101 years (1).) Neverthislen, the numbers of Muchtegnancies hhs

0 kil

been slain* tiCadily,at least untiiIrt410 last few years. .VeChaticnal

4 .
.

..',concern has been risiltien more radpily, as illustrated by'increasieg /

I '

/

numbers of articles in newspapers and, agazimes, tilk shows and specials l'

., . ; li Ai
on television, Federal administrative initiatives tSecretary ifeno's

,

"Alternatives to "Abortion "* an severalbills focusing on adolescent
8, -

pregnanc)q, a407severai special reports done for fouddations and ,

special groups (2-5), The:titles of these: latter reports vary from'

those with restraint (the Journal of School Health's "Special Issue:
6

. .^,

' ..'... .

School -Age Parent" and the National
Alliance Concerned with school Age '

Parents' "School-Age Pregnancy and Parenthood ion the United States")

*More recently called "Teenage,Pregnancy
Initiative" and still more'.

recently the "Teenage Pregnancy Objective." -
.4.

4

I
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to one showing concern ("Teenage Childbearing: Extent and Consequences ")''

to one whose subtitleclerly takes a (negative) judgmental stance

toward the phenomenon (The Alan Cuttnacher Institute's "Eleven Million

Teenagers: What Can Be Done About the Epidemic ofAdoleapent Pregnancies

in the United States.",

The concept of "epidemic" proVides a number,of questions with which

to begin: 1) Do the numbers and rates justify the conceit of an

epidemic? 2) An "epidemic" is universally used for a bad event that

afflicts a livpulatilon: is adolescent preinancy a "bad" thing? 3) .

Epidemiologists are concerned to search for causes of the diseases

that reach epidemic proportions (and eLen those who do not). 4) In an

epidemic,,tbe society seeks to provide "treatment" for those who a :e

ill; what are we doing about those so affected today? Is this response

appropriate and adequate? 5) To use. the term "epidemic" implies that

a "disease" is.loose among the population; is the medical model really.

appropriate When lied to pregnancy, even adolescent pregnancy?

(i.e., is teena e pregnancy a "disease"?) 6) ILseeking out the

causes in the environment and way of life of a population, an epidemiologist

is primarily concerned to discover how future.cases can be prevented.

Is a preventive orientation to future adolescent pregnancies realistic?

This paper will seek to address each of
thee questions to some extent,

although some of these questions will be more fully covered in subsequent

papers.
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Site of the Phenomenon

An excellent recent study demonstrated the changes occurring in

adolescent pregnancy from 1961 to 1973 (6). The numhers of live births

to women less than 15 years of age increased from 7,000 to 12.900 and

the numbers born to those from 15 to 17 years of'Age increased from

178,000 to 238,000. At the same time, however, the number born to

those 18 and 19 was declining from 424,000 to 366,000, so that the

numbers of births to women under 20 did not change very much. However,

'when this-is seen against the backdrop of a declining total number of,

births In the U.S. during the'sama period of time, the proportion of

all 'live births-to woken less than,18 pMars of age increased "from 4.4% .

to 8.0% during this 13 year span,'and- '.:11e proportion of all births to

women less than 20 years increased from'it.32 to 19.7%. The increase

in the proportion of all births was similar for whites and nonwhites.

To put the, data in perspective, they mean that one child in five is

born to a woman who not reaches her 20th birthday, and almost one

in 12 births in the country is to a woman who,has not reached the 18th

blipday.
t.

The 10-14 year age groyp is the firily 5 year age group that did not

.

show a considecahle drop-in the age specific birth rate between 1961.

and 1973. During this time intdrval,ithe age specific birth rates to

-women 35 and over dropped tc4 less than half of what the), were in 1961;

for those from 20-34, t e birth rates in 1973 were approximately half

of the rates in 1961;f and even for.those 15-19, the birth rates had
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dropped by one third. However, the birth rate' for women 10-14

increased by almost 50Z during this same period of time.

The changes in proportion of all births due to teenagers must be

interpreted in light of both changes in the age specific birth rates,

and the size of the birth cohorts.
This, the total number of births

to teenagers levelled off in 1974 and actually declined to 595.000

in 1975 (proVisional). The more recent
decline has a number of implica-

tionssincluding the possibility that the numbers of adolescent pregnancies

may continue to decline. It does not, however; necessarily give anyone

the right to claim that specific
initiatives, whether family planning,

comprchensiVe programs, or political advocacy are responsible. In

fact, many demographers, have been
anticipating a moderate decline in

these numbers, due to the decline in birth rates reported above: There

simply are fewer children coming along to be teenagers in the coming

years. For example, the number of children in the 10-14 age group in

1975 was 3:31 less than in 1973, and could explain the drop observed in

1975 assuming More, or. less constant birth rates.* But in 1980, the

number of women in the 10-14 age group will be only 331 of the number

in 1973. If we have a 17Z reduction in
pregnancies among those' 0 -14,

from 1973 to 1980, it may be only due to the reduced size of the group

at risk. You might not, therefore, want to get on the bandwagon of

advocacy for teenage parents, since it may have passed its peak.

*TOM calculation omits the small number of deaths to children alive

-116 1970. When included, they would slightly increase the drop

in numbers.
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NoVever, hopefully, our motivation for concern is based on something

more thin sheer numbers.

Nut is this an "epidemic,"'as the Alan Guttmacher
Institute has

Implied? An Spidemiels classically defised as"the.unusual occurrence

of disease." Is this "unusual "? One cannot base determinations of

"epidemic" on the percentage of all births
that are to teenagers,

since this change was largely dye to decline in the numbers born to

older women. Nor can we cry "epsdemic" on the basis of changes in

rates, since there has been a decline in the age specific birth rate

for every age, group except the very youngest. It is only on the

increase in numbers of births to teenagers that we could find support

for'the label of "opidemicbut that 1.'S not very convincing, because

. .

It is only due to'en increase in the rmiliters abletogive birth which

was greater than the decline in tatei:. NOreover, it would appear that,

,even'in numbers, we seem to have passed r14,peak..

suggest that the label " idemic" is inSpproPriateon the haisis.. of,:

7 t
the demographic data alo and can be dangerous if',At Ores rise too - t

the kind of unreasoning responses that have often cnariCerired-sociery's!
. h '' ' ', 0;4',, "

behavior in the face of pait'ePidemics. °',,, .

. .
is Adolescent Pregnancy a "Bad" Thine? -

The second question derived from the term "epidemic" is whether the

phenomenon, even if it fits the
quantitative criteria for an epidemic

(which it doesn't), should be
considered an evil:. We don't usually talk

6
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about an epidemic of blessings. This question has a number of component

questions that must be considered separately. For example, we should

ask: "Bad for whom? -- for the young mother, or the child, or society,

or her family?" The answers to these questions may be different.

Also, we must ask: "Bad in what way?" It might be bad for education

but gond- for family life, or bad for physical health but good for mental

health. It might have positive benefits around the time of delivery

and negative effects later on, or vice versa. In the'two largest studies

I
of urban teenage mothers, there is no doubt that'many benefits were seen

by the young parents over the short run, but as time passed the problems '.

often'became greater than for those with school-age pregnancies (7:8).

Nevertheless, the experience is usually reported in mixed terms by the

young mothers, and negative consequences must sbmetimes be inferred

from such things as liMIted social life, broken marriages, economic

difficulties, or frequent desperate efforts to control subsequent
'1:

fertility (9). Whether some of these problems are due to the unhelpful; ..:;

.

,.2response of society is another question hat'should be raieed., Socie0 :.'.
Es

may look ap the issue of adolescispregna cy in terms of the loss of
9

productivity and independence of the young parents and their children

subseugnet to the teenage pregnancy. PerhapS most disturbing are some ,, .

follow up studies of the children oft these young mottlers: UnpubliShed''0

studies iw,New HTmini, for example, suggest that there'maybe seriaaa'., :

bowling, profttlems7In'a majority of the children, and that a high px6pOrt.inn,:.

. ,

of the childten may have health,problees and /or abae/neg ect. .1oWeirer,.-,
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these dimensions have not-been adequately studied and, at present,

no firm.conclusions tan be drawn.

It does seem fair to say that, by some of the standard expectations

of society in the areas of health, fertility, marriage, economic

Jadependence, and 'educational progress, teenage motherhood does create

difficulties. Uowever, even here, blanket condemnation would not

' seem to be appropriater,7--

The Causes of Adolescent Pregnancy

We have neithet the time nor knowledge to go into a detailed

discussion of the causes of adolescent pregnancy, -which are many and

individualized.' It may be useful,,hawever, to point out one "enabling"

.. -:

phenomenon that has been occurring over the-last.40ntury or so: a drop

in the age of menarche. According to Kanner "in 1840# the average young \_.

woman in Europe-and the United States menstruated for the first time at.

the.age of 17; her modern counterpart readies the ages of meristrusitiorr. ....

at about 12. ...The. age of rst possible parenthood has declined

alcomparably, and early liter references to teen-age marriage and

.
parenthood haYe been shown to be completely unrepresentative, exaggerated,

or false." (10) We have long known that the population explosion and

paralytic poliomyelitis were ueexpected complications of-better

saniation and disease'conitol:;09'64ter nutrliion; can,.itbe-,that
. . .

earlier teenageleffility is also? Undoubtedly improved'nutritionand
0

disease control'have played an important role'in allowing earlier

menarche to occur, which in turn represents a new ingredient in the

6:3.
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human society. There is no simple solution

anyone will propose promotilg poor nutrition or

to delay menarche, and it would probably not be

The position of the adolescent as a useless element of society,

the poverty of central titles and rural areas, the emotional needs of

adolescents, the blurring of societal values, and the changes of sexual

behaviorpatterns of adolescents all. undoubtedly play causal roles.

Multiple and complex causes suggest
that changes would also have to be .

multiple and comptcx if the sizeend scope of adolescent pregnancy is to
i

be reduced more rapidly than the demographic changes themselves predict.

Society's Response to Adolescent'regnancy

Over the decades, society's response to the phenomenon of

adoleicent pregnancy has been almost as varied and complex as the Problem

itself. One response has been that of denial: By evicting pregnant

school age women from further
schooling and by forcing marriages, society

has limited the visibility of the phenomenon: Both he increased '

numbers of adolescent pregnancies
and changes in social values and

communication have forced more; Visibility. In fact, one of the primary

reasons for the current social interest is 'that whereas prior to the :.

1960's, many teenage mothers released
their babies for adoption (and

thus filled a social need), today most of the teenage mothers keep their

babies. This makeithe children more visible to society and yet less

r

aceeeelble feid:the demand for adoptive babies. THE old patterns

. r ,

t.
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'of maternity holes served both Of these interests, in that they hid

. the mothers during the pregnancy, and later provided most of,these

babies foi adoptiOn.

The new realities suggested that new service-approaches were needed

: fot the majority of mothers who kept their babies. During the early

and middle 1960's, a number of pioneering community programs developed

in such places as Baltimore, New York City, Syracuse, New en, Chicago,

Philadelphia, and Los Angeles. These prolram emphasized the provision

Of a triad of services, usually ina facility geographically and adminis-

tratively separate from the public schools. The three primary services,

c

offered were: medical care the (and sometimes for the 'child);

enntinuing education; and social services. Sometimes day care or other

services were offered, but for the most part the major.three services ,

were cffered4n the conlext,Of risi.: intervention. Administratively,

these programs might have.been based in a medical setting, a social

service agency, or the'board of. education. Practically, most were

underfunded and were patchwork aggregations of community services by'

dedicated people; and they were often held together by the sheer energy .

'.,and personal magnetism of..some of the founders. .Despite their limitations,

ir

they helped to.stimulate the concern and imagination of hundreds of

communities around the nation, so'that in a-recent year the National

:

. Alliance Concerned with School Age Parents could publish a directory

of more tho.1000.programs providing at least some services to pregnant

adolescents (11).

4

35-454 6- 79 - 41
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Surprisingly, despite the general interest in, and promotion of,

the triad of health, education, and social services, only 54 of the 113i

classified programs in the Directory (4.8%) contained all three. services'

integrated into one program (although all'three services might have

been available in separate programs). Four hundred and five (35.8%)

pf the programs had two'of the three basic services, usually. education!k

and social services, with the young mothers obtaining their.medical

care elsewhere, suchas at a local clinic.- Another 311 programs offefed

only one of the three "Major" services, usually social services. An:

additional 176 programs were listed as providing abortion services to

adolescents; 169 were fisted as Planned Parenthood clinics offering';

services to teenagers, and 17 offered bath abortions and family p3anning.

It lear that mast of the community programsare not truly

compre ihsive. This reflects problems of financing and coordination of

,. othet Services in the community, as well as the history ofthe agencies

from which they spring and the inevitable financial difficgulties. Funds

cove from all levels of goverrmient as well as local and national.,

voluntary agehcies, with local and state:governments providing most

of the funds. There is no real suggestion of imminent Federal monies It.

specifically for comprehensive programs for Oegnant adolescents; most

of the.Federal funds come either through the States (as, for example,

aisecial education funds) or through reimhetsemeMt mechanisms (such as

Medicaid funds).

fr

6i
.10
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e ofitheaost disturbing findings of a natIonal survey of programs
r

garvoUng-mothersedone.by the National Alliance Concerned with School

-60trents is that there is a general lack of follow-through on the

services available. That Is, most of the national programs are what

alght.generallibe thought °Zits "crisis inteivention"programs, providing.

servIcen'nnly during the "Crisis"'of the pregnanc9, labor and delivery,
d

and theimisediate postpartum period.. One of the basic findings of the.

largest evaluative study or.teenage parent programs suggests that short

tIcilservicesNmually,ptpliuse only short term benefits (7).

. e
itis po le to st te, on the basis of the foregoing discuss on,

that this.nation4s therapeutic response to the phenomenon of adolescent.:

pregnancy is far from impressive,. on either a quantitative or qualitative

basisherefore, any comment's you might hear to the end that Such

programs haven't worked.must be tempered by the unferstanding that

as,a nation, we really have not tried comprehensive programs as a

solution.

Primary Prevention - A Valid Concept?

If therapeutic programs have not really been tried, what abobt-

' "primary ilcrevention?" Wouldn't that be better the first place?

The term "primary prevention" was originated, or at least popularized, in

..-velleal circles by Dr. Hugh Leavell, who described three "levels" of

prevention (Lcavell's levels!) (12). The term was applied to the

prevention of disease. First one must ask whether the medical (disease

6.1 0



hased),IpidelAtseif is appropriate apply to early pregnancy. Is

....th1's-remiaiseent,of:s4 old era when pregnancy'was an "Illness"?

Accor&t to Telenet Parseni,:to:be socially tolerable, illness, which

ofherwlsk is,e forte of deviance, must be sioncieliberate in origin; and

thirafflinted individeS1 must want tin'id herself o the illness and

seek domPetent,help to do so. 4Society, in turn, 'exempts the persoil
'

.

from responsibility for his or her condition, and the person is relieved

of 'normal role Abligations. As MeKinlay has pointed but, (13) it.is

duhiouSthat any of these four aspectstd'ithe Parsoniah "sick role" apply

verywell to pregnancy, whieh is often wanted..and ,the help that is

sought is to maintain and improve the pregnancy. Moreover, society does -

hold ilid,Woman 'responsible for the existence of her pregnancy. and does

mot exempt'her from mostobligations. The exceptions to.the letter are

if there are serious ComplicatdonS of the prc2nancy (where the concept

of illeeSs is easier to.accept) or, Ironically, in some areas pregnant
. ,

.doiescents are more thn exempted from normal role obligatians such as

school = theT.ate ostracized! MacGregor has emphasized the biological:i:

and social disAdVantages of treating pregnancy as,an illness (14). In

fairnesi, it should be noted that, ehere are still some who believe

' pregnancy should be.considered a chronic illneSs (15).'

.

E4en if the medical model soluseful (and, that is-dubious), one

must distinguish betWeen a disease and a symptom or complication of a

disease. Is school age pregnancy a dinenaa to be prevented, or is it a

symptom of.some other problem? There As evidence to, suggest that many

Ws,

6 4
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1

of these pregnancies are wanted, either because the'youne woman finds

something sheileeds in'closeness with a man or because she believes

*be can make up for Imck of love in Cher own upbringing by having4a

Child whop she will love and who, in turn, will love her (16). Ptime

personsmworking with young mothers feel many pregnancies are an attempt

by the young.mother'to ward off an impending depression or intolerable

loneliness (16). If the pregnancy IS not the disease but,is a syniptom

attempt.-to solve a, problem, thetse is the'daaer that preventing one

symptom may lead to another. Whet will take its place: drugs, alcohol,

0

4 violence, suicide? Are they to be preferred, indeed, this is the

choice? Adolescent fflothers already have an inordinately high suicide

1-411k (17), Is enough known about ithe adolescent cultures to promote
m

"priMay prevention"?' What does this concept mcan'to adolescents?
.

Assuming that Leaven's model does have usefulness, primary

prevention means preventing the development of the problem first. This

may be done in one of the two ways:
'

1. Health- promotion. By this Leavell means us* general

'0

methods of environmental and behavioral change, including good nutrition,°

sanitation, housing, and education. There seems to be,little doubt, IP

since school age pregnancE has a strong socioeconomic gvadient, that

general social measures, if applied over generations, would have an

Impact on adolescent fettility, but these changes are not-likely to be

within the30Wer of a specific "program" to achieve. Klerman (1a), for
.

; ,

example, haS0iMphasized the critical need to provide, early, a meaningful
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-.'role for yoUng repple, 14luding somt;form-of socially useful work and

skills, preferahly integrated with their educational experiencA.

.Programs for family life education also fite.in this category of "health

promotion."
1g a

2. Specific promotion. The second subheading under"primary

prevention is "specific protection," i.e., a technically developdd.

"bullet," an intervention with the capabinky or preventing a specific

disease.. Thetprototype in medicine is the vaccine. Are there specific

techniques that can be used to prevent first pre,nancies in teenagers?

Contraceptives will prevent pregnancies, and abortions prevent live
1

births. But in what context can these be offered to young adol4gients

and to what extent should they be prompted?

Secondary Prevention

Leaven's second level of prevention is detecting the problem

early and limiting the disability caused by the prolpm through

effective therapy.

The increasing number of special, often comprehensive, school age

parent programs, which are developing around the country (discussed above),

are considered secondary prevention. They attempt to limit the medical,
n

social, and educational disability from the school age pregnancy. It

must be remembeied also that secondary prevention, in the form of

effective family planning assistance, may be primary prevention of a

rapid subsequent pregnancy, which is especially important for medical

reasons.

a

6.1
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i4
Ordinarily; in disease: primary prgvention is conslered mIre

:(:

effective and efficient if it can be. ach%eved, but4stFonaary prevention

is otiOn the path of least resistance due dMiand.for services and

.472

clmity of the target population. Is this true *r school age. pregnancy? sj,

.b

.:11vprii4ry prevention more effective and efficilit? t
Alp.,vitaiii.Life and Sex

*
Many belielthat an effecti.ve curriculum of family lifellirx

. education is the schools Woulst.help teenage undeSstand the consequenr s
4
,..,:pf their actions and, if they must bR sexually active,r least be mo

ik

-r. " knoWledgeable in the use oecontrac4tive methods. There are,sevefalo
A

4

1

' problems with,this belief.4 C.

°,'
u -,

PArst, the author knows of no effective deeonstration%that family

life and sex educatloh sr/frame have a demonstrable dstmographic impact4,
*;''' 0

Only Sweden has had long term experience with pryiding.6ex edvation.
,-

-,

;

for young people, and "the effIrcts of cthisOrogram on sexual. behavior
!' *

and use of fertility controrpare not clear" (19). In46yScase, the/ woula4

,
be more likell, to be effective if" there also good access laftly

49

planning assistance and devices. ..,. at

ft

'Second,- in the 'current social'atmosphele, it ts unliktly that 111*,

11''.
'1#0

the majority 4. and schoolksystems will permil an effective
0b

family life and sex education program in the neat4future. What needs
, c

4
to be done Mrst is to establish demonstration programs and derermine

, elk
a 4.

their effects anOlitility and other variables.

ti

P 7,a, p ,.

VI,,,,._
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Family Planning,

There (cave been attempts to
create:progfams to give sexualAr active

teenagers family planning devices and information (20). The fit. Sinai

program in Baltimore contained an
evaluation of subsequent reproductive

4

performance, which, althoUgh lacking s
control group, did not show any

definite reduction of ?regnancies because of the program (21,22). Drop

out rates were higft, and. among tlpse remaining in'the program there was

still a moderate pregnancy rate (6 per 10(1 person-years).

4ome persona.have questioned the,
likelihood that school age women,

.

particularly those from low income and limited educational backgrounds,

make effective use of contraceptie methods. In one study, school

attendance, not contraceptive use, was the strongest predicter.of

reproducti4e performance (23).

There is a problem.with
contraceptive programs that concerns the

target group. As in many areas of Public health, those et highest

risk arc least likely to use the services. In an evaluation of a
? .

teenage family planning program in one medium sited New England city,

Feinberg (24) found that almost ati the teenagers who used the family

planning services came from the
surrounding' suburbs, and few users

came from the inner city target group.

,Another problem complicates
the provision of contraceptive services .

7,

for teenagers. In the past the legal rights of minors to seek contra-

,

ception, abortion, or treatment for venereal disease without parental

consent have-h*en questioned.
By 1976, 45 states had reduced the age

ti

6

fc

411
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..-of omptiti to 18 yeirs;44 states permitted an 18-year-old to seek

het,own Medical ore, almost always including prenatal care and abortion
0

(25)... Meirertheless. there is still resistance in the medical community,

"particularly in this time of frequent'medical malpractice suits, to do

vhanwas, until recently, thotIght to be forbidden by the common law.,

(or judicial, opinion).

7." ;

The problem is even'more difficult for women under X8, year,. the

group specifically of concern in the primary prevtntion of school age

pregnancy. Although a number of states ba±'d su.tdtory.aptrovaltrprovide

contraceptives ta minors undcr"18 yeanSit foe Ehe Most parts one must

invoke the"matere minor aoctiinE," wh&h means that a minor who is

sUffiCientl; letelligentand mature to unde'rstand tgt nature and conse-

quences of a treatment which is for,her benefit.. ." may give permispion

.for care without parental approval cr knowledge (25). acceptance of

this doctrine is not universal, but it is growing. Physicians nevertheless

are still ofteh hesitant to provide services without paiental consent

to women under 18 years.

Abortion

There is no question that a significant proportion of pregnancies

in women under f$ years are now aborted (26). This proportion may

increase as attitudes toward abortion change and if the acce4ibility of

abortion increases in many areas of the country. What is not clear is

whether public programs should in any way encourage teenagers to consider

9

fjG
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1

abortion or attempt to provide education
ahodt abortions as a part

of family life and sex education programs.
There are serious moral

questions involved, and the
psychological sequoia of abortions to

adolescents are'noi clear. It would seem that the most that could or

should be done, at present, is to increase
the accessibility of abortion

services for adolescents. Abortion is also sometimes involved in the

legal questions about parental consent.

Conclusions

In conclusion, it would seem that it is inappropriate to apply the

concept af "epidemic" to adolescent pregnancy at this time. Rather

than resulting from some rather sudden
disequilibrium in society, it

has resulted from the interaction of numerous biological and social

forces ove,a considerable peribd of time.. Hence, in the langugage of

the epidemiologist, the phenomenon is closer to the idea of'"endemic"

thaw "epidemic." This does not mean that there is no problem, but

the successful, responses to endemic problems have historically been

those of broad scale social changes rather than technologic bullets,

although the latter have so etimes played a role.

Moreover, the medical mo r31s probably not very appropriate to

apply to adolescent pregnancy. And
its extension into the concept

(as well as application) of "primary
prevention° is fraught with

-danger. It may be that the lack of an adequate conceptual model

for adolescent pregnancy is
ultimately responsible for our. apparent

inability as a nation to develop a csisistent or comprehensiv apprdach

to helping adolescent mothers and their families.

We are presently more certain that advocacy for adolescent parents

is needed than we are certain we know what to advocate. Hopefully,'

some of these issues will become clearer frOm this conference.

34(i at
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YaleUnivot$'' eiv Haven, Connecticut 06510
s',1 , (.3 V.

June 19, 1978

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Department of Epidemiology

and Public Health

Health Policy Pealed

6o College Street

Senator HarristnA. Williams
Chairman., Senate Committee on Human Resources
4230 DSOB
Washington, D.C.. 20510.

hear Senator Williams: .

My name Is.James.Jekel, and I am writing comments on the draft of
the:Adolescent Health Services and Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act of
1978. I am a physician with certification by the American Board of
Preventive Medicine. I have been teaching at Yale University for 11'.
years and am currently Associate Professor of Public Health. During
this timmmy.main area.of research has been in the area of school age
pregnancy.and.programs for adolescents who have become pregnant. I am an
author of a Mionograph,and more than 20 papers concerned with adolescent
pregnancy.ani.comprehensive programs to serve them. I have also worked
as a member of the board of directors of the Young Mothers Program in
New Haven, Ct., and the National Alliance Concerned with School Age Parents.-

I am encouraged at the recent evidence of concern on the part of
Congress for an issue that has been of concern to many of us for more
than a decade, but I am worried that the bill, in its draft form, is not
sufficiently focused and does not guarantee an adequate emphasis on the
care for pregnancies which do occur and are brought to rm

To start, I am concerned with the implication that/ 1 teenagers
are adolescents (sec. 2(a)(2) says there were 600,000 gaol cents Who

car;Aed their babies to term. Over`half of the 600,0 were eliveries to
18 and 19 year olds, many of whom were married.) I believe he bill

should more clearly focus on those under age 18.

I am also disturbed aboutithe bill's assumption that we can prevent
many'more teenage pregnancies than we are now doing. The evidence for
this is weak, and is mostly based on surveys which suggest that many of
the Currently delivered young. teenage pregnancies were unwanted. The be
lief that most, even many, of the first pregnancies now occurring to young
adolescents are unwanted is, to'mytTudgment, incorrect. Motivation is so
complex that one cannot obtain reliable responses by interviews. Most
likely the motivation was mixed, with some feelings for and some against
pregnancy. However, mixed motives are usually sufficient to preclude the
taking of preventive action. Moe inner city teenagers I have heard, white
and black, have stated that th ted Om have someone to love the

652
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babY) and someone to love them, and someone to give the kinds of things

they don't think they'had. The reepontes to interviewers are of dubious

validity, to my mind, both because the young people may not know their

real motivation, because motivation changes with time, and because they

may give answers they think would be most appropriate. Moreover, many

young teenagers would not take a specific preventive approach, such as

the pill or an PUN because to do that would be to admit to themselves

they planned to be immoral by their standards. In the moment of love Or

pressure from young men, whom they like, however, spontaneity does not

seem to have the same negative cannotationa that a "planned" prevention

would mean'to them. Thus, their understanding of and belief in moral

behavior may actually hinder effective prevention. I also have serious

medical concerns about giving young teenagers either the pill or the IUD,

and I know of no other contraceptives diet would have comparable use- -

effectiveness. %

I certainly am in favor oeincreasing the availability of contra-

ceptive services to a reasonable level, but there are already existing

Federal efforts in this direction, which may he expanded further by other

'bills currently submitted. Putting still more money from this bill into

contraceptive services for all sekually active teenagers would create
duplication between programs and would diminish the resources available

for those who decide to carry the pregnancies to term, and for the primary

prevention of future pregnancies among this high risk group. I have.de-

tailed my serious concerns about ignoring "secondary prevention" in a

recent paper published in the Journal of School Health; this paper is

attached as "Appendix A" to this written statement. My special:concern for'

the prevention of the rapid second child to teenagers comes in part from

our own studies; a paper explaining my concern is attached as "Appendix B."

Implicit in the primary prevention approach is the assumption that

many of the young adolescents who deliver would readily make use of contra-

ceptives if they were only available, or would do so with a minimum amount

of public information and "education." The former view is not supported by

the New Haven experience, where after the 1965 Supreme Court decision, con-

traceptives became readily available and are now offered through a, variety

of"aourcea, including a special Health Dept. clinic in a housing project,

Planned Parenthood clinics, hospital clinics, and neighborhood health cepters,

in addit'ron to private physicians. The rate of first young pregnancies re-

mains high, even in the population of a strong neighborhood health center.

that offers every pregnancy prevention service.' /

The latter view, that "education" would lead to effective use of pre-
.

vention, goes against the generally disappointing results of community-

based behavior modification efforts, I would, however, support a series of

community-based primary nXevention efforts using a'variety of methods on a

demonstration basis, if oareful evaluative ieSearch'were included in each.

There simply is too little known to state how best to achieve"primary

prevention" in adolescents.
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I am pleased with the emphasis in the current billron improving,
strengthening, And building on existing programa rather than substituting
for local iundiig. The idea of improving "linkages" is a good one, but if
the mechanism is not careful* defined in the bill, the development of reg-
ulations, and their subsequent administration, could become a nightmare.
and be seriously delayed. In my judgment, the best approach to the admin-
istration would bh to turn the responsibility over to the states, after
they have developed a state plan for adolescent prepanci, showing the
existing and potential statewide links between education, health, social
services, and day care, etc. The states would then give 'money to the
commdbities to use to build and link services in their own areas. I have

seen this general approach work well in Connecticut (see Appendix C, which
is a report of a State of Connecticut program that was able to establish
and improve many comprehensive adolescent pregnancy programa around the
state by using a limited amount of money as leverage to draw out, link,
and focus community money and efforts.) Moreover, other states have
demonstrated how a State department with the will and some resources can,
be effective in establishing and linking services (Michigan and Oklahoma
may be cited as states-that are making progress in this regard.)

Another reason the States must be involved is that if koject grant
appliCations must come /o the Federal level, the most successful grant,
applications will come from the strongest programs wht. already have thi
ability and the experience required for successful grantsmanahip.:Iherer
fore, the monies would help the stronger programs rather than. those in most
need of help. State personnel are in a better position to judge local need
and potential than is the Federal givernment, and are better able to
monitor the progress and to provide technical assistance,to local programs.

Also, the entire effort would need a high quality program of technical
assistance to the States and to local efforts, which shouldbe receiving
support through this bill.

Two of the.most important services are missing from the first draft
of the bill: pegnancy.teating and day care. Pregnancy testing is esiential
if the young mothers are to have early access'to care. Day care is necessary
if they are to receive the long-term follow-up which is necessary to main-

' taro the short term gains demonstrated by evaluative researtl. '

Last, there is inadequate evaluation built into this bill. Unless -

money is specifically appropriated for a major. evaluation effort'( I would
estimate this would take 2-3% of the appropriated money), at the end of
5 years Congress will not be sure that the program has accomplished its
objectives.

I hope these comment!: ire helpful. would be willing to expand on .

these points or to address other issues. P see write or call (203) 436-4205.

JFJ:fw
encl. S

JaMeh-F. m.P.1(

Sincerely,

Aisoaate Pro essor 8f PubliCAialth

6r. 4
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"Amon A"

Primary or Secondary Prevention
of 'Adolescent Pregnancies?

Janes F, Jekel, MD, MPH
It is inappropriate irate to reconsider the Importance

of prevention in 'health because study . after study
appears showing less than spectacular resulting benefits
from therapeutic health services. indeed. health.'
education, and welfare services are being subjected to
Increasing attack because they are showing signs of
collapse in the face of modern demands.'In the educa-
tional system. Urban and rural. youth graduate from,
high school (or drop out), functionally illiterate.
The welfare, system, instead of supporting families,
forces them to break up, and the system is misused by
thousands who do not qualify. The health system has
failed to keep up organizationally, financially. and
educationally with the impact of techno*y and
specialization. In the health field, lip service is paid to
quality and continuous, comprehensive, preventive
care, but effective examples of these generalizations are

difficult to find at level of study, larger than
;mustily astute and dedicated Individual practitioner.

There' are few groups in the population with more
needs than young women under 18 years of age, who are
still in high or junior high-school and are pregnant or,
have already become motheri. There were slightly more
than 250.000 such women in 1973! These. young
mothers suffer educational and social discrimination,
often to ,(e point of ostracism, with the combined
effect of poor health for mother and child, educational
and economic deprivation, unsatisfactoly social and
marital lives, and evidence of maternal deprivation (or
Worse) in the children.

In the middle and late 1960t there was considerable
.

optimism that community attitudet were changing, and
that special programs of services to these women,
coupled with improvarevailability of contraception and
family life education,. would reduce subsequent preg-
nancies to those already young mothers and would even
reduce the rate of young women getting pregnant. This
optimism has been replaced in the 1970s by discourage-

-mat as the numbers of school age parents have
- appeared to rise, programs for school age parents, are

overfilled, and"repeaters" are seen all too often.
These :impressions from 'program people are not in

error.-Between 1968 and 1973 the number of births to

OCTOBER 1977

women under 18 increased (rim 203,000 to 251,000 pa
year (a 24411 increase in 5 years.) This was due to the
greater number of tagers, but the change in age.
specific pregnancy %aro was also disappointing. The
15-19 year age group did, have a 93/4 decrease in birth
rate from 1968-1973, but this was a far smallerdecrease
than that for any of the older age groups (cg, the 20.24
year agigroup had a 284. decrease In the:same period).
Moreover. the 10-14 year age gioup showed a SO%

Increase in age-specific bit% rates in the same period of
'time.

This has led to an increasing cry from those working
with school age mothers for "primary prevention," ie,
finding Ways to keep girls less than 18 years of age from
becoming pregnant. There are, however, theoretical,
practical, and cost benefit reasons to question heavy
dependence at this time on "primary prevention" of
school etc PrelloAncY.

THEORETICAL PROBLEVAS WITH
PRIMARY PREVENTION

The term "primary prevention" was originated, or at
'tleast popularized, in medical circles by Dr. Hugh

Lovell, who described three "levels" of prevention
A-Leaven leveist).' The term was applied to the
prevention of disease. First one must ask whether the
medical (disease based) model itself is appropriate to
apply to early pregnancy. Is this reminiscent of an old
era when pregnancy was an "illness"? According to
Tlcott Parsons, to Ise socially tolerable, illness, which
otherwise is a form of deviance. must be nondeliberate
in origin, and the afflicted individual must want to rid
herself of the Illness and seek competent help to do so.
godetY, in turn, exempts the person from responsibility
for his or her condition, and the person Is relieved of
normal role obligations. As McKinley has pointed out,'
it Is dubious that any of these fan aspects of the
Parsonian "sick role" apply very _well ,t111 pregnancy,
which is often wanted, and the help that irsought Is to
maintain and improve the pregnancy. Moreover, Lociety
does hold the woman responsible for the existence of
he pregnancy and does not exempt her, from most
obligations. The exceptions to the latter are if

THE IOURNAC. OF SCI OOL HEALTH
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serious complications of the pregnancy (where the
concept of illness is easier to accept) or, ironically, in
some areas pregnant adolescents are more than
Attempted from normal role obligations such as
Minedthey are ostracized! MacGregor has emphasized
the biological and social disadvantages of treating
pregnancy as an'inness.4 In fairness, it should be noted
that there are still some who beliezelnegnancy should
be considered a chronic illness.' '

Even If the medical model is useful (and that is
dubious), one must distinguish between a disease and a
symptom or complication of a disease. Is school age
pregnancy a disease to be prevented, or Is it symptom
of some other. problem? There is qvidence to suggest
that many of these pregnancies are wanted, either
because the young wodsan:finds Something she needs in
doieness with a man or becannorthe believes she can
Make up for -lack of love in her own upbringing by
havinga child whom she will love and who, in turn, will

'0. brm.' Some persons marking with young mothers
rt fed many pregnancies are ill attempt by -the young

mother to ward off an impending depression or
v.! intolerable lonlinessf lithe pregnancy is not the disease

but Is a symptom br attempt to kin a problem, there is
the danger that preventing one symptom_ may lead to
another. What will take its place: drugs, alcohol,
violence, suicide? Are they to be Preferred if, indeed,
this is the choice? Adolescent mothers already have an
inordinately high s'uiciPf risk: Is enough known about
the adolescent cultures to promote "primary preven-
tionVrWhat does this concept mean to adolescents?

Assuming that Leavell's model does have usefulness,
primary prevention means preventing the development
of. the problem first. This may be doneein one of tWo
ways:

!.,Health promotion. By this Leaven means using
general methods of environmental and behavioral
dump, including good nutrition, sanitation, housing,
and education. There seems to be little doubt, since
school age pregnancy' has a strong .socioeconomic
gradient, that general social measures, if

ongenerations, would have an impact on adolescent
fertility, but these changes are not likely to be within the
power of a Specific "program" to achieve. Merman,'
for example,. tuts emphasized the critical need to
provide, early, a meaningful role for young people,
including some form of socially useful work and skills,
Preferably integrated with their educational experiences.
Programs for family life education also fit in this
category of "health promotion."

2. Specific Protection. The second subheading
under primary prevention is "specific protection," le, a
technically developed "bullet," an intervention with the
capability of preventing a specific disease. The
prototype in medicine is the vaccine. Are there specific
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techniques that can be used to prevent first pregnancies
in teenagelrs?Contraceptives will prevent pregnancies,
and abortions will prevent live births. But in what
contest can these be offered to young adolescents and to
what extent should they be promoted?

Secondary Prevention
Leavell's second level of prevention is detecting the

preblemearly and limiting the disability caused by the
problem Through effective therapy.

The increasing number of special, often comprehen-
sive, school age parent programs, which are cieveloping
around the country (now over 750), are,cofisidered
secondary prevention. They attempt to limit the

Medical, , social, and -edu6stional , disability frcim the
school age pregnancy. It must be remembered also that
secondary prevention, in the (Orin of effective family
planning assistance, may be primary prevention of a
rapid subsequent pregnancy, which is 'especially
implIrtrni for medical reasons.

Ordinarily, in disease, primary prevention is con-
sidered more effective and efficient if can be achieved,

but secondary prevention is often the path of least
resistance due to demand for services and clarity of the
target population. Is this true for school age pregnancy?
Is primary prevention more effective and efficient?

PROBLEMS WITH PRIMARY PREST.NTIOSI
OF SCHOOL AGE PARENTS

0
There are three major types of primary prevention

programs advocated to reduce the nulnbers of first
school age pregnancies. Each of these has problems at
the present time.

Family Life and Sex Education
Many believe that an effective curriculum of family

life and sex education in the schools would help teen-
agers understand the consequences of their actions and,
if they must be sexually active, at liFast be more
knowledgeable ,in the use of contraceptive methods.
There are several problems with this belief.

First, the author knows of no effective demonstration
that family life and icy. education programs have a
demonitrable demographic impact. Only Sweden has
had long, term experience with providing sex education
for young people, and "the effect; of (this) program on
sexual behavior and use of fertility control are not
Clear." In any case, they would be More likely to be
effective if there also was good access to family,.
planning assistance and devices.

Second, in the current social atmosphere, it is unlikely
that the majority of communities and school kystems
will permit an effective family life and sex educatipn
program in the near future. What needs to be done first
is to establish demonstration programs and determine
their effects o% fertility and other variables.

OCTOBER 1977
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Family Floosies

,T _here have been attempts to create progiams to give
sally active teenagers family planning devices and
information!' The Mt. Sinai program in Baltimore
contained an evalitation of subsequent reproductive
performance, which, although lacking a control group.
did dot show any definitvreduction of pregnancies
because of the pi''''' Drop out rates were high,
and among tho in the program there was

,till moderate pregnancy rate (6 per 100 person-yean).
Some persons have questioned the 'likelihood that

lathis01 age wear% particularly those from low income
and limited edpicistional backgrounds, will make
effective use of contraceptive osethods11" In one study.
school attendance, not contraceptive use, Was. the
Juanita predictor of reproductive.perfomance;'

There is a problem with contpiceptive programs that
comets the target group. As in malty apes of plblic
health, those at highest tIsk are. least likely to' use the
'eervices-ln evaluation of denage family planning
program in one medium sized New England city,
Feinberg"' found that almost all the teenagers who used
the feel& planning services dime (Pont the surrounding
suburbs, and few users came `from the inner city target

WW1..
Another prcibleisk complicates ... the provision of

contraceptikeservices for teenagers. In the Put the legal
tights of minors to 'seek contraception, abortion, or
treatment for'vatereal disesse without parental consent
have. been questioned. By 1976, 45 states had reduced
the age of majority to. 18 years; 44 states permitted an
18-year-old iOseek her own medical care, almost always
Including prenatal care and alsortion.q Nevertheless,

there is still resistance in the medical community,
particularly in ihis.time of frequent medical malpractice
suite, to do what was, &nil recently, thought to be
foebidden hi* common law (or judicial opinion).

The problem is even more difficult for women under
18 years, ihe group specifically of concern in the
primary prevention of school age pregnancy. Although
a number of states have statutory approval to provide
contraceptives to minors under III years, for the most
part, one emit invoke the vfnUlture minor doctrine,"
which means that minor "who is sufficiently
intelligent and mature to understand the' taPKre and
consequences of a treatment which Is for her ne-
at ..." may give permission foi are without pa
approval or knowledge." Acceptance of this doctrin2 is
not universal, but it is growing. Physicians nevertheless
are still, often hesitant to provide services without
parental consent to women udder 18 years.

'diorites
There is no question that a significant prolcan of

- prepandes in spurn undel 18 years are now *boned."
te.
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This proportion may increase as attitudes toward
abortion change and if the accessibility of abortion .

increases in many areas of the country. What is not clear

is whether public programs should in any way
encourage teenagers to consider abortion or attempt to
provide education about abortions as . part of fkmily
life and sex education programs. There are serious
Moral questions involved, and the psychological sequela
of abortions to adolescents are not cleat." It would
seem that the most that could or should be done, at
present, ,is 'to increase the 'accessibility of abortion
services 'for adolescents. Abortion is also sometimes
involved lathe legal questions about parental consent.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ISSUES
IN PRIMARY PREVENTION

The CDC, gave the 1973 abortion ratio for women*
under 15 years as 1,231.abonions per 1000 live a
minimum estimate from the same source fqr the
abortion ratio for those 15-17 years would be

600/1)100 live births. This means that approximately .
410,000 pregnancies occurred to women underl 8 year
in 1971 and' about 160,000 of these (40%) ended in
abortion. This was at a time when abortions were not
everywhere easily accessible to adolescenti, especially
without parental consent. It is clear that, regardless of
what is thought of abortion's from a moral or health
point of view, abortions now represent a major form of
"primary prevention" of live births to young thothers.
It is possible that if legal abortions become unavailable,
contraceptives would take their place, bur that in

doubtful in most cases of adolescent, pregnancy.
Under the assumption of no abortions, the problem

of schOol age parenthood would almost double over a
short period y time. Congress recently prohibited
payments forilbonions with Medicaid funds. but the
impact of this at the moment is' unclear. Therefore,
subsequent calculations would assume the fertility rate;
and abortion ratios that existed in 1973.

It is also likely that the numbers 'of adolescent
deliveries will start dropping in a few years due to the
declining cohort sizes, which, in turn, are caused by the
falling fertility rates in the 1960s and early 1970s. For
the following calculations. Cohorts of 4 million young
people are assumed in each year of age, of which 2
million are assumed to be young women.

What would be the cost of a family life and sex
education program over four years in junior high and
high school? Assuming that the average yearly school
costs per student in these grades are 51500 and that 104%
of the educational resources would go into the family
life and sex education program for four years of their
education, the cost would bi.,5150 per year.per student

"The CDC reamed aux any w 339i1o0o NAP 15-19.
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og $2.4 billion per year (16 million studentsx $150 per
student). The value of. these' programs would be greater
than just fertility control, of cobra, but in the absence

,of good. ftaditit It seems unlikefy that greater than a
10% reduction of under-Ill'pregnancles (or deliveries)

amtdd occur from the addition Of .such a provam:The
,uader-18 fertility benefits from such a family life and

difficult to apply in a simplistic manne'r to adolescent
pregnIncy., .

This does not mean that better ways to assist .

adolescents in preventing first pregnancies should not be
explored. The most basic steps..however. would appear
to be the most important at this time, andl hese step! are
more "enabling" than "promonvl" in .ftature: every

sex,eduoation program; under thacasiumptions, would family and every adolescent shottid have easy access to.

kat YeailYreeitationpf about 25,000 deliyeries per year ilcontraceptive and abortion education and services,
SO wonsin'under 111 years. That implies cost Of about should they choose to make use of them. At this time,

.S9000 to prevent grievegnaitcy. if alt the family life .; active. Organized promotion of these services would
and sea audition iffecti-ftateassigtsed to fertility:* . appear io begmore efficient in the context 'of programs

.. , .7' If the aPProitimately 225,000 ladolesixnts carrying for those adolescents who have" !heady had 11

' 'their first .pregnanci to.term were receiving intensive ., pregnancy. 0,,, t,
famliy, life and sea education.' SerViCtS. as apart of . .

,

sampesgaiteiveitrogrants, and if 20li of the $1500 per.. . .
. CONCLUSIONS... ',

.., year :palm these students' education were put Lisa this 1. There ire theoretical, .practieal. 411g, finanal
subject for $300.per Year Per Pregnapt stsidenik die cost, ,: problems with organized prOgrams for :the "primary

' would be $67.5 million pelyear: Evaluative studia have prevention" of pregnancies' to adolescetis. Organized
.., suggested dial perhaps a 23f. .reduction of rap !? primary prpepiion programs will probably not cause a

'eulssegitent pregnancies (under age 18) would occur. major drop In adolescent fertility rates in the absence of
This .,,,e, mean preventinit:about 6500 of the 26,00 or considerable eConomie social, and Bernadine! changes
more nel and third deliveries before age lg. An in the society.
investment 4f .money 3%.113 large would previa; about

.

2. Despite tte Many problems, abortions represent a-.
one fourth as many births, under these assumptions. Of major foria°%,f primary prevention of births to .

course, it is to be .espeCted .ther there would 'be other adolescents. ,.
important benefits froin.family life and sex ethicationin 3. At-this time, limited resources are-Probably better

... tath'xitinp, which are not considered here. . ' spent on providing easy- access to contraceptive and
One fact not always (nova ii.that ,the prematurity . abortion edoce. tion and services.' and on intensive.

and:perinatal mortality rates for second and third birth?, programs for those who already have had pregnancies,
etrdentigE-res to adolescents ire diii Tic greater than the! . '..rather thli on a large orgitnized progrint in primary

.;,. lame risks.for first births terafaislescents, eventhougil prevention.. '
the adolescents aregion the average, youngerat the time

'Of the first births. It may lef that the adolescent
woman : does 6not tolerate ' the; irepered stresses, of REFERENCES ..- . , i

Intimacy 'as well as she would later. This provides a L. m.o.r j.. my heabh and demographic cOnsequenal or

solid. medically based reason for strong prktiarni to
adolescent pregnancy and childbearing. Prisentedot 'the Conference
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4
This study of school age mothers reveals that the risk of

--prematurity and perinatal death increaser, greatly in their
'second and third pregnancies.

Introduction

Approximately 350 special progerpheen devel

aped In ^Ant over the last 20 *Bich provide
ranedical, educational, and social services to school age
parents: limmedical component of these programs varier
cdalderattlY; some programs merely refer clients elsewhere

taro and some. provide obstetric andlor
pedIatrk care along with educational and social services.
This paper eporlis some of the findings from a 5-year
prospective evaluative study of a comprehensive prOgram
fosechool age awithe0 which Integrated obstetriecare with

. other services. The health at birth of the index infant (the
v product of the pregnancy which brought the mothers into

the special program ann, hence the research sample) is
.

Dr. Jekel, Ma. He'rrison, Mr. Bancroft, and Ms. Tyler
are affiliated with the Department of Epidemiology and
Public Health, Yale University School of Medicine, New
Haven, Connecticut B8510. Dr. Merman is with the
Florence HellereGredqate School for Advanced Studiei in
Social Welfare, Brandeis University, Waltham, Masaachu-
esti. This study was supported. by Grant MCR-090018
from theMaternal and Child Health Service. Health Service:
and Mental Health Administration, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. This article was presented at the
100th Annual Meeting of the American Public Health
Association, November 13, 1972, Atlantic City, New,
Jersey.
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compared with the heilth of subsequent Infants born to the
same mothers.

An earlier report from this project Ns/eluded that the
infanta born to mothers served by th compadviinsive
program were slinificantly more healthy at birth than were
infanta born to i control group who received traditional
obstetric,ftic care.' The questions being considered in the
pteserir pope/ are (1) did the apparent health benefit for the
Index infant also held for infants born sUbseciuently7: and
(2) if not, why not. -

The Special Prarm

The Young Mothers Program (YMP) in New Haven,
Connecticut, provided' educational and special services
through the Polly T. McCabe Center as well as obstetric and

social services Rim* the Yale -New Haven Hospital, where
a special clinic was establiShed to serve school age mothers
exclusively, 'continuity of care was emphasized froM the
7th month on. and the obstetrician or nurse-midwife who
provided prenatal care was usually the one who delivered
the baby for at least was present at the delivery) and
followed the mother Ihniugh her postpartum,period. The
social workers held two or three Intik interviews Withteach
young mother and then sad her asReeded. Group sesdona
were offered at which a wide range of topics was diseased
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relevant to Irtegnancy, delivery. contraception. child care.
and relationships with men. Many of the young mothers
were no longer eligible for the IMP clinic during their
subsequent pregnancies because of age and some ` who were
eligible were not retorted to-the special .Sinicor did not
choose to return to it. Therefore, for most subsequent
deliveries, prenatal cares was obtained In the regular
obstetric clinics.

The Study Method

The health at birth and In the Immediate postpartum
771..

period of 180 index infanta was compared with that of the
float 103 subsequent infanta bons to's cohort of 180 young
mothers who registered for prenatal care for their Index
pregnancy in the Young Mothert Clinic of thelfaleAw
Haven Hospital between September 1, 1967, and June 90,
1969. All of the young mothers were under 18 years,
unmarried, and residents of New Haven at the Clint they
registered for care in the special obstetric clinic. Most of
them (95 per cent) were nonwhite, and most were poor; 10
had delivered one infant previously and two move had
delivered twice prior to intake into the program. The
primary dati sources were hospital, clinic, and emergency
room records from the Yale-New Haven Hospital. These
data Sere aupptemented by records from the Hospital of SL
Raphael, the only other hospital in the New Haven area,
and from clinicians' rating forms, school records, and
postpartuin interviews. All of the index babies and all but
two of the 103 subsequent babies were delivered al the
Yale-New Haven Hospital. Therefore, the primary sources
of data were comparable for almost all of the deliveries.

Findings

0 Method of r .

By the en of the follow-up period, January 31,1972,
79 of the 180 mothers in the study population were found
to have delivered One or mote subsequent.infants of 20
weeks gestation .or more at the Yale-New Haven Hospital.
and they had delivered a total of 103 babies. In addition,
21 spontaneous abortions were recorded among 18
mothers, 22 medically induced ions were found'
among 21 mothers, and one young other had 'a reit
induced abortion. The large number o . Induced abortions
suggests that teenagers will choose to terminate a subse.
quent pregnancy when the allimative of abortion is legal
and available. ' a .

Comparison of Health at Birth smongelndex and Subse-
quent Babies .

The most striking finding war the significantly higher
risk of perinatal mortality and prematurity among the 103
subsequent Infants than among the 180 index infants.

SURVIVAL

a, Nine of the 103 subsequent infanta died in the
perinatal period compared to two of the 180 index iiifants.
Among the nine subsequent perinatal deathO" tbefe were
eight, hebdomadal deaths and one stillbirth; tifo of these
Infanta had the 118711! mother. The subsequent Infants,
therefore, had a rateof death almost 9 times that of the
Index int/mtg. A difference this large would occur by
chance in less than one case in 1000. Clearly, subsequent
babies bons 2 to 4 years (mostly less than 2 years)
folioed's, an initial school age pregnancy had a significantly
higher tIak of perinatal death than did their older siblings.

PREMATURITY

Twenty-eight of thein.bsequent infants (27 per cent)
wire of low birth weight, 'Under 2500 gm (Table 11, which
is over twick,the proportron of prematums in the Index
group, and Is even .higher than the 23 per cent premature
me reported by Water!! lo 1969 for subsequent deliveries to
young mothers.' Lew birth weight is associated with, and is
presumably a causiolve'factor in, most deaths around the
time of birth. TA! cange of the birth wfight In the nine
infants wilq between 580 and 2220 gm. Ooly two
weighed-iiv.e WOO gm. Thirty -Iwo per cent of the Manta
of loot tO iftli died; none died who weighed 2500 gm

...ormottt.

Factomissocieted with High Risk

Two 'faCi,ors are apparent. The study population
delivered hissIfialthy babies in subsequent deliveries than In
the initial oniillespite the fact that the mothers were older.
Second, prematurity was the most, important immediate
cause of perinatal death. The following will be considered

TABLE 1Obstetric Outcomes amoda Index and Subselquant
Infant?

put coma

Sur vat

IN

No

;radon
1801

SubhMuant
IN - 1031

No.

Pmmatal death 2 1.1 9 89
1-nonst Intents 178 989 54 91.3

Total 180 IC/3D 103 100.0

-826.p< 0 Oi

Both volMht
Less than t000 am 2 1.1. 3 29
1000-2499 Om to 10.6 25 243
2500. pm 158 883 76 728

Total 180 1009 1133 100.0

r; 11 04.o<001
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Nomskel. ler Illeds Order

Osman,

Birth Order

2 Total

No. % No. -11 No. % No. %

Stweival
Perinea' dead; 1 0.6 6 7.1 4 143 11 39
LOAN Infants 167 99.4 79 929 24 86.7 270 96.1

Total 168 100.0 85 foon 28 100.0 281* 100D

girth weight
LM then 10039. 1 0.6 2 2.4

2
2.1 6 18

10313-2490 pt. 17 10.1 16 18.8 10. 36.7' 43 16.3

215004 gm 150 80.3 67 780 16 57.1 233 829
'Total 169 100.0 85 100D 28 1002 281. .100.0

7eva Subsequent Intent. ban at the Hospital of St. Raphael are excluded from this

as potable reasons for thi high rate of prematurity: parity,
delivery-tconception Intervals, prenatal care, and differ-
ends between mothers.

Parity

The number of previous dellikries was associated
significantly. with sundae. Considering index and subse-
quent deliveries at the tale.New Haven Hospital only, first
births had a flak of perinatal death of less than 1 per cent.
second births 7 per cent, and third births 14 per cent. The
corresponding prematurIty.rates among these infants were
11 per cent, 21 per cent, and 43 per cent (Table 2).

For women in their twenties, second deliveries Involve
leas flak of prematurity and perinatal lost than first
deliveries, which is In contrast to the pattern observed
among these teenagers.' 'The increased risk in subsequent
-pregnancies among these young motheri appears, to have
resulted from the intbrectIon between age and parity, i.e.,
high parity in a young mother produced high risk. The

mechanisms for this Interaction may hp physiological
factor,, such as nutritional deficits and/or hormonal
Immaturity, or social and environmental.factors, such as
poverty and Inadequate health care.

Detivery-toConception Interval

-In order for a woman to have several pregnancies In her
teens, conceptions must occur at short IrItervals. Possibly.
one of the factors leading to prematurity and perinatal
death was the length of the Interval between the previous
delivery and the subsequent conception. The young-mother
might not have had enough time to prh)lare physiologically
and nutritionally for a new pregnancy.

All 'but two of the subsequent deliveries were to
women who were under 20 year. of age when they
delivered. .

372 AJFSCAFRIL. 1975. Va.66. No.4

TABLE 3Obstenie Outcomes by Inured from Previous Cleillmey
to Solnemont Conception

No. of Months from Ptioiop CleiNery
to Subsequent Conception

Outcome No. Mean Median Range

Porinatai death 122 142 3-29
Premature live birth 20 12.7 103 4-36
Full term live birth' 73 122 10.0 - 1-47
Total 102' 12A 10D 1-47

One sot of twins considered one delivery.
Mean Scp. dl F 0.022

Mlpfig. t..
crIP:uu: 671.:52 3

p > 0.5

he number of months between the previous delivery
and the subsequent conception wan calculated for the
subsequent deliveries. If a delivery was less than term, the
approximate gestation Interval was estimated from the-birth
weight. Contrary to expertion.' a oneway analysis of
variance showed no statistically significant dIffereoce
between the average' conception intervals for the venous
outcome categories (Table 3), st

Prenatal Care
. v t. 4

In both Index and subsequent pregnancies, a strong
relationship was demonstrated between the number of
prenatal visits and the outcome of the delivery; i.e., women
who made fewer prenatal visits vk'llre more Ilk* to deliver
prematurely or to have their Infants die 'Ogre perinatA
period. This finding can be partly explained by the fact of
prematurity, which reduces the number of prqbatal visi1s a
woman can make.

The mothers who had subsequent deliveries sought len

6
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are for the subsequent than for the index pregnartcy. MI
kept at least one clinic eltolntrnent during the index
pretptvv,And the,average number or appointments kept
was it For the subkequent delimits, seven (6.8 per cent)
received no prenatal care, and the average number of
appointments kept was 6.1. Of the nine perinatal deaths,
two of the mothers had no visits, five had only one, one
had three, and the visits of one were unknown. Some of the
deaths might have been prevented had the mothers sought
early and regular an, but this association cannot be shown
to'be

Diffsrencesbetwetn Mothers

Wire the mothers who delivered again different from
those who +did not In ways that may have Influenced
obstetric outcomes? Four categories will be dialysed:
preexisting characteristics, participation In the specill
prograM, obittetric outcomes for the index pregnancy. and
subsequent life ;retro.

PREEXISTING ClytRACTERIStICS

The two groups did not differ significantly on any of
the following preexisting characteristics: age. race.
socioeconomic 4uartile, length of residence in Nei/linen.
number in the household, ordinal position, birthplace,
educational goals. appropriateness of grade level. nunter of
parents In the household, welfare status. or number of
previous pregnancies.

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

Women who 'delivered again pdrticipated less in the
special programs. For example, the mothers whi, later had
subsequent infants attended the special educational pro.
gram a lower percentage of the days for which they were
eligible and participated less actively in the group sessions.

The mothers who delivered. again also made fewer
prenatal visits during the index pregnancy, although this did
not appear to influence obstetric outcomes advgrsely for
that pregnancy. Their avenge number of clinic visits during
the index pregnancy was 7.7, compared to 9,1 visits for,
those who did not have subsequent deliveries - 2.760. df

TABLE 4-Obstwoc Outcomes of Index INvgna 1,

- 178,p <T.I.01). This difference was partly explained by
the tact thaVlsose mothers Who later had subsequent
children cad* Jor care about 11/2 weeks later In gestation
during the index pregnancy and kept a lower percentage of
clinic appointments. These differences in participation
during the index pregnancy may reflect subtle differences
In sot*, psychological, and for environmental factors which
affectrd the outcomes of subsequent pregnancies Oilier
'directly or through reduced prenatal care.

INOEX OUTCOMES

No signifireint difference could be found between the
79 mothers who delivered again and the 101 who did not in
the obstetrickresults of the index pregnancy (Tattle Nor
did the two groups differ on any other index of maternal
and child health during the index pregnancy. As a group,
those Mother" Who delivered again evidentlx were biologi.
retires eblelo produce healthy children as Those who did
not. The results of the subseqkept deliveries. therefore, do
not reflect a selection process' whereby the mothers at
highest risk writ those who delivered again.

.SUBSE6UENT LIFE STATUS

The mothers having subsequent babies differed from
those who did not on a number Of indicators of life status
at 15 and 26 months postpartum. For example, they were
less likely to be ireschock and to beworking. However, it is
difficult to ipterpret these data as indicating a difference
betweeh the index and subsequent mothers, because the

Ivry fart of having another pregnancy may be the

`explanation for less schooling and imployment.

Discussion

During the past decade, 444.4.1 interest' has been
focused on the eery young rtkoth6r, and many progrems
have been established to reduce .her obstetric risks. Less
attention has been fpcused ,ikt.those mothers having
subsequent pregnancies, perhaps:because it has. been

amomed that the added year ortrgto between pregnancies
reduced obstetric risk, or perhaps gerause program staff are
not aware df the problems 4..these some girls as they

nov, b S *p.m 136ver °

Obstetric Outcome No
of 1ndfot Popnancv

Staborth

"4- Hbdoinods1 dealt.
Premature In. both
Full term hvs both
Total

0
0
9
70

79

Vol .

SubMigempelim,

No

Ni,

0

aw

No

0

70 1

11 10 9.9 19 106
tio 89 88 1 159 88.3

IW 101 100 0 180 1000
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become op& dace they ire 'less Ilkety to um *chi HOS. about gointback ts4the Yoou eta with
eIlligT1OPA :,ffilrever, ibis study Indicate,. that. subsennent -MMther baby.

Infants are at greater obstetric ;Fide than:. thou Infints
delivered pmelously, when the mother receleed,spectal . .r:4".?

.weeks' foe her Initial pregnancy. Moot attention should be ; Conclifsiolis .
given to subseqUent'pregearmles. among brags gills, bolt) .

from a advice and a neemetkidearpolne. . During the put decade, mere interdit has been focused
The reasons :My eon* of these mothers had MU: or ao

. On providIng can for ynuig mothers during their first
Renate] care for subeetpsent pregninehe are norappamot. poiniqoies than_ ,during' dublequttit . ones. This study
The tact that teem rooylool ilao ;sought 100-carelodlhe ' suPpots that the infants 0 greatest nab are those O. 'livered
Index pregnancy than iso. mothers without subsequent, c. subsequently to girls still in their :teens. Clearly, the higtr
pregnancies suggests that they had law understanding of 'M'es of prematurity and perinatal death provides justillca
ledpOrteoco of obstetelicors; or that sciousthI41n therhond don for delay of subsequent infants In teenage mothers.
Ohafthao interfered !eltholintc'etitendince.... if Subsequent pregnancies cannot be prevented, greater

TM IMP: which adiatedlhe raigni loOthersto achieve etiorts should be made to provide care to young mothers
good SU:4k outcoggiLdadtig the 'Index 'prgroncY; did experiencing Second or third pregnancies:
not aiisilat to have belPedjhose with subsequent prellnr A special comprehecsite crisis Intervention program for

to bane eqvIly IMO obstetric outcomes, ' v: ehodj-age mothers, while opparylitly having a positive
The ceuda gWitlgm are &WM the Ingots! o'? ;atria' on obstetric otgeOmes for index infants born to

.progeam's extended 'iddbadolial effort the 'I2dex: participants, had no longlastIng Inipact (i.e., nd *uncial
ancy did:notio'coitiacifitian. and iii-MOY. : effecl.ott thenutcomeibf subsequent pregnancies).

Jobe:Wen piegnatttegaln did not reselyeadeqbate .
egrtvi :
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Abstract: Four cohorts of Lichen women whOgliV
.:ered a child before reaching age.18 Welt, folloW for
perioilimaging from 6 to 12 yearito deterrnineMsb
gionf011 anaterilizatioo. The.two mote recent collo
had blurt served by comprehensive service programs.,

dutch ofthe mops irsqd abort on ol:
steril* to Control fertility. blosOdc the` w

To whit *item do women who becoroo:MM
hod age setrWitoetel0 etetyloorieto
'This paper:Atics:o antwer this quesibtqcr

np woreetisvit pertftlitatetl in a coalp#Iteps setkiee
m for ach011se mothers in'41erv..,Iiken, .Con'

.^ectlek and td coop/ire 'their CiFO SOO that a two
SroutuA wornekwho deH. a riOr M. Me dc.04.
opulent spatial tertg*.Thit, is', :10 'study of alarge-teaitaystoatext p*tote# fOr mceelt,
published previously.' -:',; ^

'..Relayed Siud4ie :: 444/
Liftlais imam about ibrgical Mean litx

gait& bayoUrig mot e reheat ids
programs, Sodit:prespian Nue 1011 ha*

1141OIVIC fiNPOIT,1511Pparelliff"
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es
. Pftel.tg carry,* pitailusaistrigivevy.She litetatUre

: log rum% had no subsequcnt term or, near term
ivories, sugastIng that such a recites' may signal a

eaircoo,tbrminste childbearing, at least for a few
a ASighyfrt onion of the young mothers obtained, h rtiodit, chi the second trimester, even for repeat

aborikeledith. J. Public Health67:621-625, I977)

ribing such programs often emphaiizes their provision of
ntraceplive education and devices to prevent Subsequent

owanti'd pregnancies; abortion counseling ii seldom. if ever,
htioped. Moreover, much of the literature on programs for

hoot -age parents describes services provided in the 1960s.
fore abortions were widely available. '

.1n the 19701 a limited number of follow-up studies hate
,cRested that the subsequent fertility of mothers served by .

omprehensive prOgrarns, although reduced below that ex-
fleeted without such prograths, is still high.' -` Alt hough abor-
libits have become- More accessible to many school-age moth.'
ers in 1974 there were147,000 births to women under age IS
m the United States.' Recent data show that unmarried wont.
en have a much higher legal abortion ratio" than do married
women. nonwhite women have a higher legal abortion ratio
than white women, and women under age IS have the highest '
abortion ratio of any age group, with the 15-19 year age group
also being MO.' Pregnant adolescents. who are usually un-
married when they conceive. thus codibioe two and often
three Of these characteristics, and, therefore. would be ex.
pected to be at high risk for abortion. Those who participate'in
comprehensive programs, however, have decided not to ter-
minate their pregnancies and they are often given intensive
education in contraceptive use after delivery. They might be
expected, therefore, to seek abortions less often than 'would
be anticipated on the basis of age, ethnic group, and marital
status. Few data have been reported for this population, how-
ever. Furstenberg' studied long term fertility among sehool-
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1.000 live births for the defined poop.
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age mothers in Baltimore, most of Whom were non-white, and
found yaw whereas only 1 per cent terminated their first pies-
nal16/ by abortion. 4 $r Cent aborted a second Pregnancy.
and 19 per cent and IS per tent aborted third and fourth PIMP
nancies, respectively. His sample included both thine served
bj e special clinic for school-age mothers end those served

only by regular obstetrical clinic, but the data were not
analyzed to determineif there was diffelence between these

groups.

Populations Studied

AU the women studied delivered at Yale-New Haven
Hospital (YNHH) for the index Pregnancy. i.e., the one that
brought them into the study, Two groups were served, by the
Young. Mothers Program IYMP). a comprehensive service

and two control groups received traditional sem-.
.....grulTte first study group consisted of ISO women served by

the YMP in 1067-1969, who were studied prospectively (the
''Prospective- group). The second group were served by the

YMP in 196}-1%7. prior to the addition of the program's
e d u c a t i o n a l committee'. This . group of l i t was originally
;WOW retrospectively (the "Reirosnective" group.) The

third group (Control group I) consisted of 53 young women
who delivered ddring 1963-1965. before the development of
the YMP; they were otherwise similar to the two groups al-
ready mentioned. The fourth group (Control, group II) includ.
ed S4 young mothers who also delivered in 1963-65. but who
did not meet all of the research criteria for the major study

4hecabse of =triage, residence outside of New Maven. preg-
nancy terminated in a spietaneouror therapeutic abortion, or

lack of prenatal cart.
The study groups were similar in many ways: mostly

poor, mostly non-white, and with median age of 16 years.'

Methods

In 1975 the inpatient, outpatient, and emergency room
records Of the YNHH were reviewed (or evidence of deliv-
eries ot other terminations of economy, and for other medi-
cal and social information on all members of the four groups.
The dates and methods of all terminations of pregnancy were
recorded end also the date of the last visibof any kind. Some
women were lost to follow-up; but a surprisingly high per.

centime could be followed for most of the study period (Table

I). The earlier (control) groups had a smaller percentage seen

at YNHH within the last two years, but fully is high a propor-
tion of Control group I had been followed at any poinrin time
after the index pregnancy us was the case in the-Re t ros pee liv e

or Prospective groups. Some of the differences seen in Con,
trot group II. however, might be due to less adequate follow-
up.

Because YNHH chart numbers were available from the
Previous srudy, there was no lossjo follow-up due to name
changes. It is possible that some youn'mothers went ter New
York or elsewhere Rs obtain abortions, especially before 1973
when they became freely available in New Haven, but they
could not have obtained abortions at the only other hospital in
the New Haven S.M.S.A. with an obstetrical Unit. the Hospi-
tal of St. Raphael, The data on surgical terminations reported
here. therefore, might underestimate their use.

Use of Induced Abortion

A significant minority of.alf four groups used induced
'abortion during the follow -up period (Fable 2). All but four
abortions in this analysis were medially induced and legal;
four mothers used self-induced abortions; there were no
known illegal abortions. Because of their small number, the
self - induced abortions are not separated for separate anal-

ysis. Thirty -four per cent of the most recent group of school-
age mothers hind one or more abortions. The percentage is
lower in the earlier groups, which may reflect the fact that
abortion was not freely available in New Haven until 1973.

Except for the Control group II, none of the young moth-
er aborted the index pregnancy (to have done so would have
made them ineligible for the study.) None were known to have
given up their babies for formal adoption. The findings report-
ed, therefore, apply to women who chose to keep an early
child.

For the two most recent study groups, almost one-half of
those using abortions for the first time did so to prevent or
delay delivery of a second child (Table 3). Another one-third
sought abortions after they had had two children, and less
than one-third underwent first abortions for higher orders of
parity. Those who did not seek surgical intervention until
higher parities tended to use sterilization instead.

An increasing proportion of pregnancies were terminated
by abortion as gravidity increased (Table 4). In this table, in
order to simplify analysis and description, all known preg-
nancies for each young mother were counted, regardless of
method of termination. The increase in the.pronortion
aborted with increasing pregnancy number is consistent with

TAKE 1-1.snith of Thee winos Delivery and Heaney of Follow-up by Group
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TAIIILB1-16msber mg Percentage. el Toeing lielhara Undergoing One or lam Abortion&
AN *dem

Oroso PS
testers Refrolooreve Carron U444 II Tab

u Na % No Nee No.. % No. %
Tots lamer's*/ ISO (100) III .(103) 63 (1001 54 1100) 428 11031
No.elgtons de

mart abalone
62 (34) a- (215) 115 (16) 10 111), 115 (27)

owe mothers.
Iss. vital one or more
Worn aseinduoad
abonfone

(1) 2 (2) 0 - 4 (t)

.7

. ` .

t; 4lindinp of Fnrstenberg' mentioned above and may reflect
an increasing easeeri. irthe part of young mothers to limb
further

The sigiu cOn.,abortion,can be seen even more
dearly by leok the laintber of live infants delivered sub-,
sequent to.thq'IIrs8.use of an induced abortion (Table 3). In
three of the four. groups, ahnlist BO per cent of those under-
going induced abortions had no subsequent term or near-term
deliveries during the follow-itpperiod, even though one
young mother had as many an 5 consecutive abortions over a
four-year period. Only 22 per cent of the 61 young mothers,),)
the Prospective group using induuced abortion had any (grin
deliveries subsequent to the first iiduced aboMon, and titost
of these had only one Subsequent delivery. In moll Id the
young mothers, the decision to seek an abortion appeared to
signal a desire to prevent having further children, at least for
several years: the average pergiod of k nown follow-up after the
first abortion was 2.2 yeerir for the Prospective group, 3.2.
years for the Retrospective group, and ricers for the Corti
trol I group..

A high proprign of the young mothers seekingabort ion
obtained them after the first trimester of pregnancy 1411 per
cent of first abortions and 37 per gent of subsequent abor
ttions.)Tbese proportions rot' lateportions are far higher than
the U.S. average for 1972 (16.3 per cent) and the New York
City experience during similar time (17.7 per cent).* Al-

. thoUgh tome Of the differences may be due to the time re-
quired for psychiatric approval (needed :before the Con-

s,

necticut law was liberalized), some of the'differences may
reflect lack of education aboin abortion or ambivalence in the
young mother toward obtaining an4bonion.'

Uae ofSterilizations

The data on ;trilizationsid all groups give ffinhei sup-
port to the suggestion that many young mothers wanted to
terminate shildbearing. Surgical iteriliusiorr had been ob-
tained byl I women (12 per cent) of the prospective group by
an average of seven years after the index pregnancy; bi-19
worneh (17 per cent) of the Retrospective group by an average

lane years postpartum; by 22 women a7 per cent) of the
Control group I and by 14 women (26 per cent) of Control
.group II by an average of I I years postpartum. The number of
known sterilization per year per 100 women varied between
1.7 and 2.31n the four groups.

Not all of the,sterilizations were done for the purpose 4:-.
preventing subsequent pregnancy. Twentysi.en per cent of
She sterilization% in the four groups were hysterectomies.

. done for a variety of reasons. including carcinomes4n-situ of
the cervix. an ovarian tumor. and probleins resulting from
chronic pelvic inflammatory disease. However, the reasons
for hysterectomies as opposed to tubal ligation were 601 al-
ways appgcnt from the hospital charts.

One woman who had undergone a bilateral tubal ligation
at age 20 following two deliveries, two miscarriages, and one

TABLE 3Partly at Time of Prat Induced Abortion. All Groups.

nay e
RnitAbtallon Promp821.

2
3
4

No.

30
20

9
3

(48)
(32)
(151
(5)

Total 62 (100)
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induced' &onion, subsequently decided she wanted more
children and had *urger, to reanastomose the tubes. It is not
yet clear whether or not the surgery was iuccessful. Another
was considering similar surgery. The modal parity for the

groups at the time of sterilization was three, with the range
from one to nine.. The age at sterilization among the four
g roups varied from 14 years (a hysterectomy done for ex-
treme retardation and uncontrollable behavior during men-
ses) to 25.yeers. The median age at sterilization In the four

groups was 21, 27.25. and 13 years. The interval from termi-
nation of first pregnancy to the time of sterilization ranged
from 0 to 14 years, with the average in the four groups being
4.2, 6.4, 7.1, and 6.7 years respectively.

Relatively few women used abortions before resorting to
probably irreversible solution (Table 6). Rather, the two

control group' tended to use tnerilization. and those served by
comprehensive programs tended to use abotil$11. This may be

partly captained by the higher parity of the older groups. The
greater number of sterilizations among the control groups
nmy also reflect greater desperation among group for
whom Induced abortions were not easily available. The des-
peration of some is well shown by the experience of one wom-
an who, following two deliveries, aborted herself four times.

then had medically induced abortion, and finally obtained
sterilization atage 21.

An attempt was made to find variables that would predict
use of abortion or sterilization. A large, amount of data on

personal, educational, and 'medical variables were collected

in the original study of the Prospective group.' These data
were obtalneif M a prospective manner and thereftre the only

statistical biases to be expected in examining associations
with later use of surgical termination 6t pregnancy would be

due to differential loss to follow -up. Since most of the young
mothers were located for interviews twd years postpartum,
this is not thought to be a serious problem.

Contrary to expectation. none of the many variables test-
ed was a good predictor of whether or not the young mother
would subsequently seek a surgical termination: The only
statistically significant patterns which emerged were that
those young women who stayed in school through graduation
and/or remained single tended, to use abortions more than
sterilization, and those wIttidropped out of school and mar-
ried were more likely to use sterilizations. Marital status at
delivery of the index child and 26 months later did (701 predict
use of abortion. The data on marital status thereafter were not
considered reliable enough toAaAlyze. Acceptance of con-
traceptives postpartum and their reported use at 26' months
postpartum were not associated w11h either use of abort ion or

sterilization,

Discussion

This study shows that subsequent fertility looms as
serious problem to many school-age mothers, regardless of
whether they participated in comprehensive rvice pro-
grams. Despite fact that the dat reported hereare.mini-
mum estimates( ince some were lost to follow-up), aneroid-

mately 40 per cent of all for groups used either abortion or
sterilization. or occasionally both. to control subsequent fer-

tility.
This heavy reliance on surOcal means of fertility control

was not anticipated and was sohiewbat disappointing in view

Wit fi=of Tenn or Neer Tenn Delved*. Following 9* First Induced Abortion, Ail

Number of Oelvarlse
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TAMS .111.1s6nt Parr WA= of Uns of Steriterelen and Abortion pmong A4 Groups.
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16 091 11 1201 52 113)

6 (1) 3 16) 19 14)

of the Youtig Mothers' Program's attempt to encourage uie of
tontraceptinp 'through counseling and education. Two pos
Bible explamitionq must be consideced: I) that these young
mothers expqrienced contraceptive failure, and that surgical
means of fertility control were sought to deal with this failure:
or that surgical prOcedures were used in preference to con-
Unteption as a'rneans of controlling fertility. In this study.

. neither acceptance of contraceptives in the imasdiate.post-
partum period nor the reported use of contracn 15 or 26
Months postpartum were associated with sUrgical methods of
fertility conkrol. Pethaps, the' ecision to seek surgical inter-
venting is a highly inalvidua/ response to immediate felt needs
and not due ton stylized response set.

These findings raise a numbir of serious questions. Why.
are the calving methods of contraception not adeq6ate to
meet the fertility control needs of almost one-half of Illis pop-
ulation? How can they beinade more satisfactory' Should
discussions of the 'alternatives of abortion and sterilization
Isecoine a regular part of the family planning educational pro-
grams for young mothers? To do so would risk alienating
religious and ethnic groups, and might also be interpreted as
an endorsement or encouragement of these methdhls. Yet. it

be equally:wrong to let a high risk population face decf-
no about surgical means of termination without previous
disc scion of the issues involved, such as the importance of
seek g help'early should an abortion be contemplated. Un-
fort nately. this study has no answers to the questions raised
in this paragraph.

a
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Parents And Their Babies, The Role
Of The State Department Of Health
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Medical Social.WorkConsultant; Public Health Nursing Consultant

In previous issues of the monthly bulletin[1] we haye described titre attempts of0

the state department of health to improve medical and social services for

p urinkarried mothers. The program which began in-1952,in the maternal and child
health section, has been, known as "Coordinated Medical and Social Care, for

Illegitimately Pregnant Women and Their Babies BOrn Out of Wedlock", a title
which now lounds' hopelessly-old fashioned. This article will describe the
developmentrof the program to meet the needs of our changing times.

In the eighteen years, since the program began, there have been gradual bu,t

pronounced changes in the whole out-of-wedlock picture, not . only in

Connecticut, but nationwide. Although the number of babies born, out of
Wedlock continues to increase in Connecticut (up from 4,037 in 1968 to 4,518

in 1969, a 1.2%. e), social and moral attitudes toward illegitimacy are in'a state

of transition. Se attitudes- vary so greatly in' different socio-economic
sub-cultures of our 'society that there is no longer agreement as to how serious

problem out -of - wedlock pregnancy. is or how best to deal with the parents and

their babies.'" When young motion pictutetci stars freely- discuss their

dut-of-wedlock pregnancies andproudly present thitir babies to society through
'news media, the youth of this society. becomes keenly aware of our uncertain

social values.

Although the state department, of health has been concerned primarily in'

-.assuring good Medical care and social services, for unwed mothers in order to
*event health and social liVoblems, it has inevitably alsubeen concerned with
attitudes.torder for the mothers to receive Care as early as poisible,,ecfprts had-

to be e to influence attitudeS of professionals toward" the unwed'pregnant

girl. If these attitudes wei punishing, the girl's-fears would be intensified. She
%would retreat from using the very services set up to, help. het With her

4
4 :!
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"prablem"..On the other hand, if atIltudes were too permissive, many feared it
would encourage out-ollwedlock pregnancy. Helping physicians, nurses, social
workers andb educators serving the gills to steer a course between these two
extremes was an essential part of the program; In order to do this, the focus of
the prOiiain was.,on the promotion of good preventive health care which would
,ice;intire likely to produsce a healthy baby. Early social service could enable the
girl to make;a healthier social adjustMent herself and help her Make a sound plan
for her baby. In spite of the fluctuating social-values, this aim litas given a steady
and realistic function through the eighteen years of the program.

PHASE I

.
From 1952.intil 1966 the program developed ,from a limited service to three
rural counties to a statewide program. In the beginning, efforts were directed
toward vaciting individual physicians, nurses and social workers through
meeting with hospital staffs, public healtli nursing agencies, social service
agencies, and committees from the Connecticut Medical Society. Physicians were
encouraged to call upon social 'agencies and public health nurses to assist the girl..
The agencies were encouraged to call physicians to assure early medical care and
to coordinate their efforts. The development of this inter-disciplinary
communication. became one of the most, important ,accomplishments of H.
program. At first the program staff (maternal and child health physician, medical
social work consultant, and public health.nursing consulfant)'receiv any calls

from thes professionals, asking for information about how o effect referrals."
HoWever, as communication improved, .this intermediary step beeame _less
necessary.

r
In order to facilitate mthe referral process, the prograni made funds available to_
pay for the prenatal and postpartum medical care of the pregnant girl and for
hospital care of the mother and baby. This financial, assistance, .which Was
proVded by the U. S.hildien's Bureau funds for the prograin, si;as available for
girls not eligible for any type of public welfare assistance and was contingent
'upon the girl receiving both medical and social services: Soon the referrals to the
Program were coming almost entirely from social. agencies. They saw to it that

° the girl received medical care and gave counselling to her and her family. Patients
were never seen by the program staff, an arrangement which helped to
strengthen the relationship between the girl and tie social agency. By 1968, 191

. girls a year were receiving this financial aid from the program. Most were
.inidille-class white girls who were placing their babies f or adoption. They or their
Vfamilies had marginal iricomes. Young clerical workers who were self supporting
were the largest group referred.

PHASE II
.

,...

In 1964 the'degartme.nt began deiesout-of-wedlock study d'es ribed in-the article
in the. Febrtlary 1970' bulletin. The following facts were Inghlighted by the
study:

4f*i
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Mdst of the 3049 'unwed inothers.wire.yery:poo'r(ovcr one-half Were receiving
public assistance). . .

.0 Sixty-five percent were keeping !heir babies.

Most of,those whalcept- their babies,were Negro or Ouertoltican (90:3% of

the Negro babies and 93.3% of the Puerto Rican babies went.home with

their motliers), ' .

,

Forty-three -nrcent f the 635 mothers.. who were in school received no,.
special schoolingduring pregnancy.' , r

Only 69% of the mothers were known to have received regular prenatal
medico" siAtvisiOnoniost did not begin regular medical care Until the fifth
montkot later.- . .

Thirty-eight: and..fuatienths percent 'oldie white others, 37.4% of the
Negro mothers, and 32% of the Puerto Ii,can mothers were teenagers.

Thility.-eit.peicent of the mothers had at least one.preVi.Ou, Out-of-wedlock
regnangy ' .4

41t .

...1t,.becattle apparent even beforit ;the-study was published in.-1969 'tliat the
program would have to be, changed in order to provide services for the majority
of unwed mothers who kept their 134131e. The. study showed that these girls'did .

,
not go to social agencies other than welfare 'departments fotifinanthal belt,. This

included viniost all of the Negro and Puerto,Rican girls. :1(' n.

Ne .1 "
, e 0

A decisiod was-;nia'de to gradually phage out.the old 'program which was based on'
our giving financial assistance to girls.refelTed by social agencies and to findnew

ways of reaching this larger group of hiothets. Most. Of them were, by Virtue. of "

poverty and inunapirify, greally in need 0'610:or thejnselves and their babies.,
r - . .; - 1

, 'r - ,'
J , .

,Through 'Offing about progrants in other tates[2] and through previous ,

experience:-£n wo g with :Several; Connecticut communities which hadprit
'developed' special ains fet pregnant sclroj guis[31, possibilities were seen

- For preyerith,e eiblic health .wbrk and for spending program funds and using
staff time in community Inograths for teenagers having their first

,.: babies. This . group seemed to offer the most favor bls prognosis or

.' -rehabilitative eficrts.ilt was`also a grA which could attract the most pbblic
interest and sympath5/. because.. of their youth: Interest..in this group is high

'because they are considered high risk from, a medical anci'social point of view.
-.They seem. to have sp-many needs whiCh are best met by a' n inter - disciplinary,'

ii' community approach. Previous program contacts w ospitalS,"physitinns and

agencies could be' iiiia"---6 -build nevi type of -' In May 1968' he

t

-:iieti .:
.
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program statewide advisory committee, made up of representatives of these
agencies, agreed that this new focus was needed and approved and encouraged
program changes to mote realistically meet the needs of unwed. mothers.

Waterbury: In July 1968, the first oppoqunity came to participate in 'tile
development of what have come to be referred to as "community-based
comprehensive programs for teenage parents". Through two social agencies.it
was learned that a committee had been meeting at the YWCA in Waterbury to
develop such a program. The committee, typical of groups organized in other
communities, was composed of representatives of the schools and social and
health agencies concerned with unwed mothers. The staff of the state maternal
and child health program was invited to meet with the Waterbury committee.
After a number of planning meetings, a proposal was written requesting funds
from the MCH progrim to provide a coordinator who Woulddirect a project to
try to reach all teenage pregnant girls. The committee was to hire the
coordinator and act as the policy-making body. All the agencies'agreed to make
referrals to the project and to provide services. The Visiting Nurse Association
agreed to provide instruction in prenatal and infant care; the two family agencies
to do individual and group counselling; the Nutrition Council to give nutrition
education and supervise lunch; the hoard of Education to provide teachers for
either homebound instruction or classes in a special school. Within six months
the Board of Education had agreed to hold the specialo school in the YWCA
where the girls had, been coming for the rest of the program. The committee
-continued to meet to iron out problems and to plan how to meet gaps in
services, e.g., infant day, care. The staff of the MCH program coAtinues to serve
on the committee and to give consultation as needed.rAfter three years of MCH
stimulus for funding for the project, local funding has been obtained by the
committee,' thus permitting utilization of MCH funds elsewhere in the state for
similar projects.

Stamford: While the Waterbury project was developing, the MCH staff started
working with a similar committee which had been organized in Stamford. In
June 1969, MCH funds were given to the Stamford City Health Department for
a coordinator. As in Waterbury, the coordinator, hired by the community
committee, directs a program which includes academic instruction, health
education, instruction in prenatal and child care, social service and vocational
counselling. The coordinator is active in reaching out to find all teenage mothers,
including schoOl drop-outs:and to see that they receive, services. The committee,
including the MCH staff, meets regularly to decide on matters of policy and to
find -ways to meet emerging needs of the girls.

Meriden: In September 1969, the MCH staff was'asked by the director of the
Meriden YWCA for help in plarining a project for teenage parents. As a result of
MCH staff consultation, a_ community committee was formed. After many
meetings, a plan was written and a coordinator Vas hired with MCH funds. In

. ".
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September, a program started with the active :participation df the community

health and social agencies and the special pupil services of the school.

Middletown: A slight/modification has been made for a prOject centering

around Middletown. Here 'a regional approach is being tried. The kiCH staff, at

the invitation of one of the social agency directors, approached the Middlesex

Area Interagency Council to interest. them in developing a program covering the

fifteeri tovmsin the Middlesex area. The Cnuncil formed a sub-committee which

wrote a proposal for MCH funding for a planner to develop a regional program:

Two partgtime people were employed by the Council in June .1970, to begin this'

task. The fast girls to be brought into the program were from Long Lane School.

The social work direCtor who had formerly worked in the state department of

health was eager to use the new program to help the.pregnant girls at the school.

Norwalk: November 1969, the medical social work consultant of the
maternal and child health section asked the executive director of the Greater
NotvialkOnun unity COuncil to meet with her to discuss how a program could
be develdped in Norwalk. The maternal and child health staff were invited to

meet with the Council's Adolescent Mother; Committee which had been meeting

for many months to consider how to provide imeinved services for these

mothers. The hospital professionals, Who have a specM interest in adolescents,

hate been very active, along with the representative of the schools and loCal

health and social agencies. A coordinator is expected to begin a program before

Jahuary 1971.

Hartford: In Hartford an altogether different approach has been taken. The
committee which had planned for the Interagency Services for School-Age

Mothers five years ago is now concerning itself with coordination of services to'

all unwed mothers. The MCH staff, which was active on this committee,

suggested using MCH funds for a planner-coordinator who has been employed by

the Greater Hartford Community Council to assure that services are impfovedp

the gaps in services spotted, and new services developed. The planner is assisted.

not only by the professinnal..advisory committee (which includes the MCH*

medical social work consultanitbut by a community committee of concerned

citizens representing the consumers of service..

Since the Interagency Services program has now been taken under the direction

of the Hartford ElOard of Education, MCH funds have been given to two
community agencies to supplemeq the services of the school department. The

Chilci and Family' Services of ;Connecticut is providing additional follow-up

serf/ices and research for evaluation. The Hartford Visiting Nurse Association is

providing a special instructor from the ,Parents Association for Childbirth

Education. She will work with the public health nurse fromthe VNA who is

*assigned -full time to the school program.
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Other Aspect; of MCH Staff Consultation

It is needless to say that hours of valuable time have been given by the MCH
staff, as well as by the local committee members, to work out sound plans which
would involve all elements of the community in active participation on these
new projects. As the ongoing programs grow, many unmet needs are uncovered.
Additional agencies have been asked to join the committees. Physicians,
especially obstetricians and pediatricians, have been kept informed by the
committees, the coordinators, and the MCH staff. Services have been modified
to ' better meet the needs- of the adolescent mothers. Some hospitals have
re-scheduled prenatal clinics to'give special attention. to these girls. Staff of city
health departments, Model Cities progra,ms and community-action agencies have
been involved to assure that new programs fit into plans for overall community
service development. MCH staff has met with representatives of the Department
of Community Affairs, the State Department of Education (Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation and Bureau of Pupil Personnel and Special
Educational Services) to discuss how they coed contribute to the program
services. The State, Welfare Department, the Department of Mental Health, and
the Departnient of Children and Youth Services have been kept informed of the
MCH staff statewide efforts in behalf of young parents. Although the MCH staff
has encouraged local committees to ask consumers of services to join them, in
only a few committees has this been possible as yet. However, it remains an
important goal of the programs.

As local programs have developod, MCH staff consultation has been given to
encourage theft. to expand from a narrow focus on unwed mothers to a broad
one of concern for teen age parents. It is generally agreed that young married
couples have as many problems as unwed mothers. Increasingly the young
fathers are being brought into the programs. It has been found that the boys will
come to see those who show genuine interest in the girls. They, too, need help as
troubled youth and as young fathers.

Interest in follow up for the young family has increased as a result of these
programs. It kis apparent that often after the baby is six months or a year old,
serious problems arise in areas as child care, intra-family conflicts, job training
and employment. The agencies are committed to follow up sees to the young
parents for as long as they need help. It is hoped this investment of effort by the
agencies and by the MCH staff will pay off in healthy family life.

Evaluation of the community programs has been difficult. Although the program
goals have been clearly spelled out, measuring success in reaching them is a
complexprocess. The goals of the programs are generally as follows: 1) to
improve prenatal and postnatal medical care for the mother and health care for
the child; 2) to enable the girls to continue or complete their schooling during
pregnancy; 3) to coordinate services to the girls from various social, educational,-
recreational and health agencies; 4) to assure the girls return to school or to job
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training or employment .wheneyer appropriate; 5) to identify unmet. needs an
to plan how to Meet them; 6) to.asaure 'follow -up services for as long as the
needed to strengthen the young family. ..

. . . .

The programs. so far have demonstrated that many girls want and will
schooling they need, rather than drop out as they often did in the past.
of the increased individual attention they receive through special
Some girls return to regular school' with a better academic record t

. formerly and a rnge positive attitude toward education. Through prenatal an
,health instruction they gain. new knowledge about their bodies, so that th4 .

ignorance which may have contributed to their becoming pregnant can be''.
dispelled. They keep eir medical appointments, not only because someone is
checking to see that th Y do, but also bicause they understand how it will help
them and their babies to be healthier. EdUcation in child care can add a new
dimension to their feelings for the importance of Their new role as parents. Many
girls report that for the first time they feel someone cares what happens to them.
They begin to show .that they, too, care. about themselves and their babies'
future. This growing self-esteem will, hopefully, have positive results for
imprOved family relationships and for expanded life goals.

; . .
..

It seems that by reaching these young people in a . time of crisis, Much
groundwork can be laid for future growth in mental and physical health.
Although the programs cannot guarantee that the girls will not have other babies
out of widloCk, their increased sense of worth and self - confidence should help,
some of thenito avoid having another baby for whom they are not ready. It is
hoped that OteY will learn new ways of handling their personal. and social
problernsWhich will enable them to make a good social adjustment, as wellas to
achieve. personal fulfillinent. .,

;here is no 'way to evaluate the long-range goal of strenghtening family life
although healthy family life is thought to be one of the deterrents to
out-of-wedlock pregnancy. Some evidence may show up as the babies reach
school age. Hopefully, they will be healthier, happier children, with fewer
emotional handicaps for learning.

Future Plans

The MCH Section of the Connecticut State Department of Health plans to
continue to work with communities to develop services for and with young
parents. MCH staff will remain active on the committees) in the programs already
funded: Hartford, Stamford, Waterbury, Norwalk, Meriden and Middlesex areas.
As these programs obtain funding from other sources, hopefully after a
three-year demonstration period, state MCH money will be available for new
programs.
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Now that all the major Connecticut cities have developed programs (Bridgeport
and New Haven have well-established programs not funded by MCH), a regional
approach is being considered. For example, plans are being made to work with
Area Cooperative Educational Services (ACES), a regional federally-funded
educational program covering sixteen towns surrounding New Haven, to develop
a program in this area.

Conclusion

In the eighteen years of the program's duration, many of the barriers to
education and health care for unwed mothers have been lowered. Financial
assistance through medicaid is often available now. Mothers have more options
in planning for themselves and for their babies' future. Nevertheless, there is still

much to be chine to help all young parents. Even if family planning services and
abortions become more readily available, there will continue to be some
out-of-wedlock births. The motheis and babies are going to need 'not only
improved, readily accessible health, educational and social services, but new
resources, such ,as half-way houses, where the one-parent family can live with
built-in child care and other supportii)e services for education and training.
Profitable areas of exploration may be in premarital and marital counseling for
young people and education to prepare them for responsible parenthood.

Many of the areas of need lie oytside of the direct influence of the state
department of health as they are part of the pathology of our society. There is
need for new approaches to public education, public welfare assistance,
unemployment, and housing. Much more has to be done to improve family life.
Education for family living in a pluralistic society is a necessity if our youth are
to achieve maturity and stability.

.

The state department of health will continue to have a role in stimulating the
. development of new services and in influencing public attitudes. with the
long-range goal of strengthening the capacities of young parents, both unwed
and wed, to cope with the stresses of a complex, changing society, so that they
can rear children who are healthy in mind and body.
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P egemony in teenagers has become
&seder concern in the U.S.A. todeY.

because of the seibus medical, health, social, psychological, educational, and

vocational canons both thr the teenage mother and for her baby. More than 10%

of all teenage women become pregnant each year - at least 1.1 million Women aged

15-19 veil. and 30,000 below the age of 15 years. Six hundred thousand of them

tenebiate.theirtmegnencies with a live baby, 370,000 have abortions, and the

. ,

remaining pregnancies end in miscarriage.
One third of teenage births are out

of wedlodk,and an additional one third of births to married teenagers are con,

calved befbre the wedding. There are nummans adverse health and social cense-

, quences affecting the adolescent parent and baby. Higher morbidity and mortality

rateefarthe mother, the fetus, and the'infent are among the
=sequences

.aaacelabei with teenage childbearing.
Iteenage mothers never catch up educationally

or occupationally relative to their classmates. Marriages that occur soon after

the Child is born are highly unstel4es are many teenagemarriages that occur

prior to the child's birth.
Nearly 4 out of 5 premancies to unmarried women who

remain unMerried, 3 out of 5 of those who marry befbre the
dhild is born, and

even 1 out of 6 conceived
after marriage are unintended - the adolescents who

have thou say they would avoid them, if they had the knowledge
and omens to do so.

A baby born to a teenage mother is more likely to be illegitimate, born to a

mother with less then a high
school education, to be born to a mother who re-

ceived inadequate prenatal care. Such a baby is more likely'to be of low birth

might, and therefbre have a
4er Ltkelitkl of central nervous systsedamage -

cerebral palsy, epilepsy, mental
retardation, learning disability, etc.

In 1976, we repeated a survey of an
earliereurvey (in 1970)'of services

for and needs of pregnant teenagers in the 153 large cities (those of 100,000 pop-

..

lation and over) in the U,S.A. Of the 125 respondent largo cities, 107 reported
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that they had a special pr egrue Par revMerant teenagers; however, the mater

served wasrelatively small. The cities repented that while these special

Pangralewere sccemoseltry a nutter of local official and voluntary agencies,

the most frequent were the local educatixm and health departments. The most

y frequent Noumea fUi40 were eduction, welfare, and health departments.

Rhe most frequent sources of medical care farpregnent teenagers were health

departeseta (including M & hospitals, and private doctors; only

68 cities reported a speeds/404m of medical care ferpregnant teenagers.

The sort frequent/3 penNided.special services for pregruert teenagers. .

were opureenalg (104), special education (100),-f daily line education (100),

nutrition 499), and special health classes (97). The least freq uently provided

special services were treatment Par alcoholica and/or drug abuse (20,21),

abortion (29), juvenile delinquancY(30), maternity homes (34), and fbr truancy

(37). Hcwever, other reported inadequacies Were:

Sex education - only 93 cities

Interdisciplinary staff -mnly 81 cities

Vocational assistance - only 76 cities

Contraception - only 63 anise

Adoption -:Crily 54 cities

ray care of:infanta only 50 cities

Special Work with fathers - only 49 cities

PregainaY testing.- only 48 cities

Psychiatric service - cay 42 cities

Contraceptive. services were meet frequently provided by Planned Parenthood or

*cal health departments, and the cities reported restrictions cnothis - age,

parental consent, legal fees, financial eligibility test, marriage or requiring

that the teenager must have had a previous pregnancy!

2

68(
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Orly 70 cities reported that Abortion
services wore availableto's

teenagers.

Mbst atlas (88%) provided Roods]. education (100 cities). Eleven

cities reported awaiting list, ranging 30-162 girls. The waiting period re-

ported ranges from 2 weiks to 2 sametere of school. The frequena'of special

'services provided by the schools wee:

lift education- 102 cities

Special health classes - 101 cities

Sex edtMetion - 96 Cities

Premarital or marital coursallog;- 70 cities.

Most cities (106) reported the provision of nutrition service for

pregnant teenagers, and the =tact was most frequently nutrition education.

Among the services least frequently
available was special fsedingin'special

classes, school breakfast, comemlitzr distribution progrear.

Only 69 cities reported that they had a follmoup program for mother

or baby or both. .

Minety-one cities reported that they
had dropouts from their special

program - 65 had dropouts during prepuemy, and 50 Aftei:delivery. AMAMI

given for dropout were'

Lack of interebt

Lack of day care

!Mica or ham problems

8
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Overall, the largest needs are the fallowing:

1. Gardens to Prevent PregruncY

A. Strangtbasing family life, with assistance to bellies

in trouble

H. Programs of

Family life education

Sex eduoation'

1 Family pleating, obbtraocPticb

C. Cbtemeling services ftir teenagers and Amalie'

D Vocational assistance

counseling, Jobs

84 Recreational programs

2. garvices nor %image Pregnant Girls

Cbunseling'

Preview testing

Inteatiscdplinsiy educational and health program

special Classes

radical and healLh-care

nutritional-progress

social services

Eay care

"vocational assistance

Abortion services

5
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Services for and Needs of Pregnant Teenagers
In Large Cities of the United States, 1976

PUCKA/4CW AMON° 337.11AG421 is a major public health,

problem. with serious medical, health. educational.
social, iitychological, and vocational implications for
the mother and baby. Toxemia and prolonged labor
are more common among teenagers than among
older women; infant, pains taJ and maternal mor-
tality rata are higher; and theutddenct of low birth
weight is higher. Further, the risk of mild abuse
and suicide by teenage mothers is highest These
Alb are greater for the very young teenagers and for

red le ants 19 years. a 1970 survey of

1 American cities revealed- major unmet
a the are of pregnant teenagers (1), we re-

peated the survey in 1976 to see if progress had been
made in the intervening 6 jean.

Presently, there are more than 20 million females
in the age group 10-19 years, the largest numbs
ever of adolescent girls in the United States. Ac-
cording to one survey: more than quarter of the
young women aged 15-19 are sexually active. Overall
rates of childbearing among U.S. teenagers have
fallen in recent years. from a high. of 97.3 births per
1,000 women 15-19 years old in 1957 to 58.7 in 1974.

Because the decline in the fertility rate among older
women has been greater than among teenagers, births
to teenagers now account for a larger percentage of
all U.S. births --in 1974. they comprised 19 percent
oral births. The number of births to 10. to 19-year
olds has remained approximately the samein 1974.
the number was 608,000; 12,529 were to girls under
age 15, and 595,449 to girls aged 15-19 years. From

4$ nails 144441. 4.94414

1970 to 1974, birth rates declined among all teenage
nonwhites; among whites the birth rates increased
for ages 14 and 15, remained the same foiage 16, and
declined for ages 17-19 (2).

The Illegitimacy site (number of births per 1.000
unmarried women) from 1960 to 1974 declined for
all age groups over 20, but incrauect-by 52 percent

Table 1. Stable ot response by the terve Ales to the
questionnaire, by Ate of tits

80.011y.
Noakes

Mho

PO. Wm&
em14
OW

Mem.
re*P.M

elho apnoea

1 Wilton anti more .... 0 0 100.0

750.00046CM 4 2 6 50.0

500.000-740,11911 15 15 1 OS&
350.000-450.160 14 13 1 524
230.000-3402611 IS 15 I 104
175,000-240.500 15 15 1 04.7
150,000-174460 16 11 4 713
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for 'those aged 15 to 19. In actual numbers. ouba
wedlock births to teenagers mare than doubled. from
92.000 In 1960 to 221.400 In 1974. In 1974. there were
10,600 such births to girls wad& 15 and 210,900 to
those aged 15 to 19 (2).

For wed u well u unwed teenagers who become
pregnant at a very young age, the probability of

Goldstein is reseerch biostatisticien and leo-
and Dr. Wallace is professor and chairman,

arental and Child Health Provos, Uniuersill'of
Califon sia School of Public Health, Berkeley, Calif.
ND& reayskeet regwastsro Dr. Wallace.

poverty condldons is high; both wed and unwed
girls have the common problems of incomplete edu-
-tattoo. low income status. psychological and &rel.
opmental problems. excessive fertility, and probable
social dependency (1).

GunalIonnalre Surrey
In 1976, a surrey was made of the 111:r4C01 for and
needs of pregnant teenagers In large U.S. ddes (ex-
duding Arlington Coynty. Va.). AnAI-page question-
naire was mailed to 'the health officer and superin-
tendent of schools of the 155 thin with populations
of 106.000 or more, according to the 1970 census.

TOM 2. Provision at weld programs to prepaid tostmoore and number of toonsoms saved. by du at ens

Oft .1 eillp

Arnim .1 vM

woad. 174111SOWN /MOM

ls,
sets

10-
ss ass

1,01
f monmamma/ Pm**. plarl rersbe refiab

I taten and Nan 6 6 100.0 1 6 - ..
750.00060 I I 100.0

500.000-7410116 16 14 7 023
360.000-46/11
290,CO3-3411146

13
16

13
14 .7

100.0
63.3

1

175,000-2411,1110 15 17 1 54.4
150,000-17464 11 7 4 63.8
10,000-14, 17 62.6 4
100.000-12406 4 as a $0.3 14

Totst 125 107 15 ILO 48 7 0. 13

Jaeltansary 11714, VL a. w t 41
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During the spring and fall of 1976, three followup
quesdonnatrei were mailed to the tame officials
Responses-covering both the departments of health
Ind of education were received from 125 or 81.7 per`
cent of the 153 cities (table 1).

Questionnaire Responsse
Special programs, for pregnant teenagers. Of the
125 raptodent cities 107 or 85.6 percent reported
having a special point= of Nome type for pregnant
teenagers In 1976 (table 2). In general, the larger

. cities had higher perantages of special program- In
1970,111 06.4 percent) of the 130 respondent titles
reported having medal programs. Despite the serious-
ness of the problem. the number of large cities with
special programs did not increase from 1970 to 1978.
Caseload data were provided by 92 cities in 1976. In
general, the caseloads were reladvely small; for is

Amts. 31 cities (about oosthird of the cities that
provided caseload data) reported that they provided
are for fewer than 100 girls a year. Only 13 fides
(about one-seventh of cities reporting caseloads) indi.
cued that they provided care for 500 girls or more a
year. These data point to a seed to explore the issue
of expanding existing programs for reliant teen-
Men-

Special programs are sponsored by many agencies.
but local departments of education are by far the
most frequent spousal (table 3). The-establishment
of new special programs increased progressively and
reached a peak from 1966 to 1970. During these
years. 57 cities had atablIshed such programs.

Data were requested on the total emu of special
programs and the sources of funds for the school
year 1974-75. Many programs are funded by a mam-
ba of sources perhaps because the amount of
financing needed would be diScult for any single
agency to allot. Thus. the need for combined fund-
fog is obvious. As shown in table 3, the most frequent
sources of funds are the education departments, and
they may represent local, State. or Federal funds
(Elementary and Secondary Education Act).

Of the 107 cities with special programs. 76 re-
ported information on costs and on nun of girls
served: during- the 1974-75 school Tear. The lo-
ported average cost per girl that year was 3546.17 for
programs that were specially funded.

A special program of medial care for pregnant
teenagers was reported by 68 fides; 3 dries did not
respond to this question. The smaller cities were less
likely to have such a program. Of the many sources
of medial care for pregnant teenagers, hospitals and
health departments were the most frequently ,c.

.
411 Polak 14oahh Newts

Table 3 Speciel programs for pregnant teenagers', by son-
sorship. sources of funds. end sources of medical cars,

hourrallio Manna
*now

owl Mtge.

Sponsorship

Official species:
Educedon department SO

Health department 19
MMentlly and Infant Can Projects 7
Welfare departeued 7
Model case 1

Other official agencies 11

Voluntary agencies:
Florence Crittenlon 9
flehrellon 'Army 7
Y.W.O.A. 4
Red Cross 2
Planned Parenthood 1

Other voluntary agencies 7

Hospital. 7

Medical schools ., 4

Other 1

Sources of funds

WWII agencies:
Education department 29
Welfare department 13
Health department 11
Maternity and Mf ant Care Prairie 3
Model calls 1

Other official agencies 73

Voluntary 'concise:
Florence Crinenton 3
Salvation Array 2
Y.W.C.A. 1

Other voluntery wend= 12

United Fund 7
Other 3

Sources Amodio./ eon

Official agencies:
Health department
Maternity and Infant Can Projects
Welfare deprtment
Education department

Hospitals mid clinics:
Hospitals .,
Clinics gypri unspecified)
Prenatel clinics

PrivaM physic:1Mo
Medford school.
Miscellaneous:

Famfly planning
Planned Parenthood
Maternity home,
Wee-child conference
U.S. .
Other 1,

29
14
7
S

aa
13
9

2$
11

1'

11

133 Iwo. Illoca. 13 r**31 Pam ran erred. 1 Ilse * w 1 Inn
Aroolochka 11.01.21 Caere...
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ported, followed by private physicians and Maternity
end Iniatu Care Projects (table 3).

As shown in table 4. the following,five services
were provided mast frequently in the special pro-
grams for pregnant teenagers: counseling, special
education, family life edhcation. instruction in nutri-
tion. and special health theses. Least frequently pro.
vided were treatment for alcoholism treatment for

_drug abuse. abortions. services for juvenile delin-
quent; and. maternity homes. Although contracep-
tion and sex education' Should be given high priority.
for actually active teenagers. 10 other services (coun-
seling. special education, family life education, no-
tridon; special health Azalea. sex education, social
service, harm visiting. Interdisciplinary staff, and at>.
catboat assistance) were provided more frequently
than contraception, and the 5 most frequently pro-

.

aided of tbese 10 services were provided more fre-
quently [hal' sex education.

The types of providers of medical cqe for pregnant
teenagers are listed in the following table by medical
and nonmedical categories; interestingly, the nurse
midwife and the nurse practitioner are playing an
increasingly important pan in providing such care.

2ypes of prortNien Numb. of Mfrs

Medical:
Obsteakian 79

General practitioner v 51

Pedistrician 33

Howe we
Other

tranwedicli:
Nam prankkorr 20

=midwife 1
5

Table 4. Content ci special programs for pregnant isenspers, by stre of city

aloe sere Vaal

1 WPM* MOW
*Mai Mr.. ea/ name

K0.001)
MAN

Mp00-
MAO

meow
some

rm.aos-
NUM

moos-
170110

man,
NOON

KOKOMIN
--

iworeft

Counseling 13 12 14 17 15 22 104

Special education .

Fart* Me education
12
12

12
13

14
14

14
15

7
5

11
10

22
20

100
100

Nutrition program 12 10 14 15 10 22 es

Special health dames 12 12 15 12 10 21 57

Sea education 10 12 15 13 a 10 15 93

nodal sonic* 13 11 14 16 4 18 51

15 10 12 13 7 18 80

IntindlacIptinery
staff 10 10 13 4 19 81

Vocational andstanw 13 11 a 18 re

Contravention
Special medical cars ,2

2 7
a

11
7

5
10

7 11
It

63
es

Adoption 2 7 9 54

Day are of Infants 1 7 .e 8 3 10 50

Speck, week wed
tethers 7 e m2 49

.pregnancy Mang 2 7 7 a 1

Psychlotric service 2 7 7 7 7' 3 6

Legal advice 53 a 2 4 a 39

Truancy 1
5 37,

Maternity homes 1 4 5 1 4 34

JuvenBe delinquency 8 3 3 6 1 6 30

Abortion 4 4 4 5 19

Treatment for drug .

abuse 2 4 a 2 4 6 11

Treatment for
alcoholism 4 , 3 20

Number ot Oka
malmndinil 6 2 15 13 15 15 11 17 26 125

Jorwery--felorssari sem, val. P. No. 1 111
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Hospitals and private physicians' dikes were re-
ported as the places where pregnant teenagers most
frequently receive medial care (table 5). Alw, of
the cities. reported that teenagers are now being 41-
livered in hospitals. None of the cities reported that
maternity homes are still being used for deliveries.
The hospitals used are frequently those administered
by city or county government and are tax supported.
Provision of pregnancy testing was reported by 87
percent of the cities, most frequently by health de-
pnrtments and Planned Parenthood (table 5). Con-
caning the places providing are for infants (table
5). as found in the 1970 surrey (4 Maternal and
Infant Care and Children and Youth Projects are
playing a small role in providing medical care for

infants.

Tilde & Pieces enfolding mediae! are for pregmrd Men-
wpm preenricy team Hid medical carefor Silents

Mrs HewerSIMON

Care for pregnant hemmers

Hospitals 54

Neale physlogni 44

Clinics M
Hogg divestment 23
Maternity and Mfmrtcars Prtdects 10

Mogul schools 10

Education department 6
Other , ' 11

Pregnancy testing

Health department ar
Planned Parenthood 49

Oinks 25
licepitsie 12
rangy planning 10

Private physicians 10
Maternity and Infant Care Prolec7s 7

Mediod schools a
Welfare depestrant , 3
Model ChM. 2
Other 21

Care for Wants

Vied apersoles:
-

Health depertment 27
Well-ched conferences 19
Maternity end Infant Care Preget. 7
Children and Youth Preget. 4
Model cities , 1

Other official agonies s
Hamar 43

4

Private Omsk:dens 45
Clinics 25
Private pediatricians 7
Medical schools 6
Other 3

M eta ssedtestmeme

35-454 0 - 79 - 44

Contraception. A total of 109 cities reported tb4t
they provided contraceptive services for te&sagark
Generally, the smaller the cities/. the less likely that
such services are available.

Planned Parenthood and health departments were
the most frequently mentioned providers of con.
traceptive services to teenagers. as shown in the fol-
lowing table:

Agency proetataig ronowagenv Minot... of
arreim le uneven
Manned Tansthood
Health deplane:et hi
Private physicians 19
gamily plaguing 16
thinks 16
Hospital. 11

Medical wheels 5
Maternity and Intent Cu, Projects 4
Other 11

The cities reported certain restrictions on contra.
ceptive services to teenagers; 21 cities have an age
restriction. 21 require parental consent, 12 have legal
restrictions. B require payment of a fee, 5 require a
financial eligibility test, 4 provide the services only to
married teenagers. and 2 provide the invites only
to teenagers who have had previous pregnancy.

Abortion. Some 70 percent of the cities reported.
that abortion services are available to teenagers. In
general, the smaller the city. the greater the likeli-
hood that abortion services are not available- to
teenagers. The most frequent restrictions on abor-
tion services reported are the length of gestation,
48 chin; legal, 27 cities; and parental consent. 16
dties.

Special education. Most of the dales (88.0 percent)
pttvided special education, most frequently in a
spetial school (94 cities). Eleven dties reported having
a waiting list. ranging from SO to 162 girls. This Is
more obvious in the largest cities. The waiting period
reported ranges from 2 weeks to two semesters of
school Most dties reported the inclusion of family
life education, 102 cities; provision of special health
classes. 101 dales; 96 cities reported provision Of sex
education; and 70 cities reported provision of pre-
marital or marital counseling. The larger the city.
the more likely it is to provide such counseling.

Social service. Most cities repotted the availability
of social service. It is less likely to be available in
the smaller cities. As shown in the following table,
the most frequent sources of social service are the
welfare departments, voluntary agencies. and health
departments.

t
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Awes. Weriaternere Neededs,:.11

.
Welfsro department 0
Voluntary t 83
Iducatlee 12
Health deparneres IS

14.371102 8
Maternity and labia Cant Propels 8
Adokseeet disks .< II
Proterthe service '2
Other .. 4... a

Services available more frequently. Include coun-
seling, adoption, tater home servke, and fmandal
support. Those services least mailable are bowing.
day. are aimportatioa help for the father, and
clothing.

Nuteldom. About g percent (106) of die dila re-
ported the parriskin of outride's make* preg
stank teenagers. In general, the larger the dig the
more likely the advice is available The content of
these services most [tryingly consists of nutrition
education. Services least frequently available are spe-
dal feeding in special classes or maternity homes,
commodity distribution program, and special School,

.

Foiling" make& Of the 107 dries that had a sp&
dal program, 69 or 64.5 percent had followup serv-
ices-58 cities reported that their program covered
follow, up for both mother and infant; 10 cities, the
mother only; and I city, the infant 'only. The fol.
bleep duration. was a year or less for both mother
and infant, and the services ,wrie mainly medical

old

Dropouts. For the 91 tides reporting dropouts
from the special program, 65 cities reported that
more dropouts occurred during pregnancy, and 50
ddes reported that more occurred after delivery.
The reasons given by the teenagers for loch drop-
outs. most frequently were "lack of interest." 'lack
Of day the" and !medical or home problaa"

Child abuse and neglect. .Df the .125 responding
kida, only 17 dewed child abttse and neglect as
problem.

Unmet needs of pregnant teenagers. The numbers
of unmet needs reported by the large,ddes for prey
mat teenagers are shown in table 6. All but 10 of
the 125 responding cities repotted at least I unmet
need; the most frequently reported need was for

-social service. Social service includes outreach. sup-
-porreervices, psychological and emotional support,

;fable 0. Number or unmet needs reported by. large
for Menage pregnant olds and tor their Infants,

by type of unmet need

raps of weft woIf

"Wm .1 meet fmnnts

I:=71
Oft wrote

Social setvIces 68 27
Health education et. 45
Health services 41 20
General and administrative services a 8
Vocational services ea ..
Seareattonarssmess re 9
Innenclal assistance 15 6
Tranaporusion as 8
Funds In general 13 3

tNutrItIon services 12 10
Day care 89

foster care, special group homes, education for puts.
rise fathm, rape counseling, legal services for
minors, child abuse program, emergency housing
making the mother aware of community resources,
crisis intervention. marriage angling and adoption
services.

The second mpt frequent need reported is for
health education. This is family life education,
sex education. parenting Mies, contraception coon-
seling and making the teenager aware of commu-
nity resources.

The third most frequent need reported is for
health services. This includes the need for early
medial care, oecondimester abortions, the avail-
ability of abortions without parental consent, addi-
timid preventive core. availability of pregnancy
testing, additional multidisciplinary antra for early
prenatal care, dental care. and family planning.

The fourth most frequent need is for general
and administrative services, which include expansion
of the program for pregnant teenagers and for follow-
up as well as an expanded program for fathers. better
coordination between the education and health de-
partments, more staff, and easing of "redtape in
services and care.

The need for vocational services consists of assist-
ance in providing jobs, job training and counseling,
and work-oriented education. The need for educe-
tional services includes continuing education during
and after pregnancy, programs for those teenagers
not interested in' academic programs, home tutoring,
special cducation for the retarded. teenparent cen-
ters, and life sciences courses.

_ Jamanthlionory 1971. WI. U. N.. I us
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The need for financial assistance consists of sup-
plemental income for the mother, funding for health
are, more adequate aid to dependent children (ADC)
grants, and more facilities to furnish free delivery
services.

The need for transportation consists of finding
ways to take the mother to and from the school and
the program.

The need for more funds in general consists of
more adequate funding for this program and for a

.tomprehanive care proem for all pregnant teen -
Men,.

The need f9r nutrition services consists of nut i
tion education. of a more adequate diet for the
teenager, and of food supplements.

lUnmet needs of infants. AU but 22 of the 125 re-
sponding rides reported at least I unmet need for
Wants (table 6). The most frequent unmet need re-
parted was day care, including more facilitlek funds,
staff, and additional day are centers with medical
faciiiiies. Day care includes infant and child care
services in both community and school, availability
of baby sitters, and coordination of special programs
for the mothers with day are resources.

The second most frequent need is for health edu-
cation for the mother in the care of her baby con-
cerning infant participation in infant stimulation.
early childhood education, and long-term followup
of the child.

The third most frequent need is for social serv-
ice, which includes training the mother for'the role
of parent child abuse and neglect counseling, more
growth and development programs, and idanifica-
don of preschoolers who may develop learning prob-
/ems.

The fourth most frequent need is for health serv-
ices. This includes the need for better and less
expensive prenatal care, more resources for "tick"
as opposed to "well-child" care. more preventive care.
greater accessibility to wellbaby cliniq and addi-
tional public health nursing resopron.

The need for nutrition service; includes more
nutrition programs, food for ,infants, and training
of mothers in the proper feeding of their infants.
Education services include training mothers in child
are. Transportation services are needed for the
mother and her infant to ease their travel to and
from the various services. Clothing and furniture,
such as cribs, are needed for infants. General and
administrative services are needed to permit followup
of infants, with free exchange of information about
them and their records among cooperating programs.

115 Public Health Reports

Conspadaon of 1970 and 1979 Data

A comparison of the findings of the 1970 and 1976
surveys revealed that' significant changes .nrcuthed
with respect to the services for and needs of pm.
nant teenagers in tIselarge cities (table 7).

None of the respondent cities in 1976.reported
that maternity homes sponsor special programs, nor

'di, they provide medical care for pregnant teenagers.
In 1976. more chies.wese including family life edu-
cation. nutrition peOgrams, and day care for infants
in their special programs than in 1970.

The pediatrician's role as a provider of medial
are for the pregnant teenager decreased and the

. general practitioner's role incre-ued. The well-child
conference declined marked') i a source of medical
care for infants and children. On the other hand
the number of cities reporting health departments
and hospitals as sources of such are increased sit
nificandy in 1976.

Pregnancy testing increased mirkedly, particularly
by Planned Parenthood and health departments.
The number of cities that provide contraceptive
services to teenagers increased by almost SO percent;
again. Planned Parenthood and health departments
are the major providers of these services. During the
years between the surveys, the number of restrictions
on provision of contraceptive services to teenagers
decreasedparticularly the restrictions concerned
with parental consent marital status of the teenager.
and history of previous pregnancy.

When pregnancy has not been prevented and is
unwanted, the backup of abortion services is neces-
sary. The percentage of cities that provided abortion
services for pregnant teenagers rose significantly in
1976 compared to 1970. The greater availability of
pregnancy testing obviously makes it possible to
use abortion services in the first trimester with much
less risk to the ,teenager. A moiled change occurred
in the kinds of legal restrictions on abortion services
by 1976. In 1970, 73 cities had legal restrictions.
and in 28 cities length of gestation was a restriction:
however, in 1976 only 27 cities had legal restrictions,
but 48 cities had the restriction of length of fiesta.
tion. Thus, the restriction of- length of gestation
increased while legal restrictions markedly decreased.
It seems that a greater concern for the health of the
mother is reflected in these changes.

The existence of waiting lists for admission of
pregnant teenagers to programs of special education
is decreasing. Special education programs in a greater
number of cities include family life education, sex
education, and special health classes. Also, a greater

69 r
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numbei ohcities 4'4a:stied that welfare deportment'.
.. are offering social services to pregnant teenagers.

More cities were..pffering' special nutrition pro-
games to pregnant tee in 1976 than in 1970.
and more cities with such ograms were including
extra foods. special ichool breakfasts, and special
adiool Innche8 c .

The, 1976 survey showed marked reductions' hi
certain unmet deeds compared to the 1970 survey.'
In 1976, educational services, general and admin.
Wrath° services. helps services, and linandal WI*
ance decreased- aigolfiauitly 'as- unmet needs for
pregnant teenager° However, the 'number of cities
that .reported health educidon for the mother as
an unmet need increased significantly. Although
sigssifiani decreases occurred in the reported unmet
needs of infants for general and administrative
services and health services. the unmet needs for
health education services for mothers to help them
are for their infants increased markedly.

DI46"1"
From 1970 to 1974. in the United States there was
a drop of 7.4 percent in live births to mothers under
age 20 (from 656.460 to 607,978). However, the de-

ecrease in live births to smokers in this age group
is the 153 large cities during the same period was
almost twice as great. 15.5 percent (from 217,228 in
1970 to 187.900 in 1974). These figures indicate that

' despite an increased number of females in that
age group from 19704 to 1974 and an increase in
sexual activity (2)the qpmbss' of births and the
rates for these teenagers have dropped significantly.
In the large cities, the live births to teenagers con-
stituted 33.1 percent of all live births to this age
group in 1970 and 30.9 percent in 1974. -.

The 92 cities that reported the number of preg-
nant teenagers in special programs in 1974 served a
total of 29,023 girls. But the same cities reported
141,255 live births to teenagers in 1974. according
to R. L Heuser, 'Chief of the Natality Statistics
Brunch, National Center for Health Statistics. This
means that only 20.5 percent or 1 in 5 of all pregnant
teenagers needing special programs were ,accomoso-
dated. Thus, more efforts are needed in outreach.
health education, special programs. and provision of
facilities to are for pregnant teenagers.

Major changes occurred in services for pregnant
teenagers in the large cities between 1970 and 1976.
Among these changes. there were both significant
Increases and decreases.

Increase° In 1976 more of the large dtiareported
that pregnancy testing and contraceptive and, 'bor.

tion services were available to teenagers.,, This is
evidence of society's movempnt, in generl .. toward
liberalization of the abortion laws and of meting
pregnancy testing and contraception 'nibble to all
women in the United States. Teenagers have beer
fited from this genpral pattern. At the same time.
the welfare departinents of almost twice as many cities
were providing social service assistance in 1976 as
in 1970. The need for health eduptimit or at least
recognition al the peed. for 16enagers increased
greatly from 1970 to 1976; this applies both to the
mother herself an4to the care of her baby. 1

Decreases. Fewer of the large cities reported CO11-
strailnu in making contraceptive services available
to teenagers, particularly tile requirement of par-
ental consent or a prior pregnancy. Also, fewer cilia
reported having legal restrictions regarding abortion.
The role of the sisaterhity home has declined (4).
Fewer cities reported having a waiting list for spe-
cial education; this is surprising since relatively
swill numbers of girls were reported as receiving
this service. Fewer cities reported as unmet needs
such services as education, health. financial assist-
ance, and general and administrative services. Since
the roles of the wAl-child conference and of the
pediatrician have declined, the ersation arises as to,
what kinds of services, if any, have replaced Ahem.

COOGAN/ORB

Although the 1976 survey revealed that progress has ;
been made since 19701n the provision of services to
pregnant teenagers and their babies, serious unmet
needs still remain. These ;etch Include rodal and
health services and health education for the mother
herself and day are and health and social services
for the infant. Because teenage pregnancy is ',major
public health problem in the United States, much
more attention and public support are strongly
indicated.
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cog/rail of the Ent eb Stateli
*oust of Selman atibes

inastinsbm, MX. 15

.1 Jae: 9, 1978,

07,

Senato.r.Harrison Williams
+ Chairman, Senate Human Resources Committee

4230 Oirksen Office Building

4 Senator Williams:

The upcoming Senate Human Resources Committee hearings on

Adolescent Pregnancy are of great interest to me.

I would appreciate the incorporation of the attached statement'

to the Committee's hearing records.

With my. beet wishes in your Committee hearings, I am,

WSC/ch

Sincerely,

. Cohen

er of Congress

1
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)4 1
10114ntiffh. WIEN

;likk
SOME

ADIILESC136:PFEGNANCYr]:,

d.

SENATOR WILLIAMS ANDIMEMBERP.OrTHESEkATE HUMANRESOURCES COMMITTEE,

.3

AS YOU EMBARK UPON HEARINGS RELATING TO THE GROWING'PROBLBI OF ADOLESCENT

PREGNANCY, I TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITYTO CANVEY TO YOU MY CONTINUED CONCERN OVER

THIS ISSUE.

MY AcTivElwolvEmENT WITH THE PROBLEM OF ADOLESCENT PRONANCY BEGAN IN

1975; hHEN I WORKED.WITH SENATOR:KE/MIN" IN bRAFTING LEGISLATION TO REDUCE THE
'

AINERSITIES ASSOCIATED WITH-THE ESCi1LATING.,NUMBER OF ADOLESCENT PREGNANCIES,

THE EVIDENCE DOCUMENTING THE NEED FOR SUCH LEGISLATION IS STARTLING. EVERY

YEAR, ONE OUT OF EVERY TEN TEENAGE GIRLS IN AMERICA BECCPES PREGNANT, A HIGHER

RATE THAN THAT IN 18 OTHER DEVELOPED COUNTRIES. ALMOST 04E-THIRD OF THESE

PREGNANCIES INVOLVED GIRLS GIVING BIRTH OUT OF WELtOCK, WITH 87%.ELECTING TO

'KEEP THEIR BABIES, TEENAGE SEX1L ACTIVITY IS ANCREASING; MORE BABIES ARE BEING

BORN TO YOUNG MOTHERS; YOUNG WOMEN OVERALi HAVE ACCOUNTED FOR A LARGER
A

°PROPORTION OF ALL BIRTHS. AT THE SAE TIME, THE NUITER OF ADOLESCENTS VISITING

CLINICS OR PRIVATE PHYSICIANS FOR PREGNANCY PREVENTION AND PREGNANCY-RELATED --

SERVICES REPRESENTS ONLY A-SMALL PROPORTION OF THOSE IN ACTUAL NEED OF SUCH

SERVICES. IN 1975,11.6 MILLION SEXUALLY ACTIVE TEENAGERS FAILED TO VISITA

CLINIC OR PRIVATE PHYSICIAN FOR MEDICAL OR COUNSELING SERVICES. IN MY STATE,

20,000 FEMALES BETWEEN THE AGES OF 15 AND 19, NOT BEING SERVED BY ANY ORGANIZED'

PROGRAMS,. RUN THE RISK OF AN UNINTENDED PREGNANCY.
.

69
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UNWANTED AND UNEXPECTED PREGNANCIES UNDERMINE
THE ABILITY OF YOUNG

POTHERS TO LEAD'FULL AND PROIYJCTIVE LIVES. EMPIRICAL STUDIES INDICATE'THAT THE

HIGH INCIDENCE 9F,PREGNANCY AMONG
THIS AGE GROUP fs DIE-TO THE IGNORANCE OF

PREGNANCY RELATED INFORMATION.
I BELIEVE,. THEREFORE, THAT SOLUTIONS

TO THESE

4

PROBLEMS AREWAILABLE AND THAT WITH PROPER SUPPORT
HIE CAN DEAL'EFFECTIVELY WITH

ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY.
AN AUTHORIZATION OF $60 MILLION FOR THIS PURPOSE HAS BEEN

REQUESTED BY THEIRESIDENT IN THE FY 1979 BUDGET,
RECENTLY, LEGISLATION WAS

INTRODUCED IN BOTH CHAMBERS THAT
WOULD FULFILL THIS BUDGET ODMMITIMENT. THE

LEGISLATION WOULD ACHIEVE OUR OVERALL OBJECTIVE BY ENCOURAGING THE PROVISION

AND COORDINATION OF COMPREHENSIVE
HEALTH EDUCATION, MEDICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL

AND

OTHER SOCIAL SERVICES TO ADOLESCENT PARENTS AND THEIR CHILDREN. SUCH A PROGRAM

WOULD NOT ONLY BENEFIT THE
YOUNG WRIER AND THE FAMILY,. BUT THE ENTIRE COHORT

OF INDIVIDUALS BORN TO THESE YOUNG MOTHERS.

.

I WOULD LIKE TO CALL YOUR ATTENTION
TO THE BILLS PRESENTLY MEER

CONSIDERATION, S. 2910 AND H.R. 12146, WHICH PROVIDE FOR_IMPROVED COORDINATION

OF FEDERAL. AND STATE PROGRAM. FOR THE MOST PART, THESE BILLS;ARE IDENTICAL.

BOTH PROVIDE FOR GRANTS WHICH "PLAN FOR THE ADMINISTRATION AND
COORDINATION OF

PREGNANCY PREVENTIONND PREGNANCY-RELATED
SERVICE'S FOR ADDLESCEPaSt"

NEVERTHELESS, I WOULD LIKE TO INDICATE MY
SLJPPORT FOR TWO MODIFICATIONS MADE TO

THE SENATE VERSION OF THE BILL, S. 2910, SEC.
104(A) REQUIREMENTS FOR GRANT

APPROVAL.

THE FIRST REQUIRES THAT THERE BE
ASSURANCES THAT THE APPLICANT FOR A GRANT

MAKE EVERV.REASONALBE EFFORT TO COLLECT REIMBURSEMENTS
FOR ITS COSTS IN PROVIDING

SERVICES TO PERSONS WHO ARE
ENTITLED TO PAYMENTS FOR SUCH SERVICES UNDER A

FEDERAL, OTHER GOVERNMENT, OR PRIVATE INSURANCE PROGRAM. AS'A MEMBER OF THE

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,
I AM COGNIZANT OF THE DUPLICATION AND

2
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FRAGMENTATION AMdNG FEDERAL PROGRAMS. I BELIEVE SUCH A REQUIRENENT IS

CRUCIAL IF WE EVER HOPE -TO C( WASTEFUL SPENDING AND RATIONALIZE OUR SERVICE

DELIVERY SYSTEM. THESTIPULATIOk'UNDER SEC. 13146(A) ATTEMPT TO AVERT A

k
DUPLICATION IN SPENDING AND I SUPPORT THIS:WHOLEHEARTEDLY.

THE SAME SECTIRI OF THE SENATE BILL ALSO REQUIRES THAT GRANTEES PROVIDE

ASSURANCES -THAT ACCIANCES OF FAMILI PkANNING SERVICES OR POPULATION GROWTH

.INFORMATION(INCLWING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS) PROVIDED UNDER THIS ACT BY AN

INDIVIDUAL BE VOLUNTARYAND NOT A PREREQUISITE TO ELIGIBILITY OR RECEIPT OF

OTHER SERVICES PROVITE6 THE GRANT APPLICANT. THIS IN TURN, WOULD ENABLE THE

ADOLESCENT TO RETAIN THE RIGHT OF PERSONAL CHOICE IN THE MATTER AND STILL

QUALIFY FOR.THE FEDERALLY SPONSORED PRQPRAM
AUTHORIZED BY THIS' LEGISLATION,

I INTEND TJOIN WITH HEW AND OTHER CONCERNED MEMBERS OF CONGRESS IN THE

DEVELOPMENT OF AN EFFECTIVE AND WORKABLE PROGRAM,
AND I SOLICIT THE SUPPORT

OF THIS COMMITTEE FOR SUCH LEGISLATION,
WHICH THE HOUSE WILL BE CONSIDERING

LATER THIS SUMIER.

THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING NE TO SHARE MY INTEREST IN YOUR DELIBERATIONS,

3
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TESTIMONY ON SENATE BILL 2910
SUBMITTED. BY N.J. DEPAR7MENT OF HEALTH

JULY 12, 1978
BY LEAH Z. ZISKIN, M.D., M.S.

ACTING DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF HEALTH

TheNew Jersey-State Department of Health compliments and
thanks Senators Williams, Kennedy, Javits and Hathaway for, .

sponsoring' Senate.Bill 2910, to establish a program for develop.:
,ing networks of community-based seryices to prevent adolescent
:pregnencies And to aid those who do become pregnant. The need
for such:.a program in New Jersey is demonstrated, by the following

'statistics:

1. `During 1976, there were 50,549 births to residents,
an estimated birth rate of 12.2 per 1000 persong.

Of these 90,549 births, 12,167 bfroths were to-
.

'teenaged mothers op years of age and younger).
,This.reprqsents.thirteen per cent of the total
births. in New Jersey.

.

3.,'In .1976, 17 per-cent of the total number of births
were classified as illegitimate, while 58 per cent
of the number of births to teenaged mothers were so,
classified.

4. 'Teenaged.mothers gave birth to 1,442 babies 9f low
birth weight 112 per cent ofthe number of births to
teenaged mothtrs). Thi, is-a higher percentage of
low birth weight infa s born than to any other
"age group":

4

5. There were 3,295 abortions performed on New Jersey
residents in-1976'on women 19 years of'age and *

younger,in hospitals andlicensed clinics. This
is-21Cper!cent of the number reported to the Health
Department and does not include abortions performed
id' private_phsiciansi offices.

fiesp'statistics have remained fairly constant over the
past several years. .Ne'dre however increasingly concerned that
therewill not be a decrease in the number of teenage mothers,
but'.that the iSta.istics mill become'more alarming in-the months
to come: The unayailabilixy.and-inaccessability of abortion

'services wil1,15e one factor 4hiCh will contribute to this.
Contirming fedexall and state court battles over the use of
Medicaid funds,3to pay-iorMedically necessary abortions have
fared low- income teenagers ip:New Jersey with a dilemma.

Aicensedtand safe facilities in which pregnancy termination
tzih, dckur hre'beine.denied them becauSe they lack the means to

, pay. . Anotherlfa4tor which we believe will contribute to a
rise in teenage pregnandies is-the dissolution of the extended
fatily.:,.Mafernal and Child Health. Programs, Medicaid, and welfare

'
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programs provide reimbursement for medical services and basic
needs of living, but do not reimburse for ancillary services
so important in influencing a young woman's feel*pgs about
herself and present or'future children.

We see Senate Bill 2910 enabl'ng piojects to develop .

which can prevent first pregnancies or repeat pregnancies, or
provide a >Tung mother resources which will he4p her'Io.eare
for herself and her child in a heathy and mature manner. At
the present time, family planning and maternal and child health
program fund's are usually used for the provision of categorical
services'such as to provide contraceptive information and con-
traceptives, or prenatal, intrapartum and postpartum care to
mothers and neonatal care to newborns. These very necessary
and vital funds generally do not "stretch" to cover the ancillary
services that adolescent parents need, namely: course's in
parentrngs(how to function as. a parent) and homemaking, or day
care, for thpir offspring, or vocational guidance for themselves.

We are highly supportive of tours for young women
before, during and aftter their pregnant es, which will improve
their Sqlf-images and-twcrease selftrespett, for themselves
and foi their bodies. It is extremely rare to find agencies

.
that have sufficient funds to be able to have staff to give.
their young clients this broad type of comprehensive approach
which we endorle...

Wewould like to'address some specifics in the construction
of Senate Bill 2910. In our experience in New Jersey, programs
whtse imary?purpbseis to provide linkages among existing
servic s or,/areer#categorical programs, need trained and

dedica ed staff. To accomplish the Linkages is a more time-
consum g task than'one would. anticipate. We think this is
becaus .exis sing services and programs are established to offer

categor'cal rvices in agencies geared to providing a single
Service. amplesof this are schools which educate and do not
provide medical care; family planning agencies which give infor-
mation and treatment and counseling about birth control but not
about parenting or homemaking or day care.

To understand what each client or participant in a program
for adolescents needs, the assigned personnel should function

on a one-to-one basis and guide 'the adolescent to and arrange
for all the parts of her individual program of services. In

some- locales, the services and funds ta reimburse for the
services are available and new funds are unnecessary for the

actual provision of service. The personnel necessary to effect
the linkage, howevtr, is very essential. If the funds available4
for these salaries are calculated as a percentage of funds used
to provide service, this may be insufficient. Thus,.we see a
disadvantage if the amount'sif funds allowable for administrative

- 2
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or staff costs are a percentage of overall grant funds or a
,ratio of the funds available to reimburse for service.

We also envision disadvantages if funds from this Bill
are granted directly from.the federal government to local
.projects without including a distinct, role for states. In
our experience in New Jersey, programs funded directly do not
become as integrated or interwoven with other communIty programs
as one would hope. Staff is unlikely to.be shared and .records
and reports are'kept separately. Each program requires its
individual unique set of reports and has its unique set of
audit or review teams. By..-..including a state agency as an
umbrella or pass-through agency for these funds, local projects
already providing some of the pieces needed in this linkage
program may be more likely to seek.consultation from the State
and integrate the pieces with programs presently using the
State as an umbrella agency. Examples of this are family
planning programs, prenatal services funded by Vaternal and
Child Health.funds and the WIC Program which,ofTers nutritional
food supplements to pregnant women, infantsc'aml children.

.
State inpdt into the selection of sites for proiects of

the type proposed by this Bill will givethe federal government
better insurance that the projects will be in locales where they
can function well and flourish. States as'keepers of health needs
indicators know best where the .concentrations of teenage preg-
nancies occur. The states know where the family planning services
and prenatal programs are working independently. Having funds
available through this Bill toqeffect closer. ties will strengthen
not only services to participants, but will also make federal' .

funds presently going to support categorical projects more
meaningful. For example, we think that Maternal and Infant Care
Projects, where comprhhensive services to pregnant women are
.offered, are good locus for expanded services to pregnant
adolescenti. To carry through on this concept in communities.
where Maternity and Infant Care Projects are not feasible, funds
to effect linkages of the types described by this Bill are a
reasonable alternative.

In ummary, the New Jersey State Department of Health
suppoLts..the,zaute which Senate Bill 2910 proposes to aid, and
alsoTte 'concepts,which it advocates, namely, providing a
comprehensiiie array of services to teenagers, especially the
..co.onselini to improVe the young person's self-image and how to
manage oneself in the real world.

The Bill, however, has structural weaknesses; these are:

That the funds to provide the linkages between
the services are a percentage of the funds to
provide service.

3 -
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That the funds will be awarded in giant-in-aid
contracts directly to local projects with no
distinct and essential'role,for the states.

We would,liketo see Senate Bill 2910 amended so that
funds coultUbe' provided for linkages and services in the pro-

portions needed by the community. ° We would like-to see the

funds appropriated for the purpose of,this Bill go through
State Departments of Health so that theresnurces could be
made available *Here they are most needed and where they
would strengthen or-link the,eiisting services in some
locales, and proVide "missing pieces" of service in other

communities.

Thank you for this opPoitunity to present our views on

Senate -Bill 2910..

a
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Weems is Vivian E. tauddanoml, and I am LSO Chairperson of Maryland's

's Cum dasice on Children and'Irouth. I wish to thank the Senate

Comaittatfor giving we this opportunity to submit this written

's Governor's Commission on Children and Youth withal; to go on

e.
litosd supporting SB 2910 - WoleacentSealth Services and PLrerawa-y

e r

Prevention and Care Act of 1978.

..12aMmIrland Governor's (kind:salon m Children and Youth was created by

lemoutive Orden in 1972 to act as an'advocate for childrai and youth. Ikea

Commismisk is removed of 32 members including 10 youth representatives who

are appointed directly by the Govern r.

Since October, 1975, a sub-osseittee of the Cowndssion has had as its

fools School-Age Parents. 1; 1975 in the State of Maryland, there were 10,062
.

births out of wedlock. Of this rather, 5,093 were born to'nntilers 19 years

of age ad under, and 2,740 were born tomothers 17 years of age and under.

loMayland, the =Weal= working. with the Haryleavi Congress of.PTA,

the Nankin of Dimes, the Department of Education, and other concerned groups

isworking tmerd improving services ma coapretensive basis for reblegoent

;erects. Eaphasia has been placed upon education for parenting in the 11d1001.B
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. a

..des a 'ray of helping young peop16.become aware of :the respolibilitiss of

mrenting before assuminOhis role at too eaily an age.

.Cosprehensive servicea to the adolescent parents are limited. /n

Haltiacire City there exists the largest perdentage of births to young parents.

Saltimore City is fortunate tdIpave peogmras at johns Hopkins Hospita, the

Luasioe Paguin"Junior/Senior High 'School and in the regular schools. In
t.

addition, several high schools hameChilddevelopinent laboratories where it

is'ixiseible for young parents to place their children In mite of tile

encistingprograns there is a need for expanded services, and a great need for

increased services to the yang parent 16 years of age and under.

The passage of HR 12146 ii imperative. Although resources exist innerly

Maryland ocakunitiee and across the nation, better linkages would immove

witlithe quality and quantity of program services to the adolescent parent

..coPulgii1Fn) The bill proMotek innovative ouvrehensive and integrated

agyroaches"to ibeNNOLbieviof services and this is very important in the 16

and uncle; year old; teen -age parent population.

Per the young woman 19 years of age and under, the knowledge and availa-

bility of contraceptives has not prevented unismmnted pregnancies. This is

diem:seed by Melvin Zelnik and John F. Kantner in their recent study published

in the pay-anya,1.978 issue of Family Planning Perspectives.' There is an

inconsistent use of a birth control *hod by thip high risk population. HR

12146 would mks it possible for existing compmehensive programs to,contieue

to study in depth and develop creatirniso ative resources with an evaluative

1AM:ix:tura tprei2d1X23 effective ways of preventing and reduclegpreghanCies.

in this high risk population.

As the Chairperson of the Maryland Governor's Cournissial on Children and

2b nth, I hope this Conanittenwill give HR 12146 favorable consideration The

future Of our °poetry depends upge helping.todays adolesoentibenomepnxluctive

iindepanient contributors to faddy and amenity life.

Vivian E. Washington, Chairperson
Hun/land Governot's Cannissionon Children

and Youth

- 2 7
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE ,

OF CATHOLIC CHARITIES
on OP rma 113111CUTIve DIRECTOR

ISM; amonnorr AA..I MAP. Owns afro Rkommoa. Sc...... OM) 1064".1

Jar T. 1978

Honorable Harrison Williams, Chairman
Orsaittee go Rumen Reeourcres

Unit* Otago Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

EPISCOPAL LIAISON
T.. Mon II...no

Tonto-. J. Innovonn.

PRESIDENT
R... DMA. Y. Ducar

PINT VICE pRESKIENT
Do. Flan Vnann

SECRETARY
M.. K. Con.

TREASURER
A.

Excarrivc DIRECTOR
non. Irone. J. Conn.

Dear Senator Williams: ':"

Because of scheduling difficulties we were mot able to present oral EONEES2011*

to your (kmmittee on what we consider a vety inPortant piece of lealnlIgencir -

the Adolescent Reath Services, and Pregnancy Prevention Act of-1978. Ter,

we are glad to have this opportunity to share with. you our comments on ihisz-
bill. based on our long history of service to unmarried

mother._of whatever as.

We sat that our SESESORRE be included in the bearing record.

As our enclosed statement points out: "Adolescent pregnancy. as a consequence

of acting out sexuality, weds to be assessed in a social context. The origin

of the problematic behavior is rooted in the 041lies of the children, in high

proportion of cases." Rower. the legislation.as drafted. seems to ignore,

perhaps =intentionally the importance of the rule which the family of origin
should rightfully have this time of crisis. ke have mode several suggestions

which would strengthen a role of the fleetly and we hops the Comaittee mill be

able to accept these stions at its markup

Also, we would like to call to your attention the tremendous contribution the

featly service agencies end maternity Dora. horse made in easing the burden of

unmarried parents over the years end vm strongly recommend that these inetitu-
time be placed high on the list of facilities eligibli for grants to carry out

the purposes of the act.

Sincerely,

')Mathew H. Ahmann
Associate Director for Governmental Relations
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State:sent Of the National Calference of Catholic Charities
cirthe Idol/soma Health Services, Premary Prevention. Act
of 1978 (3. 2910/H.R. VIM) to the Senate .Carroittee on amen
Resources and the Biwa StAxmoratttee as Health (Interstate
and *ram Comearoe)r

: see National Conference of Catholic, Charities has a deep cars= for the

teenege:mother ind.har Child to whoa services would be provided by the Adolescent

`Health Service's, Pregnancy Preventien Act of 1978, the legislation which is terore

ado.leacent yeomanry problem has been well documented for years, end

though we are mare that(..he problem has become rare urgent in the. past decade,

the histery of Catholic Charities involvement with the problem goes back 250 years

to h time when the.Ursuline nuns acre from France to New Orions to establish a

refbie fbr *men end orphans. At that Um, as today, the object of Catholic

Charities is to serve the eiyectent mother as a vole person rather than just

- treat at a problem pregnancy. Accordingly, she"was provided with counseling, shelter,

*alas care and training and edination to make her economicallycally indeperiient. The

wee services are offered to troop in need today by the Catholic Qerities Move-

writ through its 815 agencies, branch agencies and institutions. mcc is the

. largest nen-profit human service organization serving the hairican people today

and in 1976 (latest figures available)t.provided services for 31,897 weed mothers,

6,218 marl Slathers and restarrdty haw care for 4,450 woven..

lie National Conference of Catholic Charities strongly sports the idatitifi .

cation of "adolescent initial and repeat prey-armies" today as a major social

problem in the Ohltei States. * agree that because of the serious negative conse-

quences to the individuals, families and ocazanities involved, the angrdtuda of

76-464 0 - 79 - 46
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the. problem, and.the widespread geographical dietributicn of adolescent pregnancies

there is need for tag f+erkaill goverment to givetettention to it in a specialized

program, with. investment Dadra financial resources to enable case pities in

their effbrt to *attain orelisdriate the problem or to mitigate the negative con-

sequenoes an the child, the adolescent parents and their fealies, when a pregnancy

has not been or cannot believented.

We agree with the !Wings at the legislation 18 based and with the

intent of the'legialaticn as stated in the bill. We do believe, however, that

some modifications in the Wading in several places and the addition of a ream-
.

tively small mincer of statements in,the section on purpoee, services and priori-

ties would strengthen the ability of the legislation to accooplish its purpose.

Pinlings and PurOneer

The ftrdamental gr9blem is not the &et of unwise pregnancies leading to the

birth of children who have neither an adult father or mother to assume the parental

role, serious as this problem lbe fbnimmental problem is the lack in the

contemporary American culture of objective behavioral norms to gale the &doles-
-,

cent, and of moral standards against Which the adolescent and society can evaluate

7 the behavior, as well as the lack of enviramental controls to afford protection

against destructive, impulsive behavior. The problem is emoeztated by the related

problem of breakdown in both tally life and in parental assumption of reepami-

bility for children's behavior. In other words,.we view early and irresprnsible

engagement in sexual activities on the part of children, wt is .how many of

these adolescents out to be classified, as damaging to them physically, eMo

tionally and spiritually whether or not such activity results in pregnancy: 'We

view it as handbl to. the boy as such as to the girl and oounterproductive. to the

mortal trituration process in adolescence. The acting out venality is the problem,

not merely the pregnancy which is only one of the negative consequences;

-2-
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Accordingly we mould, like to suggest the follorini changes in Sec. 2 (a),.

Min* gni Purposes :

Pram' (1) addisoants are at a high risk of unwanted pregnancy;

Um (1) adolescents and, insressingly, children in the early years of adoles-
.

cenme are engaged in sexual activity that is damaging to than physically,

emotionally and itarany and is cOunterproduotive to the'normal matura-

tiara process in early adolescence. As one consequence, adolescents

are at a high risk oftlaaseency;

Fr= (5) the problem dadolesoerst pregnancy and. parenthood are multiple end

cosh]__ and are beet apprOached thrmigh a variety of integrated and

_essential services:

TO: (5)(the problems of adolescent acting out sexuality, mash* and parent-

hood arrmultiple and conic:Lex and are ftruently associated or rooted

in a problematical situation in the family. They are best approached

thro6gh a variety of integrated and essential services.

In (6) insert the phrase "nor their families" so that it would read:

(6) such services, including a wide array of educational and supportive

services, often are not available to the adolescents who need them,

nor to their families, or ere available but fragmented and thus of.

limited effectiveness in preventing pregnanaes and !hose welfare

dependency;

peregrighs (2) (3) (4)and'(7) oethis section mould remain unchanged.

MCC accepts and deplores the fin:tinge in these sections -- the number of pregnant

'adolescents (o4 million' in 1975); the severe adverse health, smciaZ and economic

consequences fOr both Mother and child; the evidence of repeat pregnancies and
j

the necessity for a federal policy to develop appropriate health, educational

amp eociel. services Shay they are lacking.

-3-
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u0s.or GRANT

We note that the fUnds provided vier this Act may be used by grantees to .

.(1) link services to prevent initial and repeat preaperimboa
end to assist adoles-

'Cente to become independent and productive; (2) to identify and provide access to
u.

other services; (3) to supplemantteervioes not adequetein
the community; (4) to

+

Plan far arldnistraiion and cooperation of serviced; (5) to provide technical

"..:sposistanse and (6) ;raining.

Adolescent pregnancy, as a consequave of acting sit sexuality, needs to be

asseised in a social context. The origin of the problematic behavior is rooted

An the families of the'cliildron, in a high proportion of cases. Siblings of the
. ---,

moment adolescent and of the putative father are very often and predictably apt

'to fbilow the same pattern of behavior.'

As drafted, the program proposed appears to address neither of these factors

although we recognise this emission was not the intent of the framers of the legis-

lation. /6* till smears to subsume the inevitability of continuing, widespread

Sexual activity in Children and seeks tp control one single consequence. It fails

to salamis any services to
the perentalond the families of origin of the aflame

'involved. The only referamse to the family is to authorize fixing fees in relation

to the ability and willingness to pay the costs of service to the adolescent.

We would suggest, then, that Sec. 102 (a)(1)(A), which now reads:

,rprevent uneethed initial and repeat pregnancies among adoelecentsr,

be expended to read:

"waist adolescents to develop a better underetanding of the meaning

of sex in hymn life and to change destructive acting out eemial

behavior and prevent initial and repeat pregnancies."

We would also suggest adding to this Section archer service to bedome

102 (a)(1)(C);:
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areadat 11011144ln *Loh then Is a prewar& adolescent realiar an

adolseent' 'dig- ings at hisx risk to resolve the pimblems assn-

, cdated with, Er causative of, the behavior."

lie an also acmpatiel that the ajar purpose of the bill lappears not to be

to provide as but to mein projects that will help carsunities coordinate

existing. Prceree. In fact, ln this bill federal support of services would be

limited to 50% of the vent.' NCIOC dart not concts that the usjor administrative

walla -is failure to "coordinate." The major problem is the ccaplete lack of

services in scow ocesamities, insufficient services in other ocamunities or

ineacesibility to services in neigbarhoods or tines where they

agree that ocardinetiat of services is en important objective but such coati-

nat. icn can be achieved by properly following the priorities listed in Sec. 103,

,(a)(3) without fixing a funding limit, in the legislation. Sec. 102 (e) makes

provision that no more then 50% be spent (*leery/cal Jai we would therefore

reccemend this section be struck.

priorities, Amounts and Duration of Grants

Family service 'agencies and maternity homes are the two 'institutions which

have historically tarried the burden of service to unmarried parents in all age

. gran and have ccnsecpently had their resources stretched beyond their capacity

to wet the demand for services. In many °amenities they are the most ccepetent

and knoele4196eble resource' and the one with credibility to serve as the key.,

'germ in setablishing the network of coordinated services proposed in the legis-

lation. They should oertainly ace high cm the list of facilities eligible for

grants to carry out the purposed of this legislation and their services should

be made available not cmly to the adolescent but to the families of these ahildren

as well.

see
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We would suggest that thaiptrese "and their famillet" be added to the end

of Sec., 103 (a)(3). And in Sec. 103 (0)(4),whIch lists the types of facilities

which shall have priority for grants, we suggpst.thtfollowing langsuge be added:

bmieswhich do cc can be equipped to provide oceprehensiye

services to pregnant adolescents and agencies serving families, youth

and children with established.progreies in, this area of service.

Requirement for Grant Approval .

.
One.of the objectives of the bill as stated in the It title is "to provide

care to maple* adoleacents." Since the origin of the problem is frequently in

.the social envirornent, the priorities should lead oftWith family and perent7

child oounekeing in order toatrengthen the funnies of origin and to get at the

causes of the behavior and provide potential'for growth and change, lie family is

at a point of oriel§ when the pregnenci is discovered and it is at this point that

it is most amenable and open to/morass/anal help.

This rationale applies al;o to achieving anther objective of the bill, "to

-help adolescents become productive independent contributors to faaily'and ocomaunity

life." This will also require family centered social services as well asdirect

health and educational services to the adolescent.

We believe these objectives would be better attained with some additional

language in Sec. 104 46(5). This section lists the core services as (A) family

planning services; (B) health and mental counseling; (C) vocational counseling;

(D) educational services; (E) primary and preventive health services; (F) nutri-

tional services, informatics and counseling. We suggest adding a new "(B)" to

read: "Family and parental counseling." Ihe succeeding paragraphs should then

'be designated (C5 through (0).

Although the problem is identified in the bill as a seseotus and widespread

one, the funding is established eta figure that is little more than a token in
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view of the costa of service and the numbers of families and individuals involved.

Per instance, in most cases, one adolifent pregnancy mny involve seven people --

the baby, the teenage mother, the teenage father and the four parents-of the

teenagers:
r

Because of the numberebr people involved and because of the kinds of services

movided, we believe the proposed program would be beet administered by the OffIce

-of the Assistant Secretary for Human Develowent in HEW rather than in an office

whose primary concern is in the health field.

In conclusion we wish to emend the Administration and the Congress. for

giving attention to this growing, national problem and for its efforts to find a

solution. The National Conference of Catholic Charities supports you in these

efforts and we feel that the amendments we hate suggested will strengthen the

legislation so that the progrem can better meet its Objectives.
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NATIONAL (=MENGE OrCATHOUC snows

BISHOPS' COMMITTEE FOR PRO-UFE ACTIVITIES
no maw:awns ANNA N.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. MOM Zaissan

Ilp!fid, 1978

, AV
Honorable Warrison A. Will
Senate Cceimittee on HUman Ri
4230 Dirk"... Senate Office But
Maphington, .C..,k10510 %.

.

Dear Senator' illiamsW ".

.
.

'Encloied is a statement on S.-2910, The Adolescent Health,
Service' and Pregnancy Prevention and Care. Act 'of 1978, that I am
submitting for the record on behalf of the Dpited'States Catholic
Conference. o

. .
.

As we"underltand it, thecoriginal intent of the ptoposed leg-
islationvms to' provide education, care and services to young peo-
ple to help prepare them for parenthood at a time when ,they are
mature and responsible.,. There is also a need to help improver4,
the outcome of pregnancy for those adolescents'who are pregnant,
and to enable thebt to meet their responsibilities Once the child
is born. To accomplish these objectives, a,wide range of services
is needed,. including education and motivation to develop a sense
of 'responsibility in regard to sexual a ivity, counseling serv-
ices, nutritional education, and prog of prenatal and post-
natal care. In many.cases this requir' .a unified approach by
agencies in the community that have already demonstrated their a-
bility to provide the necessary services. But all the information,
counseling and services may have little long-range effect unless
young people pre motivated to exercise self-restraint and respon7
sibility. TAU focuses on the role of parents, who very often
need the help of the community,the churches, and at times, the
professional groups.

1

We-hope the information provided during the hearings on
8: 29,10 will help the Committee to appropriately; revise the bill,
so as to meet the needs of adolescents and their"familibm.

,

Res fully,

JTMstdm
Enclosure

gr. James T. McH
irector
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STATENENTOF uTIE UNITED STATEF'CATHOLIC CONFERENCE

ON TIE AIOLZSCUT TB, SERVICES AND\HAI IC
u

PREGNANCY PREVENTICINAND CARE AC OF 1978,

Considerable public attention has been focused on the matter

of teenage pregnancy, Ind the Carter Administration and members of'

Congress have expressed concern Ind determination to utfiize pub-

lic resources to try to deal with the problem. We share the con-

cern abodi,teenage pregnancy, and we agree with.,the basic purposes

of the bill, that is, to provide assistance tp pregnant adolescents

and to reduce the overall number of out-of-wedlock teenage preg-

nancies. ,

Notwithstanding.our agreement with the basic purposes, we

find that the legislation as proposed can and should be improved.

To begin with, the reasons for the bill as expressed in Sec.
.2 (a) are'soMewhat misleading and should be more carefully written.
The.shatiment that ."adolescents are at a high risk of unwanted.

pregnancy' is general and.over-broad, and seems,to create a crisis

atmosphere in regard to teenage pregnancy. While it may be true

that pre-marital sexual activity among teenagers has increased
during the past twenty years, it is also true that overall rates

of teenage ch.ildbearing. have actually declined from 97.3 (per

1,000 women dged 15/19) in 1957 to 56.3 in 1975. The actual number

of blithe to teenagers. has remained about the same because of the

relatively "larger proportion of teenagers in the population. (Cf.

the attached letter.from Science, 31 March 1978, pertaining to this

matter.)

.The bill also makes reference to healtlikand social problems

associated with teenage pregnancy: For the lake of accuracy it is

fair to note that many of the health problems are the result of

poor nutritiop.and dietary habits, smoking,'the use of alcohol and

drugs, and generally Roof self-image and maturity:,

As Professor Frank Furstenberg notes in his study, "The wide-

spread. conviction that early
childbearing precipitates a number of

social and economic problems is loundedPon surprisingly little

evidence." ( Furstenberg, Frahk, Unplanned Parenthood: The Social

Consequences of Teenage Childbearing, (1976) New York, The Free

Press.)

Attached is a reprint of the article "Abortion and Teenage

Pr from'the 1977 Respect. Life Handbook which provides a

c 1 analysis of teenage pregnancy. There seems to be some

agreement among the specialists that the problem of teenage'preg-

nanny is complex and that the factors .influencing out-of-wedlock
pregnancy are complex, but there,is little agreement as to the

:solutions to the various problems.

-\
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The bill repeatedly speaks in terms of preventing' teenage
-pregnancy. Dnfortunately,.the legislation leans toward programs
of contraception, sterilization and abortion as the means of pre-
venting births, but gives far too little recognition to the need
for edudation, counseling and assistance to parents in motivating
their adolescents to exercise self-restraint in regard to sexual.
'activity and behavior. The proposed legislation is admittedly
'vague in regard to. how teenage pregnancy is to be prevented, and
how.agencies providing services to teenagers will respect parental
rights. Once again, there is a growing awareness that simply pro-
viding contraceptive services will not effectively solve the prob-
lem. As Kingsley Davis noted in a report to the Commission on
Population Growth and the American Future, "The current belief
that illegitimacy will be reduced if teenage girls are given an
effective contraceptive is an extepsion of the same reasoning that
created the problem in the first place. It reflects an unwilling-

,ness to face problems of s al control and social discipline,
while trusting SoMe to ological device to extricate society from
its difficulties. The irony is that the illegitimacy rise occurred
precisely while contraception was becoming more, rather than less,
widespread end respectable."

The proposed bill should be more explicit in ensuring safe-
guards for informed consent on the part of teenagers who utilize
services provided by governmental agencies and non-governmental
agendies supported in whole or in part by government funds. This -

would extend to agencies that are part of any network or linkage
as described in the.bill. Informed consent has increasingly been
looked upon as a way to safeguard freedom, and is especially im-
portant when dealing with matters of human sexuality. In addition,
the bill should require participating agencies to establish mecha-
nisms that will protect parents rights, notably the right to be
informed regarding contraception, sterilization and abortion.

There is special need for informed consent provisions to pro-
tect teenagers and their families not only from direct coercion,
but also from any subtle coercion regarding so-called "ideal family
size", the dynamics of population growth, unsubstantiated predic-
tions regarding the effects of childbearing on the future life of
the adolescent.

To accomplish the purposes.of the act, Title I establishes a
"Grant Program" which authorizes grants to non - profit. agencies.
We believe that many agencies.Of the Catholic Church are already
engaged in ,programs that you'd qualify thei for grants. We urge
Congress to emphasize that such agencieseare not to be excluded
'because of the Church's moral teachings on abortion, sterilization
and birth control. We also urge the Congress to caution other
agencies agfnst encouraging or promoting bias or prejudice against
the Church and its agencies. We raise this point because there
have been recent indications that some agencies involved in govern-
Ment-fUnded family planning programs have engaged in such anti-
-Catholic activities.

- 2 -
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We also urge that agencies providing a specific service, such
as a home for unwed mothers, not be forced to provide other ser-
vices, such as abortion, sterilization and contraception, that are
in conflict with the agency's moral principles. Valuable as'the'
"linkage" concept bay be to pull together already existing services,
it should not impede the expansion of successful programs nor be-
come an obstacle for an agency that has already dembnstrated its
competence. in meeting the needs of pregnant women and their unborn
children or new mothers and infants.

The bill as presently written seems to place heavy emphasis on
the prevention of teenage pregnancy, but "prevention" is nowhere.
carefully defined. 48bortion and sterilization should be absolutely
excluded from'any governmental program. Abortion involves the
destruction of life of an unborn child, who is clearly an innocent
party. In regard to sterilization, the potential for abuse has al-
ready been demonstrated both here and abroad. Moreoverf^contracep-
Lives should not be, rovided to teenagers as a matter of government

. policy. This is a matter for the family and parents to deal with,
and the government should not establish policies that preempt the
prerogatives or responsibilities of the family unit. Greater em-
phasis should be placed on.the programs and services that will as-
sist piegnant teenagers to'carry their unborn children to term,
And to fulfill-the responsibilities of parenthood.

At the same time, the bill should address the prevention of
first or repeat pregnancies among unwed teenagers in terms of pro-
grams that assist and support families and programs that inform
and motivate teenagers to avoid pre-marital sexual activity. Other
Committees of the Congress have held hearings on the question of
adolescent pregnancy and sex education, and the concept of educa-
tion seemed to be unduly narrowed to providing information pn and
access to contraception. We belieVe that education is a much
broader conceptdAnd that efforts must be taken to assist families
in the fulfillment of their educational role and provide resources
that will enable parents and adolescents to work out the problems
of sexual development together in a harmonious manner.

Conclusion

The United States Catholic Conference wishes to be on record
in support of government assisted efforts to provide assistance
and carAto'pregnant teenagers so that they may carry their child-
ren to term. We agree with the basic intent of the Congress to
meet this need and to help diminish the incidence of out-of-wedlock
teenage pregnancies. The teenage pregnancy bill may be a useful,
means of accomplishing these goals, and we urge a further revision
of the proposed bill to protect the:rights,of individuals and fam-
ilies and to direct the energies of government and private agencies
in appropriately.aisiating families, parents and pregnant adolescents.

- 3 -
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Tamp Prep:skies

In distussing rlie.p/ciposed increase in
the budget of:the:National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development,
Barbara J. Cullitrn (News and Corn-
the M. 3 Feb...p. 508) uses the term "epi.
demic- to refer in:teenage pregnancies.
This is a scientific term and should be
used with 'caution. The rate of teenage
pregnancy may well be increasing. but
we not haYe a reliable direct measure
oficonception rates. and not all increases
over time deserve the term."epidemic."
It would seem safer to focus on age-spe-
Chic birthrates. They have been falling
since 1969 for 18- to 19-year.olds: they
were approximately steady from 1970 to
1973 and have been falling since then for
the 15- to 17-year-olds: and they have
been approximately steady since 1970
for the lb- to 14-year-old primp (1). The
total number of births to teenagers has
been falling since 1970. In the face of
these data. the term "epidemic" seems
unwarranted. What has been increasing.
rapidly are society's awareness of and

.concern about teenage pregnancies.
Cannon also notes that more thin half

of the estimated I million teenagers who
became pregnant last year chose to keep
their babies. This information is miss
leading. TX Alan Guttmaeher Institute
(which made the estimate) suggests that
more than 400.000 of those pregnancies
ended in miscarriages and abortions and
less than 600,000 in births G. p. 10). Thc
figure for 1975 (the latest year for which
published data are available) was 594.880

° live births to females under 20. But more
than hag, 354,968. were to 18- and 19-
year-olds. Moreover almost 250.000.01
these, or 70 percent. were married (1: 2.
p. 11). Thus approximately 42 percent of
the live births to women under 20 were
to married 18- and 19-year-olds.

Many may belime. and we may agree.
. that childbearing should be delayed until

the mother is in her 20's. but there is
.nculting immoral. illegal. or contrary to
this society's values -about 18- and 19-
year-old married women keeping theiro
babjes. Teenage pregnancy is a national
protilem. but its dimensions should be
examined more carefully.

'LORRAINE V. KLERMAN
Florence 'Heller Graduate School
for'Adwinced Studies in Social Welftike,
Brandeis University, .

Waltham. Massachusetts 02(54
JAMES F. JEKEI.

. Yule School of Medicine.
New Haven, Connecticut 06510

Refweeas

I. Mee. Vii. Slat. Rep. 26 (Ne. 3. SuppL). 9 (19TT).
.2. ft MIRioa Teenagers (Alan °Rimed*/ lose.

hulcNew York. 19261.

-SCIENCE 31 MARCH 1978
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In 1973 the U.S. Supreme Mud Mead
an unprecedented 'ruling. Abortion, It

said, Is Maly 9 private matter tot the
WeGren ho decide.."1161 right 01 privacy .

le timed enough to encompaa a
woman's deasion whether or not I"
Mama her pregnancy" (Roe v. Wade,
slip opinion,. pp. 37-38). Beginning In
the fourth month of pregnancy. the Court
held, the. Mate Could Irnpate some
health taint:dans on the performs:KW
of abortion, r.n chose to do so, end In
the sixth or perhaps 6eventh month It
couldIf It so choWenure some pro-
Mean to Itre "potential human life!' In
the mother's womb (full sights of human
person hood are not to be recognized by ;
the law until at last birth). But, whether!
In. the third, sixth. or ninth month of
preGnancy, the private right of the worn-,
an to obtain an Morton is always Mrs-
Mount.

The Cotirt'a tragic decision Is, based
on two fundameral errors. .

. first, the Me of IfM unbord child is
assigned a mend veers of zero.

Second, abordOn Is essentially con-
skleted In a vacuum, apart from all
other human relationships. The woman,
in consultation with her physician, has
the final power. to daide whether and
why the abortion should be performed.
No one else has any say in the matter:

Yetdespite what the Court said--11
Is a feel that the generation of new hu-
man life is an event of immense social
Importance. Greet decisions do not ore-
ate this reality, nor can they destroy It.
Many aspects of this process of genera-
tion em personal, but nom can ProPedY
be called altogether privatethat ta,

`pertaining to the individual alone. When
the Court called abortion a private mat-
Mr' for the woman to decide, It adopted
a legal fictiona Regan which Mips
society silently condone the performance
of what It knows to be a morally shame-
ful ace,

.At least since 1909, when- national
records on the subject are flint kept,
about one -third of all legal abortions
each year have been performed on

It

tanicersurvards of 300,000 In 1974,
Teenagers make up a sionIfIcant
group of abortion recipients. They are
also he blear huntanly vulnerable groups
In whet lodgers we shall discuss In some
Mist/ Me situation of the pregnant. tin-
ned Isensger, We shit conclude with
several reflections on why c(umsiest"
needed in public policy.

TEENAGE ABORTION :

The incidence of legal 'Donlon has been
increasing orametleally since It was drst
Introduced In an oppreclable way In
severer states In 1967. tt Is 'estimated
that 'In 1975 the number Of abortions in
the United States exceeded pne million.
Apparently, the annual figure has not
yet peeked (a phenomenon which usu-
ally °cobra severs) years after a per-
mluive:abonion policy has been intro.
duald). Teenagers, along with other age
groups,' Ma increasingly turned, to
abortion, and this trend will probably
continue for several years.

The available deta do not make it
clear Mow many of the teenagers who
Obtain sbohlons aro married and how
many are not However, le Seems safe
to assume that the vast majority are un-
married. The estimated national figure
tor unmanned woman obtaining abbr-
lions in all age groups was 70.9 percent
in 1974. Most likely, the figure for -the
teen years was even higher.

In light of this, one can hardly ignore
the question -of the relationship between
the pregnant, unmarried daughter and
her parents. This question becomes even
more important when we realize that an
estimated 15.000 girl, under the age of
15 obtained abortions in t974. (Accord-
ing to the Center for 0iseu44.Control
this age group had more abortions than
live births)

CleiLDBEARING Aroma
TEENAGERS

Despite the contrary impression, over-
all rates of teenage childbearing have
actually fallen in recent yearsfrom a
high in 1957 of 97.3 births per 1,000

women (ages t5 to 19) to a low in 1975
of 68,3. This substantial decline, how-
ever, has not been as extreme as that
experienced by older women. For the
20-1024yearold age group, for ex-
arnple. the rate dropped from '256.1 In

1960 to 114.7 in 1975 As a result, birth"
to teenagers now figure more prominent-
ly "rang all birthsnary one-fifth of
all births In-1975.

While' teenage birth rates heel gone
down in recent years, the number of
woman aged 1610 t9 years has grown
fiom around 15 million in 1960 to over
20 million in 1975. Asa result, the an,
nual toter number Of births to teenagers
has not declined (as might have been
"'butted from the failing teenage birth
rate) but has stayed about the urne
(509.000 in 1960 and 594,q00 In 1975).

In 4975 nearly 40 percent of all teen-
age childbearing wasput of wedlock
1233.500 births out of 594.9001. In addi-
tion, it is estiMalod that a signiticsnl per-
centage of teenage marital births are
conceived 6romarliallY.

OUT-OFAVEDLOCK 111RT14111
IN GENERAL .

.

Social scientists measure out-of-wed-
lock births in various waysby total
numbers, by illegitimacy ratios (Me num-
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Some ;studies correlate the availability
of legal abOrtion with recent,de011nes.ln
the rate of illegitimacy (Sklar and Ser.
kov). Increased use of contraception
may also account for some of the de
crease.

Not surprisingly, some advocate cOn
treception and abortion as the Maria
to cambia teenage illegitimacy.

However, the use, of contraception by
the unmarried teenager Is notoriously
ineffective. Unmarried, emotionally Im-
mature leanaOars are not the same es

.married; emotionally mature adults. As
it is, the .failure rale In contraceptive
use among married adults Is fairly high
(CutrigN. pp. 417-418). In contrast to
the married; the sexual behriOr of the
unmarried teenager Is Irregular, Infre-
quent, and generally unplanned. Fun
Iher, the behavior Is often highly ro-
manticized and the values of "spon-
taneity" ,And, "naturalness" May be
highly prized. Recent Studies also show
that sexually active teenagere'llosseas
a prior knowledge of the biology of re-
production (Zelnik and Karanet).

For reasons such as these, those who
advocate contraception as solution
for the problein'Of outof-wedlock teen
age pregnancies' Consider lebortion as
an essential "backstop". method. An
abortion will surely prevent *TSAI).

From 1965 to 1975 abortion and con-
traception were increasingly available In
American societybut during this Pen
obi the teenage illegitimacy rate con.
Shoed to Increase (ftalarfio at a slower
pace)' One should anticipate that in the.
future abortion will be of even greater
importance as en essential "backstop"

for the "pragmatic" problem Solvers.

Fiediclably, those promoting teenage
contraception and abortion are looking
for ways to make contraception end
abortion more "accessible" to the en-
manned teenager. Emphasis hits shifted
from community clinics to the schOols.

In recent years, legal and social bar.
tiers Inhibiting teenage access to con-
traception and abortion have become
less and less. However, the natural bar-
riers to effective use may very well
termini.

Even If efforts to make contraception
and abortion more "accessible" should

. succeed In "solving" the problem of
out-ol.wedloOk teenage births, would
we be better society for II? What prob.
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fern would have been left unattended?

Whet new. .problems ,would have been
triaged/

rxrF .0u:1:tin%
A

One sociologist Scores the advocacy of
contraception for teenagers as typical of

ther American tharactere misplaced
trust In technology to iolve human
problems:

The current, belief that ,Illegitimacy
1011 be rediked If teenage girls are
given an elective contraceptive Is an
extension of the same reasoning that
created the problem In the first place.
It reflects an unwillingness to lace
problems of social Control and social
discipline, while trusting ROMs tech-
'nologreat device to extricate society
from Its difficulties. The Irony Is MAI
the illegitimacy rise occurred Pre
clsely while contraception was be-
coming more, rather than less, wide-
spread and respectable (Davis. p.

253).

The same could be said about abor-
tion as a problem solving tool for teen
age out-of-wedlock births.

ft is often assumed that tittle or with.
Ing can be done to affect.the sexual be
havior at teenagers At the same time.
studies are produced which show that
teenage Sexual behavior has been at-

, felted over the last several years it

has increased Today. US teenage
childbearing rates are among the high-
est In the worldhigher even than those
In many less developed nations Are we
to assume that teenagers in third world
countries are more ettective CO2trarep
tom and have greater access to /lbw
eon? Or that Only health conditions ex-
plain the differences/

The sexual behavior of teenagers not
only can change over time but can
vary among individuals and groups. For
exarnple, teenage girls vho are more .

highly motivated to achieve future goals
-ye more likely to delay the initiation of
sexual activityand thus the posei-
dilly of an outioliwedlock pregnancy
(Furstenberg, 3942).

American Culture cutrenlly romanh-
clues sexual activity. It was not always
so. However, teenagers growing UP.
experiencing life for the first lime, look-
ing to authority figures outside the fans..
fly --ere most susceptible to the new
Cultural "norms."

The problem Is only compounded by
the fact that Other societal patterns
even lawsseparate parent and child.
In some Instances SOCIety seems to ex-
pect each individual teenager to dis-
cover the meaning of human life all

alone In such a system of moral de-
velopment many serious and permi-
nent mistakes will be made. The gifted
few may succeed. Would we leave teen-
agers to their own devices with respect
to Intellectual development? Society
both from within the home and from out-
side the homehas always exercised
guidance and discipline in the moral
and social development Of its teenage
members This guidance and discipline
is no less importaneloday than In the
Past

Breakdown in social controls over
sexual activity are not always entirely
Obwods. Studies show that nonmarital
teenage sexual activity is often initiated
at the Insistence of the male One way
of controlling the nonmetilal sewsl at-
!Ivey ol the male in the past was through
paternity lawsbut these now are often
meaningless in practice. (In this sense,
is abortion on request the logical out-
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come of a lessening of the male's re-
Sponsibility for. his sexual actions?) At
Ma same lime the social structures that
used to ensure an °Warty process In
the selection of a marriage partner are
no longer or not always there. As a re-
sult, the woman's search for a marriage
partner in the rnernage oriented so-
ciety that we stilt areis more apt to
begin earlier, and end either in an out -
of- wedlock pregnancy Or a teenage
marriage.

Social factorsal first glance ap-
parently unrelatedmay effect the inci-
dence of teenage put-of-wedlock births.
Studies show that the majonty of non-
white as well as while teenage girls hold
nonrnarital sexual eMivity to be Morally
wrong, However, whites more than non-
whites are more likely to legitimate an
outofwedlock pregnancy by marriage.
Some postulate that marriage might
only aggravate the economically dis-
advantaged positions of the nonwhite.
11 'might be several 'years before the
teenage lather would have a lob that
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Some emphasize the reduction of all
teenage childbearingmarital and non -
marital and, In this sense,. the concern
Mould perhaps more properly be classi-
fied as population control.

Others Eras, Inc special anneal and
medical problems associated with teen..
age out-of-wedlock childbearing.

A recent study concluded: "The wide.
spread conviction that early childbear-
ing precipitates a number of social and
economic problems Is lounded on sur-
prisingly little evidence (Furstenberg,
p. 12). It is not that such problems do
not exist (the study confirmed the gen-
eral Impression that they do), but that
their precise nature is not well under-
stood and. as a result, inadequate solu-
tionsare proposed. .

This sante study found that oveira
five-year-period some teenage unwed
mothers succeeded where others, In

the same general circumstances. did
not. -One of the most impressive find-
ings was the diversity. of responses to

could support a family adequately. At
the same time. the' teenage mother
would be separating herself from the
immediate support of her existing farmly.
unit (Furstenberg. pp 6e. 745)

OUT-OF-WEDLOCK BIRTHS
TPW.EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

those who advocate contraception and
abortion as the solution to teenage out-
of-witdlock births may not necessarily
perceive the basic problem in the same
way.

a common event The outcome el
the liveyear follow.up was enormously
varied In tact, by the time of the last
interview, the sample hardly could have
been more diverse in every important
area we explored" (Furstenbmg. pp
218.2191

The most important question is wrrem
er any medical or social problems are
so great as to lustily the taking 01

unborn human rile The Church's teach.
ing on respect for human life shows
the oitcrple that underlies this kind of

(1

Problem solving to be incompatible with
human dignity Innocent human life can
never be taken lust because to do so
is pragmaticthat is, it is possible, it

is easier than its alternative, it "works."
so It should be done. The humane way
may very well be the more challenging
way,

We must ask not only what are the
human costs of bearing a child out-of-
wedlock, but what are the human costs
of aborting this yet unborn child Is the
loss of human life nothing? Does the
woman who consents to the destruction
of the 'new life within her remain Indif-
ferent to the act-,or is a sense of free-
dom that a "problem" has been gotten
rid of' a morally praiseworthy quality?
What is the effect on society itself when
it adopts highly utilitprian social policies
which violate fundamental human rights?

In the case of adOlescent girls, there
is already some realizdlion that they be-
come repenlful of parents who force
"the abortion solution" on them. More-
over. aboniOrmcOunsfors tell young
people to expect mime alteration In the
boy /girl relationship after the abortion.
The young woman especially has a
changed attitude toward the boy; end
apparently marry of these relationships
disintegrate rapidly

As a medical ptocedure abortion tra-
wls threats to toe life and health of
any woman But the adolescent girl Is
at risk in several respects. The teenager
is more apt -to delay seeking an abor-
tion But late-term abortions are medi-
cally the most dangerous kind. Yet w
full-scale educational effort to convince
teenagers that sex Is a simple, uncom-
plicated fact of life and that. if they be-
come pregnant. abortion is available on
request, is generating pressure which
leads teenagers to abort. glossing over
the important fact of Inherent danger.

It Is commonly assumed that a young
unmarried girl can abort an existing
pregnancy and have children later When
the wants them. But things may not be
that simple. For example. studiesIn
vario parts of the worldare show-
ing I ng women whose first preg
n are aborted are much' More
likely thin kerne to nave subsequent

,oreon which result in premature
bias. rem in tum, has long
Awe% norSznio be associated with an
Unozeased Valence In cerebral palsy,
MskUtkpetidation, and lesser forms of
ciplinaGfe te the central nervous system.
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such as learning dIsabiktiee (Nellegers).
As. abortion becomes the solution to
prernarital pregnendes. married couples
end society may later have to pay the
human end financial costs of a growing
number of mentally and physleally dam-
aged children.

There is every reason to expect that
young women who are rushed Into
abortion by social and cultural-pressure
will distrust and resent society that
misled them about the nature and long-
range effect of the action they were en-
couraged to undertake.

Teenage pregnancy is not simply
result of ignoranee or failed contrecep-
tIon. In many casell. Me teenager's sex-
ual Irresponsibility la symptom of Cen-
sorial Insecurityof need for love.
affection, and self-affinnatIon. Preg-
nancy Is not necessarily unintended or
unforeseen. And while pregnancy may
complicate misting personality difficul-
ties, In such cases, so also the destruc-
tion of the unborn Child may simply re-
inforce the teenager's low estimate of
herself or diminish her perceived ability
to cope with and overcome problems.
Destroying the fetus In such cases may
well be a weapon for destroying the
mother. too.

SOCIAL AND PUBUC POLICY

Today, sexuality is often regarded es
plaything. 'In such an atmosphere It Is
not surprising that sexual relationships
between men and women tend to be-
come exploitetive while the broader no-
dal ramifications of human sexuality
are lost sight of or are even positively
reiecti.d. The newly conceived human
life iscritlen described as an intruder.
When human sexuality is not accorded
its proper dignity. it is consistent
though sadthat the unborn child, the
fruit of the human sexual relationship, Is
regarded u nonhuman.

Examination of the facts about teen-
age childbearing; especie4 teenage
out-of-wedlock births. makes it clear

that "adult" stendards of moral conduct
are being extended to the not-yet-
mature adolescent. But In this emit. as
in others. contemporary society sutlers
Irvin moral thmoverishment. Thus, the
not-yet-mature adolescent will not find.
life guidance In the not -yet- mature

standards of society at large.

The notions of social control and so-
cial discipline refer to more than
parents' responsibility for their children.

20
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General social . policy toward the family
will condition the expression of family
relationship&

Americana have traditionally consid-
ered freedoin as both e social and per-
sonal value. Increasingly, however, free-
dom is being seen simply In terms of
the individual. American public policy
seems to have adopted this more ner-
row viewpoint.

But absolute or virtually absolute per-
sonal freedom is quickly emptied of
meaning. The other goods of the human
person, as well as the manliest goods
that now from human relationships. will
tImeand again be compromised in the
name-of a nebulous, all- pervasive indi-
vidual freedom.

The individual is never pirtectly au-
tonomous. Whether or not It Is acknowl-
edged, there always exists a tension be-
tween personal freedom end the good
of society. Nowhere is this more evi-
dent than In the family, where the indi-
vidual establishes sell - identity and ex.
ercises his or her freedom while re-
Spooling the rights of other family mem-
bers and the good of the family unit.

The threats to thelmay posed by an .
excessive concentration on individual
freedom were graphically expressed by
the U S Supreme Court in Its 1973

abortion decisions

These decisions represent the culmi-
nation of Court decisions over a period
of several years which were unfavorable
to the family (Noonan) Furthermore. on
July. 1, 1915. the Court issued another
round of abortion decisionswith spe-
cific reference to the lamely It ruled that

the woman's right to abort the child
within her can be exercised without her
husband's consent, or, if she is a minor,
without her parent's consent (Plenned
Parenthood of Oilla al Missouri v. Dan-
forth).

Several public perky recommenda-
tions require attention.

The fundamental errors of the 1973
abortion decisions must be corrected.
The most viable way to do this is
through an amendment to the U.S.
Cdnstilution guaranteeing the basic
right to life of the living but unborn
child
The United. Stales needs to develop
a family policy that is positive toward
and supponlve of family 'dn.-Such a
policy must- extend beyond a narrow
concern for the techniques of family
planning and must be based on a
broader vision which respects and
encourages the basic goods of hu-
man life

Government policy and programs
should be directed at removing those
conditions which tempt or in some
sense force a woman to turn to abor-
tion to solve probleins Societal atti-
tudes toward out-ol.wedlock preg-
nancies have changed. The 'Krim
nations Thal society trabitionaily lev.
elect al both unwed mother andschild
have been more and more pul aside
and rightly so NO girl pregnant
oui.otwectlock should be abandoned
10 her own resources and perhaps
to an abortion And no child should
have to sutler any legal or social re.
stnetions because he or she has been
designated illegitimate

tuTitrv.its
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Me Honorable Unison A. Williams, Jr., Chairman
Committee on Damen Resources
O.S. Senate
Washington, D.C.

Deer Senator Williams:

Attached is the statement of the National Council of Jeriah
Vaeen for tie record of the bearings of the Senate Committee on
Roman Descaroes on S. 2910, the Molescent Health, Services and

. Pregnancy Prevention and Care Alice 1978.

We are most. appreciative of your request that we testify
on the legislation proposed to address the critical problem of teen-
age pregnancy. In exasdhing the bill, our was= found that it involves
issues that have been major concerns of our organization in recent
years:

1. 'Cooperative efforts of public and voluntary sectors,
including coordination of services;

2. Justice for Children, including the right to educational
and job training opportunities, to health core, and to protection
from abuse/neglect;

3. Child Development, including adequate child day care
meeting standards that protect children, comprehensive health screening
and medical care family life and sex education, support services
for featly stability, such as comprehensive emergency services for
children at risk;

4. Women's Issues, including the richt to freedom of choice
for abortion, regardless of financial means;

5. Adequate funding of programa to meet human needs, including
raising the ceiling set in 1972 for funding services under Title
JX.of the Social Security Act.

6. Constitutional:Rights, including confidentiality of med-
ical records.

We hope that the information will be useful in your considerations.

Sincerely yours,

eariuA, (e.0{0,Atizt__)

gather R. lands
National President

VIAININGIONORM 1346 COONECnCul A6OME. NW. SUM 924. ela9,437014. D.0 20036 0023 2962585
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STATEMENT POR THE RECORD OF TH3 HEARINGS ON
8. 2910. 2HE ADOLESCENT HEALTH, SERVICES AND
PREGNANCY PREVENTION AND CARE ACT OF 1978,

SEEMS COMMITTEE ON HUMAN'RESOURCES

The NatiOnal Council of Jewish Women, an 85 year old organiza-

tion of 100,000 members, is a volunteer organization dedicat4 to

Advancing human welfare and the democratic way of life through a

Coordinated program of educatioq, service and social action in the

Jewish and general communities, locally, nationally and interna-

tionally. It has a long history of concern about-families, teen- .

agora and children, and in any local communities is now focussing

on the problems of pregnant adoleecents and teen mothers.

Aits biennial convention in New Yo'rk in March 1977, the

National Council of Jewish. Women adopted the following statement

as introduction to its resolutions on Health and Welfare:

The National Council of Jewish Women believes that a healthy
community, sound family life and individual welfare are inter-
dependent. It-believes, therefore, that our democratic society
must give priority to programs which meet human needs and that

the public and private sectors must cooperate to achieve this

end.

We are most appreciative of, the opportunity to submit comArnts .

on legislation proposed to address a critical community probiet

nationally, one that has been with us for many years and has been

increasing. We recognize the importance of the purposes of the

Adolescent Health, Services and Pregnancy Prevention Act of 1978.

We endorse its requirement that there be no income eligibility for

4,j
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services, but -there are several aspects of the prOposed legislation

that are of concern tome:

A) The lack of coordination of programs within the Department

Education and Welfare, relating to teen-pregnancy
.

Jservicea,may be a!deterent to.effective coordination in

the local community.

10'Pommunitienalreadywell-organised, especially large cities,

be. in a much better position to submit early proposals,

and.thei.emill be no funds remaining for those without ser-
-

vices.curreptly and most, in need of them.

c) The.limi4ationof the Federal grant, not to-exceed 70% of

the'vos$s of the project for the first two years, may make

it impodsible for participatiqn of voluntary (private non-

profit) agincies with a proven record of working with teen-

age,girla, ouch As YWCA and Girls Clubs.

d) The funds provided may well he insufficient to purchase

needed services not available currently because of lack

of funds (or'because the teen mother is not eligible), such

as day care so the mother can return to school or to a voca-

tional skills training program.

e) The pregnant teen-ager must have counseling on the full 1

1

range of alternatives available, inclUding abortion.

f) Little attention may be given to developing more effective

programs to prevent pregnancy of the Very young teen-agers,

or for adequate funding of programs already developed which

have caused a reduction in the number of pregnancies of

olderteen-agerw, because of the pressing needs for services

by the pregnant teen-ager and the teen-mother.

Additional concerns are included with community experiences cited.
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Some of the community experienced which led to these concerns

may clarify them: NCJW members probably faced the in-depth prpblems

of teen pregnancy and teen mothers ae a national problem for the first

time when they began to.ecreen!yoUng,women forJob Corps early in

1965 as part of the national coalition, Women In Community Service,

with Church Women United: Aitional Council of Catholic Women, National

Council of Negro Women and later joined by the American. GI Forum

Auxilliary. At that time we found 14, 15, 16 year old mothers no

longer in school, desperately wanting education and training for

employment to support their child. Often just one voice raised to

a school euperintendent had been suffiient to exclude pregnant girls

frte school state-wide, to avoid "contaminating" other girls. In

Virginia the National Council of Jewish Women took the initiative,

with the support of the WICS coalition and theAFL-CIO Appalachian

Council, and worked with state legislators to bring about a change

of policy by the State Board of Education, Bo that programs were

begun to keep pregnant teen-agers inan educational program while

awaiting the birth of the child, with return to classAs afterwards.

In the WICS orientatibn programs to prepare the young women for

' the new experiences ahead of them in lob Corps, we found that.in most

communitieB,school progrendi on'family life and on sex education were

.inadequate,or non-existent because of the pressure of a small vocal

group who appear to consider knowledge dangerous, even perverting.

In Denver WICS found that teen mothers who went to Job Corps

for training were able to find jobs on their return home, but Were

unable to work because there wad no child care available after the

10'
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v5
Job Corps child care allowance ended. So WICS established a day, care

centers The Atlanta Job Corps Center experimented with a day care'

center for ehlldien of residential enrollees, and at' the same time

used.the program to teach child care and Parenting skills to all

enrollees. The proble,! of child care for infanta and toddlers of

enrollees is. still with Job Corpb, as evidenced by the Rainbow Nur-

eery, recently ,opened. in Portland, Oregon, by a coalition of WICS,

Job Corps and the Pirst Baptist Church, to care for five infants and

toddlers of non-residential enrollees of the Portland Job Corps Ccn-
.

ter. It also provides parenting skills classes for Job Corps stu-

dents, as well as informal guidance for the parents. Enrollment was

limited to five by the fire code, not by child care needs.

In the intervening years we found that the problems of prevent-

ing pregnancy, of the4pregnancy itself, and of parenthood, that we

first saw in teenage girls applying to Job Corps from both urban and

rural low income familikare not confined to welfare or lowtincome

commuhities. As the societal patterns changed and most teen mothers

kept'tieir babies instead ofieleasi,ng therS for adoption, the problems

have been found as well in higher income families. Often teen mothers

from working families are not eligible for services available at
0

public e>tipeiee to:those from the,lowest'income families. When they

remain, in their own homes, they may not be able to attend'school be-

cause there IS no child care available, and the family cannot afford,

the Cost of day care. Apd the schools will say that noone is out

of school because of lack of child care: If the community has a

well-baby clinic, or in New York State a Child Health Assessment

Program (CHAP) Clinic, then the'baby has the necessary periodic

- 4 -
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pedintrio examinations and immunisations. But if the infant becomes

ill or ie in need of.expensive treatment for a birth defect ( more
.

common with teen pregnanciea), the mother's family frequently cannot

afford the emdieal.expensesi Soma girls become emancipated minors

,and go on &a real. iWtheir own apartment,. so that the child can

have needed medical services paid by Medicaid, at the very time the

.young mg:that' is most imneed of family support. With younger teen-

agere,

.

the mother and child may'both be placed in the same foster

home, so that. dhe can attend school.
.

2
b

.

Ad NON membere have become involved in community programs to-
..

prevent abuse and neglect of children, they have become aware that

/P

many teen mothers lack parenting skills, frequently leading,to neglect

and even abuse, a ther4urgent reason for the coordination of ser-

vices prop6sed by S. 2910.

But there is noth eg in the proposed legislation which wolpi

require that HEW deteenting. if a services coordinating agency or

system already exisii. in the community before funding a new coordina-

ting agency through 3.2910. There havqbeen Strong efforts in every

HEW reminn to replicate some form of Nashville's Comprehensive

Emergeecy.Service(CESI for Children at Risk, with either a public

'agency or a voluntary (private non-profit) agency providing the

linkage mechanism for all services in the community. Other communi-

.ties.have developed their own patterns for coordinating services to

vulnerable families. There have,also.been statewide efforts by

...fate government,, some only just underway, such an New York State's

Council on. Children and Familial,.

Nor is there any indication in the legislation ae to who will

7,5
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,

make the choice and uAdir what criteria if more than one agency from

a aommuety subaitaaapreposal tOirstablAsh a coordinating mechanism
,

funded PY,S.'290° A

It

a
1

. ,.
,

That the voluntary sector oan provides creative .programs to meet

the,teedreof teenagers hat, een clearly dgmontitrated under funding
5,1

from the Juvenile.Justica-and Deliikqueney
Prevention Act of 1974 as

. t
gomended'in 1477. There, re two provisiotsin tliat legislation which

4Vhaverae4it.possili16 for itinOvapYlipPtgrnms to meet local neede;

*

to be dleeloped by yoluipary agencies;
1) the elimination of any

cash matchinglualas a requirementOor participatioriof private

non -wire agencies, and 4.thlrketting aside of Siecial Emphasis

fUnds for voluntary agency funclAg al! Projects to atleast 30% of
op 0*

0,
tit appeopriation, toicontinue to attract the voluntary sector to

rk with adolescents at risk, The NCJW has been an active. partici-

panein lirojecte'developeiby the collaboratlon of.agencies

belonging to the National Assembly, %viten NCJW member chairing the

project.insiveral places, including Connecticut and Tucson.

In addition, the legislation should include a specific require-

ment that public agencies applying far grants must coordinateefforts

with the private sector. Only through the cooperation of publicand

6.

private sectors can an effective comioaity prograM be developed. The

Juvenile Justice andADelineoency Prevention
Act specifies this coor.

dination and invites the participation of the voluntary sector. Al-

-though the fuhding ia through the Departmentof Justice's LEAA, many

of the public and private agencies inimilVed would of necessity
. -

be the ease agencies working to prevent
teen pregnancy, to assist

pregnant teenagers, and to
irovidedupportserviCes needed by. teen

1

yr
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mothers.

Testi:env:has been presented by the American Academy of Pedia-
.

trios, docimenting the need for counseling services for pregnant
. ,

teenagers,. including alternatives if the pregnancy is unwanted or if

there iS abnormality or genetic defect of the fetus. Theee /inertia-

: tivel must Include termination of pregnancy, available' to low income

adolescents as well bathos., who can afford the medical cute. The

NCJW also 'supports the Academy's suggestion that confidentiality of

medical records be addressed in the legielation:,. including release

of recordsby:the patient to third parties, separate maintenance of

,oonfidencei of parents and minors, patient access to medical records,

and periOdic review and expungement of medical. records.

The apparent dependo#0 for purchase of services under the pro-
.

posed:legislation on other Federal programs, especially Title XX of

the Srmial.iecurity Act, is totally unrealistid for two reasons, one

more obvious than the other. All across the country such purchases

of services with Title XX funds are being drastically reduced because

the ceilings have long since been reached and inflation neceeeitatee

reduction in services. Consequently, the first cut-backs occir for

'Income eligible" families (those not receiving caeh grants under

Title IV-A, SSA), the very teen-agere not eligible for services now.

In many communities the only teenagers eligible for publicly funded

servicee,other than family planningmare those in the AFDC families.

Further cutbacks have caused the elimination of child day. care for

AFDC-families unless the mother is actually employed, eliminating

funding of child day care for older teen mothers no longer mandated

to attend sohool by state law, whew:wont to attend jobs skills training

.0 7
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programs and 00mplete their high school 'through an equivalency program,

or take a two yeai vocational program at the community college. But

whilf.services are being reduced, there is no reduction in personnel

4

of the public agencies. The Congress must give careful consideration

to the future problems being created because the fiscal restraints

hive caused reductions or eliminathioh of services to the moat vulner

able segment of our'population, and our most important resource --

our children.

In many communities efforts have been made to develop needed ser

Sixes through the use of CETA funds for personnel. The chaniing

emphases -- that CETA Placements (even public service employment)

.

'must have a'atrong possibility for permanent funding after the first

year. -- that only entry level positions at minimum wage be included

-- that it must beseasumed that unemployed skilled workers do not

teed 'CETA placement -- all have prevented establishment of needed '

services to teen'mothers when efforts have been made to providet.them

outside of Title XX fupding. An NCJW member has been involved in..

,a two year effort to develop an infante and toddlers day care pro..:

gram in Beacon, Mew York, for teen mothers Identified by the YWCA

Teen Mothers Program, so that these mothers could return to school.

RIn May 1978 there were 19 mothers identified in one neighborhood,

6 of them under 16 years of age, who could not return to school

f
because there woo no one to care for their,child and no agency would

pay the cast a5 child care. A facility was located and a sponsoring

agency. The school system was willing to cooperate in having the

9
mothers half time in school and half time in the center working under

(

a registered surge to assist with the care of the infants and learn

. 1 8
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ing parenting.skills. Hopefully, service organisations would have

outfitted the, center. Btt the two positions for staff had to be

eliminated from the City of.Beacon's CETA program an not meeting

new guidelines, and the center will not open in September. The

' *Concerned Agencies Group* continues!its efforts to help these young

women to return to school and a useful contributing adult life. The

TWCA Teen Mothbrs Program provides a group meeting regulaAy,and

counseling; the Dutchess County Health Department's CHAP Clinic

,.provides pediatric well-baby servicee and classes in parenting skills;

the Dutchess County Department of Mental Hygeine Clinic prOvides in-

depth counseling services when needed: But teen agers need an oppor-

tunity for their own growth and development. The Beacon Opportunity,'

centerk a branch Of the Hudson Valley OIC, and Marist ColleWs

70,001 program for training and employment of teenage drop7outs both

offer educational opportunities in addition to the school eyetem,.if,

child care is available. Pour pregnant Beacon teenagers, enrolled in,

70,001 in early 1978 had to drop out of:the program on birth of their

child because no day care was available for their babies. Itll,-

obvious that coordination of services without adequate funds to pur-

chase needed services does not meet community needs.

In conclusion, the National Council of Jewish Women supports

the intent of the Adolescent Health, Services and Pregnancy.Preven-

tion And Care Act but urges that improvements be made to ensure its

efectiveness in addressing a serious national problem by the combined

efforts of both the public and private sectors. Appropriate language

should be added to include the intent of the following underlined
1
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Materials

Section 105.(a) In approving applications for grants under this Act,
theleorstery will give priority to applicants who --

(8) will utilise an existing comeunity cervices coot-
.

- .
dinating agency above one exists. rather than set

4P a occIvetirM mechanism.

(b) Adds Special consideration will be givento applica-

tions from communities meeting the priorities set in

(a) (1). (2). (3). where there is no coordinating

211122ZA

(0(2) Add additional paragraph:

public agencies applying for grants under this

Act must coordinate efforts with the private sec- ,

..tor, particularly those voluntary organizations

to which sdolescents'come:seeking other services

such ae counselink, social' services, recreation,
.

skipstrainipit:" east:

AcaciadditlenisitpiOsgraphq.

.The requireient for pateisi g funds will be
A

waived for private nonl.proi agencies to encour-

age thedrtpartidipation ecial Emphasis Funds

shall be setpe4cwTfundi proJectsey volusIT
o ;-

tart' agencies.Tit'least 30% ortheiapproPriation.

(a)(5)0) health and mental counseling, including the

full range'of alternatives for pregnant

CI

1'.!)

Section 10.4'.

adolescents.

(D) .... to help prevent adolescent pregnancy

mandated

-.. 10
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(s.

Section 104 (a)(5)(0) Special training to provident. of adoles9sot

Services so they can succeliafull7itddretie the

needs of adolescents.
; .i

Add to. the list of serviCee: , Rgdter care-ane:

adostion serviceei

(6)

.
Adds(14) Assurances that confidentialitlf:bfall:Medfoalr.

recOrde shall be maintained,,-thaithe:PatteSi',A.

ehall have adceise to medicalreCords, khat such.

records can be released to Ahird,paries .

with the consent of the PailtInt%.4hat'ibere::

will be periodic review and Sicpuagament of.:medi'-t. 4'

..:
. "cal records.

Seotlifn 201. (a)(4) give funding priOrity,wheril.*Priorlio.gihn---
teesuaing single or cOordiAatioi.grgrkt;applica
tiara for multiple progiaMS, AnclOdils private,*'

non-profit agencien;hOdj ': ,r:',.. !

(b) State shall coordinate: :its 'a4iVftiea;wfth
programa of local grantee flny...1frncluding. i

.private non-profit agenciesk-ifiat.ira'Itiade ,,'.'...

'.*',...7.'0.'..,-...'' , . ; - ' ''' 7'

In addition; the legislation should,;elearl:Y.SPell:OOt=,ihirespon-

eibility o the Department of Health,. Educe:tic:in-and' Welfare'. to pro -,

vide .-a comps dium of all sources of lorda0I.filSdig!tO.graStdebvieli.
0

Sextrices.
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1346 Connectieut Avenue N.W. Weshington, D.C. 20036

' _

(202) 7850100

TIM PIIMNSA 1016

July '12, 1978

The Honorable Harrison Williams
Chairman
Committee on Human Resources
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20515

MEMWMAD
Wooftwom.
maUCSAMWM Dear Sehator Williams:

rxxfter--0.0
meMM

RN
*OM WANE

now., I am writing on behalf of Zero Population Growth
Inc. to express our views on S. 2910, the Admini-

K W WAWA stralion's proposed "Adolescent Health, Services,
and Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act".

vi
.

INACAMM
ZPGHdOmmAinds. the work your committee hag done to

AUKOINWO give this4tegislation timely hearingS. Would
memo you'please enter,the attached statement in the
tagmWf
AnWrom record of the Oommittee's June 14..ed July 12
DooRNOWA hearings on S. 2910. .

USTORWOm .

MOMMOVA
4~10.40 Thank you for your .considitratiOn-Of the need for
K NOW 0,4% fedesal programs to xespcad im.OlgiseTious problems
WM( DAVS of adolescent pregrienCy. . t!
comiraVOLN
RimemM

NOOKS=

MLR.

MS
WARTTwftm
.00,8KUMM
IM4 a LO/Cng
MONIUMW
MRPMNIml
'It'examen
III L. Litmoile
.0MILLAKoaracms.
sexzwe;prolee PDW:
414.0412071T ;:!. Enclosure
WM

AIDOM TOMTIMM
RWOm>mMo
MMAKWOWER
OWW121.20,14
*MP 11
sCaumm
WWWWLUDALL
-amemiltwar
.HIMIIMK.VMOmW

Sincerely,)

Peters D. Willson
Politidal Representative
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ZPG'S COMMENTS ON S. 2910,
THE "ADOLESCENT HEALTH, SERVICES AND PREGNANCY PREVENTION AND CARE ACT"

ZAGis a .private, non-profit organization of citizens around
loge country who believerthe U.S.' Would benefit - socially,
"environmentally, and economically - from a planned, voluntary
end to continued population growth. In our advocacy of.the
importance Of family planning and the availability of voluntary
contraceptive services, we have repeatedly called attention
to the comparatively high rates of adolescebt.fertility and
the Serious health; educational, and economic problems associated
with adolescent parenthood.

. .

These problems,haVe been well documentek:in research,
publications, and tettimony to Congressional'oaMmittees in
recent years.' For that reason, We belieVe it is the adequacy
of S. 2910, not the problem of adolescent pregnancy itself nor
theAleed for legislation, which is the critical issue in assessing-,
the Administration's proposal,.'*Is S. 2910 a sufficiently
constructive and clearly defined legislative response to the
problem of adolescent prtaiancy?" We believe it is not, and it
should be revised. k

Inadevicies of S. 2910

The bill is vague in/defining its relationship
federal prbgrams, the population it seeks to serve,
it seeks to achieve, and the priorities it sets for

/

to existing
the objectives
funding:

1. RelationshE to other programs. Although the Admink7
titration has emphasizes the importance of linkage and coordination
of programs, S. 2910 does not define its relationship to existing
federal programs which provide support for services toadole-:
scents or: have the potential for service support.

2. Target population. The bill seeks to serve, without
making any distinction among them, nok.only an enormous pop-
ulation - 21 million teenagers ages I5 to 19 and 40 million
Ages 10 to 19 - but also an enormously. .diverse population:
',girls and boys; sexually iiperienced'end sexually inexperienced
individuals; youths who are still children and others who
are really adults; and pregnant girls and young parents, some
with more than lone child.

3. Objectives. The bill establishes for HEW a set of
broad and not easily measured objectives: pregnancy prevention,
care for pregnant adolescents, and help for adolescents to
become "productive independent contriputors to family and
community life".

,r
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t. Funding priorities. The bill offers support for an
extensive range of services which are often expensive to provide
and do not exist in many communities.2 Yet, it sets as priorities
for funding only comprehensiveness, coordination, and service
support in communities with a high incidence of adolescent
pregnancy and low incomes. .

As a result of its vagueness - its all-enc9mpassing scope -
S. '2910 would give HEW inadequate direction for the use of
the limited resources it would authorize. The estimated costs
of the services that Would be eligible for funding only.- emphasize
the inadequacy of direction for resource allocation.

For example, the costre serving already pregnant teenagers
alone would be.considerabl . Of the one million girls ages 15 to
19 who are estimated to become pregnant annually, 600,000 give
birth and close to 90 percent keep their infants. According
to HEW Secretary. Joseph, Califano in his oral testimony to your
Committee on June 14, the costs of services per pregnant
,adolescent girl this bill. re estimated to be an average
of $750. This Ices not include the costs of the infant's
delivery.

According to Dr. Janet Hardy, Director of Johns Hopkins
University Center for School-Age Mothers and their Infants
(cited by -HEW as a model program),in oral comments to the Mouse
Select Committee on Population on Marth 2, the estimated annual
cost of comprehensive services per pregnant girl under her
,program is $2000, not including Medicaid /Medicate coverage for
obstetrical services. Long term provision of a complete
range of.services for mother and child might cost an estimated,
Top ennuslly.' 4

In other words, if HEW were to seek only. to provide services
for the 600,000pregnant girls who deliVer -annually, the costs
might range froM $450 million to $3 billion-AU'st using these
estimates. Clearly, both the $60 million proposed under S.' 2910
and the $340 million HEW has requested for its entire package
of adolescent.pregnancY initiatives in fiscal 19793 fall far
short in comparison. In ZPG's opinion, the bill does not give
HEW either sgecif.ic objectives or sufficient priorities to guide

I the use of the proposed funding.

Importance of Title

The focus of the bill should be determined both by comple-'
mentary federal programs already in place and the language of

the legislation itself. We believe it is no longep Useful to
evaluate this need for direction in the'context of the Administra-
tion's $340 - million budget request. One must also consider the
-Changes Congress already has begun to make in that request.

-2-
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This Committee; the full Senate{ and tim Interstate and
Poreign'Commerce Committee in the House have recommended

substantial and long-term increases in fundingunder
of the Public, Health Service Aqt,'.the major.single source of

federal funding for family planning services, 4 with a special

emphasis on serving teenagers. In the history of Title X,

these actions represent steps toward a major new commitment

to the voluntary prevention of unwanted births - a commitment

family planning supporters have advocated for several years.

ZPG specifically endorses the fundingOlevels and range

of Title X services approved by.the Senate in S. 2252, which
includes earmarked funding for programs serving adolescents.

The wisdom of Such an escalated federal investment in the

prevention of adolescent pregnancies is borne:out by ,the

most recently published analyses Of data on adolescent contra-

ceptive use and premarital pregnancy. :

Looking at nationwide survey data collected in 1976,
91

J researchers in the Department of Population Dynamics-at Johns

Hopkins University found a "strong negative correlation between

contraceptive use and continuity of use andAadolescent) pregnancy;
Fiftl,'-eight percent of never users experienced a premarital

.
pregnancy, competed to 24 percent of'sometime users, and only

11 percent of always users.'5 :Today,, of the eptimated four
million sexually active teenage girls ages 15 to 19, pore than a

_million and a half still do not have access to medically pre-

. scribed contraceptive services.6 .

-In repond/ to the_prohlem of adolescestpregnaocY,
Congress should a opt the Title X provisions oeS.2252 passed
by_tbe -Senate, and revise S. 29lb to build on this commitment

EC family planning:services end education for all, including

adolescents.' S. 2910 should be 26vised clearly; so that iebegins

to support mori.comprehensive
services to meet the problems of

pregnant adolescents and adolescent parents, whb often . experience

additional and repeated unwanted pregnancies :7 According to

current reslarch, a quarter of teenage mothers, including

married girls,. experience agsecOnd
pregnancy within one year

of their first.del1very.°

Recommended.Reviiions in H.R. la46'

Four general changes in the bill would give it the direction

. it needs for such a goal - a goal which we believe is already

inherent in HEW'S initiatives:
4 .

1. RELATIONSHIP- TO TITLE X. The "Findings and Purposes"

section,sbould be rewritten to state explicitly Congressl

commitment to supportng:Timiii planning services under Title X

.
of the Public Health Service Act and its intention that adolescent

-3-
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pregna0Cytrelatedllierv4es funded under this Ac;
build on,:inot duplicettthat:program'sefforts:'

'2. TARGET POPULATION AND OBJECTIVES. Whilairecognizing
the number and variety of adolescents in need of different
kinds of services, this bill should specify as its target
population adolescents who are pr ant, ado/escent parents,

,and.theirLpersonal friends or relatives.As its.objectives
in serving those adolescents, the bill should seek to improve
their health and their children ealth, reduce the likelihood
of repeat'unwantedimegnancies, and improve their-chances;
of coepleting their schooling and becoming self-supporting.10

3: PRIORITIES FOR SERVICES. The bill should require
Applicants for funding.to demonstrate the availability of
awinimum core of services for early pregnancy detection,
eregnancy'options counseling, pre- and post- natal care, and
ramily planning counseling and -services in order to qual,ify for,
a broader range of eaucational, so al, and economic services..

1 4. ;VALUATION FUNDING. Becau of dearth of research
on the eftectiireness of programs des ing with adolescent preg-
nancy, the bill-in Sec. 201 (c) should provide three per=
-cent of the funding instead of one percent for evaluation.
In the report accompanying its approved bill, the Committee
should spell out its expectations for evaluation Of nation-
wide trends, duplication of model programs, and innovative
or experimental projects.

If S. 2910 were
4.1

given the clearly defined objectives
and priorities these kinds of changes would accomplish, we
believe it would be appropriate for the Human Resources
Committee than, to consider additional refining amendments
which would further strengthen the bill.

1. FUNDING.LEVELS. Adolescent pregnancy is an on-
going probleMOrith long-tend effects. It Will require an
equally longterm4response which should be demonstrated by
earmarking funding for the second. and third years autho-
rized by the bill. ZPC). supports authorikations of at least
$90 million for the second fiscal year and $120 million
tnr-the third.

2. CEILING ON SERVICES FUNDING. Different studies by
the Netdonal Alliance Concerned with School,Age Parents and
researcherswieCthe School of Public - Health at the University
of California, Berkeley, indicate that the major service
problem in.many communities is not the lack of coordination
or linkage but lack or services themselves.12 Therefore,
ZPG recoMMends-that Sec. 102(e)'s 50. percent ceiling,on funding
of services be increased to 75 percent.

-4-
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3. --HAINTENANCE 'OF EFFORT. Bicause of the need to build
on 'existing resourcelv-nol only ,federal but alaoSatate and
local -:the bill ahould include a "maintenance of effort"
requirement. in'a new Sec.102(f):13

4. ADVISORY COMMITTEE: Because Of the complexity of the
prOblesis associated with adoleiceht pregnancy and the interest
in' encouraging innovative programs under this legislation,
a nee Sc.,e 201(4)(4) Should be added to the bill to establish '

a mUlti.-disciplinary.advisory. committee to advise HEW on
rulemaking and evaluation requirements 14

5.- ROLE OF THE DASPA. ZPG believes adolescent pregnancy
-is one, of thamost critical population problems facing HEW today.
Departhental programs to respond to it should be coordinated
under the Deputy Assistant:Secretary for Population Affairs, a
position mandated:iv Congress in the 1970 Family Planning Services
and Population Research Act," but temporarily.eliminated as a full-
time position by HEW last year. We recomrfiend that the Committee
express its interest in seeing coordination of the adolescent
pregnancy initiatives under the DASPA in communizations with
the Department and in report language.

Conclusion

In conclution', zPG believes'ihe issues facing the Committee
arenoi whether there is an-adolescentpregnancy problem but °

whether S. 2910 is adeguate to deal with the problem; not
ighether'oompKehensive services should be provided under the bill
but'what.is the-hill's relationship to Title X of the,Public '
Health Service Act and its funding priorities for services.

The legislative, changes zPG, has propoped speak to those
lafues, and we 'have spelled them out in more detail in specific
re- writings of the bill which we would be happy to share with the
Committee and its staff. : , ,
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FOOTNOTES ,.,

---
49 3 ! . ,

. 11

1 The research findings on the heakh, education, economic and
social problem' of adOlescent preqnancy are summarized in !.

the attached ZPG publication, "Teenage Pregnancy: A Major
Problem for Minors.' ''

. 0

2.;11their etudx, "Serviced for and Weeds of Pregnant Teenigers
in Large Cities of the 'United States," (PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS
JanUary/Pebruary.1978), Hyman Goldstein and 'Helen M. Wallace
of the UniVersity of California at perkelew found that only
ose in fiveof All pregnax adolesbents.needing special

- .programs are Accommodated under existing services. Janet Bell ,

Forbuih, ExedUtie Director of the National' Alliance Concerned
with Schobi -Age Wirente, found in a survey of service providers
around the country a "patchwork quilt" of services, which
often would benefit more fiom their expansion than their co-
ordination. 0

0,::
3 In its fiscal 197 budget request, the Department of Health,,:s.
Education and Welfare requested 1$338 million for new and

. existing grograis toddal-with the problems of adolescent
pregnancy. It represented a $142 million increase girer .

fiscal 1978.' HoWeviir, the only increase earmarked Aclusively '..,

for family planning was $18 million under Title X of the
'Public Heaith.Service Act. And that represented only $8 ,

'million in'new monies and $10 million ,transfekred from .

.

programs Amxving older women. In addition to' thil funding
and the $60 million in new legislative authority, the
Administration also requested increased monies under Medicaid
and Title.XX social service pkogram'reimbursemeAts under the
Social Security Apt, maternal and child health care under
Title of the SSA, community health centers, health education,
and research and training.

4 H.R. 12370, the "Health SerVicea Amendments ot1978"
reported out of. thlt House. Interstate and F6rei411-Commerce

'. Copmittee in May woulclincreasq Title x fufiding for family
.planning service project grants from $131:millionin fiscal
197.9 andradditional increases leading Atil$264.5-mil3.ion in.
fiscal 1981. Thp report accompinying the bill emphasiies
serving teenagers. . OnJune,7, the. Senate passed, S. 2252,
\the Voluntary Family Planning Services. Population Research,

)

and Sudden Infant Death 'Syndrome Amendments of 1978." It
Would provide $216.5 million for.project grants in fiscal
1979 increasing to $598.million in fiscql 1978. The Senate" :-

bill also would authorize Several milliOn dollars for educatilp
. and materials which the House bill does not provide.

. . .
., e

5 Melvin Zelnik and John Firitner of theDepartmenEtf Population
Dynamics of Johns Hopkins University report on "Contraceptive
Patterns and'Premarital Pregnancy Among Women Aged 15-19 in
1976" in the May/JUne issue of FAMILY PLANNING PERSPECTIVES.

°

,
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According to their research, six percent of sexually active
women using a medical method of contraceptidnkregularly
,risk pregnancy, 11 percent whouse some fgtm of contropeption
regularly,ept 58 percent who never use contraception. It

is estimat bat if adolescents did not now use contraception,
an additional 680,000 girls experience premarital
pregnancies annutry, increaseing the annual total to 1..46
million.

'6 According to the Alan Guttmacher Institute; the resea&h'Ind
policy affiliate of the Planned Parenthood FederatTbn'of America, N.

in its May 1978 report "Contraceptive Services for Adolescents:
United States, Each State anCcounty, 1975," six out of ten ..740:

sexually active adolesdent girls ages 15-19131A not have access
to medically.Yprescribed,.contraceptives in 1975. Of the four
million*Xually active girls in this age range, 1.2 million
received services from organized lallAnics and 1.2 million
received services' ram pr vatevphiiticians.

7 In a study dtopregnant adolescents and their classmates in

-Baltimore from 1968 to 1972, Frank Furstdnbukg of the Center
for Population Research at the University of Pennsylvania
found a substantial gap between ate family size egPectations
and the actual family size of yaing women who became pregnant

as teenagers. On the average, adolescent mothers in this inner
city sta.:1y foresaw much smaller families than they later had

within just five years." (FAMILY PLANNING PERSPECTIVES, July/August
1976), Furstenburg reported that within five uears of delivery of
their first child, 30 percent of the adolescent mothers in
the study had become pregnant again at least totice.

8 In 1978, Furstenburg (see 07) stated that most published
studies show that at least one-half of a0,1escent mothers
experience a second.ritegnancy within 36 months of delivery, Au
According to Kantner and ZelnWiee 05), based on their "rr.

research, 25.6 percent of adolesCent mothers, including married

girls, become pregnant within one year of Oteir-first birth.

Larry Bumpasti of the Center for Demography sqd Ecology at

the University of Wisconsin in "Age and Marital Status at Firs6

Birth and the Pace of Subsequent Fertiliy, DEMOGRAPHY,
February 4971, found a significant relationship between shorter,
birth intervals and earlier age at first birth. In itsreport,N6
"11 Million Teenagers," the Alan Guttmacher Institute Atated

.that married' women who begin childbearing before they are
will have families 1.3 times larger than women who begin

to have children at ages 20 to 24. The younger women expect

a completed family of nearly four children compared to the
family size expectation of less than thigbe children among

older women.
-it-
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az 4
*'.. .1, .y

e:, ''

9 ZPG-Teefammends a;Cew Sec. 2(a)(7) and (8) to specify the rOstionship

of ,
S. ,291Q to TitleOf "(7) the Feeeral goveratent has

begun to provt; support for family plannin% services fpr

adolescents rlitle, X of the Public Hearth Service Act and
cto a lesser extent ender Title s VocIX,AEd XX of the Social .

-Security Act', and.'(841. therefore, federeffpoli .should continue

411
and expand suOPOrt f& family planning servi nder Title X

of the PHSA and TiVaes V.XIX,'and XX under t A while

provioking support 'Met *is Alitf6Ecomprehen ve services

pi 4-tignant adolescenteadol. erie parents and their
..

: immediate frien.ogirlatives.

10 ZPG recommends rewriting Sec#(4). to read: (b) It is,
.

therefore the Purpose cf this Act'
4rzic

(11 to support the lAnge, expansion, loprOvement 4.

.:.

4 ' land c1eation of comprehc ive, Cdmmunity-based

.
services :9r pregnant Bcents and adolescent

'A parents; .s.. .

...

4 .i.

.(A) havel5ptions about pregnancy and childbirth,
(B) have improved het tk for themselves and

, their infants, did ' 4., 4,

(C) experience fewer unintended repeat pregnancies;

10 .

(2) to&support, in,sepplement to6ese cork
services, other,edecational, social, and health
services whkpb will help the target population:

*0 (A),completecchooling. .1,

(B) impeove vocational 9pportunitiee, and

(C) eeduce future welfare dependence; and

. .

.

(3) .to4upport ,
in 4upplement tp-theue core services,

1 Additional services or referral to serveces,

1- ''
to assist the friends and relatives brought
Alto ',wraps servin% pregnant adolescents

r, + amj addlesebnt parents to prevent initial ,

f.

nted pregnancies. . .1.

AS .. '''
-

.

(At the Joe H ins CelLar f7r School-Age mot))ers, parti9
cipants in the program aro encouraged to bring friends or

relatives with them to classes and c nseling sessions; more

than hakfdo.)

11 zpG's reasone/forgiNg top priority tdAlpese.services are:

, , a . . .
, .. .

a)
tarlY'Pregnanc)bdeleCtion is essential to begin pre-%0

natal care duripg Ille first trimester ofloroonancy asTmell °

as to enable giPln to consider the option of abortion when t.

it is safest to their health.' According to4he Goldstein/
Wallace survey of speciaf services in large llipan areas 4 .7

-for adolescents (see 12) oda'y /..,perOyet provide pregnancy

testing.

tOregnancy optiors counselitg sh old- tive the

,,* -11 ov, iii

,..
4 t

,,..'' (if
T

Oi.

r
zZ.
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adolescendahe objective information she needs to make
a decision about the options nOen to her: to deliver
and keep hekwinfant, to deliver and place her infant
for adoption, or 'to obtain an abortion. When she has
information about all of these options, then the girl
can make Wer, own dedisidh.

a

eNot.only pre-natal health care, but also long-term post-
natal health care are associated with reduced risk of
mortality.and improved health for both mother and infant.

d). The Goldstein/Wallace study (see ILA found that ten other
services are provided more frequently than contraception
mud five others are provided more frequently than sex
education in special programs serving pregnant adolescents.
Fifty-nine percent of the special programs?xeported by 2
respondents tothe survey provide contraceptive services.

12 As mentioned in 12, research indicates that shortage of services,
not lack of service coordination, is the major pioblem in
reaching adolescents.

13 ZPG recommends the addition of a 'maintenance of effort" clause
in a new Sec. 102(f): Thee. funds may not be used to ,.

replace funds currently being, used either to provide direct
services or to link services.".

of

14 ZPG recommends the addition of a new Sec. 201(a)(6): "46)
. sgpoint a maiti7disciplinary advisoryctommittee, of no more
than 20 people, which shall be composed primaripi of persons
experienced in proViding services to sexually active youth

.

and 'pregnant adolescents and adolescent parents. Other
advisory committee'memberi shall come from organizatibna
and agencies having experience in such areas'as policy-
making and .research as well as consumer services. The functions
of the advisory committee shall include, but not be limited
to, a consultive role in the development of regulations and
of overall evaluatiom criteria.

-iv-
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Associates for Renewal in Education, Inc. is a private non-profit

organization, committed to the improvement of education and the

delivery of human services in The District of Columbia. Associates

for Renewal in Education, Inc. believes that linkage'of services

and inter - agency cooperation is a key to the development of compre-

hensive approaches to the solution of social problems. As the

attached Stftement oftapability bears opt, Associates for Renewal

in Education, Inc. has, sance its inception in 1971, facilitated

and implemented many educational efforts in the District of Columbia

in close cooperation with the District of COlumbia Public Schools,

i.

Distrket of Columbia Department of Human Resources, and other

local public and private agencies, aimed at improving the quality

of education of children and youth within the realm of the schools,

the community, and the home.

Since 1976, one of. Associates for Renewal in Education, Inc.'s

projects, Parent Focus, has been dedicated to meeting the. multi-

disciplinary needs of school-age parents and their children in

the District of Columbia where services to pregnant adolescents

awl adolescent mothers have been haphazard, scattered, and often

non-existent since the close, in 1972, ofethe federally funded

Webster School for-Girls.

Statistics bear out the District of Columbia's critical need for:

health,pdutational, .and social services to adolescents at 'risk

of pregnancy, pregnant adolescents and adolescent parents and their

families. In 1977, one out of every four live births was to a

Page 1
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teenager. Teenagers account for the majority oilOut-of-wedlock

birthSl'and for the majority of abortions. The District of Columbia-'

has a long history of high maternal and infant mortality. In

1976,'theDistXict's infaU,iMoi.tality rate (26) was the highest

in the country both as a.city and aS a state. It, remains almost

twice as high as the national rate (14).

In the District Of Columbia where 1 out of-every 3 women 15-19

years old becomes pregnant,. Parent Focus has developed the

following, in close cooperation with the District of Columbia

-Public Schools:

1. The S.T.A.Y. (School-To-AikYouth) Parent-/2Child Center

for adolescent parents and their children.' S.T.A.Y. is

an alternative District of Columbia Public School

with city -wide enrollment. The Parent-Child Center offers

comprehensive parentinl program including courses in

pa'renting and child'growth and development, and nutrition,

ea°

child care'through an infant nursery and a pie-school center,

and .rap sessions for parents and non-parents. Its unique

feature is that it was conceived, designed, and is operated

with the full participattOn 'of young parents resulting in

an on-going involvement of young fathers and young mothesrs.

2. A parenting curriculum designed specifically for teenage

parents

3. The only existing staff development curriculum designed for

tt'aining District of Columbia Public Schools personnel who

work with expectant teenagersteenage parents; The

Page 2
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curriculni focuses on improving school personnel communi-

cationtkills Wah young people on the issue of sexuality

and,on linking the adolescent to existing neighborhood

and community services.

In the proCessof :developing these training programs and the

S.T.A.Y. Parent -Child Centel., Parent Focus his become deeply

aware Of the riecasity;lpelink educational,lhealth and social

services at the.community JeVel in meeting the complex needs

of adolescents at Tisk ofAiregnancy, pregnant adolescents and

adolescent parents, their children, and families..

In an effort to develop this inter agency linkage, Parent Focus
;

A'

established in January 1977, with the technical assistance of the

National Alliance Concerned With School-Age Parents, a city-wide
A .

task fOrce representing multi- disciplihary professionals froi
a r*

public and private agencies, parentsand youth. The District of

Columbia task Forceon Adolescent Sexuality and Parenting is

committes" to raising the level of community awareness regarding

adolescent'setuality and parenting, linking existing health,

eduCational and social services in thet community and providing
4 r

technical assistance at the.local level. Separate testimony on

S: 2910 has been submitted by the District of Columbia Task Force

'bn Adolescent Sexuality and Parenting.
.

In light of the critical and immihenthealtht, educational, and
ir

economic problems associated With tegnage,eregnancy and parenting;

Parent Focus supports 5l2910 for its overall goal in wanting to

imliaoyeaervices and service delivery nant adolescents

. and adolescent parents and their children.

' Page. S .
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We are concerned, however, with the vague objectives of S.2910 .

the latk.of. criteria by which priorities will be Aeveloped in

meeting the needs of pregnant adolescents and adolescent parents,

."and, the bill's strong emphasis on health services with only

.
secondary.priority to. education and social services. The assump-

.,
tioh thatliealth'servicds alone can reduce.the costly risks

associated with teenage pregnancy is erroneous. Ih the District

of Columbia where minors are entitled to the full range cDf

reproductive se/vices, where sex education is mandated in the District

of columbia Public Schools curricula, teenage women 10-19 years old

account for 251 of all pregnancies. It has been Parent Focus'-

.experience that parenting education, infant care, job counseling

and other educational and sOcial services which enable young men

and women to finish school and gain.empfyment are often stronger

determinants to postponing pregnancy than birth control information

mid the availability of contraceptives.

We strongly recommend, therefore, that the levels of funding for

this legislation bd increased in subsequent years. We feel that

given the very limited'funding 5.2910 is requesting, the bill

is overly ambitious in addressing primary prevention and treatment

programs. While age- appropriate health, 'educational, and',social

service needs are very real, it seems unrealistic, to eipect a

$60 million appropriation to respond significantly to all these

needs.

Rage 4
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Moreover, while the bill stresses prevention, it makes no

.Provision for the.directiOn of some services to prm2adoles'cents.

Parent Focusrexperience in working with adolescents, has been

that primary prpvention of unintentional pregnancies ins predicated

on the education And knowledge of the young person prior to and

during:that stageof development when ayoung woman is at risk of

piegnancy.and,a young man at risk of becoming a'father. Such

education shoulefocu5 bn the health, educational, economic, and

Social responsibilities of parenting. %

It is.fherefore Pareht Focus' recomalendation thatS.2910focus on

the educational, health, and social ser'vices to pregnant adolescents

and adolescent parents and their children and families.

.Parent locus views S.2910' as a valuable beginning effort to meet

the multi- disciplinary needs of this adblescent population. We

would like, however, to raise three major concerns we have with

the bill in light of our experience in linking community agencies
. 0, . V

in the delivery of human services, specifically regarding the

adolescent population:,

1. Item a4 of Section 103 of the bill pre supposes the'existence

of adequate educational, health, and social services geired

to adolescent parents at the community level.. Nothing could

be further from the truth.- As the National Directory of

Services to School-Age Parents compiled by the Natiohal

Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents in 1976, indicates, P.

services to this population are scattered, understaffed,

underfunded with crisis-ol-iented, short term goa15oi..4,,t4a-*,..,

appOpriate birth control Counseling,'pre-natat./.0 1 '140

Page 5
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care at delivery,' pediatric Cake- and parenting programs,

which.takeinth account the particular characteristics of

an adolescent's physical, psycho,- social, and intellectual

lkeeds.and capabilitie5;are exceptibns. Age-aPpropriate

parenting services incorporating. health; educational, and

social,services, have yet to be developed. Adolescent
.° .o ,

medicine is a new 'word Oe health vocabulary, recognition
4

. of sexuality. as an integrtercompronent of hutdan,development

is a concept fOrmaiedectitism and service agencieS are

strugglia tq iinderstand and areOften unwilli4 to incor-4

orate intheir'service delivery philosophy.. A case in °
:0±7

point is 'tle..Disttict of Columbia where with, the close of.

.'the federalky funded Webster Sthool fgt. Girls in'19724

age-appropriateeducational,-health', and social: 'servieek.
fegardiqgdolescen,t sexuality and parenting, arcv4ek,ind0d.

even' tiough the,Superintendent of District of cdidmsra

Public Schools maqated' ° in 1973 to tiks4.,

school regions to provide the support services heretofore

made available to Webster. :Thua Parent. Focus recommends
.

with red to Item e,!Secti.cd .102, :increasing the proposed

SO Level of funding,atIztted for the delivery of direct
.

. .;, .

services,to 751. Linkkge.-of services cannot be effected where'

services do not exist. Adolescent sgrvices die often most

absent in communities with the highest i4cidence zf teenage.
e

pregaatiey.

Page 6 '
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ave;

)

2. Parent Focus' second major. concern4egards Ite °f::'*

Section 102 of the bill which excludes funding for
111.

institutional training or training and assistance provided.,

by 5onsqtants. One of Associatesjor Renewal in.Educaiffii

IiiWa'','iciorObjectives, implemented successfully since

1971, haa-beeii.staff,:development for educatowe, health and

social service1koviders and administrators. Associates

for Renewal in Education, Inc. draws on consultants with

special expertise from both institutions and community

agencies, to design and implement intensive ebort-term and

long.rangetraining. Training offe-red by Associates'for

:Renewal in Education, Inc. earns gelduate credit' from

.Trinity College. AssOciates for Renewal in Education, Inc.

has foUpd that institutional credit which necessities

approval of the training model and the instructor's'

experti4bby the pest- secondary institution is a strong

incentive-to prospective training participants. Such

training provides for quality control, Continuity, and a

linkage'between needs assessilnt and training programs.

We recommend that. 5.2916 be reVised to include institutional

training and training provided Ofcensultants with expertise

in adolescent health, education, and service delivery.

3. Parent Focus would like to raise issue with Ltea0b of

.Section 102 in that it fails to mention day care and -

specifically infant care a% a service 5.2910 is concerned

'Page 7
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in providing. Itshas been Parent FoCus' experience in

the District of Columbia that the major caute for adolescent
!tic

mothers dropping out of school. is laik of school-based

or community -based infant care. Moreover, Parent Focus

has witnessed the multiple benefits that the provision of
i

infant care can have in helping adolescent parents cope

,
,positively with the responsibility of patenting and glow

-.as individuals and as parents. The development of

comprehensive parenting program in the Parent-Child Center

at S.T.A.Y. was a, direct outgrowth of the provision of tesic

child care for infants, toddler s, pre-schoolers of

'students enrolled at S.T.A.Y. If 5.2910 is concerned with

assisting pregnant adolescents and adolescent parents to

become productive-and independent contributors to family

and community life (Item lb, Section 102), it is necessarily

concerned with the-adolescent!scompletion of educatioe

andarenting skills. If the bill concerned with reducing

the high school drop out rate of adolescent parents and

improvingjltelquality of their parenting, it must address

the .provision of school and neighborhood-based infant care.
r °

Finally, Earent Tocus would like to offer the ,three following

recommendations Vegarding the'REQUIREMENTS *FOR GRANT APPROVAL.

1. Item 10 of Section 104 requests 'a community testimony

by public agen cies for the need of services. We fee -

this request defeats the overall'purpose of 5.2910

in that communities with the greatest need and thoS'es

whohave not, developeda.stattsrically reliable profile

''ofi that need, would be ineligible. The District.of

,P8.ge 8 (lb
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.Columbia-is..a:case in,pointl'Data on reported.

terminations of pregnancy.41ife births, abortions,

miscarriages) by age and residency have been compiled
.o

only since 1975; much of it is still unpublished data.

Parent Focus.recommends that communities lacking

hard, reliable statistical data from public .agencies

be allowed in lieu-of the testimony, to develop a

statement of need by a community adyisory council

represedting,melti-disciplinary..public and pr

'agencies, 'Wants and adolescents, -and a description

V
of the critioria and procedures by which such a councilY

. , .

wasilaied.

2. "litAikkirtem Sc, Section 201 entitles the SiCary

to siWt'iside no more than 1% of funds appropriated for

evalua40m. Parent Focus fells this is an extremely

of..cost effective

adolescent health programs must be predicated on a .:"

reliable knowledge base Of-intervention pro rams.

To date that knowledge: base has.been very thin.

Intervention Piogiams have. mushroomed across

country with no guidelines or criteria,
.

large part to the absence mf evaluation f these

.programs.

V
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3. Item llb of Section 104:Irequests grantees to include

in their report, the impact the project has on

reducing the rate of first and repeat pregnancies.

While ParentFocus supports fully the objective of

to. reduce the rate 'of such pregnancies, we question

the impact which a project funded for less than 5-5 yeari,

can have' dn.reducing in an accountable manner, such

pregnancies, in view of the; -nine mbnth duration'of

pregnanCy.

Finally, we recommend' the establishment of an Advisory Council

including representation of service pro4iders to advise HEW and.,

to insure-that the06° million have a maximum impact on the

problems associated with adolescent pregnancy and parenting.

In conclusion, Parent Focus of Associates for Renewal in Bpucatron,'41.

'Inc. wishes to reiterate its support of S.2910 , and offers

its expertise in!PAviding efforts which address the very complex

and multi-disciplinary needs of pregnant adolescent and adolescent.
A

parents.

Page 10
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.

ASSOCIATES FOR RENEWAL IN EDUCATION, 1NC:

.

Statement-ef Ca 'bilit

Associates for Renewal in Education, Inc. is a non-protit,S01 (c) (301)

organization fanned in 1971 to improve the quality of education in the Dis=

trict of Columbia Public Schools.
Since 1971 ARE has been concerned with he

deyelopnent and implementation 'of quality
action-research and demonstration

projects focussed on the improvement of educational services and community.

involvement in the greater Washington
area:, Projects in teacher training,

patent and community training, communications, research and development of

training materials and curriculum, planning and design'of educational programs

to meet She specific needs of the District of Columbia Public Schools, day

'care ceniters, social
dervide organizations, 1arents, youth and the citizenry

at large, have been carried out
sukcessfully for both local and national

dissemination. ARE also provides evaluation
services to local and national

-community and educational organizations and institutions.

A 0

Associates for Renewal in
Edudation occupies a unique position in the Waih-.

Metropolitanarea. Although it.manifests
similarities to other

edudi ional institutions, an inherent
distinction is its ability to gather

the asst resources available
facet local, national and international human;

service deliverers tooeSh-the
needs assessed to resources, Ilms,

is able to maintain the capability of takingadvantage of the best of. the

resource bold without being hinder.* by institutional contractual arrange-

ments and is able to
respohd through integrated services in an effiCient,

responsible manner to our'clients.
run addition to our extensive research

.capability, we are also able to act as a
conduit between those learning needs

of the practitioners and the appropriate products.ofrearch effoitt.

Associates for Renewal in Educatioh
Inc. has serad as a barometer for the

cormunity theareas of early chighood education,
local history, parent

edycation including school-age patenthood. As such it has spearheaded and..

supported efforts which upgrade
pe4MOnallrowth and development and education-

al achievementas well as efforts which network the coMmunity inproblem

solving and which stabilize the
family by enhancing family cohesion.

It has

aided in the filtering of
diffeienviyerspectives between administration and

staff in the schyol system, parents and. educators, institutions
and privhte9,-,7

organizations, edudators and other
professionals, youth and adults on such ' 46J

issues as the Black contribution to
localWd national history, manageMenr by. -

objectives, Competency' Based Curriculum,
ohe fostering of humanistic *ducation,

and individual and family needs in a technological society. Aea,result, .

strategies and programs developed,
implemented and tested by AREntave been

incorporated intorthe D.C. Public
School System in the areas:of reading,mmath,

social studies, human gorwth and development, parentineeduSatonand mandge7

ment by objectives.
it /I

4t1,

,c0 .
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ARD StatcmenrOf Capabil ity
.

ARE currtptly:operates the following project
,

!THE ADVISOR/ 4 LEARNINeEkORANdB,.d teacher center, has since 1971,,
IocuApd on providing teacher training to .promote the most creative/.
tpositime educational millieu Within the schools and comunity. It has

offerecImorkshops and courses as well as individual consultation'to.
teatherf; administrators, parents, students, children in art reading,

math; language, socialistudies, bilingualism, special education,
ing di"tabilities, classroom orgadization and management and specialized

eleeds.. d. s

.--It'aferourseslor:Undergraduate ini,graduate credit in. educating:
OxVeptionol childrOn;AuVenile justice, use of media in teaching,-..,.

learning-diSahilities., diagnostici3rescriptive teaching, learning
centers, mettie; currictibin,development, probloe-solving and special-
mbtareisoWhich Pre:sn oulgOmoth ofmainstrezenintsuch as working

. W4th the handicappedand adolescent parents. -

Tfleme'workshops and,courses are conducted both on -site and at regional

' Oind thooi 1Otati

0144 pisrawr OF, COLUMBIAIDSTOWVROJECT is.a respond to amandate
Aif the Bodrd d>i EdOtation that-all 'students take a course in the his=
,tclifoOtashingtohl4fore thOV graduate trom-theDistrict of Columbia
*Public Schools. lie project bringS togethera team-of ieachers.and.

4Chotars to drie 7deaign.for4 new junior high school social

studies, cortical to.teach.thellstory Ol..the District of Columbia.
ityprojet,'involving tem:hers, school adminis

, Arators,.. storianso-Stildent4 MusedlOpersonnel and city officials.

.4. Ita.s.de ignqd ttOdy of history by bringing the idb-

' ject clOe't4:.the fives pences of the students.. .
, ,

,

The Jett hasubeen.ifitopiiiiiOnjor..6m:years with a continding

epp is pfi;rAfknemenOmd.riev,iion.. Curricula's ohjectiVes will .

:.-** lve students inrdsearChingthehistory of.their own families, '

"e 'Ighborhood§.4anksaisioleseekgsg clues"Ao the mysteries of.the'vast'

iti

,

.
through trimdry:sOircis (e:g. old maps,-hewspapers, photographs and

,
Aiaries>,.indediscoviringthemes from. the past which art reflected in

issues 4cIfig-,the.city.today.;:
. (0

,
.

The.prOjsctd&gdall.ijoproVide 4,curriculUm.for,K-12'on the, history
oOthe,Distiict..0fCOldebialwithlaCtavities and. Materials for. imply,

o PARENT` BOCOSCoiscerns,iticilfirith issues of parenting,ancrfamW life.

,ps they.dffeCt peresitsithool-age parents, school and'social service
4Pcrtonnels'.4ay'care ind:p*4*hool stiff,yoUng adolbscentAi. Thelpro--

ject'AitrBaChes to:.adolesCent parentsi'aliOlescents at 'riskck.pregnancy
and to thoise profesiionalq:who work with high risk families ftroughr

o
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e, :

TrOtetain\des#1)otgitnrzationtil itplemantattan, tratning:develOpment

:4stAre
-fiatthalS%:anticinnferences.beeproject makes available.

0.401 nt pa tprofeasionals and teachers infon-.ation and

eff= k ve parenting skills;.Conductssourses, workshops,

group and informal Sessions to,bring together parents and

share ideas and experAentes on pareneig 'to help.

'Two pilot;efforts of PareWl Focus involve

servicb providers.in)the study'of teenage,parettz-

inutha.Scope and levels of decision:making teenagers

family ing and parenting,' and school:age patents, in the

c
SOWth and' dvelopment.. Parent Focus has'oiganized

de fode,.11te District of Columbia Task Force'on Adolescent

ty PJgtting, to impact on the problem of adolescent preg:

in the city. The:Tisk:Force represents professiOn-

th, ("noting greater public awareness and stimulating more
health and social services.' The'Task Force is

6e6,l6n.46F
of the public and private;sectors in addressing this

;,^

,-IN .likESIDENCEVRA(RPO4'has focused for the past two years, on

-",,the ltidisplinary use of music and history to prtivide a medium of

ing.gbr young people and the cannunity. The arst year's efforts

ed &he production of Ha Epy Birthday Black America a musical,

C ed.; written and directed by Grace Bradford to,idAtify and cele-

,), brt the'contributions of. Black Americans to the historylour nation.

opened at the Ford Theatre in'August, 1977 for' ur

es,-moved to the American Theatre at L'Enfant Plaza and then

4°`'
each.of the six regionS of the D.C; Public Schools. During. the

r,.4":
rmanceg of the.pioduction in the school system, workshops were

elANIth participating teachers of all levelg to provide inforMation,

skills and activities for use pre- and post -performance with their

stOdents. A final production was requested bf the D.C. Department of

Recreation which was-heldat the Carter Barron Amphitheatre, to open

=the 1977 Starner in the Parks Season.
The cast is currently preparing

1,,for a prodUction at Bowie.State College as impart of the,HOmecoming.

'Activities:.

.

Presently, a new musical bffort;is
underway entitled "This is Washing-

", ton, D.C." to complement end
enhance the efforts of the D.C. History

Project and the Young Washingtonians.

6 YCUNG WASHINNGTOLANS CULTURAL
HERITAGE PROJECT (1974-77) biought

together public and priVate,school
students representing Black, White,

Asian and Latin ethnic groups and
varying socio-economic backgrounds to

research, refine and dessiminate
audio-visual and printed materials on

the cultural heritage of twelve
neighbOrhoods in the District of

Columbia. These students conducted primary aesearch,lleveloped and

Used oral and traditional research
skillS, studied and were trained

by professional historians and
media persons.. These young men and

women have produced video tapes,
slide sequences and walking tours of

these neighborhoods. In addition they have neared completion of a

narrative and picture Storrin addition
to a number of games to create

enthusiasm among elementary. and
junior high students in the area of

local history;
o
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THREE JUNIOR HIGH SCIOOLS PROJECT was a three year program funded by
National-Institute of Education ttx investigate the possibilities of
applying Management by Objectives to educational administration and

-the classroom. Initially the Project worked with three junior high , k

Schools during Phases I and It but during Phase III emphasis was -

fecused on two schools and linkagewith junior high schools that he

, not been. involved withthe.project. The Project Director also ini-
tiated and.implamented trainingvprogrims bringing tbgether the concepts

of MBO and COmpetency Based Curriculum objectives; Although the Pro-

ject will end shortly with the delivery,of the final report to NIE,
the success of the project has been exemplified through a contract

which is being worked out between NIE and CCPS to continue and incor-

porate the project into the school system through'the Division,of

Instruction, The costs applicable to this project will be shared by

the system and NIE.

sCELEBRATICti IN LEARNING -!76 (1975 -77), a research and, demonstration,
project funded by the U.S. Office of Child revelopmeni developed train-
ing workshops and materials for personnel working in early childhood
education which enabled participants to achieve,e satisfactory level
of performa4Ce of competencies specified for the Child Development

Associate. These competencies relate to organization of physical space

and physical objects in children centers and learning environments.

,
The training sequences for the competencies were developed around the

eight physical objects most frequently used by children in centers.in

the Washington,'D.C. area: the house corner, blocks, table toys, 'the

easel and art_table, books, water table, clay and play dough and sand.

The design for the project' involved teachers from private day care
proprietary day care, church groups, city day care and school kinder-

gartens and pre-schools. Manuals were developed for the training of

.competencies in each of the areas as well as an anndtated bibliography

on valuable materials for parents, teachers and teacher trainers,

children's literature with special emphasis on literature for Black and

Hispanic children and non-sexist literature. These materials are being

disseminated nationally by the Office of Ohild Development.

Some specific contracts in which ARE has been involved or has carried

out include:

TEST TAKING SKILLS - Region III, D.C.P.S. A.R.E. assisted

Region III in training self-selected and designated teachers
to prepare' students for test-taking exercises

BIG SISTERS - To train Big Sisters in tutoring and motivational

skills in order that they might respond to the needs of their

Little.Sisfers. They will also receive instructions on charting
progress and working with the counselors at school.

PLANNED PARBiTHOCO requested the auspices of the Advisory S
Learning Exchange to offer a three credit graduate course for

D.C, Public SChool personnel, "New Trends in Sex' Education,"

in the surmer,anii fall, of lq77. Two sections were offered th4

summer which hid a waiting list. NumerOys requests have resulted

At being offered this fall. .

a
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mmirrior imilfl4fTED STATES COMMISSION CV-CIVIL maws - We
participated in the research, analysis and ,final report of
the Report of the United States Commission on Civil Rights:
Desegregating the Louisville-Jefferson County Public Schools:

A Crisis in Civic Responsibility.

p. 5

tr>

In carrying out these projects, ARE, Inc. has raised more than $1.5 million
to provide specialised *ippon, particUlarly in the area of statt development,

to schools and early childhood centers. Of that amount more than $800,000

has been froth private foundation sources.

SdMe of ARE's past program effort, include:

"Open Space" training"for teachers of Shaw Junior High SchOol (1975).

"Open SpaceY:Vaininefor Orr Elementary School parents S1975).

l'Open Space" training. for Johnson Junior High School parent's (1976).

Development of .a plan. for &day care institute for Washington, D.C. (1971).

Blvelopment and publication of a series of competency-based instructional

materials for day care personnel (1974).

.15evelopment of a model for training a teaching team in the Baltimore
Public Schools, based an the model developed by the Innovation Team in

the D.C. public schools (1972).

Design of the bilingual program and training for the initial coreof

. bilingual teachers of Spanish.in the D.C. public schoOls.(1972-74)'.

An Evaluation of African Heritage Month: An In-School Progfam of the

Museum of African Art

A.R.E. had the responsibility of evaluating this program which was de-

signed to promote an,understanding of African art and culture in six

selected District of' Columbla public elementary schools with an under-

standing and use of etirriculum materials that relate to the African '

Heritage of Americans Areas included in the evaluation were: approach,

methods or organizatien, materials; scope of student, teachor and com-

munity involvement, attitudinal changes, and posibilities for incort

porating'into the existing curriculum of the sclool system. We also

examined the level of retention and attitudinal change in students.

ARE's Advisory and Learning Exchange project operates an educational store,

The Teacher's Treasure Trove, where learning materials books and kits --

can be purchased. Teachers, parents, and other community people can borrow
kits, books, learning materials from the Adivsory's Resource Center.

.The Advisory and4Learning Exchange publishes a newsletter bi-monthly which
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reaches more than 10,000 people. II the newsletter, workshops and courses

nre'annoUnced, books are reviewed, nd.itcms of interest to. the Yashington

,community; rticUlarly educators, are published.

Associates for Renewal in Education and its six projects are located in a'
convenient.damtown spaco, and'is'opon to the public fran 9 a.m. until 9 in
the evening most weekdays, and from 9 a.m? to 1 p.m. on Saturdays. Visitors

are welcome to case in, and browse, in the Resource Center, to make purchases

at The Teacher's Treasure Trove.

Since January 1977, Associates for Renewal in Education has established and
convened The District of Columbia Task Force on Adolescent Sexuality and

Parenting (see attached Profile) .

a

duo
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, TASK FORCE-,ON

ADOLESCENT. SEXUALITY AND PARENTING.

PROFILE

'The District of Columbia Task Force is a community-based effort to link'
p0blic and private agencies to Amprove the delivery of health, educational_
and social services to, young adolescentS at risk of pregnancy, pregnant
teenagers and school -age parents and their children.,

The Task Force membeh *represent the D.C. Department'of Human. Resources,
the D.C..PubliC Schools, the D.C. Medical Society,-Howard University
Hospi01 and HoWa,d UNversity Schoolof Medicine, Sex Education Coalition
of Metropolitan Washington, Big Sisters of the. Washington Metropolitan
Area, the American Red Cross, Family and Child Services, the D.C. Council,
theInstitute for Urban6Affairsand Research; D.C. Commission on the

*taus of Women, Pretenn, the Home and School' Institute And the Hillcrest
Clinic, as well as parents and youth from the D.C. Public Schools.

is The Task Fbrce is concerned with promoting public awareness and stimulat-
ing action regarding adolescent sexuality and parenting on behalf of the
community citizenry, professionals and policy makers.

Since January 1977, the Task Force has:

s completed a review of existing policy and policy implementa-
tion regarding adolescent sexuality and parenting in the
schools, the health services and the social services; of the

disseminated infOrmation on existing resources and their
eligibility requirements to school, health and social ser-
vice administrators;

implemented an outreach effort in family planning services°
to young adolesdhnts in recreation centers via a mobile van;

tl

* ,
..

facilitated,the development,of programs and services which
link public and private agencies in improving service
delivery to adolescents.

testified before the U.S. Senate Human Resources Committee on ,

S. 2910, Adolescent Hei lth, Services; Pregnancy Prevention and
Care Act of 1978."

I
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.

TESTIMONY ON THE ADOLESCENT. HEALTH SERVICES AND PREGNANCY

PREVENTION AND CARE ACT OF 1978 (5.290'

BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

By

SAMUEL R. KNOX,National Program Director

American Social Health Association

I am Samuel R.i. Knox, National Program Director of the American Social. Health

Association, a nonpr,flt national voluntary health organization founded in 1912, and

singularly focused on the prevention, control, research -and eventual elimination of
epidemic venereal disease in the United States.

0_

, Through a combined program of intramural and extramural activities, the American

Social Health 4Association directly engages in biomedical research, behaviorat, research,

educational materials development, policy analysis, professional training, the conduct of

pilot demonstration projects and public awareness programming, respecting venereal

disease.

Throughout the continuous sixty-six year history of the American Social Health
Association, the teenager (adolescent, aged 15-19 years) has been prominently featured

with regard to all of our research and program ef farts. One can hardly contemplate

engaging in vegereal disease prevention and control without affording special attention to

teenagers, in that their role, and representation in the nationwide VD epidemic is

enormous, as are their needs.

We urge that any legislative initiative or pragram effIrt that
facuses on the adolescent, particularly the female ado/esc nt and

her unique arid particular heulth needs, he they Pritgnancy prevention

any} family' knning or pregnoncy-related services, prominently and.

r .. equally focus major otlention and directly address' their related and

t.t

I
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inextricably ;interlaekedheelth needs of venereal disease prevention

and venereal-disease-related clinical and counseling services. For,'

to the extent unintended Pregnancy. is epidemic among female

' odoleicents,'venereal disease is-pandemlc among this group. To the

extent adolescent pregnancy represents a health threat to mot*

and neonate alike, venereal disease represents a linortal threat to

bmother and neonate ape. As alarming ant Compelling as the

adolescent pregnancy statistics are; the female adolescent venereal

disebse incidence statistics are far worse both in terms of sheer

magoltude, and also in terms of severity of resulting consequences

Unintended pregnancy and venereal disease are more than

. simply correlated ,phenomena, within this subgroup of female

adolescents, they are coequal major health issues bprn of the some'

set .of social, psychological, behavioral, and to an extent, system

defielences. address one ona-not, the other is ludicrous. To

attempt to divrorce one .from the othc_is--artifical. To opt or

consider to do-anything other than approach these two major health

needs of female adolescents equally and simultaneously is poor

public health policy. To ...the extent that you recognize and
&knowledge cidolescenepregnancy as a sertious problem deserving of

your attention, you must now recognize and acknowledge adolescent

venereal disease - particularly among fetnalei, 'as a similar, most

'serious problem, most deservinclof your attent0.

The unfortunate facts with respect toVenereal-disease among adolescents between

the ages of 15 and 19 are statistically,summarized as followsl

. .

Total adolescents (both sexes) aged 15 to 19 years number 21 million. Total fernble0

adolescents aged IS t8 19 years,number 10.3 million.
. ,

Total persons (both sexes) aged 15 to 49 years (interval of peak sexual oCiiv1;y)

number 1o7,ai

-2-
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Total females oged 15 to 49 years (interval of peak sexuol activity) number
4 54,076,000. -

- ., .

Venereal disea se inadenceomong adolescents (both sexes) aged 15 to 19 years is

estimated to total over 2,500,000 cases annually.

Venereal 'disease Incidence among female adolescents oged IS to 19 years is

estimated to total over.1,900,000 cases Auolly.*
-

Venereat diseats incidence omang females aged IS to 49 years (interval of peak
sexual activity) is estimoted to totol over 5,000,000 cases annually.'

Venerear disease ine'idence prnang persons (both sexes),oged 15 to 49 years (interyal

`cif pea k sexual oCiivity)Itstlmcrtdd to totol dyer J 0,000,000 cases annually.

On- the, basis of the above,: the' following observotions and stotisticol inferences are ,,.

- Adolescents (6oth,,iexes) oged 15 to 19 years represent 19.48

per cent of al,..:;i4Sons aged 15 to 49 ?eats, i. e. one in every
.; '5,1) personSed 15 to 49 Yebrs is :i adolescent aged 15 to 19 4

years.

.

i Venereal disease incidence pmang odolescents (both sexes)

aged IS to 19 years represents 2k4er cent of venereal disease

, iricrdence aniang all pawns cad IS to 49 years. ,

Venereal disease strikes neorly I2 per cent of oll odolescents
aged 15 to 19 years, i. e. one in every 8.4-ddolescents aged I

° `to 19 years is stricken with venereal disease,

Reqordinq Females Specificolly

Female odolesdents aged 15 fo 19 years, represent ..19.05 per.

cent of oll 'femoles oged 15 to 49 years, i. e. one in every 5.25

females is an adolescent aged 15 to 19 years.

r
-3-
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Venereal disease incidence omong female adolescents aged 15

to 19 years represents over 38.0 per cent of venereol disease

incidence among females aged 15 to 49 years, i. e. one in every

257 female venereal disease cases is o female odolescent aged

15 to 19 years.

Venereal disease strikes over 18.5 per cent of female

adolescents aged 15 tol9 years, 1. e. one in every 5.39 female

adolescents aged 15 to 19 yedis is stricken with venereal

disease.

To soy that venereal disease reigns as an epidemic omong odoleicents oged 15 to 19

yeari is on understatement, and a gross understotement with respect to female

'adolescents. With case rates of nearly one in five, venereal disease is virtually pandemic
within the subPoPulation of femole adolescents in the United States, and represents one

of, if not the principal health threats to female adolescents.,

Going beyond the frank and grim reality of this intoleroble level of primory venereal

disease incidence, one must be in mind that women ond their offspring ore the main

vidiims of the consewences of 'primory venereal disease incidence - the complicoted and

often irreversible episodes of reproductive (tuba!) disfunction 'resulting from gonococcal

and chlamydiol pelvic inflommatory disease (13.1.0.) ond salpingitis (which' themselves are

life-threatening infections), the greatly elevoted.risk of cerviccl concer posed by infection.

with the genital herpesvirus, (HSV-2) (presently there is no cure for genitol herpes

infection) and repeated infection with the trichomonas voginolis, congenitol infection of
the developing fetus with the treponema pallidum, the cousotive agent of syphilis,
neonatal infection of the emerging infont with the genitol herpesvirus.and 'the group B
streptococcus (both venereallr acquired by the mother) ond both most often resulting in

neonotol death or severe neu icol ond neurosensory domoge 'to the surviving infants,
41tronsplocentol infection of the de aping fetus with the iytomegolovirus (o sexually

transmissible virus) resulting in mo infont mentol retordotion thon even the rubello

virus.

f
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These harsh foots, unpleasant and tragic as they are, must not be swept under the

rug. We must conifront these realities. We must seize every opportunity to intervene on

these pathological processes. We must.. candidly acknowledge that these female
adolescents, young, inexperienced, unsophistiCated, ill-informed, under-inforrhed often

uninformed, frightened by the prospect of venereal disease vis a vis their peers, porents, '
and authority figures of various kinds- and often paralysed by such fear. are ift- equiped

to successfully negotiate a medical system oriented toward adults,and hence slijithrough

the Crocks far too often and tragically, disproporlionotely fall victim to the ravages of

venereal disease.

Bearing all of this in mind;'it is incumbent upon us as humane, foresighted and
reasonable people to prominently and forthrightly feature veneral/Oisease as a major

polic and program element of any targeted focus on the healthy services needs of
odaleicents:perticUlorly female adolNicents.

It furthermore makes good sense in all regards to approach.the two major health
problems facing adolescents women--; venereal disease and pregnancy -collectively. Firit

of all, the subpopulations of adolqscent women with venereal disease and adolescent
women who are, have been or will be pregnant are nearly the Same subpopulation. The

degree of subpopulatian overlap is tremendous. Built upon that perceptiog is the clinical '

and educational opportunity of mediating both health concerns together "piggy-.

booking" one onto the other, or, vice verse, which is of enormous cost effectiveness
well. Also, the dangers venereal disease pose to developing fetuses and emerging infants

at parturition render the site and setting Jar adolescent pre- and perinatal careideally
suited for practicing primary prevention of venerally acquired, materna y imParted
neonatal morbidity cnd Mortality factors ;: with enormous human and economic fits to

all of society.

The Federal government expends nearly half a billion dollars annually on family ,

planning and pregoaecy related services and yet, despite the efforts supported'by 51)15

expenditure, an estimated 510,000 unintended adolescent pre2ruancies occurred. Clearly.

this target g'ioup is being missed and'any initiptives to f4ils on this group are just as

clearly in order.
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By the same token, the Federal government expends $32 millionann'uolly for

venereal disease prevention and control programs and yet, despite the efforts supported

by this expenditure, female adolescent venereal disease incidence is estimated to total'

Over 1,900,000 cases annually. There too, clearly, this target group is beiitg missed - and

any initiatives that would focus on this group very much in order.

To focus on either major health problem adolescent pregnancy or adolescent

venereal disease (femOle primarily) without prominently, forthrightly and

simultaneously addressing the other h not sound from a' policy viewpoint; health services

delivery viewpoint and cost effeCtiveneis viewpoint.

The only reasonable arid, Pruelent course of action is to focus attention on 'this

subgroup of adolescent women, recognizing that unintended pregnancy and venereal

' disease represent 'their two Most important, and woefully underserved health concerns,

and address the two with equal candor, dispatch dnd urgency, arid, by so doing, in the mast

cost effective old ultimately beneficial manner.

,
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'21Cnifeb -Stales: Zonate
COM IMMIX ON HUMAN INLOOuNCINI

WASHINGTON. D.C. WAN

June 2, 1978'

Mr. LuGene Bray, Jr.
President
Family Planning Council of
Western Pennsylvania, Inc.

Allegheny ,Tower Penthouse, Suite 1200
625 Stanwlx Street
Pittiburgh, Pennsylvania 15222 ,.' 4

Dear Mr..Bray:

Thank you for your recent letter requesting that your
written testimony be entered into.the record of hearings on
S:.2910, the AdolesCent Health Services and Pregnancy.
Pre4ention.and.tare Act of 1978.

Please be advised that the hearings scheduled for May

were cancelled and rescheduled for.June 14: .1 will forward

your testimony to Senator Edward M. Kennedy, 'Chairman of the

Subcommittee', with the request that it be entered !nib the '

record.

I appreciate your Interest In this area.

'Sincerely,

Richard S. Schwelker
Unwed States Senator,

RSS:dwj.

J
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FamilyPlinningCouncil .

o

&Western Penrelvania, Inc.
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41.2 121321 2130i
LuGene Dray, Jr. Allegtfeny Too4Frittpuse 625 Soanwlx Street

Suite WO "'i I 24
President

,., Pot>burgh, Pennsylvanoa
. 0140238 t

0

May 42, 1978

Senator Richard S. Schweiker
253 Russell Senate Office
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator:

Enclosed we are sending you our written testimony on Senate Bill
S2910, the4Adolescent Health Services and Pregnancy Prevention and
Care Act of'1978, as proposed by the'subcommittee on Health and Scienti-

fic Research. .
'N'',

' ........r

We request-that our testimony be entered to
op

records'of the

`hearings on May 23rd, 1978.

"1,,GB:kls

Cor

uGene Bray, Jr.
President

An Equal Opponunny Employing Rosman-au
and Soles Heald, Education and Welton

rennsy4uania Depanmeon Publk Wallan
iennsyl=rptinmeon ol Health

Clown I

4 .

4.,` es,
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.
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The FamilyPlanning'iouncll of Western pcnnsylvania, Inc: is grateful for the oppor-,

tunity to respond to the proposed:Senate Bill 52910, Adolescent Health Services and

Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act_o41§78. . ...

As a private, non-profit agenty whose,Orieary concern' is the being of people

through the provision of family planning, as well as general health care services,

we are deepliconcerned:about the issui of unwanted preg ies in the adolescent

population. . . .

.03
. ,

'During FY 1977, The Family Planting CoUncil, which manages 47 clinics in 23 Western

Pennsylvania counties hacha total adqve caseload of over:67,000 patient5,. ofwhich

over ,000 or 38% of the total pitlent population were adolescents durihg at least

ho

.to a clinic;falmqSt IS ofiall new patients are adolescents who ewe from

and rural areas and are,not limited to any one socio-economic subgroup..

. .

' .,
,

Our agency philosophy :regarding services to all people, irrespective of their age

is as follows: 4. 1 -:-. .

,..

1. Evert person has a right to understand his or her body and it's functions, and

the responsibilities and consequences implicit in sexual behavior. .

2. People having exercised their own informed judgement are entitled to suppOrt

services especially when that Judgement results in the completion of a.preg-
.

nancy.
'3. Every person has a right to accessible, quality, medical'serviced regarding,

; fertility control. . .

r;'41,. Every person has the right to receive these services in strict confidentiality.

.
. .

In addition tcr.these principlei',..we acknowledge the fact that adolescents, betausi

of their physical and emotional immaturity have special needs which should not be

:.-ignored. , , 1

Hence we agree that a specialised,, cdncerted effort should be made to reach adoles-

cents, both.male and female, from a 1:secto-economic backgrounds in order topro-

Vide Servites which will enable the to lead a full life asan adolescent, maturing

to healthy adultt. .

.

'Because,of the well documented adverte physical, social and psychological effects

onadolescents of pregnancy and child birth, plus the potential,hazards of an abor-

tion, in addition to the increased danger of both physical and emotional disability

of infants of teenage parents, the Family Planning Copncil of Western Pennsylvania,

Inc. suggests the following actions'in response to the problem of unwanted adoles-

cent pregnancies: . .
.

. 1
.

1. Provide comprehensive community educationiwith an emphasis on behavioral aware-.

ness and changing values, geared to parents, educators, medical and social ser-

vice providers and the media.

2. Provide sex education for children ages 5 through 18 schools and recreational

facilities aimed at giving fattual information abouttexuality, in order to pre-

' vent unwanted pregnancies by lessening need for sexual experimentation.

3. Provide accessible comprehensive ralth services for adolescents including:

General Health Care
Family Planning Services
Prenatal Care
Postnatil.Care
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4.
Providejarenting education plus health and social services to adqTtscent

parents within the school system soas
to avoid school dropouts and to im- ,,e(

prove the quality of lifekfor both the teen parents and their infants.

-or

S. Devellp effective birth coara;methods which
fit the heilth needs and life -

style of adolescents. -

p-4a%

We recognize that for many adolescents,
famil# planning clin cs are the entrance

point in to the primary health care
system, and hence we ack owledge our role in

the above mentioned' services aimed at preventing unwanted adolescent pregnancies.

The Family Planning Council of
Western Pennsylvania, Inc. strongly supports the

measures as defined in Senate Bill S2910, however; we urge ydu to put the emphasis

in-dealing with adolescent pregnancies on
prevention through education as indicated

in our suggestions.

4
9
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Mr. Eugene Bray,..1r.
President
Family Planning Council of W.
Pennsylvania, Inc.

625 Stanwix Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

Dear Mr. Bray:

26, 1978

s`pol5se to your request, I have fofwarded_the
elegram text of yoUf-testimonyto Senator Edward
Kennedy, Chairman of the Health Subcommittee with
the request it be.enterOd into the record of the hearing
regarding teenage pregnancy.

The hearing scheduled for May 23 was postpbned
until June 141

I appreciate your4thoughtful comme ndWill.
keep them in mind as we donsiflertb s important issue.

Sinderel

RSS.:c1wj

_Richard S. Schweiker
United States Senator

ti
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SENATOR RICHARD S SCHWEIKER
CAPITOL ONE DC 20510

WE REQUEST THAT D6R TESTIMONY
BE ENTERED TO THE RECORDS OF THE HEARINGS

ON 5-23-71
THE FAMILY PLANNING COUNCIL OF

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA INC. Is GRATEFUL

FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO
RESPONO TO THE PROPOSED SENATE BILL 52910,

AOOLEscENT HEALTH SERVICES AND
PREGNANCY PREVENTION AND CARE ACT OP

1978.
A4 A PRIVATE NON-PROFIT

AGENCY WHO'S PRIMARY CONCERN IS THE

WELL-BEING DF'PEOPLE THROUGH THE PROVISION OF FAMILY PLANNING AS WELL

AS GENERAL rEALTH CARE
SERVICES WE ARE DEEPLY CONCERNED ABOUT THE ISSUE

OF UNWANTED PREGNANCIES IN THE ADOLESCENT POPULATION DURING FY 1971,

THE FAMILY PLANNING COUNCIL
WHICH MANAGES *7 CLINICS IN 23 WESTERN

PENNSYLVANIA COUNTIES AT A TOTAL ACTIVE CASE LOAD OF OVER 67,000

PATIENTS AT WHICH OVER 25,000 OR 35 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL PATIENT

POPULATION WERE ADOLESCENTS
DURING AT LEAST ONE VISIT TO A CLINICI

ALHOST.HALF OF ALL NEW PATIENTS
ARE ADOLESCENTS WHO COME FROM BOTH

URBAN AND RURAL AREAS.ANO
ARE NOT LIMITED TO ANY ONE SOCIOECONOMIC SUB"

GROUP OUR AGENCY PHILOSOPHY
REGARDING SERVICES TO ALL PEOPLE

IRRESPECTIVE OF THEIR AGE IS AS FOLLOWS 1, EVERY PERSON HAS A RIGHT TO

UNDERSTAND HIS OR HER BODY AND ITS FUNCTIONS AND THE RESPONSIBILITIES

AND CONSEQUENCES IMPLICIT
IN SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 2. PEOPLE HAVING EXERCIZED

THEIR OWN INFORMED JUDGEMENT ARE ENTITLED TO SUPPORT SERVICES

ESPECIALLY WHEN THAT JUDGEMENT RESULTS'1N THE COMPLETION OF A PREGNANCY

3. EVERY PERSON HAS A RIGHT TO ACCESSIBLE QUALITY MEDICAL SERVICES

REGARDING FERTILITY CONTROL 4.
EVERY PERSON HAS THE RIGHT TO RECEIVE

THESE SERVICES IN STRICT CONFIDENTIALITY
IN ADOITfON TO. THESE PRINCIPLES WE ACKNOWLEDGE YHE FACT THAT

ADOLESCENTS BEChipsE OF THEIR PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL INMATURITY HAVE

SPECIAL NEEDS wkioN SHOULD NOT .BE IGNORED HENCE WE AGREE THAT A

SPECIALIZED CONCERTED EFFORT
SHOULD BE MADE TO REACH ADOLESCENTS BOTH

.MALE AND FEMALE FROM ALL
SoCIO-ECONOmio. BACKGROUNDS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE

SERVICES WHICH WILL ENABLE THEM TO LEAD A FULL LIFE AS AN ADOLESCENT

MATURING TO HEALTHY
AOULTS'OECAUSE OF THE WELL-DOCUMENTED ADVERSE

PHYSICAL SOCIAL AND PHYSCOLOGICAL
EFFECTS ON ADOLESCENTS OF PREGNANCY

AND CHILDaIRTH, PLUS THE
POTENTIAL HAZARDS OF AN ABORTION, IN ADDITION

TO THE INCREASED DANGER
OF BOTH PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL DISABILITY OF

INFANTS OF TEENAGE PARENTS, THE FAMILY PLANNING COUNCIL OF WESTERN

PENNSYLVANIA, INC. SUGGESTS THE
FOLLOWING ACTIONS IN RESPONSE TO'THE

PROBLEM OF UNWANTED ADOLESCENT
PREGNANCIES, 1. PROVIDE COMPREHENSIVE

COMMUNITY EDUCATION, MITM AN EMPHASIS ON BEHAVIORAL AWARENESS AND

CHANGING VALUES DUE TO PARENTS EDUCATORS MEDICAL AND SOCIAL SERVICE

PROVIDERS AND THE MEDIA PROVIDE SIR EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN AGES 5

THROUGH 18 IN SCHOOLS AND
RECREATIONAL FACILME8 AIMED AT GIVING

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR
WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREE PITON( NUMBERS
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.

FACTUAL INFORWTION
BOUT SEXUALTITY IN pRDER TO PREVENT UNWANTED

PREGNANCIES BY L ENING NEED FOR SEXUAL
EXPERIWENTATION S. PROVIDE

ACCESSIBLE COMP mENSIVE HEALTH SERVICES FOR ADOLESCENTS INCLUDING,,

GENERAL HEALT CARE FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES
PRE-NATAL CARE POST-NATAL

CARE 4. PROVIDE PARENTING
EDUCATION PLUS HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES TO

.ADOLESCENT PARENTS WITHIN THE
SCHOOL SYSTEM 50 AS TO ARID SCHOOL

DROPOUTS AND TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR BOTH THE TE(N PARENTS

AND THEIR INFANTS. S.
DE9ELOP.EFFECTIvE BIRTH-CONTROL METHODS

WHICH FIT

THE HEALTH NEEDS AND LIFE STYLE OF ADOLESCENTS WE RECOGNIZE THAT FOR

MANY ADOLESCENTS FAMILY
PLANNING CLINICS ARE THE EXTRANCE POINT INTO

THE PRIMARY HEALTHCARE SYSTEM AND HENCE WE ACKNOWLEDGE OUR ROLE IN THE

ABOVE MENTIONED SERVICES AIMED AT PREVENTING UNWANTED ADOLESCENT

PREGNANCIES. THE'FAHILY PLANNING COUNCIL OF WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA INC .

STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE MEASURES AS DEFINED IN s8 82910 HOWEVER WE URGE

YOU TO PUT THE EMPHASIS IN DEALING 11TH ADOLESCENT PREGNANCIES ON

PREVENTION THROUGH fOUCATION
AS INDICATED IN OUR SUGGESTION

MR LU GENE BRAY, JR
"RESIDENT

14100 EST

MGMCOMP MGM
Las Sto.W.411 \(1 *./

Lia4
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TESTIMONY OF ASSOCIATION OF LOWER EAST SIDE SETTLEMENTS
c/o UNIVERSITY SETTLEMENT

1$5 ELDRIDGE STREET PHONE: 212 674-9120
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10002

IN SUPPORT OF S.2910/H.R. 12146

The Association of Lower East Side Settlements, which has

operated a program for low-income teen-age girls for over three

years, isgratefill for.the opportunity to*present its views on .

S.2910/H.R. 12146, the Adolescent Health, Servicep, and Pregnancy

Prevention and Care Act of 1978.

The Association is composed of six 'community and neighborhood

centers, listed at the end of this testimony, all providing services

in New Yoil City's Lower East Side, a multi-ethnic area of 200,000

people, the majority of whom are low-ificome.

We would like to express our strong support for this legislation.

This support is based on our experience in working with the teen-age

population at-risk of unwanted pregnancy. Our commitment to the

legislation's goals of developing networks of community-based

services via better linkages among programs and an increase in.the -

availability of community services stems from our experience in

the operation of the DAWN Program (Discovery and Awareness for

Women Now) as a joint effort in the six member agencies of the

Association. We would like to describe this program, and from

that description, it will be clear why we are supportive of

S.2910/H.R.'12146.

The DAWN Program, which has thus far been supported entirely

by private foundation funds, has
?

in its provision of services to

girls, emphasized several, components that the new legislation also

emphasizes:

,
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1.- We have developed a coordinated approach among community-

bated agencies. Si x community cvrs, each serving a

different) dub-area of the Lower East Side, and thu's a

slightly different population, habe.collaborated in

developing a comprehensive, but varied, approach to work with

minority teen-age girls., The agencies have shared services

among themselves, for exathple, vocational counseling and

supplementary educational activities, and have:served as an

access point to additional services that girls need, for

example, more intensive help in working out fa:silly relation

ships and health care, includingContracegtive information

and services where needed. This\ community ned4ork has pro -'

vided a variety of services that different girls can use

in different ways.

2 - We have developeda conceptual approach to providing services

to teen-age girls.
Our neighborhood, the Lower East Side.'

ranks third in New York City in teen -age pregnancy, coming

after only Central arlem and East Harlem.' It is a neighborhood

characterized by poverty, physical blight, high welfare rates,

and high rates of health problema. We find a major social

characteristic of such a neighborhood to be a pervasive and

deep passivity, in particular among the females: life situa-

tions "happen" to the girls and young women, rather than their

choosing them, and behavior adapts accordingly. Thus, becoming

pregnant in one's teen-age years is not something one has

necessarily chosen, but.is rather the workings of "fate.",
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Likeiese, droPping out of school is'less an active choice
....."

than a series of ufiplannedcircumstances that, cumulatieely, .

result in finding oneself out of school. The girls with

II

,.whom our.agenc es work see around them passivity, an inability

to affect on s life, a sense that one is marginal in every
(

. way, and this means that they tend to lack sufficient in-

4entive to antiapate events in Dife.
. .

It isto,thia complex of issues thqt our program' haE
;ft.

addressed itself: we believe the girl; need to acquire skills

in.anticipating.the future, making decisions, exercising con-

.,trol over their lives.' Without some vision ofl'this kind and ,

the skillsto-mOve towards it, they have little ic&ktive;to "

accept thekind Of responsibility for their activities thiii

is necessa y for preventing pregnancy. While we support

/
'giving out both contraceptive information and devices, we do

not think that such an approach is sufficient if one has not

involved the'gitIs in a more total approach to their lives.

Thus, our Conceptual approach is that to work with these
J

'
girls, individually and in groups, staff must create programs.

that emphasize future brientation and development of decision-

making skills.

' Based on our conceptual approach to girls' needs and our

coordinated structure, the DAWN Program has, over its three-

year history, emphasized educational and vocational concerns,

'health and sex education, and leadership development. Activities
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in each settlement
house/community center have varied, brit all

.

have emphasized these foundations. AC this point, we believe

we have entifiea some important issues
and'arexoving in the

it
right.df. tion. A research study just being completed, which

compares the DAWN girls with a variety of national norms regard-

..

Ing sex knoWledge, coital
experience, pregnancy rates, drug use,

school.drop-out rates,.etc.,
indicates th t the girls who have

been in pur program have
fared aignifica tly better in all thespt

areas.

Thib'fprief description of the Ass ociation's.DAWN'Program is

intanded'to providg Commitpee
members with th'e basis for our

comments and recommendations on the S.2910/H.R. 12146. Evidently,

we are committed to a community-wide- coordinated comprehensive

approach to services for teen-age
girls as a means of preventing

f

unwanted pregnancies.
We.recommend that the starving point fot.

services under'this legislation
be agenctes with a hOlistic

approach to the needs of this population, rather than providers

of discrete parts, such as just birth control. In other 4grds,

the needs of the total girl must be addressed if she is to be

helped either to avoid pregnancy, or, if pregnant, to become

as self-sufficient as possible. We think that the community

centers with a commitment to girls are logical places of access

into other services. A network of
agencies that covers a neigh-'

borhood is an effective way of tailoripg programs to reach dif-

ferent sub-populations on the one hand, while being large enough

to develop needed linkages with medical facilities, educational,
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institutions, city wide resources such as, employment and vocational
Nbd. ^\

opportunities, and statewide resources /efforts to impact on the

problem.

In conclusion, we support fully both the intent and the content

of the AdolescentHealth, Services, and Pregnancy Prevention and

!Care Act of 1978. We hope that the legislation will provide for a

spectrum'of tommunity-based services of varied content, linked

together so that tun-age girls can take full advantage of every

possible resource.
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si60 INtt Shoot
NewYork, N.Y. 10002 .

AN (212) 674-1740i ( .

.41) AISE, The Association Of Lower East Side Settlements, ,as established in 1974 to
1. Increase coordination of existing settlement service programs.

lii,,,

2. Develop new joint programs in social services, the arta and
. .

.? 0 w inInch as,, bookkeeping, joihirsachmsing, fringe benefits.

3. Coordinate suieehle administrative Aspects of the member agencies,

4, fierte'as a vehicle for joint representation on policy issues, such
as memicipal'health services, servides to the aging and other

ecelpity concerns:

$ ALM program aoordination has resulted in,thei development of

ea. Youth proved,'

4i1
- DAWN Program - Discovery and Awaremelm for Women Now - a feminist

proven for 220 low-income minority girls aged 10 to 17.

:ELI the Aging

AYH:rectory of settlement educational and vocational services,
ear programs for

'I)

Member Agencies:
Chinatene Planning Comore

Edsostionsi Ammo.
,.,el Sew seitienme

ilemilton-leadtson House

Henry Steel giiMenient
uniereity lammineni

Helen A Ranee", Dime.,

4.0 ,

401

CIS Other MESS include:

III - Participation in city planning efforts: designated ente-

tion on Community Planning Board 3, Health Systems Agency, er-

Agency Council mile Aging, Lower East Side Neighborhood Coalition

41)
... Active support of related community services, e.g. Eaeyride,

transpartatiOn system for the elderly, Police Precinct efforts to

votect the elderly from crime.

4:1 ALMS members are:

=1
town Planning Council, 45 East Broadway, 11.2. ,N.Y. 10002, 227-9620

Ft}onal Alliance, 197 East Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10002, GR5-6200
slid Street Settlement, 80 Pitt Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10002, 674-1740

lin Heedlton-Madieon HoUse,'50 MAdison Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10038, 349-37240 Henry Street Settlement, 265 Henry street, N.Y., N.Y. 10002, 766-9200
University Settlement, 184 Eldridge Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10002 674_9120

C .

4:1

ALMS is an incorporated, tax-exempt social welfare organization. Its Board

is SOW/ell of the Executive Directors and Board members ofilhe listed settle-= meat houses. It is associated with United Neighborhood Houses of New York,

Inc., 101 East 15th Street, New York 10003. m

Bell AIEBS is supported by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and the RobsPC Sterling

g .
dation The New York Community Trust, and the Greater New York Fund
Clark Foundation. Program support has come from the Vindlimt.AStor Folia-

ge" SpecIal Allocations Pond.

Home Care Seivices, funded by the New York City Department for
the Aging under Title III of the Order Americans Act.

-AConsumer Discount Program in local supermarkets andlmall shops.
- Coordination of long-range settlement planning for progress

foAr.the elderly.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you ever so much. ,

[Whereupon, te5. p.m., the committee was adjourned, subject to the
call of the Chair.]
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